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FOREWORD
As a result of events in the last century, mainly related to the development of nuclear energy,
mankind has been forced to deal with the restoration of the environments which contain
radioactive residues. Historically, the first areas requiring environmental restoration were
those where the mining and milling of uranium and thorium ores were conducted and those
affected by the processing and application of concentrated natural radionuclides, such as
radium-226. In the second half of the century, when technologies were developing and
radiation hazards were not clearly understood, a number of substantial discharges of fission
products, some accidental, others deliberate, occurred resulting in the contamination of both
production sites and local inhabited areas, for example, the Mayak facility in Urals, Russian
Federation, and the Sellafield facility in the United Kingdom. Nuclear weapons tests
conducted in the 1950s and 1960s led to radioactive contamination of some large continental
areas (Semipalatinsk, Nevada, Maralinga) and of islands in the Pacific Ocean. The largest
nuclear reactor accident, which occurred at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant in 1986,
caused the radioactive contamination of extensive territories in Europe.
The operation of nuclear facilities has led to the accumulation of large amounts of spent
nuclear fuel used both for civil and military purposes as well as to the production of high level
radioactive waste. In some facilities, a significant fraction of the spent fuel and radioactive
waste, mainly originating from the early period of nuclear power, is stored in conditions
which do not meet present safety requirements, for example, surface water bodies and
underground cavities. Of the nuclear facilities now undergoing decommissioning, some are in
conditions which threaten to create environmental contamination, for example, floating
disused nuclear submarines. Accidents at some of these facilities could lead to contamination
of both local and distant areas due to river, marine and atmospheric transport.
A number of scientific meetings have been devoted to various aspects of the environmental
restoration of contaminated areas. At the International Symposium on the Restoration of
Environments with Radioactive Residues held in Arlington, United States of America, from
29 November to 3 December 1999, many aspects of the rehabilitation problem were discussed
with primary attention dedicated to the problems in the USA as the host country. In
comparison, at the International Conference on "Radiation Legacy of the 20th Century:
Environmental Restoration" (RADLEG-2000) held in Moscow, Russian Federation, from
30 October to 2 November 2000, a special focus was on the radioactive legacy of the countries
of the former Soviet Union (FSU) and eastern Europe. By means of reviews and case studies,
the conference assessed the overall situation with respect to the contaminated sites and
sources of potential environmental contamination and evaluated the achievements of
rehabilitation and remediation programmes as well as identifying future needs in this field.
This conference was organized by the Ministry of the Russian Federation for Atomic Energy
(MINATOM) in co-operation with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the
European Commission (EC) and the Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS). It was cosponsored by the International Science and Technology Centre, Russian Nuclear Society,
Belgian Nuclear Research Centre SCK-CEN, All-Russian Research Institute for Chemical
Technology and CH2M Hill International (USA). The conference was attended by 266
participants from 16 countries and 6 international organizations with 49 papers presented
orally and 64 presented as posters. All of the orally presented papers as well as opening
statements, summaries of the discussions and conference conclusions containing both major
scientific findings and practical recommendations, are included in the present publication. The
IAEA officer responsible for this publication was M. Balonov of the Division of Radiation
and Waste Safety.
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OPENING SESSION
WELCOME ADDRESSES
E.O. ADAMOV
Ministry of Atomic Energy of the Russian Federation,
Moscow, Russian Federation
In the Russian Federation, we have, for the past decade, been endeavouring to establish an
environmental restoration programme, but there is a problem of financing. The United States
launched such a programme in the 1980s. The programme was to cost over US $200 billion,
and halfway through 1999 work costing over US $150 billion remained to be done. That is
not too much for an affluent country like the United States, which started well before the
Russian Federation.
When considering the man-made disasters of the 20th century, it is fair to ask whether those
associated with the utilization of nuclear energy for military and peaceful purposes were the
most severe. For example, many will recall the state of the river Rhine 25-30 years ago — a
river which has since been thoroughly cleaned up; many will recall pictures published in the
1960s of a policeman in the Japanese city of Osaka wearing a respirator that looked like a gas
mask — a scene which you will not witness if you visit Japan now. I deliberately mentioned
Germany and Japan because they have not engaged in nuclear weapons development but have
nevertheless had serious man-made environmental problems — with which they have coped
successfully. On the other hand, those who have visited the Kola peninsula are unlikely to
have seen any negative effects of the Kola Nuclear Power Plant, but they are also unlikely to
forget how the area around the Monchegorsk Metallurgical Combine looks.
You will naturally all be wondering what I am going to say about the Chernobyl accident, so I
shall now take up that subject.
All those who participated, in 1996, in meetings like the "One Decade after Chernobyl"
conference held in Vienna will recall the uncomfortable questions about why so many people
were evacuated for no sound environmental reason and why the almost 2000 children who had
contracted thyroid cancer (a statistically significant consequence of the accident) did not
receive the best possible medical treatment — or why it had been impossible for the
international helpers to establish a statistically reliable picture of the public health situation in
the affected areas before the accident.
As to the so-called liquidators and to the affected population in general, we all know that the
impact of the Chernobyl accident was far less than, for example, the impact which the
chemical plant accident in Bhopal, India, had on the people there. However, we have
established for them social and medical arrangements comparable with those established for
the Hiroshima and Nagasaki survivors — the results being a lack of motivation to work,
hypochondria, fear and stress. We all know that parts of the areas affected by the Chernobyl
accident have radiation levels lower than, for example, the state of Kerala, in India. Moreover,
we all know that the 30-km zone around the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant was not very
fertile and that far more land, of greater fertility, has been flooded in the course of
hydroelectric power projects.
Until the early 1960s there were no serious safety standards, and those standards which did
exist were often infringed in the course of nuclear weapons development and nuclear fuel

cycle activities. Since the middle of the 1960s, thanks to good compliance with high safety
standards, the morbidity among those working in the nuclear sector has been indistinguishable
from that in the population as a whole, which has itself been exposed to an additional, manmade risk of only 10~5-10~ /year. I mention this in order to highlight the importance of
ensuring that public resources are devoted to those environmental restoration problems which
are of highest priority.
Why is so much attention paid to the impact of nuclear activities on people and on the
environment? Of course, there is the harm which was done to the public consciousness by the
completely unnecessary dropping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki — and also
the tendency of the mass media to focus not on real issues but rather on issues which lend
themselves to a sensationalist approach and are likely to boost revenues. One real issue —
perhaps the key one — is whether nuclear power will be recognized as essential for resolving
the most daunting problem of the new century and the new millennium, the problem of
mankind's future energy supplies.
The fears of ordinary citizens, calmly smoking or drinking until they are blue in the face, are
real fears. A hundred years ago, similar fears resulted in laws requiring that automobiles be
preceded by someone carrying a flag, whereas now, in the Russian Federation, automobiles
without catalyses are polluting our cities. Conferences like this one should not add to the fears
of ordinary citizens, but help them to understand where their true interests lie in the face of the
threat to mankind and the environment which now exists.
In the Russian Federation and elsewhere, the nuclear industry has proved that it is
environmentally friendly. Conferences like this one should make that very clear, and they
should also make it clear that in a country like the Russian Federation — with an annual
national budget equivalent to only about US $20 billion — prioritization in the expenditure
area is particularly important. In that connection, the calls being made for a move not towards
greater nuclear power generation but towards greater use of coal — calls which we hear in the
current "war" between RAO EEhS (the company controlling most of Russia's electricity
production) and Gazprom (the company controlling most of Russia's oil and natural gas
resources) — are very ominous.
Studies of our radiation legacy and efforts to rehabilitate contaminated areas should be part of
an overall strategy for resolving our common environmental problems in a socially and
economically sustainable manner. I hope you will also make that clear during this conference.

G LINSLEY
International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna
On behalf of the Director General of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) I would
like to welcome you to this Conference. As you know the Conference is organized by the
Ministry of the Russian Federation for Atomic Energy (MINATOM) — the IAEA is one of
the organizations which is cosponsoring the meeting.
This Conference, which is addressing the problems arising out of the legacy of environmental
radioactive contamination is, in itself, a reflection of the concern and importance that all
nations are nowadays giving to the environment and to its preservation. Yet it was only a few
decades ago that there was an entirely different way of thinking about the environment. In the
context of nuclear technology development, in that era, little attention was given to the
environmental implications of the new developments, progress and production were the
dominant considerations. In the early years of my own work I remember being introduced to
the concept of "environmental capacity", especially in the context of the disposal of wastes in
the oceans, that is, how much radioactive material can an ocean accept without causing a
radiation dose limit to be exceeded. This is a long way from the current environmental
protection driven policies which seek to reduce concentrations of radionuclides to "close to
zero" in the coastal waters of Europe (the OSPAR Convention).
The change in attitude towards the environment came about as a result of the visible effects on
the environment of certain types of pollution e.g. acid rain, and was soon reflected
internationally, first, at the UN Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm in 1972,
and more recently at the UN Conference on Environment and Development, which included
the Rio Declaration, in 1992.
While these Conferences marked changing attitudes to the environment in general, it was the
ending of the "Cold War" that brought about the real prospect of improving and restoring the
environments which had been affected by radioactive contamination, due mainly to military
related activities.
We are still at the early stages of this work — we still have to establish the full extent and
nature of the problem, we are still developing appropriate restoration technologies and we are
still trying to reach agreement on restoration safety criteria that, on the one hand, provide
adequate protection for humans and the environment and, on the other hand, can be achieved
within our available financial resources.
The IAEA has a role in all of these areas, firstly, by supporting conferences such as this and
the one held in Arlington, USA last year — to which this meeting can be seen as a follow-up.
The IAEA is also engaged in promoting information exchange on technology developments
and has been active in building consensus on safety standards for the restoration of
contaminated areas.
This Conference will have been a success if it promotes the exchange of new and useful
information, if it allows us to learn useful lessons from the experience of others, and if it
builds towards a consensus on what must be done and what can realistically be achieved given
our often limited resources. I am confident that it will be a success.

D. GAMBIER
European Commission,
Brussels
Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is a pleasure for me to be attending this conference, which is supporting the ISTC.
The environmental issues affecting Russia and other countries of the former Soviet Union are
very important for the whole of Europe. In September, the Commission's Commissioner for
Research, Mr. Philippe Busquin, discussed with Russia's Minister Adamov the question of
what could be done about those issues and concluded that assistance was a thing of the past;
the emphasis should now be on science and technology co-operation between equal partners.
The science and technology co-operation agreement between the European Union and Russia,
which is in the process of being finalized, will cover, inter alia, co-operation in the field of
radioecology.
The European Commission is working together with Russia on several environmental issues
— for example, the environmental situation in the Barents Sea. In addition, EURATOM's
research programme includes radioecology projects in which Russian scientific institutions
can participate as contractors or subcontractors.
Through the ISTC, the European Commission is supporting projects in Russia whereby people
move away from military research to civilian research, and radioecology and the restoration of
radioactively contaminated areas are undoubtedly suitable fields for such projects.
With regard to the RadLeg project, which is being supported by the European Commission, it
is hoped that a market will arise for the information in the resulting database — information
which will be useful in rehabilitation exercises.
When supporting such a project, the European Commission must bear in mind the question of
self-sustainability; will the project provide for long-term employment? Much depends on
continuing governmental support, which is absolutely essential. In addition, it is helpful to
have the support of international organizations like the IAEA.
I believe that the RadLeg project will be self-sustainable to some extent if the Russian
Government provides continuing support. It certainly deserves to be successful in the long
term.

Yu.A. IZRAEL
Institute of Global Climate and Ecology,
Moscow, Russian Federation
Distinguished colleagues, I should first like to welcome you on behalf of the Russian
Academy of Sciences.
The two topics of this conference — the radiation legacy of the 20th century and
environmental restoration — are important and related issues which should lead us to think
also about how to prevent the future occurrence of radioactive contamination due to accidents
involving nuclear and non-nuclear facilities and even to the normal operation of such
facilities.
Many of you participated in the International Conference on Radioactivity after Nuclear
Explosions and Accidents held here in Moscow from 24 to 26 April 2000, and the extensive
discussions which took place during that conference will no doubt be highly relevant to this
one.
A great deal of work has been done in studying radioactive contamination of the environment,
and I have the feeling that many people think we know all — or nearly all there is to know
about it. However, radioactive contamination of the environment is like a wild animal; you
may have studied the habits of a particular specimen, but you cannot say much about the
species as a whole. I would go as far as to compare radioactive contamination of the
environment with a monster whose behaviour is constantly changing; from time to time we
are surprised to discover, for example, the transfer of a radionuclide into a plant or along the
food chain is proceeding in ways which differ not only as between different soil conditions but
also as between different times, as if the radionuclide were ageing.
Consequently, while Minister Adamov gave us a brilliant insight into social and other aspects
of environmental contamination, I should like to emphasize the importance of our continuing
with the related scientific investigations — as a precondition for correct practical measures
directed towards restoration and also towards the avoidance of environmental contamination
in the first place. For we must realize that accidents are always possible, at both nuclear and
non-nuclear facilities.
Very few of those present here today took part in the early work on developing nuclear
weapons, but many took part in the effort to cope with the impact of the Chernobyl accident,
and some of them are still carrying out Chernobyl-related scientific studies.
For even 14 years after the accident, it is still not clear why, after five days during which it had
been cooling down, the crippled reactor started to heat up again, ejecting further
radionuclides. We did not know whether to continue dumping lime on the reactor or lead —
or to try something else. It was not clear which radionuclides would prove to be the most
dangerous: strontium-90, iodine-131, tellurium-132, caesium-137, plutonium-239, plutonium141? We shall no doubt be hearing about these radionuclides during this conference.
We need to understand these radionuclides when we are thinking about embarking on
environmental restoration — their radioactive properties and also, for example, the ways in
which they are transported in water. When restoring an area contaminated by radioactivity, we
must not only do what is necessary but also avoid doing things that are unnecessary — or
harmful. You can always clean up a contaminated area completely, but, quite apart from the

excessively high costs incurred, you may, for example, by removing the topsoil so as to ensure
that no plutonium-239 remains — create a dust bowl. That is one of the issues we should
consider at this conference.
After the Chernobyl accident, scientists began studying not only the radioactive contamination
resulting from that tragedy but also the radioactive contamination resulting from nuclear
weapons testing and from other activities. Various international organizations became
involved, and I am very glad that they did. In expressing my appreciation to those
organizations, I would emphasize that their involvement has benefited not just the Russian
Federation but all countries, for radioactive contamination of the environment can occur
anywhere on our planet. Dealing with it requires the joint efforts of scientists at both the
national and the international level.
I hope that this conference will be a valuable follow-up to the International Conference on
Radioactivity after Nuclear Explosions and Accidents held here in April and that the two
conferences will lead to further fruitful deliberations regarding the severe radiation
contamination problems which so many of our countries have inherited.

SESSION 1
OVERVIEW OF AREAS CONTAMINATED WITH RADIONUCLIDES
AND ASSOCIATED INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS

THE RADIATION LEGACY OF RUSSIA

XA0201«54Q

V.A. LEBEDEV
Ministry of the Russian Federation on Atomic Energy,
Moscow, Russian Federation
Abstract
Nuclear weapons making and testing, operation of enterprises of the nuclear industry, of military and
civilian nuclear fleet, as well as peaceful nuclear explosions - all that led in the USSR to release of
radioactive products into the environment. In some parts of the FSU radioactive contamination
exceeded permissible levels. The necessity of remediation of such territories became evident. The
most part of the contamination resulted from major radiation accidents in Kyshtym (19570 and
Chernobyl (1986).
Today those objects, as well as some sites of radwaste storage and disposal, written-off nuclear
submarines with non-unloaded spent nuclear fuel, some floating and on-shore repositories of nuclear
fleet's radwaste and spent nuclear fuel, pose a potential hazard to the biosphere.
Appropriate measures aimed at decreasing their impact on the population and environment are
needed. Such measures should include both restoration of contaminated lands and social support
programs for the population affected by radiation. The main task of the rehabilitation is reduction of
consequences of internal and external exposure of the people, creation of necessary conditions for
efficient and safe economical activities. Concrete objectives should be determined, as well as
principles and standards to ensure radiation safety when conducting remediation works, and also specifications for evaluation of the lands condition prior to their remediation, criteria of decisionmaking, rehabilitation planning, techniques of the lands' restoration and recommendations for their
future uses.
The Russian Federal special program "Radioactive Waste and Spent Nuclear Materials Management,
Utilization and Disposal for 1996-2005" envisages studies on Russia's radiation legacy's assessment
on the basis of up-to-date information technologies of computer-based systems for data collection,
storage and processing for accounting and analysis of information on availability, origin, physical &
chemical characteristics, location of radioactive materials on the territory of Russia. In the last years
the works were carried out successfully within the framework of the International Science &
Technology Center # 101 KURGAN and # 245 RADLEG and of some other international and national
projects.

1. INTRODUCTION
During more than a half a century after the World War II military and civilian uses of atomic
energy in Russia have led to creation of nuclear industry, accumulation of huge arsenals of
nuclear weapons. The emergence of radiation factor in economic and military activities,
nuclear weapons creation, testing and reduction made urgent the task of assessment of the
radiation legacy after the Cold War ending and long-term forecasting of consequences of the
impact on the biosphere and noosphere.
The problem of radiation legacy still remains the most important object of attention of
institutions and enterprises of the Russian nuclear industry, as well as foreign experts and a

number of international organizations. Collection and analysis of data on various elements of
the radiation legacy and their impact on the environment and population health are a top
priority task, from the point of view of both outlays for rehabilitation and prevention or
reduction of probable damage in future, taking into account nuclear energy use in various
spheres of human activities, that must be based on improvement of hygienic standards and
means of radiation control.
2. THE STATE OF THE ART
Nuclear weapons production and testing, operation of nuclear industry's enterprises, military
and civilian nuclear fleet and nuclear peaceful explosions in the USSR led to release of
radioactive products into the environment. Radioactive contamination in some parts of the
USSR exceeded permissible limits. The necessity of restoration of such territories became
imminent. An overwhelming part of the contamination resulted from major radiation
accidents in Kyshtym (1957) and Chernobyl (1986).
Today the objects, as well as some sites of radioactive waste storage and disposal, written-off
nuclear submarines with unloaded spent nuclear fuel (SNF), on-shore and floating SNF and
radwaste repositories of the nuclear fleet, are potentially hazardous to the biosphere.
For the present in Russia about 650 mln. m3 of liquid and solid radioactive wastes with total
activity about 2.0 billion Ci have been accumulated. In the Table 1 distribution of the amount
of radwaste by origin and place of storage is presented. More than 90% of the radwaste —
from former military activities for nuclear weapon-grade materials production — is
concentrated at the sites of Minatom of Russia. Besides, at the sites of Minatom and other
agencies of Russia about 12,000 tons of SNF are kept with total activity of about 8.2 billion
Ci.
The total area of lands contaminated with radionuclides as a result of activities of the
Minatom's enterprises within the limits of their observation zone is about 480 km2 (Table 2).
The most part of the contaminated territories is related to sanitary & protective and
observation zones of the enterprises. It is connected with emergency situations and incidents,
which have led to one time releases of radioactive substances. About 15% of the total area
contaminated with radionuclides have the highest levels of y-radiation exposure rate-above
200 uR/h (Table 3).
At enterprises of nuclear fuel cycle, nuclear weapons complex, at research institutions the
contamination is determined by radionuclides of caesium, strontium, plutonium; at ore mining
and processing enterprises, nuclear fuel manufacturing plants it is determined by uranium,
radium, thorium nuclides.
The most part of the contaminated areas (94%) falls on the "Mayak" combine neighborhood,
that is linked with its foregoing activities. A State special complex program of the Russian
Federation on social and radiation rehabilitation of the population and lands of the Urals
region affected by the "Mayak" Industrial Association activities had been authorized (for the
time period till 2000).
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TABLE 1. RADIOACTIVE WASTES (RW) AND SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL (SNF) IN THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION, AS OF 01.01.2000
Ministries, agencies and
organizations
Minatom of Russia:
uranium ore mining and processing;
uranium isotope enrichment;
nuclear fuel manufacturing;
electric power production at NPPs;
SNF reprocessing;
RW and SNF storage and disposal
Defense Ministry of Russia (Navy):
nuclear ships and submarines operation
and dismantling
Rossudostroyeniye (Federal Agency for
Shipbuilding)
Ministry of Transport of Russia:
nuclear icebreakers operation and
dismantling
"Radon" special combines:
processing and disposal of radioactive
materials used in medicine, scientific
research, industry
Total

Liquid RW
M3
5.2-108

2.3-10

Ci
3.1-108

SNF
T
12,000

Ci
2.2-109

8

Ci
8.0-109

1.5-104

1.9-102

1.3-104

8.0-102

70

2-108

2.6-103

5.5-102

1.5-103

2.1-104

-

-

4.0-102

1.0

1.5-103

2.1-104

10

4.7-107

2.0-105

2.1-106

2.3-108

3.1-108

12080

8.2-109

5.2-108

Solid RW

2.2-109

TABLE 2. LANDS CONTAMINATED WITH RADIONUCLIDES AT ENTERPRISES OF
THE MINATOM OF RUSSIA, AS OF 01.01.2000, km2
Enterprise

Total

Production
site

Sanitary and
protective zone

Observation
zone

Priargun
Mining&Chemical
Association
Mining&Metallurgical
Plant (Lermontov)

8,53

7,33

0,78

0,42

1,34

1,07

0,27

Machine-Building Plant
(Elektrostal)
Novosibirsk Plant of
Chemical Concentrates
Moscow Plant of
Polymetals
Chepetsk Mechanical
Plant (Glazov)
Zabaikalsky
Mining&Enrichment
Combine

0,26

0,01

0,13

0,12

0,15

0,07

0,08

-

0,016

0,002

0,014

-

1,35

1,34

0,01

0,04

0,04

-

-

"Mayak" Industrial
Association
Mining&Chemical
Combine
(Zheleznogorsk)
Siberian Chemical
Combine (Seversk)
Kirovo-Chepetsk
Chemical Combine

452,16

38,46

217,54

196,16

4,70

4,29

0,07

0,35

10,39

10,09

0,30

-

0,70

0,17

0,15

0,38

All-Russia Research
Institute of Technical
Physics (Snezhinsk)
Research Institute of
Atomic Reactors
(Dimitrovgrad)
Total
Without "Mayak"

0,13

0,13

0,39

0,15

0,24

-

480,32
28,16

63,25
24,79

219,64
2,10

197,43
1,27

12

-

TABLE 3. LANDS CONTAMINATED WITH RADIONUCLIDES AT ENTERPRISES OF
THE MINATOM OF RUSSIA WITH EXPOSURE RATES ABOVE 200 |uR/HOUR, AS OF
01.01.2000, km2
Enterprise

Total

Mining&Metallurgical
Plant (Lermontov)
Machine-Building Plant
(Elektrostal)
Novosibirsk Plant of
Chemical Concentrates
Moscow Plant of
Polymetals
Chepetsk Mechanical
Plant (Glazov)
"Mayak" Industrial
Association
Mining&Chemical
Combine
(Zheleznogorsk)
Siberian Chemical
Combine (Seversk)
All-Russia Research
Institute of Technical
Physics (Snezhinsk)
Research Institute of
Atomic Reactors
(Dimitrovgrad)
Institute of Physics and
Power Engineering
(Obninsk)
Total
Without "Mayak"

1,03

Production
site
1,018

Sanitary and
protective zone
0,012

Observation
zone
-

0,261

0,009

0,132

0,12

0,14

0,07

0,07

-

0,001

0,001

-

-

0,062

0,059

0,003

-

65,70
0,203

17,70
0,19

38
0,013

10
-

4,191

4,026

0,165

-

0,01

0,01

-

-

0,081

-

0,081

-

0,001

0,001

-

-

71,68
5,98

23,08
5,38

38,48
0,48

10,12
0,12
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TABLE 4.NREST0RATI0N OF CONTAMINATED LANDS AT ENTERPRISES OF THE MINATOM OF RUSSIA IN 1993-1999,
THOUS. m 2 [l,2]

Enterprise

1993

1994

1995

1996

Priargun Mining &
Chemical Association
Almaz State
Enterprise
Novosibirsk Plant of
Chemical
Concentrates
Moscow Plant of
Polymetals
Siberian Chemical
Combine
All-Russia Research
Institute of Chemical
Technology
Institute of Theoretical
and Experimental
Physics
All-Russia Research
Institute of
Experimental Physics
TOTAL

5,0

280

140

100

124

18

1,5

1998

1999

-

-

2,1

20
0,1

—

—

—

0,01

0,7
0,01

0,3
0,01

2,8

20

133,5
0,8

3,8

0,5

0,1

9986

7838

305

1,0

0,03

0,8

0,4
—

2,0

0,1

1997

0,02

0,03

101

135

30

10120

8168

448

In 1993-1995 at the Siberian Chemical Combine 18 km2 of lands contaminated as a result of 1993 accident and industrial activities in
preceding years were remediated.

TABLE 5. LIST OF FIRST PRIORITY WORKS ON RESTORATION OF
CONTAMINATED LANDS AT ENTERPRISES OF THE MINATOM OF RUSSIA FOR
2001-2010, kM2 [1,2]
Enterprise
Priargun Mining & Chemical Association
Hydro-Metallurgical Plant

2001-2005
4,50
0,528

2006-2010
2,50

Machine-Building Plant
Novosibirsk Plant of Chemical Concentrates
Moscow Plant of Polymetals
Chepetsk Mechanical Plant
Trans-Baikal Ore Mining & Enrichment
Combine

0,04
0,04
0,015
0,23
0,016

0,12
0,046

Mining & Chemical Combine
Siberian Chemical Combine
Kirovo-Chepetsk Chemical Combine

0,347
1,90
0,529

All-Russia Research Institute of Experimental 0,050
Physics
All-Russia Research Institute of Chemical
0,0022
Technology
Radium Institute
0,0022
Total
8,3
2
In total under the program-13,5 kM

0,24
0,07

0,068
2,00

0,050

0,001
5,2

The rehabilitation works are being conducted at a slow pace (Table 4). The areas restored in
last years and destined for use as construction sites or for sanitary & hygienic purposes are as
follows: 1996-0.10 km2; 1997-0.135 km2; 1998-0.003 km2; 1999-0.02 km2. Rehabilitation of
13,5 km2 of contaminated lands is planned to be carried out by 2010 (Table 5).
3. THE ELABORATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STATE TECHNICAL
POLICY IN THE FIELD OF RADIATION LEGACY MANAGEMENT
The Government of the Russian Federation authorized the Federal Special Program
"Radioactive Waste and Spent Nuclear Materials Management for 1996-2005" by its Decree #
1030 of October 23, 1995. Enterprises and institutions of 16 ministries and agencies take part
in implementation of the Program's actions, the Minatom of Russia being determined as the
state customer of the Program. (Fig. 1).
The program is aimed at elaboration and realization of the state technical policy, when
handling radioactive wastes (RW) and spent nuclear fuel (SNF), on the basis of observation of
the up-to-date specifications to ensuring radiation, nuclear and environmental safety.
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Coordination of the activities of ministries and agencies: Minatom
of Russia

Regulation
and surveillance:
Gosatomnadzor of
Russia;
Ministry of Health
of Russia

Supervision and control for subordinated enterprises, engaged in
activities on radwaste and SNF management

Minatom of Russia

SNF reprocessing. Accumulation,
conditioning, interim storage and
disposal of radwaste and SNF

Russian Agency for
Shipbuilding

Dismantling of written-off nuclear
submarines.
SNF accumulation, maintenance and
interim storage

Ministry of Transport of
Russia

Operation, repair and dismantling of
civilian nuclear powered ships.
Accumulation, processing and interim
storage of radwaste.
SNF unloading and interim storage.

"Radon"
Special Combines

Accumulation, conditioning, storage
and disposal of spent ionizing
radiation sources after use in research
and medical institutions, and industrial
enterprises

Radiation
monitoring:
Roshydromet;
Ministry of Natural
Resources of Russia;
egional Environment
protection bodies

Prevention
and elimination
of emergencies:
Ministry for Civil
Defense and
mergencies (Emercom)
of Russia

FIG.l. Coordination of the activities of ministries and agencies in the area of radioactive
wastes management.

The main objective of the program are consistent and purposeful efforts for minimization of
radiation impact on the population and the personnel, natural environment protection against
radioactive contamination at all stages of management wastes accumulated as a result of past
and current activities for providing the country's defense capability, nuclear power production
and in scientific research.
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The program of ensuring environmental safety while the RW and SNF management,
remediation of contaminated lands is many-sided and sophisticated one, including various
types of operation of enterprises of the nuclear power industry and nuclear fuel cycle, nuclear
weapons sector, civilian nuclear fleet and nuclear Navy, as well as research and designing
institutions and specialized enterprises for RW processing and disposal (the Radon special
combines).
4. THE RESULTS OF WORKS IN THE MAIN SECTORS OF THE RADIATION
LEGACY OF RUSSIA
4.1 Uranium ore mining, enrichment and processing, uranium isotope enrichment,
nuclear fuel manufacturing
At uranium ore mining & milling enterprises more than 300 million tons of solid wastes have
been accumulated for the present (dumps of barren rocks and unamenable ores, etc.) and about
60 million m3 of liquid wastes in tailings dumps. Their total activity brought about by
radionuclides of uranium and their decay products is about 189 thousand Ci. The total area
occupied by the dumps is 9.871 km2, including 1.03 km2 with exposure rate above 200
uR/hour.
At the former enterprise Almaz (the Stavropol Land) the total area of contaminated lands is
1.67 km2 , including 0.45 km2 within the limits of the production site. Tailings dumps of the
hydro-metallurgical plant are the major environmentally hazardous object. A restoration
project planned for 10 years envisages phosphate containing gypsum accumulated as a result
of apatite processing at a fertilizers production plant to be used as the isolation material.
At chemical & metallurgical enterprises for nuclear materials and fuel elements production
more than 600 thousand m3 of liquid RW and about 5 million tons of solid RW, containing
radionuclides of uranium, thorium and their decay products with total activity above 4200 Ci,
are accumulated. The total area of lands contaminated with the radionuclides is 1.868 km2,
including 0.464 km2 with exposure rates from 200 to 1000 uR/h.
4.2 Nuclear power plants
The radwaste processing at NPP sites is aimed at the waste conversion into a stable physical &
chemical form, which would to maximum degree prevent the radionuclide release outside the
limits of the matrix material and engineered barriers (Table 6).
On the basis of the Federal Radwaste Management Program a working program of the
Rosenergoatom concern for radwaste management at nuclear power plants was elaborated.
The main tasks in this field are NPPs' equipping with appropriate facilities for radwaste
processing as well as restoration and construction at the NPP sites of radwaste storage
facilities, ensuring environmental safety of the plants. For that purpose the optimal radwaste
management strategy is determined for each nuclear power plant, issuing from the real
financial situation, on the basis of assessment of the NPP operation experience, actual
achievements of the home and foreign science and engineering in this field.
The issue of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) storage is becoming aggravated at nuclear power plants,
first of all those with RBMK type reactors. The final solution is to be found out concerning
the outline of RBMK reactors' spent nuclear fuel management. Long-term aqueous storage of
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SNF leads to the fuel's gradual deterioration and makes the last stage of the SNF management
more expensive. In 2001 within the framework of the 2 nd stage of the RT-2 plant at the
Mining & Chemical Combine in Zheleznogorsk it is supposed to start construction of a "dry"
SNF repository, which could provide safer storage conditions.
TABLE 6. AMOUNTS OF RADWASTE GENERATED (PER ANNUM)AND THEIR
CHARACTERISTICS FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF NUCLEAR POWER UNITS [3]
Waste types
Boiler residue sent into liquid radwaste
storage facility, m3/year
Mean salt content in the boiler residue,
S/L
Total amount of salts, t /year
Specific activity of the boiler residue,
Bq/L
Low-level activity sorbents, m3/year
Specific activity, Bq/kg
High-level waste, m3/year
Specific activituy, Bq/kg
Perlite, m3/year
Specific activity, Bq/kg

WER-440

VVER-1000

RBMK-1000

120-170

220-230

1000-1200

300-400
50

300-400
90

200-250
250

2-106

2-106

2-106

8.0
MO8

16
4-107

62

3.0
2-109
-

5.3
2-109
-

4-107

22
2-10 9

9.0
M08

Solid radwaste, nvVyear

200

300

400

4.3 Research nuclear reactors and nuclear research centers
In 1999 there were 50 operating research nuclear reactors, critical and sub-critical assemblies
(of the total number of 109) in Russia, 53 facilities were put in a laid-up mode of operation or
in a stage of decommissioning, there were also 6 facilities in construction. Spent nuclear fuel
from the research facilities was concentrated mainly at the sites of Russian Research Center
"Kurchatov Institute", Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Research Institute of
Atomic Reactors, Sverdlovsk Branch of the Research and Development Institute of Power
Engineering, St.Petersburg Institute of Nuclear Physics of the Russian Academy of Sciences
and Karpov Research Physical & Chemical Institute's Branch in Obninsk. The SNF interim
storage facilities are filled up to 80% on average. Increased outlays for SNF transportation and
reprocessing led to practically complete cessation of its removal from the research centers.
The main tasks in this sector are as follows:
— disassembling and putting into dead storage of research nuclear reactors, critical
assemblies and test benches, liquid radwaste underground disposal sites;
— creation of facilities for radwaste conditioning, restructuring or elimination of
radwaste storage facilities;
— decontamination of technical equipment, production compartments, buildings and
territories.
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4.4 Military nuclear materials production and radiochemical reprocessing of spent
nuclear fuel
The main tasks to be solved at enterprises of the Department of Nuclear Fuel Cycle of the
Minatom of Russia ("Mayak" Industrial Association, Siberian Chemical Combine, Mining &
Chemical Combine) are as follows:
— creation of complexes for conditioning of all kinds of radwaste accumulated at
radiochemical plants of the Minatom of Russia;
— putting into dead storage and/or liquidation of put out of service reservoirs, sludge
storage facilities, basins and ponds used for radwaste interim storage;
— closing down of put out of service liquid radwaste underground disposal sites;
—technological process and technical equipment development for conditioning of
radwaste resulted from dismantling and putting production nuclear reactors into
stand-by mode of operation;
— cleaning-up of Yenisei and Tom' rivers' floodplain areas from radioactive
contamination resulted from production nuclear reactors' operation;
— cleaning-up of structures, industrial compartments and equipment contaminated with
radionuclides.
At the "Mayak" IA works were carried out on the Karachai lake filling up with soil (since
1951 the lake had been used for discharge of medium-and high-level liquid radwaste). Stageby-stage liquidation of the water reservoir was started in 1988. For the present, as a result of
carrying out restoration actions the Karachai lake average area has reduced by more than three
times (to 100 thousand m2), that has allowed to decrease significantly the windy carrying away
of radioactive aerosols from the water surface and shore line. Presently the works are coming
to end.
At the Mining & Chemical Combine by the moment of the Program's authorization two of
three production uranium-graphite reactors had already been shut-down. Many years
operations of the reactors led to accumulation of radioactive silts in ponds for the production
cooling, storage and reloading, and also to contamination of the Yenisei River floodplain
areas. As a result of the single-pass reactors' shutdown the radionuclide discharge into the
Yenisei River has reduced by more than ten times, and for the present the water surface
exposure rate does not exceed values set by the authorized rules beginning with the discharge
point.
Works have been carried out in order to bring the shut-down AD and ADE-1 reactors into
nuclear-safe condition. Works are being conducted now on preparing the reactors to long-term
laying up: about 70% and 40% of the necessary amount of works have been carried out at the
AD and ADE-1 reactors, respectively. Works on the radiochemical plant's decommissioning
are on. One of the actions to be performed is the storage-reservoirs' discharge from radwaste
and their decontamination followed by putting into dead storage.
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Preparatory works are being carried out on abolition of open radwaste storage ponds (Nos.
354, 354a, 365, 366), a project is being developed for long-term radwaste and spent nuclear
fuel storage in the M & CC mining workings.
4.5 Military and civilian ship propulsion nuclear power facilities, their service
enterprises, waste repositories, sunk and dumped objects
By the RF Government's Decree No. 518 of May 28, 1998 "On Measures for Acceleration of
Dismantling of Nuclear Submarines and On-Surface Nuclear-Powered Ships Put out of the
Combat Service in the Navy and Environmental Rehabilitation of the Navy's RadiationHazardous Objects" the Minatom of Russia is determined as the works' state customer and
coordinator.
For the present 184 nuclear submarines have been written-off from the Navy (Table 7). 108 of
them are in the North-West Russia (the Murmansk and Archangel Regions), 76 ones - in the
Far East (the Primorsk Land and Kamchatka Region) [4].
TABLE 7. NUCLEAR SUBMARINES DECOMMISSIONING IN RUSSIA (VERIFIED
DATA AS OF THE END OF DECEMBER 2000) [4]
Submarines
Written-off from the Navy
With unloaded SNF from the reactors
With SNF non-unloaded from the reactors
Dismantled with formation of single-,
three-and multi-compartment units
Sent to plants for scrapping

Northern Fleet
108
48
60
42

Pacific Fleet
76
32
44
18

29

Spent nuclear fuel is not unloaded from the most part of the written-off nuclear submarines.
42 nuclear submarines in the North-West of Russia and 18 ones in the Far East nave been
dismantled with formation of single-, three and multi-compartment units.
A number of the nuclear submarines were written-off more than 10-15 years ago, and such a
long staying afloat has led to emergence of defects in the vessels' structures. Most of the
submarines with non-unloaded SNF on board have lost leak-tightness of the main dead-weight
tanks and can sink. The nuclear submarines with non-unloaded SNF make serious radiation
hazard to the environment.
In this connection in the Murmansk and Archangel Regions, Primorsk land and Kamchatka
the issues of environmental and radiation safety, i.e. the level of protection of people, natural
environment and vitally important interests of citizens, the society, the state against harmful
effects while carrying out works on the nuclear submarines dismantling, are becoming
particularly urgent.
The Minatom's strategy aimed at solving problems of making normal the radioecological
situation in those regions includes:
— acceleration of the rates of SNF unloading from nuclear submarine reactors and
ensuring the SNF safe management;
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— removal of SNF from floating and on-shore repositories, which do not meet the
authorized rules of SNF safe management;
— land remediation and decontamination of structures at on-shore technical bases of the
Navy;
— ensuring of all the safety aspects (radiation, nuclear, explosion, fire, stability and
non-sinking) while the ships' maintenance at moorings;
— creation of radwaste management infrastructure, including construction of reactor
compartments' storage facilities;
— construction of regional burials for radwaste disposal.
In order to rise the efficiency of the process of management and decision-taking on the issues
of nuclear submarine decommissioning an information & analytical system is being created
now to support realization of the industrial operations on complex utilization of nuclear
submarines and on-surface nuclear-powered ships. More detailed information concerning the
system is given in [5].
In the Murmansk Region, besides objects linked with dismantling of nuclear submarines, the
Imandra floating technical base, providing works on SNF unloading from the nuclear icebreakers' reactors, and Atomflot repair & technological enterprise of the Murmansk Marine
Steamship Lines, engaged in reprocessing of nuclear ice-breaker fleet's liquid radwaste, are
operating.
In the near years the following tasks are to be solved under the Federal special program:
— up-grading of the operating facilities and creation of new ones for the purpose of
radwaste conditioning and storage at the Atomflot enterprise, ship-repair enterprises
of the Russian Agency on Shipbuilding and of the Navy;
— creation of technical means for processing of radwaste generated in the process of
dismantling and decommissioning of on-shore engineered constructions and auxiliary
vessels for nuclear technological service, providing the radwaste disposal;
—working out of technological processes and making technical means for utilization of
nuclear submarine reactor compartments and nuclear powered ships' reactors;
— up-grading of the operating SNF storage facilities and construction of new ones at
objects of the Minatom of Russia, Russian Agency on Shipbuilding, Ministry of
Transport of Russia and the Navy;
— completion of mitigation of consequences of the nuclear accident in Chazhma Bay
[3].
A comparative study of activity of radwaste dumped in the Arctic seas, North Atlantic and Far
East has been carried out by specialists of the RRC Kurchatov Institute [6]. For the present the
total activity of radwaste dumped in those regions has reduced essentially, and now it is 113,
430 and 529 kCi, correspondingly (Fig.2). The data are put into the IAEA databank. It has
been established with confidence that the image of the Arctic as a region with the potentially
most hazardous radiation situation has nothing in common with reality.
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FIG. 2. The total activity of the formerly dumped radwaste [6].
J -in 1999 (taking into account the radioactive decay).
^ | -at the moment of dumping.
Dose up-takes by critical groups of population of coastal areas of the Arctic, North Atlantic
and Far East in result of consuming sea food products supposedly contaminated with
radionuclides were evaluated. The doses were shown not to exceed tenths and hundredths
fractions of a percent of natural radioactive background exposure. Basing on the data, a
conclusion has been made on the absence of radiation hazard linked with formerly dumped
radwaste. The conclusion is included into the final report on the International Arctic Seas
Activity Program (IASAP).
4.6 Peaceful nuclear explosions
In the time period from 1965 to 1988 at 50 objects in the territory of Russia 81 nuclear
explosions were conducted for various experimental, industrial and scientific research
purposes. The explosion sites and their technological destination are shown in Fig.3 [7]. In
total 84 charges were detonated with energy yields from 0.3 to 38 kt (at two objects camouflet
explosions were conducted). The total energy yield of peaceful nuclear explosions reached
0.75 Mt or 2% of the value for all underground nuclear explosions in the FSU. Central zones
of underground nuclear explosions are, as a matter of fact, solid and liquid radwaste burials,
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containing mainly Sr,
geological environment.

7

Cs, H and a-emitting radionuclides disposed in various hydro-

Radioecological situation at about 30% of the peaceful nuclear explosions' objects in the near
10 years is forecasted to be unstable, and it will depend on a number of factors:
— radioactive products' yield as a result of explosion;
— the time and conditions of the object's operation;
—probability of hydro-geological effect resulted from neighboring oil & gas fields and
water-pumping wells on the explosion's central zone.
Depending on the listed factors and turned out in reality or forecasted radioecological
situation, the following groups of explosions can be distinguished, according to the degree of
radiation risk:
(l)Emergency objects (incomplete camouflet action explosions): Globus - 1 , Kraton-3,
Kristall and Taiga.
(2)Objects with unstable radioecological situation, which is changing in the process of
operation and by influence of other factors: Butan, Grifon, Gelii, Kama-1, Kama-2,
Magistral, Sapfir-1, Sapfir-2.
(3)Objects temporarily closed down, which need remediation or can in perspective
undergo external hydrodynamic influence: Dniepr, Vega, Tavda, Kvarts-3, Rubin-1,
Neva, Gorizont-2, Pirit, Angara.
The first group's objects are the most hazardous, at the second group's objects the radiation
hazard is changing occasionally and is under control of operating organizations.
The Federal special program "Nuclear and Radiation Safety of Russia for 20002006"envisages realization of actions aimed at providing of environmental safety in regions,
where the underground peaceful nuclear explosions had been conducted.
The main tasks for the near period of time:
— to carry out examination of the underground peaceful explosions sites and compose
environmental passports describing the radiation situation in the regions where the
peaceful nuclear explosions had been conducted;
— to put into dead storage or abolish, if necessary, technological structures, to clean up
contaminated territories and provide the radwaste confinement.
Under the Federal special program works were carried out on examination of underground
peaceful nuclear explosions sites, the main attention being paid to emergency objects: Kraton3 (Yakutia), Globus-1 (Ivanovo Region), Taiga (Perm Region) and Kristall (Yakutia), and
also - to operating objects: Grifon (Perm Region), Benzol (Tyumen Region), Butan, Kama-1,
Kama-2 (the Republic of Bashkortostan).
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FIG.3. Sites of conducting of underground peaceful nuclear explosions: 1-deep seismic exploration of the ground (seismic profiles); 2 -creation of
underground reservoirs in salt; 3-intensification of oil extraction at the stage of operation; 4 - intensification of oil and gas inflows at the stage of
exploration; 5 - liquidation of oil gushers; 6 - burial of liquid toxic wastes; 7 - ore crushing; 8 - underground storage facility in clay; 9 - ground
excavation; 10 - ground loosing.

On the basis of a tripartite agreement between the Minatom of Russia, the Republic of Sakha
(Yakutia) and the Alrosa Joint-Stock Company a feasibility study is being carried out for a
project of restoration of the Kraton-3 and Kris tall objects' contaminated lands.
In accordance with the new radiation safety rules and regulatory documents, criteria of
radiation safety while remediation of contaminated lands have been worked out. The situation
at emergency objects Globus-1 (Ivanovo Region) and Taiga (the North of Perm Region) still
remains to be the most complicated and indefinite because of the lack of a source of financing
[3]. In summer 2001 at the Taiga object radioecological studies are planned to be carried out
for the purpose of working out measures on sanitary & protective zone formation.
4.7 Specialized Radon enterprises for low and medium level radwaste management
The main goal of the Radon special combines' activities is the population and natural
environment protection against the impact of radioactive materials.
The Radon special combines provide services on taking and storage of low and medium level
radwaste resulted from activities of industrial enterprises, research institutions, medical
organizations and other objects of the national economy, using radioactive materials and
ionizing radiation sources, and also perform examinations and elimination of consequences of
radiation accidents and cleaning up of radioactively contaminated sites at the territories under
their jurisdiction.
The main tasks of the Radon system are as follows:
— to equip the special combines with up-to-date complexes for radwaste and spent
ionizing radiation sources' conditioning;
— to up-grade the existing radwaste repositories and auxiliary engineered structures and
to construct new ones;
— to create computerized radwaste accounting systems [3].
5. LEGAL & REGULATORY AND INFORMATION SUPPORT OF WORKS IN THE
FIELD OF RADWASTE, SPENT NUCLEAR MATERIALS AND RADIATION
LEGACY MANAGEMENT
In accordance with the Federal special program "Radioactive wastes and spent nuclear
materials management, their utilisation and disposal for 1996-2005" a complex of works is
being carried out on creation of up-to-date system of regulatory documents in the field of
radwaste and spent nuclear materials management. Works carried out by the Minatom of
Russia, Gosatomnadzor (Federal Authority for Nuclear and Radiation Safety) of Russia, State
Committee of Russia on Environmental Protection and the Ministry for Health Care of Russia
resulted in development and putting in force in 1998 of a regulatory document "The
Conception of Formation of a Structure of the System of Rules, Regulating the Ensuring of
Radioactive Waste Management Safety". On the basis of the conception a structure, including
22 regulatory documents, has been developed [3].
One more direction of the Federal special program's implementation is the inventorying of
sites of radwaste and SNF concentration at enterprises and institutions of various departmental
subordination. On the basis of the inventorying of sites of radwaste and SNF concentration
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conducted in 1993, the State Cadastre of Sites of Radwaste and SNF Concentration for 89
subjects of the Russian Federation was composed. In 1998 works on creation of regional and
departmental cadastres of accumulated radwaste and contaminated lands wads continued. In
2000 a regular detailed inventorying of sites of radwaste and SNF concentration was started. It
has to be completed in 2001. Further development of the works is linked with functioning of
the State System of Radioactive Materials and Radioactive Wastes Accounting and Control
[8] and also - with formation and support of the Environmental Geoinformation cadastre of
the Minatom of Russia (Fig.4).
The first systematic description of the USSR radiation legacy was initiated in 1993 by the
Russian Academy of Sciences, Minatom of Russia, Kurchatov Institute and International
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA). Russian experts, using the IIASA
recommendations, in 1994 developed a special proposal to the ISTC. The ISTC project # 245
"Development of a sophisticated computer based data system for evaluation of the radiation
legacy of the former USSR and setting priorities on remediation and prevention policy" (code
name RADLEG) was launched in June 1995 under financial support of the European Union
and Sweden. Relative to RADLEG #101 project KURGAN intended for studies of radiation
situation in seas, surrounding the FSU territory, and some other environmental projects are
also funded through the ISTC.
A representative set of organizations - initiators of the ISTC # 245 RADLEG project - made
it possible to attract practically all of the authority institutions and agencies of Russia with
wide expertise in the studies of various aspects of the Soviet nuclear complex for the purpose
of data integration and the database development. This allows to ensure the representative
staff of experts and high level of the data credibility. More than 20 russian institutions and
agencies took part in the project's works for the time periods 1995-1996 (phase 1) and 19982000 (phase 2), the number of individual project participants was above 250. Formation,
development and use of the international RADLEG data system on the FSU radiation legacy is
described in report [10] presented at the "RADLEG-2000" conference.
The principal results of the RADLEG project are as follows:
— an analytical overview of the main military and civilian sectors of the FSU nuclear
activities. It was prepared jointly with the IIASA and published in February 2000 as a
book titled "The Radiation Legacy of the Soviet Nuclear Complex" (EARTHSCAN
Publications Ltd ., London);
— an data system, including a public accessible database on all types of radiation
source-terms with user's interface held in the RADLEG computer center of Minatom
and geo-referenced information systems;
— a pilot GIS-project, describing the radionuclide contamination of the Yenisei River
fioodplain downstream the discharge point of the Mining & Chemical combine of
Minatom, currently of special interest to experts in radiecology.
The RADLEG project results were presented and approved at several tens of national and
international scientific & technical meetings and conferences. Expert evaluation of more than
100 radiation-hazardous objects and territories in the FSU was carried out for the purpose of
setting priorities for further studies.
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Agency level:
VNIICHT of the Minatom of Russia

Local level: institutions and enterprises of the
Minatom of Russia

Mapping section

Attribute table

Attribute table

Digital maps of various
scales

General information

Mapping section
Maps and schemes

Objects shown in digital maps

Federal statistical records data

Data of natural resource users' certificates and radiation &
hygienic certificates of institutions and territories
Environmental monitoring data

Annual reports data of natural environment objects, drinking
water and foodstuffs monitoring
Data of agency's inventorying

FSU radiation legacies data (the RADLEG Project)

FIG. 4. The structure of the environmental geo-referenced information cadastre of the Minatom of Russia

As a preliminary assessment of the expert opinions made in 1998 shows, the industrial giants
of the Soviet nuclear complex (the "Mayak" Industrial Association, the Mining & Chemical
Combine on the Yenisei River and the Siberian Chemical Combine near Tomsk), where liquid
and solid radwaste have been accumulated for decades, cause the greatest anxiety. Chernobyl,
the North-West of Russia and the Central Federal District are ranked the next.
An interagency group of experts from institutions of the RAS, Minatom of Russia and RRC
"Kurchatov Institute" has prepared a proposal for future development of the works. Within the
framework of a new project Development of a Sophisticated Information System Including a
Meta-Database and Regional Radioecological Cadastres for Assessment of the Radiation
Impact on the Environment and Population. Evaluation Study of the North-West of Russia and
Krasnoyarsk Region. Short Title: Radioecological Information System (Radlnfo) formation of
a meta-database, which would allow to initiate an evaluation study of the radiation impact on
the population and environment with the aim of countermeasures development, is supposed to
be started on the basis of the existing data system. The meta-database is intended to include
only brief information from topical, regional and local databases and references, which would
allow addressing to the databases for more detailed information.
For the present special agreements on information exchange between the RADLEG
information system designers and institutions-owners of the topical, regional and local
databases have been prepared. Results of the works will be used for creation of the
environmental geoinformation cadastre of the Minatom of Russia. The first stage of the works
includes development of a statute, a model, as well as methodical and regulatory documents
on the cadastre compiling.
Beginning since 1998 the RADLEG project closely collaborates with the international SCOPE
RADSITE project, integrating four regions of the world: USA, European Union, FSU
countries and Asian states. An outline of studies suggested by the RADSITE project envisages
stage by stage movement from source-terms description to countermeasures development. The
FSU section is based on use and further development of the RADLEG data system. New
information mainly gained from archive data processing comes not only from Russian
organizations, but also from Kazakhstan, Ukraine and other CIS member-states.
CONCLUSIONS
We can state today that there is no region in Russia with deep and irreversible changes of
flora and. fauna objects caused by the effect of radiation. The part of radiation risks in the sum
of general risks for human health and life (environmental contamination with toxic chemicals,
transport accidents, social risks) is negligibly small. Thereat, the Minatom of Russia does not
consider it possible, even to the lowest degree, to weaken its attention to issues of the
population and natural environment protection against probable negative effect of radiation
factors. The task of the natural environment preservation in areas of functioning of the nuclear
industry's enterprises and nuclear power plants, remediation of lands contaminated with
radionuclides, remains to be one of the top priority in the Ministry's activities.
It is evident that efforts on restoration and prevention of eventual activity releases into the
biosphere will be linked with huge expenditures and will take many decades. Moreover, the
economic situation in Russia and in a number of other states with radiation inheritance
dictates that the expenditures for the environmental risk reduction are possible only if it is of
vital importance. And this means that a very difficult and controversial choice should be made
in setting priorities on remediation and prevention policy.
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SUMMARY OF THE IAEA ARLINGTON SYMPOSIUM ON THE
RESTORATION OF ENVIRONMENTS WITH RADIOACTIVE RESIDUES
G. LINSLEY
International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna
Abstract
This paper summarizes the contents, results and conclusions of a Symposium organized by the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on "Restoration of Environments with Radioactive
Residues ", held in Arlington, Virginia, USA from 29 November to 3 December 1999. The present
Conference may be seen as a follow-up to the Arlington Symposium but with the emphasis shifted
from the experience of, predominantly, the USA to that of eastern Europe and the Russian Federation.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years the problem of radioactively contaminated environments has been increasingly
recognized as important and in need of attention. The end of the "Cold War" refocused the
policies of governments and brought about increased efforts worldwide towards the
restoration of such environments. The new focus on environmental restoration has brought
with it the recognition that there are no internationally accepted radiological standards for
guiding environmental restoration. Nations have proceeded with restoration activities using
'ad hoc' criteria often based on radiological criteria intended for different purposes.
Meanwhile, the relevant international organizations have been developing guidance
appropriate to the restoration of contaminated environments. IAEA issued provisional
guidance in 1997 [1] and ICRP published a report in 1999 [2].
With this background and in the knowledge that there is a considerable divergence of
approach to the subject of decision making on environmental restoration between countries,
the IAEA decided that it was an opportune time to organize an international symposium on
"Restoration of Environments with Radioactive Residues". The Symposium was hosted by the
US Government in Arlington, Virginia from 29 November to 3 December 1999 and was held
in cooperation with the Department of Environment (USDOE), the Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).
The Symposium had as one of its objectives the promotion of information and experience
exchange in this subject area, but in addition the intention of the organizers was to focus the
Symposium on the principles and criteria for guiding clean-up decisions rather than on the
technologies being developed and used for restoration of affected areas.
The present Conference may be seen, from the IAEA's perspective, as a follow-up or
continuation of the Arlington Symposium but with the emphasis shifted from the USA
towards exploring the experience of eastern Europe and the Russian Federation.
2. STRUCTURE OF THE SYMPOSIUM
The IAEA, with the help of an Advisory Committee, designed the Arlington Symposium to
promote the discussion of important issues and, where possible, the drawing of conclusions.
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For this purpose a significant amount of time was allowed in the sessions for discussion and
debate. The oral presentations were selected by the Committee to give a view of all important
situations involving restoration and at the same time to give a global view of the subject. By
this means it was intended that a) all the main types of contamination situation and b) all
important radiological issues, would be addressed. These objectives were achieved by the
presentation of a number of case studies intended to examine different types of restoration
situation. The presenters were asked to address, in each case, the assessment approach, the
radiological criteria used for decision making and its rationale and finally the resulting
situation. Towards the end of the Symposium an analysis of the case studies was presented
with the intention of looking for differences and similarities of approach and of drawing
conclusions.
Prior to this, the Symposium had started with two sessions giving a) an overview of the world
situation with respect to environmental radioactive contamination and b) international and
national radiological principles and criteria for guiding restoration.
3. OVERVIEW OF THE CONTENT OF THE SYMPOSIUM
Session 1. Global Overview of Affected Areas
World (UNSCEAR review), USA, Russia, Europe, China, Iran.
Session 2. Restoration Principles and Criteria
ICRP, Germany, USA, Russia, France.
Session 3. Case Studies:
Nuclear test sites - Pacific Islands (USA), Maralinga (Australia)
Legacy of Discharges - France
Accidents - Goiania (Brazil), Satellite reentry (Canada), Chernobyl (Belarus, Russian
Federation ), South Urals (Russian Federation).
Mining and Milling - Australia, Canada, South Africa, USA, Germany
Residues from Practice Termination - NPP decommissioning (USA), Radium production
(Belgium), Waste disposal (USA)
Session 4. Critical Analysis of the Case Studies
Session 5. Role of Public Participation
Session 6. Closing Session
4. HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SYMPOSIUM
Basic principles (Session 2)
The presentation of the new ICRP guidance on Protection of the Public in Situations of
Prolonged Exposure by its Chairman, Professor Roger Clarke was an obvious highlight in the
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Symposium, (now issued as ICRP Publication 82 [2]). This report extends the
recommendations of ICRP publication 60 by applying the concept of intervention to aid
decision making in the restoration of areas affected by residues from non-practice situations.
The essence of the restoration guidance is "do more good than harm" and the document
explains approaches towards achieving this end. It applies the well established principles of
justification (of the restoration action), and once justified, the optimization of the radiation
protection associated with the action.
It recognizes that the use of the public dose limit could lead to disproportionate expenditure of
resources if used in the context of restoration of areas. Instead it recommends that restoration
decisions should be guided by the results of site specific optimization and advocates the use of
"averted dose" as a tool for determining the optimum action and action level. However, it also
propose some generic action levels; these are the total annual dose above which intervention
action should almost always be taken (100 mSv/year) and below which intervention action
would not normally be justified (10 mSv/year) ("total dose" here means the dose due to
exposure to the residual radioactivity plus that due to the natural radiation background).
Subsequent presentations on national principles and criteria and on case studies showed that,
at the present time, approaches being adopted and applied nationally for all types of
contamination situation follow the principles generally used for practice situations, that is,
optimization of protection within the bound of a constraint upon individual annual dose.
The discussions surrounding this fundamental difference in policy pervaded the entire
Symposium.
Case Studies (Session 3)
Nuclear testing sites
In this session an interesting discussion and debate started over the question of whether the
restoration of residues from nuclear weapons testing should be regarded as a practice or as an
intervention situation. Nuclear weapons testing was certainly a planned operation, but there
were some mistakes and accidents resulting in more widespread contamination than originally
planned. It was recognized that the restoration of all nuclear weapons test sites to within
public dose limits would involve massive costs and therefore that access restriction may be
the only practical solution for the most contaminated areas. This then raises the question,
often debated in the context of radioactive waste disposal, of the acceptability of leaving
burdens of cost and responsibility for future generations.
Accidents
The presentations and discussions on accidents, their consequences and the related
environmental restoration revealed the important role of the public in decisions on
environmental restoration. The public in affected areas is rarely satisfied by anything less than
a return to the pre-accident condition. This target may be achievable for very small scale
accidents or spills but is not feasible for larger scale accidents such as Chernobyl. However,
even in these circumstances, the public is not prepared to accept standards, which would not
be acceptable to people living in unaffected "normal" areas. This position has conditioned
many of the post-accident restoration policies and the public dose limit of 1 mSv/year is the
most used "standard" in these situations.
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Termination of practices involving residues
For situations identified unambiguously as "practices" there seems to be good agreement on
the policy for guiding restoration. The case studies and discussion showed that optimization
(of some type) constrained by a dose constraint, dose limit or risk limit was a widely used
approach for setting restoration targets. The value of the latter is usually 1 mSv/year or some
fraction of it or its risk equivalent.
5. CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE CASE STUDIES
The following is the author's selection of points raised by the critical analysis presentations
and discussion. (Session 4)
Practices versus interventions
It was evident from the case studies and discussions that there are problems in reaching
agreement on whether a given situation is a practice or an intervention. The example of the
nuclear weapons test sites was mentioned earlier, another example is that of historic
abandoned practices-a practice or an intervention? According to the guidance of ICRP, the
difference in the applicable criteria would be considerable! In discussion, the point was made
that problems of public acceptance can be expected if experts disagree on such important
interpretations.
The analysis (by experts familiar with ICRP concepts) indicates that many of the situations
identified as practices in the case studies should have been treated as interventions. In fact,
only a few of the case study situations were treated as interventions and they were: Maralinganuclear test site (Australia), Wismut-historic mining residues (Germany), and Olen-historic
radium processing site (Belgium).
Averted dose versus residual dose
The use of averted dose in optimization studies can be effective in helping to find the
optimum radiation protection solution. However, the approach is difficult to explain to nonexperts. Further, people affected by restoration decisions are more concerned by the dose rate
which will remain after restoration-the residual dose. Radiation protection arguments in the
context of environmental restoration may, therefore, be more successful if they are presented
in terms of residual dose.
Public dose limit
The public dose limit is often used as the dose "target" for restoration operations. This is
usually because of the acceptability to the public of well established national and international
standards-even when they were originally established for different purposes. The public resists
accepting standards, even with a good rationale, which are higher (more relaxed) than those
being used in areas not affected by radioactive contamination.
Decision aiding versus decision making
An important point, emphasized in the discussions at Arlington, is that radiation protection
guidance is only one of the factors which have to be considered by decision makers. Other
factors include public opinion, legal constraints, political considerations and economics.
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However, it is important to distinguish between decision aiding and decision making. It is the
role of the radiation protection expert to give the best professional advice, even if it is
subsequently ignored by the decision maker because of political or public opinion
considerations. The radiation protection expert should not anticipate the opinion of the public
in giving his view, for example, by accepting the public dose limit as a restoration target,
rather, these considerations should be left to the decision maker. The discussion at the
Arlington Symposium indicated that a possible confusion of roles might exist in this context.
6.

FINAL REMARKS

The Symposium was successful in its aim of promoting information exchange between
experts from different countries and with varied environmental restoration experience. The
discussions were extensive and broad in scope; they raised many interesting and sometimes
controversial issues.
The Symposium showed that there is a significant discrepancy between the restoration policy
advocated by the international organizations and the policies currently being adopted
nationally.
It remains to be seen whether or not the new radiation protection guidance of the international
agencies will find acceptance in countries faced with difficult decisions related to the
restoration of areas affected by radioactive residues.
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OVERVIEW OF ISTC PROJECTS RELATED TO THE ENVIRONMENT
U. MEYER
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Abstract
The field of ENVIRONMENT is the largest of the 14 technology areas within the International
Science and Technology Center (ISTC). As of June 2000, more than 160 environmental projects have
been selected for funding; this equals about 19% of all approved ISTC projects, one of the highest of
all ISTC application areas. Provided funds total about US $55 million, 22% of the ISTC's allocated
budget. The statistics verify that ENVIRONMENT is the most active technical area in reviews and
funding in the ISTC. In general terms, this fact documents the strong interest of the financing parties
in environmental purposes and indicates their desire to support the effort in the development of
improved processes and innovative technologies for the solution of urgent environmental problems
and for their future prevention in the CIS. The content and objectives of the approved projects include
the following topics: Radioactive Waste Treatment and Disposal, Monitoring and Instrumentation,
Modeling and Risk Assessment, Remediation and Decontamination, Environmental Health and Safety,
Seismic Monitoring, and Pollution of Air and Water. The projects are devoted to nuclear and nonnuclear environmental issues in similar proportion.

1. INTRODUCTION
The field of ENVIRONMENT (ENV) is the largest of the 14 technology areas within the
International Scientific and Technology Center (ISTC). As of September 2000, 436 ENV
project proposals related to the environment have been submitted to the ISTC Secretariat
(more than 75% of them from Russia). This amount is 16% of the received total of 2702
proposals; the amount of requested funds is allocated to more than US$120 million.
Up to GB XXIII in November 2000, 357 project proposals were considered by the financing
ISTC Parties; from this number, 187 projects were approved for funding; this equals nearby
20% of all approved ISTC projects. The ENV success ratio between funded and considered
proposals is 52%, one of the highest of all ISTC application areas. The allocated amount of
provided funds is more than US $60 million; this is 20% of the ISTC budget. These statistics
verify that ENVIRONMENT is the most active technical area in reviews and funding of ISTC
activity.
The contents and objectives of the projects involve the following topics: Radioactive Waste
Treatment and Disposal, Monitoring and Instrumentation, Modeling and Risk Assessment,
Remediation and Decontamination, Environmental Health and Safety, Seismic Monitoring,
and Pollution of Air and Water. The projects are devoted to nuclear and non-nuclear
environmental issues with similar weight.
About 138 Russian and CIS institutions are involved as project leaders or participants (see
section 4). The most active institutions submitting proposals to the ISTC have been the
following (see Table 2): VNIIEF (Arzamas-16), VNIITF (Chelyabinsk-70), VNIINM Bochvar
(Moscow), NIIIT (Pulse Techniques, Moscow), VNIPI Promtekhnolgyi. (Moscow), Khlopin
Radium Institute (Moscow), MIFI (Moscow), and NIIKHT (Moscow).
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About 400 institutes, companies, and governmental organizations from the United States, the
European Union, Norway, Japan and the Republic of Korea are participating in the projects as
collaborators.
2. OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM, RECIPIENTS, AND FUNDS
The International Science and Technology Center was created to redirect the expertise of
weapon scientists from Russia and other CIS countries toward civilian activities. The ISTC
finances and monitors science and technology projects with peaceful
applications and promotes scientific and technical cooperation between the CIS, Western, and
Japanese collaborators.
SUBMISSION OF ENV PROJECT PROPOSALS BY ISTC MEMBER STATES
As of September 2000, the ISTC has received 436 proposals (16% of the total 2702 submitted
to the ISTC) related to environmental problems and goals (ENV) at various stages of
development. The field of ENV, including nuclear waste management, is the biggest and one
of the most intensive activities of the ISTC. The distribution of proposals to the different
ISTC member states is shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF ENV PROJECTS SUBMITTED BY ISTC MEMBER STATES
Countries

Number of

%

projects
Russia

327

75

Kazakhstan

48

11

Other

61

14

Total

436

100.0

The figures show that institutions and organizations from Russia have provided 75% project
proposals in this application area, followed by project proposals from Kazakhstan, Belarus
and Kirgizstan. In addition, some Russian institutions are participants in a number of
proposals from other CIS members.
CIS INSTITUTIONS SUBMITTING ENV PROPOSALS
About 212 Russian and CIS institutions are involved in these proposals as leading institutes or
enterprises. The following institutions (all in Russia) have been the most active in submitting
projects in the field of environment; see Table 2.
The effort in submitting project proposals does not correspond to the success in the
acquisition of funds: VNIITF is the most active and has sent 34 ENV proposals, VNIIEF has
sent 28 proposals, VNIPI Promtekh-15 proposals, Bochvar Institute-13 proposals, however,
has received a relative high level of funds.
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APPROVED ENV PROJECTS, THEIR LOCATIONS AND FUNDING
For the consideration and discussion of ISTC activities in the field of ENV, it is necessary to
focus on those project proposals which were considered and decided on (approved or
deferred) including the XXIII. GB Meeting on November 1, 2000. This constitutes a total of
357 ENV project proposals, from which 187 (52%) projects are funded. In the field of
approved projects, Russian institutes and enterprises have the biggest share, with a total of
about 75% in the number of proposals and in financial funds.
A look at the locations of the funded institutions, where projects are underway, reveals a
disproportionate distribution within Russia. The performance in Figure 1 indicates that about
58% of the projects and 63% of the provided money is concentrated in Moscow and the
Moscow Region, Snezhinsk, and Sarov. In principle, this fact reflects the local distribution of
the military science capacity of the former SU, which was concentrated in these regions.
However, compared to the situation in 1997, there is a remarkable increase of projects and
funds, dedicated to other regions in Russia and CIS members states.
TABLE 2. PROPOSAL NUMBER AND FUNDS OF THE MOST ACTIVE INSTITUTIONS
IN ENV

#

Institute

Number of

Provided

submitted

Funds,

proposals

mlns. $

1.

VNIITF, Snezhinsk (Chelyabinsk-70)

34

4,8

2.

VNIIEF, Sarov (Arzamas-16)

28

3,7

3.

VNIPI Promtekh, Moscow

15

1,9

4.

Khlopin Radium Institute, Moscow

15

1,7

5.

NIIIT (Pulse Techniques), Moscow

14

1,0

6.

VNIINM Bochvar, Moscow

13

3,6

7.

MIFI, Moscow

12

1,1

8.

NIIKhT, Moscow

8

1,9

Total

138

19,7

Moscow, M-Region, Snezhinsk, Sarov

110

37 Mil $

Other

77

22 Mil $
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The allocated amount of funds for approved ENV projects is US $54.3 million or about 20%
of the total provided money. These numbers confirm, that the field of environment contains
the biggest share of funds; in addition, the "success ratio" of submitted (to the Parties) and
funded projects (52%) is higher than in other large application areas. In general, this fact
documents the strong interests of the financing parties in environmental purposes and may
indicate their desire to support the effort of the project proposers in the evaluation and
development of improved processes and innovative technologies for the solution of urgent
ENV problems and for their future prevention in the CIS.
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FIG 1. local distribution of funded projects.
INVOLVEMENT OF THE PARTIES
The involvement of financing ISTC Parties in funding the projects (allocated funds and
involvement in the number of projects) is presented in Tables 3 and 4:

TABLE 3. ALLOCATED FUNDS FOR ENV BY THE PARTIES
Funding Party

Funds, Mil $

Funds,%

US

25,5

43

EU

16,8

28

Japan

10,6

18

Partners

2,9

5

Others

3,3

6

TOTAL

59,3

100

This table shows that the US holds the biggest share of financial support in the ENV area,
followed by the EU and Japan.
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TABLE 4. PARTICIPATION OF THE FUNDING PARTIES IN ENV PROJECTS
Funding Party

Number of ENV Projects

%

US

101

54

EU

84

45

Japan

27

14

Partners

10

5

Others

32

17

Note: The total number of projects in this table is more than 187 and sum of percentage
is more than 100%, because several of the projects are co-funded by the parties.
COMPLETED PROJECTS IN THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENT
About 55 ENV projects have been completed. Their final reports have been provided or
already approved. A number of projects will be continued; some most important completed
projects are as follows:
Radwaste Treatment/Disposal: Feasibility Study of technologies for accelerator based
conversion of military-Pu and long-living radwaste (0017); Disposal and long-term storage in
geological formations of solidified radwaste from military Pu production and reprocessing of
spent fuel (0059); Development of induction slag melting of radwaste (0143); Criteria of safe
long-term storage of radwaste from Pu-production (Krasnoyarsk) in rock massif (0307,
continued 0307-2); Database on various rock and soil properties as disposal sites for radwaste
(0261, cont. 0793); Elaboration of database on geological, hydrological a.o. parameters from
deep wells as a possible radwaste storage site (0262, cont.794).
Solid Waste Pollution and Control: Development of electrokinetic and chemical methods
for rehabilitation of soil and ground water contaminated by radionuclides and heavy metals
(0016); Creation of a database for ash micropheres from coal power stations in the Russian
Federation (0214).
Modeling/Risk Assessment: Development and testing of models of migration of radioactivity
in groundwater (0051); Development of scientific/methodolodic database for diagnostics and
forecast of state and risk from dumped radwaste at the bottom of Barents/Kara and Sea of
Japan(0101-2, cont.?); Development of a sophisticated database for evaluation of Radiation
Legacy in former USSR and setting priorities on remediation and prevention (0245, cont. 2452).
Environmental Health and Safety: Evaluation of potential health risks of public and
workers resulting from the release of toxic and radioactive substances in the Chelyabinsk Area
(0060); Biomedical and analytical aspects of chemical safety of the Biosphere (0162).
Monitoring and Instrumentation: Monitoring Krypton-85 (0002); Environmental radiation
ambient monitoring system (0085); Mobile remote sensing system based on tunable
transmitter for environmental monitoring (0240).
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NEWLY SUBMITTED PROPOSALS
Since October 2000, the number of newly submitted project proposals confirm the ongoing
involvement in the ENV-area. This activity furthermore reflects the need for real actions and
initiatives for solutions of environmental pollution problems with highest priority in Russia
and other members of the CIS.
3. DISTRIBUTION AND TOPICS OF ENVIRONMENT-RELATED PROJECTS
3.1 Project Groups according to Application Codes (Taxonomy)
The distribution of all approved/running projects, as well as the submitted proposals, within
the ENVIRONMENT categories (Taxonomy) is represented in Table 5, corresponding to the
current ISTC Application Codes:
TABLE 5. ISTC APPLICATION GROUPS ON ENVIRONMENT, PROJECT
NUMBER, AND FUNDS

Projects | Number of
Ratio. %
Considered Approved, ApproyJSubmit. Funds (Mil $)Funds (%;
Name of the group
12.90%
Modelling and Risk Assessment .
61,54%
7,7
32
52
1
Monitorinq and Instrumentation
47,06%
19,70%
40
11,7
85
60,98%
12,6
21,21%
Radioactive Waste Treatment
41
;
25
8,18%
Remediation and Decontamination]
19
4.9
36
52.78%
51.72%
6,4
10.73%
Seismic Monitorinq
29
;
15
62.96%
[
5.1
, 8,59%
Waste Disposal
17
27
;
2.7
4,56%
Solid Waste Pollution and Control
6
60,00%
.
10
Air Pollution and Control
27
14
:
3,5
5,93%
51,85%
3.0
5,10%
Environmental Health and Safety . _ ?3
_9
;
39,13%
.:
:
Water Pollution and Control
;
45.00%
3,05%
20
'
9
1,8
Other
1
;
0,06%
7
14,29%
0.1
Total
52,38%
59,3
357
187
100,00%

3.2 Topical Application Groups, Unique Aspects of Environment-related Projects, and
Foreign Collaborators
TOPICAL APPLICATION GROUPS
The representation in Table 5 indicates the following ranking of provided funds within the
different application groups: "Monitoring and Instrumentation" and "Radioactive Waste
Treatment", each on a high funding level, together have about (40%) of the funds, followed by
projects from "Modeling and Risk Assessment" (13%), "Seismic" (11%), "Waste Disposal"
(9%), "Remediation and Contamination" (8%) which hold more than the other 40% of the
provided money. Altogether, about 80% of the funds are spent on these six application areas.
The graphical presentation of these ENV areas in finances and their relation to the project
number is given in Figure 2. This graphic also indicates considerable distinctions in the
project expenses for different application groups: Radioactive Waste Treatment and Seismic
projects have an average cost of US $500K, while the expenditure for projects on Monitoring
and Risk Assessment is only half of this amount, namely, between US $250K and $300K. One
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reason for these differences is the need for more expensive tests and hardware investments in
radioactive waste investigations. However, the ratio between nuclear and non-nuclear projects
is close to one. About 100 of the approved ENV projects are considering nuclear problems;
the remaining ones focus on other environmental issues, which confirms that the non-nuclear
area is not neglected.
40 -,

L r

n

(Mil S)

47%

Considered

Model. $ Risk
As.

Monit.$ Instrum. Radwaste Treat.

Reined.S
Decont.

Seismic Monit. W aste Disposal

FIG 2. Six topical application groups claim more than 80% of the provided funds in the field
of environment.
On the one hand, the obvious emphasis on these five application groups reflects the reality of
an enormous number of ecological disasters in Russia and other member states of the CIS, as
well as the requirement for their clean-up and remediation. Objective necessities, international
concern, and the demands of people, initiated and supported by public opinion, have
consolidated efforts, especially in the fields of "Monitoring and Risk Assessment" connected
to the "Treatment and Disposal" of nuclear waste. People want to know the truth about the
burden and its risks. Additional, the area of seismic events and activities in Mid-Asia and the
Transcaucasus are growing interest.
On the other hand, the high level of funds may indicate the interests and concerns of financing
Parties in the evaluation of the potential dangers resulting from radiological consequences in
the CIS (in particular, nuclear dumping sites in the Arctic Oceans including Novaya Zemlya
and the Sea of Japan, contaminated areas in Northwestern Russia and Southern Urals, nuclear
waste treatment and Pu-production facilities, disposal locations of high-grade radioactive
materials).
UNIQUE ASPECTS OF ENVIRONMENT-RELATED PROJECTS
Problems and questions about the Environment, as well as solutions in this field, are very
often complex and wide ranging. In general, they are initially determined and evaluated for
criteria other than questions of innovation or technical elaboration. In the initial stage
priorities in this area are focused not only on the development of improved or new
technologies and their commercialization. New technologies in environment are foremost the
outcome of an environmental policy, which meets ecological requirements and public
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demands. From those foundations appropriate laws and regulations for environmental cleanup and the prevention of future pollution is usually initiated; new and improved technologies
are the tools to fulfill these requirements. For these reasons-public interest and the demands of
a civilized community-the provision of public money is and will be needed and justified in
order to facilitate the first steps toward a better environment.
This overview of the ENV-projects submitted to and funded by the ISTC reflects of the above
mentioned facts: many project proposals in the field of environment have non-commercial
objectives , which means, not all of them can be commercialized directly as technical devices
and utensils or components of equipment. A rough evaluation shows that more than 50% of
the approved ISTC projects are concerned with monitoring, remediation and risk assessment.
Most of them focus on local conditions where the projects are being carried out. It is rational
to expect that their original results will not be "bestsellers" on the world's commercial market.
Usually, public funds will be needed for such projects. Nevertheless, these investigations are
necessary and often urgent in order to prevent danger and risks to human health and life and to
raise public awareness. Furthermore, these projects may serve as the scientific basis for future
environmental activities, such as clean-up, decontamination, etc. at other locations.
However, successful results of the remaining ENV-projects may be directly applicable for
commercialization. The acquisition of interest and money from private investors (partners) for
such projects is more realistic. The outcome of these projects will be improved know-how
and/or prototypes of hardware devices, which can be offered on the world market in
competition with other innovative product samples. Such innovations will make a real
contribution to the development of tools and instruments for solving current environmental
problems and the prevention of new ones in the future.
FOREIGN COLLABORATORS
The significance of ISTC-environmental activity is also represented by the number, the origin
and distribution of the foreign collaborators. Altogether, more than 400 companies, institutes
and governmental organizations are involved in ISTC-funded projects. The number
collaborators from different countries is as follows:
— collaborators from the US (primarily National Laboratories involved)
— collaborators from member states of the EU
— from Japan, 8 from Norway and Korea.
In the US, the most active participants are Lawrence Livermore NL (involved in 29 projects),
Sandia NL (19 projects) and Los Alamos NL (23 projects). Their engagement is focused on
projects dealing with nuclear waste treatment and disposal, risk assessment, remediation and
decontamination, and environmental health and safety.
In the EU, the most active collaborators are British Nuclear Fuels LTD (involved in 21
projects), CEA (France, 18 projects), Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe Technik und Umwelt
(Germany, 10 projects), FZ Research Center Rossendorf (Germany, 5 projects) and the SGN
Societe Generate pour les Techniques Nouvelles (France, 5 projects). The projects'
application areas correspond to the US-collaborators' main interests.
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Leading collaborators from Japan are the Radwaste Management Center (9 projects), PNCPower Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Co. (6 projects involved) and the Japan
Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (3 projects); their participation is focused on projects
concerning nuclear waste, monitoring, and environmental health and safety.
It is remarkable, that funding of a project by a party does not depend unconditionally on the
involvement of a collaborator from the same party. In a number of projects, collaboration is
established with representatives from other countries than the funding parties. This
arrangement is highly appreciated, because it widens the chances for the integration of former
weapon scientists of the CIS into the international community.
In fact, in most cases, the quality of collaboration within the framework of ISTC-projects is
effective and successful. Moreover, among the established ENV-collaborators, there are a
number of candidates for future cooperation within the framework of the ISTC Partner
Program. Ten ENV Partner Projects are already underway.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Submission of new ENV-Project Proposals is ongoing.
Also in the field of Environment, the Matching of the Process of Demand, Supply and
Implementation of improved and competitive technologies is crucial for the success of the
entire action.
What is the role of the ISTC?
• Support of and assistance to innovation in ENV-technologies and processing (on the
basis of general ISTC objectives).
• Back up and training of CIS-WMD-experts to present/offer their project results to the
international community.
• Fostering collaboration and partnership with Western and Asian institutions for
access to markets and commercialization.
What is the Result, which can be expected: Sustainable Conversion .
What is the Status of ENV in the ISTC now?
• ENVIRONMENT-the largest ISTC application area-most projects and most funds.
• All funding Parties strongly involved-funds and collaborators.
• Funds concentrated on Monitoring, Risk Assessment, Remediation and Radwaste
issues.
• Partnership in ENV still at a low level (~5%).
• The ISTC has provided a considerable number of new and improved technologies,
analyses and databases on ENV issues-a promising and reliable basis for future
actions.
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What is the need for the future?
• Emphazising technology orientated projects, developing devices, prototypes and
improved ENV processes for broad applications.
• CIS institutions must find, with competitive products, access to the world markets, if
desired preferably supported by collaborators and partners.
• Real clean-ups, decontamination and rehabilitation in the CIS should be established
on the basis of Monitoring and Risk Assessment results already achieved, and
initiated and fostered through Technical Assistance Programs, such as TACIS (EU)
and similar bilateral actions with the United States (IPP, CTR etc.), Japan and other
Parties.
• From these actions, the provision of public budgets (from the federal and local
governments and regions) and private investment may initiated.
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Abstract
The problems of the substantiation and implementation of a complex rehabilitation of the territory of
the exclusion zone and the zone of absolute resettlement (EZ&ZAR) aimed at the recovery of its
normal economic operation are considered. The principles, criteria, methods and scenarios of
rehabilitation, concept of a full and partial rehabilitation, return of the population and maintenance
of normal conditions of its residing and habitability are discussed.
The preliminary estimations of a capability of practical implementation of different directions of
rehabilitation activity on EZ&ZAR territory obtained with GIS-technologies accounting for dynamics
of radioecological conditions in natural and semi-natural ecosystems, state of the art of natural and
technogenic objects on territory of EZ&ZAR are discussed. The priority practical activities on
environmental protection, maintenance in a normal condition of phyto- and zoo-sanitary situation;
forestry activity, activation of landscape-recovery processes etc. are considered.

The 15th year after the largest technogenic catastrophe during existence of a human
civilization is completed. Among the heaviest consequences of this catastrophe is radioactive
contamination of huge territories, where rural and urban population lives and agricultural
production is continued.
1. RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF THE UKRAINIAN TERRITORY AND
HUMAN EXPOSURE PATHWAYS
As a result of accidental release from the Chernobyl NPP, 53454 km2 of the territory of
Ukraine, 2293 settlements with population of 2326 thousand people including more than 610
thousand children were subjected to radioactive contamination. The problem of population
protection has been aggravated by a non-uniform area contamination, complex radionuclide
composition as well as physico-chemical properties of radioactive fallout. Together with the
significant diversity of a soil-plant cover of the contaminated territory, the indicated factors
have stipulated complex and diverse development of a post-accidental radiological situation at
different time phases and resulted in multiple pathways of population irradiation.
The outcome of the conducted research has allowed to identify critical sources and pathways
of the population exposure. The following factors determine levels of human exposure:
Characteristics of soil-plant cover (property of soils, type of phytocenosis) [1]. The
agricultural ecosystem is characterized by essentially lower transfer of 137Cs to plants in
contrast to natural meadows. Transfer factors (TF) of 137Cs to plants of natural meadows are
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higher than those for ploughed soils by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude depending on soils
properties.
During the first period of post-accidental situation, the decrease rate of TF values for
agricultural plants is by 2-3 times higher, than to grasses of natural meadows. Thus, the
natural meadows are a critical link of 137Cs migration in food chain. Among them, the natural
meadows, formed on organogenous hydromorphous soils, are the most critical in
radioecological attitude.
Non-uniformity of radionuclide soil deposition in combination with "diversity" of a soil cover
can stipulate differences in contamination of critical food stuff (milk, meat) by 137Cs up to 250 times within a settlement, the difference in 137Cs soil deposition of adjoining haymakings
and pastures is usually within factor of 1.5-2. The difference in contamination of milk and
meat within the borders of administrative region is up to a factor 300, the difference in 7Cs
soil deposition is up to factor of 30 [1].
Characteristics of contamination. Different radionuclide composition of fallout on various
tracks of the Chernobyl release and special mobility dynamics of radionuclides deposited in a
form of fuel particles determine various significance of radionuclides in the population
exposure. Though 90Sr is characterized by higher solubility in natural conditions as contrasted
with caesium radioisotopes, post-accidental long-term phase is usually called "The caesium
phase" as just 137Cs determines both external and internal irradiation doses. Contribution of
90
Sr to dose during first years has appeared minor as contrasted to 137Cs. On territories
contaminated mainly by fuel component of fallout with the commensurable content of both
radionuclides, the mobility of 90Sr during first years after the accident was low because this
radionuclide was kept in a matrix of fuel particles [1]. As of 1992, 95-97% of the internal
dose of the population living on contaminated territory of Ukraine, was determined by 137Cs,
and only a few percents-by 90Sr [2,3]. In subsequent years in a number of settlements affected
by fuel tracks of fallout, the contribution of 90Sr to an annual effective dose has increased up
to 15-54%, though the total dose did not exceed 1 mSv [2,3].
The territory of the Ukrainian Polessye can be referred to a category of critical territories, i.e.
such, where the local population can receive annual dose above 1 mSv. The large part of this
territory is covered by forests. Here are about 520 settlements, and the population is about 350
thousand person.
Main exposure pathway of both rural and urban inhabitants is the intake of radionuclides with
food produced on contaminated soils. Thus, consumption of milk and meat contributes up to
90% to the intake of 137Cs in local inhabitants. In a number of regions the wood products
(mushrooms, berries, game, etc.) constitute an essential fraction of 137Cs intake.
Large part of territories affected by fuel fallout and significantly contaminated by 90Sr, where
the contamination of food can exceed established permissible levels, is located in the
Exclusion zone and zone of absolute resettlement. Nevertheless, on the territory contaminated
by fuel component of the Chernobyl fallout or by superposition of fuel and condensed
components the level of population exposure during first decades is determined by
radioisotopes of caesium.
The decrease of 137Cs transfer parameters in biological chains is rather low nowadays. The
periods of the half-time of 137Cs TF in a link "soil-plant" decreasing for meadows vary within
8-15 years, and that in agricultural ecosystem is about 12-25 years, i.e. comparable to a
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physical half-life of 137Cs [1]. Thus, the radiological situation is now characterized by relative
stability.
2. APPLICATION OF COUNTERMEASURES AND THEIR EFFECTIVENESS
The application of countermeasures in the agriculture of Ukraine has allowed to reduce
essentially contamination of plant and animal products in public sector. Thus, the
concentration of 137Cs in milk has decreased by 15-20 times from 1987 to 1998. It has become
the reason for introduction of tighter control levels for many kinds of food products. At the
same time, the specific activity of I37Cs in milk produced in private farms has decreased only
by 4-6 times.
There is a tendency of increasing of agricultural production in private farms, in particular, in
those located in zones of radioactive contamination. Production of milk, meat and potato has
increased essentially. The indicated products are basic "suppliers" of radionuclides in an
organism of the population. Because the natural meadows (including these in forests and on
swamps) are used as a pastures and hay-makings for lactic cattle in private farms, flux of 137Cs
with milk, produced in private farms, is about 80%, and with milk, produced in a public
sector-only about 20% from the total produced volume.
The information on the regularities of human exposure and particular annual effective doses
formation are used as a basis for a zoning of territory of Ukraine according to the degree of
radiological hazard and for planning of the appropriate countermeasures on contaminated
territory. Nowadays, on Polessye territory 90-95% of population doses is formed at the
expense of consumption a food stuff of local production. Such radiological situation
determines selection of protective measures and tactics of their realization.
During 1986-2000, agrochemical and agrotechnical countermeasures directed to reduction of
radionuclide accumulation in agricultural products were conducted on the area of agricultural
lands more than 2.0 million hectares. The application of radical or surface improvement of
meadows, which is one of the most effective countermeasures for limitation of 137Cs transfer
in "milk" chain, allows to reduce the contents of this radionuclide in milk up to 6 times. The
decrease of internal dose for various settlements due to this countermeasure varied from 10 up
to 30%.
Among other agrotechnical countermeasures, application of mineral and organic fertilizers in
soil as well as liming of acid soils are used. As a result of application of these measures, the
internal dose decline by less than 10% on the average. The application of countermeasures has
allowed to produce milk and meat in the public sector, which meets permissible levels during
last 7 years. Less favourable picture is in a private sector. The practical absence in Polessye
regions of sufficient quantity of cultivated haymakings and pastures suitable for private cattle
or preparation of pure forages has an effect.
In connection with deterioration of economic capabilities of the country, the amount of
countermeasures has decreased essentially during last years (Fig.l), and its main application
isthe remediation of private farms as well as pastures and haymakings for animal of private
sector.
The effectiveness of countermeasures in agriculture varied in wide limits, depending on soilclimatic condition and characteristics of radioactive contamination. The cost of the averted
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collective dose of one man.Sv for a zone of absolute resettlement varies in range US$ 7.3-14.5
thousand, and for a zone of the reinforced radioecological control US$ 34-121 thousand.
From the economic point of view, the implementation of countermeasures is considered to be
expedient when the cost of activities on preventing dose of one man-Sv is comparable to the
cost of the total country's national product per caput.
For Ukraine this value varies last years in the range of US$ 1.5-3 thousand. This implies to
recognize that many countermeasures applied in the Ukraine surpasses its economic
capabilities, though a number of cases is indispensable taking into account their social and
psychological significance. As a whole, estimation of cost of rehabilitation measures and
effectiveness of used retaliation demands more detailed methodological consideration and
calculation.
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Figure 1 Dynamics of counter-measures on contaminated agricultural lands
of Ukraine, thousands hectares

3. PROBLEMS OF RADIOLOGICALLY DANGEROUS TERRITORIES
The status of the contaminated territories is determined pursuant to the Laws of Ukraine "The
legal status of the territory which was radioactively contaminated due to the Chornobyl
catastrophe", "About the status and social protection of the citizens, which one have suffered
owing to Chernobyl catastrophe".
ZONE OF ABSOLUTE RESETTLEMENT (ZARS)
The territories with 137Cs deposition on soil of all types above 555 kBq-m" , as well as part of
mineral and all organic soils with Cs deposition of 185-555 kBq-m" are referred to a zone
of absolute resettlement pursuant to the indicated Laws. 101285 hectares of agricultural land

are withdrawn from use in the Kiev and Zhitomir regions. In the Zhitomir region about half of
grounds (41825 ha) is withdrawn not only according to radiological parameters, but also
because its productivity is low and economic usage is not expedient (Fig.2).
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Figure 2 The areas of lands, deduced from a use in Zhitomir and Kiev
regions of Ukraine, hectares
In this connection, the problem of mismatch of an actual radiological situation on a part of
ZARS territory to criteria which are regulated in the existing acts should be resolved. With the
termination of any activity on abandoned territories the major problem becomes observance of
acceptable rules and principles of activity with the purpose not to admit both negative
economic and ecological consequences for the environment and population of Ukraine.
One of the basic problems of ZARS is the problem of living of population on its territory that
contradicts requirements of the legislation. The problem is aggravated by the requirement of
the legislation to such territories that population can not count on maintenance of living
conditions and normal habitability, solution of legal, medical, social and psychological
problems and other kinds of protection from the state.
According to the data of dosimetric certification of the Ukrainian settlements subjected to
radioactive contamination in dominant number of settlements on ZARS territory estimated
exposure doses of the population do not exceed the tolerance levels. Thus, the prolongation of
people resettlement today has lost the effectiveness and falls to category of little justified
measures, as the averted dose, even by conservative estimations, does not exceed 15-30% of
the committed life-time dose for 70 years. In this connection realization of rehabilitation
measures on ZARS territory, is a real priority. It is necessary to mark, that this problem
requires legal support of the decision on termination of resettlement.
In order to implement scientifically sound activities on the indicated territory, in 1997 the
Program of remediation of lands of the Zhitomir and Kiev regions on the period 1998 to 2005
was developed [4]. The priority and sequence of activities on the remediation of abandoned
lands is determined by a number of rules: the lands with lower contamination level are
subjects of the first order return to normality; the best effect is reached on prolific soils; lands,
which are laying within the borders of operational facilities or adjoin their territory are subject
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of a prime remediation; the priority is given to mineral soils with contamination density up to
555 kBq-m"2; it is illogical to conduct nowadays the remediation of the land formed on organic
soils with I37Cs deposition above 111 kBq-m"2.
Cost of averted collective dose of man-Sv for ZARS varies in the range of US$.7.314.5 thousand Costs of recovery of these lands will make (US$ on 1 ha) for: production of
forages-340-390; cultivation of meadows-290-390; cultivation of grain, vegetable and other
cultures-290-680; afforestation-580-680; garden seminaries-730-820. The income from
economic usage of these lands within 3-5 years is expected to cover completely the costs spent
for the restoration.
Within the framework of mentioned "Program of remediation of lands of ZARS ..." during
1998-2000 in the Zhitomir region 2144 ha of agricultural land withdrawn from production is
being transferred to pastures and haymakings as a reserve land, 188 ha of land are subject to
afforestation. About 8 thousand hectares of land and 600 ha of Ladizhichi ponds on the
territory of ZARS are prepared for economic usage.
THE EXCLUSION ZONE
The exclusion zone (EZ) is defined as a territory from which the population was evacuated in
1986. More detailed characteristics of EZ are described in the report of V.I.Kholosha et al
"Comparative estimation of radioecological significance of natural and technogenic objects of
the Exclusion zone" presented in these Proceedings. The territory with 137Cs soil deposition
above 555 kBq-m"2 or with 90Sr soil deposition above 111 kBq-m"2 or plutonium soil
deposition above 3.7 kBq-m"2 is about 1800 km2.
The "Concept of the Chernobyl Exclusion zone on the territory of Ukraine" (1995) and project
of the "Concept of activity in the Exclusion zone and the zone of absolute resettlement in the
territory of Ukraine" (1998) determine system of principles and priorities on the mentioned
territories with the purpose of minimization of ecological and social-economic consequences
of the Chernobyl catastrophe as well as substantiation of capabilities and implementation of a
complex remediation of the EZ territory. The remediation should be considered as process of
implementation of a system of measures, directed on recovery of normal national economic
operation of the Zone.
It is necessary to note, that the remediation is not only implementation of a number of
countermeasures, which will lead to the result that the contaminated territory becomes suitable
for national economic usage and residing of population without limitations (full remediation).
The special feature of EZ territory is, that presently there is no population in it, and the
personnel is located in the EZ temporarily. The remediation of such territories is of local,
sample character and is relevant to key objects (partial remediation) without return of the
population. The following kinds of activity are of primary importance:
• industrial activity, aimed on maintenance and decommissioning of the Chernobyl
NPP, conversion of the "Shelter" to an ecologically secure system, reprocessing and
dumping of radioactive waste etc., operation of appropriate infrastructure objects on
EZ territory;
• industrial activity, directed to minimization of the radioactive release out of EZ
borders;
• activity, directed to a non-deterioration of ecological situation on EZ territory;
• activity, directed to successful implementation of remediation measures.
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For targeted implementation of mentioned activities the functional zoning of EZ, i.e. its
division in separate parts is conducted. For each part of EZ the general strategy of the contents
and dominant activities are defined. These allow for arrangements of the operational
productions, units of an infrastructure, objects with radioactive wastes, degree and character
of radiological contamination of environment, modern state of EZ ecosystems nowadays and
its trends. The exclusion zone is divided in four functional parts (territories): industrial
territory; territory of a prime remediation; reserved territory; territory of a general regime.
The industrial territory is a part of EZ, where the main activities, directed to minimization of
consequences of Chernobyl catastrophe, are carried out: utilization of radioactive waste,
conversion of the object "Shelter" to ecological secure system, maintenance and
decommissioning of the ChNPP, preventing of radionuclide migration, in particular,
protection of a floodland of the river Pripyat from splashing down during floodings, and also
sanitary and fire precautions in forests etc.
The industrial territory is a significant part of EZ. It includes basic objects together with sites
of terrain between them, particularly: ChNPP with object "Shelter" and infrastructure units;
Industrial complex "Vector"; radioactive waste disposal facilities (RAWDF) and temporary
storage of radioactive waste (TSRAW); the cooling pond; part of the river Pripyat floodland
with water-protection facilities; settlements located in the EZ: towns Chernobyl and Pripyat.
The territory of the prime remediation as a whole is considered as a territory with the
prospective of economic usage in nearest decades. Territory of the prime remediation
includes, first, sites of EZ, where ecological conditions, according to available data,
conditionally meet requirements of the Law of Ukraine "The legal status of the territory which
was radioactively contaminated due to the Chornobyl catastrophe" with regard of the
permanent residence of the population on contaminated territories.
The territory of prime remediation includes sites of EZ, where ecological conditions nowadays
do not completely satisfy the requirements of the Law, but, as a result of implementation of
some remediation measures is expected to meet them in the nearest decades. Besides, this part
of EZ includes sites where remediation measures are expedient for improvement of the
ecological conditions of EZ infrastructure and for limitation of distribution of radioactive
contamination out of its boundaries. Main directions of remediation activity in boundaries of
this territory will be forestry, and namely creation of resistant wood plantations, recovery,
improvement and contents of water protection system. Implementation of research and small
scale industrial activities in this territory is supposed.
The reserved territory consists of separate sites representing value of the nature:
representative landscapes, rare species of flora and fauna, vital centers of Ukrainian fauna.
Such sites require the status of a natural reserve, according to which any intervention in a
natural course of self-development of ecosystems is prohibited and only implementation of
indispensable measures to content these objects or conduct research with limited stay of
personnel is admitted. The sites of reserved territory can be arranged in boundaries of the
territory of a general regime and the territory of a prime remediation. Within EZ boundaries
there exist ten objects of the natural reserve one of which has the State status
(II'in hydrological reserve), and 9 others are of regional value. The status of natural reserve
was given to these objects before 1986. The maintenance of existing objects of the natural
reserve and granting similar status to other sites of EZ is not foreseen by current legislation.
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The territory of a general regime - part of EZ territory, non-homogenious with regard of
radioactive contamination level. On all this territory, except of infrastructure objects and sites
of reserved territory, the human activity is limited by indispensable measures for maintenance
of a zone, including measures of nature protection, measures of EZ regime observance and
preservation of cultural values as well as research activities.
For planning, assessment of feasibility and expediency of remediation in various sites of EZ
modern methods of GIS-technology are used which accounts both for radiological conditions
and conditions of natural and technogenic objects [5]. Taking into account the modern
conditions of the territory (location of forests, meadows, flood-lands, sites with a groundwater level less than 1 meter, melioration systems, centers of the wreckers and illnesses etc.)
the map-scheme of possible directions of remediation activity on EZ territory are constructed
(see A. Arkhipov et al. "Use of GIS in the rehabilitation assessment of the Chernobyl
exclusion zone", this issue).
The greatest area of EZ (more than 800 km2) presents the site where reafforestation is
considered to be expedient. On the territory about 300 km2 implementation of water
protection measures, including recovery of melioration system, is necessary. The special
approach should be applied to sites of prime remediation, i.e. those lands where it is possible
to carry out economic activities without limitations right now. This includes about 30 km2 of
the territory suitable for agriculture and about 180 km2 qualified for forestry.
On the large areas of forests, former gardens and floodlands in total about 150 km2, the
centers of the wreckers and illnesses were formed. This situation requires intervention with
the purpose of estimation of the hazard level and application of countermeasures for
prevention of further development and for rejection of such centers.
The rehabilitation measures on the contaminated territories have been conducted since the
first days of the accident. Absence of the legible international and national guidelines and
experience on protection of the population at large scale emergencies, danger conditions in the
early post-accident period have resulted in implementation of countermeasures without a welltimed estimation of their efficiency with regard of dose reduction, economic and social
criteria.
From the economic point of view, the implementation of countermeasures is considered to be
expedient and optimal when the cost of preventing the collective dose of one man-Sv is
comparable with the cost of the gross national product per caput. For Ukraine this value varies
last years at a level US$ 1.5-3 thousand. In general, estimation of the cost of remediation
activity and efficiency of adopted countermeasures requires more severe and close methodical
consideration and calculation.
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Abstract
For the whole period of the Semipalatinsk Test Site (STS) operation 456 nuclear tests were conducted
not only for the purpose of developing nuclear weapons but also as "peaceful" underground nuclear
explosions. Apart from STS in Kazakhstan there are several testing sites where nuclear explosions
were conducted for peaceful purposes. These are explosions ofBatolit, Meridian, Region series, as
well as Azgir and Lira sites.
In Kazakhstan there is great number of plants which have been involved in the development of
nuclear weapons. Kazakhstan mining industry was the main supplier of natural uranium and nonferrous metals necessary for production of nuclear-rocket weapons. Along with extraction of uranium
ore there were complexes dealing with the development of nuclear technologies. For instance, the
complex of unique reactor facilities situated at the former Semipalatinsk Test Site where nuclear
rocket engines were tested. High-technological industrial BN-350 reactor complex belongs to a new
generation of fast breeding reactors. BN-350 reactor is designed mainly for development of new
nuclear technologies.
This paper contains generalized results of radiation investigations carried out in regions where
nuclear experiments were conducted and nuclear facilities are located.

During the Cold War the Central-Asian region supplied the Soviet program of nuclear
armaments by extraction of uranium ore and production of weapons materials for surface and
underground tests. One of the significant examples is Kazakhstan. Low population density,
vast territories not suitable for high farming, considerable reserves of minerals made
Kazakhstan a region convenient for development and production of defense technology and
armaments.
About 70% of all nuclear tests of the former USSR was conducted at Kazakhstan territory
from 1949 to 1989. Most part of these including 113 air and surface explosions was conducted
at the Semipalatinsk Test Site (STS). The testing of the USSR first atomic (1949) and world's
first hydrogen (1953) bombs were carried out here.
Kazakhstan takes one of the first places worldwide on the quantity of explored uranium
reserves (about 25%). For a long time (over 40 years) more than 20 deposits spread practically
all over the Kazakhstan territory were exploited. The largest plants in this branch are Tselinny
Mining-and-Chemical Complex (Central Kazakhstan), Ulba Metallurgical Plant, Irtysh
Chemical-and-Metallurgical Plant (Eastern Kazakhstan), Precaspian Mining and Smelting
Complex (Western Kazakhstan), ore management of Southern Kazakhstan.
In Kazakhstan there are five nuclear facilities including one power reactor (350Bn, Aktau) and
four research nuclear reactors, one of them is located in Alatau settl., Almatinskaya Oblast,
and three-in the town of Kurchatov, Semipalatinskaya Oblast.
Thus, due to historical economic, geopolitical, social and other conditions Kazakhstan
possesses nuclear materials reserves and double-purpose materials, plants for their mining and
processing, infrastructure and scientific-technological potential of the former military
complexes. During «perestroika» Kazakhstan has inherited economy non-adapted to the
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market needs, some fragments of industry and scientific-technological complexes. Under
these conditions the problems related to military activities in the field of nuclear weapons and
activity of uranium-extraction and uranium-processing industry became especially critical.
Having refused to possess nuclear weapons Kazakhstan is actively involved in the nonproliferation processes not only in foreign but in home policy also. This concerns different
scopes of activity, diplomacy, science and technology, industry. Projects and programs
implemented in Kazakhstan since 1993 are directed to eliminate nuclear, chemical and other
types of weapons of mass destruction; develop systems for non-proliferation monitoring;
prevent spreading and diversify experience and knowledge of experts engaged in defense
industry; convert military-industrial complexes and technologies; extend cooperation in the
field of nonproliferation.
One of the demonstrative examples of this activity is STS conversion.
In 1991 under decree of Kazakhstan President, the Semipalatinsk Test Site was closed. At the
STS, during the last five years joint Kazakhstan-American teams have been conducting work
on elimination of nuclear infrastructure (closure of Degelen tunnels, and liquidation of
Balapan boreholes), on the development of seismic methods for nuclear tests monitoring. The
mobile laboratory is created for operational monitoring of regions and facilities for radiation
contamination. The execution of joint projects led to creation of scientific-technological basis,
formed an international team of highly qualified experts, contributed to gaining experience in
solving problems concerning liquidation of radioactive hazards.
The nuclear tests conducted at the Semipalatinsk Test Site from 1949 to 1989 created a rather
complex radiation situation at the site that is evolving in time. Unfortunately, at present it is
impossible to evaluate the dynamics of radioactive contamination due to absence in
Kazakhstan of data on radiation conditions of 15-20 years' prescription. According to
evaluations, as a result of conducted nuclear explosions approximately 9 x 1016 Bq of 137Cs
were introduced in the environment. This is important to know as today secondary effects of
the territory contamination are developing that are connected with accumulation of fission
products during underground nuclear explosions, especially in Degelen Mountain Complex
where they are brought out to day surface by melt and rain waters. Therefore, in estimating
ecological consequences of the nuclear tests one should consider all quantity of radioactive
substances concentrated on the surface and underground.
Surface and excavation (underground with soil kick) nuclear explosions contributed mainly to
the STS radioactive contamination. General view (aero-gamma-survey data) of the test site
contamination by gamma-emitting radionuclides, mainly 137Cs, is presented on the Figure 1.
One can see that the test site radioactive contamination by 137Cs is not even and has the form
of either lengthy "paths" due to air and surface explosions, or local spots different in the area
and contamination level. Within the test site the regional background of 137Cs is a bit higher
than average global background on the Kazakhstan territory.
The other area of local contamination with 137Cs is located in the southern part of the test site
in the region of Degelen Mountain Complex. The territory contamination has a form of two
"spots" of irregular shape. The size of the "spot" (soil deposition of 0.4 Ci/km2) amounts to
0

0

0

4 x 6 km and 3 x 4 km , maximal value is up to 2 Ci/km .
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FIG 1. Aero-Gamma-Spectrometric Survey for 1J/ Cs (1991).

As a result of the survey of the Degelen massif conducted in 1992, water outpouring was
registered in 27 tunnels and at 24 portal areas. This water is contaminated with radionuclides.
The dose rate is 1-5 mR/h. The radionuclides are transferred with water fluxes which is
followed by their sorption with soil and vegetation. So, the process of forming of Degelen
Mountain Complex radiation conditions is far from completion and is progressing at present.
The results on strontium-90 measurements have shown that at the majority of studied points
its soil deposition considerably exceeds the value of temporarily admissible levels that is
0.15 Ci/km2.
Results of determination of plutonium and americium-241 content at the test site are rather
poor. There are data available on a few hundred points obtained during analyses of water and
soil samples from separate sections of the test site. These data do not allow making reliable
conclusions about the level of contamination of the Test Site by alpha-emitting radionuclides.
To solve this problem, more up-to-date and less expensive methods should be used to
determine plutonium content and to study its physical and chemical forms in the Test Site
soils.
Since 1996 according to the Agreement between RK and USA, the work was conducted at the
Test Site on closing tunnel portals at the Degelen Massif and liquidation of Balapan site
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boreholes. The purpose of these activities along with the nuclear infrastructure elimination is
the improvement of radiation situation at the former Semipalatinsk Test Site. As an example,
the Figure 2 presents radiation conditions at the portal area prior to and after the tunnel
closure. However, it should be noted that despite considerable scope of the work performed to
study and eliminate consequences of nuclear tests and nuclear infrastructure, they cover only a
small part of the Test Site.
Alpha-radiation
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FIG 2. Average Values of Radiation Parameters Prior to (Red) and After (blue) the
Tunnel Closure.
The former Semipalatinsk Test Site becomes more an international test site, "neutral strip" for
solving "sensitive" questions of nuclear countries activity in the field of non-proliferation
suggesting participation or presence of observers from the third parties (first of all-Russia) at
the experiments and programs.
Apart from the STS, there are several other testing areas in Kazakhstan where nuclear
explosions were conducted for peaceful purposes. These are explosions of Batolit, Meridian,
Region series and Azgir and Lira sites.
NNC RK conducts a complex radioecological monitoring at radioactively hazardous facilities
of Western Kazakhstan. Upon the work results, it is seen that the radioecological situation at
Lira, Region-3, Mangyshlak objects is safe for population and the environment. However,
radioecological situation at Koshkar-Ata storage facility for man-made waste is of highest
concern. At present, the measures are developed to eliminate sources of menace for
population living close to this facility.Semi-centennial history of nuclear weapons
development left its radiation heritage. Today Kazakhstan in cooperation with experts from
the leading organizations of foreign and CIS countries conduct joint research work and
developments to heighten security all over the world.
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Abstract
As the result of the Chernobyl accident, about a quarter of the Belarusian territory has been
contaminated by radionuclides. More than one and a half million of people live on the contaminated
territory. The legislation and radiological standards were developed in all spheres related to
overcoming of the Chernobyl catastrophe consequences. Significant range of countermeasures is
applied in agriculture. The system of social protection of all population categories is under
implementation. Considerable part of work has been done to improve living conditions in the
contaminated territories. The rehabilitation of the contaminated territories includes a complex of
measures aimed at restoration of the economy, social infrastructure, physical and psychological
health of people. Although a long time passed since the Chernobyl accident, a lot of problems of
rehabilitation of affected areas still remain to be solved. In this regard, both national efforts and
international collaboration are very important.

The Chernobyl catastrophe forced all the international community to look anew at radiological
problems and environmental safety issues. Though the Republic of Belarus, Russian
Federation and Ukraine are the countries most affected by the Chernobyl catastrophe,
experience in overcoming of the consequences of this disaster is invaluable for all the world
since in our technological century unfortunately no one can be insured against similar
situations.
As the result of the Chernobyl accident, more than 23% of the Belarusian territory has been
contaminated by radioactive caesium. Ten percent of the territories of the republic have been
contaminated with radioactive strontium. More than one and a half million of people
(equivalent to l/6th of the country's population) live on the contaminated territories.
Agricultural lands taken out from economic use occupy 6.7 thousand sq.km (whole area of
Belarus is 210 thousands sq.km) including 2.64 thousands sq.km of agricultural lands. About
135 thousand people (the country population is 10.3 million people) were resettled from the
most contaminated settlements. The level of mortality and morbidity has risen. At present
more than 1000 cases of thyroid cancer related to radiological influence of Chernobyl disaster
are registered.
It is evident that most of problems related to this accident should be resolved on the state
level. That is why considerable part of the national budget is allocated to solve problems
related to the Chernobyl catastrophe despite the difficult economic situation in the country.
Thanks to the efforts of the state authorities, activities of specialists and scientists, many
problems have already been settled.
The legislation and radiological standards were developed practically in all spheres related to
overcoming of the Chernobyl catastrophe consequences. In the regions contaminated with
radionuclides, a complex of measures to improve the level of medical care is implemented and
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monitoring of the people health is carried out. More than one and a half million people are
regularly going through deep annual profound medical examination.
Significant range of countermeasures is applied in agriculture. It permits to control
agricultural production and produce plant and animal products meeting permissible levels of
radionuclides. The share of milk containing 137Cs above the national permissible levels
constitutes at present about 0.2% in the public sector of the whole country, although in some
districts this index reaches 6 to 10%. Excess of admissible levels of 137Cs content in meat is
observed seldom; from 1996 to 2000 annual return of cattle from meat processing factories
constituted just some hundred heads of cattle.
The number of the settlements with excess of radionuclides content in milk in private sector
reduced more than twice for the last three years. The reason for this improvement is that we
have established the system of radiation control and monitoring of food contamination which
is reliable and functioning well.
The system of social protection of all population categories is under implementation. The
basic elements of this system are:
— economic support of the population;
— rehabilitation of children, liquidators (recovery workers) and citizens living on the
most contaminated territories;
—prolongation of holidays period;
— organization of the improved nutrition in schools and pre-school establishments.
Considerable part of work has been done to improve living conditions in the contaminated
territories including:
— creation of gas pipelines;
— water supply;
— equipping of the settlements with services and utilities;
— construction of the facilities for medical and education purpose.
At the same time, the large scale of radioactive contamination, lack of experience in
overcoming similar accidents resulted and are still resulting in many difficulties in decisionmaking. At present, it particularly refers to elaboration of the rehabilitation strategy of the
contaminated territories. Issues of the rehabilitation territories relate to the most complex
problems of the post-Chernobyl period. It is understandable that in elaborating and
implementing the rehabilitation measures it is necessary to take into account radioecological,
radiation and hygienic, social and economic, demographic and psychological factors.
Based on the analysis of radiation conditions, social and economic characteristics of the
contaminated regions, experience of application of protective and rehabilitation measures it is
possible to determine the following directions for rehabilitation of the contaminated
territories:
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— radiological, related to the complex of measures aimed at reduction of radiation
impact on population;
— social and economic, related to restoration of normal living conditions of the
population and creation of conditions for sustainable development of the
contaminated regions.
The main elements of the radiological component of rehabilitation strategy are the following:
— development of the radiological control and monitoring system, improvement of the
radiological standards;
— development and application of measures in agriculture and forestry to avert
obtaining production not corresponding radiological standards;
— decontamination of social and cultural facilities.
The second element of radiological component of rehabilitation is of special importance. At
present, about seventy percents of collective dose is delivered by intake of radionuclides with
foodstuffs. That is why application of countermeasures aimed at obtaining products meeting
admissible levels of radionuclides content is of great importance for the affected territories.
For these purposes a whole set of protective measures is being implemented in the republic. It
includes the following activities:
— liming of soils on arable lands contaminated by 137Cs higher than 0.2 MBq/sq.m (5
Ci/sq.km) and 90Sr contamination higher than 0.01 MBq/sq.m (0.3 Ci/sq.km), e.g.
more that 40000 ha/year;
— application of mineral and organic fertilizers on the whole arable lands contaminated
with 137Cs higher than 0.04 MBq/sq.m (1 Ci/sq.km);
— application of pesticides for agricultural plants on lands with
higher than 0.2 MBq/sq.m (5 Ci/sq. km);

137

Cs contamination

— improvement of hay lands and pastures for use by cattle of private and public sector
farmers. Needs of the private sector is estimated as about 12000 ha and that of the
public sector about 75000 ha. Due to lack of funds needs of the private sector are
satisfied completely and for the public sector by principle "if anything remains";
— application of caesium-binding sorbents. In Belarus production of boles (mainly for
the public sector) has been organized. It satisfies all the needs (30.000 ton per year);
— radiation control including examination of agricultural lands, quality control of
products by 137Cs and 90Sr.
Implementation of this complex of measures creates the preconditions for revision of
admissible levels of radionuclides content in products and their reduction. It is important to
say that requirements for admissible levels of Cs content in Belarus (RDU-99) for majority
of products are more strict that in Russia (SanPiN 2.3.2.560-96). Russian requirements are
different from ours for milk and beef which are equal to 50 and 160 Bq/1, (kg), respectively,
that means 2-2.3 times lower than Republican admissible levels (RDU-99). Admissible levels
o ffl0Sr content for all products in Belarus are lower by 6 to 30 times than in Russia.
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The problem of production of foodstuffs in accordance with the RDU-99 has not been
completely solved. During the last three years practically all grain and potatoes were meeting
republican standards set up for 137Cs. However, in some districts of the Gomel region the
content of 90Sr in grain produced for consumption purposes was higher than appropriate
standards.
The issue of production of quality foodstuffs in private sector is particularly acute. Based on
the data of radiological control for 1997-1999 in 376 settlements of Belarus, there has been a
number of cases observed when milk is produced with 137Cs content exceeding 100 Bq/1.
Economic aspect of the problem is no less importance. Even in cases when agricultural
production meets admissible levels of radionuclides content, in many farms it becomes
uncompetitive. As estimated by Belarusian scientists, expenditures for rehabilitation activities
in agriculture will constitute during the next five years more than 70 million dollars.
We have not stopped decontamination activities in Belarus. These activities are focused on
socially important facility-kindergartens, educational establishments, medical institutions.
Analysis shows that expenditures to avert exposure dose of 1 person-Sv does not exceed US $
15 thousand thus corresponding to the adopted international criteria. At present two special
enterprises in Gomel and Mogilev regions decontaminate some tens of such facilities
annually.
Problems of social and economic rehabilitation relate to the most difficult ones to solve.
Some of them have not even been solved and have become still more acute. After the accident
negative changes in demographic situation are observed; intellectual, professional and
technical potential has decreased; collectives are broken; economic indices have fallen down.
Migration has negative influence on the quality of labor resources. It led to outflow of
professional specialists, hi two-three years after the accident we faced the problem of lack of
specialists in the affected regions, mainly teachers and medical personnel. Agricultural sector
feels serious lack of labor resources, not only of high-qualified specialists, but also of general
personnel.
Social and economic rehabilitation assumes creation objective conditions to mitigate influence
of the main risk factors. It is being concentrated on following directions:
— introduction of ecologically clean industries and changes of the industry structure in
agriculture and forestry;
— creation of new working places through development of local enterprises and popular
trades, local mineral resource development;
— construction of dwellings and infrastructure, improvement of living conditions for
population and specialists;
— modernization of dwelling and municipal economy;
— formation of radio-ecological literacy of population;
— improvement of legislation and radiological standards.
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The state does not have enough funds to reach pre-accident level of social and economic
development in the affected regions. Therefore, particular importance is given to the creation
of scientifically justified methodology of rehabilitation, which would permit to propose
rational mechanism and ways to rehabilitation the economic activity. Transition to the policy
of rehabilitation led to decrease of migration intentions of inhabitants of the affected
territories. People appreciate very well such rehabilitation activities as construction of gas
pipelines, water wells commissioning, reconstruction and construction of dwellings and
facilities of social and cultural purpose.
Medical consequences of the Chernobyl catastrophe are stipulated by direct radiation
influence. They are aggravated by accompanying factors (ecological, social and economical).
We observe worsening of human health of people residing in the affected territories as
compared to republican indices. First of all this is referred to thyroid pathology in children,
which has been recognized as radiation-induced.
The complex of unfavorable factors of non-radiation nature have influenced somatic health of
people. Thus, among the population, the share of people with chronically compensated and
non-compensated forms of pathology has increased and accordingly the specific share of
healthy people has decreased. Negative influence of the Chernobyl catastrophe consequences
on human health is the main problem of the Chernobyl disaster. Legislation and all practical
activity of all state authorities must be aimed at solving this problem.
— Medical assistance to population of the affected territories is based on the following
principles:
— medical institutions of affected regions must work as usual;
— regular health check of certain categories of citizens affected by the Chernobyl
disaster is carried out in accordance with the special orders of the Ministry of Health;
— rehabilitation and recuperation of the affected population is arranged according to
acting legislation using rehabilitation centers situated on the territories in Belarus as a
main priority;
— programs aimed at formation of healthy lifestyle of people living in the territories
subject to rehabilitation must be carried out.
— Important tasks of the medical rehabilitation are:
—providing of medical institutions with modern equipment;
— preparation and improvement of medical specialists professional skills;
— reconstruction of working medical institutions and construction of new ones
responsible for primary medical support;
— preparation and implementation of the programs of medical and psychological
adaptation of population;
— providing of population with medicines;
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— continuation of the regular health check of the population affected by the Chernobyl
NPP catastrophe.
In development and implementation of programs of medical rehabilitation it is necessary to
take into account necessity in providing of medical institutions with special equipment to
reduce medical exposure dose.
The joint work of scientists and specialists of Belarus and Russian Federation under the
Program of Overcoming the Chernobyl catastrophe Consequences in the Framework of
the Union of Belarus and Russian Federation for the years 1998-2000 is a serious
contribution to solution of the above-mentioned problems. The objectives of this Program
deal with the issues of radiation medicine and agricultural radiology, radiobiology and
radioecology, radiation control and monitoring. Within the Program we have started to
develop the unique methodological approach to radiological monitoring of environment;
improvement and unification of methods for dose assessment; evaluation of post-radiation
effects in conditions of chronic exposure; improvement and introduction of modern
production technologies of foodstuffs and food additives as well as technology of
management in agriculture, decontamination and other acute problems. There is a serious
sense in continuing the work which has been started within the framework of the joint
programs of the Union of Belarus and Russian Federation.
Many international programs and projects bring significant contribution to development of
approaches to restoration of the contaminated territories and strategy of rehabilitation. First of
all, these are the IAEA projects aimed at improvement of rehabilitation activities at the
contaminated territories, including economical rehabilitation.
One of them is the project on reduction of external exposure in the contaminated settlements.
During the project implementation the experience on decontamination is shared between
participants, alongside with the experience on decontamination of private farms in rural areas.
Such work contributes both to effective radiation protection of population and to
psychological stabilization of people.
A logical continuation of the above mentioned project is the IAEA cooperation on
rehabilitation of the contaminated territories through improvement of radiation protection
infrastructure.
The IAEA project "Rape seed cultivation on territories contaminated by radionuclides for
manufacture of food oil" envisages construction of industry in contaminated territory to
manufacture food oil produced from rape seeds cultivated in the contaminated regions of
southern part of the Gomel area of Belarus. Within the project the following two basic tasks
will be solved:
• collective internal dose reduction through saturation of region with technical culture,
and
• economic rehabilitation of the disaster affected farms.
The rehabilitation of the contaminated territories includes a complex of measures aimed at
restoration of the economy, social infrastructure, physical and psychological health of people.
In order to develop economic programs and to attract investments to the affected regions in
the Gomel area, the Gomel Regional Economic Development Agency was created with
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assistance of the EU Tacis program. The main activity of the Agency is focused on work with
the local communities to assist in self-employment of the population of the affected regions. A
special Presidential Decree on tax privileges for seven most affected districts of the Gomel
region is under preparation to attract investors.
The ETHOS project supported by the European Commission has been implemented in one of
affected Belarusian regions since 1996. Within the framework of this project an untraditional
approach on involving the population in management of radiological risks is developed, an
attempt to optimize all countermeasures applied at local level in agriculture as well as actions
of all structures and experts involved into the processes of rehabilitation has been made.
It would seem that almost 15 years after the accident the affected population and all the people
in the affected countries have to be well informed both on consequences of the Chernobyl
accident and about rules of behaviour in conditions of permanent health risk. Regretfully, the
experience of dialogue with the people shows that the strategy of public information still
has to be improved. This has been recognized by the European Commission which initiated a
number of Tacis projects in support of development of means of informing of the population.
Any measures demanding significant expenses of the state will not give desirable effect if the
people do not protect themselves from existing radiological risks and stay illiterate with
regard of radiological culture. To improve public radiological education, active involvement
of experts is of primary importance.
Although a long time passed since the Chernobyl accident, a lot of problems of rehabilitation
of affected areas still remain to be solved. In this regard, both national efforts and
international collaboration are very important. It should be stressed that unique experience of
the overcome of the Chernobyl accident consequences may be invaluable in case of any other
nuclear failure.
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Abstract
This paper presents the recommendations of a new Publication 82 of the International Commission
on Radiological Protection (ICRP) entitled 'Protection of the Public in Situations of Prolonged
Radiation Exposure: The Application of the Commission's System of Radiological Protection to
Controllable Radiation Exposure due to Natural Sources and Long Lived Radioactive Residues'. The
report may have far reaching consequences for decision-makers dealing with the specific situations of
the prolonged exposure of the public to relatively low levels of ionizing radiation, in particular, from
high levels on natural background and from long-lived radioactive residues due to previous activities
or accidents. The recommendations in the ICRP report are based on objective assessments of the
health risks associated with prolonged exposure levels and on radiological protection attributes of
various exposure situations. The decision-making process for the radiological protection of the public
in situations of prolonged exposure may include the participation of relevant stakeholders rather than
radiological protection specialists alone.

INTRODUCTION
This paper summarizes the recommendations of a new report being issued by the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) (1). The report may have far reaching
consequences for decision-makers dealing with the elusive subject of chronic and persisting
exposure (or what the report termed prolonged exposure) of the public to relatively low levels
of ionizing radiation (or radiation for short). The report, entitled 'Protection of the Public in
Situations of Prolonged Radiation Exposure: The Application of the Commission's System of
Radiological Protection to Controllable Radiation Exposure due to Natural Sources and
Long Lived Radioactive Residues', was approved by the Commission in its latest meeting in
St. Petersburg, Russian Federation, on September 1999. An ad hoc Task Group created by the
Commission on the advice of ICRP Committee 4 had produced the report, which was
endorsed by the Committee at its meeting in Kiawah, USA, on March, 1999. The Group's
members were John Cooper, Per Hedemann-Jensen, Sieglinde Przyborowski, Michael Savkin,
John Till and the author who was honored to chair it. This paper is mainly based on the
executive summary of the report.
Prolonged exposure
Members of the public adventitiously and persistently incur prolonged exposures that are
incidental to situations in which they may find themselves. The average annual dose
associated with prolonged exposures is more or less constant or decreases slowly over the
years. (Public exposures of a temporary nature were not covered by the report; nor were
occupational and medical exposures, which are not considered prolonged exposures.) Typical
prolonged exposures are those delivered by the so-called 'natural' sources such as cosmic
radiation and primordial radionuclide decay chains. Some 'artificial' sources may also deliver
prolonged exposures; for example, long-lived radioactive residues from human activities are a
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common cause of prolonged exposure. It is to be noted that radioactive residues may contain
both natural and artificial radionuclides. In situations of prolonged exposures, it may be
difficult to separate the exposure attributed to the artificial component from that due to the
natural component; moreover, protective measures against the artificial component can affect
the exposure due to the natural component and vice versa.
Practices and interventions
The System of Radiological Protection is based on the concepts of 'practices' and
'interventions', which are fully applicable to prolonged exposure situations. Radioactive
residues may remain after the termination of regulated activities that increase the overall
exposure of people to radiation; these activities are termed practices. Also, they may have
been produced by past-unregulated activities and events.
Exposure to natural sources and to radioactive residues already existing-de facto-m human
habitats can be subject to protective actions through a process termed intervention, which is
intended to decrease the overall exposure of people.
Controllable prolonged exposure
Many prolonged exposures to natural sources and almost all prolonged exposures to
radioactive residues are controllable. Prolonged exposures that are essentially uncontrollable
(for instance the exposure to natural radionuclides with metabolic roles in the human body), or
unamenable to control (for instance exposure to cosmic radiation), are generally excluded
from the scope of regulations on radiological protection. Sources of controllable prolonged
exposure, therefore, include some primordial radionuclides in nature, which exposure is
amenable to control, and long-lived radioactive residues. Radioactive residues may remain in
human habitats after the operation and decommissioning of regulated practices and other
activities that were conducted either outside any control or under regulatory requirements less
stringent than those applying today. They can also result from events-such as accidents-that
release radionuclides to the environment. Commodities for public consumption containing
radioactive substances may also be a cause of prolonged exposure.
Quantities
The relevant quantity recommended by the report for assessing prolonged exposure situations
is the annual [effective] dose attributable to the exposure. A subsidiary quantity is the
summation of the annual doses caused by all the persisting sources of prolonged exposure in a
given human habitat; this quantity is termed the existing annual dose. The annual dose that is
added to the existing annual dose as a result of a practice is termed the additional annual
dose. The annual dose that is removed from the existing annual dose by intervention is termed
the averted annual dose. (If the intended meaning is an annual dose that can potentially be
prevented from being delivered, as a result of a prospective intervention, the term avertable
annual dose is used.)
Application to practices
The principles of the System of Radiological Protection for practices are the justification of
the practice, the optimization of radiological protection, with regard to any source within the
practice, and the limitation of individual doses attributable to the practice. These principles
should be applied prospectively at the planning stage of any practice, including those practices
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expected to deliver prolonged exposures, to the design, operation and decommissioning of the
practice and its radiation sources. Before the introduction of a practice delivering prolonged
exposure, an existing annual dose will exist; after its decommissioning an additional
prolonged annual dose attributable to the practice will remain (see Figure 1). The principles
are applicable to the control of this attributable additional annual dose and not to the existing
annual dose. Under certain conditions, sources used in justified practices can be exempted
from regulatory requirements if the individual additional annual doses attributable to the
source are below around 0.01 mSv in a year.

Existing Annual Dose

Additional prolonged
annual dose
>, attributable to the
practice
(it excludes transitory doses)

Post-practice
existing annua
dose

Pre-practice existing
annual dose

>
A

Introduction, operation and
decommissioning of a beneficial practice

Time

FIG 1: Schematic presentation of the existing annual dose before and after a practice.
Justification of Practices
The justification of a practice delivering prolonged exposure requires that all relevant longterm factors be considered prior to the adoption of the practice. Pertinent factors are those
related to the long-lived radioactive substances that are expected to be discharged to the
environment or to remain as radioactive residues in human habitats after the decommissioning
of the practice. The factors will include the prolonged components of the anticipated
additional annual doses, both individual and collective, that are attributable to the discharges
and residues.
Optimization of Protection
The optimization of protection requires the selection of the best radiological protection option
for any source, under the prevailing social and economic circumstances. This optimum option
will be expected to deliver the 'as low as reasonably achievable' (or 'ALARA') doses, taking
into account economic and social factors. In a justified practice delivering prolonged
exposure, all pertinent long-term factors should be taken into account in the optimization
process. The process may be carried out using the optimization techniques recommended by
the Commission.
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Individual Dose Limitation
The application of the justification and optimization principles to practices may introduce
individual inequities that may be important when prolonged exposures are involved. Inequities
are caused by the possibly wide spatial distribution of prolonged exposures, which may
involve people who are not direct beneficiaries of the practice. They can also be attributed to
the potentially long-term temporal distribution of prolonged exposure, which may affect
future generations. (The report notes, however, that inequity between different generations is a
more elusive concept than inequity between different individuals at a given time.) In order to
limit these inequities and to allow for prolonged and transitory exposures to multiple sources,
the report recommends to apply stringent individual dose restrictions to the prolonged
exposure expected to be delivered by individual sources and to the prolonged exposures
predicted to be aggregated by all regulated practices. The exposure restrictions to sources are
termed dose constraints; the exposure restrictions to practices are termed dose limits.
Dose Constraints: In relation to dose constraints, the report reconfirms the ICRP
recommendation that the maximum value of the dose constraint to be used in the optimization
of radiological protection for a single source should be less than 1 mSv in a year, and that a
value of no more than about 0.3 mSv in a year would be appropriate. It also stress that
consideration should be given to exposure situations where combinations of transitory and
prolonged exposures or a buildup over time of prolonged exposures from a source could
occur. In these situations the report recommends to verify that appropriate dose assessment
methods are used for ensuring compliance with the established dose constraint. The
assessment should take account of any reasonably conceivable combination and buildup of
exposures. If, in a particular situation, such verification of compliance is not feasible, the
report considers prudent to restrict the prolonged component of the individual dose from the
source with a dose constraint of the order of 0.1 mSv in any given year during the operational
lifetime of the source.
Dose Limits: In relation to dose limits, the report also reconfirms the ICRP recommendation
that the sum of the prolonged and transitory exposures from all regulated practices should be
restricted to a dose limit of 1 mSv in a year. It also emphasizes that concerned national
authorities and, as appropriate, relevant international organizations should consider situations
where there could be a buildup of the prolonged components of the exposures attributable to
all regulated practices as a result of the accumulation of radioactive residues from continuing
practices. The aim should be to prevent that the aggregated individual additional annual doses
attributable to all current practices and to predictable future practices exceed the dose limit of
1 mSv in a year.
Figure 2 presents the numerical recommendations on dose constraints and dose limits for
practices.
Application to interventions
The principles of the System of Radiological Protection for interventions are the justification
of intervention and the optimization of the protective actions. These principles should be
applied to any de facto exposure situations involving controllable prolonged exposure, where
an existing annual dose exist and part of it can be averted trough intervention (see Figure 3).
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Justification of Intervention
The justification of intervention in prolonged exposure situations should be assessed by means
of a decision-aiding process requiring a positive balance of all relevant long-term attributes
related to radiological protection. (In addition to the avertable annual doses, both individual
and collective, other attributes include the following: the expected reduction in the anxiety
caused by the situation, the reassurance to be provided by the intervention, and the social cost,
harm and disruption that may be caused by the implementation of the protective actions.) The
results of such decision-aiding process should be used as an input into a decision-making
process which may encompass other considerations and may involve relevant stakeholders
(see Outlook, hereinafter).
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FIG 2: Numerical recommendations on dose constraints and dose limits for practices.
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FIG 3: Schematic presentation of the existing annual dose before and after an intervention.
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Optimization of Protective Actions
The optimization of protective actions can be performed following the general approach to
optimization of protection recommended by the ICRP in the context of practices. The
optimum form, scale and duration of the protective actions should be selected from the
justified options of intervention. For some prolonged exposure situations the restricted use of
human habitats can be the outcome of the optimization process.
Specific Reference Levels
National authorities (and as appropriate relevant international organizations) should
predetermine specific reference levels (such as intervention levels, action levels and
intervention exemption levels) for particular prolonged exposure situations amenable to
intervention. They can be conveniently expressed in terms of the avertable annual dose, or a
related subsidiary quantity. The use of predetermined specific reference levels can facilitate
timely decisions on interventions and the effective deployment of resources; however, an
improper use may lead to inconsistencies with the principles of justification and optimization.
Generic Reference Levels
The report also recommends the use of generic reference levels for intervention. These levels
can conveniently be expressed in terms of the existing annual dose. They are particularly
useful when intervention is being considered in some situations, such as exposures to high
natural background radiation and to those radioactive residues that are a legacy from the
distant past. The report, however, warns to use generic reference levels with extreme caution.
If some controllable components of the existing annual dose are clearly dominant, the use of
the generic reference levels should not prevent that protective actions are taken to reduce these
dominant components. Either specific reference levels or case-by-case decisions following the
requirements of the System of Radiological Protection for interventions can trigger these
actions. Nor should the use of the generic reference levels encourage a 'trade-off of
protective actions among the various components of the existing annual dose. A low level of
existing annual dose does not necessarily imply that protective actions should not be applied
to any of its components; conversely, a high level of existing annual dose does not necessarily
require intervention.
With these provisos, the report considers that an existing annual dose approaching about
10 mSv may be used as a generic reference level below which intervention is not likely to be
justifiable for some prolonged exposure situations. Below this level, protective actions to
reduce a dominant component of the existing annual dose are still optional and might be
justifiable. In such cases, action levels specific to particular components can be established on
the basis of appropriate fractions of the recommended generic reference level. Above the level
below which intervention is not likely to be justifiable, intervention may possibly be necessary
and should be justified on a case-by-case basis. Situations in which the annual (equivalent)
dose thresholds for deterministic effects in relevant organs could be exceeded should require
intervention. An existing annual dose rising towards 100 mSv will almost always justify
intervention and may be used as a generic reference level for establishing protective actions
under nearly any conceivable circumstance.
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APPLICATION TO PARTICULAR SITUATIONS
High Levels of Natural Background
The report recognize as challenging situations of prolonged exposure those where high levels of
natural background radiation are present and where the exposure is controllable. One such
situation is the presence of elevated ambient indoor levels of the noble gas isotope radon-222.
The report considers that the Commission's recommendations on "Protection against Radon222 at Home and at Work" remain valid and are fully applicable for controlling prolonged
exposure to radon-222 in dwellings. Another case is the presence of natural gamma-emitting
radionuclides in building materials and in the ground. Concerned national authorities and, as
appropriate, relevant international organizations should derive standardized intervention
exemption levels for activity concentrations of specific radionuclides in building materials,
taking into account the recommendations for commodities containing radioactive substances
presented in the report [see hereinafter]. For areas experiencing controllable exposures to high
levels of natural gamma radiation emitters in the ground, the report recommends to use
appropriate fractions of the recommended generic reference levels of existing annual dose as
guidance for the solution of practical problems. FIG 4 present the recommended generic
intervention levels.
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Figure 4: Recommended generic intervention levels in terms of existing annual dose.
Radioactive Residues
Other difficult prolonged exposure situations identified in the report are caused by the
presence of radioactive residues in human habitats. These residues may result from the
discontinuation and decommissioning of a regulated practice, or from other past human
activities and events, including accidents. For regulated practices, the recommended dose
constraints and dose limits should be applied prospectively to the prolonged exposure expected
to remain after the discontinuation of the practice-for instance, at the site of a decommissioned
installation. (In principle, the applicable dose constraint may be expected to be no higher than
the dose constraint used during the operational phase of the practice. However, there is not
necessarily a commonality on the basis of which to presume equality between the dose constraint
applied before the discontinuation of a practice and that applied afterwards: if the operational
dose constraint was very low, maintaining it in the post-decommissioning phase could introduce
an unreasonable restriction.) For radioactive residues from other past human activities and
events that were not regulated as practices, the need, form, scale and duration of protective
actions should be determined on a case-by-case basis.
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This should be done following the recommended principles of justification of intervention and
optimization of the protective actions, rather than through pre-selected individual dose
restrictions. If necessary, the recommended generic reference levels of existing annual dose
may be used as guidance. However, in cases where the origins of the situation are traceable
and where those who produced the residues can still be made retrospectively liable for the
protective actions, national authorities may consider applying a specific restriction to the
individual doses attributable to the residues constraining the resulting doses to levels below
those resulting from the optimization process. For this purpose, additional protective actions
may be required from those who created the situation. Such specific dose restriction, however,
may be higher than the dose constraints and dose limits applied to practices. (See Figure 5)
Residues that are deemed not to require protective actions should not be subject to further
restrictions.
Hot Particles: Prolonged Potential Exposures
In some circumstances, radioactive residues can be very sparsely distributed in the
environment, usually as 'hot particles', giving rise to situations of prolonged potential
exposure. These are situations where there is the potential but not the certainty that the
exposure will actually occur. For these situations, the report recommends to derive action
levels on the basis of the unconditional probability that members of the public would develop
fatal stochastic health effects attributable to the exposure situation. Such a probability should
be assessed by combining the following probabilities: the probability of being exposed to the
hot particles; the probability of incorporating a hot particle into the body as a result of such
exposure; the probability of incurring a dose as a result of such incorporation; and, the
probability of developing a fatal stochastic effect from that dose. (These probabilities should
be integrated over all the range of situations and possible doses.) In establishing such action
levels, consideration should be given to the possibility that localized deterministic effects may
also occur as a result of the incorporation of hot particles.
Accidents
Disruptive protective actions, such as evacuation or other restrictions in the 'normal' living
conditions of people, may be required after accidents that have released radioactive substances
into the environment. (See Figure 6 for the evolution of the annual dose in such cases).
Eventually, in order to return to 'normality', such actions may need to be discontinued at some
stage in spite of the continuous presence of a residual prolonged exposure. The simplest basis
for justifying the discontinuation of intervention after an accident is to confirm that the
exposures have decreased to the action levels that would have prompted the intervention. If
such a reduction in exposure is not feasible, the generic reference level of existing annual dose
below which intervention is not likely to be justifiable could provide a basis for discontinuing
intervention. However, it may be difficult to discontinue protective actions that have been in
force for many years: the decision may not be acceptable to the exposed population and the
social pressures may override the benefit of discontinuing the intervention. In these cases, the
participation of the stakeholders in the decision-making process becomes essential. After
intervention has been discontinued, the remaining existing annual dose should not influence
the normal living conditions in the affected area (including decisions about the introduction of
new practices), even if such a dose is higher than that prevailing in the area before the
accident.
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FIG 6: Evolution of the annual dose in the case of an accident followed by intervention.

Commodities
A cause of prolonged exposure is the presence of long-lived radionuclides in commodities for
public use. When the radionuclides are attributable to a practice, their levels in the
commodities should be controlled through the principles of the System of Radiological
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Protection for practices. In other cases, they should conceptually be subject to intervention.
Mainly due to the globalization of markets, intervention exemption levels of radionuclides in
commodities cannot be established on a case-by-case basis; rather, they need to be
standardized. It is not likely that several types of commodities would be simultaneous sources
of high prolonged exposure to any given individual. On the basis of this presumption, the
report recommends a generic intervention exemption level of around 1 mSv for the individual
annual dose expected from a dominant type of commodity, such as some building materials
that may in some circumstances be a significant cause of prolonged exposure. On the basis of
this recommendation, concerned national authorities and, as appropriate, relevant international
organizations should derive radionuclide-specific intervention exemption levels for individual
commodities, in particular for specific building materials. The report notes that intervention
exemption levels should not be used, either explicitly or implicitly, for relaxing the limits
imposed on the activity of radionuclides that may be released from practices; in particular,
they should not be used for clearing the recycling of materials resulting from the
decommissioning of practices (these situations are better handled with the criteria of
exemption for practices).
Commodities produced in an area affected by radioactive releases from an accident and
containing radioactive substances attributable to the releases present an exceptionally difficult
situation. If the corresponding activity levels are higher than those in produce from
neighbouring areas, issues of market acceptance could arise —particularly if there are
transboundary movements of the commodities. (The WHO/FAO Codex Alimentarius
Commission adopted generic intervention exemption levels for radionuclides in foodstuffs
following an accident. These levels have been incorporated into international radiological
protection standards. They would lead to individual doses of up to a few millisieverts per
annum to those who consume the foodstuffs.) If the annual doses in the area affected by the
accident are acceptable because the intervention strategy has been optimized, the situation
outside the affected area should also be acceptable because the individual annual doses
elsewhere from the use of commodities produced in the affected area would normally not be
higher than those in the affected area. If the restrictions on commodities produced in the area
affected by the accident have not been lifted, production of the restricted commodities should
not be restarted; conversely, if the restrictions have been lifted, production can be restarted. If
an increase in production is proposed, it could proceed subject to appropriate justification. In
circumstances where restrictions have been lifted as part of a decision to return to 'normal'
living, the resumption and potential increase of production in the affected area should have
been considered as part of that decision and should not require further consideration.
Summary of the quantitative recommendations
The quantitative recommendations provided in the report are summarized in the following
Table. The information is presented in an extremely simplified form and is not amenable to
comparison. In its upper part, the Table shows quantitative recommendations in terms of
individual existing annual dose; the lower part presents quantitative recommendations in
terms of individual additional annual dose. Therefore, in these two parts, the dose ranges are
expressed in different quantities and cannot be compared. Furthermore, the Table does not
include any reference to specific intervention and action levels of averted annual dose nor of
collective doses.
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Implementation of the recommendations
The report recognizes that its quantitative recommendations will be difficult to implement
unless a number of issues in the estimation of the exposures are carefully taken into account.
Prolonged exposures are generally expected to be assessed on the basis of the mean annual
dose in the critical group. However, it is to be noted that occasionally it may be more difficult
to estimate this dose than the dose to an identifiable 'maximally' exposed individual. Longterm scenarios must be defined to characterize the individuals exposed and the ways in which
they are exposed. Quantification of uncertainty should be an integral part of the estimation of
the annual doses. Whenever possible and appropriate, annual doses should be reported as a
distribution of possible values rather than as single point values. It should be kept in mind that
radioactive residues are usually unevenly distributed, creating situations of heterogeneous
prolonged exposure. These need to be addressed on a case-by-case basis by making realistic
assumptions about the pattern of people's exposure. The selection of methods for evaluating
heterogeneous exposure will depend on the situation and the objectives of the evaluation. The
evaluation of annual doses in prolonged exposure situations should generally be based on the
assumption of unrestricted use of the site or commodity affected; this assumption implies that
all exposure pathways that could realistically be actual at any time in the future should be
accounted for.
CONCEPT

QUANTITY

Generic reference level for interventions almost
always justifiable
(above which intervention should be considered
almost always justifiable)
Generic reference level for interventions not
likely to be justifiable
(below which intervention is optional but not
likely to be justifiable and above which may be
necessary)
Exemption from intervention in commodities
(criterion for deriving intervention exemption
levels for dominant commodities, such as building
materials)
Dose limit for practices
(applicable to the individual dose contributed by
all relevant practices)

Existing annual dose
(summation of all [prolonged] annual
doses attributable to all sources of
prolonged exposure in a given location)
Existing annual dose
(summation of all [prolonged] annual
doses attributable to all sources of
prolonged exposure in a given location)

Dose constraint for practices
(applicable to the individual dose from a source
within a practice; to be used for the optimization
of protection of the source)
Exemption for practices
(criterion for deriving exemption levels for
sources within practices, the protection at the
sources should be optimized and the sources
should be part of a justified practiceb)

Additional annual dose
(annual dose attributable to the dominant
category of commodity)
[Aggregated] Additional annual dose
(summation of all annual doses
[transitory and prolonged] attributable to
all relevant practices)
Additional annual dose
(summation of all annual doses
[transitory and prolonged] attributable to
a source within a practice)
(for the prolonged component)3
Additional annual dose
(summation of all annual doses
[transitory and prolonged] attributable to
a source within a practice)

VALUE
[mSv]
<~100

<~10

1

<l&~0.3

(-0.1)
-0.01

a

To be considered if dose assessment methodologies to ensure compliance under any conceivable situation of
b
combination of doses is not available.
Also generally applicable to clear the release of materials containing
radioactive substances from practices and which may subsequently be recycled as commodities for public use
with no restrictions.
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Outlook
The recommendations in the ICRP report are based on objective assessments of the health
risks associated with prolonged exposure levels and on radiological protection attributes of
various exposure situations. However, members of the public (and sometimes their political
representatives) may have personal and distinct views on the radiation risks attributable to
artificial sources of prolonged exposure in relation to those due to natural sources. This
usually results in differently perceived needs for response and a different scale of protection,
depending on the origin of the exposure. The claim for protection is generally stronger when
the source of exposure is a technological by-product rather than when it is considered to be of
natural origin. Typically elevated prolonged exposures due to natural radiation sources are
usually ignored by society, while relatively minor prolonged exposures to artificial long-lived
radioactive residues are a cause of concern and sometimes prompt unnecessary actions. This
reality of social and political attributes, generally unrelated to radiological protection, usually
influences the final decision on the level of protection against prolonged exposure. Therefore,
the ICRP report cautiously recognizes that it should be seen as a provider of decision-aiding
recommendations mainly based on scientific considerations on radiological protection, the
outcome of its advice will be expected to serve as an input to a final (usually wider) decisionmaking process which may include other societal concerns and considerations. The decisionmaking process for the radiological protection of the public in situations of prolonged
exposure may include the participation of relevant stakeholders rather than radiological
protection specialists alone.
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Abstract
The current regulation and decisions on the radiation and social protection and rehabilitation of the
radioactive contaminated territories are analyzed with purpose to learn all lessons needed for
improvement of the regulation and activity in restoration phase and in the preparedness to possible
future radiological accidents. Necessity to go beyond the simple radiation protection approach in the
decision making and to use risk analysis considering both radiological and non-radiological factors
is one of the lessons. The conceptual aspects of risk analysis together with dose assessment in
decision making are considered.

1. INTRODUCTION
At the moment of the Chernobyl accident national regulatory documents on protective
measures on the radioactive contaminated territories of the former Soviet Union were neither
complete nor perfect in some necessary aspects especially in respect to the countermeasures at
the intermediate and long-term phases. They were mainly prepared for the first phase of a
post-emergency response (PER). The system of the radiation protection and safety of the
former USSR was based on the 1959 and 1966 Recommendations of the ICRP (ICRP
Publications No 2 and No 9). The 1977 Recommendations of the ICRP (ICRP Publication No
26) were not implemented in the former USSR. So till the early ninetieths the conceptual base
for radiation protection and safety in the Russian Federation was the "critical organ concept"
and "effective dose equivalent", a predecessor for effective dose, was not in use.
In 1991, five years after the accident, the main legal regulatory document-the Chernobyl Law
was adopted. In contradiction with recommendation of the specialists (Chernobyl Concept [1])
and radiation protection principles introduced by the 1990 Recommendations of the ICRP [2]
the very controversial and erroneous items were introduced into the Law [3]. They resulted in
the broadening of the territories where radiation and social protection should be implemented
and increasing of the population concerned by this protection. The number of the Russian
administrative regions which territories in some their parts were recognized as suffered from
the accident changed (in comparison with early post-accident decisions) from 3 to 17 and
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population respectively increased from 100-150 thousand to 2.7 million people. The other
results of these decisions were the following:
• expenses for PER grew highly with very ineffective use of the most part of them,
• additional compulsory mass relocation's were decided,
• optimum levels of protection from a complex of countermeasures were impossible to
achieve,
• the area of the social tension, effects of the socio-psychological factor, negative
changing of social and economic conditions respectively increased,
• consequences of the accident (due to the erroneous decisions) expanded over the
territories which were not radioactively contaminated to significant levels from the
accident,
• these decisions and the way of social compensation adopted on the suffered
territories (personal annual payment) continue to make the transition to the
rehabilitation policy difficult.
So, the problems arising in liquidation of the consequences of the Chernobyl accident formed
the needs in regulations on protective and reduction measures on affected territories.
2. CURRENT REGULATION
The elaboration of regulation due to the Chernobyl accident became the first stage of
implementation the 1990 Recommendations of the ICRP into the practice in the Russian
Federation. These documents were the first blocks of new national system of radiation
protection and safety as a system of measures for providing and controlling a safety of sources
of ionizing radiation. An ideal content of this system includes:
(1) procedures and means for keeping human exposure doses and risks of occurrence of
adverse radiation-induced consequences below prescribed limits at ALARA levels;
(2) procedures and means for protecting the public from the exposure to ionizing
radiation and ensuring their safety in handling with radiation sources;
(3) procedures and means for preventing an accident during management of radiation
sources and mitigating the consequences of such an accident, if it occurs;
(4) legal requirements, regulatory and organizational measures in the legal framework
consisting of state laws and a system of standards and guides.
The base of such a system is a "dose concept", where the objectives of all procedures and
means are limitation and reduction of dose as a radiological measure of outcome of exposure
to ionizing radiation. One of the first documents in this system was mentioned above
Chernobyl Law [3], the first legal document that introduced the "effective dose" into the
radiation protection practice in the former Soviet Union.
Since 1991 a set of general [4-8] and specified PER regulation documents as well as decision
support tools were elaborated. The terms of reference for these documents were the radiation
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and social protection of the public on the final (restoration) post-accident phase. The
following regulation were developed in the Russian Federation in 1992-1999:
• Concept of Rehabilitation of the Population and Normalization of Ecological,
Sanitary and Socio-Economical Situation in Settlements of the Altai Region Located
in the Zone Affected by Nuclear Weapon Tests on the Semipalatinsk Test Site (Altai
Concept-93) [4];
• Concept of Radiation, Medical, Social Protection and Rehabilitation of Population of
the Russian Federation Affected by Accidental Exposure (Concept-95) [5];
• Draft Concept of Radiation Risk Assessment and Planning Aids for the Population of
the Altai Region Suffered from the Nuclear Weapon Tests on the Semipalatinsk Test
Site (Altai Concept-95) [6];
• Radiation Safety Standards of the Russian Federation (RSS-96) [7] and their 1999
Edition (RSS-99) [8].
These documents step-by-step implemented the "dose concept" into protection the public
suffered from the radiation accidents or nuclear weapon tests. Radiation protection criteria for
intervention are usually expressed in avertable doses for first post accident period [10,11] or
in annual doses for remedial post-accident phase [7,8]. Social protection should have its own
system of decision making regarding dose levels expressed in residual doses[9]. Central item
in these regulation is the establishing the value for non-action level for intervention
(implementation of radiation protection measures on the contaminated territories). As a rule
this value was set equal to 1 mSv per year, the dose limit for public exposure from controlled
technogenic sources [7,8] In detail these documents were reviewed earlier [9,12]. In general
they are presented in Table 1.
"Concept of radiation, medical, social protection and rehabilitation of population of the
Russian Federation affected by accidental exposure" (Concept-95) is a current document using
in the Russian Federation as a legal basis for protecting the public suffered from radiation
accidents, weapon tests or practices in far past. The Concept-95 was approved by the Russian
Scientific Commission on Radiation Protection in 1995. In July 1995 the Government of the
Russian Federation recommended "to use this concept for elaboration of regulating acts and
target programs in the field of social protection of people affected by accidental radiation".
The terms "accidental radiation" and "exposure to accidental radiation" meant here exposure
to radiation from environmental radioactive contamination following past radiological
accidents and nuclear weapons tests.
The Concept-95 formulated scientific principles and methods for the practical realization of
protection of involved people, with the aim to prevent or mitigate health consequences of the
past radiological incidents, to eliminate or minimize psychological stress, and to compensate
individual material and moral losses. The list of radiological protective measures was related
to the latest stage of post-accident management in contaminated territories. The latter is
defined as the areas where a current annual effective dose to local population is equal to or
above 1 mSv per year.
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TABLE 1. MAJOR ITEMS OF CURRENT REGULATING DOCUMENTS ON
PROTECTIVE AND REDUCTION MEASURES ON THE RADIOACTIVE
CONTAMINATED TERRITORIES
Document
Chernobyl
[1]*

Chernobyl
Law
[3]2*

Altai Concept

[4f

Concept-95
[5]4*

Radiation
Safety
Standards
[7,8]*

Radiation Protection
Intervention is dependent On the
level of exposure.
1 mSv-non-action level

Social Protection
Needs in social
assistance and
compensations for
affected public
5 mSv-constraint for optimization dependent on the
of intervention
level of exposure are
declared
Intervention is dependent on the
Level of social
level of contamination.
assistance and
1 Ci/km2 of 137Cs - non-action
compensations for
level
affected public in
15 Ci/km2 of 137 Cs-limit for
dependence on the
obligatory relocation
level of annual
5 mSv-action level for relocation
exposure (soil
and limit for permanent habitation contamination)
NO
Level of social
assistance is
dependent on the
residual dose. Nonaction level is equal
to 50 mSv
Level of EA regulating the
Level of social
assistance is
returning of vital activity on
dependent on the
affected territories to normality
residual dose. Non1 mSv (of EA)-non-action level
action level is equal
to 50 mSv (ER)

Medical Protection
Needs in medical
assistance for affected
public dependent on
the level of exposure
are declared

Limitation of habitation is
dependent on annual dose.
1 mSv-non-action level
50 mSv - dose limit for
permanent habitation

NO

NO

Needs in general
medical assistance
and prophylaxis for
affected public in
dependence on the
level of exposure are
declared
NO

50mSv(ofER)non-action level
Groups of risk is
dependent on the
residual dose
Medical assistance is
different for different
groups of risk

Remarks: The following dosimetry values are used in these documents:
* annual effective dose, averaged over settlement;
2

* annual effective dose, averaged over settlement as well as the soil deposition;

3

* effective dose of acute exposure due to nuclear test received in 1948;

4

*EA-actual annual effective dose, averaged over settlement and ER-residual individual
effective dose.
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Contaminated territories are subdivided into two zones in accordance with the value of
average annual effective dose in a settlement in the absence of countermeasures such as
engineering decontamination of settlements and supply by radiologically "clean" foods:
• zone of radiation monitoring (1-5 mSv per year),
• zone of restricted residence (5-20 mSv per year).
Radiological monitoring of the environment, agricultural products and doses to the population
is carried out in both zones, as well as countermeasures to reduce doses to the public in line
with the principle of optimization of intervention. In the zone of restricted residence, radiation
risk and undesirability for families with children to move into the zone would be explained to
local residents and to persons moving to live in this zone. The residents are assisted to resettle
outside the zone upon their own decision. The upper dose bound for this zone is truncated at a
level of 20 mSv. The reason is that today there are no settlements in the Russian Federation
with an average annual effective dose in excess of 20 mSv resulting from the Ural and
Chernobyl accidents or from past nuclear weapons tests.
Concept-95 introduced definition of two categories of people affected by exposure to
radiation:
• exposed person is an individual with acute (short-term) dose more than 50 mSv or
with accumulated effective dose from prolonged (chronic) exposure in excess of 70
mSv;
• suffered person is an individual with deterministic health effects or with other
diseases officially ascertained as consequences of radiation or of other circumstances
of an accidental situation.
Both exposed and suffered persons should be included into the National radiation and
epidemiological registry. For all people exposed to and suffered from radiation a system of
health care and rehabilitation is suggested with special attention to suffered persons (victims)
and to members of the "enhanced risk groups". Concept-95 defines these groups as persons
with latent or evident pathologic manifestations and with high doses. A high dose is defined
as an effective dose in excess of 250 mSv from acute exposure or 350 mSv from prolonged
exposure, as well as a thyroid dose more than 2.5 Gy for adults and 1.0 Gy for children, and
antenatal exposure to doses above 50 mSv.
General provisions of Cpncept-95 were included in current Radiation Safety Standards of the
Russian Federation [7,8], implemented into the "Semipalatinsk" (1995) and "Ural" (1998)
Laws.
3. DISCUSSION
One of the lessons learned from the Chernobyl and other post-emergency response is necessity
to consider radiation as well as non-radiation risk sources including those of socialpsychological and social-economic nature. The social-psychological impact on the population
health as a negative consequence of the non-perfect PER on the territories suffered from the
Chernobyl accident has been studied in many research projects. But in these and other
concrete PER one should also take into account the public health background existing in the
former USSR and Russian Federation before and after the Chernobyl accident.
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There are three specific events in last twenty years of the Russian history effected on the
health of the public. Some data on this aspect are presented on Figs. 1-3 in terms of annual
standardized mortality, that is an informative integral index of the public health. This results
were obtained by BARD 14-16] with input data from [17,18].
The first event is the "Russian prohibition"-the strict obligation for alcohol consumption in
the middle 80-th. The outcome of "prohibition" was very positive and resulted in significant
decreasing of annual mortality. The second event was the Chernobyl accident. Its influence on
the annual mortality in whole country and in contaminated regions was not significant.
The very serious negative health consequences has the third event-the political and economic
changes after 1990 ("Russian depression") in all regions of Russia. These consequences are
very much higher then all possible radiological and non-radiological health effects of the
accident or nuclear weapon tests on the territories suffered. One of the main reasons of this
changing in population health of Russia is the social disadaptation of people (more concrete
explanation can be found in [18]).
But the health aggravation in the territories of the Bryansk oblast, especially for the rural
population began earlier than in Russia in total as shown on Figs. 2 and 3. Moreover the
mortality abatement since 1994 obviously observed for Russia is feebly marked for the
Bryansk oblast. So non-perfect PER made serious addition to the negative health effects from
the common social disadaptation of the population due to "depression". At the same time it
should be noted that these social-economic changes did not give any serious impact on
mortality from malignant neoplasm (cancer mortality) in Russia as well as in Bryansk
oblast[19].
Necessity to go beyond the simple radiation protection approach in the post-accident response
decision making and to use risk assessment considering radiological as well as nonradiological factors is one of the lessons learned from the Chernobyl and other protection and
restoration activity and research. The proper PER needs in rather detailed data from radiation
risk assessment which take into account their dependence on time, countermeasures adopted,
local health-demographic characteristics etc.
Needs in non-radiation risk assessment data goes from the following:
• some countermeasures being implemented can have negative side consequences of a
non-radiological nature for a population; for example, the relocation, as it follows
from the experience available, may adversely affect the human health because of
changing the social and other living conditions;
• the overall health protection approach in PER requires, in the context of the most
efficient investments in health protection, to assess in an unified way-through risk
analysis-the state of health as a whole, the background radiation as well as nonradiation risk factors;
• taking into account the acute, at all times, need for the social-psychological
substantiation of the countermeasures (interaction with the local population,
authorities and mass media), a proper scientific methodology must be available to
perform a comparative assessment and analysis of various risks.
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To put the optimization principle into practical application in PER the proper guidance for
economic analysis of risk is needed considering overall health but not only radiation
protection. The last point is especially actual for CIS/Russia: the effectiveness of health
protection and rehabilitation is considerably higher than in USA, EU or other developed
countries. Considering the results of the study on the effectiveness of health protection in
application to circulatory systems diseases one can see that this effectiveness is in common
much higher than effectiveness of radiation protection even on the highly contaminated
territories.
It seems, that on the recovery phase of post-accident activity, the level of exposure is not a key
parameter in decision making in framework of rehabilitation of affected public and
contaminated territories. This level is only the value for classification the affected public at
all. In this case one should talk not about the levels of individual exposures, but about the
levels, representing the settlement with its population and surrounding territories in the "list"
of priorities for social assistance. So the value of non-action level for intervention
(implementation of radiation protection measures on the contaminated territories) is the main
item for managing the value of territories, affected by negative consequences of long-time
intervention.
According to international practice, sharp differentiation of methods for provision of radiation
safety of workers and of the public is carried out in NRB-99 at realization of practices and in
the case of radiation accident. At realization of practices the radiation safety is executed by
management of source and by restriction of annual effective dose.
In conditions of normal practice the annual effective dose of members of the public, stipulated
by these practice, is for the first turn a measure of the controllability of the source and of its
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safety. Thus the 1 mSv as a dose limit for public exposure due to current practice reflects the
requirements on the technical reliability of the radiation source rather then its permissible
harm for the people [13]. The Radiation Safety Standards are based on the special
classification of the sources of ionizing radiation. The Standards sets off classes of excluded,
exempted, technogenic and non-technogenic natural sources from manmade and natural
sources of radiation. Purposes of involving this sources into the practice underlying this
classification, as presented in Table 2. Sources of prolonged exposure existing on the
territories contaminated in far past due to radiation accidents or practices has no position in
this classification. So existing system of dose limitation of normal practice cannot be used for
protecting the public on contaminated territories. That is why the discussion about the value of
non-action level (1 mSv/y) used in Concept-95 is not finished.
TABLE 2. CLASSIFICATION OF THE SOURCES OF IONIZING RADIATION
UNDERLYING THE RADIATION SAFETY STANDARDS NRB-99
TYPE

CLASS

Man-made

Exempted
Technogenic

Natural

Natural
(non-technogenic)
Exempted
Excluded

Comments
Exemption criteria are in line with IAEA [21]
Any source of radiation, that is specially manufactured
for its useful application or being a by-product of this
activity (radioactive waste)
Any natural source of radiation, that is a side-product of
a practice do not using its special qualities of
radioactivity
Exemption criteria are in line with IAEA [21]
Sources, the exposure from which cannot be managed

CONCLUSIONS
Great experience have been accumulated in the post-emergency response (PER) and in
elaboration of PER regulation. All important lessons from this experience should be learned
and used. The most general and meaningful one's among them are the following:
"Classical" principles of radiological protection are based on radiation doses, intervention
levels and effective countermeasures. Clear and logical in principle, these basic parts need a
specific clarification on each after-accident period. Being unavoidable and useful on the first
early stage, "the classical" principles and criteria meet specific obstacles in introduction and
practical application on the next, long-term stage.
The overall health protection of people after a nuclear accident or radiological emergency
should thus be based on an optimized countermeasure strategy, which would include not only
radiation protection factors but also other factors of political, psychological and social nature:
A total and justified regulation is necessary for post-accident management and should be one
of the obligatory nuclear safety requirements. It will give solid base for assured actions to all
participating bodies in the case of a possible future accident. New regulation introduced after
an accident may create social distortion and distrust to ruling bodies. The regulation
documents elaborated and adopted in 90-th are not still quite satisfactory and should be
improved and extended beyond one-dimensional radiation protection approach to social and
health protection.
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Post-accident management is not radiological problem only. Radiation and non-radiation risks
should be considered. Radiological as well as social and health protection should included in
post-accident management with proper regulation. The first steps have been 6,20] in
development of this regulation. But this work should be ended and the regulation should be
put into practice.
The social-psychological factor is very important. Even scientifically optimal countermeasures
need social understanding and support.
Transition from post-accident period to a normal life is complicated due to socialpsychological difficulty to accept residual effects. A special regulation and strategy is needed
for this transition period.
Non-justified toughening of radiation protection measures in the form of a choice of very low
non-action level leading to expansion of intervention, absence of proper social protection
regulations had led in the case of the Chernobyl accident and will lead after a possible
accident in future to very serious non-direct negative consequences in social and health
protection areas.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF V.A. KUTKOV
I.I. LINGE (Russian Federation): Why was the main conclusion of your presentation not
that the present regulatory framework is inappropriate to the radiation and social situation?
V.A. KUTKOV (Russian Federation): Because the exemption level of 1 mSv has been
retained in our legislation. In the event of future accidents, this may have serious social
consequences-as after the Chernobyl accident.
V.B. GEORGIEVSKY (Russian Federation): What role do accumulated doses play in
radiation protection standard setting ("normirovanie") and radiation protection?
V.A. KUTKOV (Russian Federation): With the so-called "Concept-1995" it is possible to
classify irradiated persons on the basis of accumulated doses.
V.B. GEORGIEVSKY (Russian Federation): Does no inertia show up on the medical
effects curves? Is the reaction so fast that there is no lag?
V.A. KUTKOV (Russian Federation): The state of public health in Russia
contribution of cancers-which appear only some years after the effects which
to overall mortality is insignificant as compared with Western Europe
Cardiovascular diseases, alcoholism and various forms of intoxication
immediately after the triggering effect, and then the lag is indeed small.
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DECISION MAKING STRATEGY ON REHABILITATION OF
WIDE TERRITORIES OF THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS
CONTAMINATED BY LONG-LIVED RADIONUCLIDES
FOLLOWING THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT
J. KENIGSBERG, V. TERNOV
National Commission of Radiation Protection, Minsk, Belarus
Research Clinical Institute of Radiation Medicine and Endocrinology, Minsk, Belarus
Abstract
In the remote period following radiation accidents accompanied by wide scaled contamination of the
territory by long-lived radionuclides inevitably problem of the territory rehabilitation is raised.
Actually, we are speaking about difficulties, for state authorities and for society, in a decision making
process aimed at taking out territories, settlements, residing and/or working people from the status of
accident and at return to "normality".
Difficulty in the decision making is caused by insufficient development of dose criteria, levels of
intervention when really existing annual effective doses is less than 5 mSv, justification of usage,
scales and duration of countermeasures. The laws accepted in Belarus, Russia and Ukraine following
the Chernobyl accident are practicing privileges and compensation of damage to population, residing
in territories with density of soil contamination by I37Cs exceeding 37 kBq/sq.m or annual effective
dose exceeding 1 mSv [1J. This makes the idea of rehabilitation unattractive.
To simplify the process of decisions making perception by society, it is suggested a step by step way of
decision making aimed at rehabilitation, based on radiological and non-radiological criteria. As to
radiological criteria, it is necessary to refer to a level of annual effective dose and derived values
(exposure dose rate, permissible levels of contamination for foodstuffs and environment). Nonradiological criteria include psychological and social-economic factors (attractiveness of
rehabilitating territories for residing and making business, reservation of some privileges,
maintenance of high level of medical service).

Following the Chernobyl accident wide territories of Belarus, Russia and Ukraine have been
contaminated by long-lived radionuclides of caesium, strontium, and plutonium. In Belarus,
total area of contamination by 137Cs exceeding 37 kBq/m2 is 46,500 km2 where more than 2
millions people are living [2].
For the years passed since the accident due to performed protective measures and radioactive
decay average annual exposure doses of the population residing on the contaminated
territories decreased and currently do not exceed 5 mSv. Annual individual doses of internal
and external exposure formed mostly by 137Cs vary in wide range according to the
radioecological conditions, ration, mode of behavior and professional activity. However, for
the majority of population constantly residing on radionuclide contaminated territories while
continuous radiation protective measures are applied the annual doses due to the Chernobyl
fallout are lower than doses received from other sources. It creates necessary prerequisites for
solution of the problem of the territory rehabilitation.
The decision making strategy for rehabilitation of wide territories is extremely complicated
problem because it is necessary to consider both radiological and non-radiological factors
(Table 1).
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TABLE 1. DECISION MAKING STRATEGY FOR REHABILITATION: FACTORS
ENCOUNTERED
Radiological factors

Non-Radiological factors

Average annual dose
Dose distribution
Ratio between external and internal doses
Individual, collective and cumulative doses

Individual risk perception
Economical aspects
Current legislation
Exemptions and compensations

From the point of view of specialists dealing with radiation protection, the main purpose of
the territory rehabilitation is the return to normality. According the IAEA-TECDOC-987,
"normality or normal conditions means that members of public live and/or work in the area
under consideration without any restrictions associated with residual contamination. It means
that no restriction on behavior or use of the area to control exposure, such as limiting access,
preventing use of local foods, water, building materials or other resources, are necessary" [3].
Actually the formulation of the term "return to normality" means cancellation of any
conducted measures for radiation protection aimed at restriction or maintenance of exposure
doses at some level that could be higher than pre-accidental one.
To establish dose limits acceptable for the society when determining which territory could be
considered as rehabilitated, it is necessary to take into account a number of factors affecting
exposure dose formation in real conditions (Table 2).
TABLE 2. FACTORS AFFECTING THE FORMATION OF EXPOSURE DOSES
Environmental

Human

Density of contamination
Characteristics of the soil
Peculiarities of agricultural activities
Forest component of dose formation

Demography
Professional activities
Life style and nutritive habits
Risk perception

Experience obtained by Belarusian specialists shows that in order to choose rehabilitation
strategy it is necessary to take into consideration the possibility to affect only to some factors
responsible for formation of exposure doses for population (Table 3).
TABLE 3. POSSIBLE CONTROL OF FACTORS INFLUENCING THE FORMATION OF DOSES
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Control is possible

Control is impossible

Environmental factors:

Environmental factors:

Characteristics of the soil
Peculiarities of agricultural activities

Density of soil contamination
Forest component of dose formation

Human factors:

Human factors:

Professional activities (to some extent)
Risk perception

Demography
Life style and nutritive habits

TABLE 4. MAKING A DECISION FOR CHOOSING THE OBJECT OF REHABILITATION

Territory

Urban

Rural

Cities, towns

Districts, settlements

Comparison of conditions for rehabilitation
Stability of exposure doses

Spottiness of the territorial contamination of
districts, settlements and bordering territories

Soil contamination density
Predomination of internal dose
Food consumption mostly from markets

High grade of external exposure doses according to
the professional conditions

Developed system of radiation control
Professional level

Consumption of food produced in private farms

Level of education

Radiation control system does not provide with
check for quality of private foodstuffs

Level of medical service
Availability of mass media to influence
risk perception

Professional and educational level is lower than in
cities
Inadequate quality of medical service

Making decision by the state authorities concerning rehabilitation of the territory needs
serious scientific grounds that should be accepted by the scientists of various specialties
recruited by the government as experts as well as by local administration and population. The
legislation accepted in Belarus, Russia and Ukraine following the Chernobyl accident
establishing the procedure of exemptions and compensations for the population residing on
the territories with 137Cs soil contamination exceeding 37 kBq/m2 or annual effective
exposure dose exceeding 1 mSv makes the idea of rehabilitation low attractive. Continuous
discussions among radiobiologists concerning the effect of low dose exposure create
additional difficulties for making decision on dose criteria for a territory rehabilitation. The
suggested international dose level value of 10 mSv for the purposes of rehabilitation could not
be used for post-Chernobyl situation as far as it contradicts the current national legislation.
Considering all mentioned above, it is suggested for Belarus a step-by-step approach for
strategy of the rehabilitation:
• Selection of the critical group for population and evaluation of the possibilities to
reduce their exposure doses to an established level.
• Grouping of the settlements with similar radiological and social characteristics.
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• Testing of the acceptability of the conditions for the return to normality using the
group of similar settlements.
• Step-by-step extension of the rehabilitation to other groups of settlements using the
corrections based on the obtained experience.
• To grade the territories using ratios between external and internal doses. First of all,
the rehabilitation of the territories where internal dose predominates should be done.
This should be explained by the fact that internal dose could be easier controlled.
• To grade the territories based on the following levels of current annual effective dose
and predicted dose for the further 3-5 years due to the Chernobyl fallout: 1-0,3 mSv;
0,3-0,1 mSv; 0,1 mSv and less [4].
Based on the suggested strategy, even now it is possible to make a decision for taking toppriority purpose for rehabilitation. General algorithm of decision making for choosing the
objects of rehabilitation is presented in Table 4.
Comparison of conditions for rehabilitation indicates that cities should be taken as top-priority
objects, hi the Gomel region of the Republic of Belarus 983,925 individuals live on the
territories with the density of 137Cs contamination of 37-185 kBq/m2 including 706,700
individuals living in four large cities with well developed infrastructure. Average exposure
doses for the citizens of these cities as usual do not exceed 1 mSv/year. Making of decision
for primary rehabilitation of large cities will allow taking out significant part of population
from the zone of radioactive accident. It is evident that wide spread explanatory work should
be conducted among population and local administrative boards in order to decrease social
tense and syndrome of the "Chernobyl victim". During the first years, rehabilitation measures
should be conducted along with existing radiation control system with its gradual replacement
to the system of radiation monitoring which usually operates in conditions of normal practice.
Special attention should be paid to medical service for population.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF J.E. KENIGSBERG

V.B.GEORGIEVSKY (Russian Federation): When dealing with questions of rehabilitation,
do you take into account collective doses to the population?
J.E.KENIGSBERG (Belarus): Not with our present approaches. However, the collective
dose is important for the forecasting of medical consequences and for determining the longterm medical assistance needs of the population.
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Abstract
Environmental remediation projects inevitably take place against a backdrop of overall social goals
and values. These goals can include, for example, full employment, preservation of the cultural,
economic and archaeological resources, traditional patterns of land use, spiritual values, quality of
life factors, biological diversity, environmental and socio-economic sustainability, protection of
public health. Different countries will have different priorities, linked to the overall set of societal
goals and the availability of resources, including funding, man-power and skills. These issues are
embedded within both a national and local socio-cultural context, and will shape the way in which the
remediation process is structured in any one country. The context will shape both the overall
objectives of a remediation activity within the framework of competing societal goals, as well as
generate constraints on the decision making process.
Hence, the overall benefit of a remediation project is determined by its overall efficiency and
effectiveness within the given legal, institutional, and governance framework, under the prevailing
socio-economic boundary conditions, and balancing technology performance and risk reduction with
fixed or limited budgetary resources, and is not simply the result of the technical remediation
operation itself.

1. INTRODUCTION
The overall objective of remediation in an intervention situation is to minimize negative
environmental and health impacts, including exposure to radiation [1]. These objectives can
be met by a variety of technical and management measures, and any combination thereof.
Environmental decision making will always take place against a backdrop of overall social
goals and values. These goals can include, for example, full employment, preservation of the
cultural, economic and archaeological resources, traditional patterns of land use, spiritual
values, quality of life factors, biological diversity, sustainability (both in the environmental
sense [4] and in a socio-economic sense), and protection of public health. There is a strong
link between the overall set of societal goals and the availability of resources, including
funding, man-power and skills. The added benefit from maintaining or improving
employment rates is particularly relevant for IAEA Member States with economies under
pressure.
The IAEA is addressing these issues in a forthcoming technical document entitled: "NonTechnical Factors Impacting on the Decision Making Processes in Environmental RestorationInfluences on the Decision Making Process, such as Cost, Planned Land Use, and Public
Perception".
It must be understood that resources spent on remediation activities are typically not available
for use in achieving other goals of the society. Their availability, therefore, may be controlled
by priority setting within the society:
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"Society must distinguish between significant and trivial risks. ... When money and resources
are wasted on trivial problems, society's wealth and hence health is harmed' (Bruce Ames,
University of California, Berkley as quoted in [2]).
The balancing of the various goals of social policy is often handled in a political context
which specifies the level of resources available for remediation. As in many cases, and in
particular so when the government has assumed responsibility for 'orphan' environmental
contamination's, the spending of public money is involved, it is probably fair to expect that
the overall benefit from its expenditure be maximised and the potential for other dividend is
increased. There will be however pre-determined constraints, such as overriding principles for
health protection or the maximum amount of resources available.
SOCIAL GOALS AND VALUES
Environmental and socio-economic sustainability
Sustainability, as an overarching social value, is becoming an increasingly significant issue in
environmental and economic decision making. Sustainable development was defined as
"development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs" [4], although many critics have argued that sustainable
development is an unachievable goal. Sustainable development therefore requires
reconciliation between improving the conditions of life in an equitable way, now and in the
future, and in the long-term conservation of the natural environment, which supplies the
resources on which development is founded. Sustainability, however, should not be restricted
to ecological aspects, but should encompass the socio-economic foundations of society as
well.
Hence, when environmental remediation strategies are being developed, decisions should be
based on an understanding of affected peoples' values [3], interests and priorities. These
priorities may vary considerably as a function of the socio-economic circumstances. Thus
priorities may be set quite differently in developed, emerging and developing countries.
Ownership and Social Identity
Even though the customary level of community participation in decision making varies
significantly from country to country, local communities still play an important role in
providing the context for decision making. A community is formed on more than the natural
ties of kinship; implicit in the term are: the sense of territory, a considerable degree of
interpersonal acquaintance and contact, and some special bases of coherence that separate it
from neighbouring groups. Traditionally, communities have been based on ascriptive
identities developed over long periods of time and patterns of loyalty. In many countries, and
not only in the Western World, 'new communities' have emerged in recent years as strong
players in the collective bargaining process of environmental interventions. These new
communities are 'communities of place and interest', a means of delivering a decentralized
welfare state and regional economies, and have emerged in the pursuit of individual interests.
In other words, they are often autonomous associations that exist independently of the State.
They include all forms of collectivities, associations, non-governmental agencies etc.
Previously, affected communities were generally considered to be restricted to those local to,
or directly affected by the implementation of a development or proposal. Deliberation and
decision analysis therefore was typically restricted to those parties with a recognised claim and
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vested interests. However, the emergence, and impact, of well-organized and-funded nongovernmental (environmental) organisations (NGOs) in recent years has been significant.
NGOs are not limited to environmental groups; the paralleled increase of industries'
(lobbying) associations has also led to significant changes in the number and scope of interest
parties potentially involved in decision making.
Local socio-economic conditions
Failure to consider local conditions can derail a remediation process in a variety of ways. For
example, a remediation plan may not be accepted by the local community, either through tacit
and private non-compliance or open resistance by e.g. the formation of citizen groups,
depending on local traditions of governance. Particularly when institutional measures are part
of the overall remediation strategy, solutions may fail when local behaviours are not
considered adequately. Decisions may be judged inappropriate when they interfere with local
practices and customs.
The structure of the local economy may be significant in framing the objectives of the
remediation activities. Remediation in an industrialized region may focus, for example, on
issues such as employment and economic re-use of lands; in a region with a primarily rural
'traditional' economy, emphasis on avoiding disturbances to indigenous cultural conditions
may be paramount. A prolonged contamination situation and ensuing remediation measures
may have a serious impact on the socio-economic structure of the communities concerned.
Such impact may ensue from restrictions on land-use or marketing its products, or from
perception by the outside world, which e.g. shies away from buying the products.
Compensations paid to the affected people can be a major item of the overall project costs.
While some side-effects of the project may desirable or even intended, such as creating
employment, at the same time, some kind of dependency on the project ('cargo culture') may
develop.
Local land-use and landcover in the region will also affect the remediation decision. Hence,
decisions on the remediation of a contaminated urban site may be very different from those
taken in a wilderness area, hi the first case, the local needs for industrial or commercial lands
may shape the final end state and require a different remediation process.
While it is understood that the socio-economic context would be very much site and country
specific, it may be helpful for regulators and operators alike to develop a clear understanding
of the various factors and their possible interactions.
Culture and Communication
The culture of communication varies considerably from society to society and the notions of
desirable methods of communication upheld by Western communication scientists and
sociologist are not easily applicable in a different cultural context and all Member States.
Efficient communication between decision makers and stakeholders-whether be it one-way or
a dialogue-has proven to be difficult enough in a homogeneous cultural context. How much
more difficult is communication across cultural boundaries, as is frequently necessary in
Member States comprising various ethnic groups, an international corporation context, or
were foreign experts are involved. Contrary to Western views, but also gaining ground there
within certain groups of the public, Eastern and Native American ways of thinking often reject
materialism and the importance of economic values, view nature as cyclical, life as a struggle
for balance within nature, and value science less than does Western culture. This has obvious
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implications for risk perception and communication. Cultures that are less individualistic, are
likely to take issue with decision making strategies based on scientific rationale, which
actually may appear irrational in cultures, where nature is seen as most powerful. Claims that
the risk of some project are minimal, or that contamination can be effectively contained or
cleaned up, may be seen as full of hubris [5]. A view that is increasingly shared by many in
the Western world, following a change in paradigms with respect to valuing scientific
rationale in the last few decades.
WHO BENEFITS ?-THE PUBLIC AND THE STAKEHOLDERS
The concepts of 'public participation' and 'stakeholder involvement' have mainly emerged in
Western Europe and North America, where in some countries direct participation of citizens
in decision making processes has a long history. Nevertheless, the following deliberations
concerning affected groups are equally valid in a different cultural context, even though
'active' participation has no tradition there and may not be sought (yet).
The definition and delineation of the 'public' and the 'stakeholder' is neither straightforward
nor unequivocally accepted. Indeed, any one individual can be both, member of the public and
stakeholder, depending on whether the private, political, or professional aspects of the life are
concerned. Typically, the 'public' comprises 'stakeholders' such as affected citizens and civic
organisations, environmental groups, labour organizations, schools and universities,
representatives of business interests (e.g. chambers of commerce), representatives of
government (local, regional, state etc.), and the scientific and technical expert community
(academia, professionals' organisations, government departments). However, not each
member of these groups or not all groups are necessarily directly affected by the
contamination in question and the related remedial activities. The question of whether all
'concerned' or only those 'affected' should be considered stakeholders in the decision making
process remains unresolved to date-not the least because a clear definition of the groups is
difficult.
Stakeholders are likely those individuals or organizations which have an interest in the results
of a resmediation project or are affected by that project. Although identification of
stakeholders is difficult, consideration of the following questions may provide some guidance
as to their identity.
— Who has the information and expertise that might be helpful?
— Who has been involved or wanted to be involved in similar risk situations before?
— Who may be affected, with or without their knowledge, by the remediation planning?
— Who may be mobilized to act or angered if they are not included?
The emergence of NGOs (Non-governmental Organisations)-despite their qualitatively mixed
appearance-has had a positive effect in many Member States. Acting as a voice for less
influential societal groups, they have been playing a mediating role between the communities,
on the one hand, and the government on the other, allowing to frame the concerns. However,
it may be stated that most of the NGOs have their own perceptions and agenda, which may
often be at variance from those actually affected, sometimes because of different sociocultural background of their key leaders and workers. In the process, NGOs may not only
impose their own perspectives, but tend to expand their own space and establish their
indispensability as mediators [6].
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The following diagram (Figure 1) indicates potential actors, or affected parties, within a
remediation programme. It should be noted that the diagram is for information only, and is far
from comprehensive. In the different societal systems of the different Member States actors
may appear under different names and guises, may be one and the same person or
organisation, and are not necessarily active. Table I summarises the interests and potential
benefits for the stakeholders in an environmental remediation project.
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FIG. 1. Stakeholders, after [7].
Various groups of the public will be affected by both, the contamination and the remediation
process, in various ways. There will be also a considerable difference between actual effects
and risks ensuing and those perceived. Individual or group decision makers dealing with
radioactive contamination issues, naturally base their decisions on the problem as they
perceive it. It is important to recognise that 'perceived' risks are as tangible as 'real' risks as
far as the decision making process is concerned. In planning for remediation objectives,
including future land use, and before taking any step towards remediation, it is important to
take the community's perceptions into consideration. Local attitudes, perceptions and values
have formed over long years, they are active agents in organizing a system of resources use in
practice, and they reflect the basis from which a future land use and other benefits could
emerge.
The result are sometimes considerable differences in reasoning/logic between the 'public' and
decision makers and between official/scientific estimates of benefits and risks ensuing and
those perceived by the communities, leading to misunderstandings on the goals and objectives
of a project. Priorities might also change with time and as remediation progresses. Those
immediately affected might be concerned at the beginning with health risks, but later on in the
process, economic criteria typically become more dominant. These problems have been, for
instance, addressed by a recent OECD-workshop [9], but no simple solution to the problem is
available. The objective should be to reach, by conflict management, a 'win-win' situation.
Providing for public participation is likely to require a non-negligible amount of financial
resources, which is an important reason-apart from differing traditions in governance-why it
seems to frequently implemented in more affluent countries. Means for measuring success and
positive contribution of participation, therefore, are justified requirements in a project
management context. Measuring success is complicated frequently by the fact that public
participation does not necessarily lead to tangible results and a 'control case' without
participation for comparison does not exist. Rather, participation typically results in a
reduction of programmatic risks and in savings, i.e. in averted overruns of schedule and
budget. The public concerned may apply different measures of success, according to their
agenda.
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TABLE I. THE FUNCTION OF INTERESTED PARTIES, AFTER [8]
ACTORS

INTERESTS AND EXPECTED BENEFITS

Problem holder

cost effectiveness
functionality of soil
efficient decision-making

Authorities

multifunctionality of soil
minimisation of remaining environmental load
consistent policy
efficient decision-making
maintain/improve tax revenue through viable economy

Consultants

looking after the interests of the client (problem holder or competent
authority)
efficient decision-making

Contractor

looking after the interests of the client
efficient decision-making

Public

risk reduction
minimal limitations of use
minimal nuisance
efficient decision-making
maintain/improve socio-economic situation

BALANCING BENEFITS AND RISKS
A number of specific factors and constraints can be identified that will impact more or less
directly the decision making process on a remediation programme. Many of them have to be
included explicitly and actively into the balancing process in order to make the latter most
efficient. They include inter alia:
— socio-economic factors, e.g. employment, infrastructure;
— costs, funding, and availability of resources;
— regulatory aspects, such as clean-up standards and competing legislation;
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—public perception/acceptance and public participation;
— governance issues;
— assessing the risks affecting remediation technologies;
— occupational hazards;
— environmental impact;
— remediation objectives, e.g. envisaged land-use.
hi the following, those factors from the above list will be discussed in more detail that have
the largest potential for generating added value and optimisation of overall benefit from an
environmental remediation project, or that entail significant implementation risks.
Socio-economic background
Depending on the size of the problem, remediation decisions can have wide-ranging economic
implications. Those implications may occur over short time-scales or long time-scales.
Rationalising the impact of economic considerations on the decision making process is not a
straightforward task [10]. Constraining decisions are often taken on political grounds and are
not necessarily related to scientific or technical aspects of the environmental remediation
problem. Therefore, the economic benefits, or detriments for that matter, of decisions on
remediation projects should be evaluated a priori.
Economic impacts of contamination events may manifest themselves in a variety of direct and
indirect forms, including loss of property value, loss of markets for agricultural produce, job
losses, relocation costs, costs of extended commuting to farther workplaces, or higher cost of
food-stuffs. Unlike the siting of nuclear installations, including waste management facilities,
where often the negative perception of things nuclear prevails [11], owing to the inherent
benefits, there should be an inherent positive perception of the remediation activities. The
remediation measures may bring with them an influx of money. The average education of the
residents often increases as a result of improved access to it owing to the financial means
available. Overall, the standard of living increases-at least with respect to a situation without
remediation-and sometimes above pre-contamination levels.
Social groups typically differ in their perception. For example, certain groups of the public
may be reluctant to support a given proposal affecting their settlements owing to an inability
to move elsewhere-often reflecting a lack of inward investment, or regional decline, thus
lowering its respective appeal. This is not to say that the individuals actually wish to leave-just
that if they should wish to do so, they are unlikely to find a buyer for their property, or receive
a relatively low price which curtails their ability to purchase elsewhere. There is, therefore, a
perception of inhibited mobility, which may not be felt by other groups, who retain more
flexibility/mobility. Typical examples include the rural communities in developing countries,
but urban middle and upper classes in developed countries living in declining regions have
found themselves in a similar situation.
The choice of remediation technologies should be tailored to the socio-economic needs of a
region and the respective resources available. Thus the overall economic benefit for a region
might be improved by choosing a perhaps less sophisticated technique, but involving more
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local human and other resources. Or, drawing out a project over a longer time scale, thus
keeping local staff employed for a longer period of time, might be more economical at the
bottom line than earlier completion followed by paying unemployment benefits; and it may
add a social dividend. Working out such trade-offs requires the collaboration of all parties
involved, the contractor, the operator, licensing authorities and the funding bodies. Installation
of a quantitative decision making system allows to make the complex process of decision
finding transparent to all stakeholders and parties.
Employment
Employment rates effectively provide a measure of the direct and indirect jobs created through
remediation process implementation. Employment is an important socio-economic factor to
consider within any decision making process. Often for past practices employment has been in
decline owing to (large-scale) facilities being closed down (e.g. the nuclear complexes in the
USA and the former Soviet Union). Employment can be effected in a number of ways,
namely;
— directly during the physical implementation process and any required aftercare by
creating j obs on these proj ects;
— indirectly in other economic areas within the local community, for example due to
increase in business volume of shops, hotels and other service industries;
— owing to the general socio-economic revitalisation of areas previously in decline.
Skill base and education
Depending on the size and nature of the problem, the design of remediation programme may
both, be determined by the skill base and level of education available in the community or
region, and be impacting on these. Local unavailability of skilled personnel may well preclude
implementation of an otherwise viable remediation option. The problem can be overcome by
either drafting in staff with the required skills, or by training and education, if project
resources and time scales permit this. Re-training and re-deployment of scientists and
engineers from the workforce of the previous operation on a site is a major element of the
conversion programmes from nuclear weapons production to civilian activities in the USA
and the successor countries of the former USSR.
The effects on the socio-economic situation of the communities may be quite varied, again
depending on the scale of these measures with the respect to the size of the community. A
sizeable influx of outside workers with higher levels of education and/or higher levels of
disposable income may give rise to social tensions, but at the same time boost the economic
situation of the community. Training and education of locals is likely to improve their 'market
value', but can later on induce demographic changes, e.g. by outward migration following the
completion of the remediation project. Assessing such effects in detail is probably beyond the
means of the average remediation project, but decision makers on the (higher) political level
may well be guided by such deliberations.
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Infrastructure
The quality and availability of local infrastructure can affect, and in turn may be affected by a
remediation programme. Relevant variables include:
— the physical setting of the site;
— local facilities, e.g. transport (road, rail networks), accomodation, etc.;
— regional facilities, e.g. transport (road, rail networks), waste disposal facilities;
— general state of development.
The added value from improvement of infrastructure may be an important factor in the
decision making process. Due to the numerous disparate factors which describe an area or
community infrastructure, it is not possible to be prescriptive with respect to methods to be
used for the analysis of potential benefits for and impacts on the infrastructure.
Regulatory, and institutional aspects
Side effects of planned remediation measures may run a-foul with legislation in related fields.
For instance, changes in land-use may have impacts on drainage pattern, on groundwater
recharge quality, may lead to eutrophication of surface water bodies, on the ecology of
protected landscapes, and so on. A predictive assessment may be needed to ascertain that no
such impacts will occur [12].
Environmental risks and benefits of remediation projects
The implementation of a remediation project may result in a variety of environmental impacts
in addition to those resulting from the contamination itself. Possible impacts may concern
natural resources such as surface waters, groundwater, air, geological or biological resources.
Impacts on biological receptors can be assessed in terms of mortality or diversity. Natural
resource damages can be assessed in terms of mitigation of existing damage or prevention of
new damage.
Adverse impacts to ecological receptors that are located on-site or off-site may occur due to
the deployment of a given remediation technology. Deployment of plant and any other works
can cause significant disturbance to the site ecosystem and its surroundings. For instance,
certain technologies, such as removal of topsoil or soil washing effect the removal of surface
contamination, albeit at the cost of destroying the soil ecosystem. Thus, the value of an
ecosystem might need to be balanced against the likelihood and magnitude of radiological
impacts.
An area larger than the actual contaminated site may be required for installations, intermediate
storage of wastes and so on. Removal, transport and disposal of residual wastes may result in
environmental impacts and risks at locations other than that of the original contamination.
There is, for example, little benefit in removing a contaminant that is well fixed on a low
volume of soil, only to produce a high volume of an aqueous waste with the contaminant in a
more soluble or mobile form. In addition the remediation techniques chosen should not
generate large quantities of secondary waste and should not pose risks of exposure to the
public or operators that exceed the risks of quiescent contamination [13].
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On the other hand, remediation projects may be designed to deliberately increase
environmental benefits, for instance by improving biological diversity through creating certain
types of habitats.
The decision making process must include such externalities of detrimental and beneficial
nature. The potential for environmental risk may be an important factor in decision making
because some remediation technologies are more likely than others to produce adverse
impacts on ecological receptors, including habitat disruption, or generate natural resource
damage [14].
The basis for assessing environmental risks and benefits can be obtained from a wide range
ecological field and modelling studies, the use of contingent valuation, and other techniques to
measure use value, existence value, intrinsic value and the ensuing costs of environmental
damage [15]. Consideration should be given to the use and application of established
environmental impact assessment (EIA) methods.
Co-contamination issues
Co-contamination issues offer a good example of where a sound understanding and balancing
of technical and non-technical factors is required, hi many practice related contamination
situations remediation is complicated by the co-occurrence of contaminants of radiological
and toxicological or eco-toxicological relevance. This is frequently the case for mining and
milling operations, were heavy metals including arsenic are accessories to the ore, or actually
may be the major constituent. In other cases hazardous and low-level radioactive wastes may
have been co-disposed (mixed wastes) [16] in a situation now requiring remediation. Complex
practices, as for instance were/are found at large research centres, have led to multiple
contamination's.
Different clean-up efforts can lead to conflicting clean-up goals at a particular site or to an
unusual partitioning of a site into different clean-up units. The foreseen remediation
technology has to take into account the possibly different geochemical behaviour of the
contaminants. In other cases, the radiologically relevant component may be of lesser
importance than the chemo-toxicological ones, and remediation criteria and technologies may
need to be tailored according to the latter.
The different types of contaminants may also give rise to different types of waste streams and
related conditioning and disposal requirements. Disposal facilities for hazardous wastes
typically are not licensed to accept radioactive wastes and vice versa. The necessary separation
of wastes will add to the operational costs and the cost of treatment and disposal.
Future land use-Objectives and restrictions
One of the overarching objectives is that the remediation should not only improve the
radiological situation, but that it also should not result in undue detriments to other properties
of the site. The base-line case for future land use in accident scenarios would be return to its
previous use, while for past practices it would be the unrestricted release [1]. In practice, the
possible land use depends on the degree of restrictions placed on it due to any residual
contamination remaining. Restricted use (industrial or commercial) or unrestricted use
(residential or agricultural) as remediation end-points influence the kind of technology to be
implemented and level to which remediation has to take place [13].
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The degree of restrictions to be applied may vary between different areas forming part of a
larger contaminated site. Certain parts of a 'site', i.e. the location of an industrial or other
operation, may not have received any contamination at all, and therefore could be turned to
other uses without restriction. Chosen end-points for remediation and hence the amount and
form of residual contamination can put restrictions on certain forms of land use.
Information on pre-existing plans can be obtained from land management plans, land use
decisions, zoning regulations, building regulations, or any other relevant spatial planning
instruments that are available. If the future land use is unknown or undecided, as a basis for
comparison, a common assumption can be made for all remediation options. Land use,
however, can also be a variable in itself during the decision making process, allowing for
optimisation within certain limits set e.g. by the criteria justifying remediation [1].
Land use after environmental remediation in many Member States is a public participation
and community issue. The issue often is part of a broader transition in the local economy. The
contaminated site may have been part of the operation of a major local employer, who now
has ceased to exist, or has changed the market sector, with ensuing changes in employment
levels and structures.
In the interest of the public, a "most beneficial use" of surplus land in government ownership
should be found, which reflects a balance among various goals, including maximum return to
the taxpayer, wise land stewardship, adherence to community values, economic development,
environmental protection, cultural and natural resource preservation, and aesthetic value [17].
For some sites, the most beneficial use will be readily evident. For example, if a site is already
industrial and can be re-used to create jobs as an industrial area, the re-use determination is
likely to be relatively simple. For other sites, where multiple uses are feasible and natural
and/or cultural resources are present, determining the most beneficial use may be more
difficult. The most beneficial use will depend upon the site's particular traits, strengths, and
weaknesses, as well as the goals that the site, affected governments and communities, and
other interested parties would like to fulfil through re-use. Community support is particularly
critical in cases where institutional controls are needed to ensure a specific, limited use. A site
may have multiple re-use alternatives with each option satisfying one or more particular
values.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The local factors-social, cultural, and economic goals and values-will form a critical backdrop
to the process of defining the remediation objective and the way towards it and are more or
less independent of the traditions of governance in a given country. The choice of remediation
technologies will need to be tailored to the socio-economic needs of a region and the
respective resources available. A notions that is even more important in countries with
economies under pressure at present. Thus, the overall socio-economic benefit in a region
might be improved by choosing a perhaps less sophisticated technique, but involving the local
man-power and other resources. Or, drawing out a project over a longer time scale, thus
keeping local staff employed for a longer period of time, might be more beneficial at the
bottom line than earlier completion followed by paying unemployment benefits; and it may
add a social dividend.
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The intended use of a site following remediation is likely to be a factor significant for the
overall benefit from the remedial operation.
Working out such trade-offs requires the collaboration of all parties involved, the owner of the
contamination, licensing authorities, the funding bodies, the contractor, the operator, and
indeed the affected people themselves.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF W.E. FALCK
V. NOVIKOV (International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis): In your presentation
you spoke of "environmental sustainability" and "socio-economic sustainability". Could you
say briefly what you mean by those terms in the context of environmental restoration?
W.E. FALCK (IAEA): When speaking of "environmental sustainability", I have in mind-in
line with Agenda 21 of the Rio Conference-the use of the environment in such a way that
future generations are not prevented from using the environment in a similar way.
When speaking of "socio-economic sustainability", I have in mind the conduct of an
environmental restoration project in such a way that, after any boost to the local economy
resulting from implementation of the project, the community in question is able to continue
living essentially as it lived before.
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RESULTS AND TASKS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF FEDERAL TARGET
PROGRAMS AIMED AT OVERCOMING THE CONSEQUENCES OF RADIATION
ACCIDENTS AND CATASTROPHES IN THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
N.V. GERASIMOVA
Ministry of the Russian Federation for Civil Defence, Emergency Situations and
Elimination of Consequences of Natural Disasters, Moscow, Russian Federation
Abstract
Major results are presented on the implementation of federal target programs on overcoming the
consequences of the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant, radiation accidents and incidents
at the 'Mayak' Industrial Association, nuclear tests at the Semipalatinsk test site in the period of
1992-2000. The status of the standards and legislation regulating the activities aimed at population
protection and rehabilitation of territories is analyzed. The current state of the problem is evaluated.
The proposals are laid down for major directions of the state policy of the Russian Federation in
overcoming the consequences of radiation accidents for the period until 2010, and the outlook for the
efforts in the above domain and the above period is given.
About 130 thousand square kilometers of the territories of 20 Russian Federation subjects with a
population of around 4 million people were affected by accidents at nuclear fuel cycle sites/facilities,
and nuclear and hydrogen weapons tests. The accidents entailed a host of grave radioecological,
medical, demographic, and socio-economic consequences, exerted a significant unfavorable impact
upon the socio-economic development of the affected territories.

The issues associated with overcoming the consequences of radiation accidents and
catastrophes, rehabilitation of radioactively contaminated territories in the Russian Federation
have been addressed at the state level on the basis of a target program approach within the
framework of federal target programs [1-8]. Developing and implementing these programs are
among the most important directions of activities of the Ministry of the Russian Federation for
Civil Defense Affairs, Emergencies and Elimination of Consequences of Natural Disasters
(EMERCOM of Russia).
Currently, EMERCOM, in cooperation with other ministries and agencies, as well as
executive power authorities of the affected Russian Federation subjects, is implementing the
following federal programs: "Altai Region" [2], "Housing for Liquidators" [4], "Republic of
Altai" [5], "South Urals" [6], "Chernobyl" [7], "Chernobyl Children" [8] and a program of
cooperative Russian-Belorussian efforts aimed at Chernobyl catastrophe elimination.
The principal objective of the programs is to ensure safe habitation of population in the
radioactively contaminated territories, recovery of these territories to normal life conditions,
rehabilitation of population that had been exposed to radiation.
The main tasks of the programs are:
— improving the efficiency of sanitation and the quality of medical service to sufferers,
in the first place, children and participants in elimination of accident consequences;
— environmental and economic rehabilitation of radioactively contaminated territories;
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— improving the system of radioecological monitoring of the environment and doses of
exposure to people;
—reducing the risk of radiation accidents;
—providing objective information to population on levels of radioactive contamination
of environmental bodies and foodstuff, radiation impact and potential effects.
Despite the difficult economic situation in Russia, significant amount of money is allocated
for the above programs. In 1992-1999 taken alone, Russia spent an equivalent of 2 billion US
dollars for the above purposes. About 500 million rubles are supposed to be allocated in 2000.
The results of the work performed can be summarized as follows:
(l)The updating of the radiation situation has been practically completed, as well as
studies into the medico-demographic and economic characteristics of the regions
affected by the accidents, and into the socio-psychological condition of the
population therein. The required methods have been developed, and the information
about accumulative and current doses of radiation exposure to the population in the
radioactively contaminated territories has been obtained.
(2)Countermeasures for radiation protection of the population have been implemented,
including decontamination of the affected inhabited localities and resettlement of
inhabitants from the most contaminated areas.
A significant work has been accomplished in the sphere of agriculture. It allowed
assuring clean-to-standards plant-growing produce everywhere. The contamination of
meat and milk has gone down two times in comparison with 1992. The average yearly
doses of exposure to population in the territories with a density contamination of 15-40
Ci/km2 have been decreased by a factor of 3 within the period under consideration.
(3)Some measures to improve the medical service to population and rendering
specialized medical care have been taken. Annually, more than 54 thousand people
passed clinical examination, more than 19 thousand people received specialized
medical care. Modern abware and diagnostic equipment, transport facilities,
medicines and other materials have been bought for medical institutions.
These measures enabled revealing illnesses at earlier stages, reducing the period of
stationary treatment, improving the efficacy of treatment, and bringing down the number
of lethal outcomes.
(4)Owing to natural processes and the efforts undertaken, the radiation situation has
been noticeably improved in all the contaminated territories, hi Belgorod, Voronezh,
Kursk, Lipetsk, Leningrad, Penza, Ryazan, Tambov, Uliyanovsk Regions and the
Republic of Mordovia, the situation maybe considered normalized.
(5)The National Radiation and Epidemiological Registry and the Russian MedicoDosimetric Registry with regional branches have been established and are now in
use. The database of these registries contains information on more than 600,000
people. The registries provide for extended automated personal registration of
participants in the elimination of accident consequences or residents of the most
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contaminated territories, their descendants in the first and second generations, as well
as an evaluation of their health and some prognostic indices.
(6)Polyclinics for the total of 8,686 visits per shift, hospitals for 3,796 beds, schools and
infant schools for more than 30,000 places, houses with a total floor space of about
2,000,000 m2, and a number of other facilities have been put into service.
(7) A set of measures to reduce the risk of new radiation accidents have been undertaken
at the 'Mayak' Industrial Association.
Still, the problem of overcoming the consequences of large-scale radiation accidents and
incidents is doomed to be lasting, which is conditioned by long half-decay periods of major
radionuclide dose contributors, on the one hand, and the necessity of extended medical
observation and medico-prophylactic measures for exposed people, on the other hand.
The situation in south-western districts of the Bryansk Region as well as in a number of
Kaluga Region inhabited localities keeps being grave, with an annual effective dose of
exposure to population above 1 mSv. In six inhabited localities of the Bryansk Region with a
total population of about 2 thousand people, the annual effective exposure dose exceeds 5
mSv.
Additionally, because of the limited financing of the programs, a certain part of the planned
measures simply could not be implemented in full volume. Not all of the liquidators and
resettlers from contaminated territories have been provided with comfortable dwelling. A
significant part of medical facilities has not been completed.
In the territory of Bryansk and Kaluga Regions, meat and milk produced do not always meet
SanPiN-96 Standard requirements [9]. In some regions, the contents of radionuclides in forest
resources do not meet the standards in force.
These factors necessitate the work under the programs to be continued after 2000.
The changed radiation and socio-economic situation in the country demand modifications and
additions to the existing normative and legal basis, as well as elaboration of a new state policy
in the domain of elimination of radiation accident consequences.
In previous years, the programs were based on "The Concept for Population Habitation in
Regions That Suffered from the Accident at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant" [10], "The
Concept of Radiation, Medical, and Social Protection and Rehabilitation of the Population of
the Russian Federation Affected by Accidental Exposure" [11], and the laws regulating
activities on social protection of population exposed to radiation [12-14].
When developing the programs, the then-in-force sanitary restrictions upon population
exposure doses [15, 16], upon the content of radioactive substances in foodstuff and drinking
water [17,18], in forestry products [19] etc. were taken into consideration.
The above concepts feature mandatory account for the socio-psychological factor which is
characteristic of any extreme situations. It should be noted that in the case of radiation
accidents the unfavorable psychological effect was severely aggravated by insufficient and
sometimes distorted information on actual radiation situation and possible radiation impact
upon human health.
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Both concepts have the same level of intervention, viz., extra exposure dose above 1 mSv/yr.
This value is taken as the criterion of intervention in the law "On Radiation Safety of
Population" [20] put in force in 2000.
At the same time, the law "On the Social Protection of the Citizens Exposed to Radiation as a
Result of the Catastrophe at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant" [12] envisages mandatory
implementation of protective and rehabilitation measures in all territories with a density of
surface contamination by 137Cs above 1 Ci/km2, which is in conflict with the above concepts
and constitutes a serious obstacle for completing the elimination of accident consequences in
the territories of the greater part of contaminated regions.
The changed radiation and socio-economic situation and the above antagonisms necessitate
making corrections to the existing normative and legal basis.
The Ministry has developed a draft "Major Directions of the State Policy in the Domain of
Overcoming the Consequences of Radiation Accidents for the Period until up to the Year of
2010". This document is based on the following principles:
— the legal regulation of measures in the field of population protection and
rehabilitation of territories is put into effect under the unified legislation;
— overcoming the consequences of radiation accidents and catastrophes is a matter of
joint jurisdiction of the Russian Federation and RF subjects (Constitution of the
Russian Federation, Article 72, para Zh3);
— a priority direction of the state policy in the sphere of overcoming the consequences
of radiation accidents is protecting the health of the sufferers, assuring favorable
socio-economic conditions for habitation and labor of population in the territories
affected by radioactive contamination;
— the planning and implementation of the measures to eliminate the consequences of
radiation accidents are conducted with due consideration for the character and
severity of the radiation impact, as well as for the peculiarities and scale of
environmental, medico-demographic, socio-economic and socio-psychological
effects of radiation catastrophes;
—the scope and content of the countermeasures are determined with taking into account
the sufficiency of available financial resources and the efficiency of using them;
— a significant contributor to reducing the socio-psychological tension among
population and eliminators of the consequences of radiation catastrophes is the
completeness and availability of unbiased information on radiation situation, levels
of radiation impact upon population and its effects.
In accordance with the above principles, more stringent standards [9, 21, 22], and
requirements of concepts [10, 11], EMERCOM of Russia, in cooperation with other interested
ministries, agencies, and executive authority bodies of RF subjects, has developed a draft
federal target program on overcoming the consequences of radiation accidents and
catastrophes for the period until up to 2010.
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The principal objective of the new program is reducing the negative medical, socio-economic
and psychological effects of the impact of such accidents upon population and liquidators
down to as low levels as possible, as well as implementing measures on environmental and
economic rehabilitation of the affected territories.
For the purpose of improving the efficiency of steps to be taken under the program, continued
will be scientific and practical efforts aimed at eliminating the consequences of radiation
accidents and catastrophes, collaboration with foreign, international, public and other
organizations, the work to provide for on-line control of the progress of implementation of the
measures and their efficiency, informational and analytical support to the program.
The programs are financed from the federal budget, budgets of RF subjects, and off-budget
sources. The overall cost of the programs exceeds 15 billion rubles. By all means, the
implementation of such programs as "Chernobyl Children" and "Housing for Liquidators"
will go on.
The implementation of the program will result in new 619,000 m2 of housing, hospitals for
5,700 beds, polyclinics for 10,700 visits per shift, 15 medical attendance and obstetric
stations, 4 sanitary and epidemiological service stations, schools, boarding schools, infant
schools for 7,200 additional places, 810 km of gas networks, and 81 km of water supply
networks, and a number of other facilities.
It is scheduled that by 2010 protective and rehabilitation efforts will be completed in
practically all radioactively contaminated territories. After 2010, the work will still be
underway only in the most contaminated south-western districts of the Bryansk Region.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF N.V. GERASIMOVA.
M.GOLDMAN (USA-Session Chair): You spoke about the deaths of some 10 000
Chernobyl liquidators. Are their deaths related to radiation exposure, or are they what one
would expect as regards mortality in a population of the size of the liquidator population?
N.V.GERASIMOVA (Russian Federation): The figure of about 10 000 corresponds to the
mortality among men in the relevant age group for the Russian Federation as a whole.
V.NOVIKOV (International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis): In her presentation,
Ms. Gerasimova stated-as a fact pointing to the insignificance of the radiation impact of the
Chernobyl accident-that mortality is lower in the Bryansk region than in the Tula region. In
his presentation, however, Mr. Kutkov showed a curve indicating that mortality in the
Bryansk region is higher than the average for Russia as a whole and said that the higher
mortality is an indirect consequence of incorrect decisions taken during the immediate postChernobyl period. In my view, the conclusion regarding incorrect decisions is wrong. The
mortality data in the two presentations could reflect the fairly large dispersion over different
regions, including the Tula region.
M.GOLDMAN (USA-Session Chair): It should be borne in mind that in one case you are
dealing with an annual mortality rate and in the other with cumulative mortality. Mortality
rates are a very crude indicator as they leave open the question of the causes of mortality.
Moreover, you are dealing with a small population in which small differences result in large
percentages.
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XA0201560
ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION BY NATURAL EFFECTS —
ADVANTAGES AND LIMITS
K. MUCK
Department for Nuclear Safety and Public Protection,
Austrian Research Center Seibersdorf, Austria
Abstract
After a major contamination of a territory due to fallout from a reactor accident, a reprocessing plant
accident or a weapon's detonation one of the important questions to be addressed is the time period
required for the countermeasures to be applied. This is particularly important for countermeasures
with high costs and consequences to the involved population such as relocation. Therefore, the time
period required for a contamination with long-lived fission products to decrease below established
intervention levels by natural processes of decay and removal from the soil layer relevant to the
exposure is investigated. Natural processes which result in a decrease in activity concentrations in
foodstuffs and external exposure, are the least detrimental to a territory as compared to other longterm countermeasures and therefore, the most favorable in that respect. The influence of the contribution of different foodstuffs on the time-span required until a resettlement of a dislocated population
is feasible, is assessed and the advantages and limits of natural restoration effects on the required
intervention periods are discussed. It is shown that natural restoration effects may contribute
substantially to an environmentally safe and sustainable resettlement of an area substantially
contaminated with fission products.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the context of a large-scale contamination with long-lived radionuclides, in particular 90Sr
and 137Cs, a number of proposals have been set forward to reduce the exposure of the
population in the contaminated areas [1,2,3]- Each of these countermeasures incorporates a
more or less significant negative impact on the population. The most detrimental impact
probably is involved with the resettlement of the population from a contaminated territory,
both because of the social and psychological problems arising and the economic detriment
involved.
But also other countermeasures with regard to the internal dose, in particular, such as soil top
layer removal, deep plowing or chemical treatment of the soil [5] may cause a significant
impact to the land. If they can be avoided, the detriment to the population and the land would
certainly be less. In that respect, it is well known that the bio-availability of both 90Sr and
137
Cs for uptake by plants and thus in foodstuffs is reduced by natural effects much quicker
than the corresponding half-life of these radionuclides would imply [6,7]. These natural
effects which are basically due to the increasing fixation of 90Sr and 137Cs in the soil and
penetration into deeper soil layers and activity removal processes from the bio-mass, show no
influence or harm to the soil as they are occurring without any artificial measures on the soil.
One of the major questions with regard to the long-term management of highly contaminated
soils, therefore, is the decrease with time of the external dose rate and the effective decrease of
the activity concentrations in foodstuff locally produced and the time span involved for these
natural restoration effects to result in a decrease of the population to fall short of established
intervention levels as recommended by ICRP [8]. In this paper, therefore, the effective
decrease of activity concentrations in relevant foodstuffs and the resulting long-term intake by
men without the adoption of particular countermeasures are assessed. The assessment focuses
on agricultural environments since foodstuff produced on these are the main contributors to
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the internal dose of the population, but the effective decrease in foodstuffs produced on
natural and semi-natural habitats and their contribution to the long-term internal dose are also
evaluated to assess their influence on the population exposure.

2. DECREASE IN EXTERNAL EXPOSURE WITH TIME
The exposure due to external radiation after a nuclear fallout decreases due to radioactive
decay and increased shielding due to depth penetration of the deposited radionuclides. The
decrease is most pronounced in the first year due to radioactive decay of shorter-lived
radionuclides and wash-off effects in urban areas [9]. It typically results in exposure levels of
less than 10% after one year, depending on the radionuclide vector, in urban areas it may
decrease down to 5%.
The long-term decrease in external dose rate follows basically a "half-life" of about 4 years
[10]. There is an additional decrease by construction works and soil turnover. Estimates in big
Western cities showed that more than 5% of roads and grass areas are re-paved or replanted
[11]. This results in an additional decrease by a "half-life" of possibly 5-8 years by these manmade effects. Both natural and man-made effects combined will result in an "half-life" for the
external exposure of roughly 2-3 years. For the purpose here, the man-made reductions are not
taken into consideration because in rural areas which are typically adjacent to NPPs, these
effects may be very low.
3. DECREASE OF ACTIVITY CONCENTRATION IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
WITH TIME
The decrease of the activity concentration in foodstuff which is observed after the initial
increase to peak levels immediately after the fallout, is caused by several features:
• radioactive decay
• weathering effects (wash-off, leaching, losses of plant parts)
• dilution due to bio-mass growth
• transfer into non-edible or non-used parts of the plant (e.g. roots)
• reduction of root uptake due to transfer of activity into deeper soil layers (removal
from root-zone)
• increasing fixation of radionuclides in soil
• loss of activity from the bio-mass by loss of plant parts (e.g. leave fall in autumn).
The first three effects are dominating the short-term decrease and cause a significant reduction
of the activity concentration in the first few months after fallout. During the growing season
the bio-mass increase causes a substantial reduction in activity concentration in most plants
and thus both in vegetables and animal foodstuffs. The resulting biological half-life in grass of
about 10 d [12] results in an effective half-life for 90Sr, 106Ru and 137Cs of about 10 d, for 13II
1 10

of about 4.5 d [12] and for Te of 2.5 d. Similar half-lives are observed for other relevant
plants. Outside the growing season the decrease in activity concentration due to bio-mass
increase is significantly lower, but the overall contamination of foodstuff during that period
and the resulting ingestion dose are about 2 orders of magnitude less due to a much lower
interception by plants [13]. Due to the biological half-life in cows the decrease in milk and
meat is slightly slower, i.e. about 33 d for milk [14].
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These half-lives basically define the time span required for short-term countermeasures on
foodstuffs, in particular, if the deposition had occurred during the growing season (April to
October). Since in summer the decrease in activity concentration in directly contaminated
leafy vegetables is by about 3 orders of magnitude, in other plants and animal products by less
than 2 orders of magnitude, before activity levels are reached which are basically controlled
by root transfer, these countermeasures will not yield a further improvement if applied beyond
that period. Activity concentrations in foodstuffs will not be sufficiently reduced after that
period to ensure an ingestion dose below 1 mSv if activity deposition levels of more than
about 500 kBq m"2 137Cs had been observed.
A significant decrease of activity concentrations in all foodstuff is observed from first to
second year after deposition due to the fact that after one year the foodstuff contamination is
not caused by direct interception on plants or feeding of these plants to animals. The only
causes for foodstuff contamination is by root uptake which results in an ingestion dose of
about 2-10% of the first-year-dose according to deposition date [6]. Only if deposition had
occurred during winter, the activity concentration in foodstuff would have remained low with
only a small decrease in activity levels from first to second year.
The long-term decrease of the activity concentration is mainly caused by the last four effects.
They result in significant reductions in activity concentrations even after the decay of the
short-lived radionuclides and after the significant reduction in activity concentration after the
end of the direct contamination phase. It is particularly relevant for long-lived radionuclides
such as the 90Sr, 134Cs and 137Cs. For these radionuclides the sum over all these effects causes
a decrease which is far more rapid than that resulting from the radioactive decay alone. This is
shown for the most relevant foodstuffs in the following chapter.
3.1 Milk
The l37Cs-activity concentration in milk as observed in Austria after the Chernobyl accident
[6,15,16] is shown in figure 1. Except for a short period in May 1986 when a countermeasure
not to feed fresh grass to cows was adopted, there were no countermeasures during the whole
period from 1986 to 1998. Therefore, the time course reflects only natural effects of 137Cs
fixation and depth penetration in soil.
The decrease in activity concentration with time is characterized by an initial decline in the
first 5 months by an effective half-life of 33 days which is caused by the effective half-life of
137Cs
in the body of the cow. The effective total decrease is by more than a magnitude from the
initial peak value shortly after contamination, but one should be careful in extrapolating this
decrease to a fallout at another date in the year. Typically, this steep decline is due to the intensive bio-mass growth of grass in the period May-September. For a nuclear fallout at
another time of the year, e.g. in winter, a much lower decrease in activity concentration would
result.
After the incline in winter due to winter feeding of hay contaminated earlier, the activity
concentration decreases to about 5% of initial peak values after the feeding of new grass in the
harvest of the next year, i.e. after about 1.2 years. From this time on, the decrease in activity
concentration is characterized by an effective half-life of 1.4 years in the first 8 years and a
possibly longer one of 5.6 years in the next years.
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A very similar timely decrease in 137Cs activity concentration in milk is observed in Germany
[17,18,19] which is shown in figure 2. For the period after the weapons' test fallout and the
Chernobyl accident the decrease is equivalent to a half-life of 1.0 ± 0.4 years in the first 3
years and about 5 years in the following years. In contrast to Austria no increase in the
effective half-life is observed in Germany. It should be noted that comparable concentration
decreases in milk were also observed in the Czech Republic [20,21] and Switzerland [22].
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3.2 Cereals
Another important contributor to the internal dose in most countries are cereals. The decrease
in this major foodstuff is shown in figure.3.
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Cereals show a very steep decrease by about a factor of 20 from first to second year harvest.
This decrease depends, however, on the state of plant growth in the first year at the time of
contamination and, therefore, is not typical for another fallout date. However, the decrease in
the following years by an effective half-life of about 7.3 years is slower than that in milk in
the first years, but similar to that after eight years.
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3.3 Potatoes
The time course of the activity concentration in potatoes, another important foodstuff, is
shown in figure.4. Despite the fact that potatoes are grown underground and, therefore, are
initially contaminated only by translocation from the leaves, they show a very strong decrease
from first to second year after fallout. But also after that period a continuous decrease in
activity concentration by an effective half-life of about 3.5 years is observed.
3.4 Fruit
Fruit and berries which typically grow on perennial plants, may show a different behavior with
regard to the long-term availability of 137Cs due to different interception and activity removal
patterns. Investigations on the most dominant fruit, apples and pears, showed, however, a
decrease with an even shorter effective half-life of about 1.3 y (figure 5). This effective halflife remains constant throughout the whole period 1987 until today and results in a decrease in
137
Cs activity concentration by about a factor of 400 in the 14 year time-span after fallout.
This does not include the decrease from first to second year after fallout which shows a
decrease by about a factor of 10 for a contamination date of end of April. This decrease would
be even more pronounced if the fallout had occurred in July (about 100 [10]).
A similar half-life in apples was observed in Greece by Clouvas et al. [23]. In an investigation
on goose berries also an equivalent reduction with time was observed [24]. Considering that
activity decreases in peach, cherries or other fruit (from trees) or in strawberries, raspberries
etc. (fruits from bushes) are to be expected not significantly different, a general decrease by
this rate in all fruit except wild-grown ones is to be expected.
It should be noted that even in tea although not really relevant to the ingestion dose, a similar
decrease of activity concentration with time was observed [25]. This demonstrates that the
observed effective half-lives are very similar in all agriculturally grown products.
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3.5 Long-term decrease in agricultural products
Similar decreases with time in all plants and foodstuffs investigated were observed in many
countries of Europe after the Chernobyl accident, such as the Czech Republic [20,21],
Switzerland [22], Greece [23] and the Russian Federation [26,27]. It was also confirmed by
whole body counter measurements in many countries after the weapons' fallout and over the
past decade such as Sweden [28], Romania [29] and the Russian Federation [30]. The
decrease of the 137Cs activity concentration in relevant agricultural products by an effective
half-life of about 1 y in the first 3-4 years and by one of about 5 y thereafter, therefore, is a
well established fact.
TABLE 1. RELATIVEI37Cs-ACTIVITY CONCENTRATIONS IN VARIOUS
FOODSTUFFS AT GIVEN INTERVALS AFTER THE FALLOUT IN AUSTRIA
Harvest
year
1986
1987
1988
1990
1993
1997

Relative average
milk
100 '
7.0 3
5.5
2.1
0.7
0.4

cereals
100
5.1
4.3
2.3
1.3
1.0

^-activity concentration [%]

cabbage
100
5.9
4.4
2.6
1.2
0.7

salad
100 2
8.3
5.9
1.3
0.4
0.3

apple
100
9.6
3.8
1.4
0.3
0.04

tea
100
4.0
2.1
1.9
1.2
-

'peak value 20 days after passage of the plume (annual average in first year amounted
to 25% of peak value).
Corresponding to the value after direct contamination phase.
3
after end of hay feeding period.

At present there are only data available for the first 13 years after the Chernobyl accident. It
should be noted, however, that in the period after the nuclear weapons' test no end to the
decrease in activity concentration was observed up to 20 years after the fallout (see figure.2).
This continuous decline after the weapons' test fallout was again observed in different
countries [31,32]. Therefore, it is prudent to assume that also after the fallout of Chernobyl
137
Cs no end in the decrease in 137Cs concentration in agricultural products will be observed in
the following years. This decrease by about 5 y half-life for the long-term removal processes
will be used in the assessment of the required time span for natural rehabilitation of
contaminated areas.
3.6 Long-term decrease of 90Sr in agricultural products
90

Sr is the second major radionuclide which may cause a long-term contamination of the
environment. Although of little importance with regard to NPP accidents, it may be very
relevant with reprocessing plant accidents or with the world fallout from weapons'
detonations. Due to its much lower transfer into meat and many plants, the long-term transfer
is relevant basically in milk and milk products, especially rennet cheese. In these, however,
the decrease is much slower than for 137Cs as shown for milk in figure.6 [33]. Accordingly the
time period required for a rehabilitation of a territory mainly contaminated by 90Sr to
unrestricted use will be substantially longer for a comparable deposition.
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4. DECREASE OF ACTIVITY CONCENTRATION IN NON-AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
4.1 Mushrooms, venison, wild berries
In natural and semi-natural environs the 137Cs activity concentration shows a much slower
decrease. A well known example in that regard are mushrooms which show a decrease by an
effective half-life of between 3-8 years depending on mushroom type and growth site [24].
The reason is the high concentration of I37Cs in some soil layers where the mushroom
mycelium is growing, typically fallen leafs or needles, and the lower fixation of137Cs in that
organic zone. However, consumption rate of mushrooms typically is low compared to other
foodstuffs. The contribution to the total ingestion dose by mushrooms, therefore, is low even
years after the fallout. Assuming a typical consumption rate of 0.7kg a"1 on average, the
ingestion dose contribution would be typically 0.5% in the first year after fallout, and 15% 9
years after fallout (table 2). Also, game in large forests shows a significantly slower decline in
137Cs
activity concentration due to little immobilization of caesium in forests [34]. For
populations living in or near very large forest areas this contribution to the ingestion dose may
range up to about the same level as with mushrooms (0.5% initially and 15% after one
decade). Typically, however, game prefers the more tastier fodder from non-forest areas which
shows the same decrease in activity levels as the fodder for domestic animals resulting in the
same decline in activity concentration as for all other foodstuffs.
Because of its low transfer, 90Sr is neither relevant with regard to mushrooms nor to venison.
Therefore, 90Sr transfer from semi-natural areas is insignificant also in the long-term.
4.2 Alpine regions and tundra's
As a consequence of the high organic soil content, the thin soil layer and slow plant growth
[35], in semi-natural zones like the higher Alpine regions, uplands or tundra's an effective
half-life of 4-6 years is observed [24, 35]. The half-life even varies according to altitude [24].
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In Alpine countries and countries with uplands where typically only a small fraction of the
consumed food comes from the elevated areas, the contribution by these to the total ingestion
dose is low. In this case the same applies as said above for mushrooms or venison. In large
tundra regions, however, where the major food consumption is foodstuff derived on that soil,
the time periods for reconciliation derived in this paper definitely do not apply.
5. CONTRIBUTION OF VARIOUS FOODSTUFF TO THE INTERNAL DOSE
To assess the long-term internal dose, the contribution of relevant foodstuffs to the ingestion
dose is given in table 2. They are typical for the Austrian population, but in this context minor
deviations in other countries are not relevant. Obviously, the major contribution comes from
milk, milk products and meat (~ 72%) both in the first year and later. The effective decrease in
these foodstuffs, therefore, dominantly influences the long-term ingestion dose. Together with
cereals, vegetables and potatoes which show similar decreases in activity concentration, they
contribute about 80-90% to the ingestion dose. Fruit which contributes about 11%
immediately after fallout, is reduced to about 1% one decade later, while mushrooms increase
from 0.5% to about 15% during the same period. The increased contribution by mushrooms
due to their longer half-life thus is almost compensated by the shorter half-life in fruit.
Therefore, for the long-term internal dose an effective half-life of 1 year during the first eight
years and 5 years afterwards is realistic.

TABLE 2. RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION TO
VARIOUS FOODSTUFFS [16]

137,

CS-INGESTION DOSE CONCENTRATIONS BY

Relative contribution to the Congestion dose [%]
potatoes fruit
nuts
beef,
milk cereals, vegetables
pork
bread
188
11
204
375 180
188
168

consumption [g d"1]
1st year* 34.2 5.4
9th year
39.0 2.3
:

6.9
1.5

4.9
3.1

11.1
1.3

2.5
0.3

27.8
30.8

poultry
33

venison mushrooms
2
2

0.2
0.3

1.0
2.6

0.5
14.9

deposition date: 1 May.

6. TIME PERIODS FOR RECONCILIATION
With this effective decrease in activity concentrations, the time span required for unrestricted
use of a contaminated territory may be assessed (table 3). Unrestricted use is defined by a dose
of less than 1 mSv y"1 [8]. The time span required is given in column 6 for a long-term
ingestion dose caused by 137Cs alone, in column 7 for one caused also by other long-lived
nuclides such as 134Cs (col. 7) and column 8 for the case that a recommendation was given not
to consume foodstuffs from semi-natural areas (e.g. mushrooms). Assuming additionally an
effective "half-life" for the external radiation of 4 years, and considering that the external
radiation contributes about 50% of the long-term dose, the time spans required for deposition
levels above about 5 MBq m2 increase by about 4 years as compared to table 3.
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TABLE 3. EFFECTIVE DOSE IN FIRST AND SECOND YEAR AND TIME PERIODS REQUIRED
FOR UNRESTRICTED UTILIZATION AFTER NUCLEAR FALLOUT

137

Cs
deposition

First year ingestion dose by
137C s1>2
[mSv]

[kBq m 2 ]

2nd year
ingestion dose
by 137 Cs 3A

Time period required for full re-utilization [y]

[mSv]
Deposition date
Nov.-April

1 May

all foodstuffs
only 137 Cs 6 all nuclides 7

1 July

no semiincluding
natural
external
foodstuffs5,
dose,
all nuclides all nuclides 7
7

20
100
200
500
1000
2000
5000
10000
20000
50000

0.012
0.060
0.12
0.30
0.60
1.20
3.0
6.0
12.0
30.0

0.5
2.6
5.1
12.8
25.6
51
128
256
510
1280

2.5
12.5
25.0
62.5
125
250
625
1250
2500
6250

0.05
0.26
0.50
1.3
2.6
5.0
13
26
50
130

<1
<1
<1
1.5
2.5
3.3
4.7
9.5
14.0
21.0

<1
<1
<1
1.7
2.6
3.3
4.7
9.5
14.0
21.0

<1
<1
<1
1.7
2.5
3.2
4.1
8.3
12.0
18.0

<1
<1
-1.5
-4.0
-5.5
-6.5
-8.0
-12.0
-16.0
-22.0

1

effective dose by l37Cs only, total effective dose in the 1st year by all radionuclides is about 2 - 3 times higher,
depending on radionuclide vector
2
effective dose to 5-y infant is about 30 % of this value, to 1-y infant about the same
3
excluding retardation of decrease due to slower excretion from animals bodies
4
effective dose by I37Cs only, total effective dose in the 2 nd year by all radionuclides is about 1.6 - 2.0 times
higher
5
assuming only a recommendation of consuming no food products from natural or semi-natural areas (wild
mushrooms, wild berries, venison, etc.)
6
assuming only a contamination by I37Cs
7
assuming a contamination by other long-lived radionuclides (initial ratio of l34Cs/'37Cs about 0.5)

CONCLUSIONS
It was shown that natural effects of fixation and depth penetration of 137Cs and 90Sr in soil will
decrease the exposure of a population dislocated from a contaminated territory to such an
extent that a resettlement of this area without detrimental impacts on the soil such as deep
plowing or top soil removal is feasible after a limited period. This time period for a reutilization depends on the radionuclide vector, on deposition level and on utilization of seminatural food-products. Typically, for a deposition of 1000 kBq m"2 a period of about 5.5 years,
for 5000 kBq m"2 a period of about 8 years is required.
If recommendations to avoid consumption of semi-natural products (e.g. mushrooms) are
given, the time span reduces by about 0.5-1 year. If the contribution of external radiation to
the total exposure is less as is typical for urban areas, the time span reduces by about 2-3
years.
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POPULATION OF RUSSIA
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Nuclear Safety Institute, Moscow, Russian Federation
Abstract
The work presents the analysis of the 50-year investigation into the effect of nuclear energetic and
industrial installations on the population health and environmental conditions. The radiological risks
in routine operations and emergency cases are assessed. The results of the comparative analysis of
risks concerned with a man-caused radiation exposure and a chemical pollution of the environment
are presented. Our results show that there is a severe discrepancy between protection of the
population and environment from radiation and a harmful effect of chemicals. In Russia, the level of
additional exposure due to industrial sources of radiation is legislatively limited by a value of 1 mSv.
In practice, the population in residential areas near a routinely operating nuclear installation is
exposed below O.I mSv/year, which is several orders lower than the threshold of health effects. An
absolutely different situation exists with a chemical pollution of the environment. An excess of
concentrations of chemically hazardous substances is a regular practice and a methodology of their
regulation is far from being perfect. We discuss the approaches to balancing the normative-legislative
basis.

In the conditions of restricted resources and a large number of ecological problems, it is of
primary importance to optimize the activity in the field of ecology. Realization of a nonoptimized project on reduction of an ecological risk is a real loss of resources, which could
more efficiently have been used on needs of the public health service and improving the
quality of life. In this situation, an assessment of the role of the technogenic radiation factors
in the structure of ecological risks typical for modern Russia is very important.
The effects of nuclear power and industry objects on the population and environment have
been studied for nearly 50 years. The first years of Production Association "MAYAK"
operation (discharges of radioactive wastes into the Techa River in 1949-1951) and the
Chernobyl NPP accident have caused the strongest radiological consequences. In the first
case, the chronic radiation sickness was registered among the population, and in the second
situation, a great number of personnel were exposed to radiation.
Roughly, the radiological consequences of accidents in the industry can be described by the
following figures. Among the personnel, the number of exposed people with the clinical
symptoms does not exceed 700, including 56 fatal cases. Among the population, the clinical
symptoms were registered only at the beginning of 1950s for the population along the Techa
River (primary diagnostics-940 cases, final diagnosis-less than 100). The delayed effects were
reliably determined for the same cohort (less than 50 cases of additional leukoses and other
types of cancer) and along the Chernobyl path (up to a thousand of additional cases of a
thyroid gland cancer, including several fatal cases)-see Table I.
Besides, the leukaemia morbidity increase was registered among the liquidators of the
Chernobyl accident consequences (less than 100 additional cases). These data collected for the
period of 50 years are incomparably lower than losses due to personnel injuries in the Russian
industrial production (about 500 thousand) or environmental pollution of the Russian
Federation (more than 2 million) for the same period, or losses in one transport accident (up to
800 in the accident near the city of Ufa in 1989). One of the criterion's of the technology
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safety is the personnel safety (traumatism, occupational diseases, works in unhealthy
conditions). The assessments of the Russian industries according to the personnel risks are
given in Table II (Nuclear Safety Institute (NSI) together with I.V.Parfenova).
The population exposure under conditions of the projected operation does not significantly
contribute to the entire structure of risks, moreover, even to the structure of radiation risks.
Even around the largest plants of nuclear fuel cycle, including PA "MAYAK", where a large
area was contaminated as a result of the nuclear accident in 1957, the annual doses for the
population in 1993-1996 did not exceed 10% of a natural background level (the background
level is about 2-2.5 mSv/year). For comparison: the annual doses due to medical routines
equal 1-3 mSv/year (see Table III).
In spite of this, a primary attention is still given to the regulation of the radiation exposure of
the population and the environment. This situation should be recognized as correct while
maintaining the reached safety level. However, additional normative limitations demand a
justification above the frameworks of the analysis of only radiation risks. In this context, the
recently accepted norms of radiation safety (NRB-99) and other normative documents
(SANPIN-97, OSPORB-99) demand comments concerning the justification of the increasing
expenses on the radiation safety provision.
Let's consider, for example, two scenarios of NRB-99 law application: optimistic and
pessimistic. In the first case, the dose reduction by 30% for 20 years will give a prevented
dose about 1000 Svxperson, and the expenses of the life prolongation for one year will make
up $250,000. In the second case, the radiation dose for 95% of personnel will not diminish,
the individual dose for 5% of staff workers (maintenance personnel) will decrease, but the
collective radiation dose for personnel might increase. The prevented dose, 50 Svxperson, will
be achieved at a price of $5,000,000 for the 1-year life prolongation.

TABLE I. THE DELAYED EFFECTS OF THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT FOR THE
POPULATION OF RUSSIA
(The results of the Russian State medical-Dosimetric register, A.F.Tsyb, V.K.Ivanov)
Cohort
Liquidators
1986-87 years
(147,012 people)
Liquidators
1986-1989 years
(160,567 people)
The
Bryansk
region-children
and adolescents
(at the moment of
the
accident)
(374,447 people)
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Oncological Number of
diseases
registered cases

Connected with
radiogenic effect

Spontaneous
diseases

Leucosis

145

50

100±50

Thyroid
gland
cancer

55

12

45±15

Thyroid
gland
cancer

170

55

30-200

TABLE II. PERSONNEL RISKS ON BRANCHES OF INDUSTRY-PRELIMINARY RESULTS
(TRAUMATISM, OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES, WORKS IN UNHEALTHY CONDITIONS
HAVE BEEN TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT)

Branch of industry

Risk,
days of a lost life in one year per one
working man in the branch

The whole industry

0.94

Coal industry

2.21

Non-ferrous metallurgy

1.39

Electric power industry

1.27

Machine construction industry and metal working

0.96

Light industry

0.75

Building industry

0.47

MinAtom

0.32

Communications

0.16

TABLE III. RADIATION DOSES FOR THE POPULATION IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS AROUND
MINATOM OBJECTS IN RUSSIA IN 1993-1996
Plant

Exposed population,
thousands of people
PA "Mayak"
320
Krasnoyarsk chemical 200
complex (KCC)
Siberian
chemical 400
complex (SCC)

Annual effective dose, mSv/year
Internal
Total
External
0.10
0.11
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.05
0.0004

0.005

0.0054

Comparison of methods and practical realization levels of the protection of people's health
and the environment from radioactive contaminants and chemical pollutants has shown their
sharp difference and unbalance. This concerns all regulative elements: approaches to
regulations, procedures of definition of permissible releases and discharges, opportunities of
monitoring and attitude to obeying the regulations.
The discrepancy starts at the level of approaches to regulations - the threshold concept in
relation to the chemical pollutants and the no-threshold concept-to ionizing radiation. The
discrepancy might have been regarded as being of not a principle importance, if the linear nothreshold concept had not been a scientific hypothesis. In Russia, while determining
maximum permissible concentrations (MPC) of pollutants in the environment, not only
toxicological, but some other characteristics are used as the limiting factors. This should have
resulted in lower values of MPC. However, a comparison of the risks with theoretically
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identical harms, i.e. at MPC level, displays, that the chemical pollution by carcinogenic
substances at the MPC level gives risks differed by 1-2 orders. Most of them exceed the risks
connected with a chronic exposure at a level of 1 mSv, and in some cases, the risks are at the
unacceptable level (see table IV).
TABLE IV. CHRONIC CARCINOGENIC RISKS DUE TO INTAKE OF CHEMICALS AT MPC
LEVELS
Substance
Arsenic
Cadmium
Chromium (YI)
Epichlorohydrin
1-3 butadiene

Risk

Substance
Benzene
1,2 dichloroethane
Nickel
Hexachloran
Chloroform

2

1.3.10"
5.5.10"4
2.2.10"1
4.6.10"3
2.8.10-1

Risk
2.9.10"3
2.6.10"2
2.6.10"4
1.5.10"2
6.9.10"4

The given data are not the examples of the most unsuccessful cases of MPC determination,
but, unfortunately, represent the situation, which is practically a standard. Table V
(S.M.Novikov, B.N.Porfiriev, O.V.Ponomoreva, Consulting Centre of Risk Assessment, NSI
report, 2000) shows, that the carcinogenic risks due to an intake of harmful chemicals at the
MPC levels accepted in Russia are very high for most chemicals normed earlier.
The present system of radiation monitoring allows detecting the changes in the environment at
levels of natural background variations, which are 5-7 orders lower than MPC. The system
requires perfecting only as "a tool" of reacting on emergency situations. At the same time, the
monitoring of the air pollution by chemicals does not allow estimating thoroughly the
concentrations of chemical pollutants in the environment and determining the degree of
hazard of free air contamination for the population health. Only about 70 pollutants are being
monitored by the observation system of Russian Meteorological Service (Rosgidromet), and
many stations monitor not more than 5-10 toxic impurities. Frequently, the concentrations of
basic pollutants in air are not detected or the sensitivity of used methods is comparable with
their MPC values. The results of detailed examinations display, that the contribution of the
pollutants monitored by the Rosgidromet service into the total risk to the population health
from the air pollution does not exceed 30%.
TABLE V. CARCINOGENIC RISKS AND MPC
Risk
>10-2
10-2-10-3
10-3-10-4
10-4-10-5
<10-5
Total

Fresh water
Absolute
%
7
8.0
19
21.8
29
33.3
26.4
23
9
10.5
87
100

Atmospheric air
Absolute
%
2
5.4
6
16.2
13
35.1
24.3
9
7
19.0
37
100

Working area
Absolute
%
42
45.1
34
36.5
10.7
10
7
7.5
0
0
93
100

The realistic proportion of the monitoring levels for radioactive contaminants and chemical
pollutants of free air is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Chemical admixtures

MPC
100

Single instances

10

Really observed

1

Sensitivity limit of the
mostly used methods

Radioactive substances

Have not observed for
the last years
Are being registered in
the PA «Mayak» area

0,1

0,01

Are not registered in
most cases and are not
being discussed

•
•
p

Are registerd and
discussed

10'8

FIG. 1. Monitoring of the free air contamination.
The accumulated data on contamination of the environment by hazardous chemicals allow
estimating an annual risk of death for the population. The risk values reach 10"2-10"3 as
illustrated in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2. Free air contamination.

Apart from the assessment of the risks of death for the population in large industrial cities as a
result of free air contamination, it is appropriate mention here an essential increase of the
morbidity rate as a result of chemical pollution, for example, by lead and formaldehyde.
For some Russian cities, a potential risk of health aggravation as a result of chronic free air
pollution by lead compounds assuming a conservation of the existing level of pollution within
25 years is given in Table VI.
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TABLE VI. POTENTIAL RISKS OF TOXIC EFFECTS AS A RESULT OF CHRONIC FREE AIR
POLLUTION BY LEAD COMPOUNDS (N.P.TARASOVA ET AL., NSI REPORT, 2000)

Level of free air pollution by Potential
lead (1994-1995 years), ng/m3 risk

Cities
Komsomolsk-on-Amur,
Tyumen,
Karabash,
Vladivostok

Tobolsk,
Vladimir, (>0.3) - 0.5

(>0.34)-0.56

78% of the population in Moscow, assuming a conservation of the existing level of free air
pollution within 25 years, have a risk of diseases in light, medial and heavy forms (see
Table VII).
There is the similar situation with chemical pollution of surface waters and soils. Most of the
large Russian rivers are characterized as polluted, dirty and very dirty. Concerning the
radioactive contamination of the surface waters, only the Techa River water can be considered
as contaminated and only after introduction of the new regulations NRB-99, which state a
very low level of strontium-90 contamination of potable water. The result of the essentially
different approaches to the ecological safety provision is, from one hand, an absence of MPC
excess for radioactive substances in free air. From another hand, in 185 Russian towns (72%
of towns with observation stations) with the total population of 60 million, the average annual
concentrations of at least one monitored chemical exceeded the tolerable concentration limit.
30 million people live in towns, where the average annual concentrations of suspended
chemicals and nitrogen dioxide exceed the maximum permissible concentration limit by a
factor of 10.
The results of a comparative analysis of risks, connected with technogenic radiation exposure
and pollution of the environment by harmful chemical agents (see Table VIII), confirm the
fact of a serious trouble with the environmental protection from chemical pollutants.
TABLE VII. POTENTIAL RISKS OF TOXIC EFFECTS AS A RESULT OF CHRONIC FREE AIR
POLLUTION BY FORMALDEHYDE (N.P.TARASOVA ET AL., NSI REPORT, 2000)

Cities

Formaldehyde concentration in free air Potential
risk
(1990-1997 years), ng/m3

Moscow

0.008

0.78

We attempted to separate three different groups of deaths, namely: i) of general type, which is
typical for a society with a relatively high living standard, where the ecological problems are
resolved; ii) of social type, which is connected with social problems in a society; and iii) of
ecologically stipulated type, which is determined by the environmental problems. A
comparison of the present mortality rate with the similar data for the earlier (1970-1980)
periods in Russia and with mortality rates in developed countries formed the basis for the
analysis of the effect of social reasons.
The ecologically stipulated deaths were assessed on the basis of the analysis of risks,
connected with the contamination of free air, and data on the negative influence of the potable
water contamination.
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As a whole, the structure of death rate for the Russian population at the end of 1990s due to
different reasons is the following: general reasons - slightly higher than 60-65%; social
reasons-above 30-35%; the ecological reasons-4-5% (see Fig. 4).
In the long term perspective, the ecologically stipulated deaths might increase. This could
happen, if the intensity of environmental pollution increases or is kept on the same level. A
long-term exposure will have an effect in this situation. The mortality rate due to the
ecological reasons can increase up to 8% providing the society solves the social problems. The
value of 4-5%, as well as 8%, does not reflect the ecological problems entirely. The decrease
of the quality of life is behind the frameworks of this estimation.
At the same time, it is necessary to mention an essential difference in the efficiencies of
investments in different sectors of social and economic development of the society from the
point of view of the population health improvement. The similar estimations, based on the
results of research carried out in USA at the beginning of 1990s, are given in Fig. 5. The
results of these studies allow making a conclusion, that the programs, directed to a prevention
of lethal cases as a result of accidents in private life and at work, are much more efficient, than
the programs directed to a decrease of oncologic disease risk, stipulated by the state of the
environment and industrial conditions.
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FIG. 3. Contamination and pollution of surface waters.
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TABLE VIII. INDIVIDUAL ANNUAL RISKS OF DEATH FOR THE POPULATION OF RUSSIA

Confirmed

Million people

Risks

All reasons

69 (men)

2.0 x 10" (average for a
period 1996 to 1998)

Casualties

69 (men)

3.3 x 10"3(average for a
period 1996 to 1998)

Strong atmospheric pollution

15.2

1 x 10"3

ChNPP zone of resettlement

0.1 (Contaminated regions of 8 x 10"5
Ukraine. Russia. Byelorussia)

Residential areas close to PA 0.9
"Mayak", KCC and SCC

6 x l0" 6 -3 x 10"7

Residential areas close to NPP 0.3

7 x 10"7
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FIG. 4. Mortality rate for the population of Russia at the end of 1990s due to different reasons.
This conclusion is especially important for the modern Russian conditions, because the
mortality rate is appreciably determined by death of injuries and traumas.
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Activity

Life prolongation expenses,
thousands $ per 1 year

Public health service

19

Everyday life

36

Occupational activity
Environment
All types of activity

346

4207
42

"Five-Hundred Life-Saving Interventions and Their Cost-Effectiveness",
T.Tengs, M.Adams, Pliskin J. et al.

FIG. 5. Experience of foreign countries in risk assessment
SUMMARY
(l)Even in the frameworks of no-threshold concept of radiation risk, there has been
formed the hypertrophied exaggeration of the role of technogenic factors in
comparison with the others, including regulated factors of the population exposure
(radon, medicine).
(2)There are serious methodological and scientific problems of regulation and optimal
decrease of risks for the population health and environment, connected with chemical
pollutants. Of them, one of the most serious is a systematic lack of data on
carcinogenic and toxicological properties of chemical agents and their effect on
natural ecosystems.
(3)The scientific and technological potential accumulated in the field of the radiation
risk analysis should be widen to new fields, namely, the analysis and monitoring of
chemical pollution and its effect on people and environment.
DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF L.A. BOLSHOV
V.B.GEORGIEVSKY (Russian Federation): With regard to chemical compounds which
have a carcinogenic effect, the concept of "risk" is applicable as there is a mathematical
pattern. How do you calculate the risk of those chemical compounds which do not have a
carcinogenic effect-which have other effects? I would not have asked if you had not referred a
few times to a "maximum permissible concentration"-a "hazard index" used in the West when
it is not the carcinogenic effect that is harmful but some other effect. How do you compare
risks?
L.A.BOLSHOV (Russian Federation): People don't die just of cancer; they die of other
diseases as well. And the curve drawn through the maximum permissible concentrations
determines those concentrations-accumulated or instantaneous-which lead to one or another
probability of one or another disease. We examined the data presented in the table in question
together with colleagues of the Centre for Risk Assessment.
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G.LINSLEY (IAEA): I think the problem is that radiation risks on one hand and chemical
risks on the other are in most countries dealt with by different governmental departments.
Even when they are dealt with by a single governmental department, as in the United States,
where the US Environmental Protection Agency deals with both risk types, there is a clear
organizational separation of the two. Consequently, we do not have a coherent approach.
M.GOLDMAN (USA-Session Chair):About 20 years ago, given the fact that many
chemicals have adverse effects not connected with cancer, I suggested the concept of a " remequivalent chemical", the aim being to consider the risks associated with radiation and those
associated with chemicals on equal terms. However, the public was not ready for such a
concept. The creation of a "level playing field" for the consideration of radiation risks and
chemical risks is a major challenge. Mr. Bolshov's idea of the radiation model possibly being
useful in that connection is a good one, but we must first eliminate the "mushroom cloud"
image associated with radiation.
V. NOVIKOV (International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis): One difficulty in
trying to establish a single risk scale is the fact that some risks-for example, those associated
with driving cars, flying and smoking-are incurred voluntarily, whereas people regard the risks
associated with the chemical industry or with radiation as being imposed on them.
M.GOLDMAN (USA-Session Chair): I agree with you. People attach far greater importance
to involuntary risk avoidance than to voluntary risk avoidance.
I.I.LINGE (Russian Federation): With regard to mortality data, in my view it is
inappropriate to compare the Bryansk region with Russia as a whole since Russia is so large.
Also, there are annual oscillations which complicate matters. I have found no evidence of
higher mortality in the Bryansk region.
V.A.KUTKOV (Russian Federation): We have confidence in the mortality data presented
by me earlier as we are operating the only risk analysis laboratory in the Russian Federation.
The laboratory has been in existence since before the Chernobyl accident, and it has available
a unique body of data.
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Abstract
A transparent and robust method has been elaborated for the ranking and selection of restoration
strategies (techniques) for radioactively contaminated sites. The method is based on the principles of
justification and optimisation for radiation protection. Radiological health effects, economic costs
and social factors have been included in a multi-attribute utility type of analysis. Values of these
attributes were converted into utility values by applying linear utility functions and weighting factors
were derived from scaling constants. The uncertainties associated with the utility values and
weighting factors were dealt with through a probabilistic approach (Latin Hypercube Sampling).
Potentially relevant restoration techniques were identified and their characteristics determined
through a literature review. The methodology has been applied to representative examples of
important categories of contaminated sites. The results for a uranium tailing site and those for a
contaminated riverine site are shown. The work (RESTRATproject) was carried out under the Fourth
Framework of the Nuclear Fission Safety Programme of the EU.

1. INTRODUCTION
Restoration of nuclear sites after their nuclear facilities have ceased operation, would appear
necessary both for the sake of protecting the public and for relieving otherwise costly control
of the sites. However, clean up by conventional techniques can be very expensive and may,
therefore, not offer the optimal solution based on cost-benefit evaluations. The application of
alternative techniques, e.g. in-situ restoration, is hampered by the lack of transparent risk
assessments in considering the exposure of present and future populations and of restoration
workers.
An international project partly funded by the EU under the Fourth Framework of the Nuclear
Fission Safety Programme, has been addressing this issue. In this project a transparent, generic
decision-aiding methodology has been established, which is capable of evaluating and ranking
restoration strategies for radioactively contaminated sites and their close surroundings
(RESTRAT). A manual [1] has been produced in which the methodology is explained and
applied to typical example cases.
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Five typical example sites have been studied, that were selected as being representative of
major classes of contaminated sites in Europe: a uranium tailing site (Ranstad), a riverine site
(Molse Nete River), a low-level waste disposal site (Drigg), an estuary (Ravenglass), a
freshwater lake (Tranebarssjon). The results for the former two site classes will be shown
here.
2. METHODOLOGY
The methodology of ranking restoration options has been based on the radiation protection
principles of justification and optimisation, as recommended by ICRP 60 [2]. The justification
principle requires that the restoration should do more good than harm, meaning that the net
benefit (benefit of reduction in radiation detriment less the harms and cost of the restoration)
should be positive. The optimisation principle requires that among the justified restoration
options, the one with the highest net benefit should be selected for implementation.
Attributes that have been taken into account for evaluating the net benefit, include:
— radiological health detriment;
— economic costs;
— social factors.
They are further divided into sub-attributes forming the hierarchical structure shown in Fig. 1.
Radiation
doses to
population
Health
factors

Radiation
doses to
workers

1
Restoration
strategy

Economic
factors

Costs of
waste
disposal
Costs of
remedial
measures
Costs of
monitoring

Disturbance
Social factors
Reassurance

FIG 1. Attribute hierarchy for restoration of a contaminated site.
For performing radiological optimisation analyses, several quantitative decision-aiding
techniques exist [3, 4]. Since factors are dealt with, that are difficult to quantify (e.g. social
factors), a multi-attribute utility type of analysis (MAUA) has been chosen.
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The "total utility" (score) for each of the alternative strategies or options, i, is expressed as:

(1)
where Ut is the total utility of option /, wj is the weight assigned to the attribute j , and uy is the
utility of the n factors associated with each of the alternatives i on attribute j . The best
(optimised) strategy or option is the one with the highest total utility (score) using Eq. (1).
Consequently, the relative weights of the attributes and sub-attributes in each group must be
determined and, for each option, the utility value with respect to each of the attributes. For the
conversion from attribute values x to utility values u(x), in this study, linear utility functions
are used.
These are expressed as:
u(x) = 10011+

Xmi

"

(2)

where {xmin; xmax) is the value range of the attribute considered. The alternative (option) which
does best on a particular attribute is assigned a utility value of 100, the alternative which does
worst a utility value of 0 for that particular attribute. Other alternatives are assigned
intermediate utility values according to the utility function of Eq. (2).
The determination of the weighting factors is a more difficult task. A simple method is
proposed establishing scaling constants between the weighting factors of attributes of the
same group (cf. Fig. 1), with the sum of the weighting factors set equal to 1. For the attributes
expressed in the same units these constants can be taken to be equal to the ratios of the ranges
of the value of the attributes.
For the radiological health detriment and the economic cost the scaling constant is derived in a
similar way, adopting a monetary value of the man Sievert, taken here as 100 000 EUR/man
Sv according to the Nordic Radiation Protection Authorities [5].
The scaling constant between the weighting factors of the radiological health attribute and the
social factors are much more difficult to quantify. Intuitively it has been assumed to be less
than 1 and for non-accidental situations like remediation of contaminated sites with small
exposures, significantly less than 1. Here a value of 0.25 has been adopted.
For the social sub-attributes, the weighting factor for reassurance is assumed to be higher (5 to
7 times) than the weighting factor for disturbance because of its more permanent nature.
2.1 Restoration Techniques
A comprehensive literature review was carried out in order to identify potentially relevant
restoration techniques and to determine their characteristics needed in the ranking
methodology.
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Four major categories of restoration technologies were considered:
—removal of sources : excavation of contaminated soil, sediment
— separation of contaminated fraction from uncontaminated fraction
— containment: providing barriers between contaminated and uncontaminated medium
— immobilisation: adding agents to the contaminated medium to bind the contaminants.
Values of performance characteristics and unit values (per unit volume or area of
contaminated medium) of costs and exposure times of restoration workers were extracted
from the literature. Uncertainty ranges are indicated in Table I.
2.2 Radiological health detriment
With respect to the radiological health attributes, collective doses to the public, (without and
with restoration measures implemented) and to the restoration workers were assessed. The
collective doses to the public were truncated at 100 and 500 years. Maximum annual
individual doses to the critical group (public) have also been assessed with the view to
compare them with the recommendations of ICRP (6) and IAEA (7) on clean up of
contaminated land.
For the restoration workers, the doses were calculated straightforwardly from the
contamination levels at the site and the exposure times. For the public a more complicated
compartmental type of impact assessment model was needed. A compartmental type of model
was chosen, based on the BIOPATH model developed by Studsvik (8).
An example of a compartmental scheme for a riverine site (Molse Nete River) is shown in
Fig. 2, an example for a tailing site (Ranstad tailing site) is shown in Fig. 3.
The exposure pathways that can be taken into account, include:
— external irradiation on contaminated fields or river banks
— inhalation due to resuspension
— ingestion of contaminated drinking water
— ingestion of fish from contaminated surface water
— ingestion of food crops, contaminated through irrigation, or grown on soil
contaminated through application of amendments (sediments)
— ingestion of milk, or meat contaminated through watering of the cattle, or through
grazing of the cattle on contaminated pasture.
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TABLE I. PERFORMANCE, COST AND WORKFORCE EXPOSURE VALUES OF VARIOUS REMEDIATION TECHNIQUES
Technology

Performance Indicator

Removal of Source (B)

Decontamination factor

Soil excavation
Physical separation (C)

1 -20
Decontamination Waste reduction
factor
1-10
50-98%
Decontamination factor
2->100

Cost
(EUR/m3)
Extraction

Workforce exposure
(manh/m3)
Disposal & transport

Chemical solubilisation (Dl)

1-20

Ion exchange (D2)
Biological Separation

3-100(U),20-100(Cs)

50-150
450 - 800
Excavation
& Disposal &
separation
residue
200 - 650
2000 - 3000
Separation from liquid
2000 - 3000
0-1 -3-8
Excavation
&
separation
2000 - 3000
180-820
Separation from liquid
2000 - 3000
1-3-2-5

Biosorption (D3)
Containment (E)

2-5->100
Permeability (m s'1)

1 -3
2000 - 3000
Total, per m2 surface area

0-4-1-4
per m2 surface area

Capping (El + E2)
Subsurface barrier (E3 + E4)
a)
slurry walls
b)
grout curtains
Immobilisation

1 x l O " 1 2 - l xlO' 9

30-45

0x03-0x3

1 xl0-'2-lxl0"8
1 x l O " 1 2 - l xlO" 8
Mobility reduction factor

510-710
310-420
Total, per m3

0x06-0x4
0x06-0x4
per m3

5-25
5-25

75 - 300
50-310

0x25-1x5
0x06 - 0x4

5-50
5-50

110-570
60 - 420

0x25-1x5
0x06-0x4

Soil washing (Cl)
Filtration (C2)
Chemical separation

Cement-based solidification (F)
a)
ex-situ(F\)
b)
in-situ (F2)
Chemical immobilisation (G)
a)
ex-situ (Gl)
b)
in-situ (G2)

0x2-1

transport

of

0x25-1x5
04-14
1x2-3x5
0-4-1-4
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FIG 2. Compartmental scheme for a riverine site (Molse Nete River).
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FIG 3. Compartmental scheme for a tailing site (Ranstad tailing site).
The implementation of the various restoration options considered was modelled by changing
the source term (where there is a removal of sources whether or not it was followed by
separation) or altering the transfer factors which were influenced by the restoration techniques
(permeability k, distribution coefficient
The influence of physico-chemical phenomena on the behaviour of the contaminants
(radionuclides) in the environment has been recognised to be of great importance. Most
impact assessment models use values of distribution coefficients (Kd) taken directly from the
literature, without paying much attention to basic physico-chemical phenomena (such as
complexations, redox reactions, hydrolysis etc.) and associated physico-chemical parameters
(such as Eh, pH, mineral composition etc.) influencing strongly these values. This brings
about large uncertainties of Kd values, which have been shown to constitute very important
sources of uncertainty for the dose results. A better strategy than using these single Kd values,
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is to unfold the Kd into a parameter vector, decomposing the Kd into its underlying basis
processes.
From an overview of geochemical speciation modelling software, MINTEQA2 has been
selected as an appropriate program, that could allow the unfolding of Kd values.
The speciation model MINTEQA2 has been incorporated into the impact assessment software.
2.3 Economic costs
Economic costs constitute one of the major attributes in the optimisation analysis for the
ranking of restoration options.
— Important cost categories include:
—pure restoration costs
— waste disposal costs
— survey and monitoring costs.
Waste disposal costs, in particular, may be very high, when large quantities of contaminated
media are to be disposed of. Values of restoration costs and waste disposal costs used in this
study, are derived from unit cost data collected from a literature survey (see Table I). Survey
and monitoring costs cannot be derived from literature data. They have been estimated on a
site-specific basis for each example site.
2.4 Social factors
Social factors belong to the group of non-radiological protection factors that must be
considered in an optimisation analysis.
Important social factors considered in this study, include:
—reassurance of the public by the implementation of remedial measures;
— disturbance caused by the remedial operations.
These attributes, being difficult to quantify, have been linked to quantities, considered
important in determining those factors. Reassurance is linked to the residual dose and the
fraction of activity remaining on the site after the remediation; these being considered of
major importance for the reassurance of the public. Disturbance has been linked to the volume
of waste to be transported to the waste disposal site, constituting a major cause of disturbance.
The utility values for reassurance have been taken to be inversely proportional to the residual
dose and activity remaining on the site. Utility values for disturbance have been taken to be
inversely proportional to the volumes of waste transported.
3. RESULTS
As an example the results for a uranium tailing site and for a contaminated riverine site are
shown. The calculations were based on the conditions prevailing at the Ranstad tailing site
and at the Molse Nete River respectively. The restoration options considered for these sites
were:
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A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Base case (no remediation)
Removal of sources (Soil/sediment excavation)
Physical separation: Soil washing
Chemical/biological separation: Solubilisation
Containment: Capping
Physical immobilisation: ex-situ
in-situ
Chemical immobilisation: ex-situ
in-situ

Cl
Dl
E1&E2
Fl
F2
Gl
G2

both sites
only riverine site
both sites
both sites
both sites
only riverine site
both sites
only riverine site
both sites

The collective doses, economic costs and other data necessary for the evaluation of the
attributes are indicated in Table II (riverine site) and Table III (tailing site). From these data,
utility values and weighting factors for the attributes are derived, according to the procedure
described above.
TABLE II. EVALUATION OF ATTRIBUTES AT THE RIVERINE SITE
Restorati
on
strategy

A
B
Cl
Dl
El
Fl
F2
Gl
G2

Collective dose Collectiv Monetary
to population
e dose to restoration
(man.Sv)
workers (kECU)
100 y

500 y

(man-Sv) Remediation

16
1.6
4.5
1.6
negli.
negli.
negli.
negli.
negli.

51
5.1
14
5.1
negli.
negli.
negli.
negli.
negli.

0
6.1-10"4
1.8-10"3
1.6-10'3
2.610"3
6.710"3
1.8-10"3
6.7-10~3
1.8-10"3

0
3,570
12,870
13,970
4,250
6,220
5,810
8,340
5,810

costs

of Fraction
of activity
left
onsite
Monit Waste
o-ring dispos
al
1
3,200 0
19,580 0.1
1,000
2,000 13,260 0.3
2,000 13,260 0.1
1
3,200 0
1
3,200 0
1
3,200 0
1
3,200 0
1
3,200 0

Waste
volume
(m3)

0
26,520
5,300
10,600
0
0
0
0
0

negli. = negligible.

The overall scores of the restoration options, determined as the weighted sum of the utilities
for all attributes considered, are shown in Fig. 4 (riverine site) and 6 (tailing site). The left
hand figures show the results for 100 year dose integration and the right hand figures show the
results for 500 year dose integration. The contributions of the main attributes to the total score
for 500 year dose integration are shown for the riverine site in Fig. 5. Uncertainties have been
taken into account applying Latin Hypercube Sampling technique on the values for weighting
factors and attribute values, assuming a triangular distribution between 1.5"1 and 1.5 times the
best-estimate value. A negative correlation between collective doses and remediation costs has
also been applied with a correlation coefficient of -0.8. The error bars in Fig. 4 and 6
represent the confidence intervals between the 5th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of the
total scores, according to the uncertainties adopted.
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TABLE III. EVALUATION OF ATTRIBUTES AT THE TAILING SITE

Restoratio Collective dose Collectiv Monetary
n strategy to population
e dose to restoration
100 y

500 y

(kECU)
(manSv) Remediation

of Fraction Waste
of activity volume
left on- (m3)
site
Monit Waste
o-ring disposa

0.59
0.23
0.13
0.37
0.19
0.051
0.034

24
9.4
5.5
15
8.1
1.8
1.1

N.C.
N.C.
N.C.
N.C.
N.C.
N.C.
N.C.

N.C.
N.C.
N.C.
N.C.
N.C.
N.C.
N.C.

(man.Sv)

A
Cl
Dl
El
E2
F2
G2

workers

0
640,000
730,000
9,500
16,000
23,000
32,000

costs

1
0
38,000 0.4
38,000 0.2
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0

0
450,000
150,000
0
0
0
0

N.C. = not considered.
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FIG 6. Total scores for restoration options at the tailing site (lOOy - 500y collective dose).

When considering the best-estimate values in these figures, the no-remediation option seems
to be the optimal solution for both sites except for the riverine site in the case of a 500 years
dose truncation for which capping would be the optimal solution. However, when the
uncertainty ranges are taken into account, no significant difference is to be observed between
the no-remediation, containment and immobilisation options. These results reflect the
overwhelming importance of the economic costs accompanying the remediation and, in
particular, of the waste disposal costs, as illustrated in Fig. 5. These cause the removal and
separation options to be never the optimal solution (if justified at all). The premises
underlying these results should also be emphasized: very conservative dose assessments,
generic estimations of the economic costs and a rather arbitrary determination of the
weighting factors of the social attributes.
The maximum annual individual dose to the critical group, before remediation, has also been
assessed for comparison with the IAEA criteria on clean-up of contaminated land [7].
According to these criteria, the need for remediation ranges from "sometimes" (with
constraint) or "rarely" (without constraint) for the tailing site, to "usually" or "sometimes"
respectively for the riverine site.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

A method for the ranking of remediation options for contaminated sites has been elaborated,
based on the optimisation (and justification) principle(s) of radiological protection and taking
into account radiological health detriment, economic costs and social factors. Its usefulness
has been demonstrated through the application to typical representatives of the major
categories of contaminated sites.
The aim of the study has not been to produce some "universal" results for typical cases, but
rather to deliver a method that allows all attributes influencing the ranking of the restoration
options to be included in a clear and systematic manner, taking into account the uncertainty
associated with their evaluation. The method also allows stakeholders involved in the
decision-aiding process to introduce attributes and data reflecting their viewpoints.
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Abstract
Fractionation of radionuclides is stipulated by varied distribution of certain isotopes on aerosol
particles from nuclear explosions and accidents. The character of isotope distribution on the aerosol
particles governs peculiarities of radionuclide distribution in the environments - the air, soil, surface
and ground water and sea environment. Mobility of radionuclides after their fallout on the Earth's
surface is determined by possibility of their contact with the aquatic environment and chemical
properties of elements (or their compounds) in the form of which the radionuclides do exist.
Biological accessibility is determined by mobility of radionuclides and their penetration into living
organisms.
The presentation discusses the degree of transition of radioactive isotopes of certain elements from
the particles to the water and muriatic acid (and gastric juice); the dependence is highlighted
between biological accessibility of radionuclides, the distance from an epicentre of an explosion or
accident and characteristic features of particles - carriers of radioactivity.
The processes of wash-off of radionuclides from soil to the water, vertical migration into the soil and
their redistribution by surface and ground water are described. The use of wash-off coefficients,
obtained by observation after nuclear explosions, provided a possibility to forecast already in May
1986 water contamination in rivers and storages in summer, 1986 and spring flood of 1987 in the
zone of the Chernobyl accident.
The paper demonstrates that the reliable data on fractionation and biological accessibility are
needed to solve effectively the problems of rehabilitation of the zones contaminated after nuclear
explosions and accidents.

The most important characteristics stipulating the behaviour and transformation of
radionuclides in the natural environment are their fractionation, mobility, susceptibility to
dissolving, and further biological accessibility responsible for their penetration into living
organisms including the human body.
A knowledge of the listed characteristics together with physical properties of radionuclides
(the decay rate, type of emitted radiation, etc.) provides the possibility to estimate
contamination hazard and take the most effective measures to prevent or reduce the hazard
and rehabilitate contaminated natural objects to a degree suitable for life and economic
activities.
1. FRACTIONATION
After a release of radioactive products from certain sources they begin to propagate, deposit
on the terrain together with soil particles, bomb construction or destroyed reactor fragments,
etc., and migrate into different environments.
The radionuclide ratios vary continuously in the released mixture and in the transfer
processes, their fractionation occurs, namely, changes in ratios of the amounts of
radionuclides. Fractionation effects were described in studies [1, 2], etc., the data were
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summarised in the study [3]. The main causes of fractionation are different rates of
radionuclide penetration (sorption) into melted (glasses) elements of soil and constructions
formed at an explosion or reactor accident. The propagating of these particles results in
contamination of the environment [4].
E.g., after a nuclear explosion rather dangerous radionuclide 89cSr which has short-life
predecessors is deposited on the surface of particles (the smaller ones have the greatest
surface), and runs to great distances. While refractory 95Zr which penetrates into the particles
(including the large ones) is deposited mainly in the close-in zone ("the local pattern").
After breakdown of a reactor the essential amount of 89Sr and 90Sr was stipulated by their
accumulation before the accident, and these radionuclides behaved as the refractory ones
depositing in the close-in zone. Caesium isotopes (134Cs, I37Cs) being those of a volatile
chemical element behaved as volatile products and run to very great distances after nuclear
explosions and reactor accidents. On the other hand, transuranium elements are refractory
ones.
The processes taking place during the first seconds (minutes) after nuclear explosions and
having a dominant role in fractionation of radionuclides have been discussed in our study [4].
The results of calculation of fractionation factors for certain most important radionuclides
agree well with the experimental data - Figure 1.
Analogous study [7] devoted to the Chernobyl accident was published. It pointed out the
similarity to and difference in behaviour of radioactive products from the nuclear explosions
and Chernobyl accident.

1OV
Mo

132-

Ba

1O

-1

1O

-2

1O"1

1O

FIG. 1. Correlation between calculated (8;)c and experimental (5j)e values of the fractions of
radionuclides deposited on the close-in pattern of a ground nuclear explosion.
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TABLE 1. T H E MAIN CHARACTERISTICS O F RADIONUCLIDES RELEASED A T T H E CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT

Radio-

PC *

nuclide

10"' 7 Ci/l 10"9Ci/l

131

"C\vat

,

Reactor
inventory,
Bq

Release,
% of the Fractionation, relative to 95Zr
inventory Near pattern
North

South
0,9

Far pattern
North

South

Transfer
Wind
Coefficient Distribution Water
from soil in coefficient mobility mobility
vegetation,
coefficient
relative to
Cs137

I

l,5.10 4

1

2,4-3,2.10i8 50-60

4-9

m

Cs

4,9.10 4

15

2,2-3,3.1017 23-33

3-5

yu

Sr

4.10 3

0,4

l,7-2,5.1017 4-5

0,5

Ce

2,2.10 4

12

3,2-4,9.1018 3,5

0,9-1,0 1,0

Ru

l,9.10 4

12

Ba

l,5.1O 5

25

7,9.10173,5-6,0
18
2,1.10
4,8-5,7.1018 3,5

0,6-1,5 0,520-30
0,75
1-1,6 0,8-1,0 10-15

23y

Pu

3,0

2,2

8,0-9,6.1014 2-3

0,9-1,0 1,0

1,4-2,0 1,4

Insigni-

102-104

241

Pu

160

110

l,7-l,9.1017 2-3

0,9-1,0 1,0

1,4-2,0 1,4.

ficant

102-104

144
I06

14U

The permissible concentration in the air.
The permissible concentration in drinking water.

190290
0,6
17055
370
0,5-4,0 5,0-7,5 2,5
1,4-2,0 1,4
7,7

1,0
1,0

102-104

1,0-10

10'-2.103

1/20

104-2.105

«1%

1,0

102-103

<1%

102-104

<1%
Insignificant

2. MOBILITY OF RADIONUCLIDES AFTER EXPLOSIONS AND ACCIDENTS
Fractionation of radionuclides and characteristics of their distribution on different particles are
largely stipulated by their mobility and accessibility in the broadest sense (see Table 1). This
conclusion was made in proper time after the Chernobyl accident.
Fractionation of radionuclides considerably varies over patterns of different directions resulted
from certain portions of the radioactivity release from the destroyed reactor. Only the first
portion was fractionated slightly at the initial moment of the release. It was of the approximate
composition of products accumulated at the reactor (fI37i44 ~ 1.0). As to other directions,
fractionation of volatile products was very high relative to the refractory ones even in the
close-in zone (f137i44 reached 25-35) excluding the southern directions where f137i44 was again
approximately equal to unit (the patterns of such a direction were formed from 30 April to 1
May, 1986 [7]). The analogous 137Cs fractionation factors were also observed at very great
distances in many European countries [8].
"Caesium spots" were formed at great distances northward and north-eastward (in the Gomel,
Mogilev, Tula oblasts of Belarus and Russia). They were characterised by huge fractionation
factors of volatile radionuclides relatively to refractory 95Zr, with fj^s values of up to 200-290
for 131I, 100-190 for !1OmAg, 150-250 for 125Sb, and 170-370 for I37Cs [7].
3. SOLUBILITY AND BIOLOGICAL ACCESSIBILITY
As already noted, migration and mobility of radionuclides depend on their solubility quite
considerably. If the substance comprising the basis of particles (e.g., SiO2) is practically
insoluble in water and weak acids, so the fraction of isotope subjected to leaching can be
calculated on the base of surface contamination of the particles N;(t,r). This fraction, strongly
dependent on a particle size, practically coincides with the value of biological accessibility
which may be calculated as a quotient from division of relative accumulation of this isotope in
the given biological system resulted from radioactive particles of explosion, by relative
accumulation of the isotope from solution (see [3,4])- Figure 2.

b (d), rel. units
137,

O.1

100

1000

d, Lim

FIG. 2a. Dependence of the coefficient of biological accessibility b\ of 89Sr, 90Sr and 137Cs on
the particle size after ground nuclear explosions.
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1000

1OO

FIG. 2b. Dependence of the coefficient of biological accessibility b; of103 Ru, l31I and
on the particle size after ground nuclear explosions.

l32

Te

The examined isotopes from underground nuclear explosions with cratering may be arranged
in the following series according to their solubility, where 90Sr solubility is assumed to be the
unit [9]:
89

Sr>

1.25
>( 54 Mn,

90

Sr>
1.0

60

Co,

125

Sb

0.3
144

Ce,

140

Ba>

0.24

103

Ru

0.1
95

106

'Ru;

0.04

137

CS 5

0.02

134,

Cs>

141

Ce>

0.02

Zr)

0.01-0.001
Using the data on the radionuclide solubility and ion-exchange reactions, one can estimate
their mobility with ground and surface water.
4. MIGRATION OF RADIONUCLIDES WITH GROUND AND SURFACE WATER
Studies [9, 10] provide the assessments of the possibility of radioactive products to migrate
with ground water. Equations of ion-exchange include constant IQ called a distribution
coefficient. It reflects the ratio between concentration of ions in bonded state (solid phase) and
their concentration in the water solution. Kd values vary approximately within the range of
lO^lO5 for individual minerals and isotopes. Among the nuclides the least values of
coefficient Kd are inherent to ruthenium, than strontium, caesium, cerium and plutonium. The
mean values of Kd are: for ruthenium (on nuclear explosion patterns) 102-103, strontium 102*103, caesium 102-104 (in some cases 105), cerium 104-2*105.
On the base of the study [5], Kd for strontium radionuclides (on the Chernobyl patterns) was
2*103, for caesium 10-5*104, cerium 5.8-6* 103, zirconium 50-6* 103 (the lowest values of Kd
were observed in sandy soils).
After the Chernobyl NPP accident dozens of control wells were drilled around the NPP at a
depth of the aquifer. Observations of 90Sr concentrations in water of these wells conducted for
a year and a half after the accident showed that these concentrations did not exceed the
background (pre-Chernobyl) levels.
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Wash-off of radionuclides 134'137Cs, 106Ru, 125Sb and 144Ce by flood was investigated over five
catchments after the Chernobyl accident in March-April, 1987 [1]. All the "wash-off
coefficients were less than 1 per cent.
5. BIOLOGICAL ACCESSIBILITY. ACCUMULATION OF RADIONUCLIDES BY
PLANTS
"Fresh" radionuclides are the most accessible for plants after direct deposition on the plant
surface and in the initial period of their being in soil. For instance, reduction of caesium
radionuclides' transfer to plants was detected with time, i.e. when the radionuclide became
"older".
It was mentioned that coefficient of radionuclide accumulation in plants Ka (the ratio between
radionuclide concentrations in plant and soil, correspondingly) or Ks (the ratio between
radionuclide concentration in plant Cp and soil deposition S per unit surface in sq. m) were
closely correlated with distribution coefficients Kj in soil. This demonstrates the essential
influence of both physical-chemical properties of radionuclides, and soil characteristics.
Accumulation of 89Sr and 90Sr varies within a wide range (30-400 fold) in accordance with
soil properties and biological characteristics of plants. So, Ks is equal to 0.6-2.8 for grain and
cereals, and it is 0.7-3.2 and 7.8-48 for potato tubers and tops (Bq 90Sr/kg of plant dry mass
per kBq 90Sr/sq.m).
In the average, 137Cs accumulation by plants varies 20-30 fold according to the soil properties,
and ten-fold to biological features of plants. Ka of agricultural plants varies from n*10"3 to
n*10"' for 137Cs which is in the average, 5-10 times less than this on 90Sr.
Fission products 91Y, 95Zr, 95Nb, 103Ru, 106Ru, 141Ce, 144Ce are not accumulated well in
agricultural plants. It is stipulated by their considerable sorption in soil. 106Ru and especially
144
Ce are the least accessible to plants, absorption of these radionuclides by plants being
significantly higher from soddy-podzolic sandy-loamy soil (Ka ~ 0.01) than from chernozem
(Ka~6*10"4-2*103).
Among neutron activation radionuclides, 65Zr is the most mobile, and the least one is 60Co.
Concentration of transuranium elements is 10-10 times less in fruits and grains than in
vegetative organs of plants. Accumulation of transuranium radionuclides by plants decreases
in the following order: Np > Am > Cm > Pu.
To summarise, one can make a conclusion that among the set of radionuclides released in the
environment after nuclear explosions and accidents, taking into account their fractionation,
mobility and biological accessibility, their relative hazard varies significantly - Fig. 3. Only a
bare handful of the radionuclides can be considered as extremely dangerous to all living.
Thus, from the point of view of human internal irradiation, 131I, plutonium isotopes (especially
241
Pu), 144Ce, 106Ru, 90Sr, 137Cs, 140Ba, 132Te, 239Np etc. are in the list of the most dangerous
radionuclides released into the atmosphere during the Chernobyl accident. But taking into
account all their transformations beyond the limits of the close-in pattern (restriction zone)
this list should be restricted mainly by of I31I and 137Cs. In the case of nuclear explosions the
most dangerous radionuclides are 1311,90Sr, 137Cs; as to the Southern Urals accident (Kyshtym
pattern) it is 90Sr.
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FIG. 3. Scheme of mobility and biological accessibility of radionuclides.
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Abstract
Stocks of radionuclides in natural and technogenic objects of a Zone (forests, meadows, former
agricultural lands, water objects etc., object "Shelter ", Sites of Radioactive Waste Disposal
(SRAWD) and Sites of Temporary Localization of Radioactive Waste (STLRAW)) are estimated. The
estimations of fluxes of radionuclides both inside a Zone and out of its borders in normal conditions
as well as in case of different natural and technogenic cataclysms (floods, fires, emergencies etc.)
with account of probabilities of such events are discussed. The significance of the main fluxes of
radionuclide migration beyond the Zone borders is estimated: a surface water flux (river Pripyat), air
(wind) transfer, biogenic flux, technogenic migration. The significance of the non-radiological factors
influenced on the ecological situation in a Zone (phyto-and zoosanitary, sanitary-epidemiological
conditions) is discussed. The problems of irradiation of vegetation and animal organisms in
terrestrial and water ecosystems, of personnel and people living on a Zone territory without
permission (so called "self-settlers") are considered. The priority directions of activities for control
over the radiological and ecological situation on the territory and in objects of a Zone are
formulated.

1. INTRODUCTION
According to the law of the Ukraine "On a legal status of the territory subjected to the
radioactive contamination due to the Chornobyl accident, the Exclusion Zone (EZ) is defined
as the territory, wherefrom the population have been evacuated in 1986. The zone is the
territory with lands removed from an economic use, with the special form of management
carried out by the Administration of the Zone. The area of the Zone is 2044 square kilometers.
There are two towns (Pripyat and Chornobyl) and 74 villages within the territory of the Zone
[1-5].
The radioactive contamination of the Zone is potentially dangerous for the Ukraine because of
possible outflux of radionuclides beyond its borders. It is especially important because of the
Zone's geographical position in the top part of the Dnieper water collecting basin, that is the
main waterway of the Ukraine.
2. STOCKS OF RADIONUCLIDES IN OBJECTS OF THE EXCLUSION ZONE
The radiation factor till now is the main one in potential danger of the Zone objects for the
population, living on the territories ajoining the Zone and for population of the Ukraine as a
whole. A significant part of radionuclides released during the Chernobyl accident is
concentrated here. The estimation of the radionuclides stocks distribution in various objects of
the Zone according to the generalized data [6-81 is presented in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. RADIONUCLIDES STOCKS IN VARIOUS OBJECTS AND COMPONENTS
OF THE EXCLUSION ZONE (AS OF 1998)

Object
Territory of EZ
Cooling pond
SRAWDs
STLRAWs
Total activity
SHELTER Object

Activity, PBq
137
Cs

90

5.5

2.5

0.16

0.10

3.4

2.8

1.10
10.2

0.70

480

Sr

6.1
260

TUE
0.13
0.005
0.15
0.04
0.33

Total
8.13
0.27
6.35
1.84
16.6

10

740

The main activity of radionuclides is concentrated in the Shelter object. By the maximal
estimations, there is about 180 tons of nuclear fuel in it, that contains the radioactive
substances with about 740 PBq of total activity. Besides fuel, a plenty of radioactive materials,
which consist of the residues of the destroyed unit active zone, reactor graphite, contaminated
metal and building constructions of the power - unit are concentrated in the Shelter object [68].
The significant part of radioactive substances (about 8.2 PBq) released from the destroyed
power Unit 4 is located in Sites of Radioactive Waste Disposal (SRAWD) and Sites of
Temporary Localization of Radioactive Waste (STLRAW). Approximately the same amount
of radionuclides (8.1 PBq) is located in various natural objects of the Zone. The greatest
radionuclides stock is in forests, that at the moment of accident have concentrated radioactive
dust and aerosols. The territory with density of caesium-137 contamination over 555 kBq-m"2,
strontium-90 contamination over 111 kBq-m"2 and plutonium contamination over 3,7 kBq-m"2
is about 1800 km 2 .

3. THE RADIONUCLIDE FLUXES INSIDE AND BEYOND THE ZONE BORDERS
The presence of radionuclides in various Zone objects predetermines the various intensity of
radionuclides inclusion in transfer chains and, respectively, distinctions in the radionuclide
flows inside and beyond the borders of the Zone. The main sources of the radionuclide
inclusion in migration flows are the territory of the Zone (components of terrestrial and water
biocaenoses) and technogenic objects of the Zone: SRAWD and STLRAW, Shelter object,
ChNPP, etc. The intensity of the radlonuclide incluslion into migration chains and intensity of
their migration flows inside and out the borders of the Zone may essentially grow, from the
components of biocaenoses of the Zone in case of various natural and technogenic
catastrophes (floods, fires etc.), and from the Shelter object and ChNPP in emergency cases. It
is noteworthy that the influence of a number of the factors on the migration flows intensity is
of constant character, the action of a number of other factors can be shown with rather low
(but final) probability.
Generalization of results of a complex research in the Zone has allowed to estimate the
importance of the basic ways of radionuclides migration beyond the Zone borders:
• surface water drainage in the river Pripyat - up to 0.09% of Cs and up to 0.6% of
9'Sr from the. total activity of these radionuclides on the zone territory or 80-97%
from a general flux of these radionuclides out of the boundaries of a zone by all paths
of migration;
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• air (wind) transfer - up to 0.004-0,02% of radionuclides from the total activity on the
zone territory or 5 - 15% (in case of forest fires - up to 20%) from a general flux of
radionuclides out of the boundaries of a zone by all paths of migration;
• biogenic oulflux - up to 0.001% of 137Cs and up to 0.0006% of 90Sr from the total
activity of these radionuclides on the zone territory or 0.1-3% from a general flux of
these radionuclides out of the boundaries of a zone by all paths of migration;
• technogenic migration - up to 0.0002-0,8% from a general flux of radionuclides out
of the boundaries of a zone by all paths of migration.
For the Shelter object and ChNPP, the basic ways of radionuclides transfer to the environment
are as follows: the "organized" emissions, spontaneous outflux owing to leakage from the
Shelter object, the emissions as a result of emergencies.
Let's consider the quantitative characteristics of the basic radionuclide flows within the
territory of the Exclusion Zone (Table 2).
TABLE 2. RADIONUCLIDE FLOWS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES WITHIN THE
TERRITORY OF THE EXCLUSION ZONE
Activity flux, TBq-year"1
I37
Flow
Total
Cs
Territory of EZ (flows and flux out of the borders of EZ)
Superficial drain (limits of variation during 4.4-17.6
1.2-4.6
1990-1997)
Outflux by river Pripyat out of EZ borders in 13.3
3.1
1999 (high water of 13-15 % provision)
1.5
Outflux by river Pripyat out of EZ borders in 4.5
2000 (during 11 months)
Drain with filtration waters from a reservoir - ~ 0.4, Return - 0.07
cooler
(0.02-0.04)
Wind transfer
0.5
0.7
Biogenic outflux
0.055
0.07
Technogenic migration
0.012
0.016
Shelter object (emissions of long-living RN in the environment)
The "organized" emission
0.011
Spontaneous emission through cracks
0.0006
0.0005
ChNPP (emissions and dumps of long-living RN in the environment)
Gaseous-aerosol emissions
0.048
0.047
0.035
Dump in the pond-cooler with waste water
0.026

90

Sr

Probability of
realization
per year

2.7-14.4

Constantly

10.2

0.13-0.15

3.0

Constantly

0.30

Constantly

0.2
0.015
0.004

Seldom
Constantly
Constantly
Constantly
Constantly

0.001
0.009

Constantly
Constantly

3.1 Water transfer
The basic route of radionuclide migration out of the Zone borders is the river drainage formed
at the expense of the surface drain and radionuclides outflow with underground waters.
During 1990-1996 113 TBq of137 Cs and 130 TBq of 90Sr were flown out of the Zone. [7,8].
Nowadays, the contamination of water happens basically at the expense of washoff of
radionuclides from the contaminated territories. The outflux of radionuclides by a waterway
out of boundaries of a Zone can increase significantly in a case of extremely large flooding.
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For example, in case of a maximal during post-accidental period high water with 13-15%
provision, which was held in 1999, radionuclides flux out of the zone boundaries was about
13.3 TBq as a result of radionuclides wash-off from the territory of floodland.
Cooling pond of the ChNPP is the reservoir of the 22.9 km area, the stock of water in it is
160 mln m 3 . The total activity of B 7 Cs in bottom sediments reached 165 TBq, 90 Sr - up to 100
TBq, 238'239 Pu - up to 5 TBq [7,8]. The contribution of the cooling pond in the total
radionuelides outflux is approximately 6%.
The radionuclides migration into the underground waters has not resulted in steady area
contamination of them on the significant part of territory of the Zone. The integral outflux of
90
Sr with a underground drain in surface pools of a near-field ChNPP region for 300 years is
evaluated as 15 TBq, or 3% from a general initial stock on water drain territory. The hydrogeological migration of 90 Sr from STLRAW can not result in a disastrous outflux of 90 Sr to
river Pripyat.
3.2 Air (wind) transfer
The air (wind) transfer gives the essentially smaller contribution into radionuclide outflow
beyond the Zone borders, in comparison with the water drain its contribution to the total flow
does not exceed 10-15%. The significantly higher intensity of wind radionuclides transfer (up
to 20% of the total flow) is observed in a case of forest fires. It is necessary to note, however,
that the distance to which the radionuclides are transferred by air is rather small. In case of the
top fire, the wind transfer may be up to 1.1-1.5 TBq within the territory of 100 ha. The
calculations which have been made with the use of the obtained data show that for forest firefighters, the radionuclides content in the body reaches 0.1-0.2 of the permissible level for the
persons of category A (personnel). Essential flux of radioactive substances out of borders of
the Exclusion Zone may occur in case of extreme weather conditions, in particular, in case of
hurricanes, tornados, etc.
3.3 Biogenic transfer
Outcome of the research of academician L. Frantsevich with co-authors have permitted to
make a number of the extremely relevant estimations of biogenic migration of radionuclides
out of the boundaries of a zone. From all the diverse organisms living in the zone, only
separate groups are capable to create significant flows of radionuclides both in a Zone, and
beyond its limits (Table 3).

TABLE 3. RADIONUCLIDES FLOWS WITH LIVING ORGANISMS OUT OF THE
EXCLUSION ZONE
Groups of living organisms
Migrating birds
Small mammals
Large mammals
Total
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Flow, GBq.year"1
90
Sr
14.8
0.37
0.29
15.5

137

Cs

55
0.82
0.44
56.8

3.4 Groups of living organisms transferring radionuelides within the Zone
Soil invertebrata with a total biomass stock of about 25 thousand tons which with
participation of animals throw round about 20 - 30% of the phytomass and the biggest part of
leaf-fall for the season. Estimations on radionuclide movement are absent. Forest plantings
with phytomass stock of 75 up to 250 tons of dry substance per 1 ha and specific activity of
137
Cs of 26-1700 Bq-kg"1 form the radionuclide flow of 1.85-370 MBq.ha"1'
The mushrooms with a stock of 0.001 kg of dry weight per 1 m2 and specific activity of 137Cs
3.7-13 kBq.kg"1 form flow of 3.7-130 Bq -m"2 .
3.5 Groups of living organisms transferring radionuclides out of the Exclusion Zone.
Large animals with a total mass of several hundred tons and specific activity of 137Cs in soft
tissues up to 3.7 kBq-kg"1. Annual flux of radiocaesium out of the Exclusion Zone may be 740
MBq.
The birds are the important group of migrating animals existing in the Exclusion Zone. The
total mass of settled and nesting birds is estimated as about 50 tons. Biomass of migrating
birds exceeds the biomass of settled and nesting ones by ten to hundred times and reaches 4-5
thousand tons per year during migration in both directions. Estimations of maximum annual
out-flow by birds may constitute the following: 55 GIBq of 137Cs and 14.8 GBq of 90Sr. The
total stock of 90Sr in zoomass as a whole (bird and animals) for the first years after the
accident was 0. 74 GBq and 2.2 GBq of 137Cs [ 10].
It is noteworth that the contamination of water birds, nesting on the cooling pond, can result in
accumulation of activity in food chains (bottom sediments - fish - bird) and separate
individuals up to 37 kBq.kg"1. The total activity of animals living in the Exclusion Zone is
approximately 93 GBq.
From above mentioned estimations it is evident that the mushrooms and game water birds can
contribute essentially to formation of human internal dose.
3.6 Technogenic transfer
Data on the role of technogenic transfer of radioactive substances out the exclusion Zone
borders (use of the contaminated transport, etc.) are given in Tables 2 and 4. It is clear from
the given estimations, the contribution of radionuclides technogenic transfer to the total flow
out of the Exclusion Zone is insignificant.
TABLE 4. TECHNOGENIC RADIONUCLIDES FLOWS OUT OF THE TERRITORY OF
EXCLUSION ZONE
Objects

Flow, GBq.year"1

Vehicle

16.0

Personnel

0.15

Cargoes in whole

13.3

Including forest production

0.037
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3.7 Flux of radionuclidess out of the Shelter object
In spite of the fact that the total radionuclide stock in the Shelter object is by the order of
magnitude higher than one in the environment, it contributes insignificantly to formation of
radionuclides flows in the Zone (Table 2). Under the conditions of the normal managing of the
Shelter object the radionuclides flows from it are three orders of magnitude less in comparison
with the water flow of radioactive substances out of the territory of Exclusion Zone.
However, in case of emergency (destruction of the roof) about 155 TBq of long-living
radionuclides can be released in the environment (Table 5). In accordance with the forecast of
RSC "Kurchatov institute", Institute of Nuclear Safety of RAS, and also GRS (Germany) the
soil deposition of 90Sr and 137Cs on the border of the Exclusion Zone will be about 150
kBq.m"2. At the same time, total activity of the basic radiologically important radionuclides,
that would be released into the environment in case of the considered emergency, would be
less, than their amount taken out during 10 years with the river Pripyat drain. The main part of
activity would be accumulated just nearby the reactor (in 5-10 km zone), however small part
of them can be distributed to a significant distance (up to 50 km) [8].
3.8 Flow-out of radioactive substances from ChNPP
Under the conditions of normal operation of ChNPP the total out-flow of radioactive
substances into the environment with gaseous-aerosol emissions and dumps in the cooling
pond with waste water is about 7.4 T bq.year"1, that is much lower than radionuclides fluxes
with water drain and wind transfer (Table 2).
TABLE 5. CALCULATED RADIONUCLIDE FLOWS WITHIN THE TERRITORY OF EZ
AND OUT OF THE SHELTER OBJECT IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
Total activity,
Flow
TBq.year"1
Territory of EZ (fluxes and flow-out of EZ)
18.5
Flow by river Pripyat waters out of EZ due to washout flood-lands at high water of 25% provision
(without protective structures)
11
Flow by river Pripyat out of EZ due to washout
flood-lands at high water of 25% provision (with
protective structures)
1.1-1.5
Wind transfer at fires
Wind transfer at the tornado passage above the
0.11 -6.3
Exclusion Zone
Shelter object (emissions of long - living radionuclides in the environment
155
Emission of long - living radionuclides at the roof
destruction

Probability,
year'1
0.25

0.25

0.2
0.05

10"2 - 10"4

4. NON-RADILOGICAL FACTORS
The specific ecological situation that has been formed in Zone both as the result of the
radioactive contamination of its territory and termination of the full-value care of forest and
former agricultural caenoses, demands the careful study and estimation of the number of nonradiological factors importance, first of all, on forest territories. Nowadays, forests occupy
almost a half of the territory, and former agricultural lands occupy the third part of the whole
area of the Zone.
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Fig. 1. Causes of damage and death of exclusion zone forests.
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Fig.2 Ratio of phytofags number in gardens of Exclusion Zone and out of its borders
Main species of tortricid- garden pests in the given region: 1 - leaden-striped, 2- rose ugly-nest, 3
- motley-golden, 4 - fruit-tree ugly-nest, 5 - willow wry-feeler, 6 - hawthorn, 7 - netted,
8 - omnivorous, 9 - buddy, 10 - fruit-tree ugly-nest changeable, 11 — subcortical, 12 — smoky, 13 —
white-spotted, 14 - frosty, 15 - green oak

The unfavourable natural and antropogeneous factors result in deterioration of the total
ecological situation. So, for example, the most dangerous negative factor for forests is the
forest fires (Fig. 1). Because of the absence of full-valuable system for forest care, the
negative influence of the vermin and illnesses on general state of forests grows up.
Any infringement of the natural caenoses integrity results in significant changes of intensity
and orientation of migration processes. It can be observed on pine plantings, which have been
exposed to radiation and forest fires. The sharp termination of antropogeneous influence on
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ecosystems (both agricultural and forest) stimulated natural processes, which not always had
the favourable character. During the first years after the Chernobyl accident, the significant
growth of rodent number was noted. In the Exclusion Zone the centers of illnesses and
vermins are constantly registered, total number of which is almost twice as much, than in
cultural crops areas outside the Zone (Fig.2 [10]).
The analysis of data on the disease quantity which are revealed on cultural plants and weeds
shows, that on the latter, the number of revealed parasites is twice as much, than on
agricultural cultures. In total, about 40 activators of different kinds of diseases are revealed.
During the first years after the accident the creation of new forms had intensified
considerably. In this period 5 forms, not registered in the European register, were identified,
and three of them were highly virulenced and potentially dangerous (see Fig.2).
5. IRRADIATION DOSES
5.1 Plant exposure
During the first years after the accident it resulted in a large scale forest damage. Only in close
proximity to the Chernobyl NPP about 600 ha of pine plantings were lost. As a whole, in the
result of irradiation almost 1.5 thousand hectares of forest has dried. The damage of different
degree was marked on the area of about 25 thousand hectares. At present, some
radlobiological effects are noted in mass on the area of about 1 thousand hectares, sporadically
on the area of about 5 thousand hectares.
5.2 Human exposure [12-14]
First of all, the elevated radiation in the Exclusion Zone can affect the personnel participating
in works on elimination of the accidental consequences. The analysis of distribution of doses
among the personnel of a Zone displays, that the mean individual dose is at a level 1.5-2
mSv.year"1. The highest individual doses have been received by the personnel of a Industrial
Association "ChNPP" and object "Shelter". The collective dose for total personnel of the Zone
makes approximately 55 man.Sv. For the personnel of most radiologically dangerous
enterprises (Shelter object, Special Enterprise "Complex") the collective dose is less than 10
man.Sv.
The special category of the people within territory of the Exclusion Zone is so-called 91 "sel fsettlers". Because of their consumption of food products that are produced partially on the
territory of the Exclusion Zone, the internal irradiation contributes essentially to their total
dose. The growing contribution of radiostrontium in formation of the dose is observed, that is
the result of fuel particles transformations and increase of strontium-90 migration in
biological chains. It should be noted, that in the case of practically complete life cycle with the
use of products of the Exclusion Zone (for example, "self-settlers" in area of Usovo village),
the average annual individual dose can reach 25 mSv-year"1.
5.3 Comparison of radiation danger of the Exclusion Zone objects
Comparative estimations of radiation danger of the Exclusion Zone objects should be
considered (Table 6).
Owing to water migration, the individual dose of critical group of the population (fishermen,
the population of the territory of the Dnieper cascade), can reach 2 mSv-year"1. hi 1996-97 the
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collective dose of the population of the Dnieper cascade territory (about 9 mln people owing
to consumption of drinking water and about 26 mln people owing to the consumption of food
products, including products of irrigated agriculture and fish) due to this source was estimated
to be 20-30 man.Sv.
hi case of emergency wash out of radionuclides from flood-lands located on the territory of
the Exclusion Zone (25% high water) the collective dose could reach 250 man.Sv (without
protective structures) and 40-50 man.Sv with the involved protective structures.
TABLE 6. COMPARATIVE ESTIMATION OF RADIATION DANGER OF THE
EXCLUSION ZONE OBJECTS

Superficial drain

Individual dose,
mSv.year"1
(critical groups)
2

Wind transfer

0.2

Flow-out with vehicle
Non-authorized consumption
of food products, produced
and/or collected at EZ
territory
Accident on Shelter object

1.4

Annual
collective
dose, man.Sv
up to 250
(high waters)
up to 3
(fire, tornado)
1.2

25

up to 100

up to 100

up to 2000

up to 200

up to 2

Source of irradiation

Index of
radiation
danger (IRD)*
up to 60
up to 0.6
1.2

* IRD = Value of collective dose * Probability of the event
The dose owing to air transfer is approximately one order of magnitude less. For critical
groups of population, even in case of fires and tornado the individual doses are about 0.2 mSv,
and the collective one is up to 3 man.Sv.
Biogenic transfer. The non-authorized consumption of migration birds meat, forest game,
mushrooms and berries leads to formation of an individual internal dose up to 25 mSv. year"1.
The collective dose in this case is estimated at the level of 100 man.Sv.
Doses caused by the lechnogenic flow of radionuclides out of the Exclusion Zone with the use
of contaminated vehicles for critical group of the population (drivers, the repairmen) are about
1.4 mSv in the case of the most conservative assessments. The collective dose is estimated at
the level of 1.2 man.Sv. In case of hypothetical emergency emission from the Shelter object
the increase of vehicle contamination will be observed, however it will not result in essential
increase of technogenic out-flow, and the collective dose, respectively, because of the
application of countermeasures to prevent distribution of radionuclides (radiation monitoring,
sanitary treatment etc.).
The accident on Shelter object (destruction of building) could result in the irradiation of
separate persons from the personnel in dose up to 2000 mSv. Thus, the collective dose of the
personnel participating in liquidation of this failure (the civil defence troops, the specially
trained personnel) can reach 200 man.Sv. Naturally, radionuclides released in the environment
will bring additional contribution in the migration flows and doses of irradiation due to
contamination of water, air and due to biogenic transfer.
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Due to the fact that various considered above processes of radionuclide transfer as well as
processes of dose formation to personnel and population are not equally probable, neither
individual, nor collective dose themselves can not serve as the complete characteristic of
radiation danger of objects of the Exclusion Zone. To take into account the importance of each
source of radiation danger, it is possible to enter concept of "an index of radiation danger",
which is equal to the product of collective dose and probability of occurrence of an event
(process). The event (process) probabilities are presented above in Table 5. The data presented
in the right column of Table 6 account for these parameters.
As can be seen from Table 6, the greatest radiation danger represent water outflux and nonauthorized consumption of the radioactively contaminated food products. Rather low radiation
danger of the Shelter object, despite of high levels of individual and collective doses, is
caused by low probability of occurrence of emergency.
CONCLUSIONS
(l)Under the conditions of normal operation, the radionuclides flows from technogenic and
natural sources of the Zone exceed those from the Shelter object by one to two orders of
magnitude.
(2)In case of emergency on the Chernobyl NPP or Shelter object, the radionuclides flows and
human dose from natural and technogenic sources remain compared with those from
emergency sources. Besides, in case of accident on the Shelter object the main share of
radionuclides will be distributed on adjacent territory and included in migration chains.
(3)The adverse influence on natural objects both inside the Zone and on the adjacent territory
is rendered also by the non - radiological factors, in particular, by phyto-sanitary conditions
which has been usual at the territory of the Exclusion Zone.
(4)For the management of radiation situation on the territory and on the objects of the
Exclusion Zone the following is necessary:
• to focus the basic works on the Shelter object on the reduction of probability of
emergencies;
• priorities of works on natural and technogenic objects of the Zone, where it is
difficult to reduce the probability of emergencies, should be reduction of their
radiation influence (prevention of wash - outs during flooding and of forest fires,
strengthening of the control of the non - authorized use of objects of the Exclusion
Zone).
(5)It is necessary to define priorities in planning and realization of measures on liquidation of
consequences of failure in the Exclusion Zone in view of the analysis of the data and those
conclusions formulated in the present report.
The authors express sincere gratitude to Dr. S.Gaschak, Dr. E.Buntova, Dr.Sc. N.Arkhipov,
V.Marchenko, V.Derevets, S.Kirecv (Chernobyl Radioecological Centre), Academician
L.Frantsevich (Institute of Zoology), Dr. A.Sukhoruchkin (Shelter object), Dr.Sc.V.Kashparov
(UIAR), Dr. O.V.Voitsekhovich (UHMI) for a number of valuable advice and help in
preparation of the manuscript.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF V.I. KHOLOSHA
I.J. Vasilenko (Russian Federation): What fraction of the radioactivity in the exclusion zone
is removed each year?
V.I. Kholosha (Ukraine): Leaving aside the "Shelter", the total radioactivity in the exclusion
zone is 650-700 000 Ci. Less than 1000 Ci-in other words, less than 1% of the total
radioactivity-is removed from the exclusion zone each year.
I.J. Vasilenko (Russian Federation): What is the present condition of the "Shelter"?
V.I. Kholosha (Ukraine): Recent examinations of the steel structure indicate that the
probability of collapse is fairly low-10 "2"even in those parts which are considered relatively
unstable. The work done in 1996 to strengthen the ventilation duct and two of the girders has
reduced the probability of collapse. In our view, the "Shelter" is at present stable.
K. Muck (Austria): Are there any plans to resettle parts of the exclusion zone?
V.I. Kholosha (Ukraine): hi the south-western part of the exclusion zone there are areas
where people would receive doses of less than lmSv/year. However, we must also take
economic factors into account since the infrastructure within the exclusion zone has been
largely destroyed. Moreover, you cannot expect people to resettle in the exclusion zone
without their children, and people with children are going to have grave misgivings about the
continuing existence of the "Shelter" and of various restrictions. On the other hand, thought is
being given to the idea of using parts of the exclusion zone for the storage of spent nuclear
fuel.
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Abstract
The objective of this study, funded by DGXI (now DGEnv) of the European Commission, was to
evaluate the impact of radiological contamination in the environment, which has resulted from the
operations at the nuclear establishments at Krasnoyarsk-26, and to determine whether any remedial
actions are required. Environmental data has been obtained for a wide range of environmental media
and for a number of years covering the period before and after the closure of the single pass reactors
at Krasnoyarsk-26. These media include air (aerosols and deposition), water, sediments, soil,
floodplain deposits, foodstuffs and vegetation. Information was also obtained on demography,
meteorology and the general geological, geographical and hydrological characteristics of the
regions. A GIS system was established to contain all of this data and to display a number of themes.
The sampling and analytical methodologies were evaluated and the data was examined to determine
any trends with time or distance from the contamination sources. The data was compared with other
global data available in the open literature. A methodology for the radiological assessment of the
contamination was established and the calculations performed. The results of the radiological
assessments showed that the most significant exposures resulted from the occupancy and use of the
contaminated floodplains and from the potential exposure to hot particles. Doses of several
millisieverts a year could result from some of the most contaminated sites and of tens to hundreds of
millisieverts from hot particles. Criteria for remedial action and a number of remediation options
were evaluated.
1. INTRODUCTION

Much of the emphasis of recent and current projects in the former Soviet Union has been
targeted at addressing the problems resulting from the accident at Chernobyl, spent fuel
management in North West Russia and environmental contamination at Chelyabinsk-65
(Mayak, e.g. Karachai Lake). Relatively little is known about the problems of the nuclear
facilities in Siberia and, particularly, about their impact on the environment.
Concerns about these Siberian combines have been raised recently [1, 2]. These reports
suggested that significant levels of environmental contamination are present around these
sites. For example, contamination of the riverbanks of the Yenisei River, downstream from
Krasnoyarsk-26, is reported with measurements of 137Cs up to 220,000 Bq/kg. About 2 PBq
has been reported to be discharged to the Yenisei River and 17 EBq are reported to have been
discharged to deep wells near the site. The European Commission, DGXI, commissioned this
project in 1997 to evaluate the consequences of the radiological contamination that may exist
around Krasnoyarsk-26.
Krasnoyarsk-26, now known as Zheleznogorsk, is the site of a nuclear reactor plant and
reprocessing facility in Siberia in the Russian Federation. These facilities are known as the
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Mining Chemical Combine (MCC). Operations began there in late 1958. It is located
approximately 50 km north from the city of Krasnoyarsk in Siberia. The reactor plant consists
of three industrial graphite reactors for the production of weapon-grade plutonium from
irradiated natural uranium. The radiochemical plant at the site produces weapons grade
plutonium from processing the reactor fuel.
Two of the reactors were designed to abstract cooling water directly from the Yenisei River
and then to discharge it back to the river without any purification. The water discharged into
the river contained both activation and fission products. These radionuclides have been
adsorbed onto sediments that, in turn were distributed by flood action onto the riverbanks and
islands. As a result there are areas of contamination for hundreds of kilometres downstream.
The pattern of radioactive contamination of river sediments and the floodplains are complex.
The maximum contamination density observed was 200 Ci/km2 (7.42 MBq/m2) of 137Cs on
the island of Atamanovo where the exposure rate was 150 uR/hr (13 mSv/year). The two
single pass reactors were shut down in 1992.
Environmental contamination has also arisen as a result of the aerial dispersion of
radionuclides from surface ponds on the industrial site of the MCC old liquid radioactive
waste reservoirs.
The project was restricted to evaluating radioactive contamination outside of the sanitary
protection zone (SPZ). Information concerning the level of discharges from the sites to the
environment were also out with the scope of the project, with the exception of that already in
the public domain.
The project was managed by AEA Technology and included contributions from the VG
Khlopin Radium Institute, based in St Petersburg and the Mining Chemical Combine at
Krasnoyarsk-26. VNIPIPT, Moscow, also provided comments on the reports generated during
the project.
A series of technical reports have been prepared by AEA Technology and the VG Khlopin
Radium Institute which cover the technical work programmes described earlier in detail [3]. It
is the intention of this paper to summarise the findings of each of these reports, to bring out
their salient points and outstanding issues and to describe the main findings and conclusions
from the project.
2. METHODOLOGY
The methodology for achieving the objectives of the project was developed during an initial
series of discussions within project team. These discussions established the scope of the
project, what information could be made available and the responsibilities for obtaining the
information and for the subsequent evaluation and assessments of its implications.
It was agreed that information concerning radionuclide concentrations in environmental media
outside of the sanitary protection zone (SPZ) for Krasnoyarsk-26 would be made available for
a number of years of measurements, including the periods before and after the single pass
reactors ceased operation, where possible. However, it was not possible for information
concerning the SPZ, and/or discharges from the sites, to be made available.
In order to specify the exact requirements for the radionuclide information a questionnaire was
prepared to guide the dissemination of this information and to allow for it to be recorded
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electronically and facilitate the production of a GIS (Geographical Information System). The
purpose of the GIS was to provide a structured system for the recording of the environmental
radioactivity data, and other supporting data, and to allow this information to be represented
spatially on maps of the area. The GIS also facilitated interpolation between data points and
correlation's between different sets of data.
When the datasets were complete for each site they were evaluated against the following
criteria:
• sampling methodology
• analytical methodology
• comparison with global data for
• sites near nuclear establishments
• non-industrial locations
• comparison with other reported data for the area
With the validity and representativeness of the data established, the potential radiological
impact was assessed. The radiological assessment considered the intake of radionuclides from
inhalation of air (aerosols and particulate material), ingestion of foodstuffs, water and
soils/sediments (inadvertent), and external exposures from y-emitting radionuclides. The
preliminary calculations considered a pessimistic scenario whereby the highest observed
levels for each environmental medium were used together with very conservative generic
assumptions for dietary and occupancy habits. This simple approach allowed the screening out
of unimportant pathways for exposure.
Finally, potential remediation options to reduce or remove the exposure pathways were
evaluated and recommendations for further work to improve the understanding of potential
future exposures from each site were made.
3. ENVIRONMENTAL RADIOACTIVITY NEAR KRASNOYARSK-26
In this section the most relevant environmental data obtained for Krasnoyarsk-26 is
summarised. All of the original datasets, and their detailed evaluation, are presented in [3].
Information in the following areas was obtained for Krasnoyarsk-26:
• Atmospheric radionuclide concentrations
• Background concentrations in all media
• Demography
• Deposition of radionuclides (bulk)
• Deposition of radionuclides to soil
• Diet
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• External dose
• Radionuclide content in fish
• Radionuclide content in food stuffs
• Frequency and radionuclide content in hot particles
• Lifestyle
• Meteorology
• River chemistry & flow
• Radionuclide content in sediment
• Radionuclide content in soil
• Soil type
• Radionuclide content in vegetation
• Radionuclide content in water
• Plutonium data
This data was provided by the MCC and the VG Khlopin Radium Institute and collated by the
VG Khlopin Radium Institute. The radionuclide concentrations in environmental media are
reported from the late 1980's up to 1997 in most cases. Most of the data is also reported as
monthly and/or annual averages.
3.1 Atmospheric radionuclide concentrations
Measurements of radionuclide concentrations in air are made at three sites, two of which are
downwind and one is upwind of the MCC. A range of radionuclides was measured, including
7
Be, 60Co, 90Sr, 106Ru, 137Cs and levels of gross alpha and beta activity. There is little evidence
for a significant influence of plant plume on air concentrations at the measurement sites since
concentrations at the three measurement sites all quite similar (upwind and down wind).
3.2 Deposition of radionuclides (bulk)
Measurements are of bulk deposition (wet and dry) at several sites around the MCC. Two of
these sites are approximately 70 km to the west of the MCC, and represent sites that receive
background levels of deposition predominantly from global fallout (plus contributions from
locally resuspended soil). Annual mean deposition fluxes of 137Cs are small, and up to 1995,
appear to have been declining.
3.3 External dose
Annually averaged external doses were measured at a number of locations within 20 km of the
MCC in 1992 and 1994. There are also data for gamma dose rates in air at the locations where
soil and sediment samples were taken. The annually averaged external doses, other than those
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from the contaminated floodplains and islands, range from between 5 and 10 uJR/h, which is
well within the normal range expected for natural background radiation. The dose rates
measured at the locations where contaminated floodplain soils were samples were
considerably higher than this average value. Up to 150 jiR/h has been reported for some
locations.
3.4 Radionuclide content in fish
Concentrations of y-emitting radionuclides are reported for a number of sites upstream of the
release point from the MCC and up to 37 km downstream. Extensive data are available in
terms of sample frequency, sample locations and species type.
The short lived isotopes 32P, 24Na and 35S were responsible for the majority of the dose to the
local population from eating fish during the period when the single-pass reactors were
operating. Concentrations of 137Cs in fish downstream of the release point do not exceed about
20Bqkg 1 .
3.5 Radionuclide content in foodstuffs
Information on radionuclide levels was reported for a number of foodstuffs sampled between
1990 to 1997. The foodstuffs included milk, beef, potato, cabbage and carrot. The locations
ranged from within a few kilometres of the site to up to 250 kms downstream. Average milk
concentrations for the region as a whole are reported as being 0.79Bq/kg for i37Cs.
3.6 Frequency and radionuclide content in hot particles
A number of hot particles have been detected in several areas downstream of the MCC at
Krasnoyarsk-26. The areas where particles have been found have been described together with
the analysis of the radionuclide activities of the particles and of the floodplain deposits where
they were located. The source of the hot particles is likely to be from spent fuel fragments
from the single pass reactors at Krasnoyarsk-26. There has however been little analysis of the
particles structures, one measurement suggested a graphite-like matrix. The lack of
information on plutonium and uranium isotope ratios make it difficult to be certain about the
particles origins. There is evidence that the particles found are of different ages implying that
the release of the hot particles has taken place over a number of years. There is a wide range in
the specific activities of the particles (from 104 to 107 Bq 137Cs) implying that the particles
may come from different sources and originated at different times.
3.7 Radionuclide content in sediment
A substantial dataset was provided about radionuclide levels in the sediments of the Yenisei
River. Most measurements were made within 300 km of the discharge point. Upstream
background concentrations of 137Cs are three orders of magnitude lower than the peak
concentrations in the sediments down stream of the reactor discharge; however, a few down
stream concentrations are comparable to background levels. Concentrations of up to 1600
Bq/kg of 137Cs have been observed up to 650 kms from the discharge point.
3.8 Radionuclide content in soil
Essentially, there are two sets of measurement sites: ones which are associated with the
floodplains and islands of the Yenisei river, 'down river' from the MCC, and others not
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adjacent to the river, 'non-river' sites located ten's of kilometres from the MCC. Data is
reported from 1992 to 1997. The measurements made in floodland deposits are referred to
here as 'soils' but these are in fact hybrid solids, which are neither true soils or sediments and
have quite distinctive properties.
The 'non-river' sites have background concentrations of 137Cs are about 1 kBq m"2 which are
smaller than those at many European sites, even making allowances for the small amounts of
radioactive decay between the sampling dates.
The data for 'down-river' sites show that there are elevated concentrations of radionuclides at
several locations downstream of the MCC. The concentrations do not fall predictably with
downriver distance from the discharge point; for example the concentrations of 137Cs in soil
are not highest close to the discharge point. The data show that concentrations of 137Cs in soil
are elevated at up to 1000 km down river of the discharge point. The vertical profiles of 137Cs
concentrations indicate that the highest concentrations are not always within the rooting zone
and the profiles of concentration with depth are not consistent between different sites.
There is considerable spatial variability in the reported measurements. At one site for 137Cs
(176 km downstream of the discharge point), variability of about 2 orders of magnitude is
apparent for samples collected at the same time within a few 10's of metres. Such large
variability over a small scale could be explained by inhomogeneous contamination from
flooding events or perhaps by the presence of 'hot' particles.
The radionuclides present in floodplain soils, and river sediments, are a potential source of
future contamination of other areas in the Yenisei/Kara Sea system through re-mobilisation
and dispersion of the radionuclides themselves or re-suspension and deposition of the
contaminated soils/sediments.
3.9 Plutonium data
During the summer of 1997, soil was sampled at locations very close to the perimeter of MCC
and at two locations downwind which might have received deposition, and at a further two
locations which are subject to episodic flooding from the Yenisei. Levels of Pu-239+240 were
determined in the soil samples, together with some other radionuclides ( I37 Cs, 90Sr and 60Co).
The concentrations of 137Cs and Pu at two locations near the complex (storage accumulator of
liquid wastes and storage area for non-technological wastes) were elevated over background
levels. Measurements a few hundred metres downwind show concentrations in soil close to
background. This suggests the transfer mechanism from the liquid waste storage areas is
aerosol transfer of material from the liquid surface. Concentrations of Pu do not seem
particularly high at the downriver sites, although 137Cs, 90Sr and 60Co are elevated over
background levels. The Pu concentrations very close to the perimeter of the SPZ of the MCC
are approximately an order of magnitude greater than concentrations in rural UK and similar
to those at a village near the Sellafield site.
RADIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION
The radiological assessment of the contaminated territories around Krasnoyarsk-26 has been
based on the following pathways:
• the ingestion of radionuclides via contaminated foodstuffs and drinking water
• the ingestion of radionuclides via contaminated soils and sediments
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• the inhalation of aerosols
• the inhalation of participate material
• occupancy of contaminated land (via external exposure)
The radiological parameters used in the dose assessment, that is doses per unit intake (Sv per
Bq) are based on internationally accepted criteria [4]. The rates for inhalation and ingestion
(mass/volume per unit time) are arbitrarily based on standard reference parameters. External
exposure models are based on simple models of exposure to infinite plane sources. Occupancy
and habit data were based on locally observed patterns [3]. Calculations were carried out for
the highest values observed for each sample type. This allowed the most important pathways
to be identified.
TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF DOSES FROM ENVIRONMENTAL
RADIOACTIVITY AT KRASNOYARSK-26
Pathway

Inhalation of air
Inhalation of soil
Inhalation of soil (2)
Inhalation of sediment
(1996)
Ingestion of foodstuffs
Ingestion offish
Ingestion of water
Ingestion of soil (1)
Ingestion of soil (2)
Ingestion of hot
particles, mean (3)
Ingestion of hot
particles, max (4)
Ingestion of sediments
(1996)
External irradiation

Maximum Annual Individual dose, Sv/y
Adult
1.66E-08
5.62E-05
9.15E-07
1.17E-06

Child
1.59E-08
1.98E-05
7.28E-07
1.04E-06

Infant
1.34E-08
5.96E-06
4.69E-07
6.83E-07

5.03E-05
5.73E-05
3.12E-06
1.30E-05
4.03E-06
2.32E-03
3.84E-02
3.77E-01

5.49E-05
1.14E-05
2.41-06
5.88E-06
1.03E-06
1.80E-03
2.96E-02
2.90E-01

1.20E-04
2.85E-06
3.67E-06
3.44E-05
4.8E-06
2.20E-03
3.55E-02
3.48E-01

4.17E-06

1.27E-06

6.81E-06

5.34E-03

5.34E-03

5.34E-03

(1) from 'down-river' soils
(2) from 'non-river' soils
(3) mean values from 13 particles
(4) max values are derived from the highest activity observed in a particle
(5) detailed assessments of the potential exposures to hot particles are given in [3]

The floodplains and hot particles therefore represent the most significant exposure pathways
for the radiation exposure of the population in the region near, or downstream from,
Krasnoyarsk-26. A further potential source of exposures, particularly to infants, could arise
from the ingestion of contaminated milk. There is evidence at one site, on the contaminated
floodplain that levels of 137Cs contamination in milk is relatively high. Other sites on the
contaminated floodplain did not show elevated levels in locally produced milk. The highest
values were used in the above calculations and these are therefore conservative. The
population also have a wide variety of food sources and are not dependent solely on locally
produced food.
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A key feature of the contaminated floodplain is the complex nature of the distribution of the
radioactivity. There is no simple correlation with distance downstream and samples taken at
apparently adjacent sites, at the same time, can have very different activities.
The maximum doses assessed here, associated with the use and occupancy of the
contaminated floodplains and islands of the Yenisei, are higher than the Russian standard for
the annual dose limit for member of public (1 mSv/y) by a factor of 2 or 3. The exposures
associated with the contaminated floodplain would therefore be classed as requiring further
study, and possibly intervention, under the Russian regulatory system.
5. REMEDIATION OPTIONS
In 1999, Russia adopted new standards of radiation safety, NRB-99, corresponding to
international basic safety standards. These standards recommend that the criterion for
intervention following radioactive pollution incidents should be where individual doses to the
population are more than 0.3mSv per year, based on a collective dose from 70 years
occupancy. Based on these criteria the following areas would require remediation.
5.1 Areas of contaminated floodplain and riverbank
There is insufficient data to confirm the extent of contamination along the riverbanks.
Samples in which contamination has been found have been taken from between 5m and 50m
from the edge of the river.
The most recent data from Krasnoyarsk-26, based on a communication received in June 1998,
is that for assessment purposes, the following should be assumed:
• only one bank of the river should be assumed to be contaminated;
• the width of contamination should be assumed to be 20m;
• the length of this contaminated strip should be assumed to be 1000km;
• this gives a total area of contamination of 20 km2;
• the gamma dose rate should be assumed to be 30-40 |J.R/hour (2.6-3.5 mSv/year);
• this is equivalent to 50-200 kBq/m2 for 137Cs.
• If the average contamination depth is assumed to be 0.3m, then the volume of
contaminated material would amount to 6 million (6 E+06) m3.

5.2 Gorodskoy Island
The island is located in the Yenisei River, approximately 410 km downstream from
Krasnoyarsk City at Eniseisk. Average levels of pollution at lm depth are 1050kBq/m2 for
I37
Cs, 3.3kBq/m2 for 60Co and 12.5Bq/m2 for 152Eu. The gamma background dose is 20-60 \x
R/hour (1.8-5.3 mSv/year). The total area of pollution on the island has been estimated by the
Russian partners to be 10000m2. A vertical profile of contamination down through soil on the
island showed contamination present to at least 0.75m depth. This gives an estimated volume
of contaminated material to be at least 7500 m3.
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5.3 Atamanov Island
Atamanov Island is located about 5km downstream of the MCC nuclear plant. If the nature
and depth of contamination are assumed to be similar to that on Gorodskoy Island, and the
size of Atamanov Island is estimated to be approximately one third of Gorodskoy Island, then
the estimated volume of contaminated material is at least 2500 m3.
The overall options for management of the contamination are relatively simple, and include:
• Option 1: excavation of all contaminated material and its removal to approved waste
treatment, storage and eventual disposal facilities;
• Option 2: in-situ confinement of the contamination in its present location, through
emplacement of engineered barriers, in order to prevent further spread of
contamination and to minimise doses to critical groups;
• Option 3: minimisation of dose/risk to the population through "agricultural
countermeasures", similar to those employed in areas contaminated from the
Chernobyl accident;
• Option 4: removal of the population until risks to them are within acceptable limits;
• Option 5: "do nothing".
The conclusions of the project team were that a combination of Options 1 and 5 was likely to
be the most pragmatic solution.
6. RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of the radiological assessments show that the only significant exposures result
from the occupancy and use of the contaminated floodplains, particularly if hot particles are
present. Doses of several millisieverts a year could result from some of the most contaminated
sites. The levels of floodplain contamination are very variable; samples taken at the same
approximate location can be very substantially different. There is also no simple correlation
with contamination levels and distance from the discharge.
A number of key recommendations have been made in order to understand the implications of
the contaminated floodplains and islands of the Yenisei River more precisely. The
recommendations include the following:
(1) Define spatial extent of floodplain contamination in a robust and systematic way
•
•
•
•
•

Aerial gamma survey (137Cs)
Ground gamma survey
Examination of hydrological features of the river
Evaluation of flooding scenarios and their impact
Evaluation of alpha-contamination

(2)Identify usage of floodplain site in detail
•
•
•
•

Land use (pasture, crop production, recreation etc)
River use (fishing, swimming, etc.)
Occupancy times
Demographic data
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(3)Evaluate contamination of food produced on or near contaminated floodplain sites
• Sampling and analysis programme for foods produced on, or near, contaminated
floodplains
• Modelling of food-chain transfer for representative scenarios
(4)Evaluate potential impact from hot particles
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small programme currently supported by DGXI
Distribution of hot particles
Analysis of hot particles
Sources of hot particles
Critical groups
Risk assessment

(5)Dose measurements for critical groups
• Whole body and TLD measurement programmes
• Dose assessments for representative scenarios, including the impact of potential
future flood events
(6)Evaluation of key source term data
• Understanding radwaste disposed of and stored at Krasnoyarsk-26, future operations
and the final site closure strategies
• Understanding (or development) of a strategy for each site for future radwaste
management, in order to minimise future releases to the biosphere
(7)Detailed evaluation of remediation strategies
• Cost per averted man-sievert
• Regulatory issues
• Pragmatic solutions which can be achieved easily, mainly with existing equipment,
and at little cost
(8)Evaluate potential for re-contamination of remediated sites
• Evaluate the potential for re-contamination to occur should areas be remediated
• Identify patterns of sediment movement and deposition
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF J.L. SMITH-BRIGGS
E.D. STUKIN (Russian Federation): All available RADLEG data show that the
contamination maxima in the Yenisey valley occur at depths of 30 cm. Consequently,
sampling at a depth of 10 cm or less gives incorrect results.
J.L. SMITH-BRIGGS (United Kingdom): Contamination is present from the surface down
to 50-60 cm, in places even down to 1 m. The contamination profile can be very variable;
sometimes the contamination is greater at the surface and sometimes it is greater at deep
levels.
E.D. STUKIN (Russian Federation): You spoke about aerial photography. Were you aware
that the Institute of Global Climate and Ecology had carried out an aerial photographic survey
of the Yenisey valley over a distance of 2000 km and across a front of 3 km?
J.L. SMITH-BRIGGS (United Kingdom): I was not aware of that, and I would be interested
in seeing the results.
M. GOLDMAN (USA): What data were there for the time before 1987, when the releases
were greatest?
J.L. SMITH-BRIGGS (United Kingdom): Measurements carried out when the reactors
were operating indicated very light levels of phosphorus-32 and some other short-lived
nuclides in the fish and also fairly high doses to people living in the settlements who
consumed fish.
M. GOLDMAN (USA): Are the hot particles mentioned by you plutonium particles?
J.L. SMITH-BRIGGS (United Kingdom): They are mainly caesium particles, but there are
also americium, plutonium and uranium particles. Most of the dose comes from B7 Cs.
S.M. VAKULOVSKY (Russian Federation): Did you estimate the doses received by people
living along the river before the closure of the single-pass reactors?
J.L. SMITH-BRIGGS (United Kingdom): No, our study did not cover doses to earlier
population groups-only current and possible future doses.
Yu.A. IZRAEL (Russian Federation-Session Chair): In this connection, I would draw
attention to the proceedings of the International Conference on Radioactivity after Nuclear
Explosions and Accidents held in Moscow from 24 to 26 April 2000, which contain reports by
three institutes (one Siberian and two Moscow-based) on radioactive contamination around
Krasnoyarsk-26.
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RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION IN THE ARCTIC —
PRESENT SITUATION AND FUTURE CHALLENGES
P. STRAND
Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority, Osteras, Norway
Abstract
There is currently a focus on radioactivity and the Arctic region. The reason for this is the high
number of nuclear sources in parts of the Arctic and the vulnerability of Arctic systems to radioactive
contamination. The Arctic environment is also perceived as a wilderness and the need for the
protection of this wilderness against contamination is great. In 1991, the International Arctic
Environmental Protection Strategy (IAEPS) was launched and the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment
Programme (AMAP) established. AMAP is undertaking an assessment of the radioactive
contamination of the Arctic and its radiological consequences. This paper summarises some of
current knowledge about sources of radioactive contamination, vulnerability, exposure of man, and
potential sources for radioactive contamination within Arctic and some views on the future needs for
work concerning radioactivity in Arctic.
1. INTRODUCTION
There is currently a focus on radioactivity and the Arctic region. The reason for this is

probably the high number of nuclear sources in parts of the Arctic and the vulnerability of
Arctic systems to radioactive contamination. The Arctic environment is also perceived as a
wilderness and the need for the protection of this wilderness against contamination is great. In
the last decade information has also been released concerning the nuclear situation which has
caused concern in many countries. Due to such concerns, the International Arctic
Environmental Protection Strategy (IAEPS) was launched in 1991 and the Arctic Monitoring
and Assessment Programme (AMAP) was established. AMAP is undertaking an assessment
of the radioactive contamination of the Arctic and its radiological consequences. In 1996
IAEPS became part of the Arctic Council. AMAP presented one main report in 1997 [AMAP
1997] and another in 1998 [AMAP 1998]. There are also several other national, bilateral and
international programmes in existence which deal with this issue. This paper summarises
some of current knowledge about sources of radioactive contamination, vulnerability,
exposure of man, and potential sources for radioactive contamination within Arctic and some
views on the future needs for work concerning radioactivity in Arctic.
2. PAST AND PRESENT RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION
There are three main sources of radioactive contamination in the Arctic today: global fallout
from nuclear tests, releases from nuclear reprocessing plants in Western Europe and
Chernobyl fallout. A total of 518 atmospheric nuclear explosions took place up to 1980. The
spatial distribution of Cs of this fallout onto land is shown in Figure 1. [Strand et al. 1998].
The major source of radiocaesium to the Arctic from West European nuclear reprocessing
plants is Sellafield in the UK. Releases started in 1952 and continue up to the present day with
99

137

major releases having occurred between 1974 and 1982. The releases of Tc and Cs from
Sellafield and the subsequent contamination levels in the Barents Sea are shown in Figure 2.
99

Releases of Tc increased in 1994 from the reprocessing plant at Sellafield and have recently
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led to increased concentrations of
Arctic Seas.

99

Tc in northern marine environments and further into the

Following the Chernobyl accident in 1986, a major release of radioactive material spread over
large areas in Europe, with the radioactive cloud and fallout also reaching Arctic areas, mainly
the North West Russia and Northern Fenno-Scandia, with deposition levels in the order of 1-5
kBq/m^ Cs. Deposition levels in the order of 10-200 kBq/m^ were, however, observed just
south of the Polar Circle. Radioactive contamination of the North and Baltic Seas provides
continuously indirect contamination to the Arctic marine environment via transport pathways
along the Norwegian coast.

1-

FIG. 1. Estimated spatial distribution of 137Cs fallout from nuclear weapons testing.
There do also exist several other sources which have given small or only localized
contamination such as the Thule accident in Greenland, where an American plane carrying
nuclear bombs was involved, from the accident with the Komsomolets submarine in the
Norwegian Sea, waste storage sites and from dumping of radioactive waste in the sea. Former
releases from the nuclear reprocessing plant at Mayak in the Urals, even if it has not
contaminated Arctic areas to a substantial degree with earlier discharges, is today a
considerable source contained in the environment and, through the potential for transport of
radionuclides via the Ob River, is a source to be considered as a threat to the Arctic
environment. The releases of radioactive caesium and strontium from Mayak were nearly 100
times higher than the releases of these radionuclides from Chernobyl. Today the radionuclide
inventory is stored mainly in lakes and reservoirs, with potential risk for leakage to the rivers
and into the Northern Seas.
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FIG. 2. The releases of Cs from Sellafield and the subsequent contamination levels in the
Barents Sea and East Greenland Current.

3. EXPOSURE OF MAN FROM PAST RELEASE
The largest contribution to radiation doses from radioactive contamination to the population in
northern areas has come from fallout from nuclear tests in the 1950's and '60's. In some areas
also the Chernobyl fallout has contributed significantly to the total dose. The population in
northern areas is exposed to a dose, from radioactive contamination, which is about 5 times
higher than the dose for people in more temperate areas with the same deposition. This
illustrates the higher transfer and vulnerability of the Arctic areas from Cs contamination.
Indigenous people in the Arctic, mainly living off traditional food products from mountain,
forest and lakes, e.g. reindeer-herding Saamis, receive the highest doses from radioactive
contamination.
Radiation doses to both the average population and the special groups depend mainly on
intake of locally-produced terrestrial products. In comparison, Arctic population groups with
mainly marine products in their diet, receive relatively low doses. The most exposed
population groups in the Arctic can on average receive up to 50 times higher individual doses
than members of the average population.
The intake by the general Arctic population of radiocaesium from different foodstuffs during
the period 1990-1994 in the 8 Arctic countries are shown in Figure 3 [Strand et al. 1998]. For
the average Arctic populations, a range of different food products contribute to the total Cs
intake. Canada is an exception, with the domination of reindeer meat consumption in the
intake of radiocaesium.
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The regional effect on dietary preferences is also clearly shown in Figure 3. For example, goat
cheese is only an important source for radioceasium intake in Norway. Mushrooms are
important in Sweden, Finland and Russia. However, there is a considerable lack in knowledge
concerning the importance of natural food products in the transfer of radionuclides to man. In
contrast, people who consume only marine products, such as marine fish and mammals,
receive doses that are at least an order of magnitude lower than people consuming terrestrial
products such as reindeer/caribou meat, freshwater fish and mushrooms. The intake for the
selected groups were considerably higher as shown in Figure 4. The major contributor to the
intake for these groups was reindeer meat.
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FIG. 3. Yearly intakes by the average populations during 1990-1994.
The major contribution (» 15 000 manSv) to the collective dose to Arctic populations results
from fallout from nuclear weapons testing, with a range of individual dose commitments
between 1 and 150 mSv [Strand et al. 1998]. The second most important contribution (» 500
manSv) to collective dose within the Arctic derives from the Chernobyl accident, with
individual dose commitments normally in the range 1 to 50 mSv. Individual annual doses to
the most exposed residents of the Arctic from Chernobyl releases, however, could be
approximately 10 to 20 mSv/y in the most affected areas. Countermeasures introduced by
some countries following the Chernobyl accident and, in some cases, maintained to the
present day, have resulted in reduced individual doses and dose commitments. Releases from
the Sellafield fuel reprocessing plant provide the third most important collective dose
contribution (» 50 manSv) with a relatively small contribution to individual dose (i.e. in the
range 0 to 0.05 mSv) [CEC 1990].
The total exposure of man from the dumping of nuclear waste is very small even taking into
consideration the potential future dose. Smaller-scale releases from accidents in military
operations, such as those in northern Russia, the plutonium spill at Thule and the loss of the
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Komsomolets submarine in the Norwegian Sea, have resulted in no significant increases in
radiation exposures to the Arctic populations. For other releases to the environment, such as
from the Mayak reprocessing plant, it has been difficult to assess the collective or individual
doses to Arctic populations from the releases especially, before 1960.
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FIG. 4. Yearly intakes by the selected indigenous groups, during 1990-1994.

4. POTENTIAL THREATS TO ARCTIC AND FUTURE NEED FOR RISK AND IMPACT
ASSESSMENT
The concentration and number of nuclear installations and the potential for releases cause
concern, especially since the vulnerability of Arctic populations is much greater than for
populations in temperate areas due to the importance of terrestrial semi-natural exposure
pathways. The largest threat to the environment and the population in the Arctic today is
connected to potential accidents in nuclear power plants, during handling and storage of
nuclear weapons, decommissioning and refuelling of nuclear powered vessels and during
storage of radioactive waste.
The future work should concentrate on an assessment of the possible consequences of
potential major radiation accidents or releases in the Arctic terrestrial or aquatic environments
and their vicinity. Knowledge gaps relating to important pathways of human exposure and
environmental contamination in the Arctic, such as long-term migration of radionuclides,
changes with time in characteristics of the diet of different Arctic population groups, reasons
for the high variability in levels determined in different foodstuffs need to be addressed. To
fulfil some of these gaps, additional experimental, surveys and modelling work will be
needed. High priority should be given to studying the site-specific vulnerability of particular
Arctic regions and communities as an essential basis for the prediction of consequences of
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potential radioactive contamination. Radiation monitoring in the Arctic environment should
be continued, in order to acquire both spatial and temporal information as input data for
assessment. Finally, the need for developing a system for assessing the consequence of
radiation exposure for Arctic flora and fauna has a high priority. There has historically been a
focus on the consequences on peoples' health, not the effect on the environment itself, in
assessing the impact of radioactive contamination. This work needs collaboration at an
international level and, with this in mind, AMAP and IUR will work together on this topic.
Risk Management-need for closer links between Risk Assessment and Action Programs. It
is imperative that action is based on risk and impact assessments and furthermore that the
results of such actions are reassessed. Currently, communication and interaction is poor
between the existing Risk and Impact assessment Programs devised to assess and monitor
contamination in the Arctic and the Action Programs tasked to devise strategies and respond
to existing radioactive contamination sources by implementing short-or long-term solutions. It
is vital to bridge this gap and foster an interdependence between the Risk Assessment and
Practical Programs to improve monitoring, response strategies and the implementation of
action plans.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF P. STRAND
E.D. STUKIN (Russian Federation): You said that two of your colleagues are working on
the platform above the "Kursk" submarine. What can you say about the radioactivity levels
due to the submarine's reactor?
P. STRAND (Norway): They have not detected any radioactivity that could be ascribed to the
reactor. The data obtained so far do not suggest that the reactor is leaking. It looks as if the
reactor safety system worked well and that the reactor was shut down properly.
YU. A. IZRAEL (Russian Federation-Session Chair): That conclusion is supported by
measurements which were carried out by specialists from Russia's Institute of Global Climate
and Ecology after the "Kursk" accident and the results of which were included in the
proceedings of the International Conference on Radioactivity after Nuclear Explosion and
Accidents held in Moscow last April.
V. NOVIKOV (International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis): Could you give any
examples of cases where the countermeasures which were taken resulted in an increase-rather
than a decrease-of risk?
P. STRAND (Norway): No, I cannot. It is simply a principle that countermeasures should not
be taken if they will result in a risk increase. For that reason, there are cases where radioactive
waste dumped at sea has been left where it is.
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Abstract
This paper discusses estimates of radiation dose to representative members of the public of the United
States (U.S.) from atmospheric nuclear tests conducted from 1951 through 1962 at the Nevada Test
Site. The estimates provided here summarize five studies conducted over the past two decades. From
those studies, an estimate of the average deposition of'3VCs within each of the more than 3,000
counties across the country has been derived as well as doses to representative persons in each
county and to specific subpopulations. The years of the largest contributions to the collective external
dose were 1952, 1953, and 1957. Those years accounted for about 70% of the 84,000 person-Gy
received by the U.S. public. Irradiation of the thyroid gland of members of the U.S. public was also a
consequence of dispersion of radioiodine in the fallout. Thyroid doses varied by location and by birth
year. The population weighted thyroid dose for a child born in 1951 and for an adult in 1951 were 30
and 5 mGy, respectively. Maps are provided to show the geographic distribution of !37Cs as well as
the average thyroid dose received in each county from the Nevada tests.

1. INTRODUCTION
The United States began conducting nuclear tests above ground at the Nevada Test Site (NTS)
on January 27, 1951. Atmospheric testing continued intermittently until August 5, 1963.
During that period, 119 tests were conducted, most of them aboveground. The total nuclear
yield of these explosions was approximately one megaton of TNT-equivalent explosive
energy.
Beginning in the early 1980s and continuing until 1997, four dose reconstruction studies
related to exposure from the NTS were completed. Presently, a fifth study is in progress. The
mandate for these studies has come about largely as a result of interest by the public and the
U.S. Congress. These studies vary considerably in scope, design, and purpose. All five of
these studies will be briefly discussed and a summary of the estimated doses received by
members of the public will be presented.
The individual studies are known as: 1) the ORERP study of the U.S. Department of Energy;
2) the Utah Leukaemia Case-Control study; 3) the Utah Thyroid Cohort Study; 4) the National
Cancer Institute 131I fallout study; and 5) the Feasibility Study on fallout exposures from NTS
and global fallout being jointly conducted by the Centres for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) and the National Cancer Institute (NCI). The first three studies were concerned with
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doses received by "local" populations (less than 800 km from the NTS), while the fourth and
the fifth studies deal with the estimation of doses received by populations across the
continental United States. The fourth study is limited to the estimation of thyroid doses from
13
'i while the fifth study, now in progress, includes all other important radionuclides present
in fallout and all other organs and tissues. In the first four of these studies, uncertainty
estimates were attached to the calculated doses.
2. SUMMARY OF STUDIES AND ESTIMATED DOSES
Testing of nuclear weapons in Nevada resulted in the release of fission and activation products
to the atmosphere that were dispersed across the U.S. in the form of gases and fallout
particles. About 6 PBq of l37Cs was released from NTS tests; about one-third or 2 PBq was
deposited in the U.S. The years of 1952, 1953, 1955, and 1957 were years of particularly large
releases and depositions. The time-dependence of the 137Cs deposition in the U.S. from the
NTS is shown in Figure 1 and the geographic pattern of deposition is shown in Figure 2.
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FIG 1. Total

137

Cs (Bq) deposited in the U.S. from NTS tests as a function of year of testing.

Information released by the U.S. Government about the release of 137Cs, 131I and other
radionuclides has engendered public and Congressional interest in the effects of fallout on the
health of Americans. The various efforts at dose reconstruction in the U.S. related to Nevada
weapons testing have taken place, in part, as a result of such interest, though the studies
described here fulfilled several different objectives. The five studies varied primarily
according to the degree of methodological development and dose estimation for representative
persons versus attention to estimating doses to real individuals in the population.
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3. THE ORERP STUDY
The Off-Site Radiation Exposure Review Project (ORERP) sponsored by the U.S. Department
of Energy was the first major study to address the necessary methodology needed to estimate
credible doses to the U.S. public from NTS fallout at a variety of locations. The project,
established in the late 1970s, utilized expertise of scientists from a variety of organizations
including government laboratories, government agencies, universities, etc. Considerable new
methodology developed by the ORERP later contributed to the success of the other studies to
be described. In particular, the ORERP developed tables of factors to convert exposure rates
following deposition of fallout to relative amounts of all important fission and activation
products (Hicks 1981). These detailed tables were calculated for each individual nuclear test.
In addition, the ORERP developed computer models to estimate both external and internal
dose (Henderson and Smale 1990; Whicker and Kirchner 1987). The latter modelling effort
was particularly innovative in that it described different lifestyle scenarios, different pathways
of exposure, and incorporated parameter values for lifestyles, age-dependence, etc. The
ORERP also developed databases of deposition densities at many locations in the western
United States (Beck 1984).The ORERP computed a variety of different dose estimates,
pertaining mainly to collective dose and for representative persons in the western states. The
reader is referred to Anspaugh et al. (1986, 1990), Whicker et al. (1996), and to Bouville
(1996). ORERP estimates of dose following test event HARRY are provided in Table 1
below. The location, St. George, UT, is downwind (east) of the NTS.
TABLE 1. ORERP STUDY: ESTIMATES OF INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL DOSES
IN ST.GEORGE, UT FROM TEST EVENT HARRY (19 May 1953)
Organ/tissue

Infant dose (mGy)

Internal irradiation
Thyroid
840
Lower
large 25
intestine
Upper
large 8.8
intestine
Bone surfaces
7.6
Total Body
1.1
External irradiation
Total Body
-10

Adult dose (mGy)

51
5.0
2.0
1.1
0.48
-10

4. THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH LEUKAEMIA CASE-CONTROL STUDY
The two studies, conducted by the University of Utah and funded by the U.S. National Cancer
Institute, were also in response to public and Congressional interest. The Utah studies differed
considerably from that of the ORERP, however, in that they were epidemiological
investigations whose purposes were to test hypotheses posed by earlier investigators
concerning possible health effects among residents of Utah.
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The study of leukaemia among Utah residents used methods and data from the ORERP study
as well as personal residence histories of all persons dying in Utah with leukaemia after 1
November 1958 and matched control subjects. Residence histories were obtained from
records of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and other sources. Because the
tissue of interest was the active bone marrow, external irradiation by fallout was the primary
contributor to the radiation exposure of the subjects. Previous investigations show that
internal dose from fallout was only a small contribution. Methodology for the leukaemia study
and estimated doses were discussed by Simon et al. (1995) and by Lloyd et al. (1990), and are
summarized in Table 2 below. Results of the epidemiological analysis were reported in
Stevens etal. (1990).
TABLE 2. UTAH CASE-CONTROL STUDY; SUMMARY OF ACTIVE BONE
MARROW DOSES (MGY) FOR 6,507 SUBJECTS (Simon et al. 1995)

Mean
Median
Minimum
Maximum

CASES
2.9
3.2
0
26

CONTROLS
2.7
3.1
0
29

OVERALL
2.8
3.2
0
29

5. THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH THYROID COHORT STUDY
The Utah study of thyroid disease also used data and methodology for estimating deposition
from the ORERP. However, independent methods for estimating individual doses and
uncertainty were developed specifically for this study by the Utah investigators (see Simon et
al. 1990). Doses were estimated for 3,545 subjects of which 3,122 were re-examined for
evidence of thyroid disease, both benign and cancerous.
The dosimetry methodology accounted for all major pathways of exposure including external
and internal irradiation (ingestion and inhalation). The primary source of !31I to the study
subjects was consumption of milk though fresh leafy vegetables were also included in the
calculations. The source of milk (i.e., commercial or backyard cow) was important because of
differences in feeding habits and in time delays between production and consumption. In
addition, whether or not the subjects drank goat's milk was important because of the higher
transfer factors from ground deposition to milk contamination for goats. Milk consumption
rates for each study subject during the years of fallout deposition were determined from
interviews with the parents of each subject.
Individual doses ranged from near zero to 4600 mGy. Average thyroid doses in the three
counties where subjects lived at the time of exposure were 72 mGy (Washington County,
Utah), 3.6 mGy (Graham County, Arizona) and 28 mGy (Lincoln County, Nevada) (see
Table 3).
Doses to milk drinkers greatly exceeded those to subjects that did not drink milk. Similarly,
consumers of goat's milk had higher predicted doses than those to subjects drinking only
cow's milk (see Table 4).
A summary of the dosimetry findings for the Utah thyroid cohort study is presented in Till et
al. (1995) and findings of the epidemiological analysis of the Utah thyroid cohort study are
presented in Kerber et al.(1993) and in Stevens et al. (1992).
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TABLE 3. UTAH THYROID COHORT STUDY: SUMMARY OF THYROID DOSES
(mGy) FROM UTAH THYROID COHORT STUDY (Till et al. 1995)
Washington
County, Utah

Graham
County,
Arizona

Lincoln
County,
Nevada

Overall

1896

1369

280

3545

Mean dose

170

13

50

98

Median dose

72

3.6

28

25

Minimum dose

0

0

0

0

Maximum
dose

4600

450

840

4600

Mean GSDa

2.7

3.0

2.7

2.8

Number
subjects

of

-

a

Geometric Standard Deviation.

TABLE 4. COMPARISON OF THYROID DOSES (mGy) BETWEEN MILK
DRINKERS AND NON-MILK DRINKERS (Till et al. 1995)
Non-milk
drinkers
Number
of 120
subjects
Mean dose
12
Median dose
0.5
Maximum
25
dose
6. THE NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE

Cow's
Goat's
drinkers
3337
100
30
4600
13I

and/or Goat's
milk drinkers

milk

155
300
39
4600

I FALLOUT STUDY

The study of the National Cancer Institute (NCI 1997) was the first study to estimate thyroid
doses from NTS fallout to representative persons in all 3,000+ counties of the United States.
The NCI study also used certain methodologies developed by the ORERP though the NCI
study relied heavily on extensive review of deposition data and interpolation strategies of
deposition information derived from the gummed film monitoring network of the Atomic
Energy Commission's Health and Safety Laboratory in New York City (Beck et al. 1990). All
major pathways of exposure were considered as well as a set of consumption and agedependent scenarios (Bouville et al. 1990).
The collective thyroid dose to the population of the contiguous United States from all
atmospheric bomb tests detonated at the Nevada Test Site was estimated to be about 4 x 106
person Gy, corresponding to a per capita thyroid dose of about 20 mGy. The greatest
contributions to the collective thyroid dose are estimated to have been due to the Plumbbob test
series in 1957, the Tumbler-Snapper test series in 1952, and the Upshot-Knothole test series in
1953. Thyroid doses to representative individuals were found to vary mainly according to age,
origin and consumption rate of milk, as well as to place of residence at the time of the tests.
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FIG. 3. Map of county estimates of thyroid dose (mGy) from
age groups.

l3!

I released from all tests conducted at the Nevada Test Site, averaged over all

Interested readers are referred to the website of the National Cancer Institute
(http://rex.nci.nih.gov/, see "About Radiation Fallout") for the entire report and a series of
colour coded maps giving the results of the extensive calculations. Figure 3 presents a map
showing the estimated thyroid dose received in each county averaged over all groups.
Because the risk of thyroid cancer following exposure to 131I is not known with certainty, the
expected number of excess cases had to be predicted based on what is known about childhood
exposure to external radiation. The predicted number of lifetime excess thyroid cancer cases
associated with the exposure from testing is dependent on the relative biological effectiveness
of 131I, the effects of gender and age at exposure on radiation risk, the risk coefficient, and the
statistical model used. The 95% confidence limits on the predicted number of excess thyroid
cancer cases resulting from NTS exposures have been estimated to be 11,300 and 212,000
(IOM and NRC 1999). It is estimated that over one-third of the predicted cases have already
been diagnosed.
7. THE CDC/NCI FEASIBILITY STUDY ON ESTIMATING TOTAL DOSES FROM NTS
FALLOUT
In October 1998, the United States Congress directed the Department of Health and Human
Services to conduct a study of health consequences to the American people from radioactive
fallout resulting from nuclear weapons tests conducted by the United States and other nations.
Following this mandate, the Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the NCI
collaborated to determine feasibility and to produce preliminary dose estimates.
The CDC/NCI feasibility study, now being completed, has crudely estimated doses resulting
from the tests conducted at the NTS and considered, at least in a preliminary fashion, all
important radionuclides and radiation exposures resulting from external irradiation and from
consumption of contaminated foodstuffs. In this framework, preliminary doses to
representative persons in all counties of the continental United States have been estimated for
the first time for a set of the most important radionuclides produced as a result of nuclear
weapons testing between 1951 and 1963 by the U.S. and other nations. Only preliminary
doses resulting from NTS fallout are discussed here. They are provided for illustration
purposes of the type of results obtained in the study, as the extensive report prepared by CDC
and NCI is currently under scientific review. It is stressed that the numerical values of the
dose estimates may change before the publication of the report.
Doses were calculated for 61 of the most significant events that occurred at the NTS during
1951, 1952, 1953, 1955, 1957, and 1957. Most of the radiation exposure from external
irradiation was from gamma rays emitted by fission products deposited on the ground; the
external dose was mainly due to short-lived radionuclides and occurred within the first 3
weeks after each test. On an annual basis, the time dependence of doses to the U.S. population
followed the same basic time-pattern as the deposition of 137Cs (see Figure 1 and Table 5).
The total collective external dose was about 84,000 person-Gy corresponding to an average
external dose from all NTS tests of about 0.5 mGy, equivalent to about one year of external
radiation exposure from natural background. Residents in the states immediately downwind
from the NTS received much higher exposures than the average while people in the western
and north-western U.S. and some areas of the Midwest and of the Southeast received much
less than the average. The actual dose received by any individual depended on the fraction of
time he/she spent outdoors during the first few weeks after fallout and the degree of shielding
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provided by his/her dwelling. The most exposed individuals at any particular location would
have been outdoor workers or others who spent most of their day outdoors.
Doses from internal irradiation were calculated to a variety of organs and tissues, in particular,
red bone marrow and the thyroid. Table 6 summarizes the population-weighted dose to these
tissues for those citizens who were adults at the time of fallout and for those were born 1
January, 1951, that is, just before the first tests that were conducted at the NTS.
Internal radiation doses were dominated by the thyroid dose, the most important contributor
being 131I. Other than the doses from 131I to the thyroid, doses to other organs are much
smaller and are less than the dose that was estimated to have resulted from external exposure
to NTS fallout. This included liver, red bone marrow, colon, etc. The more important
contributors to internal dose from NTS fallout, other than 131I , were the short-lived
radionuclides 89Sr, and 140Ba. The population weighted effective dose received by the U.S.
population from ingestion was estimated to be about 0.3 mSv.
TABLE 5. COLLECTIVE EXTERNAL DOSE AND COUNTRY-AVERAGE DOSE
FROM NTS FALLOUT AS A FUNCTION OF YEAR OF TESTING
Cumulative
Collective
Dose
(103 PersonGy)
and 6.8

YEAR

Test Series

1951

Ranger
BusterJangle
TumblerSnapper
UpshotKnothole
Teapot
Plumbbob
Storax

1952
1953
1955
1957
1962
Total NTS

Country-Average
Dose
(mGy)

0.039

16

0.093

20

0.12

13
23
5.0
84

0.072
0.12
0.029
-0.5

TABLE 6. POPULATION-WEIGHTED RED MARROW AND THYROID DOSES
FROM ALL NTS TESTS (MGY).
Population Subgroup

Organ Dose (mGy)
Red marrow

Thyroid

Child born in 1951

0.12

30

Adult in 1951

0.1

5

The preliminary results provided here establish that a reconstruction of external and internal
(i.e., ingestion) doses from all important radionuclides NTS fallout is feasible.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The five dose reconstruction studies described here have added considerable knowledge about
the doses received by the U.S. public as a consequence of nuclear testing in Nevada. These
dose estimates have enabled the health impacts to be estimated (e.g., for thyroid cancer) to a
limited degree. There are, however, still gaps in knowledge with respect to estimating doses to
the U.S. population from NTS fallout. These include lack of knowledge about fission neutron
energy spectra and 137Cs/Pu ratios as well as information about individual's habits and
lifestyle. In addition, estimated doses could be improved by acquiring additional data to
validate dose estimates. Validation data could take the form of deposition densities,
concentrations of radionuclides (in particular 131I) in food products or in thyroid glands. A
higher resolution grid of historical precipitation data could be used to further improve the
interpolations. Finally, dose estimates are yet to be completed for Hawaii and Alaska and for
the territories. Correcting these various deficiencies in availability of data and completing the
identified refinements in models remain as challenges within the immediate future.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF S.L. SIMON
E.D. STUKIN (Russian Federation): The Nevada test site and the Semipalatinsk test site are
of roughly the same size, and there were other similarities (for example, the height of the
towers at the top of which the nuclear-weapon-related devices were installed was about the
same). However, the individual and collective doses due to the tests carried out at the
Semipalatinsk test site are 20-25 times higher than those due to the tests carried out in
Nevada, and those high doses have given rise to great concern among people living in the
Altay region. To what do you attribute the higher doses resulting from the tests carried out at
the Semipalatinsk test site?
S.L. SIMON (USA): The only explanation I can offer for the higher individual and collective
doses is differences in living habits; people in the Altay region probably consume more locally
produced food and milk than people living near the Nevada test site. However, I understood
that there is some controversy about how high the individual and collective doses are near the
Semipalatinsk test site, and in my view it is important to resolve that issue.
B.I. OGORODNIKOV (Russian Federation): When did the United States start taking
meteorological conditions into account in order to reduce the doses from nuclear weapon test
fallout?
S.L. SIMON (USA): I don't know whether there were ever any major efforts to reduce such
doses. With the great importance attached to nuclear weapons development at the time, our
Government did not acknowledge the resulting contamination-and restrictions on radiation
measurements meant that it was a long time before the general public became aware of the
contamination levels.
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MODEL OF EXTERNAL EXPOSURE OF POPULATION LIVING IN THE
AREAS SUBJECTED TO RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION
V.Yu. GOLIKOV, M.I. BALONOV
Institute of Radiation Hygiene, St. Petersburg, Russian Federation
Abstract
In the paper, we formulated the general approach to assessment of external doses to population living
in contaminated areas (the model equation and the set of parameters). The model parameters were
assessed on the basis of results of monitoring in the environment, phantom experiments, and social
and demographic information obtained on the contaminated areas. Verification of model assessments
performed by comparison with measurement results of individual external doses in inhabitants within
the thermoluminescent dosimetry method have shown that differences in dose assessments within both
methods does not exceed 1.5 times at a confidence level of 95%. In the paper, we present the results
illustrating specific features of external dose formation in population living in the areas of Russia
subjected to radioactive contamination due to nuclear tests at the Semipalatinsk test site, radioactive
releases from the Mayak enterprise, and the Chernobyl accident.

1. FORMULATION OF THE MODEL OF EXTERNAL EXPOSURE
External exposure is one of the most significant possible ways of population exposure due to
broad-scale releases of radioactive substances into the environment. In any situation of human
external exposure, the following three blocks of data are necessary for assessment of the
effective dose:
—parameters of external gamma radiation field;
—parameters of human behaviour in this field;
— conversion factors from parameters of the gamma radiation field to the effective dose
in a person.
The basic model for human exposure in case of radioactive contamination of the environment
is the model for exposure above an open plot of virgin soil, and the absorbed dose in the air at
the height of 1 m above the surface is used as the parameter for the radiation field. In this case,
its value is influenced, besides the surface activity of deposited radionuclides, only by such
natural factors as the initial deepening of radionuclides in soil, their radioactive decay, vertical
migration of long-lived radionuclides, and the presence of snow cover.
The parameters of radiation field are different in case of population exposure in the
anthropogenic environment. In the model, this fact is taken into account by means of location
factors7j defined as the ratio of the dose rate in the air in pointy inside a settlement and in its
vicinity, attributed to gamma radiation of radioactive depositions, to the similar value above a
plot of virgin soil.
Human behaviour in the radiation field is described by means of occupancy factors /?y which
are the part of the time spent by representatives of the z-th population group in they-th point of
the settlement.
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The third block of data necessary for assessment of the effective external dose is represented
by the conversion factors that relate the actually measured values (the absorbed dose in the
air) with the criterion of radiation impact - the effective dose-being assessed.
On this basis, we write the model equation for assessment of the effective external dose rate E[
for representatives of the i-th population group in the following way:

where: d(t) is the absorbed dose rate in the air at the height of 1 m above the open plot of
virgin soil;
&E is the transfer factor from the absorbed dose in the air to the effective dose;
A;s is the factor of influence of snow cover on the value of the effective dose;
f] is the location factor;
/>ij is the occupancy factor;
Ak is the surface activity of the fc-th radionuclide as of the date of termination of
radioactive deposition;
go is the specific rate of the absorbed dose in the air from gamma radiation of the k-th
radionuclide in the geometry of a plane isotropic source located at the air-soil interface;
r{t) is the function that describes the influence of radionuclides migration in soil on the
absorbed dose rate in the air, equal to the ratio of the dose rate at the time moment t above soil
with the observed distribution of radionuclides in soil to the dose rate from a thin source with
the same surface activity located at the air-soil interface;
Zk is the constant of radioactive decay for the Ar-th radionuclide;
t is the time elapsed since the moment of termination of the radioactive depositions.
Numeric values of the parameters listed above were determined on the basis of long-term
dosimetric investigations in the most contaminated regions of Russia, by performing phantom
experiments, and on the basis of population polls [1,2]. Verification of model assessments on
the basis of measurement results for individual doses in inhabitants within the method of
thermomminescent dosimetry has shown that dose assessments obtained according to the
model calculations did not differ from experimental results with the error up to factor 1.5
times at a confidence level of 95% [3]. The model was taken as the basis for official
documents on assessment of current [4] and reconstruction of accumulated external doses to
population living in the areas contaminated as a result of the Chernobyl accident [5]. Below
we present the results illustrating the specific features of external dose formation in population
after different radiation accidents that took place on the territory of the former USSR.
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2. SPECIFIC FEATURES OF EXTERNAL DOSES FORMATION IN POPULATION
DURING DIFFERENT RADIATION ACCIDENTS
Fig. 1 presents the calculation results that reflect dynamics of accumulation of effective
external dose on the trace of radioactive depositions after a surface nuclear explosion and after
the Chernobyl accident. In the first case, the initial data were activities of 41 radionuclides in
the non-fractionated mixture of products of instant
PI fission by neutrons of fission
spectrum, normalised to the
Cs activity release as of the moment "x + 3 hours". The
effective dose rate was calculated for t > 3 hours from the explosion moment, which
corresponds to the minimum time period of approach of the radioactive cloud to the
boundaries of the Altay Kray. The value of the effective dose was obtained by integrating the
dependence of the effective dose rate within the given time limits. In the second case, the
initial data were activities of 15 radionuclides in the proportion determined for the far zone
(over 100 km from the Chernobyl NPP) of the north-east Chernobyl trace [6]. Calculation of
the effective dose was performed beginning from 48 hours after the moment of the accident, i.
e., the time of beginning of main radioactive depositions on the territory of the Bryansk
region. The dynamics of accumulation of the effective external dose in settlements of the
Altay Kray located approximately at the distance of 150 km from the test site is such that
about 60% of the dose during 50 years was formed during the first week after the radioactive
depositions (without consideration for future changes in configuration of the source), and
during the first year the dose was formed almost completely. In contrast to this case, in the
settlements of the Bryansk region also located at the distance of 150 km from the Chernobyl
accident, only 25% of the effective dose value during 50 years was formed during the first
year after the accident.
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FIG. 1. The dynamics of accumulation of the effective external dose after nuclear explosion
and after the Chernobyl accident.
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The long-term dynamics of the gamma radiation dose rate is primarily connected with
migration of the long-lived 137Cs radionuclide in the environment. During 1987-1999, in the
most contaminated south-west part of the Bryansk region, over 300 samples of virgin soil
were taken to the depth of 20 cm. Each core was separated in layers 2-5 cm thick with
subsequent determination of 137Cs content within the gamma-spectrometry method. After that,
the determined distribution of 137Cs activity in the upper soil layer was used to calculate the
dose rate in the air at the height of 1 m above the soil surface [7]. The results of pre-Chernobyl
investigations of caesium migration [8, 9] indicated that the function of influence of caesium
deepening in soil on the decrease of absorbed dose rate in the air can be represented in the
two-exponential form with a short (~ some years) and a long (~ some tens years) periods. The
short time of investigations after the Chernobyl accident did not permit to assess correctly the
value of the long period. Therefore, we included in the analysis the results of investigations of
caesium migration during 24 and 30 years [10]. The joint analysis of the results permitted to
assess the parameters of the r(t) function with lesser error, at least for the "age" of radioactive
depositions up to 30 years (see Fig. 2).
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FIG. 2.Long-term dynamics of the absorbed dose rate in air from
virgin land.
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The analysis of over 5000 individual external doses measured within the method of
thermoluminescent dosimetry in inhabitants of the Bryansk region has shown that the
distribution of individual doses can be approximated by a lognormal law [11]. Moreover, if
we plot the distribution of ratios of individual doses to the average value of the dose in the
settlement, then the parameters of such distribution will be very close for all settlements, and
the lognormal distribution with the geometric mean ~ 0.9 and geometric standard deviation ~
1.5 can be assumed typical for the areas contaminated as a result of the Chernobyl accident.
Fig. 3 presents the results for comparison of distributions of individual doses obtained on the
basis of measurements within the thermoluminescent dosimetry (565 measurements) in three
villages of the Bryansk region in summer 1993, and within stochastic simulation. It is directly
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seen that both distributions actually have the same parameters, thus confirming the adequate
character of the model structure and numeric values of its parameters.
The conditions of external exposure to population living in the drainage area of the Techa
river significantly differ from those on other contaminated areas of Russia, because here the
main source of radiation is a small part of the river water-meadow. The territory of settlements
proper was subjected to considerably lesser radioactive contamination. Thus, for example, in
village Muslyumovo, the average value of the 137Cs surface activity in soils of river watermeadow is approximately by 60 times higher than the similar value for soil plots in the
settlement proper or in its vicinity outside the river water-meadow. In contrast to the
"Chernobyl" variant of the model, in this case the parameters of the gamma radiation field that
we used were the results of direct measurements of dose rates in the air at the height of 1 m
above the surface both in the Techa river water-meadow and in settlements proper obtained
during investigations of radiation situation in the region in the middle of the nineties [12].
To find out the character and duration of contacts of the population with the river watermeadow, we performed on site observations by the river in the village Muslyumovo [13].
Processing the observations results permitted to assess both the average values and scatter for
values of duration's of staying in the river water-meadow for representatives of different
population groups. As an example, Fig. 4 presents the results for assessments of individual
external doses distribution in two population groups in the village Muslyumovo obtained
within the method of stochastic simulation. Representatives of the first population group
correspond to adult inhabitants of the village with the average value of duration of staying in
the river water-meadow (about 1.5 hours per day in summer). The duration of staying of
another, critical population group (herdsmen) in the river water-meadow in summer can reach
10 hours per day. Both distributions of individual doses, as in the Chernobyl case, correspond
to the lognormal law. However, these distributions have greater positive asymmetry, which is
quantitatively confirmed by the greater value of the geometric standard deviation (~ 2). The
presented results indicate that in a part of representatives of the critical population group the
external dose even taken separately can exceed the dose limit set for population, 1 mSv.
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FIG. 3. Frequency distributions of monthly effective doses measured in summer 1993 with
TL-dosimeters in three villages of the Bryansk region and calculated by stochastic model.
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FIG. 4. Individual external doses distribution in two population groups in the village
Muslyumovo. The upper figure correspond to adult inhabitants of the village with the
average value of duration of staying in the river water-meadow, the lower figure
correspond to critical population group.

The methodology for external dose assessment described above was used as the official
procedure for determination of current and accumulated doses in inhabitants who live in the
areas subjected to radioactive contamination due to the Chernobyl accident. To conclude, we
present in Fig. 5 the calculation results for the collective effective external and internal doses
(excluding the thyroid dose) in inhabitants of 18 regions of Russia accumulated during 15
years after the accident. The total collective dose in 36 millions inhabitants in 20 regions of
European part of Russia was 66200 pers.-Sv during 15 years after the Chernobyl accident. Of
this value, the external collective dose was 23380 pers.-Sv, or 35%. The relation between the
external and internal doses depends mainly on soil type in the region and on the efficiency of
countermeasures, which were more efficient with respect to reduction of internal, but not
external exposure to population. .
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF V.Y. GOLIKOV
Yu.A. IZRAEL (Russian Federation-Session Chair): When estimating the doses resulting
from nuclear explosions, did you take account of fractionation?
V.Y. GOLIKOV (Russian Federation): No, we did not.
Yu.A. IZRAEL (Russian Federation-Session Chair): In that case, zirconium-95 will not
show up in your calculations.
E.D. STUKIN (Russian Federation): According to calculations performed by us, one and a
half years after the Chernobyl accident the contribution of 134Cs to the dose exceeded that of
137
Cs. What do you think the reason for that was?
V.Y. GOLIKOV (Russian Federation): The specific dose rate from 134Cs is about 2.7 times
that from 137Cs. With a fallout ratio of about 0.5, for one and a half years the I34Cs accounted
for more of the gamma radiation dose than the Cs.
E.V. KVASNIKOVA (Russian Federation): There is usually a direct correlation between
deposition and gamma dose rate. In some situations, however, as the deposition increases
owing to erosion the maximum caesium concentration decreases and there is a corresponding
decrease in the dose rate-and perhaps a fairly significant decrease also in the external gamma
dose. To what extent did you take such processes into account in your calculations, and can
they significantly affect the total external dose from region to region?
V.Y. GOLIKOV (Russian Federation): Yes, they can. The curve on the slide which I
showed relating to the long term migration of 137Cs is a function of time. It reflects the dose
rate decline due to migration. We can calculate the dose over any profile. Here is reflected the
natural process of migration in virgin, open soil-for the Bryansk region. This decrease in dose
is taken into account very correctly in that it is calculated over the real caesium profile in the
soil.
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H.G. PARETZKE, P. ROTH, J. TSCHIERSCH
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Abstract
For the inhalation dose assessment, reliable estimations are necessary of the average volume
concentration of particle bound radionuclides in the atmosphere specifying the nuclide composition,
the activity distribution in the different particle size ranges and the solubility characteristics of the
nuclides. For that purpose, the analysis of measurement series is presented of the daily average
activity concentrations of 137Cs and 144Ce and their temporal and spatial variability. From 1986 till
1994, samples were taken with high-volume samplers and multicascade impactors; the number
concentrations of aerosol particles and the number concentrations of "hot" particles were
determined for different conditions with an Aerosol Particle Sizer and a Rotating Arm Impactor. The
data demonstrate a decrease the atmospheric concentrations of137Cs and !44Ce with time larger than
caused by radioactive decay alone. A statistical analysis showed a high level of fluctuations in the
concentration of radionuclides in air with maxima exceeding the annual average by 10 to 20 times.
The analysis of 88 experimental radioactivity size distributions at Zapolie and Pripyat for winddriven resuspension conditions have shown that the measured distributions are generally very wide
and differ from the log-normal distribution in the most cases. At Zapolie, the mean air concentrations
of'37Cs, discriminated in four size ranges, showed an increasing part of inhalable particles with time
since the accident. In 1993, the inhalable fraction was about 48% of the total concentration. The size
distribution of atmospheric I37Cs particulate activity during these periods of enhanced resuspension
showed a similar common shape with two maxima, the first in the 2-4 jjm range, and the second in the
12-20 jUm range. The estimated radioactive loading of particles showed an enrichment of
resuspended radionuclides compared with soil particles. The highest enrichment factor was found for
large particles, the lowest for fine particles. The investigations on the solubility of the radionuclides
137
Cs, 90Sr, 239+240Pu in selected Petryanov air filter samples according standardized tests give first
data of the solution rates and the respective contribution of the fine radioactive particles and the
coarse "hot" particles to the total activity of the samples.

1. INTRODUCTION
After the Chernobyl accident, the 30-km zone is a permanent source of radioactive aerosol,
including hot particles, due to the high level of soil contamination. Knowledge of the
characteristics of the radioactive aerosol will be required for a long time for a more detailed
dose assessment and estimation of processes of redistribution of the contamination of the
surface soil. The results of the measurements of the resuspended radioactive aerosol of the
Chernobyl area were obtained in the three scientific programmes. One was launched by the
Hydrometeorological Committee of the USSR, the second ("Contamination of surface by
resuspended material", ECP1) by the European Parliament, the third by the collaboration
between the two reporting institutes.
In these studies, aerosol measurements are analysed in the surface layer of the atmosphere
generally within the 30-km zone. They were conducted from July 1986 to September 1994
with high-volume samplers in the towns of Chernobyl and Pripyat and with the multicascade
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impactors in the town Pripyat and the village Zapolie. In 1993, agricultural activities and
operations of different trucks were simulated. In these experiments the size distribution of
radioactive particles was measured by a cascade impactor, a Rotating Arm Impactor (RAI),
the mass concentration with a Berner impactor, the number concentration of airborne particles
in the size 0.6-30 |am was measured in a size-resolved manner by an Aerodynamic Particle
Sizer (APS).More details of the measurements sites, instruments and experiments are given in
[1,2].
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Material, which has been deposited after an accident may be, resuspended by wind only, or by
wind and disturbances at the ground surface by anthropogenic activities, for example,
agricultural activity or movement of vehicles. The data presented in [3] demonstrate a
decrease of the atmospheric concentrations of 137Cs and 144Ce with time greater than due to
radioactive decay alone. There must be further processes which are responsible for the
reduction of the activity concentration in the air, mechanisms for instance which reduce the
source term of resuspension such as vertical migration in soil, run-off with rain or melting
water and snow cover. If the atmospheric concentrations are presented as a rolling mean, any
seasonality and long-term features in the data can be seen more clearly. The atmospheric
concentrations of 137Cs shortly after the accident, averaged over a seven-month cycle,
measured at Chernobyl and Baryshevka (150 km south-east of Chernobyl), are shown in
Fig .1. The figure shows that the atmospheric concentrations decreased in two phases. First,
there was a very rapid fall over a period of a few months. Secondly a much slower decline in
the atmospheric concentrations followed. Overlying these features, there is evidence of
seasonal changes in the atmospheric concentrations and other possible resuspension effects.
A statistical analysis [3] of the series of measurements in the years 1987-1991 of the daily
average concentration of !37Cs and I44Ce activity in air close to the ground showed a high
level of fluctuations in the concentration of radionuclides in the air with maxima exceeding
the annual average by 10 to 20 times. Periods when the concentration exceeded the mean
lasted from 1 to 14 days. During all years, the intensity of fluctuation (determined as the ratio
of the standard deviation to the average concentration) exceeded unity. The strong asymmetry
of the distribution of the 137Cs and 144Ce concentration is reflected by the large ratio of the
average concentration to the median and the values of the skewness. The frequency
distributions of the activity concentrations, which are above the annual average, are not
described satisfactorily by single analytical distributions over the whole period of
measurements.
Apparently, several processes are responsible for the formation of the concentration field of
radioactive aerosol: local resuspension by the wind, transport from a distant area and
anthropogenic resuspension. Accordingly, the observed distributions would result from the
combination of several simple distributions evolving in time. The influence of the averaging
period T on the estimation of the standard deviation a(T2) = CJ(TI) PVTi]-" 1 was determined.,
The mean value of the empirical exponent m is 0.33 ±0.08 [3]. The above relation can be used
to compare different averaging periods Ti and T2. It is permitted to estimate the affect of
increasing the internal averaging time by sampling, for example, 3(10) days instead of 1 day:
the standard deviation will decrease to 69% (47%) of the daily value. Therefore, the averaging
period is of importance in the assessment of activity concentrations.
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FIG.l. Rolling seven month mean atmospheric concentrations of Cs-137 at Baryshevka and
Chernobyl (June 1986 to August 1994).
Detailed analysis of the radioactivity size distributions has shown that five typical shapes of
distributions can be distinguished (see Fig. 2). The analysis of 88 samples has shown [4] that
at Zapolie a bimodal distribution of Cs was observed in 91 % of all cases which was formed
by two processes: the local resuspension and the advective transport of radioactive aerosol
from highly contaminated territories, e.g. from the Chernobyl NPP. However, at Pripyat,
which is situated within a highly contaminated area, the shapes of size distributions were
representative for local resuspension with only a weak transformation. The observed
variability of the radionuclide size distributions in the air of the 30 km zone makes it difficult
to calculate resuspension parameters taking into consideration only local processes (e.g., the
estimation of the resuspension factor or the estimation of the airborne concentration using the
radioactive loading of soil particles). During the measurement period the log-normal
radionuclide size distribution was observed in only 3% of all cases in Zapolie. At Zapolie, the
mean air concentrations of Cs discriminated in four size ranges showed an increasing part
of inhalable particles with time since the accident. In 1993 the inhalable fraction was about
48% of the total concentration.
During forest fire, the activity size distribution was measured at a distance of 17 km from the
burning area. The main part of radioactivity was connected to sub micrometer particles with
the median diameters in the range 0.28 u.m-0.50 urn. Anthropogenic enhanced resuspension
was measured during different simulated agricultural activities and operations of different
trucks at the site Zapolie [1,5]. For that purpose two different soil surfaces free of vegetation
were prepared on which several tractor types were driven simulating soil management such as
harrowing. The soil surface strips represented fixed line sources. In a typical experiment, the
tractor started at one end of the strip, passed the sampler at a certain fixed distance, drove to
the other end of the prepared surface and returned. For a certain experiment, the strip was
chosen for which the wind trajectories pass the sampling equipment after crossing the
prepared surface.
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Results of the project measurements show that the total airborne radionuclide concentrations
and deposition rates were increased considerably during anthropogenic enhanced
resuspension. Depending on the experimental conditions, the increase was by a factor of
several thousand in comparison to the concentrations occurring during wind resuspension at
distances about 20-30 m from the dust sources and a factor 10-100 at distances of about 100 m
or more [1]. The measurements of the number concentrations of hot particles show an increase
of 3 orders of magnitude, reaching 0.7-1.0 hot particles / m3 with a maximum activity of 1.52.0 Bq / particle. The size distributions of atmospheric 137Cs particulate activity during these
kinds of enhanced resuspension showed a similar common shape with two maxima, the first
in the 2-4 um range, and the second in the 12-20 um range. In the fine particle size range (0.12.0 um) 33% ± 6% of 137Cs activity was found in the mean of all experiments. Measurements
of the coarse particles (particle diameter d > 10 um) have shown that the activity
concentration of 137Cs was not uniform distributed: in the size range 10-20 um 44%, in the
range 20-28 um 10% and in the range > 28 urn 46% of the activity is found. Microscopic
analysis of the samples (d > 20 urn) proved a linear relation between particle number and
activity [6].
An estimation of the airborne plutonium concentrations in two experiments of anthropogenic
enhanced resuspension showed a significant part of activity in the fine particle size range (3640%) and in the large particle range (approximately 20%). The measurement of the number
concentrations of particles has shown that the means for large particles (3-10 urn) and giant
particles (10-30 um) are, respectively, 4 times and 2 times larger than the mean number
concentration of fine particles (0.6-1.0 um) during periods of soil management (see Fig. 3).
The increase of the mean number concentration in periods of soil management has been a
factor of about 40 for large and giant particles, but only a factor of approximately 3 for the
fine particles. The variability of the concentration is higher for giant particles. During
anthropogenic enhanced resuspension predominantly large particles are injected in the
atmospheric surface layer. The estimated radioactive loading of particles showed an
enrichment of resuspended radionuclides compared to soil particles. The highest enrichment
factor was found for large particles, the lowest for fine particles [5].
In the scientific investigations of solubility processes, there are only few works devoted to the
study of dissolution of2 +24 Pu, 90Sr, 137Cs from Chernobyl origin in the atmospheric aerosol.
There are investigations of solubility of hot particles from soil and bottom sediments near the
Chernobyl NPP and from the Chernobyl nuclear reactor [7, 8].But these data cannot be
directly used for the inhalation dose assessment.
Generally, the absolute activities in the filter samples are small even in the 30 km zone. Only
our high-volume samplers "Typhoon" (4200 m3h"') gave us the possibility to estimate in vitro
the solubility of the radionuclides 137Cs, 90Sr, 238+240Pu in the Petryanov filters exposed in
1987 and 1988 at Pripyat. Before dividing the filters in equivalent segments for the solubility
study, the filters were tested with an autoradiography method. The nuclide concentration in
the segments was measured by gamma-spectrometry. The segments of the Petryanov filters
were confined within two 0.14 um pore size membrane filters MFA (Dubna, Russia) as a filter
sandwich [9] and exposed a dissolution fluid. The composition of the fluid was according to
the Gamble biological fluid simulated [9].
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FIG. 3. Time record of the normalized particle number concentration in four different size
ranges as measured by an Aerodynamic Particle Sizer during the resuspension experiment on
13 May 1993 at Zapolie. The periods of operation of the big tractor can be identified by the
periods of increased particle concentrations. The increase of large particles is much higher
than the increase of fine particles.

Dissolution data of 137 Cs from five fragments of the Petryanov filter 12.10-13.10. 1987 are
given in Table 1. From the 6-th fragment, an area of (lx 2) cm2 was selected, where the 137Cs
activity was (17.4 + 1.8) Bq after 21 days of exposition into the Gamble solution. The rest part
of that fragment had an activity of (5.36 + 0.54) Bq after the same time period. The 7 and 8
fragments had activities below detection limit. In Table 1 is shown the mean and the standard
deviation of the filter, the solution and the total activities. These data demonstrate the sharp
heterogeneous of the activities at these filter areas (the ratio between max. and min. activity
was 10.5 times). Unlike from filters, the solutions are more uniform. In the last column of
Table 1 the relative 137Cs activity at the filter is shown. The dependence between the total
values of activities and the solution fractions are obvious. The explanation may be the inverse
connection of the activity with the particle size [10].
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In Table 2 the dissolution data of 139+140 p u for the same fragments is presented. In spite of the
higher sensitivity of the alpha detection than beta detection by LB 770-PC 10 Channel a - p
Counter, the uncertainty for these solution measurements is much larger.

TABLE 1. DISSOLUTION OF
FILTER 12.10.-13.10.1987
Number of
fragment
and time for
dissolution
1,28 days
2,28 days
3,28 days
4,25 days
5,7 days
1

137

Cs FROM FIVE FRAGMENTS OF THE PETRYANOV

Filter
Activity Time of
Measurement
(Bq/sample) (s)
2.53 ± 0.29 9029
2.64 ± 0.22 15442
5.23 ± 0.43 6648
7.16 ±0.07 53084
26.5 ±0.32 303444

Solution
Activity Time of
Mearsurement
(Bq/sample) (s)
0.73 ± 0.07 79047
0.98 ± 0.07 85126
0.82 ±0.14 28403
0.80 ± 0.05 146457
1.05 ±0.17 12087

Total Relative*
Activity
(Bq/sample) (s)
3.26 ± 0.26 77.6
3.62 ±0.19 72.9
6.05 ± 0.40 86.4
7.96 ± 0.07 90.0
27.55±0.32 99.4

Ratio of the filter activity / the total activity in%.

TABLE 2. DISSOLUTION OF 239+240Pu FROM FIVE FRAGMENTS OF THE
PETRYANOV FILTER 12.10.-13.10.1987
Number of
fragment
and time for
dissolution
1,28 days
2, 28 days
3 28 days
4, 25 days
5,7 days

Filter
Activity Time of
measurement
(Bq/sample) (s)
0.064 ± 0.004 48160
0.034 ± 0.002 73199
0.178 ±0.098 73034
0.200 ±0.011 20922
0.610 ±0.031 20922

Solution
Activity Time of
measurement
(mBq/sample) (s)
0.66
96660
4.65
96660
0.28
96659
0.13
351896
0.79
135218

Total Relative*
Activity Activity
(Bq/sample) (%)
0.06466
98.9
0.03465
98.6
0.17828
99.92
0.20013
99.94
0.61079
99.87

* Ratio of the filter activity / the total activity in%.

The contents of 239+240Pu activity in the air filters were two orders of magnitude less than the
contents of 137,Cs or 90 Sr activity. The available Petryanov air filters contain a wide
radioactivity distribution of aerosol particle sizes. Available experimental methods allow
estimating a contribution to the fine radioactive particles and coarse hot particles too. The
investigations on the solubility of the radionuclides 137Cs, 90Sr, 239+240Pu in selected Petryanov
air filter samples according standardized tests give first data of the solution rates and the
respective contribution of the fine radioactive particles and the coarse "hot" particles to the
total activity of the samples.
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CONCLUSION
The determined variability of the characteristic properties of the resuspended radioactive
material as radionuclide concentration, particle size distribution and solubility in simulated
lung fluid makes it necessary to determine these properties over a long period. Only with
sufficient experimental data of the most significant characteristics, a reliable inhalation dose
assessment will be possible.
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Abstract
An impact assessment methodology is being developed that integrates several advanced modelling
and characterisation techniques for the purpose of assessing the current and future environmental
and health impact of a surface repository containing wastes from uranium milling and radium
processing. The former radium processing plant at Olen, Belgium, accumulated during nearly half a
century considerable amounts of radium-containing wastes. Also present at the site are uranium mill
tailings. These wastes were disposed of in a heavily engineered surface repository at the occasion of
a remediation plan carried out in the mid eighties. The repository contains several concrete bunkers
covered with a multi-layer hydraulic barrier. In the current impact assessment study the only
exposure pathway discussed is by contamination of groundwater. For this purpose we calculated
variably-saturated water flow in the multi-layer barrier and the underlying waste zones and used
geochemical modelling to estimate the chemical species and their solubility's in the aqueous phase of
the various waste forms. The assessment further includes modelling of contaminant leaching from the
tailings towards the groundwater, contaminant transport in the surrounding groundwater towards a
water well, and evaluation of the doses for ingestion, inhalation and external irradiation resulting
from use of groundwater from the well. Details of the waste and site characterisation as well as
contaminant modelling are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
The company Union Miniere (UM) at Olen (Province of Antwerp, Belgium) has a long history
in the production of radium. The radium production, for instance, started in 1922 and ended in
1969. Half of the total world production1 of radium has been produced by UM at Olen [1].
During more than half a century of industrial activities, a variety of radioactive wastes have
been generated and are presently disposed of in a heavily engineered surface repository at
Olen. The wastes include radium rich uranium mill tailings, residues from the radium
production plants, radium needles, contaminated building materials and soils, etc.
The present study deals with the long-term impact assessment of the surface repository at
Olen. It considers an important pathway by which radionuclides can reach man and the
environment, i.e., leaching from the repository towards the groundwater and consecutive
transport through groundwater into wells and rivers. For the purpose of assessing the impact
of radiation on man, radionuclide concentrations and doses will be calculated using state-ofthe-art computer models together with appropriate parameters representative for the different
physical and chemical processes that play a role in the behaviour of the radionuclides.

1

The total radium production until 1989 is estimated at 4.5 kg.
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2. METHODOLOGY
In the impact assessment calculations leaching towards the groundwater is considered to be a
major pathway through which contaminants present in the disposal structure can reach man
and environment. A schematic overview of such pathway is seen in Figure 1. Three steps can
be distinguished along the travel path of the contaminants:
Dissolution of the waste form into the pore water of the silo or bunker, followed by
predominantly vertical transport towards the unsaturated soil as a result of molecular diffusion
and advection, where the latter is due to rain water infiltrating the multi-layer cover (step 1 in
Figure 1). The contaminant transport is strongly retarded by adsorption of chemicals onto
mineral phases of soil and concrete.
In the unsaturated soil, vertical transport is governed by advection, molecular diffusion, and
adsorption onto mineral phases of the soil (step 2 in Figure 1).
Once the contaminant plume reaches the groundwater, predominantly horizontal transport
takes places with advection, hydfodynamic dispersion, and adsorption being the most
important processes (step 3 in Figure 1).

Rainfall
Technical

barriers

ater.well

V///////////////////A Impermeable layer

V///////W/////////////V>^^
DMa/00/01 1

FIG. 1. Schematic of processes considered in impact assessment calculations in case of
contaminant migration from surface repository to groundwater.
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The degree of pollution of the groundwater by leaching of contaminants from the surface
disposal site was assessed in a two-step approach. First, a highly conservative screening
calculation was performed to assess the hazard of all elements present in the different wastes.
Elements were screened on the basis of four criteria to decide whether or not they further
required detailed assessment. The first two criteria are quantitative whereas the next two are
more qualitative. These criteria were: (i) comparison between elemental concentration in the
waste zone and drinking water standards, (ii) comparison between estimated concentrations in
groundwater and drinking water standards, (iii) abundance in the geosphere, and (iv)
miscellaneous criteria. These four criteria were applied in this order, i.e. from (i) to (iv),
because more weight was given to the quantitative criteria. In a second, more detailed
calculation, the groundwater concentrations of the remaining elements (i.e., those that could
have a potential health effect) were assessed using numerical flow and transport models. For
most waste types the majority of elements did not require such a detailed analysis.
Elemental concentration in the liquid phase of the waste is a useful criterion in the screening
process since it is the maximum concentration in the entire pathway of a given element. When
no information about the pore water composition was available, geochemical calculations
were carried out as a way to estimate the elemental concentrations (e.g., for the radium-rich
uranium mill tailings, see further). As will be discussed further, several elements were
solubility limited under the assumed geochemical conditions of pH and Eh. The solubility of a
given element is mainly determined by its stable mineral phase. Since the geochemical
calculations revealed many possible mineral phases, we always selected that mineral with the
highest solubility. This conservative approach was necessary, as no detailed information on
the mineralogical composition was available.
In the conservative screening calculation it was further assumed that the entire inventory of all
elements would be released to the groundwater in a very short period of time. In other words,
the retarding effects of the engineered barriers on the release are neglected. In this first
screening criteria the limited solubility of the elements was also excluded from the
calculations. Another assumption was that an equilibrium partitioning of the chemicals in the
groundwater and the solid materials would exist and that this partitioning could be well
described by means of the linear Freundlich sorption model. Concentrations in groundwater
are then compared with drinking water standards, and are expressed as the ratio of
groundwater concentration to drinking water standard. Elements with ratios smaller than one
are not considered further in the detailed calculations because of their negligible health effect.
Several elements are ubiquitous in man's natural environment and can be excluded from
further assessment. This is true for calcium, iron, magnesium, phosphorus, and sulphur. These
elements are not considered as contaminants and are excluded from the list for which detailed
calculations are required. The same reasoning can be used for aluminium and silicium,
because they are the principal constituents of soils and rocks. Certainly their presence in a
surface disposal should not result in a significant increase in existing levels of toxicity.
Furthermore, the main source for aluminium and silicium would be the waste matrix, i.e. the
sand fraction.
The screening analysis revealed that radium and uranium did require further analysis for
nearly all waste types. An exception are the calcium silicate wastes, for which radium had a
sufficiently low concentration. Other elements which needed further analysis include lead,
cobalt, and manganese, among others. A discussion of the heavy metal behaviour is beyond
the scope of the present paper.
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3. DATA COLLECTION
3.1 Hydrogeological characterization
The sequence, thickness, and physico-chemical properties of geological layers is important
information in an impact study, for they determine the extent the radionuclides will spread in
the groundwater as soon as they migrate below the disposal installation.
The description of the geological layers together with vertical variation in physico-chemical
properties was based on a set of drillings. The general stratigraphy can be deduced from
Figure 2. A fine sandy top layer (Kasterlee sand) extends from the surface to a maximum
depth of approximately 3 m. Between 3 and 5 m we note the presence of a dark green clay
layer with an irregular thickness (Kasterlee Clay). At some locations it is only present as a
fairly thin clay lens. The following layer is again Kasterlee sand, but now contains a small
amount of glauconite and has a typical light green colour. The lowest sand layer contains
about 25-30% glauconite and is known as Diest sand, which has an approximate thickness of
90 m. The presence of glauconite is of particular importance because of its high sorption
capacity for cations ([2], see further). Together with the Kasterlee clay it is an effective barrier
which retards the further spreading of radionuclides migrating from the disposal site.
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FIG. 2. Vertical variation in physical and chemical parameters at the Olen site. Error bars
indicate one standard deviation around the mean.

A summary of some key parameters is shown in Figure 2. Inspection of the particle size
distribution confirms the presence of Kasterlee clay layer between 3 and 5 m depth, with a
maximum percentage of clay between 15-20%. Total porosity is around 37% in the top layer
and 43% in the deeper layers. For transport calculations effective rather than total porosity is
needed. For sandy materials total and effective porosity do not differ that much [3], and we
assumed them to be identical. Higher fraction of fine particles (say < 125 jim) in the first 5 m
presumably explains the lower saturated hydraulic conductivity values at those depths (with Ks
around 10"7 m/s). In the deeper Diest sands Ks is approximately 3 10" m/s.
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Sorption of radium and uranium on aquifer sediments
The long-term performance of radioactive waste disposal facilities to a large extent depends
on the degree of sorption onto the technical barriers and to a lesser degree on the sorption in
the geosphere. Ideally, sorption will retard the migration of contaminants leading to a
contaminant release that is spread over long times. Several sorption mechanisms have been
identified in well-defined systems, including equilibrium reactions (Freundlich and Langmuir
models are perhaps the most commonly used equilibrium models) and kinetic or timedependent types of reactions (e.g., the first-order kinetic reversible reaction for describing
time-dependent adsorption/desorption). The Freundlich model is the simplest approach to
quantify the behaviour of retention of reactive solutes with the soil matrix. It has been used
widely to describe solute retention by soils ([4]; among others). It has been used as an
approximation of the dilute end of the adsorption isotherm where concentrations are low and
linear sorption can be assumed.
In this study, solid-liquid distribution coefficient (Kd) values of a large number of elements
present in the waste are proposed for the screening calculations and the detailed performance
assessment calculations. Most of the data were compiled from the literature for porous
materials and conditions that are supposed to be representative of those expected in the
technical barriers (e.g., a cementitious environment in the bunkers containing Ra-sources),
soils, and the aquifers [5]. Additional measurements were done to determine K& for the major
radionuclides of concern, i.e. radium and uranium, for the aquifer sediments.
Both in-situ and laboratory batch methods were used to determine Kd for radium and uranium.
The in-situ method consisted of measuring the in-situ pore water Ra and U concentration on
solutions obtained after centrifuging sediment material collected at different depths in several
boreholes. The total sorbed concentrations were obtained by digestion of soil material using
standard techniques. Distribution coefficients were then calculated as the ratio of total sorbed
to in-situ pore water concentrations. This resulted in an average K& of 132 L/kg for Ra and 68
L/kg for U. In the laboratory batch method contaminated soil solutions were allowed to
equilibrate on a shaker during one day. Radium concentrations were then measured in the
solution obtained after centrifuging. The radium concentrations thus obtained by desorption
from the solid phase are considered to be the exchangeable fraction. In a separate experiment
the radium concentration in the solution was determined. The K& was then determined as the
ratio of exchangeable radium to soil solution radium. Average values were 197 L/kg for Ra
and 204 L/kg for U.
Vertical variation in K& for radium considering the two measurement techniques is shown in
Figure 2. Note that up to 6 m depth the in situ K& is smaller than the desorption K&. Parameter
values obtained from both measurement techniques together with literature values were used
in a sensitivity analysis with the transport model but final results are always given for the most
conservative values.
3.3 Waste characteristics
A variety of wastes originating from the production of radium and uranium have been
disposed of in the heavily engineered repository. An overview of the different types of waste
is provided in Table 1. Six major types of waste have been identified. Some wastes contain
mainly radium (e.g., the radium sources), while others are a mixture of various chemical
substances, such as radium, uranium, heavy metals, iron and aluminium oxides. Only for the
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radium sources and one type of uranium mill tailings (referred to as tailings D) concrete was
used to better confine the waste. The major solid phase for the other wastes depends on the
waste type: tailings are mainly composed of sands and fines such as clays. Radium sources,
uranium mill tailings and other Ra-rich tailings are disposed of in reinforced concrete bunkers.
All other wastes are located in silos. A multi-layer cover is present on bunkers and silos to
prevent infiltration of rainwater and to avoid dispersion by human intrusion and biotic forces.

TABLE 1. RADIUM CONTENT AND CONCENTRATION (ONLY RANGE IS
INDICATED) FOR WASTE TYPES DISPOSED OF IN ENGINEERED DISPOSAL
STRUCTURE (n.a. = not applicable)
General waste type

Detailed waste type

Ra-sources

Uranium mill
tailings

Other tailings: Rarich

Other tailings: Ralow

Diverse wastes

Contaminated soil
& building material

Ra-Be sources
Needles
Ra-salts
Tailings A

Ra content
(10 9 Bq)
730
5 600
870
3 200

Ra cone.
(Bq/g)
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
5000-10000

Tailings B

11000

Tailings C

3 000

Tailings D

8 900

HC1 leach tailings

44

2000030000
1000020000
1000020000
500-1000

BaCl2
BaCl2
BaSO4
Carbonatation
tailings
Rare earth's

1500
11
570
7,4

5000-10000
1000-5000
1000-5000
5000-10000

3,7

500-1000

Green iron
hydroxide
Brown iron
hydroxide
Lead carbonate
Lead sulphide
Pb residues
CaSiO3
Waste water
treatment residues

41

100-500

960

500-1000

3,7
150
140
320
350

100-500
100-500
500-1000
100-500
500-1000

890

<100
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Understanding the composition of the tailings is of paramount importance to assess how the
radium and other radionuclides are sorbed onto the different materials. Tailings chemistry and
mineralogy will determine the strength of sorption onto the solids. In general, tailings contain
the following minerals [6]:
• Quartz comprises more than 70% of the tailings sands and 20 to 60% of tailings
fines;
• Tailings fines contain 10 to 30% of clays (mainly illite and koalinite);
• Feldspars are a major constituent of fines;
• Other minerals are calcite (CaCCb), barite (BaSO4), chloroapatite (Ca5(PC>4)3Cl, and
-hematite;
• The sulphuric acid leached tailings also contain gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O) and jarosite
(KFe3(SO4)2(OH)6).
Chemical properties of uranium mill tailings relevant to migration (i.e., K&, solubility) were
determined by geochemical calculations. On the basis of the elemental composition and the
very low pH, geochemical calculations were carried out to determine the mineral phases, the
chemical species present in the liquid phase and their concentration. This was done using the
geochemical code The Geochemist's Workbench [7]. Sorption onto mineral phases is only
considered for the neutralized waste (tailings D), with the main adsorption assumed to occur
onto Hydrous Ferric Oxide (HFO). No sorption is expected under the extremely acidic
conditions for other waste types (tailings A, B, and C).
Distribution coefficients K^ for Ra and U present in the radium-low wastes were estimated on
the basis of leaching tests [8]. This was done by expressing K& as the ratio of solid to liquid
phase concentration. For radium, K^s are between 2700 L/kg for contaminated soils and
710000 L/kg for iron hydroxides (see Table 2), whereas for U considerably lower K& values
were obtained. For other elements present in the different waste types we conservatively
assumed that the K^ for sand could be used (using data from [5]).
4. CONCEPTUAL AND NUMERICAL MODEL
4.1 Multi-layer cover
The engineered barriers comprise a set of concrete bunkers for the high-activity waste, and a
multi-layer cover which isolates the bunkers and the low-activity waste present in silos from
man and environment. At the bottom of the disposal system a concrete liner reduces
infiltration of contaminated water to the groundwater. A schematic view of the different
components of the disposal system is shown in Figure 3.
The entire site, approximately 13,600 m2 including bunkers and silos, was isolated from the
environment by means of a multi-layer cover. This cover was constructed using the following
materials (from top to bottom), as is also shown in Figure 3:
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Top soil (0.4 m thickness);
• Coarse sand (0.3 m thickness);
• Gravel (0.4 m thickness, composed of three different types of gravel);
• Coarse sand (0.3 m thickness);
• Boom Clay (ranging between 1.1m and 1.2 m thickness);
• Porphyric rubble stone to cover the slopes (this layer will not be considered in the
modelling of water infiltrating the multi-layer cover, because it has no water holding
capacity and does not constitute a barrier against infiltrating water. It is therefore not
shown in Figure 3).
TABLE 2. DERIVATION OF DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT KD (L/KG) FOR
RADIUM, AND URANIUM USING LIQUID (CAQ) AND SOLID (C S O L) PHASE
CONCENTRATIONS
Ra
Waste Type

caq

[mg/1]

U

Cso!

[kg/kg

[L/kg]

Caq

Qol

[mg/1]

[kg/kg

[L/kg]

J
3,9E03
9,2E03
n.d.

4,6E+
02
8,8E+
02
n.a.

2,7E03
9,0E04
n.d.

2,7E+
03
9,0E+
02
n.a.

i

J
2,0E- 1,4E- 7,1E+
08
05
08
5,0ERare earth
1,7E- 3,3E+
04
07
08
Water treatment 1,6E1,8E1,1E+
07
08
05
l,0E- 5,8E- 5,8E+
Lead sulphide
04
07
09
2,0E- 4,5E- 2,3E+
Calcium
silicates
04
07
09
Contaminated
1,9E- 5,0E- 2,7E+
07
03
soils
10
n.d : not determined; n.a.: not applicable;
Iron hydroxides

8,5
10,4
<1 #
<1 #
<1 #
<1 #

: detection limit used

The spatial arrangement of the different soil types in the multi-layered barrier system is
defined in Figure 3. Note that only one side of the barrier is shown, as both sides are identical.
The slope of the layers situated above the waste is approximately 8°. Layers used for side
construction have a slope of 35°. Hydraulic properties of unsaturated materials were in part
calculated from particle size distribution data and in part taken from [8].
The water flow boundary conditions applied in the present modelling study are a specified
flux top boundary and a unit gradient (or free drainage) bottom boundary condition (Figure 3).
The former equals a long-term average net rainfall rate (total rainfall minus runoff and
evapotranspiration) of 0.00074 m/d at the Olen site. Two alternative net rainfall rates are also
considered, namely for very dry (0.000255 m/d) and very wet (0.00141 m/d) conditions.
The numerical model used for flow calculations is shown in Figure 3, with the unstructured
finite element mesh of the 34-m-wide and 8.5-m-high flow domain. The numerical model is
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composed of 7725 triangular elements in total, with the smallest elements in regions where
highest fluxes are expected. HYDRUS-2D [9] was used to calculate water flow in the multilayer cover (Figure 3). The average water flux at the bottom of the multi-layer cover was
about 1% of the net rainfall rate, for all three rainfall rates considered.
4.2 Bunkers and silos
Calculation of contaminant migration from the bunkers was done by considering the following
two-dimensional conceptual model. Each bunker is composed of several equally sized cells;
therefore calculations were done for one cell for each waste type. The computational domain
is composed of four materials: the sediment underneath the cell, the soil used to fill the space
between bunkers at one side of the cell, the concrete floor and wall, and the waste zone itself
(Figure 4). The thickness of the sediment considered in the calculations is one meter, whereas
the soil extends up to one meter from the bunker wall in the horizontal direction. The concrete
floor is 0.15 m thick and the wall is 0.45 m thick. A uniform vertical Darcy water flux q of
4.53 10"4 m/a was calculated in a separate calculation and is assigned to the entire
computational domain.
Constant rainfall intensity

No flow boundary

FIG. 3. Conceptual model of multi-layer cover (top), finite element mesh (middle), and
simulated flow (bottom).
Boundary conditions for solute transport are as next: zero flux at left and right boundaries and
at the top, and a zero gradient at the lower boundary. For each element appropriate transport
parameters were assigned to the four materials considered. The PORFLOW code [10] was
used to calculate the leaching from the waste zone to the groundwater. Leaching of
contaminants from the silos was done using a one-dimensional model because of the much
simpler geometry (not discussed here).
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Bunker

Bunker

v Waste 2;oin&

"Concrete *"*
Sediment

FIG. 4. Conceptual model used to calculate leaching of radium and uranium present in
tailings.
5. CALCULATED RADIUM AND URANIUM LEACHING
Calculated pore water concentrations Q\q at 1 m below the concrete floor are shown in Figure
5 for all four types of uranium mill tailings. The results clearly illustrate that the radium
concentration is negligible by the time it reaches the depth of 1 m below the bottom of
thebunker. The results given in Figure 5 demonstrate that radium concentrations are always
smaller than 10~7 Bq/L (or 6.5 10*8 Bq/g soil, using Qiq x R x rj/fk, where retardation R =
2954, total porosity rj = 0.367 and dry bulk density f\> = 1666 g/L). Considering a natural
background concentration of about 0.015 Bq/g soil in the Kempen, the radium concentrations
at the top of the aquifer owing to leaching are negligible. We also calculated the radium
concentrations in case the oxygen would be depleted in the waste zone, i.e., under reducing
conditions. In such case, radium is not solubility limited as no sulphates are present to form
the RaSC>4 precipitate. This represents the most pessimistic case. In this case the maximum
concentration is approximately one order of magnitude higher compared to the solubility
limited case. The concentrations in the pore water will also be one order of magnitude higher,
but are still very low and hence negligible compared to the background value. Calculated
radium concentrations for other waste types are always smaller than those for the uranium mill
tailings.
Considerably higher concentrations are observed for uranium, but these concentrations obtain
their maximum value only after more than 100 000 year, and are always less than 1000 Bq/L
(Figure 5). Furthermore, dilution and dispersion in groundwater has not yet been considered in
the present calculations. When considering consumption of this water as drinking water, at an
annual rate of 0.4 m3, an annual individual dose of 0.006 Sv/a is calculated (from a doseconversion factor of 1.9 10"8 Sv/a per Bq/m3 for 238U). Although this dose rate is higher than
the internationally accepted dose limit for the public of 10"3 Sv/a, it is reached after a very
large time, after more than 10 000 year. For such large time scales, uncertainties about the
biosphere, the source term, the hydrogeology, etc. will be large and hence predictions will be
unreliable. For instance, forecasts of the future climate, based on Milankovitch's orbital theory
[11], indicate that a moderate glaciation might occur within approximately 25 000 years and a
more drastic one after 55 000 years. A time cut-off at 10 000 years is therefore considered.
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FIG. 5. Calculated radium and uranium concentrations (Bq/L) at 1 m below the bottom of the
bunker for radium rich tailings.

CONCLUSIONS
An impact study is being carried out to assess the long-term effects of the disposal of radium
containing wastes, including uranium mill tailings, on the environment and human health.
Given the large number of waste types originating from different waste streams, a two-step
procedure was adopted in which all elements (radioactive and non-radioactive) were first
screened on their potential health effects using simple and conservative calculations (step 1),
followed by a detailed calculation of the leaching behaviour (step 2) of those elements that
were found potentially harmful in the first step. Unlike the first step which required only a
limited data input, the second step included 1) detailed physico-chemical characterization of
the waste forms, the site and the engineered barriers, and 2) detailed modelling of water flow
and contaminant transport through various barriers. The results showed that the majority of
the contaminants present in the various wastes did not require detailed calculations (i.e.,
would not lead to groundwater concentrations above health standards), and that detailed
characterization and modelling efforts could be restricted to a few elements. The results
further revealed that all waste types gave negligible concentrations of
Ra in the
groundwater and that 238U concentrations also were negligible the first 10 000 years.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF D. MALLANTS
M. GOLDMAN (USA): As regards the Olen cleanup, to what extent was the public
consulted?
D. MALLANTS (Belgium): The Olen cleanup led to a clear improvement, so that the public
was very happy about it. Moreover, the fact that many people living in or around Olen worked
at the plant facilitated the taking of remediation actions.
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Abstract
The ongoing WISMUT Remediation Program deals with the legacy of more than 40 years of largescale uranium mining and processing in the densely populated areas of Eastern Thuringia and
Saxony (Germany). The mining and processing operations (total uranium production more than
220,000 tonnes) comprise an area of approx. 37 km2. WISMUT started with a complex site
investigation program to determine the degree of contamination of affected areas and an extended
environmental monitoring system of the pathways was established. The overall approach follows the
general rule of guiding, planning and implementation of the site specific rehabilitation projects to
ensure an optimal balance between rehabilitation costs and environmental benefits while complying
with the applicable laws and requirements of the permitting agencies. The WISMUT approach to
remediation can be viewed as an adaptable process tailored to specific circumstances and site
specific situations taking public interests into account. Remediation solutions will be demonstrated by
various site specific examples. The WISMUT decommissioning and rehabilitation project is now in its
eleventh year and by middle of the year 2000 approximately half of the cleanup has been finished. A
well thought out approach to water treatment and timely adjustment to changing conditions will help
save water treatment costs. Consideration of the post rehabilitation use and surveillance
requirements are an integral part of the optimisation of the remedial measures.

1. URANIUM MINING AND MILLING FACILITIES OF WISMUT
1.1 Historical background
After World War 2 the former German Democratic Republic (GDR) was the scene of large
scale uranium mining supplying the former Soviet Union (USSR) with the feed material for
the nuclear weapons and nuclear energy programs. The mining, milling and processing
activities took place within a relatively small but densely populated area in the States of
Thuringia and Saxony extending from East to West about 130 km and from North to South
about 50 km. More than 40 years of intensive mining and processing resulted in a total
production of more than 220,000 tonnes of uranium.
The mining and processing adversely affected an area of about 100 square kilometres and
caused locally extreme devastation and widespread soil and groundwater contamination.
Particularly during the initial years of production little care was paid to protection of the
health and safety of the workers and the general public and protection of the environment in
the affected areas. The operations were kept strictly secret.
Following reunification of Germany in 1990 production was brought to an end. By subsequent
corporate restructuring, WISMUT GmbH, as the successor company to SDAG Wismut, was
put in charge of decommissioning and rehabilitation of the uranium mining liabilities by a
federal law (Wismut Act, 1991). The German Federal Government committed a total amount
of up to DM 13 billion to the Wismut remediation project.
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1.2 Situation at the time of closure of production and start of rehabilitation
The mining and processing facilities of WISMUT were spread over an area of approximately
37 square kilometres. The mining activities generated approximately 400 million cubic meters
of radioactive waste rock and other contaminated objects which were left behind as waste rock
dumps, heap leach dumps and ore handling and transportation facilities.
In addition to radiation safety problems at all sites, the substantial arsenic content of the waste
rock contribute to the cancerogenic risk at the Schlema site, where vein ores were mined. A
chemical and chemical-toxic contamination is characteristic for the Konigstein mine where
underground leaching of uranium by sulphuric acid took place during the 80s and 90s. Acid
mine drainage combined with high hardness of the seepage and mine water are a serious longterm problem at the Ronneburg mine site. Finally, at two sites (Schlema and Ronneburg)
several hundred thousand tonnes of mixed waste were left behind consisting of radioactive
waste rocks and construction materials contaminated by various hydrocarbons [1,2].
The uranium processing generated approximately 175 million cubic meters of tailings from
which 160 million cubic metres of tailings were disposed of in 3 major tailings ponds at the
Seelingstadt site (Triinzig and Culmitzsch) and the Crossen site (Helmsdorf). In 1990 the
effluent discharge from mining and milling plants into the receiving streams was approx. 31
million cubic meters carrying a uranium load of approximately 28 tonnes. By 1998 the
discharged load had decreased to approximately 4 tonnes of uranium. The following table
gives an overview of the size and volume of the contaminated materials.
TABLE 1. SIZE AND VOLUME OF THE CONTAMINATED MATERIALS
Contaminated
Materials
Operation areas
Waste rock dumps
Tailings ponds
Open pit
Concrete / masonry
Scrap

No.

Area

48
14
1

37.1 km2
15.4 km2
7.3 km2
1.6 km2

Volume / Mass
311Miom 3
161 Miom 3
84 Mio m3
350,000 m3
262,000 Mg

2. ENVIRONMENTAL DATA COLLECTION, ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT
In 1990 an extensive survey was started to determine the degree of contamination of the
affected areas. The data collected were stored in an environmental database or "register" for a
first preliminary assessment of the observed environmental impact. Initially, a gamma dose
rate survey was carried out involving an area of about 120 km2. During the survey 240,000
data points were recorded and the results showed that 84.7%of the surveyed area had a near
background level (dose rates < 200 nSv/h). This helped to identify the degree of surface
contamination at the various sites and identify the areas of the main radioactive impact.
In summary, it may be stated that the specific activity of mine waste was in the range of 200 to
2000 Bq/kg (Ra-226) and the specific activity of mill tailings in the range of 3000 to 15000
Bq/kg (Ra-226).
An extensive environmental monitoring system was established to monitor the air,
groundwater and surface water at all Wismut sites. By the end of 1992, the WISMUT network
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comprised approximately 1300 measuring points monitoring continuously the radon
concentration, the dust carrying long-lived alpha emitters, the contaminants in surface water
and groundwater as well as the biomass [3].
The implementation of the monitoring network was followed by a site-specific analysis of the
pathways. The following exposure pathways were found to be relevant for the Wismut sites:
(a) the atmospheric pathway leading to exposure by inhalation of radon and progeny and
inhalation of airborne radioactivity (long-lived alpha emitters attached to the dust),
(b)the terrestrial pathway accounting for the radiation dose caused by external radiation
due to prolonged stay on a site under remediation and due to ingestion of soil,
(c)the aquatic pathway whereby exposure is caused by ingestion of contaminated water
or crops irrigated with such water.
To ensure compliance with the regulatory requirements a quantitative risk assessment was
carried out. The methodological approach used a quantitative analysis of the potential ways of
release and migration of radioactive and other contaminants and calculation of the dose or risk
for a site-specific scenario. The radiological assessment is based on the comparison of the
calculated effective dose with the recommended effective dose level of 1 mSv [4]. The
exposure to radon and progeny is part of the dose calculation.
Once the requirement to rehabilitate has been established/justified, the selection of the most
appropriate remedial option was the next evaluation step. This optimisation step aims at
finding the remedial measures which provide an optimal balance between the rehabilitation
costs and environmental benefits. Benefits includes gains due to reduction in the exposure to
radioactive and chemical contaminants, savings in the extent of long-term environmental
monitoring and, if relevant, savings in social costs. Furthermore, consideration is given to
nature conservation, public acceptance and overall land use plans. In case of complex objects
and sites a multi-attribute utility analysis has been used to establish the optimal rehabilitation
option [5],
3. REMEDIATION APPROACH
The boundary conditions of the decommissioning and rehabilitation process are determined by
the applicable laws, relevant regulations and the rehabilitation target set by discharge permits.
The selection of a specific remedial option, measure and technology has to be sought within
this legal framework. The overall approach follows the general rule of guiding, planning and
implementation of the site specific rehabilitation projects to ensure an optimal balance
between rehabilitation costs and environmental benefits while complying with the
requirements of the permitting agencies. The technical planning and implementation of the
rehabilitation concepts is done after checking the feasibility of the application to the specific
task on an object and site specific basis. The implementation is supported by a comprehensive
computer based project planning and monitoring system and risk management. An
optimisation feedback is provided through continuous evaluation of the collected technical
data.
The WISMUT experience shows that the rehabilitation of uranium mining and processing
liabilities is not a straightforward project like the construction of a building, but rather an
iterative process of gradual steps. One or more iterations of preliminary design or selected
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alternatives are needed before permit application. A permit for the planned remedial measure
is seldom granted without conditions; as a rule in most but the simplest cases the regulators
request modifications to the design. Furthermore, the successful implementation of the
remedial measures requires a continuous communication with the relevant local governments
and local communities. Accordingly, considerable effort is put into public relations
management [6].
4. REMEDIATION OF WASTE ROCK DUMPS
Already in the initial phases of the development of a rehabilitation concept it became apparent
that it will not be feasible to rehabilitate all waste rock dumps of WISMUT in situ. A typical
reason for relocation of waste rocks dumps in case of the Schlema area in the Ore Mountains
was the immediate neighbourhood of residential areas. The waste rock dump "H 250" at the
Schlema site, for example, had to be relocated for this reason. After relocation the area
became available to the municipality for further housing development.
At the Ronneburg site, because of the pyrite content the waste rocks are mostly acid
generating upon contact with the air. The generated sulphuric acid causes a leaching of the
radioactive and harmful substances from the waste rock which is likely to continue for
extended periods of time. In order to avoid having a large number of contaminant seepage
problems spread over an extensive area, the decision was made to relocate most of the dumps
in the "Lichtenberg" open pit mine. In this case, the rehabilitation of the waste rock dumps
was suitably combined with the rehabilitation of the open pit mine, thus providing a good
synergy of the rehabilitation goals [7]. The sequence (depth) of placement of the waste rock
(and other materials) into the open pit was subject to optimisation and made dependent on the
degree of acid generating potential of the relocated waste rock blocks. Currently, by use of an
efficient relocation/transportation/placement strategy approximately 40 000 m3 of waste rock
are relocated per day.
Site specifically, in a number of cases the environmental assessment and feasibility study
resulted in recommendation of in situ rehabilitation of the waste rock dumps. In situ
rehabilitation usually involves reshaping of the dumps to a geomechanically stable form,
covering with a soil cover system designed to reduce radon exhalation, external radiation and
limit the infiltration into the dump over the long-term. The surface of the cover is vegetated to
prevent erosion and to blend in with the surrounding landscape. For the implementation it is
crucial to select and use technologies allowing to cover steep slopes (1:2 to 1:2.5). An
outstanding example of successful covering of steep slopes is provided by the
"Hammerberghalde" dump located in the centre of the town of Schlema. This waste rock
dump extends over an area of nearly 0.35 km2 and used to be a significant source of radon
exhalation. After rehabilitation, the dump will become part of the park landscape of the city
which is presently successfully developing into a health spa as it used to be before the mining
activities of Wismut started.
5. DECONTAMINATION OF AFFECTED AREAS
In course of the mining and milling activities by Wismut numerous smaller areas owned by
the surrounding communities or private parties became contaminated. In accordance with the
responsibility of Wismut this land was reclaimed for safe and beneficial use. For the areas
belonging to the Wismut plant sites, former ore loading points and transport routes the
rehabilitation was carried out using national radiation protection guidelines specifying
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different levels of decontamination depending on whether an unconditional or restricted post
rehabilitation use is intended. The decontamination of some sites was commonly done with
the restriction of an industrial use only.
The restricted release of an area for industrial use in first approximation means that the
decontamination is done to an activity level in the ground below 1 Bq/g. To achieve an
unrestricted release of a contaminated area a cleanup level of 0.2 Bq/g is required. The
mentioned clean-up levels present secondary remediation criteria for practical field use and
are derived from the recommended level of radiation exposure of 1 mSv/a of individual
effective dose in excess of the natural radiation [4]. So far the rehabilitation of about 2500.000
m2, i.e. 7%of the affected areas, has been completed and ownership transferred to the
communities or private parties. For the areas leased by Wismut which originally constituted
agricultural land, compensations for the lost income covering time periods of 3 to 5 years
were paid to the landowners.
6. REMEDIATION OF URANIUM MILL TAILINGS PONDS
Milling operations ceased 1989/90 (short after-production runs extended into 1991) leaving in
place a total of 545 hectares of tailings ponds at Seelingstadt (Culmitzsch and Trunzig) and
Crossen (Helmsdorf and Dankritz) with a total tailings volume of approximately 160 million
m3. The key characteristics of the tailings ponds are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2. KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF WISMUT TAILINGS PONDS
Culmitzsch
Basin B

Tailings Impoundment

Culmitzsch
Basin A

Tailings surface area (ha)
Water cover surface area
(ha)
Tailings volume (Mio m3)
Solid mass (Mio t)
Max. tailings thickness (m)
Unat in solids (t)
Ra-226 in solids (1014 Bq)
Unt in pond water (mg/L)
Ra-226 in pond water
(mBq/L)
Unat in pore water (mg/L)
Ra-226 in pore water
(mBq/L)

158.1
72.7

75.8
48.3

61.3
64.0
72
4800
0.14
191

23.6
27.0
63
2240
2.4
6.29
1232

0.3 . 3.9
5000

1.0. 16.5
2300

7.9

Trunzig Trunzig HelmsBasin A Basin B dorf
66.8
0

48.1
36.5

Dankritz
I

205.3
139.7

18.9
12.2

13
6
13
6
30
N.A.
1500
700
1.3
0.5
N.A."
1.0
N.A.1' 150

45
48.9
48
5030
5.5
6.54
1300

4.6
6.6
23
1052
0.38
1.70
760

1.19
632

2.30
10.85
500.200
N.A.
0

N.A.
N.A.

Based on a probabilistic risk assessment, an agreement was reached with the regulator that a
dry, in situ stabilisation of the tailings ponds should be the overall aim of the rehabilitation.
The following considerations entered the evaluation of the approaches to achieve this
rehabilitation goal [8]:
• Hydrologic assessment: Because of the potential hydrological consequences of a dam
failure and proximity of the Helmsdorf and Dankritz impoundments to population
centres (approximately 500 m) and to public roads (approximately 100 m) the dry
cover remediation option was confirmed as the best long-term solution.
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• Water balance: The exact knowledge of water input and output from the tailings
impoundments was required for evaluation of the water treatment needs. The seepage
flow due to tailings consolidation had to be added to the standard water balance
components.
• Embankment Slope Stability: In case of the Helmsdorf site hydrogeological
modelling showed that by removal of the pond water the phreatic surface in the
tailings can be lowered to a level which provides sufficient safety for the main dam in
the present state.
• Seismic stability. The seismic stability of the tailings dams (particularly of the
Helmsdorf main dam) was investigated and certified to be stable under both static
and dynamic load conditions.
• Drainage system. After decommissioning of the tailings facilities the drainage system
of the main dumps were rechecked and measures taken to keep it unclogged.
Automatic recorders of flow were installed for monitoring of seepage.
• De-watering and interim cover placement. The construction of the interim cover has
to account for the different geomechanical behaviour of the sandy beaches, slimes
and intermediate zones. The purpose of the interim cover is beyond radiological
protection to induce tailings consolidation and create a trafficable surface for dry
remediation.
• Contouring. The final surface geometry is to be designed to a shape which allows for
a good drainage and surface run off. Generally, in the sections where reliable
drainage is required slopes > 3% are needed. Any differential settlements have to be
remediated during this stage to provide a stable foundation for the final cover.
• Final cover. A multi-layer, multiple-functional mineral soil cover system is
envisaged for the final cover. The cover design has to be adjusted to the inclination or
flatness of the specific sections of the contoured surface. A sealing layer such as
achievable by soil compaction or use of clay in conjunction with a good soil water
drainage is considered to provide the required reduction of infiltration into the
tailings in the sloped sections of the contoured surface; in the flat, plateau-like
sections of the fine tailings surface the cover has to be designed to provide a selfsustainable soil water balance within the cover.
• Erosion protection. Flattening of the external slopes of the embankments and
planting of suitable vegetation on the final cover is seen as the most important
erosion protection measure.
• Landscaping. Landscaping is carried out with the aim to fit the impoundment into the
natural landform. The development of a natural succession of indigenous trees will
be enhanced.
The development and testing of technologies for consolidation and covering of the soft
tailings (shear strength <5kPa) is ongoing. Because of the very slow consolidation and
difficult accessibility of the soft tailings, the technological approach selected for this part of
the tailings ponds can have a substantial effect on the costs and duration of the rehabilitation;
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it is essential to consider the cost/time trade-offs of the combination, sequencing and timing of
use of various technologies.
7. WATER TREATMENT
The major sources of contaminated water at WISMUT are discharges from flooded mines,
tailings pond seepage and waste rock dump seepage. The mine waters and seepage cannot be
freely discharged into close-by rivers because of the radioactive components in the water (U
and Ra) and chemical contaminants such as As, Fe, Mn which are usually above regulated
limits. Also other components such as Mg and Ca along with sulphites, chlorides and
carbonates are limiting factors because they cause an excessive hardness of the water [9].
Discharge rates from flooded mines can be as low as 50 mVh (Poehla mine) or as high as 1000
mVh (Schlema mine). The volume of water to be treated at tailings pond sites comes typically
at a rate of some hundreds of cubic meters per hour (approximately 250 m3/h at Helmsdorf),
whilst the seepage rates from rock dumps are relatively small (1 to 30 mVh).
The high contamination in the mine water discharge is likely to endure for 5 to 25 years
depending on the specific site conditions and the hydraulic regime imposed. The
concentration of contaminants in the tailings pond water changes with time as the water is
continuously diluted by precipitation and the portion of the pore water from the tailings
deposit increases. It is expected that the water discharge from the tailings ponds will continue
for 15 to 25 years.
To treat the large volumes of contaminated water coming from the flooded mines a number of
various water treatment technologies are used at WISMUT, the type of technology applied
depends on the site-specific conditions. Passive treatment methods are being developed and
introduced to provide long term solutions to treatment of smaller volumes of seepage water.

Conventional^
treatment
cost effective

-e

Transition to
passive systems
feasible

CO

c
CO
O

Fassive systems cost efficient
Environmental benigi(be!cwregJatory limit)

10

20 l i t r e [yeans] 3°

FIG. 1. Water treatment strategy as a function of contaminated loadings and time.
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The economic evaluations of the water treatment consider total costs associated with the
treatment, i. e. the costs for the entire duration of the treatment and accounting for the
immobilisation and disposal of the residues. Typical investment costs for the treatment plants
at WISMUT are in the range from DM 15 to 30 million. Operating costs experienced at the
treatment plants vary from DM 1.75 per m3 in Aue to DM 8.32 per m3 in Helmsdorf. For the
future plants at Ronneburg, Seelingstadt and Konigstein the operating costs are expected to be
in the order of DM 1,50 per m3 [10].
The long term trend of the water quality development at the WISMUT sites is toward
decreasing contaminant loads which implies that the operation of conventional treatment
technologies is likely to become economically inefficient with time. A technology switch from
conventional to alternative (as a rule passive) treatment methods at the right time promises a
better economics in the long term (see Figure 1).
Using international experience, the feasibility of the following passive water treatment
technologies is tested at Wismut:
(a) constructed wetland,
(b)reactive permeable walls, and
(c)in-situ removal of contaminants by micro-organisms.
The significance of a well thought out approach to water treatment and timely adjustment to
changing conditions becomes obvious from the fact that the portion of the water treatment
costs in the overall WISMUT reclamation costs amounts to approx. 15% to 20% [10].
8. ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
Both implementation of the remedial measures and the subsequent performance of the
rehabilitated objects is monitored at WISMUT sites. The environmental monitoring
distinguishes between Basic and Remediation Monitoring [3]. The Basic Monitoring includes
the long-term measurements of environmental emissions, immissions and effluents from the
post-production activities and the assessment of the environmental effects of rehabilitation.
The Remediation Monitoring is used during implementation of the remedial measures to
check compliance with the limits of the permitted dose to workers and the general public. The
long term challenge in this area is the flexible adjustment of the monitoring network to the
changing needs of the progressing project.
9. POST REHABILITATION SURVEILLANCE
Consideration of the post rehabilitation use and surveillance requirements are an integral part
of the optimisation of the remedial measures. The optimisation usually aims to select and
implement remedial solutions which minimise the number and/or size of the rehabilitated
areas requiring restricted use. Whenever feasible, elements enhancing long term performance
are built into the design thus facilitating an unrestricted transfer and subsequent use of the
rehabilitated objects/areas.
In order to ensure long term stability and integrity of the objects / areas rehabilitated for a
restricted use such as the tailings ponds and waste rock dumps as well as functionality of the
protective covers, all potential failure mechanism are identified, the likelihood of their
occurrence quantified and the hypothetical consequences evaluated. The results of the analysis
are considered in the design to achieve sustainable remedial solutions. Nevertheless, in the
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long term a small residual risk of failure will always remain. In accordance with the legal
requirements in Germany this necessitates the establishment of an institutional control regime
of the rehabilitated objects by the government and the identification of the legal entity
responsible for the task. The burden of repair in case of an unexpected failure lies both with
the government and the post-rehabilitation proprietor of the object/area.
With regard to the needs and scope of monitoring and maintenance, WISMUT distinguishes
(a) a post-rehabilitation phase and (b) a long term phase. During both phases the obligation
may exist to treat the contaminated water, provide seismic surveillance and subsidence
measurements, monitor the immission in the vicinity of the area/object (in the air and water
and in the receiving streams). A monitoring and surveillance plan has to state the frequency of
measurements, recording and reporting. The site inspections are likely to include the checking
of drainage conditions, of channels and seepage collection systems, of possible human impact,
of embankment stability and for surface damages, erosion gullies, bioturbation, condition of
vegetation.
10. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The WISMUT decommissioning and rehabilitation project is now in its tenth year and
approximately half of the cleanup work has been finished. By middle of the year 2000
approximately DM 6.2 billion have been invested into the rehabilitation including costs of
restructuring of Wismut and compensations for decreasing the number of employees to about
3200 at present. By June 2000 the state of rehabilitation was as follows:
Since commencement of the rehabilitation, the extent of the contaminated sites has been
substantially reduced in size and the radiological situation has significantly improved due to
reduction of emissions. For the sites and objects still awaiting rehabilitation viable concepts
are in place. Nevertheless, the experience of the previous years taught us that a schematised
transfer of conceptual plans from site to site, object to object does not provide the best return
for the money invested into the rehabilitation. The continued challenge is the optimisation of
the remedial solutions by tailoring them to the site specific conditions. Nevertheless, even
after completion of the rehabilitation some long-term tasks will remain, these include:
• Treatment of the contaminated water
• Care and maintenance of the rehabilitated land
• Care and maintenance of ancilliary installations
• Mine damage control and compensation, and
• Environmental monitoring.
Finally, it has to be stated that a successful rehabilitation requires the involvement and trust of
the local/communal decision makers and of the financial and political stakeholders in the
rehabilitation process. Only with the support of all these stakeholders can the rehabilitation of
a devastated area lead to a successful revitalisation of a region which is the ultimate aspiration
of any large scale rehabilitation.
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Underground remediation
Mine workings cleaned and
closed

96%

1,400' 103m3

Shafts and tunnels backfilled
Remediation of shallow mine
workings
Surface remediation
Demolition of plants
structures

Total work
1,440 km

75%

76%

and

14,200 m3

735,000 m3

Waste rock dumps,
relocation and contouring

146Miom 3

Waste rock dumps,
final covering

4.8 Mio m3

Backfilling
of the open pit

127 Mio m3

Tailings covering
Site decontamination

53%
19%

7.6 Mio m3
1,530 ha
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF M. HAGEN
A.V. BOYTSOV (Russian Federation): You said that 13 billion DM were set aside for the
environmental remediation programme. Did you work out the cost of remediation per
kilogram of uranium produced?
M. HAGEN (Germany): Yes, and this result was similar to that for uranium mining
activities in the United States and Canada, despite the fact that during the uranium production
period no consideration was given to the ultimate need for remediation. About 3 billion of the
13 billion DM represented social costs; we had to reduce the workforce by about 35 000 and
create new jobs within a short period. The specific costs of tailings remediation are very
similar to what is being paid in the United States.
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Abstract
The long-term operation of USSR uranium mining and milling enterprises produced a great volume of
low level radioactive waste in the form of rock spoil heaps (181 million m3), hydro-metallurgical
,

3

plants tailings dumps (340 million m ) and basins of mine waters (200 million m ) with total activity
of25.1-10!5Bq (670 kCi). The total area occupied by the dumps is about 180 km2. The paper presents
brief characteristics of the activities of uranium ore mining enterprises located at the CIS countries'
territories, their wastes' status and describes measures for rehabilitation and restoration of
territories of the Soviet uranium mining and metallurgical complex.

1. INTRODUCTION
The production complex of mining and processing enterprises of the former USSR included 8
uranium combines and a plant for uranium raw materials' processing now located at the
territories of six independent countries:
• Russian Federation-Lermontov Industrial Association (LIA) "Almaz" (Caucasus
Mineral Waters, Stavropol Land); Argun (Priargunskii) Industrial Mining and
Chemical Association AMCA (Chita Region);
• Ukraine-Scientific and Industrial Association "Eastern Mining and Enrichment
Combine" (Zholtye Vody); Industrial Association "Pridneprovskii Chemical Plant"
(Dnieprodzerzhinsk);
• Kazakhstan-KASKOR Joint Stock Company (Aktau); Industrial Association
"Tselinnyi Mining and Chemical Combine"-IA "Tselinnyi MCC" (Stepnogorsk);
• Tajikistan-Industrial Association "Eastern Combine for Rare-Earth Metals"-IA
"Vostokredmet" (Khodgent);
• Uzbekistan-Navoi Mining and Metallurgical Combine (Navoi);
• Kyrghyzstan-Industrial Association "Southern Combine for Polymetals" (KaraBaity).
The total area of lands spoilt by the ore mining and processing activities is about 0.5 thousand
km 2 , of which
• by ore mining objects-26.5% (133 k m ) , about 81% of the area make quarries and
rock spoil heaps;
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• by ore processing objects-38% (190 km2), about 92% of the area make tailings
dumps;
• by auxiliary objects-8% (31 km2);
• (146.5 km2) are occupied by cities and settlements.
2.

CHARACTERISTICS OF WASTES GENERATED AS A RESULT OF ACTIVITIES
OF ORE MINING AND PROCESSING ENTERPRISES OF THE FORMER USSR

Over the period of activities of these enterprises a great volume of low level radioactive waste
has been generated in the form of rock spoil heaps (181 million m3), hydro-metallurgical
plants tailings dumps (340 million m3) and basins of mine waters (200 million m ) with total
activity of 25.MO15 Bq (670 kCi). The total area occupied by the dumps is about 180 km2.
Below a brief characteristics of the activities of uranium ore mining enterprises at the CIS
countries' territories and their wastes' status is presented.
2.1 The Russian Federation
2.1.1 The Lermontov Industrial Association "Almaz" is located in the town of Lermontov,
the Stavropol Region. The association was established in 1950 as an industrial uranium
mining enterprise on the basis of the Beshtau and Byk deposits.
Sources of radioactive contamination of the environment have been left on the site of the
enterprise after the completion of works on uranium ore mining and processing. These are
dumps of unamenable ores and barren rocks as well as a pumped tailings dump. Their total
area is 1366.7 thousand m . The actual volume of unamenable ores and barren rocks in three
dumps is 3960.9 thousand m ; the volume of the HMP tailings dump is 12031.6 thousand m
(Table 1).
TABLE 1. RADIOACTIVE WASTE ACCUMULATED AT THE IA "ALMAZ"
AS OF JANUARY 1, 1993

Storage site
Dumps of
unamenable
ores
HMP tailings
dump
Total:

Area, 10 m

Radwaste
volume, 10 m

Radwaste
weight, 10 t

Activity, Bq

570.0

3960.9

8403.7

1.40xl014

796.7
1366.7

12031.6
15992.5

14047.0
22450.7

1.69xlO15
1.83xl015

The surfaces of unamenable ore and barren rock dumps were restored: covered with a clay and
chernozem layer and afforestated. Some measures have been taken to diminish the
environmental impact of the tailings dump. In particular, the beach of the embankment is
isolated by non-radioactive waste phosphogypsum produced in the processing of apatite
concentrate.
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2.1.2 The Argun Industrial Mining & Chemical Association (AMCA) is located in the
Krasnokamensk District, the Chita Region, 18 km north-east of the town of Krasnokamensk.
The Association is engaged in mining, enrichment and processing of uranium-molybdenum
ores. Uranium is mined in the Strel'tsovskii ore region in three underground mines and the
Tulukui open pit.
Dusty dumps of amenable and unamenable ores, a uranium open pit, a tailings dump, the
Urtui coal pit, a hydro-metallurgical plant (HMP) for enrichment of uranium and
molybdenum, and the Krasnokamensk Heating and Power Plant (HPP) are sources of
radioactive contamination for the surrounding territory. The tailings dump has been placed in
a natural valley with an embankment and the excavated topsoil. The bed of the valley is paved
with polyethylene film and a 0.5 m thick layer of inert ground. The HPP uses the Urtui coals
with a high content of natural radionuclides (NRNs). In burning the coals, the NRNs are
released in the atmosphere or discharged in an ash-disposal site. That is why the coals'
burning is under control: only coals with uranium content not exceeding 0.006% are allowed
to be used as a fuel. In such a way observation of permissible level of the NRN releases set by
the NRB-76/87 Rules is ensured.
Mine waters of the AMCA, industrial sewage from the HPP and residential sewage are
discharged through a collector in surface storage ponds and the local surface hydrologic
system. The sewage from the HMP is discharged in the tailings dump. The total area of the
storage ponds and the tailings dump is 4.264 km .
By using a multistage flow sheet developed at the association for radiometric enrichment of
uranium ores the waste from a radiometric enrichment plant is divided into two classes:
• waste with sufficiently high uranium content to be used for heap leaching;
• waste with low uranium content comparable with that of a barren rock.
Barren rocks produced in mining and processing of uranium ores are kept in special dumps.
The dumps of unamenable ores are used, as a rule, for heap leaching to extract an additional
product. Waste from heap leaching is used, in turn, in the site to fill worked-out areas. The
dumps of unamenable ores and barren rocks take a total area of 2.73 km (see Table 2). Before
forming a dump, the grading of an appropriate site is made, including topsoil excavation and
filling of a 1-m-thick cushion course from barren rock.
TABLE 2. RADIOACTIVE WASTE PRODUCED AT THE AMCA AS OF
JANUARY 1, 1993
Area,
Storage site
Dumps of
unamenable
ores
HMP tailings
dump
Total:
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10W

Volume of
radwaste,

Quantity of
radwaste,

Activity, Bq

3

10V

io t

2730

104440

211260

16.7xlO14

4264
6994

109000
213440

69170
280430

29.0xl0 14
45.7xlO14

The total quantity of radioactive waste including that in the HPP ash-disposal site, the coal
14

dump and a blending stockpile is 284.3 million tons with a total activity of 46.6x10 Bq.
2.2 Ukraine
2.2.1 The Scientific & Industrial Association "Eastern Mining & Enrichment Combine"
founded on the basis of the Pervomaiskii and Zheltorechenskii uranium-containing iron ore
deposits in the Kirovograd ore region in the Ukraine. The mines simultaneously extracted
uranium and iron. As of 1990, the enterprise stored 3770 thousand tons of unamenable ores
2

and barren rocks in dumps with an area of 181.4 thousand m (Table 3).
The bottom of the dumps is formed from loam's. Unamenable ores with a volume of 1960
thousand m were buried in the cavities of an iron ore mine. This amounts to 8% of the design
volume.
Since 1976 a tailings dump with a useful volume of 29200 thousand m has been in service at
a distance of 7 km from the HMP. As of 1990, it was 87% full, corresponding to 25404
thousand m of waste in the form of pulp. The bottom of the tailings dump is water-proofed
with compacted natural loam. The exposure dose rate (EDR) in a 950-m-radius observation
zone varies within the range of (1.7-2.5)xlO mR/h. Another tailings dump 400 m distant
from the HMP has been taken out of service because it was completely filled (8400 thousand
m ). The tailings dump was constructed with no waterproofing course. The EDR within the
observation zone limits does not exceed 2.5x10 mR/h.
The Association mined uranium by the in-situ leaching method in the Devladovo and
Bratskoe deposits. At the sites restoration works have been carried out: 142.6 thousand m3 of
soil with total activity of 1.6 -1011 Bq were excavated following by their disposal into 2.8-3.5
m deep trenches.
TABLE 3. RADIOACTIVE WASTE ACCUMULATED IN THE SIA "EASTERN
MEC" AS OF JANUARY 1, 1990
Storage site

Area, 10 m

Dumps
of
unamenable
ores

181.4

HMP tailings
dumps

2859

Total:

3041.4

In-situ leaching 2250
sites

Radwaste
volume, 10 m

Radwaste
weight, 10 t

Activity, Bq

3770

3.4xlO13

37600

37750

2.1xlO15

11235

41520
-

2.1x10
1.8-1.9x10

15

Currently the Association is engaged in uranium and iron ore mining, iron-ore and uranium
concentrates and sulphuric acid production.
2.2.2 The Industrial Association "Pridnieprovskii Chemical Plant" started to process
uranium-containing raw materials from iron ore deposits of the Krivorozhskii field in 1948. In
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1948-1954 uncontrolled tailings dumps were created in natural clay pits within the sanitary &
protective zone (SPZ) of the enterprise.
Throughout the enterprise's activities 13663 thousand m of HMP tailings was accumulated in
the tailings dumps (Table 4).
TABLE 4. RADIOACTIVE WASTE ACCUMULATED IN THE IA "PCP" AS OF
JANUARY 1, 1990
3 2
Storage site
Area, 10 m
HMP tailings
dumps
3998

Radwaste
volume, 10 m

Radwaste
weight, 10 t

Activity, Bq

13663

52017

2.7xlO15

The tailings dumps have no protective barriers. Another tailings dump ("D") of the plain
flooding type with a capacity of 10 million m and an area of 76 ha was put into service in
1954 in the Dnieper flood lands to store radioactive waste from the hydro-metallurgical
production of uranium. The tailings dump also has no waterproofing means. Its embankment
is made of waste from a coke plant by-product, that is, of crushed stone, gravel and silty soils
from coal, clay and mica shales. Since 1970 after compaction of its beaches the tailings dump
had been filled with phospho-gypsum from processing of apatite.
The first section of a flooding-type tailings dump ("C") with a capacity of 8.7 million m at a
distance of 14 km from the city of Dneprodzerzhinsk was put into service in 1968. An asphaltbitumen impervious blanket is used as an anti-seepage measure. The tailings dump was
operated with the use of a circulating water supply without discharge of wastewater into the
hydrosphere. The second section with a capacity of 19.2 million m and anti-seepage
protection was put into service in 1983 after the first section was completely filled. The
reliability of the anti-seepage measures was confirmed by full-scale studies and regime
observations.
A radioactive tailings dump (DP-6) is made in the form of a trench 54 x 121 m in size where
the remains of a blast furnace melting uranium ores in 1948-1964 were buried. The trench was
covered with solid rubble and a 1.5-2.0-m-thick chernozem layer as well as sowed with grass
for turfing. The archival materials of the enterprise which are not complete were used to
calculate the total activity of the tailings dumps. The survey work is under way now to
determine reliable data on the activity of the tailings dumps.
2.3 The Republic of Uzbekistan
2.3.1 The Navoi Mining & Metallurgical Combine
Ore mining and processing enterprises of the Navoi Mining and Metallurgical Combine
(Navoi MMC) are situated within the limits of the borders of the Republic of Uzbekistan. At
present the Navoi MMC incorporates mines, open pits, HMPs, a sulphuric acid production
plant, three mining departments (MDs), extracting uranium by the in-situ leaching method: the
Northern MD, the Southern MD and the Central MD.
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In the Northern MD 8 in-situ leaching sites with the total area of 3831 m were
decommissioned in 1975-89. After the implementation of environmental protection measures
2

the surface exposure dose rate (EDR) within the SPZ (3520 thousand m ) has not exceeded
.

-2

3

2x10 mR/h. The volume of residual solutions in the depths is roughly 6782 thousand m .
On-site dumps of unamenable ores were built up for the operation period of a mine near the
Nurabad settlement. The volume of rock and ore mass amounted to 166.7 thousand t. The
EDR within the SPZ around the dumps is 1.7x10" mR/h.
After the Central MD site was rehabilitated, the EDR within the SPZ limits does not exceed
2.0x10 mR/h. The volume of residual process solutions in the productive underground
horizon has amounted to 2344.6 thousand m .
An HMP flooding tailings dump located at a distance of 1 km from the settlement of Durmyan
over an area of 6022 thousand m has been in operation since 1964 (Table 5). This tailings
dump is provided with a recycling water supply system and hydraulic feed of the HMP tailings
when the fluid fraction of the pulp returns into the HMP. The tailings dump has accumulated
52800 thousand tons of waste containing uranium, radium and polonium. The EDR in the site
does not exceed 3.0x10 mR/h. The SPZ area is 8360 thousand m .

TABLE 5. RADIOACTIVE WASTE ACCUMULATED IN THE NAVOI MMC
AS OF JANUARY 1,1990

Storage site
Dumps of
unamenable
ores
HMP tailings
dump
In-situ
leaching
grounds

3

2

Area, 10 m

Radwaste
volume, 10 m

55.2
6022
3831

47800
9126.4

Radwaste
weight, 10 t

Activity, Bq

166

3.4xlO12

52800

7.4xlO15
2xlO12

2.4 The Republic of Kyrghyzstan
2.4.1 The Industrial Association
"Southern Combine for Polymetals" (LA
"Yuzhpolimetall") was established on the basis of the Kyrghyz Mining Combine founded in
the 60s. The Combine mined and processed uranium ores from the Southern Kazakhstan ore
region.
Throughout the period of the Combine's activities 18 dumps of unamenable ores and barren
rocks with a total volume of 55436 thousand m and 4 tailings dumps containing a total of
35695 thousand m of radioactive pulp were formed on its sites (Table 6). In the depths of two
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depleted in-situ leaching grounds 2009 thousand m of residual process solutions is left. The
solutions contain natural radionuclides of the uranium series and high concentrations of
chemical components. The dumps of unamenable ores and rocks are at a distance of up to 80
km from populated areas. All of the dumps had been taken out of operation by 1991. No data
on the restoration of the areas occupied by the dumps is available. Three tailings dumps at a
distance of 2-11 km from the settlement of Minkush were taken out of service within 19601969. A 0.5-m-thick layer of loam was filled and compacted on the surfaces of the tailings
dumps as an environmental protection measure. The EDR within the SPZ is no more than 2530 uR/h.

TABLE 6. RADIOACTIVE WASTE ACCUMULATED IN THE IA
"YUZHPOLIMETALL" AS OF JANUARY 1, 1990

Storage site
Dumps of
unamenable
ores
HMP tailings
dumps
Total:
In-situ
leaching
grounds

Area, 10 m

Radwaste
volume, 10 m

Radwaste
mass, 10 t

Activity, Bq

2144

55436

110873

6.0xl014

2576
4720
424

35695
91131
2009

34461
145344

3.2xl015
3.8xlO15
3.3xlOU

An on-site tailings dump of the Kara-Baltinskii Ore Mining Combine (an independent
industrial enterprise since 1992) has been in service since 1955 to the present time. The beach
of its embankment is 65% formed from loam and 35% covered with polyethylene film. As of
1995, the tailings dump was filled to 54% of the design capacity. At present the tailings dump
is used in reprocessing of molybdenum-tungsten-bearing raw materials and radioactive waste
in an HMP.
2.5 The Republic of Kazakhstan
2.5.1 The Industrial Association "Tselinny Mining & Chemical Combine" was established
on the basis of large uranium, uranium-molybdenum and uranium-phosphorus ore deposits in
North Kazakhstan. The basic production facilities are located at a distance of 20 km from the
town of Stepnogorsk. The uranium mining enterprises are located at distances of 120 to 500
km from the basic production facilities.
In the period of its activities the facilities of the association produced 66592 thousand m of
radwaste accumulated in a flooding HMP tailings dump and on-site dumps of unamenable
ores in the mining enterprises (Table 7).
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TABLE 7. RADIOACTIVE WASTE ACCUMULATED IN THE
IA "TSELINNYIMCC" AS OF JANUARY 1, 1990

Storage site
Dumps of
unamenable
ores
HMP tailings
dump
Total:

Area, 10 m

Radwaste
volume, 10 m

Radwaste
weight, 10 t

Activity, Bq

823

14592

16200

4.5xlO14

7220
8043

52000

56600
72800

2.0xl0 15
2.4x10

66592 •

The flooding tailings dump occupies a space of 7220 m and is located in the SPZ of the
HMP. It was used in 1969-90 and filled to 90% of its design capacity. The bottom of the
tailings dump is paved with polyethylene film. The tailings dump consists of two ponds. The
surface of the one pond is isolated from the environment by polyethylene film. The second,
evaporating pond has the non-isolated surface. The basic radioactive contaminants in the
238

232

HMP pulp are the natural radionuclides of the U and Th series.
Solid radioactive waste from radiometric enrichment and heap leaching is stored in piles
within the SPZ at a distance of 0.5-7.0 km from the enterprise. The piles are placed on a
surface preliminarily compacted by rolling without implementation of special water-proofing
measures. The EDR on the surface of the piles does not exceed 0.1 mR/h. The bottom under a
628000-m heap leaching dump is covered with asphalt and film to facilitate the collection of
productive solutions in sprinkling ore mass and to prevent contamination of the soil.
2.5.2 The KASKOR Joint Stock Company created in 1992 on the basis of the Caspian Mining
and Metallurgical Combine is a large-scale ore mining and processing enterprise that
incorporates 28 divisions. The Caspian MMC was established in 1959 on the basis of
uranium-phosphorus deposits in the inhabited territory of the Mangyshlak Peninsula in the
Republic of Kazakhstan.
One of the KASKOR divisions, a major chemical & hydro-metallurgical plant (CHMP) is a
big enterprise for complex processing of local uranium-phosphorus ores and graphite
concentrate. Its basic products are uranium concentrate, scandium oxide and fluoride,
crystalline scandium, aluminium-scandium alloys as well as rare-earth concentrates of the
light and medium-weight groups. From large-tonnage process waste the plant produces fodder
dicalcium phosphate (precipitate), food dicalcium phosphate (dentaphos) and ammonium
sulphate.
During the activities of the enterprise 210904 thousand m of radioactive waste was
accumulated in a CHMP tailings dump, a burial ground and a gypsum and rare-earth
concentrate (GREC) storage facility (Table 8).
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TABLE 8. RADIOACTIVE WASTE ACCUMULATED IN THE KASKOR JOINT
STOCK COMPANY AS OF JANUARY 1, 1990

Area, 10 m
100

Radwaste
3 3
volume, 10 m
1.8

Radwaste
weight, 10 t
6.0

Exposure dose
rate, uR/h
40-60

85,000

210,000

360,000

15-20

90

904

_
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3

Storage site
Burial ground
CHMP tailings
dump
GREC storage
facility

2

The CHMP tailings is located 5 km north from the plant site in the natural Koshkarata hollow.
During the 27-year operation of the tailings dump the total volume of waste in it had attained
210 thousand m , that is 70% of the design capacity of the dump. The CHMP pulp directed to
226

210

the tailings dump contains radionuclides Ra and Bi. The radiometric survey of soils and
ground and the upper aeration layer 0.3 m beneath the surface revealed no radionuclide
contamination in the territory surrounding the tailings dump. An excess above the natural
background is observed at the shore line of the tailings dump where the EDR ranges from 14
to 60 uJR/h with the maximum value corresponding to the uncovered tailings sediments.
The burial ground is at a distance of 12 km from the town of Aktau and 6 km from the
CHMP. The burial ground was in service for 25 years before filled. It accommodates 6000
^in

yxo

O'xsi.

tons of radioactive waste containing radionuclides Po, Th, U and others. The surface
and bottom of the burial ground are isolated from the environment by a compacted clay layer.
The EDR at the surface of the burial ground and within its SPZ does not exceed 40-60 |uR/h.
The GREC storage facility, 10 km away from the town, is waterproofed by iso-butylene and
concrete. It has a design capacity of 29626 m and holds 904 m of solid radioactive waste
22,7

210

containing

Pb,

Ac and

228

Ac. The EDR in the vicinity of the storage facility is 250 p,R/h.

2.6 The Republic of Tajikistan
2.6.1 The Industrial Association "Eastern Combine for Rare Metals" (IA "Vostokredmet")
was established on the basis of the Leninabad Mining and Chemical Combine which is
situated in the western part of the Fergana Valley, one of the most picturesque areas of Central
Asia.
The combine was established as a large-scale uranium mining enterprise on the basis of
uranium deposits situated in Tajikistan, Kyrghyzstan and Uzbekistan. As the country's first
raw materials base, the Combine incorporated seven mines and five plants, including plant V
with a hydrometallurgical shop and the Tabashar, Adrasman, Mailisui, Uigur and TyuyaMuyun mines.
Throughout the period of the Combine's activities 34907 thousand m of low-level radioactive
waste was accumulated in its territory. The waste are stored in 9 tailings dumps (a total area of
1741 thousand m ) and 21 dumps of unamenable ores (a total area of 2241741 thousand m )
in the mining and processing enterprises (Table 9).
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TABLE 9. RADIOACTIVE WASTE ACCUMULATED IN THE IA
"VOSTOKREDMET" AS OF JANUARY 1, 1990
3

Storage site
Area, 10 m
Dumps
of
unamenable
224
ores
HMP tailings
1741
dumps
In-situ
leaching
grounds

2

Radwaste
volume, 10 m

Radwaste
weight, 10 t

Activity, Bq

2678

1847

7.0xl012

32229
14754

33684

2.5xlO14
4.0x10

In two mining departments which extracted uranium by the in-situ leaching method the
12

volume of residual process solutions having an activity of 4.0x10 Bq in the productive
horizons occurring at a depth of 450-600 m amounted to 14754 thousand m .
The dumps of unamenable ores and barren rocks are disposed over the vast territory of the
Combine. Twelve dumps of the mining department No.2 are arranged on the terraces of the
Chauli-Sai river 0.3-6.5 km away from the city of Khodzhent. The quantity of radwaste
accumulated within the period of operation of the dumps (1953-1980) whose area is 156.6
2

12

thousand m and having the activity of 4x10 Bq is 469.8 thousand tons. The EDR within the
SPZ is 200-600 pJR/h.
Eight dumps 1-10 km away from the settlement of Charkassar were formed within the
operation period of the Adrasman mine in 1954-89. Their total area is 34 thousand m ; the
quantity of radwaste with a total activity of 5.4x10 Bq is 292.1 thousand tons. The EDR
within the SPZ varies from 70 to 100 jiR/h. On the site of the mine at a distance of 50 m from
the settlement there is a tailings dump of an ore mining enterprise. The tailings dump that
occupies an area of 34 thousand m was in operation in the period of 1949-1958. The volume
of waste in it is 102 thousand m with a total activity of 2.4x10 Bq. The EDR within the SPZ
is 50-60 uR/h.
3

12

A storage of barren ores with a volume of 1195 thousand m and an activity of 2.5x10 Bq
remained in the site of the Tabashar mine 4 km distant from the settlement Tabashar after the
15-year operation of the mine (1950-1965). The EDR within the SPZ is 40-100 uR/h. Four
tailings dumps with a total volume of 4547 thousand m and a total area of 573.8 thousand m
were formed at different times during the operation of a pilot HMP (1949-1965). The total
activity of waste in the tailings dumps is 3.6x10 Bq. The EDR within the SPZ is 40-60 |uR/h.
In the valley of the Maili-Su River 15 km away from the town of Mailisai a HMP tailings
dump was in operation from 1947 to 1962. At present the surface of the tailings dump is
isolated from the environment by a 0.5-m-high soil layer. The volume of waste in the tailings
dump is 1340 thousand m ; the activity is 1.9x10 Bq. The EDR on the surface of the tailings
dump is up to 30 u.R/h.
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A tailings dump for the waste of hydro-metallurgical processes (from the GMP-1 plant) has
been in operation since 1963 in the Digmai cavity 4 km away from the town of Gafurov. The
2
3
tailings dump occupies a space of 692 thousand m and is filled with 19200 thousand m of
14

waste. The activity of the waste amounts to 1.56x10 Bq. The EDR within a 1-km-radius SPZ
varies from 40 to 250 uR/h.
2

Since 1949 to 1967 an HMP tailings dump with an area of 267 thousand m at a distance of 2
km from the town of Gafurov was in operation. The volume of waste is 2600 thousand m ; the
activity of waste is 2.9x10 Bq. A 0.5-m-high soil layer covers the surface of the tailings
dump. The EDR in the vicinity of the tailings dump varies within 20-60 uH/fi.
A tailings dump in the town of Gafurov was operated in 1945-1950. It was intended for a pilot
plant for hydro-metallurgical processing of uranium ores. The tailings dump (an area of 39
thousand m ) is disposed within the area of service and pilot production buildings. It was
completely dried and in 1963 its surface was covered with a 1.0-m-thick layer of inert soil.
The radon concentration in the air directly above the dump was 2-5 Bq/m ; the release of
12

radon to the atmosphere from the entire surface of the dump is about 2.96x10 Bq/y. A
decision on the on-site burial of the tailings dump was made in 1991. The most effective
measures were chosen to ensure the reliable disposal of the tailings dump and the radiation
cleanness of the surrounding areas. Under study is the choice of an appropriate material for
the covering of the dump surface. The covering must reduce the release of radon from the
surface down to 0.05-0.1 Bq/(m s). It is suggested to use for this purpose loessial loam's with
subsequent compacting. The height of the loam layer must be 1-2.5 m to ensure that the time
of radon diffusion to the surface would be at least 30 days until the almost complete decay of
the radon.
3. MEASURES FOR REHABILITATION AND RESTORATION OF TERRITORIES OF
THE MINING & METALLURGICAL COMPLEX
The necessity of carrying out of rehabilitation and restoration works at the territories of
enterprises of the mining & metallurgical complex is dictated by the currently going on
processes of reduction of the uranium ore mining. This causes the necessity of liquidation (or
laying up) and conversion of the ore mining and processing objects. If the areas of production
zones of the enterprises with located there buildings and structures are passed to local
authorities for further use, the radiation safety of the population and environment should be
ensured. The same condition should be fulfilled in a case of conversion of uranium ore-mining
enterprises - their transition to processing of gold-bearing or non-ferrous metals' ore
processing, etc. In addition to the reduction in the activity of the corresponding radiation
source, of extreme importance is reliable isolation of radioactive waste, especially its solid
phase, from the environment. For this purpose, dumps of barren rocks, unamenable ores,
radiometric enrichment tailings and heap leaching tailings as well as HMP tailings dumps
must be reliably covered with a remediation layer of inert rocks. In so doing, the residual
radon release must not exceed 1 Bq/(m2s) for stand-by enterprises and 0.2 Bq/(m2s) for
*y

1

abandoned enterprises. To meet standards for the residual radiation level (0.2 Bq/m" s") the
approximate depth of remediation layer for reliable isolation of the RW from the environment
must be not less than 1.0-2.0 m for dumps of barren rocks and 2.5-3 m for tailings dumps.
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The Federal Program on "Management of Radioactive Waste and Spent Nuclear Materials,
Their Utilization and Disposal for 1996-2005" (named hereinafter the Program) was approved
by the resolution of the RF Government in 1995 to solve, on the comprehensive basis,
radwaste management problems as well as to construct long-term storage or disposal facilities
for reliable isolation of radwaste from the biosphere. For uranium mining and processing
facilities the Program envisages:
• a comprehensive study of the environmental impact of uranium mining facilities and
the laying-up or, if necessary, disposal of decommissioned mines, open pits and
tailings dumps;
• development of plants for decontamination and processing of liquid and solid
radioactive waste produced in uranium ore mining and processing;
• development of plants for reprocessing of waste from enriched uranium production to
extract useful elements and reduce the volume of the waste.
During the abandonment of and putting in a stand-by mode the uranium mining and
processing enterprises their personnel and the population must be protected from the action of
the factors of radiation hazard. Among the factors of highest significance are releases of mine
waters and the liquid phase of the HMP ore pulp to the hydrosphere, releases of radon and
products of its decay into the atmosphere, and dusts from dumps of unamenable ores,
enrichment tailings and host rocks. For this purpose "Sanitary Regulations on Abandonment,
Laying-up and Conversion of Radioactive Ore Mining and Processing Enterprises" have been
worked out and approved. This document establishes the permissible residual levels of
radiation contamination of the facilities to be abandoned or laid up. The standards worked out
for the residual radiation contamination assure that the radiation risk to the personnel of these
facilities and the population working or living in the neighbouring regions will be limited.
CONCLUSIONS
According to data of 1990 and 1993 radwaste inventorying, the main amount of radioactive
waste resulted from uranium ore mining and processing at the territory of former USSR is
concentrated in the form of rock and tailings dumps. The total area of lands under these
structures is 121.2 km2, of which 114.5 km2 (94%) come to tailings dumps.
To ensure the radiation safety in the abandonment, stand-by mode and conversion of uranium
mining and processing enterprises the following measures must be implemented:
• radiation-ecological survey of the actual state of the enterprises;
• research and development work involving the assessment of the environmental
impact of the enterprases;
• development of abandonment (stand-by) projects including both the assessment of
environmental damage and the feasibility study of planned environmental protection
measures.
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Abstract
The SCOPE-RADSITE Project provides a unique international scientific forum where the radioactive
wastes generated in the development of nuclear weapons, including their potential impact on the
environment and human populations, are studied and reviewed. At the present SCOPE-RADSITE
workshop a team of experts presented the current status of uranium mining and milling operations in
the United States, in the former Soviet Union (FSU) and in Central and Eastern Europe. The effect of
radiocontaminants resulting from the uranium mining and milling operations to species other than
humans and the combined effects of environmental radiation and other agents were discussed.
Finally, three cases of remediation projects were presented: remediation at COGEMA sites in
France, the WISMUT rehabilitation project in Germany and uranium mine reclamation in Texas and
remediation achievements were described. Finally the workshop discussed important issues and
recommendations to be considered when approaching remediation of past legacies resulting from
uranium mining and milling.

1. INTRODUCTION
The SCOPE-RADSITE Project provides a unique international scientific forum where the
radioactive wastes generated in the development of nuclear weapons, including their potential
impact on the environment and human populations, are studied and reviewed. Slated to be
completed in three years (1999-2002), the project will ultimately produce an integrated worldwide assessment of sources of radioactivity, subsequent and potential radionuclide releases
into the environment, and associated potential risks to the population health and environment.
The IAEA estimates that about 360,000 metric tons of natural uranium, or about 20 percent of
the world's production, has been used for military purposes. Given the longevity of the
radioactive isotopes in these wastes and the huge amounts of wastes produced by uranium
mining and milling, it may in some countries be an important legacy which has to be dealt
with for full elimination of the hazards.
The goals of the workshop on "Remediation Achievements after Uranium Mining and
Milling" held in Munich on 8-9 September 2000 were 1) to review the present status of the
legacy from uranium mining and milling activities, the impacts on health and the environment
and the regulatory framework for remediation for some major regions of the world such as
North-America, Europe and the former Soviet Union; 2) to consider a few case-studies of
remediation and to assess the effectiveness of the countermeasures applied after the closing of
the extraction activities; (3) to formulate recommendations for remediation of past uranium
mining and milling liabilities.
2. SYNOPSIS OF THE WORKSHOP PRESENTATIONS
A team of experts was invited to the workshop and presented the current status of uranium
mining and milling operations in the United States, in the former Soviet Union (FSU) and in
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Central and Eastern Europe. The effect of radiocontaminants resulting from the uranium
mining and milling operations to species other than humans and the combined effects of
environmental radiation and other agents were discussed. Finally, three cases of remediation
projects were presented: remediation at COGEMA sites in France, the WISMUT
rehabilitation project in Germany and uranium mine reclamation in Texas.
2.1 Uranium mining and milling legacy and regulations in some major regions in the
world
Current status of uranium mines and mills in the United States America [1-4]
Uranium was first mined in the USA in 1871 in Colorado. Significant deposits were later
discovered in Southwest Colorado, East Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, South Dakota, Texas,
Washington, and Wyoming. Commercial uranium (U3O8) production reached a peak of
approximately 20,000 metric tons in 1980 but has declined steadily since that time. The 1999
production was approximately 2,000 metric tons. Most of the uranium from the USA currently
comes from in situ leach (ISL) facilities. Reclamation and restoration of the uranium mining
and milling facilities has now become the main activity of the industry, with few operating
conventional mines and mills remaining.
At this time, the USA government does not specifically regulate technologically enhanced
naturally occurring radioactive materials (TENORM) which includes uranium mining wastes,
(typically waste rock or overburden). Uranium mine wastes are, in some cases, regulated by
the states. There are about 3600 uranium-mining sites in the USA of which 1300 surface
mines and 2300 underground mines, the majority operated by private citizens. (More recent
information indicates that this number might exceed 4,000.) The status of those small mines is
difficult to assess. In 1990, only 29 mines were listed as operating facilities: 2 surface mines
and 27 underground mines. None of the surface mines has produced ore since 1993 and only
three underground mines were listed as operating in 1999 producing 330 metric tons U3O8.
Two uranium mine sites have been declared "Superfund" sites by the Environmental
Protection Agency and are, or will be, reclaimed under the guidelines for such sites.
With a few exceptions the conventional uranium mills in the USA are closed and either
reclaimed or in process. The Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA),
enacted in 1978, established two programs to protect public health and the environment in this
context. The "Title I" program dealt with cleanup of mills that provided uranium beginning in
the 1950s for the U.S. weapons program and provided for joint federal and state funding for
reclamation. The "Title II" program deals with licensed commercial sites. The NRC has the
authority to control the radiological and non-radiological hazards and to ensure that the sites
meet the applicable standards. Some of the in total 22 "Title I" sites were stabilised in place
while at other sites, the tailings were moved to disposal cells specifically constructed to
contain the tailings. The surface remediation at the "Title I" sites was complete by 1999. The
groundwater remedial action program is not yet completed at all sites.
There are approximately 27 "Title II" conventional uranium mills, 11 ISL facilities, an ionexchange facility, and a commercial disposal facility. Surface reclamation is complete at only
two of the conventional mill tailings sites. Once a site is reclaimed to meet the criteria and the
license is terminated, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) accepts the responsibility for long
term control unless the state chooses to do so. Two of the conventional mills are currently
operating, processing stockpiled ore or alternate feed materials, with two other mills on
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standby. Groundwater remediation remains an issue for many of these sites. Four of the ISL
facilities are operating; the others are inactive with restoration in progress.
Technical criteria for the remediation of uranium mills follow groundwater protection criteria
and regarding the waste itself, the cover should sustain at least 200 years, average 222Rn
emission should not exceed 0.74 Bq/m2/s and 226Ra concentrations should not exceed 190
Bq/kg at the surface (0.15 meters) and.560 Bq/kg below the first 0.15 meters.
Some examples were given of successful reclamation of uranium mine and mill sites in the
United States.
Some issues raised:
— The lack of consistent regulation for uranium mining wastes sometimes results in
contradictory situations, e.g. when uranium mine wastes (non-regulated) and wastes
from milling activities (e.g., tailings; regulated)) are disposed off adjacent to each
other.
— Contrary to the approach generally applied in W. Europe where the remedial target is
the dose to the most exposed individual, in the USA the remedial target is acceptable
residual radiocontaminant levels in the environment.
— In the USA there is a clear statement of the period over which the remedial action has
to be effective, preferably 1000 years but at least 200 years.
— Very often the uranium mining and milling sites are located in remote, isolated areas.
Therefore the risk of intrusion is minimal. There were examples of residual
environmental contamination exceeding the 226Ra clean-up criteria of 190 Bq/kg, but
the destruction of a valuable habitat was considered more harmful than leaving the
contamination in place.
Uranium Mine and Mill Site Remediation in the Former Soviet Union [5]
More than one hundred uranium mine or mill sites in more than 20 mine districts are
distributed over six countries of the FSU: Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Uzbekistan and Tadjikistan. Nowadays, many installations have been abandoned or closed for
economic reasons, others continue to operate mostly at reduced capacity or are subjected to
industrial conversion. Environmental and radiological impacts are mostly associated with
ponds or impoundment's with ore processing residues, dumps of low grade ore, heaps of
leached ore, in-situ leaching mining sites, abandoned mines, and contaminated buildings and
equipment. Impacts resulted mainly through contaminated surface and groundwater's and
through radon exhalation from mine ventilation shafts, uncovered tailings and radioactive
mine waste dumps, through un-authorised use of processing residues or mine waste for
construction, and through impoundment failures and erosion of dams or waste piles, dusting
of tailings and radioactive mine dumps in the arid regions.
For the majority of the major uranium mining and milling districts in the FSU the full
remediation option should be considered due to the proximity of population (in many cases)
and severe impacts on public health and on the environment. Institutional controls are in
general in place but need to be improved. Relocation is only considered for inhabitants of
houses with high radon levels due to the use of tailings for construction materials. Minimal
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remediation actions as limited treatment of mine waters and, even more exceptionally,
revegetation of mine dumps and tailings were performed yet without the establishment of a
long term remediation concept. Complete remediation including the establishment of a cover
design for the mill tailings ponds with treatment of seepage water, stabilisation of dams and
impoundment's and groundwater treatment are now envisaged but can hardly be realised due
to lack of funding.
Even though regulatory frameworks for the definition of remediation objectives are now in the
process of completion or at least reviewed, practical guidelines for remedial action and for the
monitoring of remediation progress are still lacking in the FSU.
Some issues raised:
— In many FSU countries there is public pressure for restoring the situation. The public
wants and needs to be informed and involved.
— Given the lack of funding in most of the FSU countries, prioritisation of the sites to
be remediated and of the actions to be taken is essential.
— Where money is not sufficient for complete remediation, the remediation plan could
propose steps with intermediate objectives (e.g., limitation of further contaminant
dispersion, collection and treatment of waste waters, institutional control,
monitoring, intrusion prevention, access and use restrictions etc....).
— The next step in remediation would be to create a set of relevant pilot projects which
could be subject to international funding at specific locations and with specific and
clear objectives. A set of such potential projects has been elaborated by the regional
TACIS Project "Assessment of Urgent Measures to be taken for Remediation at
Uranium Mining and Milling Tailings in the CIS" which at present are partly put into
realisation by the EC (e.g. the Mailuu Suu Project in Kyrgyzstan). The practical
experience gained and the results obtained should be made available and applicable
at other sites and situations in the FSU. All similarly impacted countries of the FSU
should actively participate. Synergy could be provided with the recently completed
PHARE Pilot Project Programme of the EC which has achieved valuable results
relevant to the legacy of uranium mining and milling in Central and Eastern Europe.
Uranium mine and mill rehabilitation in Central and Eastern European countries [6-7]
In several countries of Central and Eastern Europe there are major residues of past or ongoing
uranium exploration and mining and milling activities. Often, uranium production operations
were carried out without appropriate care for environmental consequences. In Albania and
Estonia, only exploratory uranium mining was done (in Estonia there was on the other hand
milling of uranium ore). In Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovakia
and Slovenia ore was mainly extracted from underground mines. In Bulgaria, Czech Republic
and Slovakia open pit mines were operated as well. Today uranium exploration, mining and
milling operations ceased in most countries. Only in the Czech Republic and in Romania
some uranium is still produced.
In the framework of a consulting project, UEB-Uranerzbergbau-GmbH in co-operation with
nine participating countries established a database on uranium liabilities. The data of 831
objects for which reliable information was found were assembled in a database. As part of the
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the assessment of the database on the uranium liabilities a risk ranking was performed. The
major conclusions are the following:
(l)The results show clearly that tailing ponds and processing plants are of major
concern.
(2)The majority of dumps is found in the lower risk group. The high-risk dumps require
attention. These are located mostly in the Czech Republic and Bulgaria.
(3)Out of four heap leach operations three are in the intermediate risk group. These are
located in Bulgaria and Hungary.
(4)The majority of ISL operations are in the lower risk group. Two intermediate risk
group operations are located in the Czech Republic.
(5)Open pits belong to a large extent into the intermediate risk group. Objects in
Romania, Slovakia and Bulgaria require attention.
(6)Most underground objects and other objects belong in the lower risk group.
Rehabilitation activities should concentrate on the objects in the highest risk group. Prior to
the implementation of large scale rehabilitation measures, information on the pathways and to
be protected goods need to be collected in greater detail.
The most advanced remediation activities can be reported from Hungary. In the Czech
Republic, and to a lesser extent in Bulgaria and in Slovakia remediation has begun and
continues, depending on the funding available. In Estonia and in Slovenia the sites are quite
well investigated, remediation plans have been developed and field work is in preparation. In
Albania, in Romania and in Poland remediation is prevented mainly by lack of funding.
2.2 Potential effects on biota from contamination's linked with the uranium industry
Ecological effects of emissions from uranium facilities [8-9]
In most approaches to remediation the target is man. However, the Canadian new
environmental regulatory process also requires the assessment of the impact of the release of
contaminants, including radionuclides, on non-human biota. Ecological risk assessment was
performed by exposure, effect and risk characterisation following laboratory tests and
modelling. Field validation is however limited.
The result of the study showed that releases of radionuclides from uranium mines and mills
and waste management areas are entering the environment in quantities or concentrations or
under conditions that have or may have an immediate or long-term harmful effect on the
environment or its biological diversity. Therefore, it is proposed that releases of radionuclides
from uranium mines and mills and waste management areas be considered "toxic" as defined
in Section 64 of the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999. Further research into the
estimated no effects thresholds for exposure of non-human biota to radiation should be a
priority.
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Some issues raised:
— In case reduction of the dose to man is the target of the remedial action, individuals
are protected. When other biota represent the target, the survival of the individual is
not as important as the survival of the population. Yet most tests to assess the effect
of contaminants on non-human biota survival screen at the individual level.
— Based on laboratory experiments, toxicity coefficients for a number of agents and
species are put forward. Further testing under field conditions is however required.
Combined effects of environmental radiation and other agents [10-11]
At uranium mining and milling sites, people may be exposed to contaminants other than
radionuclides. In general, assessment of toxicity, carcinogenicity, and mutagenicity is directed
towards a single agent despite our daily exposure to a multitude of physical, chemical, and
biological agents. This approach assumes that toxicants act independently from each other.
However, combined exposures may lead to health effects that differ from those expected from
simple additive effects.
The low probability for significant combined effects for those common low exposure
situations where toxic agents with non-linear dose effect relationships and apparent thresholds
are involved, is evident. Yet, epidemiological data based on lung cancer rates of miners show
strong evidence of a strong combined effect of a simultaneous exposure to radon and arsenic.
A valid quantitative assessment based on experimental data of the contribution of synergistic
interactions to the total detriment is far from being attained and we are unable to generalise
and predict the outcome of combined exposures. Only an understanding of the mechanisms
involved in the agents under consideration on the physico-chemical, molecular and cellular
level will allow to predict the effects of combined actions, and the rejection of overly
conservative assessments.
Some issues raised:
— Since exposure to toxicants is often linked with low concentrations of the
contaminants, and since most dose-effect relationships in the low dose range are
assessed according to the linear no threshold-approach (LNT-approach), which is
substantially conservative, addition of expected effects of several contaminants will
be in general sufficiently conservative to protect the human individual.
2.3 Factors important in decision making process
Integrated risk assessment of radioactive and chemical wastes [12]
Clean-up of sites contaminated by radioactive and chemical wastes must take into
consideration a variety of different contaminants and risks to humans and the environment
arising via various pathways. Traditionally, the assessment of hazards and risks is made under
various jurisdictions depending on the context considered, e.g. radiation protection, water
protection, mining legislation etc., with different philosophies, methods and standards. These
separate assessments, however, do not give due consideration to the overall risk originating
from a site and can therefore lead to inappropriate decisions with respect to remediation.
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In the present approach, the determination of cost-efficient clean-up measures involves
cost/benefit considerations, taking into account all improvements achievable in the different
sectors on a common (monetary) basis and relating them to the required financial expenditure.
This makes it necessary to develop an assessment approach within which all relevant risk and
damage components can be quantified consistently in an integrated method.
Human health risks are expressed as a loss of life expectancy, a concept directly applicable to
lethal effects. For non-lethal effects the deterioration of the quality of life is assessed and
combined with the lethal effects to give the "mean effective loss of life expectancy", which is
then converted in an equivalent monetary value. Damage to ecosystems is expressed in
monetary terms based on willingness to pay and ability to pay for the prevention or mitigation
of an ecological damage. On this basis, clean-up options can be assessed in terms of their
benefits in relation to the financial expenditures required. Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses
can be performed. The approach establishes a basis for rational and transparent decision
making in site remediation.
Some issues raised:
— Positive about this type of quantitative decision aiding systems is that they may
render the decision aiding process more transparent. The problem is however that
these tools might be erroneously regarded as ready-to-use decision making tool.
— There was concern that the validity of these tools depends largely on the underlying
models and data input. Thus, limitations and the range of application should be
clearly identified to avoid the use of this tool for inappropriate situations.
— Monetarisation of all possible kinds of damage and benefit components was
considered difficult if not prohibitive.
— The approach was viewed as useful in decision aiding, however to be used with
minimum caution.
Factors influencing the decision making process and the objectives of site remediation
[13]
Any environmental remediation project for former uranium mining should not just simply
improve the radiological situation, but should also bring some added value to the region.
Thus, a range of non-technological factors will influence the strategy to be followed and the
choice of techniques to be employed. Expert groups at the IAEA have developed a tool to
increase the awareness of the decision makers concerning factors influencing the decision
making process. Acknowledgement of these factors and suitable mechanisms for accounting
for them in a quantitative and traceable way in decision making, will reduce programmatic
risks (see below) and increase public acceptance of the project. The overall objective is to
enable regions in the world with restricted resources and technologically less advanced to
focus their efforts and choose appropriate strategies for risk abatement.
Programmatic impacts and risks consist of:
— Economic factors (employment, infrastructure, cost, funding, availability of sources)
— Regulatory aspects (clean-up standards, competing legislation)
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— Public perception and acceptance and public participation
— Feasibility of deployment of a remediation technique (uncertainty in technical
performance, unforeseen side effects,...)
— Occupational hazards
— Environmental impacts
— Socio-economic impacts
— Restoration objectives (target, future land use,...)
Quantitative decision aiding methods (e.g. CBA, MALTA,...) render the decision making
process more transparent and will serve as instruments for QA/QC.
2.4 Case studies of remediation of uranium mining and milling sites
COGEMA sites [14-15]
COGEMA has been operating uranium mines and mills throughout the world for several
decades. Site remediation at uranium mining and milling sites, already foreseen and prepared
during the operations, is usually started immediately after the end of operations and is funded
by cash flow of the project (provisions).
The remediation objectives are (1) public security and health through control and limitation of
the long-term radiological impact to the surrounding population; (2) long-term stability of the
reclaimed area and prevention of intrusion; (3) limitation of future technical supervision
requirements; (4) reduction of total land consumption to reduce need for institutional control;
(5) site integration into the surrounding landscape.
The objectives should comply with all regulatory constraints especially rules concerning
radiological impact, should match with the wishes of the local or regional groups and should
be technically and economically workable.
The Ecarpiere mining and milling site in France was given as an example. Main actions were
dismantling and cleaning up, backfilling of mining works, resloping and capping of waste
management facilities, water management and treatment. Detailed studies (petrography,
geochemistry, leaching and selective leaching tests) on the tailings conclude that only limited
releases of radium are expected and that most of the radium is fixed on newly formed large
"specific surfaces" minerals. Highest residual doses to members of the critical groups was
within the 1 mSv limit.
Besides from the remediation of mining and milling sites, another objective of COGEMA is
to support the future development of the mining areas, e.g. through re-industrialisation
operations.
Some issues raised:
— An early and adequate public information and involvement is very important.
— Trust-building is essential: "TELL WHAT YOU DO, DO WHAT YOU TELL".
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— In a naturally radioactive environment, compliance with the 1 mSv/a target is
impossible to prove statistically given measurements and assessment uncertainties.
WISMUT sites [16-17]
More than forty years of uranium mining and processing operations in the states of Saxony
and Thuringia in East Germany have left a legacy of considerable environmental
contamination. The 220,000 t of uranium produced was accompanied by a total amount of
800 10 6 t of waste, and resulted in seriously affected areas at different sites in a densely
populated region of about 10,000 km2. In 1990, uranium production was ceased and in 1991
the WISMUT company received the task to decommission the mines, mills and other facilities
still in operation by 1991. The German Federal Government provides the financial resources
for the total restoration of the WISMUT sites (DEM 13 billions). There is 37 km2 of operating
areas in need of remediation of which 48 waste rock piles (15.4 km2), 14 tailing ponds (7.3
km2) and 1 open pit mine (1.6 km2).
Radiological assessment is carried out for each liability to justify the restoration (comparison
with the 1 mSv/a-criterion). Decision aiding techniques as for instance multi-attribute analysis
are applied in selection of the most suitable remedial options.
Small heaps or waste rock piles are relocated to other piles or to an open pit or are contoured
and covered. Tailing ponds are consolidated, contoured and covered.
The status of the underground remediation works is as follows: about 95% of the mine
workings are cleaned and closed and shaft and tunnels filled and 75% of the shallow mine
workings are remedied. The surface remediation is in a less advanced state: 76% of plants and
structures are demolished, 47% of dumps are relocated and contoured and 24% of the dumps
are covered, filling of open pits is accomplished for 44% and 53% of the tailings are covered
and site reclamation is achieved for 19%.
After the rehabilitation work has been finished as planned some long-term activities will be
left such as water treatment, care and maintenance of restored land and of ancillary mine
workings, mine damage control and compensation and environmental monitoring.
Some issues raised:
— A reliable public information and involvement is very important at all stages of the
remedial process. This proved to be very effective for obtaining acceptance for the
remedial options proposed.
— In some instances, e.g. the backfilling of the uranium mining pits, this action could
not be justified on radiological grounds (dose already below 1 mSv/a before
remediation) but it was important in terms of employment and landscape value.
Uranium mine reclamation in South Texas [18-19]
In 1954, discovery of uranium deposits in Karnes County Texas was followed by extensive
prospecting, exploratory drilling and open pit mining. In 1975 the Texas Surface Mining Act
was passed, requiring the reclamation of uranium mines. By that time over 40 uranium mines
were inactive or abandoned. Since these mines were "pre-law", reclamation of the mines fell
to the responsibility of the State and is administered by the Abandon Mine Lands section
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(AML) who began to prioritise the sites for reclamation based on health, safety and
environmental criteria.
The sites were prioritised for risk to the public from a health and safety standpoint and risk to
environmental quality. The major criteria for health and safety risks are (1) physical hazards
including area disturbed, slope steepness and highwall height; (2) existence of a water body;
(3) general site condition including debris or waste dumps; (4) public accessibility and
activities; (5) residential proximity. Environmental risks were based on (1) surface water
runoff and sediment transport; (2) vegetation stress; (3) erosion; (4) water use; (5) radiological
and chemical quality of soils/spoils, water, vegetation and sediments.
The data collected indicated that the water from the Uranium mine pits were not suitable for
drinking, recreation or irrigation purposes, but were suitable for livestock and wildlife.
Consequently, the ideal design elements for a Texas AML reclamation project are complete
backfill of mine pits with gentle slopes (less than 25% grade), drainage designed to minimise
off-site sediment transport and complete revegetation of the site with low selenium uptake
species. If complete backfill were not possible due to funding or site configuration/land
ownership constraints, ponding of water would be held to a minimum.
Review of the current Butler-Weddington Area 6 AML reclamation plan and design showed
that acidic soil areas (associated with radiation) will be moved to the lower portions of the pit
after dewatering. Backfill of the pit will continue with clean soils for a minimum thickness of
10 feet above the acidic soils. The remaining depression at the pit location will provide a
stock/wildlife pond from primarily surface runoff water. The AML will maintain and control
the site for a minimum of two years after reclamation, to establish vegetation before the site is
released to the landowner.
Pre-reclamation and post-reclamation photographs of eight completed AML reclamation
projects visually indicate successful reclamation of the sites. Ponded waters were eliminated
or greatly reduced. Slopes are gentle and erosion/sediment transport is minimal. Complete
revegetation was accomplished and the vegetation is healthy and dense.
South Texas is currently in a drought cycle. Current photographs of reclaimed sites indicate
that vegetation is under stress from the drought and over grazing. Photographs from reclaimed
sites that are currently under the custodial care of the AML and other Uranium operators show
healthy vegetation stands despite the drought conditions. Consequently, long-term land
management practices will most likely be an issue in the future. Land use practices that
maintain a sustainable vegetative cover through proper grazing practices or the addition of soil
amendments will need to be investigated. Cost support to limit brush and tree development
and provide incentives for limited grazing will also need to be addressed.
Some issues raised:— The re-utilisation of contaminated areas, e.g. for leisure (fly-fishing in the remedied
tailing ponds or open pit mines) was considered dangerous in the sense that the
contamination could be forgotten.
3. ISSUES RAISED AND RECOMMENDATIONS
When planning remedial activities a number of factors influencing the decision making
process and the objectives of the site remediation should be carefully considered.
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3.1 Regulatory basis
In many countries there is a lack of regulations regarding the remediation of uranium mining
and milling sites. It should be recommended that these countries set up or adopt regulations
since past uranium mining and milling activities may result in an important health and
environmental risk. In general, there is a good correlation between the funds made available
and the extent and stringency of the regulatory framework.
Often, remediation should abide at a number of concurrent regulations: radiation protection,
mining legislation, water protection, soil and nature protection,. Sometimes these other
regulations are much more stringent than the radiation protection ones and should be
considered when evaluating remedial options.
In Europe there are in general no stringent radiation protection regulations for intervention
situations or for past practices dealing with TENORMs. Therefore, in most countries the
added 1 mSv/a to an average member of the critical group is used as minimum radiological
requirement.
3.2 Identification of impacts and risks
In the planning of the remediation, relevant risk components should be identified. These risks,
impacts and financial expenditures should then be integrated and assessed.
Risk related characteristics that need screening and evaluation are: radiological and chemical
risk components (potential for affecting ground and surface water, extent of the radiological
risk), stability of the structures, ecological risks (detrimental impact on ecosystems and
resources).
3.3 Identification of restoration objectives
The optimal remediation option proposed will depend on the remediation objectives. General
objectives are:
• The long-term stability of the remedied area
Regarding the long term stability of the remediation of uranium mining areas and more
specifically uranium mill tailings, the stability of the cover, the limitation of the Rn emissions
and the long-term compliance with groundwater limits are primordial. The first issue is a more
physical one and can be rather efficiently solved following detailed characterisation of the site
geomorphology and an attempt to mimic it. Regarding the radon emissions, adequate capping
should be sufficient to protect the members of the critical group up to some predefined time in
the future. Additionally, covers should be as natural as possible. The last issue, long-term
protection of the groundwater, is a more difficult one. Evaluations are extremely site-specific
and uncertainties must be carefully dealt with in hydrogeological modelling.
One of the factors potentially affecting long-term stability is intrusion. Only with a strict and
reinforced record keeping and some kind of continued institutional control, prohibition of
intrusion may be possible.
• The reduction of health risks and impacts
It is important to clearly identify the target of the remediation activity, to define what we want
to protect: people, biota or the environment.
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The impact on the biota and the environment is even more difficult to assess than the impact
on man. The approach is also different. For man, welfare and survival of the individual is the
issue; for biota, the survival of the species is the goal. Nevertheless most experiments aiming
to assess the impact of contaminants on biota still are performed on observations of
individuals.
Attention should also be paid to potential secondary effects of a remediation option. Some
remediation options which may reduce the availability of one toxic component, might enhance
the long term dispersion of others.
• The prevention of intrusion and institutional control
When trying to select the most appropriate remedial option, the optimal option considering all
criteria might be one requiring institutional control (including reinforced record keeping) with
all the questions regarding extension to the long term.
The likelihood of intrusion may also be incorporated in the decision process. If it is unlikely
that people will go and live at a given site (e.g. in the middle of a dessert), the dose following
intrusion may be an irrelevant factor in decision making.
In most developed countries, a soil analysis is performed before any construction starts at a
suspected site. This is expected to reduce the likelihood of intrusion on a previously
"remediated" contaminated site.
Intrusion, if it would occur, would not immediately result in serious health effects. People will
have the opportunity to realise the hazard that they are facing at the intruded site, and to react
accordingly.
Foreseeing a specific end-use to the site (e.g. industrial allocation) during in the remedial
process may prevent unwanted intrusion for some time.
• The reduction of total land occupied by remedial actions and of sites requiring
institutional control
In case of complex sites it is best to concentrate the residues at one place. If possible residues
should be relocated to a site with appropriate characteristics (presence of natural permeable
layers, site not located in flood plain of rivers, deep water table and no seepage to
groundwater, remote from human presence,.).
Apart from ensuring prohibition of intrusion, the institutional control may also involve
continued monitoring and maintenance and repair operations. Although it is considered that
options requiring the least institutional control are preferable, it is considered unlikely that we
can achieve this.
• Achievement of landscape integration and future use of the land.
As mentioned earlier, remedial actions should as much as possible mimic the site
geomorphology and natural aspect, not only to improve long-term stability but it will also
contribute to a higher landscape value and increased public acceptance.
The allocation of future land use should, if applicable, already be incorporated within the
remediation planning. Public involvement and acceptance is very important in this regard (see
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stakeholder involvement). If future land use can be envisaged, part of the remediation may be
paid by the value of the land. Therefore a responsible party/counterpart who is interested in
reuse is needed. In some cases this may be the local population.
3.4 Passive remedial options requiring limited long-term control or maintenance are
preferred
Engineered solutions may be optimal in the short to medium term but not necessarily in the
long term. It is often difficult to ensure institutional control. Therefore, one should attempt to
define criteria to find solutions, which are maintenance free.
3.5 Socio-economic impacts resulting from the remedial option
The remediation programme should be adjusted to the economic situation and resource
availability with time. For example, in the FSU, funding is often not available for executing
full-scale remedial actions but simple and cheap measures such as prevention of further
dispersion of materials, of intrusion and prohibition of well water consumption may be
adequate initial measures to reduce health risk.
Preferably techniques should be used which lead to employment of the local workforce,
certainly in areas where a majority of the workforce was formerly employed in uranium
mining and milling activities. This will result in improved local skills, new employment and
potentially improved infrastructure and add to the social well-being.
3.6 Stakeholder involvement
For many of the participants it is clear that stakeholders should be involved in the decision
process but it is a difficult and work consuming effort.
First it is not straightforward to identify the stakeholders: is this everybody who is interested
(where does it stop?) or is it only the affected population (who are they?). Secondly, how does
one sample and summarise their views. It is difficult to get an unbiased and representative
view. The success also depends on the socio-economic background.
In Germany, WISMUT was effective in communicating to the public. The approach was the
following: (1) total and open information to everybody; (2) attempt to clarify and defend the
solutions; (3) efforts to go yet one step further: incorporate the public in defining solutions.
The result of the effort is that the war against radioactive waste is over. Given the continued
involvement of the public there is acceptance of the remedial options proposed and the public
also comes up with their solutions and remarks. For example at Schlema, the local community
could accept the future land use proposed since they were involved and had a say in the
discussions.
3.7 Future generations in the decision aiding process
The issue of future generations is a difficult one. It is difficult to take a decision for people
who are not yet alive. Furthermore, assessments of radionuclide dispersion in more than 1000
years from now are affected by such a huge uncertainty that they are hardly reliable.
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3.8 The controversy of 1 mSv/a
The remediation criteria are often set to a dose excess above local background of maximum 1
mSv/a. However, as mentioned earlier, it is practically impossible to prove that the dose
increment at remediated sites does not exceed this value because of uncertainties associated
with the assessment of such a low additional dose.
3.9 Decision aiding-Decision taking
It was the opinion of the majority of the participants that the responsibility of scientists is to
propose a range of technical options, preview the potential consequences of their application
design the options and consequences, and objectively inform the decision makers. It is,
however, not the responsibility of scientists to take a decision which must be left to the Public
Authority. Balancing what is best for the society is a discussion at political level.
CONCLUSIONS
The workshop was an opportunity to assemble information on the legacy of uranium mining
and milling in some major regions, on the extent of the problem and the legislation and
regulation (or absence of) for remediation of these liabilities.
Remediation achievements were described and, although site specific, may be globally the
technical basis for the progress which still have to be made in other mines around the world.
Finally the workshop discussed important issues and recommendations to be considered when
approaching remediation of past legacies resulting from uranium mining and milling. These
are presented below.
(l)Remediation targets need to be clearly defined.
Clear targets are the starting point of any remediation. For decisions that have to be taken
now, one must rely on present limits and the present framework of importance.
Potential targets are:
— Protection of human health
— Protection of biota
— Protection of the environment.
Future landuse options may already be included under the targets: i.e. what you could be
accepted as residual contamination. This should be defined in the frame of international
recommendations and in agreement with the local interest groups.
(2)The major factors which influence the decision process are:— Existing rules and regulations. These have to be obeyed. Some of these regulations
may be more stringent than the radiation protection criteria.
— Availability of funding: The actual remediation process will have to be tailored to the
availability of funding. If funding is not sufficient for full-scale remediation, the
remediation plan should propose steps with intermediate objectives. Rehabilitation
activities should, under conditions of limited funding, therefore concentrate on
liabilities in the highest risk group.
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(3)Before starting the remedial actions one should:— have a comprehensive site characterisation
— have an adequate conceptual model
—perform a sensitivity analysis, which may be helpful to see the importance of some
parameters and how well you (have to) know the values for certain parameters
(4)Remedial options which need the least monitoring, maintenance and institutional
problem with unrestricted release as the ideal end-point, are the preferred options.
However, this is often impossible to achieve and institutional control may be required
for infinity (e.g. long-lived radionuclides).
(5)An important point in all remedial options is careful record keeping. This is certainly
important in view of longevity of the contamination.
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Abstract
The operation of chemical-technological, mining and metallurgy plants in Mangyshlak (Kazakstan)
caused deterioration of ecological conditions in Mangystau region, where tailing "KOSHKAR-ATA"
is considered as the most hazardous object. Storage "KOSHKAR-ATA" is an internal-drainage
sedimentation lake for toxic, radioactive and industrial chemical wastes (TR W) and for domestic
wastes. It is located 5 km northward to Aktau town, situated on the Kaspean Sea shore. Since 1965,
all TRW have been stored in "KOSHKAR ATA " up to now. At present, real mass of them is 360 mln.
tonnes and total activity is about 11000 Ci.Under local hydro-technical conditions, liquid wastes
have a tendency to spread in underground water horizon and Caspian Sea. Results of well highaccuracy thermometry (1992-93) show sufficient distortion (to 1°C and more) of geo-normal field at
the territory of tailing "KOSHKAR-ATA". When the investigation of the tailing was in progress,
warm water was flowing in west direction (4-4,5 Km) and in some places reached Caspian Sea coast.
Due to continuous contamination of the soil and vegetation around "KOSHKAR-A TA" storage
regional ecological conditions become critical. Consequently, some measures have to be taken
immediately in order to eliminate source of contamination, contain the spread of contamination and
rehabilitate the environment. The experience acquired during the assessment of the storage of toxic
and radioactive wastes "KOSHKAR-ATA" can be applied to territories with similar ecological
problems.

With development of deposits of uranium ores, oil, mineral and establishment of chemicalengineering manufactures at Mangyshlak Peninsula at the beginning of 1960 in conditions of
environmental issues ignoring there was laid the current degradation of ecological situation in
Mangistau region (Kazakstan). The degradation is caused by number of extremely bad
ecological objects. The most harmful object from the ecological point of view is Koshkar-Ata
tailing dump. It causes the significant atmosphere contamination by radioactive and toxic
wastes dust of chemical and mine metal productions presenting serious danger for health of
inhabitants of Aktau-city and neighboring settlements [1,2].
The purpose of this researches is to study current ecological situation in the territories,
adjacent to the tailing pond KOSHKAR-ATA and to develop rehabilitation actions, taking
into consideration local soil-climatic peculiarities.
The tailing pond KOSHKAR-ATA, representing the drain-free settling pool for industrial,
toxic, chemical and radioactive wastes, and for ordinary domestic drains, is 5 km northward to
Aktau (Mangystau region), which is situated on the shore of the Caspian sea. Industrial, toxic
and radioactive wastes, solid sediments of unpurified ordinary domestic drains form a part of
the Aktau dwelling region have been placed in tailing pond since 1965 and have been stored
there up to now. Till 1965, tailing pond KOSHKAR-ATA was a drain-free hollow with 38 m
initial depth.
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Burial of solid radioactive wastes of the chemical mining metallurgic plant, where uranium
ores were processed, was carried out beyond the control and confidential accountancy in the
trench-type burial without hydro-isolation. According to the data of the Mangystau Regional
Ecology department (Aktau), the real mass of radioactive wastes, disposed in the tailing pond,
is about 360 mln tons with the total activity of 4,0*1014Bq.
Industrial wastes are represented, mainly, by phosphogince, phosphomel and pyrite cinders
that contain such stable elements as: iron, silicon, sulphur, zinc, lead, silver, selenium, cobalt,
arsenic, etc., and enhanced concentrations of natural radionuclides.
Results of field works and laboratory researches, which have been carrying out by the Institute
of Nuclear Physics from 1998 to 2000, showed that exposure dose rate (EDR) at shallowed
part of repository made 5,7 - 10,7 pA/kg. There were found places with exposure doze rate up
to 0,lnA/kg and radionuclide content of (548^-5000) Bq/kg. In the area of shore side (square ~
10 km2) the equivalent dose rate of gamma-radiation at the height of lm is on the average up
to 0,19 - 0,22 nSv/s, and in some points it is reached up to 1,4 nSv/s. The main radionuclide
contributing in the external dose rate is radium-226 (226Ra) with the daughter radionuclides.
The specific activity of Ra in the ground of this area is on the average 1000 Bq/kg, but there
are some places with specific activity up to 5000 Bq/kg. According to preliminary
experimental estimation of the dose in samples from KOSHKAR-ATA, which were obtained
by using certified EPR-dosimetry method, that was 15-25 kGy. That is similar or even
exceeds a dose value of the soil samples collected on the Semipalatinsk test site South-East
trace.
This territory belongs to arid zone, which is the most vulnerable environmental ecological
system. The climate is distinctly continental, arid, with the big fluctuation in seasonal and
daily air temperatures, with the small quantity of atmospheric precipitation (~10mm per year).
The area of exposed bottom sediment, which are the source of toxic dust, is increased as a
result of permanent recession of water phase level in the last years.
Under the present hydrogeological conditions in the repository region, there exist possibilities
of liquid wastes penetration into aquifers and Caspian Sea.
As the basic method to study temperature influence on tailing dump underground waters there
was chosen well high-frequency thermometry. Backgrounds of its implementation were: 1)
presence of considerable number of wells around KOSHKAR-ATA tailing dump; 2) essential
difference between water annual average temperature of the Caspian Sea (10 -13)° C and of
the tailing dump (20 -22)°C; 3) difference in densities of sea and sewage waters of the tailing
dump due to their different mineralization ( 14-16 g/1-Caspian Sea waters and 80 g/1-sewage
waters).
Thermometer observations in 1992-93 were fulfilled according to the series of profiles (5
sublatitude and 3 submeridian). For checking of measurement apparatus operation, there were
carried out mode supervisions in key well located out of hydropomical sphere influence of
Caspian Sea and KOSHKAR-ATA tailing dump. Obtained accuracy of supervisions (±0,015°
C) helped to use these data for calculation of normal geothermogram and determination of
relative measurements of temperature field on observation wells.
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Well high-frequency thermometry results show significant distortions (up to 1°C) of
geonormal field around KOSHKAR-ATA tailing dump and specially in its west and southeast
environs (Fig. 1).
According to authors' presentation, these geonormal field distortions are caused mainly by
convection heat redistribution (heat-mass-transfer) of sewage waters along the most water
permeable zones, which are the parts of observed geologic section. When researches were
conducted the tailing dump warm waters flew to west direction on 4-4,5 km and in separate
places penetrated almost up to Caspian seaside.
Obtained results show that KOSHKAR-ATA tailing dump seriously influences on
underground water dynamics and it is dangerous as the source of underground water pollution.
The settlement Kora is situated in western shore of the settling pool. Due to enhanced
radiation background, its inhabitants are suffered from permanent enhanced irradiation and
poisoning by chemical toxicants.
Thus, permanent and long-term contamination of the lands around the tailing pond
KOSHKAR-ATA and its plant unambiguously forces to consider regional ecological situation
as a critical one. That is why it is very important to take immediate measures in order to
reduce consequences, eliminate the reasons and sources of contamination and restore natural
characteristics of the environment.
The assessment of the ecological situation within the region of the tailing pond KOSHKARATA will include the main following steps:
(^Implementation of field works, including careful radiometric survey of the shallow
and shore zones of the tailing pond and the regions of the neighbouring localities.
(2)Laboratory works devoted to determination of the concentrations of toxic metals and
natural radionuclides in samples, development of low-background spectrometer.
(3)Determination of the physical and chemical parameters of the grounds from the
shallow zone and assessment of the occurrence forms for toxic metals and natural
radionuclides in them, including assessment of the extent of leaching.
(4)Calculation and experimental determination of the dose of population dwelling near
the tailing pond KOSHKAR-ATA.
(5)Development of data base on KOSHAR-ATA object. Investigation of underground
waters
(6)dynamics in near-by territory and potential ways of contaminated wastes spreading in
direction towards Caspian sea by applying hydro-dynamic techniques.
(7)Assessment of the obtained results and preliminary choice of control areas, taking
into account revealed physical and chemical features of the shallow zone grounds.
(8)Studying a possibility of structure-former application in order to fix dust areas of the
tailing pond. Choice of its optimal composition and similar components.
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(9)Collection of the information concerning the amount and composition of the
industrial/domestic ordinary wastes of the neighbouring inhabited localities, which
can be used as insulating materials, practical assessment.
(10)Monitoring the state of the upper layer of ground cover after implementation of
rehabilitation actions in order to assess their efficiency.
(11 preparation of the recommendations concerning choice of remediation technologies.
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Ecological situation will be estimated taking into consideration the content of natural
radionuclides and heavy metals in the grounds of the shallow zone, air aerosols, water and
other environmental objects from the tailing pond KOSHKAR-ATA.
The main attention will be paid to the toxic elements which content in the bottom sediments
of the tailing pond, according to available data, exceeds the percent abundance levels by
several orders of magnitude: Sr, Cu, Mo, Zn, Cr, Mn, Pb. The distribution of natural
radionuclides (uranium isotopes, radium, thorium) in environmental media, including air, will
be studied most carefully. The results to be obtained will be used both for assessment of the
scale and direction of radionuclide migration and for assessment of the dose to the population
dwelling in the closest vicinity to the tailing pond. In addition to determination of the
concentrations of contaminants, the extent of their leaching and biological accessibility will be
studied. The crucial physical and chemical parameters of the grounds from the lands to be
rehabilitated, such as the cation-anion composition of the balanced ground solution,
granulometric composition of a ground, etc. will be determined.
The preliminary scientific and economic assessment of all possible rehabilitation actions
shows that implementation of any actions directed specially just to confinement of wind
erosion of the shallow zone grounds is extremely expensive, because the areas are too large.
Utilisation of the produced industrial/domestic wastes, as a material used for isolation (filling
in) of the shallow zone, seems to be more reasonable. Respectively, a significant part of the
planned activities will be collection of information and practical assessment of the volume
and the range of the wastes produced by enterprises in Aktau and near-by settlekents.
The experience gained during radiological assessment and rehabilitation actions conducted at
the storage of toxic/radioactive wastes KOSHKAR-ATA can be applied for investigation of
other similar lands in other countries.
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Abstract
The state enterprise "Priargunsky Mining and Chemical Production Association " (PPGHO) is the
only active uranium production centre in Russia in last decade. Mining has been operated since 1968
by two open pits and four underground mines. It is based on resources of 19 volcanic-type deposits of
Streltsovsk U-ore region situated at the area of 150 km2. Milling and processing has been carried out
since 1974 at the local hydrometallurgical plant. Since the mid 1980s, limited amount of uranium is
produced by heap and block leaching methods. High level of total production marks PPGHO as one
of the outstanding uranium production centers worldwide. Significant amount of solid, liquid and gas
wastes have been generated for more than 30 years. The principal environmental contamination
comes from waste rock piles, mine water and tailing ponds. Liquid waste seepage through tailing
pond bed can essentially contaminate underground waters. The principal environmental remediation
activities are: waste rock dumps and open pits rehabilitation; waste rock utilization for industrial
needs; heap and block leaching mining development, strengthening dam bodies and construction
intercepting wells below the tailing pond dam, hydrogeological monitoring, upgrade of mine water
treatment unit. Waste is being managed by the environmental service team of PPGHO. Environmental
restoration activities, including rehabilitation of the territories and waste utilization, are
implemented gradually in line with decommissioning of enterprise's particular facilities.

1. INTRODUCTION
Uranium production in the former Soviet Union was a strategic task. Economic and
environmental aspects were of minor importance. As a result, low-grade and small deposits
were developed too, and high production capacities were kept for a long time. Financial
reserves for decommissioning and rehabilitation activities had not been put in place. World
over-production, lasting until 1990, and following significant CIS export sales in the 1990s,
resulted to uranium market prices dropping and uranium production decrease. In 1999 primary
uranium production covered only about 55% of nuclear industry requirements. These factors
resulted in closure or reconstruction of some facilities with unprofitable production and thus
caused difficulties for the environmental projects implementation.
The state JSC "Priargunsky Mining-Chemical Production Association" (PPGHO) is the only
active uranium production centre in Russia. A high level of total U production (about 100
OOOtU since 1968) marks Priargunsky as one of the outstanding production centres worldwide
[1]. Priargunsky includes uranium (mines, processing plant, mill tailings) and non-uranium
(steam power plant, coal and manganese open casts, workshops etc.) facilities, which require
environmental activities.
Mining started in 1968 and has been in operation in two open pits (both are depleted) and
three underground mines. Milling and processing has been carried out at the local
hydrometallurgical plant since 1974 by sulphuric acid leaching with subsequent recovery by
sorption-extraction ion exchange scheme. Dominant production comes currently from
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underground mining and limited amount is produced from the low-grade ores by heap
leaching and in place leaching methods.
The production is based on 19 volcanic-type deposits of Streltsovsk U-ore district with the
average U grade about 0.2%, situated in the area 150 km2 [2]. Approximately 75% of the
resources of the Streltsovsk district are in a depth interval from 200 to 600 m below surface
where ore lodes are distributed in stratified sedimentary and volcanic rocks. Ten deposits have
been brought into production: eight by underground mines and two by open pits.
2. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Significant amounts of solid, liquid and gas wastes were formed since 1968. Currently the
annual waste limits for Priargunsky equal to: low-grade ores 150 OOOt, waste rocks 300 OOOt,
cleaned mine waters discharge 2 800 ths.m3, total wastewater discharge 22 500 ths.m3.
2.1 Mining waste piles
Mining activities result in the following environmental contamination:
• influent of radioactive and blasting gases in the atmosphere;
• effluent of contaminated mine waters;
• waste and sub-grade rock dumps accumulation.
Current uranium mining is carried out only by the underground techniques. About 0,2 to 0,4
tons of waste rocks or sub-grade ores correspond to one ton of mined ore. Over 150 mln. tons
of waste rocks are accumulated in 30 waste rock dumps since 1968. Over 5,6 mln. tons of low
and sub-grade ores are placed for heap leaching. Total area of waste rock piles cover more
than 340 hectares [5].
Waste rock dumps are generally not radioactive. Nevertheless, it can be a potential source for
radionuclides migration into the atmosphere, soil and water. It is necessary to note that radon
and long-live alpha-nuclides concentrations at the distance 100 to 250m from piles are close
to background levels.
2.2 Mine waters treatment
Mine waters are radioactive, bacterially infected and contain high TDS. Their annual volume
is about 8,5 mln.m3. Since 1993 wastewater's from mill and mine have been treated at the
special water treatment plant. It works on precipitation circuit using lime milk,
polyacrylamide as flocculent and green vitriol. The nominal capacity is 1000 m3/hour. Waters
are cleared of suspended matter, radionuclides, manganese, heavy metals and uranium.
Effectiveness for U, Mn and radionuclides treatment is over 90% [5].
70% of cleared mine waters are used annually for milling plant needs and the remaining 30%
are discharged into Umykei lakes. The underground packing mix is also prepared on its basis.
However, cleared mine water cannot be used yet for other needs (agriculture, municipal
services etc.). About 6 tons of uranium and 263 tons of manganese dioxide was recovered
from mine waters in 1999.
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2.3 Milling plant effluents
Milling plant processes large volumes of uranium ore (up to 3500 tons ore per day) with high
water consumption (up to 3-4 m3 per ton of leached ore). Only cleared mine water is used in
the milling process.
The concentrations of gas-aerosol emission, long-live alpha nuclides, radon, its decay
products and dust are low. More often non-radioactive harmful chemical substances affect the
environment, for example ammonia and nitrogen oxides effluent to the atmosphere.
2.4 Tailings
Two tailings enclose milling plant wastes: Verhnee and Srednee. Verhnee tailing pond was the
main one for many years and Srednee was used only during pipelines repair. The total volume
of tailings impoundment is about 50 mln.m3 covering 3 766 ths.m2. Uranium grade in solid
mill wastes amount 0.010%.
Tailing impoundment is a significant source of potential environmental contamination. The
principal emanation comes from radon-222 and its short-life decay products as the result of
beaches dusting. Probable liquid waste seepage through tailing pond bed can affect
underground waters and contaminate them.
3. WASTE MANAGEMENT
Waste management is carried out by the environmental survey according to the state laws and
instructions. The environmental survey of PPGHO consists of environmental department to
co-ordinate environmental activities of all services and local divisions of environmental and
radiation services.
• The following activities are performed to decrease the negative influence of waste
rocks [5]:
• waste rock piles rehabilitation;
• irrigation of dusty wastes surfaces and roads;
• waste rocks utilisation for industrial needs, i.e. for tailing pond dam, road and
construction;
• development of heap leaching mining for low-grade ores.
The project of Tulukui and Krasny Kamen open pits rehabilitation is adopted. One of the main
environmental objectives is water supply. All water sources (technical drains, power plant
effluents, 30% of cleared mine waters) are discharged in the system of Umykei inland lakes
[4]. Further development of recycling water supply systems as well as clarification of mining
and technical waters will allow:
• to stop technical water supply from Argun river and to mothball storage pond;
• to return the surplus of cleared waste water to Argun river;
• to reduce waste water discharge in Umykei lakes.
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Tailing pond is considered as the most dangerous unit, regarding large amounts of
accumulated radioactive wastes and sections overfilling. Environmental activities [2,5]
include:
• strengthening of dam bodies and building protective dam around the potable water
wells;
• construction of new intercepting wells below the tailing pond dam and effective work
of existing wells;
• upgrading the system of hydrogeological monitoring.
Monitoring in constantly working intercepting and observation wells show that contamination
aureole (for sulphate ion) migration in Shirondukui valley was stopped in 1997 due to a new
system of intercepting wells. However, construction of special plant for liquid wastes
treatment is considered as the most effective way.
The following measures are performed to reduce radionuclides emission in the atmosphere:
• closure or isolation of old or stand by mines, bore pits and ventilating wells;
• water saturation of tailing ponds surfaces and beaches for dusting prevention;
• modernization of power plant filters to reduce ash emission in atmosphere.
4. MONITORING
Radiation control of reference level for personnel and environment in mines and mill show
that the level for harmful factors generally satisfies standards. The emission of toxic
substances does not exceed the limits and come from non-uranium facilities.
A number of constant atmosphere monitoring stations are organised to control concentration
of most toxic chemical elements and radionuclides. Their amount comprises 9 to 74% from
estimated limits. Maximal concentrations relate to nitrogen oxide and sulphuric dioxide
effluents from power plant and sulphuric acid plant.
About 500 annual air samples from Krasnokamensk show that only minor ammonia and
sulphur dioxide elevations are marked. The toxic substances content are monitored also at
uranium heap leaching sites, mill and sulphuric acid plant tailings. Only in some samples dust
amount exceed the limits. Annual radiation doze rate for population does not exceed 1 mSv.
Monitoring for ground waters quality is performed through a system of 111 wells and local
monitoring wells around tailings, heap leaching sites, slag heaps, etc. 326 water samples has
been analysed (7800 element-measurements) in 1998. Portable water quality satisfies the
sanitary norms except for fluorine concentration, which comes from initial composition.
Monitoring in the sanitary-protective zones of mill and acid plant tailings (42 observation
points), power plants tailings (8 observation points) and waste rock piles include chemical
composition and physical properties measurements, estimations for volumes and areas of
impoundment, etc. The special monitoring for soil and grass was performed in 1999 to
evaluate the contamination in sanitary-protective zone near tailing ponds.
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The results of monitoring show that the impact of mining and milling on the environment is
generally similar to the other conventional uranium producing centres in the world and it is
minimized due to proper environmental activities and waste management.
CONCLUSIONS
According to almost all the available forecasts uranium will remain the main source for NPP
fuel. Analysis of supply demand relationship show that about 75% of total cumulative demand
to 2020, and 90% to 2050 would be met from mine production [6]. In this aspect uranium
mining and processing facilities should produce uranium with minimal environmental
impacts.
The future of Priargusky will depend not only on the uranium market but also significantly on
the efficiency of environmental activities. The entire rehabilitation of all territories will be
realised in the whole volume after their closure, but mill wastes treatment, mine waste rock
piles rehabilitation and old mines closure are considered as important current projects. The
world experience shows that environmental costs of decommissioning and rehabilitation
activities after closure are much higher than during operation (the examples of UMTRA in
USA and "Wismut" in Germany).
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Abstract
A national project was initiated to remediate the site of the Hungarian uranium mine closed in 1997.
The radiation levels on the mining and milling area were in the range between the background level
and up to 10 to 100 times the background level. The most important phases of the remediation work
investigated to assess the radiation burden of the workers and of the population living around the
area to be recultivated are: transportation of mill tailings, covering of piles of refuse ores and mill
tailings by soil, dismounting of the ore processing unit.
The environmental radiation protection levels for the remediation processes are the following: radon
flux from the surface of the restored tailings ponds 0.7 Bq.m'2s'J, radon concentration increment in
the open air 20 Bq.m3, external dose rate increment above the restored site 200 nGy.h'1.
Based on the model assessments the exposure route of external dose was identified as the main source
of the radiation dose for the workers and the population as well. The main conclusions concerning the
occupational and environmental radiation protection are: the remediation work should be considered
as a radiation practice, the use of the restored area by the population needs limited restrictions only.

1. INTRODUCTION
Following more than 35 years of operation the uranium mine located next to city Pecs in
South-Hungary was closed down at the end of 1997. The total amount of the waste rocks
disposed near the mine is approx. 1.8T07 tons on the area of 8.3-105 m2 [1]. The mill tailings
have been enclosed in two retention ponds built with a ring dike on an area of 1.5-106 m2 (Fig.
1) [1]. The ponds contain 2.1-107 tons of solid particles and 0.9-107 tons of solution [1]. The
amount of the ore heaps for alkaline leach process is about 7.0-106 tons (Fig. 2) [1]. Major
portion of waste rock piles has already been restored and comprehensive investigations have
been initiated for selection of cover layers of tailings ponds.
2. THE REMEDIATION WORKS

•

2.1 Background
The planning and preparation for the close down and remediation works was started in 1991.
A remediation project has been launched in 1993 starting with a general radiological survey of
the affected areas. The radiation levels on the mining and milling area were in the range from
the background level to 10-100 times the background. It should be emphasised that the
background radiation levels of the region are also somewhat higher than the country average
(Table I).
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FIG. 1. The tailing ponds close to the former uranium mine.

FIG. 2. The milling facility and the first heaps leaching area.
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TABLE I. THE BACKGROUND RADIATION LEVELS IN THE SURROUNDINGS OF
THE MINING AND MILLING AREA AND THE COUNTRY AVERAGES [1]
QUANTITY

UNIT

Indoor/Outdoor dose
rate
Indoor radon
Groundwater/Ra-226
Groundwater/
uranium
Soil/Ra-226
Soil/uranium
no data

|iGy/h

SURROUNDING
REGION
0.25/0.81

COUNTRY
0.13/0.01

Bq/m3
Bq/1
mg/1

100-150
0.02-1.0
0.0001-15

130
-

Bq/kg
mg/kg

125-180
10-15

25-50
2-4

Data sets on the radiation levels and on the radioactive concentrations of residues collected
under the survey can be seen in Table II.
TABLE II. THE RADIOACTIVITY CONTENT AND RADIATION LEVELS OF THE
RESIDUES [1]
QUANTITY

UNIT

Uranium
Ra-226
Radon
Dose rate

mg/kg
Bq/kg
Bq/m3
|iGy/h

WASTE
ROCKS
20-60
300-1600
5-40
0.4-1.2

HEAPS
LEACHING
55-75
800-2000
5-370
0.4-1.5

TAILINGS
PONDS
60-70
9000-14000
40-1100
1.2-10

2.2 Radiological criteria for the remediation
Until now there are no Hungarian regulations concerning the uranium mining, milling and
remediation tasks. A specific set of radiological criteria, action levels were defined from the
general rules of radiation protection by the negotiations between the operators and the
authority (County Institute of the National Public Health and Medical Officer Service guided
by the National Research Institute for Radiobiology and Radiohygiene).
The main criteria for the use of the restored area are:
(a)unrestricted use of the area is possible only if the radiation levels are around the
background and the protective barriers, e.g. covering layers are stable,
(b)the restricted use of the area is acceptable if the maximum radiation levels do not
exceed2-3 times background.
The restricted use of the area means the establishment of parks, places for open air activities,
etc. on the restored waste rock piles, tailing ponds or the use of the decontaminated buildings
as storehouses, sports hall and factory buildings. The limits set for the restricted use of the
restored area, decontaminated buildings, metallic waste and waters are given in Table III.
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TABLE III. THE LIMITS FOR THE RESTRICTED USE OF THE DIFFERENT
COMPONENTS OF THE MINING AND MILLING FACILITY [2]
Quantity waters

Unit

Ground level radon flux
Radon concentration
Gamma dose rate
Soil Ra-226 activity cone.
upper 15 cm layer
deeper layers
Fixed surface alpha
contamination
n.a.
Ra-226 activity cone.
Uranium concentration

Bq/m2/s
Bq/m3
uGy/h
Bq/kg

Reactivated
areas

Waste

Waters"

0.74
Bkgb+20
Bkg+0.2

n.a.
Bkg+30
Bkg+0.2

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Bkg+180
Bkg+550

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

Bq/cm2
Bq/1
mg/1

Buildings

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

a

For the release into surface waters.

b

Bkg-background.
For metallurgy only (for other use the limit is 0.05 Bq/cm2).

0.5c

0.5
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

1.1
2.0

2.3 The main phases of the remediation and the radiation pathways
The most important phases of the remediation tasks are the following [3]:
(a)atransportation of the mill tailings to reduce the area used and to avoid the
contamination of the water basin of city Pecs,
(b)the covering of the piles of refuse ores and mill tailings by soil to decrease the radon
emanation and migration of radioactive materials up to the ground surface,
(c)the dismounting of the ore processing unit.
The works carried out in the different phases of the remediation might result radiation burden
of the workers, contamination of the environment and radiation burden to the population, as
well.
To evaluate the radiological consequences the all important pathways should be investigated
and the radiation dose resulting from all activities should be estimated.
The most important radiological pathways to the workers are [3]:
(a)resuspension of dust particles due to the loading and transportation of the residues
and by-products,
(b)radon emanation on the working area,
(c) external gamma exposure on the working area.
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The main pathways to the radiation burden of the population are [3]:
(a) contamination of surface and drinking waters by the ground water of the mine,
(b)radon emission from the mine pits due to the flooding of the mine,
(c) migration of radionuclides upward the soil layer covering the piles of residues and
by-products,
(d)external exposure from the covered piles of residues and by-products.
2.4 Radiation doses
2.4.1. Doses to the workers
2.4.1.1 Transportation of Tailings Pond II to Tailings Pond I
The average 222Rn concentration in air above the uncovered Tailings Pond II is 117 Bq/m3.
The annual radiation burden due to the Rn-inhalation is 3.4 mSv for the workers assuming the
following working conditions: 2000 working hours/year, 20 dmVmin respiration rate.
The dust contamination in air from the loading and transportation works was estimated as
0.04 Bq/m3 for 234U and 238U, and 0.34 Bq/m3 for 230Th and 226Ra. Assuming the above
working conditions the annual radiation burden due to the contamined dust-inhalation would
be 55 mSv. Consequently, the dust inhalation must be reduced by personal protective tools
and introduction of special countermeasures, which may reduce the annual dose to the dustinhalation to 0.8 mSv.
The average external dose rate above the Tailings Pond II is 3500 nGy/h. In case of normal
working circumstances, the annual external dose due to the loading and transportation works
would be 7.0 mSv, while in case of the reduced working time the external dose could be
lowered to 5.3 mSv.
2.4.1.2. Dismounting of the ore processing unit
The maximum permitted dust concentration was estimated from the annual dose limit for
workers (20 mSv/a) as 0.12 Bq/m3 for 238U (equivalent to 8 mg/m3 ore-dust concentration),
corresponding to 8.3 mSv inhalation dose under the dismounting works.
The external dose rate inside the ore processing unit varies between 106-628 nGy/h, so the
external dose to the workers is 0.45 mSv.
2.4.2. Doses to the population
2.4.2.1. Ingestion dose due to the contamination of surface and drinking waters
The two main sources of the contamination of surface waters are the mine ground water and
the precipitation fallen onto the impacted area.
The contamination of the main surface water (stream Pecsi-viz) was estimated by a simple
aquatic dispersion model and supposing the most conservative circumstances, resulting the
ingestion annual doses to the adults as 0.47 mSv from natural U and 0.012 mSv from Ra.
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2.4.2.2.Radon inhalation dose
The two main sources of 222Rn contributing to the inhalation dose of the population are the
radon emission from the mine pits due to the flooding of the mine and diffusion of the radon
through the covering layer of the recultivated piles.
A sector-averaged Gaussian plume model was applied to calculate the atmospheric dispersion
using average meteorological parameters (1.9 m/s wind-speed, 'D' Pasquill stability). Our
results indicated, that the expected increase of the atmospheric concentration of the 222Rn will
be less than the limit by several magnitudes. Therefore, cannot be expected any significant
increase of inhalation dose to the population living in the neighbourhood of the mine.
2.4.2,3. External dose above the recultivated piles
The external dose rate above the recultivated piles varies within the range of 119 and
219 nGy/h. The annual external dose contribution to adults is estimated as 0.015 mSv due to
the restricted use of the recultivated area.
CONCLUSIONS
Although nor significant dose contribution to the population living close to the mine, neither
measurable elevation of the contamination in the environment of the recultivated mining area
can be expected, the restored area could be used by the population only with some restrictions.
As the main phases of the remediation works should be considered as a radiation work,
necessary countermeasures and control should be implemented for the radiation protection of
the workers.
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Abstract
The Directorate General for Environment of the European Commission has supported two projects on
the issue of remediation strategies for contaminated territories resulting from the Chernobyl accident.
The first one aimed at identifying and costing a set of additional countermeasures that would enable
the reduction of the annual exposure of the inhabitants down to 1 mSv. The second one (still running)
is developing a new rehabilitation approach based on the involvement of the local population in the
decision taking process concerning the type of countermeasures to be applied (the ETHOS approach).

1. INTRODUCTION
Since 1995, the Directorate General for Environment of the European Commission is
supporting projects dealing with the remediation of contaminated territories resulting from the
Chernobyl accident [1]. The main aim of these activities is to help the CIS countries that are
the most affected by the accident to take appropriate counter-measures and develop new
policies in the field of site remediation. They could also be used as guidance for potential
donor organisations and countries willing to improve the radiological situation around
Chernobyl.
Following an international workshop that was organised by DG Environment in June 1998 in
Brussels [2], two additional collaborative projects have been launched. The first one, which is
just completed, aimed at optimising remediation strategies for contaminated territories [3],
whereas the second one consists of scaling-up the so-called "ETHOS" approach from one
village (Olmany in Belarus) to a district (the Stolyn district also in Belarus) [4].
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2. ASSESSMENT OF REMEDIATION STRATEGIES
2.1 Current radiological situation in contaminated territories
In the contaminated rural areas of the Russian Federation, Belarus and the Ukraine 352 000
inhabitants would be receiving annual doses that are exceeding the legal threshold of 1 mSv
due to the radioactive contamination of the environment resulting from the Chernobyl
accident. This estimate is based on the official so-called catalogue doses issued in 1995 for
Belarus and in 1996 for the Russian Federation and the Ukraine. The size of this population is
considerably smaller than data published in the past in the literature for two main reasons:
• The radioactive decay of the main radionuclides and their migration in deeper layers
of the ground;
• The mathematical models used to estimate this number have become in time more
sophisticated and therefore less conservative.
• The breakdown of the population living in contaminated territories, where the annual
exposure (due to the Chernobyl accident) is higher than 1 mSv, is showed in Table 1.
A detailed analysis of the doses enables the rural population to be subdivided into
three main categories:
- 61.5% live in relatively low contaminated (37-185 kBq/m2) areas and receive
internal doses exceeding 0.5 mSv. Most of these live in the Ukraine;
- 26.7% live in territories slightly more contaminated (185-555 kBq/m2). Most of
them have internal doses exceeding 0.5 mSv. This population is mainly distributed
in Belarus and Russia;
-

11.8% live in territories with a contamination level higher than 555 kBq/m2. Here
external doses play a major role. This population is mainly distributed in Belarus
and Russia.

TABLE 1. PEOPLE RECEIVING ANNUAL EFFECTIVE DOSES THAT ARE EXCEEDING
1 mSv (FROM THE CONTAMINATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT DUE TO THE
CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT) ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL CATALOGUE DOSES
IN THE UKRAINE, RUSSIA AND BELARUS
Country
Urban areas
Rural areas
Total

Belarus
24 600
60 166
84 766

Russia
53 166
48 640
101 806

Ukraine
0
165 608
165 608

Total
77 766
274 414
352 180

Actually, most of the internal dose commitments are due to the consumption of privately
produced foodstuffs (mainly milk and beef consumption) and to locally grown mushrooms.
Therefore, these foodstuffs are giving the major radiological concern to the rural areas.
External doses are those arising from the contamination of the soil especially around houses.
2.2 Shrinkage of the contaminated territory
Due to the decay of most radionuclides and their progressive dilution in the environment,
there is shrinkage of the size of contaminated territories in time. An exponential decrease of
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the internal dose with a half-live of 15 years and of external dose with a half-life of 18.8 years
has been assumed. Under these conditions, in the year 2002, the rural populations receiving an
annual dose higher than 1 mSv drops from about 352000 to 190000. If further 13 years are
elapsed, this population reduces to about 30,000 (see Fig. 1). Therefore, the extent of the
remediation actions in contaminated territories depends very much on the time at which the
decision of remediating is taken.
300000
All three countries * all > 1 mSv

1995

2000

2005 2010
Year

2015

2020

Fig. 1.
2.3 Goal of the project
The main goal of the project is to identify and cost remediation strategies-which are
corresponding to a set of specific countermeasures-which could enable a reduction of the
annual exposure resulting from the Chernobyl accident in rural areas below 1 mSv.
2.4 Methodology
On account of the large variety of exposure pathways which themselves very often depend on
the agricultural practices, the type of soil, the level of contamination, etc. it is virtually
impossible to define remediation strategies that could be applied to the whole territory of
contaminated land. A subdivision of these territories in specific categories is therefore
necessary. Eleven categories of contaminated land based on the surface specific activity
(Bq/m2) were defined. The annual radiation doses existing in each of these categories is given
in Table 2.
To derive remediation strategies for these categories, 70 representative settlements (24 in
Belarus, 25 in Russia, and 21 in the Ukraine) were selected for which extensive
radioecological data were gathered (see Table 3).
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TABLE 2. ANNUAL RADIATION DOSES IN THE ELEVEN CATEGORIES OF
CONTAMINATED LAND IN 1995
Annual internal
dose (mSv)

<0.5
0.5-1
>1

137

Cs contamination per unit area (kBq/m2)

37-185
185-370
Annual external dose (mSv)
0.06-0.4
0.3-0.8
Annual total dose
<1.3
0.56-1.4
0.8-1.3
>1.3
>1.06

370-555

>555

0.6-1.2

>0.9

0.6-1.7
1.1-2.2
>1.6

>0.9
^> 1 A
^> 1 Q

TABLE 3. INFORMATION GATHERED FOR EACH OF THE 70 REPRESENTATIVE
SETTLEMENTS SELECTED TO CHARACTERISE EACH CATEGORY OF CONTAMINATED
TERRITORY
Number, name and country of settlement
Internal catalogue dose in 1996
Fraction of locally produced food stuff in
diet, annual consumption and transfer
factors
137
Cs activity per unit area in fields
Annual dose due to the various food stuffs
and external dose
Geometric mean and geometric standard
deviation of transfer factors

Ratio of internal catalogue dose to model dose
Degree of application of Prussian blue to cows
Degree of application of radical improvement

Fraction of peat in the agricultural area
Impact of various countermeasures on the averted
doses
Cost of each individual countermeasure

For nine remedial actions, basic data on reduction factors, time periods of effectiveness and
cost were reviewed. To reduce the 137Cs activity in milk and beef of privately-owned cows,
the main remedial actions considered were radical improvement of hay-land and meadows
(agro-technical cultivation of soil and root mat by means of disking plus soil ploughing at a
depth of 20-25 cm, and possible application of fertilisers and ameliorants), and addition of
Prussian blue (137Cs binder) to fodder for cows (Table 4). For the reduction of 137Cs intake
with other foodstuffs, the main remedial actions considered were feeding pigs with clean
fodder before slaughter, use of mineral fertilisers for potato fields and restriction of mushroom
consumption (Table 5). In addition, the distribution of radiometers for food monitoring and
the removal of contaminated soil around the houses in the contaminated settlements were
considered.
TABLE 4. AVERAGE REDUCTION FACTORS, TIME PERIODS OF EFFECTIVENESS AND
COSTS IN 1998 FOR LARGE-SCALE APPLICATIONS OF REMEDIAL ACTIONS TO REDUCE
THE I37Cs ACTIVITY IN MILK AND BEEF OF PRIVATELY-OWNED COWS
Remedial action
Reduction factor
Time period
Radical improvement of Milk and beef: 1.7- 4 years
soil (RI)
3.5
Wet peat drainage
Milk and beef: 2.7
Feeding with Prussian Milk: 3
Blue (PB)
Beef: 2
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Long term
Continuous
application

Cost per cow (€)
Belarus: 241
Russia: 338
Ukraine: 291
8000
Belarus: 28
Russia: 25
Ukraine: 25

137,-

TABLE 5. REMEDIAL ACTIONS INVESTIGATED, REDUCTION FACTOR FOR u 'Cs INTAKE,
TIME PERIODS OF EFFECTIVENESS AND COSTS IN 1998 FOR LARGE-SCALE
APPLICATIONS (IN EUROS)
Remedial action
Supply clean milk
(SM)

Reduction factor
Milk: 2

Time period
Continuous
application

Clean feed for pigs
(FP)

Pork: 3

Two months before
slaughter

Mineral fertiliser for
potato fields
(MF)
Restrict mushroom
consumption (RM)
Distribute radiometers
for food monitoring
(FM)
Removal of soil (RS)

Potatoes: 2

Yearly

Mushrooms: 3

Continuous

Cost per inhabitant (€)
Belarus: 78/year
Russia: 78/year
Ukraine: 71 /year
Belarus: 6.0/year
Russia: 3.2/year
Ukraine: 5.8/year
Belarus: 1.2/year
Russia: 2.6/year
Ukraine: 0.6/year
10/year

1.2-2

4 years

30

External dose: 1.35

Infinite

325

For most of the remedial actions considered, practical experience in the three CIS countries
were sufficient to derive representative and reliable estimates of effectiveness and costs. A
new model for calculating dose distribution in each of the representative settlement was
established. On average, the 89 percentile of the dose distributions correspond to the catalogue
values established by the CIS Ministries in charge of the Chernobyl after effects.
An algorithm was set up to optimise the impact of applying a set of countermeasures with
respect to dose reduction and cost.
2.5 Results
Application of the new model for dose distribution and the algorithm to each of the
representative settlements showed that for:
• 14 of the settlements, model calculations give an annual dose below 1 mSv;
• For 45 of the settlements, remediation strategies could be derived;
• For 11 of the settlements, dose reduction down to 1 mSv can only be achieved
through intensive decontamination works or relocation of the population due to high
external exposure (outside the scope of the project).
Based on the optimised countermeasures set up for each representative settlement, it has been
possible to derive remediation strategies for each of the 11 categories of contaminated land
defined previously. These remediation strategies (extensively described in reference 13)
highlighted the following conclusions:
• Application of radical improvement of private hay-land and meadows would be
recommended in all rural settlements if this has not been applied during the last four
years;
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• Feeding cows with Prussian blue would be cheaper and as effective as radical
improvement of soil provided that this remediation option is accepted by the rural
population;
• Supplying clean milk should only be considered for the highest contamination
/internal-dose category;
• Fertilising potato fields would be recommended for most settlements with a
activity per unit area exceeding 555 kBq/m2;

137

Cs

• Distribution of food monitors would be useful for all settlements in the highest
contamination/internal-dose category, and for a significant part of the neighbouring
categories with lower contamination or lower internal dose;
• Removal of contaminated soil would be required for all settlements with a 137Cs
activity per unit area exceeding 555 kBq/m2, and for one quarter to one third of the
settlements belonging to the category with a 137Cs activity within the range 370-555
kBq/m2;
• For the category of contaminated land with a Cs-activity higher than 555 kBq/m2,
approximately 30% of those settlements with internal catalogue doses below 0.5 mSv
and 80% of those with internal catalogue doses exceeding 0.5 mSv cannot be fully
remediated (the annual exposure cannot be reduced to 1 mSv with the selected
countermeasures). These settlements are mostly located in Russia and Belarus.
Identification of optimal ways to improve the situation in these settlements is the
most difficult task and requires additional consideration.
2.6 Cost and averted doses resulting from the implementation of the remediation
strategies
Total costs for the proposed remediation strategies for the whole contaminated territories have
been calculated on the basis of the number of privately-owned cows and inhabitants, and on
the set of countermeasures that have been determined for each main category of contaminated
land. These would amount to 15.6 Million Euros in the year 2002 with the following
breakdown: 4.1 Million Euros in Belarus, 4.7 Million Euros in Russia and 6.8 Million Euros
in the Ukraine (see Table 6).
These costs established for the year 2002 are indicative of the total investment to be made,
which is much lower than what is generally expected (less than 20 MEuros). In Belarus and
Russia most of the remediation costs should be attributed to the removal of contaminated soil
in heavily contaminated areas (higher than 555 kBq/m2) with the aim of reducing external
exposure. In the Ukraine, most remediation works should consist of reducing the
contamination level of milk through radical improvement of meadows and hay-land. Whereas
the decontamination works in Belarus and Russia should only have to be applied once, radical
improvement in all three countries should be repeated every four years.
If the proposed remediation strategies are applied in 2002, then an effective dose of 2000 Sv
could be averted in the three CIS countries.
However, the largest potential for averting doses is in the Ukraine.
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TABLE 6. TOTAL COSTS, AVERTED DOSES AND COST PER AVERTED DOSES THAT
WOULD RESULT FROM THE IMPLEMENTATION OF OPTIMISED REMEDIATION
STRATEGIES IN THE CONTAMINATED TERRITORIES OF BELARUS, RUSSIA AND THE
UKRAINE3
Country

Remedial actions

Belarus

RLPB
SM, FP, MF, RM, FM, RS
Total
RI, PB
SM, FP, MF, RM, FM, RS
Total
RI, PB
SM, FP, MF, RM, FM, RS
Total
RLPB
SM, FP, MF, RM, FM, RS
Total

Russia

Ukraine

All three
countries

Costs
(kEuros)
1459
2637
4096
1076
3590
4667
6098
718
6815
8633
6945
15578

Averted dose
(Sv)
116
188
304
71
178
249
1034
449
1482
1221
814
2035

Cost per averted
dose (kEuro/Sv)
13
14
13
15
20
19
6
2
5
7
9
8

a

Those territories for which application of the proposed remediation strategies cannot reduce the
annual exposure of the population below 1 mSv are not included in this calculation.

Due to the shrinkage in the size of the contaminated territories with time, it is obvious that the
corresponding remediation cost will also considerably decrease if these are postponed by
several years (up to a factor of 5 by the year 2015) as showed in Table 7.
TABLE 7. VARIATION OF THE TOTAL COST FOR REMEDIATION OF CONTAMINATED
TERRITORIES AGAINST TIME
Country
Belarus
Russia
Ukraine
Total

Total remediation cost in the year (kEuros)
2002
1996
1999
5424
6809
4096
5863
4667
6815
6815
12 458
9581
26 081
20 867
15 578

2005
2742
3764
5131
11 638

2015
914
1014
1443
3372

2.7 Conclusions
The project showed that rehabilitation of the contaminated territories resulting from the
Chernobyl accident-based on the dose criteria (annual dose due to Chernobyl lower than 1
mSv)-can be achieved at a relatively low cost for most of the territories. However the
remediation strategies to be implemented depend on the country considered. Agricultural
countermeasures should be applied in all three countries. However, in Russia and Belarus
large-scale decontamination works would also be of importance. In these two countries there
is a considerable portion of the rural population who lives in the settlements with high levels
of 137Cs deposition densities and internal dose which at present cannot be fully remediated.
The cost of countermeasure options estimated in the current project was not related to these
settlements. However, it is obvious that remediation of heavily contaminated Russian and
Belorussian settlements results in considerable additional cost in the total costs required for
remediation of the rural settlements located on the contaminated territories.
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Although the extent of the remediation activities to be performed strongly decreases in time,
this should not be interpreted as an encouragement to apply the "do-nothing" option.
Remediation still remains a prerequisite to restore the confidence of hundreds of thousands of
people in the ability of their respective governments to address the rehabilitation of these
territories in a proper way, either alone or with the support of the International Community.
3. SCALING-UP OF THE ETHOS APPROACH
3.1 The ETHOS approach
As showed in section 2.1 the radiological situation existing in the contaminated territories as a
result of the Chernobyl accident is becoming less and less dramatic. However, even if the
annual exposure of the population becomes lower than the legal threshold of 1 mSv, these
territories cannot be considered as rehabilitated as long as their population remains anxious
and stressed, and still regards the low exposure as unacceptable.
Numerous studies supported by the international community already showed that the most
important consequence of the Chernobyl accident is a deterioration of the quality of life
experienced by people living in the contaminated territories characterised by:
• Continuing stress which is contributing to enhanced morbidity;
• Scepticism towards efficacy of any restoration action;
• Need for public assistance and dependence of local economy in contaminated area on
such assistance.
These effects are obviously preventing any possibility of returning these territories to a normal
level of economic development and quality of life in both the short- and medium term. These
problems will not be overcome easily but there is evidence that successful rehabilitation will
require a decentralised approach in which the affected populations take much greater
responsibility for the management of, and how they live in, the affected territories.
In the field of research, exploratory studies [5] (the ETHOS I project) focusing on one
settlement (Olmany/1300 inhabitants in Belarus) already demonstrated that a substantial
improvement can be achieved through the active involvement of the population in a number
of actions e.g. in the:
• Production of uncontaminated milk for children;
• Control of the radiological exposure for children;
• Private production and marketing of clean meat;
• Education of children about risks of living in contaminated territories;
• Development of a risk culture amongst young people;
• Implementation of a radioactive waste management scheme.
3.2 The ETHOS II project
The launching in December 1999 of the ETHOS II project has two main objectives:
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(l)To demonstrate that the success achieved with the use of a decentralised approach to
rehabilitation can be extended to the level of a district;
(2)To develop guidance on how such an approach could be more widely disseminated in
order to enable eventually the economic rehabilitation of all the contaminated
territories in Belarus.
The Stolyn district that was selected for the project comprises five villages: Belausha,
Terejov, Gorodnaya, Olmany and Retchitsa. It covers a population of about 15,000
inhabitants.
During the first semester, most of the work focused on the conclusion of an agreement with
the Belarus authorities on the implementation of the ETHOS II project; the information of the
local population and administration through the organisation of a seminar; and the setting up
of networks to group local participants in four dedicated task forces: radiometry, agriculture,
health, and pedagogy.
3.3 The radiometry network
One person per village volunteered to participate together with the responsible persons for the
measurements of the radioactivity in the dairy, in the slaughterhouse, and in the packinghouse,
in the setting up of a network aiming to improve the collection of radiological data, and the
presentation of the data in a way understandable for a lay-man. Four radiometers for
measuring external irradiation and five computers were delivered to this network. Training
courses were organised in the summer.
3.4 The agriculture network
This group is made up of three to six people who have responsibilities in the management of
state-owned collective farms. Their first task would be to draw up a map of "contaminated
milk" in order to identify those meadows which should not be used, and to improve the quality
and the production of "clean" potatoes in order to decrease the intake of contaminated
foodstuffs by the local population. In more general terms, the main task of this network is to
improve the production, processing and marketing of agricultural products of good
radiological quality (mainly milk and meat) with the active involvement of the private
fanners.
3.5. The health network
About fourteen doctors would animate this network whose aim is to advise mothers on those
actions in the home that could decrease the exposure of members of their families, in
particular their children. This could be done by drawing up the map of contamination inside
each house, and through exchange of information on the most contaminated foodstuffs
produced locally.
3.6 The pedagogy network
This network would be made up of two to fifteen persons per village (school directors and
teachers). The participants in this network would develop a practical risk culture among the
children at school through the implementation of specific projects to be defined by each
school.
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3.7 Progress to-date
So far, the implementation of the project has been quite successful. The Belarus authorities
are fully supporting the ETHOS approach. The creation of dedicated networks benefits from
the help and support from the local administration of the Stolyn district. These networks are
expected to become fully operational by the end of the year 2000. Based on the results
obtained in 2001, a plan for extending the application of the ETHOS approach to the whole
contaminated territory of Belarus should be established.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF S.V. FESENKO
K. MUCK (Austria): If I extrapolate from deposition levels in Austria (which were on
average 15 kBq/m2 of B7 Cs), assuming a decrease in activity levels and in external exposures
as I presented in Session 2, I find no area with a dose of more than 1 mSv nowadays for
555 kBq/m2; in fact, I obtain substantially lower values. Where are the discrepancies? Do you
have different effective half-lives? (They do not seem to be different in papers by you and
Balonov which I have read.) Or is there a difference in foodstuff consumption patterns?
S.V. FESENKO (Russian Federation): For the conservative estimates of half-lives in the
study we used 15 years for internal exposures and 18.8 years for external ones. The properties
of the soil can vary widely, resulting in a large variation in the transfer factor values. The most
contaminated areas are characterized by high availability of caesium. There are also large
areas with wet peat soils (for instance the Rovno region in Ukraine) which are extremely
sensitive to 137Cs contamination. Other factors which influence the internal dose are the
composition of the feeds of domestic animals and the rate of consumption of agricultural and
natural products by the population. All these parameters are quite specific for the area
considered and can result in an increased internal dose. The data are summarized in a report
entitled "Remediation strategies for contaminated territories resulting from the Chernobyl
accident" (FE 78404) to be published by the European Commission before the end of this
year.
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M. GOLDMAN (USA): Given the emotional history of this population with regard to the
Chernobyl accident, how will you assess whether your efforts to explain risk are appropriate
or are simply adding to the problem? How do you know that what you are doing is the right
thing for this population?
S.V. FESENKO (Russian Federation): The ETHOS project was introduced in several
stages. During the first stage, actions were implemented in a single settlement. The population
of the settlement was directly involved in evaluating the actions, and only those actions which
were positively evaluated by the population were tested at district level during the second
stage of the project.
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Abstract
During its existence, 456 nuclear tests were carried out at the Semipalatinsk Test Site - 30 at the
ground surface, 86 in the atmosphere and 340 underground. Radioactive fallout from ground surface
tests is responsible for the present radiation conditions within the "Test Field". The radiation
situation in the Degelen Mountains is caused by 209 underground tests carried out in local tunnels.
Within the former Test Site there are three large and several small zones to which general access is
prohibited for public health reasons: the "Test Field", the Degelen Mountains, lake Shagan, the rim
of the lake, and the adjacent land to the north.
The information and characteristics, which have to be included in radiological passport of the former
Semipalatinsk Test Site, are discussed along with general information about the Semipalatinsk site, its
administrative status, the population distribution throughout the territory, all the economic activities
taking place within the territory, the zones and structures representing a radiation hazard, and radiohydrogeological conditions of the test site and the adjacent regions, biogenic conditions (topography,
soil, vegetation), wildlife, fauna monitoring, etc.

1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The decision to establish the Semipalatinsk nuclear test site (STS) was taken on 21 August
1947. The first groups of personnel began moving onto the site on 1 June 1948.
The nuclear test site (Fig. 1) extends over parts of the Semipalatinsk (East Kazakhstan),
Pavlodar and Karaganda provinces of the Republic of Kazakhstan. It has a total area of about
18 500 km2 and its perimeter is about 600 km long. It is divided up among the three abovementioned provinces in the ratio 54:39:7 respectively [1].
In 1949, together with the installation of facilities and structures for the conduct of nuclear
tests, a small town (now called Kurchatov) was built beside the river Irtysh; it subsequently
became the administrative centre of the nuclear test site.
The preparations for testing were completed in July 1949, and the first test of a nuclear device
at the Semipalatinsk site took place on 29 August 1949. During the years 1949-90, altogether
456 nuclear tests were carried out at the site [1].
The site was an elaborate research complex. It consisted of the administrative centre at
Kurchatov, where the laboratory facilities were also located, and a large number of
experimental zones, the main ones being: the Balapan test field; Site 10 (the "Baykal" reactor
complex); Site "G" (an underground seismic testing complex excavated in the Degelen
Mountains); and Site "Sh" (which included the "Test Field"-"Opytnoe Pole" for atmospheric
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nuclear tests and later a reactor complex with a graphite-moderated research reactor). The STS
had a highly developed infrastructure: a railway linking the town of Kurchatov with the city of
Semipalatinsk and the Balapan test field; and a network of asphalted roads, water conduits and
electricity and telephone lines [1].
2. THE RADIATION SITUATION AT THE TEST SITE
During its existence, 456 nuclear tests were carried out at the Semipalatinsk site-30 at the
ground surface, 86 in the atmosphere and 340 underground. Radioactive fallout from ground
surface tests are responsible for the present radiation situation within the "Test Field". The
radiation situation in the Degelen hills is due to 209 underground tests carried out in tunnels
dug into the Degelen Mountains [1].
In the Balapan test field and test field No. 7, a total of 131 underground tests were carried out
in vertical shafts. However, the radiation situation-where the radiation levels differ from the
natural background-is due mainly to an excavation blast in borehole 1004, carried out in order
to create an artificial reservoir, and to blasts in boreholes 101 and 1003.
Within the former test site there are three large and several small zones to which general
access is prohibited for public health reasons: the "Test Field", the Degelen Mountains, lake
Shagan, the rim of the lake, and the adjacent land to the north.
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In 1989, while nuclear tests were still being carried out at the Semipalatinsk site, a complex
research project called "Region-1" and devoted to radiological and seismic investigations both
of the site and of adjacent areas got under way, with the participation of teams from many
institutes of the Soviet Ministries of Atomic Energy, Defence and Health and many
Kazakhstan institutes. An aerial gamma spectrometry survey of the entire site was carried out
during the first two years.
In 1994, a joint study was carried out by the V.G. Khlopin Radium Institute, Kazakhstan's
National Nuclear Centre and a number of United States laboratories under contract to the US
Defence Nuclear Agency. Individual sections of the "Test Field" and territory near lake
Shagan were investigated. The results confirmed the available data regarding the general
radiation situation at the former Semipalatinsk test site.
According to data obtained through the aerial gamma spectrometry survey, there are two large
trails of radioactivity extending out from the "Test Field" (see Fig. 2). One trail extends southeastwards, with a bearing of -145°, and the area with a contamination density of over 11
GBq/km2 (0.3 Ci/km2) measures 90 km x 10 km. This trail is due mainly to the detonation of a
thermonuclear device on 12 August 1953. There are about 250 km2 with a contamination
density of 37 to 74 GBq/km2 (1 to 2 Ci/km2) and about 25 km2 with contamination density of
74 to 185 GBq/km2 (2-5 Ci/km2).
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•137

Map of 137Cs isolines at the Semipalatinsk
Test Site. Aerial gamma survey, June 1990.

Cs soil deposition at the Semipalatinsk Test Site.

The second trail starts at location P-l and has the shape of an arc extending from north to
south. Its surface area is about the same as that of the first trail, but there is a higher surface
contamination density at the start of the trail-i.e. at location P-l itself and within the "Test
Field". There are six spots with dose rates exceeding 100 juR/hour. The spots are not
symmetrical; their maximum dimensions vary from 2km (at location P-l) to 0.75 km. Near
the other location, the large westernmost spot consists of four smaller spots with dose rate
levels higher than 200 u.R/hour. These are the central zones of the ground surface blasts. The
highest dose rate, exceeding 1400 p.R/hour, is measured at location P-l. In a number of cases,
the contours of the 137Cs-contaminated spots and sections of the "Test Field" differ. In the
epicentral zones of the atmospheric nuclear blasts, the 137Cs contamination density reaches
750-1100 and 1800 GBq/km2 (20-30 and 50 Ci/km2 respectively). Within the "Test Field", the
total surface area with a contamination density greater than 185 GBq/km2 (5 Ci/km2) is about
10 km2.
A third large trail is due to a peaceful nuclear explosion-an excavation blast-which took place
on 15 January 1965 in borehole 1004 and produced the artificial lake Shagan. There are
diverse contamination levels within this zone. Thus, according to data obtained through the
aerial gamma spectrometry survey, the gamma dose rate around the rim of the crater
containing the lake does not exceed 1 mR/hour. The trail extends in a north-westerly
direction. The main gamma emitters around lake Shagan are 60Co, 137Cs, 152Eu and 154Eu.
These radionuclides are localized in the heaped-up rocks constituting the rim of the crater; the
137
Cs is spread much more widely. The dose rate varies from 60 to 500 jj.R/hour. There is a
dose rate higher than 500 p.R/hour in the zone comprising the crater rim and the lake itself-a
zone with a diameter of ~lkm. It should be noted that the area with a 137Cs contamination
density of 11-37 GBq/km2 (0.3-1 Ci/km2) is large, 35 km x 12 km. Away from these trails, the
137
Cs contamination density is spotty, varying over the range 11-2 GBq/km2 (0.3-0.05
Ci/km2).
According to data obtained through the aerial gamma spectrometry survey, most of the test
site has a 137Cs contamination density of less than 11 GBq/km2 (0.3 Ci/km2). The radioactive
trail surface area with a contamination density of more than 1 Ci/km2 accounts for about
0.5%. On the basis of calculations and estimates, it has been established that the surface soil
layer (down to not more than 20 cm) at the former Semipalatinsk test site contains the
following radionuclides, formed as a result of ground surface tests:
137

•

Cs, with an activity of 110 TBq (3000 Ci) in January 1995, which is about 8% of
the total radioactivity produced by the ground surface blasts;

•

90

•

239

Sr, whose activity is estimated to be less than 90 TBq (2500 Ci), which is less than
10% of the total;

Pu, whose activity has also been estimated but must be confirmed after additional
studies.

The bulk of these radionuclides is concentrated outside the "Test Field" and is 2-3 times
greater than the radionuclide inventory due to global fallout.
In the years 1996-99, an enormous amount of work was done at the former Semipalatinsk test
site, under contracts with the US Defence Threat Reduction Agency, to "liquidate" the
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experimental complex in the Degelen Mountains; all tunnels where tests had taken place or
which had been prepared for tests were sealed.
The radiation background on portal rock area of the closed tunnels ranges from 14 jaR/hour
(tunnel Z-6) to 120 |u,R/hour (tunnel A-lSh). For most of the sealed tunnels, the dose rate on
portal rock areas does not exceed 25 jaR/hour. The greatest contamination is found in on
portal rock area of tunnels A-l, A-lSh, 810, 608 and 177, where the 137Cs concentration on
the ground surface exceeds 1 MBq/m2. On portal rock areas of tunnels Zh-3, 143 and 139, at
bonfire points in a shed where cables removed without authorization were burned, spots with
high 239+240Pu and 24IAm contamination levels formed.
On the basis of the criterion whereby a territory must be evacuated if the level of soil
contamination by 137Cs is 555 kBq/m2 (15 Ci/km2) or higher, it may be concluded that
collectors of scrap metal must be kept away from the portal rock faces of tunnels A-l, A-lSh,
506, 810, 608, 511, 609, 165, 104 and 177 and a number of others. The portal rock faces of
tunnels Zh-3, 143 and 139 must also be off-limits, owing to high levels of 239+240Pu and 24IAm
contamination.
A comparison of the results obtained with data from a study of the tunnels and portal rock
face areas carried out during the period 1996-98, before the sealing of the tunnels, showed that
after sealing the radiation situation in 1999 at the sealed tunnel portals and portal rock areas of
tunnels had not deteriorated-in fact, there had in most cases been a decline in radiation levels
and in the density of contamination by artificial radionuclides.
In the case of nine sealed tunnels, water is still flowing out and the concentrations of tritium,
137
Cs and 90Sr in the resulting streams significantly exceed the permissible levels [2]1. It has
been established, within the limits of measurement error, that the tritium concentration has
remained almost unchanged. An exception are the streams from tunnels 609 and 176, in which
the tritium concentration has declined almost by a factor of two.
The 90Sr concentration in the streams from tunnels A-lSh, 504 and 503 have, within the limits
of measurement error, remained almost unchanged. A clear reduction in the 90Sr
concentration, almost by a factor of two, has been noted with case of tunnels 165 and 104. In
the case of four tunnels (511, 609, 176 and 177) there has been a concentration increase by a
factor of two-three accompanied by a decline in the water flow rate.
In the case of six tunnels (A-lSh, 503, 609, 176, 165 and 104), the concentration of 137Cs in
the water has hardly changed. The concentration in the streams from tunnels 504, 511 and 177
has declined by more than a factor often.
The concentration of 239+240Pu in the water from tunnels 503, 176 and 165 has remained
almost unchanged. A significant decline in the 239+249Pu concentration has been noted in the
water from tunnels 504, 511 and 177. The 239+240Pu concentration in the water from tunnel
104 has increased substantially (almost by a factor often), but it is still below the permissible
maximum.
An extremely important point is that the tritium, 90Sr and 137Cs concentrations in the streams
from these nine tunnels appreciably exceed the permitted levels [2] in virtually all cases:
1

According to [2], the permissible concentrations in drinking water are the following: for tritium - 7.7 kBq/1, for
Sr - 5 Bq/1, for 137Cs - 11 Bq/1, and for m Pu or 249Pu - 0.6 Bq/1.

90
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• for tritium, the concentration was found throughout the observation period to
significantly exceed (by a factor of 2-100) the permissible level in the case of all the
tunnels;
• for 90Sr, the permissible level was exceeded by a factor of 20-140;
• for 137Cs, the permissible level was exceeded by a factor of 3-270 in the case of eight
tunnels (only in the case of tunnels 511 and 177 was the concentration below the
permissible level).
A less dangerous situation is developing with plutonium, whose concentration exceeds the
permissible limit only in the case of the stream from tunnel 503. Thus, it may be said that the
concentrations of tritium, 137Cs and 90Sr in the streams from all nine tunnels significantly
exceed the permissible limits.
Radiochemical analyses of water samples from the natural streams Uzun-Bulak, Kara-Bulak
and Baitles, which flow out from the Degelen hills, have shown that the concentrations of
90
Sr, 137Cs and 235~240pu m the water of those streams are below the permissible levels for
drinking water. Over the years, however, the water of those streams has become radioactively
contaminated by tritium, whose concentration exceeds the permissible level by a factor of 1020.
The highest radiation levels are encountered along the valleys formed by the streams from
tunnels 104 (800-4500 uR/hour), 504 (3100 u.R/hour), A-l and A-lSh (2070jaR/hour) and
165 (2000 |j.R/hour). As regards the valleys formed by the streams from the other tunnels, the
radiation background varies from natural (tunnel 143) to 1800|uR/hour (tunnel Z-6), the
average being 50-500 uR/hour.
The highest 137Cs activities are found in samples of soil and alluvium from the valleys formed
by the streams from tunnels Z-6 (1630 kBq/kg), 104 and 105 (1440 kBq/kg), 609 (950
kBq/kg) and 165 (610 kBq/kg). It is the contamination with this radionuclide which produces
the high radiation levels in these valleys.
The specific 90Sr activity of the soil lies in the range 1.5-112 kBq/kg. The highest values are
found in the case of soil from the valley of the right-hand tributary of the Kara-Bulak, where
tunnels 504 (62 kBq/kg) and 506 (122 kBq/kg) are located, and from the valley formed by the
streams from tunnels A-l and A-lSh (90 kBq/kg). The 90Sr concentration is highest in the
streams from tunnels 504, 104 and 177. Compared with the water, the bottom sediment is
enriched in 137Cs relative to 90Sr, which is due to the higher sorbability of caesium.
The specific activity of the plutonium in silt and soil samples from the investigated valleys is
basically less than that of the 90Sr and 137Cs. However, some samples have specific activities
in excess of the permissible level and must be regarded as radioactive waste. About 80% of
the measured samples from the investigated valleys are classifiable as radioactive waste by
virtue of their combined plutonium and i37Cs concentrations.
Thus, owing to the level of contamination with radionuclides and to the radiation background,
the investigated valleys must be classified as restricted zones from which, for health reasons,
members of the public must be excluded.
The main natural streams flowing out from the Degelen Mountains are the Uzun-Bulak, the
Kara-Bulak and the Baitles. Beyond the peripheral road, the specific activity of the
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radionuclides in the bottom sediment and the earth is several orders of magnitude less, and
these materials are no longer classified as radioactive waste. The surface waters of the
Degelen Mountains transport 90Sr, 137Cs and 239~240pu only short distances (10-15 km), not
beyond the peripheral road, owing to the high radionuclide sorption capacity of the rocks.
It would seem that, at present, the main threat to the environment outside the Degelen
Mountain region comes from streams containing tritium at above the established norms.
Thus, during the ten years since the end of testing the radiation situation in the Degelen
Mountain region of the former Semipalatinsk test site has improved somewhat thanks to the
decay of short-lived radionuclides and to decontamination activities connected with the
sealing of tunnels. Otherwise it has remained unchanged, and in a number of places, including
the "Test field" and part of the territory adjacent to lake Shagan, intervention measures are
called for.
After implementation of the Programme for Demilitarization of the Semipalatinsk Test Site,
the problem of the Degelen Mountains appeared in a completely different light. At present,
these mountains (an experimental zone) are the only experimental zone where the radiation
situation has a tendency to change-not because of radioactive decay, but because of migration
processes.
As water is the principal agent causing radionuclide migration from the central zones of the
underground nuclear blasts, over many years the streams flowing from tunnels have carried
radionuclides remaining from nuclear blasts into the surroundings. At present, those
radionuclides are tritium, 90Sr, 137Cs and plutonium. During spring floods, the radionuclides
have spread along the valleys and been taken up by soil and silt through sorption. Thus, not
only the portal rock areas of tunnels have been contaminated, but also the valleys of some
streams. Consequently, following the work done in the Degelen Mountain region it is
necessary to establish a health exclusion zone there, until decontamination operations have
been carried out. Such operations must be preceded by the establishment of a detailed
inventory of the contaminated areas for all radionuclides, including uranium. It is necessary to
take the decision regarding decontamination on the basis of existing international standards.
For those contaminated areas which will not be decontaminated, it is necessary to introduce
use restrictions, and for that purpose there is already a need to formulate provisional land use
standards.
It will be necessary to develop such standards on the basis of the appropriate population dose
limits, taking into account the levels of contamination of the three media. In addition, it is
necessary to carry out radiation studies on all used test boreholes at the Balapan and SaryUzen test locations in order to assess how contaminated they are.
3. RADIOECOLOGICAL "PASSPORT" OF THE FORMER NUCLEAR TEST SITE
As the territory of the former Semipalatinsk test site is earmarked-and some parts are already
being used-for various economic activities (mineral extraction, agriculture, scientific research
etc.), a radioecological "passport" of the territory must be established. In this connection, it is
necessary to finally resolve the question of the administrative boundaries of the territory,
which falls within the responsibility of the National Nuclear Centre of the Republic of
Kazakhstan. As indicated above, the former test site includes parts of the provinces of
Semipalatinsk, Pavlodar and Karaganda.
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An ecological 'passport" is a technical standards document containing data about the use of
natural resources by a specific entity and the influence of that entity on the natural
environment. The data consist of a system of indicators reflecting the level of resource use by
the entity and the extent of its impact on the environment.
At present it is difficult to predict when the entire territory of the former Semipalatinsk test
site will be free of zones restricted for health reasons or even whether that will be in the
foreseeable future. Consequently, it is already necessary, drawing on the available
experimental data about the radioactive contamination of the territory and on the experience
of developing and introducing modern ecological standards for quality control regarding the
ecological aspects of the industrial activities, to produce a set of legal standards documents
relating to the development and introduction of modern ecological standards for quality
control of the ecological activities within the territory of the former Semipalatinsk test site.
During the ten years since the closure of the test site, a start has been made with new
activities-for example, the extraction of coal, fluorite's and gold-which will have an
environmental impact over and about that of the radiation legacy. Hence, in establishing the
ecological "passport" one must also take into account factors such as the territory's status,
which will determine who controls industrial operations and environmental activities at the
former test site-the National Nuclear Centre of the Republic of Kazakhstan or the individual
companies engaged in the exploitation of deposits. On that will depend the area of
responsibility covered by the ecological "passport".
The ecological "passport" of the former test site will have to contain-inter alia-general
information about the site, its geographical co-ordinates, its administrative status, the
population distribution throughout the territory, and the zones and structures representing a
radiation hazard. Particular care will have to be taken in describing these areas and structures.
Also, it will be necessary to include information about all the economic (mainly agricultural)
activities taking place within the territory.
Establishment of the ecological "passport" must be preceded by a comprehensive assessment
of the impact of the nuclear test site on environment and population in the region of the site.
Here it is necessary to have a complete description of the degree of radioactive contamination
of the environmental features at the locations where nuclear tests were carried out, including
details of all the experimental areas and especially of the contaminated ones where health
exclusion zones have been established pending decontamination and restoration.
It is necessary to document the presence or absence of radiation effects on the flora and fauna,
to count the fauna species and the numbers of individuals belonging to each species, and to
count the species of plants growing within the extensive territory of the former test site.
The "passport" must contain a physico-geographical description, including geomorphological
conditions,
orography,
hydroclimatic
conditions
(climate,
hydrography)
and
radiohydrogeological situation of the test site and the adjacent regions, biogenic conditions
(topography, soil, vegetation), wildlife, fauna monitoring.
The "passport" must also indicate ways of preserving and exploiting the fauna. The basis aim
of the exploitation of nature must here be mutually advantageous development of the existing
anthropogenic factor and the preservation of natural ecosystems. The preservation of wild
animals and their habitats must not be based solely on restrictions and prohibitions. This issue
must be approached in an integrated manner, account being taken of the socio-economic
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situation and with the development of a general nature preservation strategy that should derive
from an analysis of the ecological functions of the different areas to be protected.
The establishment of protected areas can be based on two fundamental approaches:
(l)declaring the entire former test site to be a special protected territory, but with
provision for the possibility of conducting scientific investigations at any location;
(2)creating a network of specially protected areas of varying status, with the possibility
of conducting scientific investigations in those areas.
For the preservation and rational exploitation of the wildlife at the former test site, it is above
all necessary to:
• determine and confirm the areas which are to receive special protection;
• carry out counts of the particularly valuable wildlife species;
• establish a rapid-reaction group for the protection of ecosystems.
Questions of monitoring of the radiation situation at the former test site must also be reflected
in the "passport". Immediate monitoring is undoubtedly necessary in the Degelen Mountain
region as the situation there-in contrast to elsewhere-is unstable. That is due to the constant
influx of radionuclides in the water from tunnels, especially during the spring floods. For the
Degelen Mountains, therefore, it is necessary to make a rough forecast of the radionuclide
migration, for which purpose it is necessary to calculate the volume of radioactive rock
material in the central underground nuclear explosion zones and the overall amounts of
radionuclides in that material.
The radionuclide migration at the Balapan test field and at other sites where detonations took
place in vertical boreholes will be less pronounced than that in the Degelen Mountains owing
to fact that less water is present there and the rates of underground water movement are lower.
Consequently, in our opinion, it is necessary to monitor the underground water there, but to a
lesser extent, and at the initial stage it will be possible to use the existing observation
boreholes and to monitor first for tritium. According to our information, even the migration of
tritium is insignificant in this region and its dispersion halo extends to no more than 0.5-1 km
from the outermost boreholes.
Lastly, one must not forget the artificial reservoir-lake Shagan. It will be necessary to look at
the behaviour of radionuclides during the period of spring floods.
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Abstract
The experience gained in the aftermath of the severe radiation accidents shows that in the case of
large-scaled radionuclide contamination the limitation of internal radiation doses to people by means
of restoration of agricultural lands is more realistic than reduction of levels of external irradiation.
Therefore, the problems connected with the optimal restoration strategies of agricultural land
subjected to radioactive contamination after the Chernobyl accident are of crucial importance.
The justification of the approach for the estimation of the effectiveness of countermeasure strategies
in the long term after the Chernobyl accident, based on the classification of farms by contamination
density and risk of the exceeding of radiological standards, restricting the use of agricultural
products, is presented. For each class of the farms the ranking of rehabilitation options and the time
periods when their application would be of importance are given. Comparative analysis of the
rehabilitation strategies, which are different in their effectiveness and cost, is provided.

1. INTRODUCTION
Countermeasures in agriculture hold a central position in the system of measures for
liquidating consequences of the Chernobyl accident. The application of these countermeasures
has considerably (5 to 10 times over the period 1987-1992) reduced the radionuclides content
in products and, consequently, doses of internal irradiation in regions of active
countermeasures implementation. The regions where countermeasures were applied on a
limited scale saw a less pronounced reduction of the radionuclides concentration in products
[1]. Overall, the introduction of countermeasures has practically led by 1996 to a minimum
production of food stuffs which do not meet the radiological standards, as well as to a
noticeable reduction in the exposure of the population living in the affected regions [1].
Each period after radioactive fallout is characterized by certain features, which define a
particularity of agricultural production and countermeasures application in the affected areas.
After a lapse of 10-12 years following the Chernobyl accident, a long-term period has come
for the mitigation of the accident impact. The following peculiar features are typical for this
period [2]:
• Radionuclides migration via the main trophic chains in the soil-plant-animalagricultural products system is assuming properties of an equilibrium state-dominant
are becoming relatively low processes of transformation of radionuclides forms in
environmental objects and processes of involvement of radioactive substances into
the sphere of biological cycling;
• A system of priorities is changing when assessing the effectiveness of
countermeasures aimed at reducing exposure doses to the population (including
countermeasures in agricultural industry). Radiological (doses averted due to
countermeasure application) and economic-radiological (calculation of the cost of
reduction in the unit collective dose, expressed in man-Sv per k Euros) indicators are
in the forefront;
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• Changes are being made from the temporary (accidental) to "peaceful" (more
stringent) standards of the public exposure and permissible radionuclide
concentration in foodstuffs [3].
The long term after the Chernobyl accident is marked by a severe economic crisis in Russia,
which is responsible, in particular for a sharp decrease in the agricultural investment in the
contaminated regions (including the reduced financing of agricultural countermeasures). A
negative factor of the reduction (actually to full cessation) in countermeasure investment is a
likely growth in I37Cs concentration in farm products (as a result of limited fertilizing,
discontinuance of liming, violation of crop cultivation technologies, etc.) [4].
A peculiar feature of the long term after the Chernobyl accident in the Russian Federation is
the introduction in 1997 of the rigid standards regulating the permissible levels of
radionuclide content in farm products [3]. For some products, milk in particular (50 Bq I"1),
these are more than a factor of 7 lower than the previously acting standard, DIL-93 (370 Bq 1"
'). It is therefore necessary that the radiological situation in agriculture is assessed with the
account of new criteria, as well as new methodological approaches to the justification of
countermeasure options are developed.
2. METHODOLOGY
A distinguishing feature of milk contamination is time and space inhomogencity of the
radionuclides content in products. Therefore, the analysis of different countermeasure options
must use indicators of risk (probability) of SanPin-96 exceeding. Among the key factors
responsible for the contamination levels of animal products are particularities of farming,
including fodder land contamination levels, soil properties protective and remediation
measures applied. On practice, a combined effect of these factors is usually observed, making
it necessary to classify the farms.
Farm classification by the need in rehabilitation
An addressed rehabilitation aimed at achieving maximum effects of countermeasures with
minimum additional investments should be based on the classification of farms which takes
into account the following criteria of radiation safety in agricultural production (Table 1):
• risk (probability) of animal products production with
SanPin 2.3.2.560-96;

137

Cs concentrations above

• contamination density of agricultural lands used for fodder production and live stock
grazing.
The farm classification by Cs soil contamination density made use of the following grades:
37-185 kBq m"2, 185-555 kBq m"2, 555-740 kBq m"2, and above 740 kBq m"2. By risking to be
in excess of SanPin 2.3.2.560-96, the following ranges were used: 0, 0-10, 10-50, 50-90 and
above 90%.
With this classification, it may be expected that for the farms in each of the category an excess
of SanPin 2.3.2.560-96 is determined by similar factors, thereby allowing the development of
differential countermeasure strategies and ensuring the account of local conditions during
their implementation. So, the classification proposed makes possible the realization of an
addressed development of a system of necessary remediation and protective measures.
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Criteria for the estimation of countermeasure effectiveness
Essential, when developing countermeasure strategies in agriculture and justifying the most
effective ways of their implementation, is a cost-benefit analysis, i.e. a ratio between
countermeasure cost and benefit in the farm of dose reduction. The criteria for such of
analysis and comparison of various countermeasure combinations should include:
• Decline in risk of exceeding the standards for farm products;
• Decline in collective dose from the consumption of contaminated products;
• Averted doses resulting from the countermeasures application and cost of 1 man-Sv
averted.
The first of the above criteria is especially important when the effectiveness of
countermeasures in the collective sector is assessed. By this criterion a possibility to obtain
foodstuffs which meet the radiological standards can be evaluated and time periods which
need rehabilitation countermeasures foe zones with different contamination levels of animal
products can be determined.
Other criteria are of a subordinate importance and are employed for the optimization of
countermeasures with close effectiveness in reducing risk of animal products contamination
since a similar effect in reducing levels of animal products contamination can be achieved
through the use of a large number of various countermeasure combinations. In this case a
decrease in the collective dose and cost of these countermeasures are considered as criteria,
which ensure an optimum choice of adequate actions.
A parameter connecting the first two criteria is the cost of 1 man-Sv averted by the use of
countermeasures. In particular, ICRP Publication 37 considers countermeasures as justified if
the cost of reduction of the collective dose by 1 man-Sv as a result of their application is
within a range of 10-20 thousand of US dollars (EURO).
Stages of justification of strategies for protective and rehabilitative measures
I. Assessment of the need in countermeasures application. The prime objective of this stage is
to estimate the need or justification of countermeasures. At this stage the contamination
levels of agricultural products are determined and farms are distributing between categories
described earlier. To this end, factors are analyzed which are responsible for the
contamination of animal products and effectiveness of countermeasures including:
• Levels of agricultural land contamination;
• Soil properties;
• Levels of farm products contamination;
II. Justification of potentially effective countermeasures. In case when the application of
countermeasures is thought to be justified the most effective ways of their implementation are
specified based on a preliminary analysis. The most effective rehabilitation options are
identified for each category of farms considered based on the analysis of advantages and
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disadvantages of individual countermeasures. As criteria for
countermeasures the following ones are regarded:

comparing

different

• Levels restricting the use of farm products with the account of the radionuclides
content (SanPin 2.3.2.560-96);
• Collective dose from the consumption of products before and after the application of
countermeasures, as well as dose reduction through the countermeasures application;
• Cost of 1 man-Sv averted by rehabilitation options application.
III.The prime objective of this stage is to identify for each category of the settlements sitespecific combination of rehabilitation options, which allow reaching maximal effect from
their application taking into account these criteria.
A comparative analysis of the effectiveness of countermeasure strategies. The main goal of
this stage is to find the most effective strategies, i.e. countermeasure combinations throughout
the whole period after radioactive fallout when the application of these countermeasures is
justified. So at this stage, rational countermeasure combinations and time periods of their
usage need to be specified for every year after the fallout. The effectiveness of each strategy is
assessed based on the integral indices (or criteria) calculated for the entire time period when
the use of countermeasures is recognized as necessary.
3. RESULTS
Since the Chernobyl accident, in all the affected regions the Russian Federation of Agriculture
has been carrying out a program of 137Cs content measurement in agricultural products.
Formally, 21 regions in the Russian Federation were subject to radioactive contamination after
the Chernobyl accident. For most regions typical are the contamination levels of no more than
37 kBq m"2. In four (Bryansk, Kaluga, Ourel, Tula) regions, however, high levels were
registered and these saw the most active measurements. The measurements show that in 17
regions of Russia the maximum 137Cs levels in milk are not in excess of 50 Bq I"1, the norm
adopted by SanPin 2.3.2.560-96. It has also been found that in these regions 137Cs
concentration in grain and potato (as well as in other vegetables) do not exceed the new
standards. Simultaneously it has been revealed that in six districts of the Bryansk region
(Gordeyevsky, Klimovsky, Klintsovsky, Krasnogorsky, Novozybkovsky and Zlynkovsky)
likely is the production of milk with 137Cs content above 50 Bq I'1.
For every farm in these districts data have been collected on 137Cs content in milk (19961999) and farming conditions (levels of agricultural land contamination, livestock,
manufactured products, scales of countermeasures and their costs).
3.1 Analysis of factors responsible for 137Cs content in milk
Among the key factors responsible for the radionuclides content in farm products are: density
of agricultural land contamination, soil properties and countermeasures aimed at reducing
mobility of radionuclides in food chains.
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Contamination ofhaylands and pastures
The average levels of 137Cs contamination ofhaylands and pastures defining largely the risk of
exceeding the standards vary from 37 to 1400 kBq m~2. It should however be noted that no
clear correlation is observed between the milk contamination levels and 137Cs land
contamination which is connected with the use of countermeasures and properties of soils
used for fodder production and cattle grazing.
Countermeasures
Because of the economic crisis, the application of countermeasures in the affected regions
during the period discussed (1996-1999) was of a limited character and confined only to the
use of ferrocyn compounds. Table 1 summarizes mean values for the effectiveness of
countermeasures in terms of risk reduction of producing milk above SanPin 2.3.2.560-96
estimated on the basis of actual data.
TABLE 1. REDUCTION FACTORS FOR RISK OF EXCEEDING STANDARDS (50 BQ.l"1) AS A
RESULT OF APPLICATION OF FERROCYNE COMPOUNDS IN 1996-1999
Risk of exceeding
standards in products, %
0-10,0
10,0-50,0
50,0-90,0
>90

137

Cs contamination density of fodder lands, kBq m"2

37-185
1
1
1
1,5

185-555
1
1
1,12(1-1,63)
1,01(1-1,15)

>740
555-740
1
1
1
1,01(1-1,13)
1,15(1,13-1,17) 1,33(1-1,72)
1,29(1,03-1,67) 1,33(1,03-1,99)

These data show that caesium binders were applied in larger scale in farm with high milk
contamination. However, there are farms with high risk of exceeding normative of SanPin-96
in milk where these countermeasures were not applied.
Soil properties
The analysis of the data obtained should include effects of the soil properties on the
contamination levels of milk. Fig. 1 illustrates doses of internal exposure normalized to I37Cs
contamination density as a function of portion of peat-boggy soils on the agricultural land
adjacent to the farms considered. It is seen that depending on soil properties transfer factors
from soil to milk in the area where light soddy-podzolic and peaty soils are widespread can
vary by factors of 5 to 7, thereby dictating the extent for the need in countermeasures. This is
mainly explains the fact of the occurrence of farms with a high risk of exceeding
Cs
standards in milk in areas with low levels of contamination (Table 1).
3.2 Assessment of the need for countermeasures application
Data for 1996-1999 were used as the basic information to estimate a risk of exceeding 137Cs
levels in milk. Since by definition risk is a stochastic quantity, such a period of data
generalization allows an account in the calculations of variability in weather conditions and
associated variations in milk contamination. Distributions of products contamination obtained
for each of the farms, typical for this period, were recalculated based on the effective half life
period of 137Cs decrease in milk equal to 15 years (Table 2).
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FIG. 1. Soil to milk TFs as a function of portion of peaty soils in the soil cover of haylands
and pastures.

TABLE 2. CLASSIFICATION OF COLLECTIVE FARMS IN SIX DISTRICTS OF THE
BRYANSK REGION BY RISKINESS OF MILK PRODUCTION WITH 137CS CONTENT ABOVE
50 BQ.l"1 (BASED ON 1996 DATA)
Risk of exceeding 50 Bq.l"1 137Cs
content in milk, %

137

Cs contamination density of fodder lands, kBq/m2
37-185

185-555

555-740

>740

12
3
8
3
0

19
9
21
7
2

0
0
5
4
0

0
0
3
8
0

18
3
3
2
0

33
12
10
3
0

1
1
6
1
0

1
1
5
5
0

24
1
1
0
0

55
0
3
0
0

8
0
1
0
0

7
1
4
0
0

2001 v
0
0-10.0
10.0-50.0
50.0-90.0
>90
2009 v
0
0-10.0
10.0-50.0
50.0-90.0
>90

^

2030 v
0
0-10.0
10.0-50.0
50.0-90.0
>90

The analysis of the results shows that the area where risk to produce milk which exceeds the
adopted limits is above 50% includes 24 farms, in 8 of which the contamination density of
fodder lands is more than 740 kBq m~2. On 31 farms all the milk will meet the standards. The
application of countermeasures is required to a variable extent in 55 farms, of which 14 farms
need them for a long period of time.
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3.3. Comparative analysis of countermeasure strategies in the long term after the
Chernobyl NPP accident
For five remedial actions the data on reduction factors, time periods of effectiveness and cost
were reviewed, including radical improvement of hay-land and meadows (RI); administration
of Cs binders in the forms of bolli (BO) and bifege (BIF); production of maize silage on
arable soil to reduce portion of contaminated hay consumed by cows in winter period (SIL);
replacement of cattle grazing on pastures with a combined breeding, based on use of
cultivated pastures and feeding the cattle (up to 50%) with green fodder, so called "green
conveyor" principle (GC).

TABLE 3. REHABILITATION OPTIONS IN AREAS WITH VARIOUS RISK OF EXCEEDING
SANPIN-96
Risk of exceeding 137Cs contamination density of fodder lands, kBq m~2
50 Bq I"1137Cs
37-185
in milk
185-555
555-740
0-0,1
RI 0,84
—
RI0,79
0,1-0,5

RI1

0,5-0,9

(RIor
LDCP+BO) 1

>0,9

(RI or LDCP
+BO) 1

RI 0,72;
(RI+BO)0,12;
(RI+BIF) 0,06
(RI+BO) 1

(RI+BIF) 0,38;
(RIor
LDCP+BIF+GC) 0,62

RI 0,74;
(RI+BO) 0,26

>740

RI0,35;
(RI+BIF) 0,65

(RI+BO) 0,51;
(RI+BIF) 0,3;
(RI+BIF+GC) 0,19
(RI+BIF+GC+SIL)
(RI+BIF) 0,32;
(RI+BIF+GC) 0,68 1
(RI+BO) 0,19;
(RI+BIF) 0,81

Based on a comparative analysis of the effectiveness of these options, combinations of
countermeasures have been identified for every category of farms which ensure the maximum
effect in reducing risk to produce milk above the standard values (Table 3):
(l)Radical improvement of haylands and pastures organisation of long-duration
cultivated pastures on arable land (RI);
(2)Application of ferrocyn compounds - boli (BO);
(3)Application of FC-bifege (BIF);
(4)Organization of maize production for silage (SIL);
(5)Organization of animal feeding by the "green conveyor" principle (GC).
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All the measures have been arranged based on their cost and effectiveness. A set of
countermeasures was considered to be sufficient if it ensured that the production of
agricultural stuffs completely met the SanPin-2.3.2.560-96 standards. When combining
countermeasures, radical improvement (RI) or organisation of long-duration cultivated
pastures (LDCP) came first. The reason is that in this case a decrease in the products
contamination is accompanied by a marked increase in the land productivity, thereby
providing (in addition to reduced milk contamination) a supplementary income from the
raised livestock productivity.
In the event when after the application of radical improvement the risk to exceed standard
values in products remains above zero, a supplementary measure such as FC application was
considered. In deciding between the two {bifege (BIF) and boli (BO)}, risk of products
contamination after their use was the criterion. Should it remained high after the use of boli,
the combination of RI+BIF was considered instead of RI+BO. If the risk to exceed standard
values persisted after the application of radical improvement and ferrocyn compounds, a
further measure was used, such as green conveyor (RI+BIF+GC) or organisation of maize
production for silage (RI+BIF+SIL), to reduce contamination of products in the indoor period.
The derived combinations of countermeasures, generalised for farm categories with different
risks of SanPin-96 exceeding and different levels of haylands and pastures contamination, are
summarised in Table 3 which shows the percent ratio of countermeasures proposed for every
category.
Table 4 presents corresponding data on the cost of 1 man-Sv averted through the use of the
recommended options in areas with different risks of SanPin-96 exceeding.
TABLE 4. COST OF 1 MAN-SV AVERTED THROUGH THE USE OF THE RECOMMENDED
COUNTERMEASURES IN AREAS WITH DIFFERENT RISKS OF SANPIN-96 EXCEEDING,
KEUROS
Risk of exceeding 50
Bq I"1 137Cs in milk, %
0-10.0
10,0-50,0
50,0-90,0
>90

7

Cs contamination density of fodder lands, kBq m"2

37-185
96
77
45
24

185-555
101
63
38
23

555-740

>740

60
35
20

57
25
18

The minimum cost of 1 man-Sv averted is reported for the categories with the highest risk of
SanPin 2.3.2.560-96 exceeding (Table 4). At the same time the cost of man-Sv averted for the
categories with the risk below 50% (28-56 k Euros per 1 man-Sv) is noticeably higher values
than the levels recommended by the ICRP. As it can be expected, the necessity in more
effective combination in remedial options are increased with the growth of risk of exceeding
normative of SanPin-96 in milk. Similar dependence (however much less expressed) is also
found for contamination density of fodder lands.
Five strategies varying in cost and effectiveness, thereby allowing an analysis of various
options of animal production with the account of resources allocated for their implementation
were under consideration:
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• Strategy A. No countermeasures are applied.
• Strategy B. Application of countermeasures on the 1996-1999 scales.
• Strategy C. It is based on the use of ferrocyn compounds (bifege) for periods with
elevated content of radionuclides in products (critical periods) on all the farms where
the risk of SanPin-96 exceeding is above 5%.
• Strategy D. This strategy is based on a system of organizational and agrotechnical
measures. The evaluation of the radiological improvement effectiveness considers
differences in the efficiency of measures for different soils and the potential
effectiveness of these countermeasures is calculated individually for each farm with
the account of local peculiarities of livestock production. On farms where flood plain
haylands and pastures are used or where radical improvement failed to achieve a
necessary effect, long-term cultivated pastures are supposed to be organized on arable
land.
• Strategy E. It includes a minimum set of possible for each farm countermeasures
ensuring a guaranteed obtaining of products which meet SanPin 2.3.2.560-96. Since
this strategy is the most effective one reducing risk to obtain products inconsistent
with the standards and contains elements of strategies C-B, it requires the highest
costs.

So, the range of strategies discussed covers all possible variants of action, from the
termination of countermeasures to their application on scales allowing the production in
compliance with the standards, starting with 2003. The scenarios described cover a wide range
of potential activities. Since their main aim is to reduce 137Cs content in animal products,
indicators such as dynamics of the reduction in products contamination in the south-western
districts of the Bryansk region and cost of countermeasures were used as criteria in the
comparison of strategies (Fig. 2).
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FIG. 2. Dynamics of reduction in milk with 137Cs content above SanPin-96 on farm in the
south-western districts, Bryansk region, for different rehabilitation strategies.
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The results given in Figure 2 show that the best results by year 2003 can be achieved with the
strategy E, which, however, needs the largest countermeasure expenses. Effective enough, by
this criterion, is strategy C based on a large-scale application of ferrocyn compounds.
Although the cost of this strategy amounts to 54%, it should be taken into account during the
comparison that the farms may have an additional income resulting from the improved
productivity of fodder lands.
A comparison of the two most costly strategies, which include a wide application of radical
improvement, indicates that a rational use of other options on its background considerably
increases the effectiveness of countermeasures and makes it possible to reach in the shortest
time 137Cs levels in products which meet the standards.
Noticeably lower effectiveness is shown by strategies B (use of ferrocyn compounds on farms
with the highest contamination levels) and D (application of ferrocyn compounds on farms
where SanPin Exceeding is most likely) which include the application of ferrocyn compounds
in periods with high levels of milk contamination. The production in compliance with the
standards will be achieved in 2025 and 2020 for strategies B and D, respectively. So, the
existing countermeasure options and their combinations aimed at reducing contamination of
animal products provide great scope for achieving the contamination levels in compliance
with SanPin-96. However the choice of one or another kind of strategy is dictated by the funds
allocated for their implementation.
CONCLUSIONS
Overall, the obtained results allow the conclusion that application of countermeasures in a
long term period after the accident of the ChNPP, on considerable territories of Russia
countermeasures will be necessary an large scales, which shows a need for optimisation of
countermeasure implementation. Even in the long-term after the ChNPP accident, application
of countermeasures in collective farms located on the most contaminated territory will require
considerable expenses.
It may be concluded that the situation in the most affected districts of Bryansk, region requires
a non-forced switch to the standards of a "normal" (non-accidental) period (SanPiN-96). In
this respect, specific measures need to be scheduled for every settlement and every farm to
provide agricultural production in accordance with the new radiation safety standards
(50 Bq I"1) for 137Cs.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF S.V. FESENKO
S.M. VAKULOVSKY (Russian Federation): What dose will be received by a person from
the consumption of contaminated milk in a contaminated area if he or she lives for one year
on produce with radioactivity levels corresponding to the maxima permitted by the health
regulations?
S.V. Fesenko (Russian Federation): The dose will depend on the milk consumption rate.
Nowadays, the consumption of milk is much lower, and for a consumption rate of about 100
litres/year of raw milk the contribution of the milk will amount to about 0.05 mSv/year. The
maximum value which could result from the consumption of milk with radioactivity levels
corresponding to the maximum permitted by the health regulations (50 Bq/litre) is about
0.15mSv/year.
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RECLAMATION OF NATURAL, SEMINATURAL AND AGRICULTURAL
ENVIRONMENTS FOLLOWING RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION —
A NORDIC STUDY
A. LILAND, P. STRAND, L. SKUTERUD
Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority, Osteras, Norway
Abstract
A range of methods, from simple cost benefits analyses to sophisticated decision making systems, are
available for assessing the net countermeasure benefits to man contamination of different
environments. As part of the Nordic Nuclear Safety Research Programme, an attempt was made to
develop a strategy for mid- and long-term reclamation of contaminated cultivated agricultural
environments, animals, forests, freshwater and fish, and urban environments. The study focused on
the long-lived nuclides !37Cs and 90Sr. Also social implications and a sound environmental
management should be addressed in the selection of a countermeasure strategy.
The considerations of the cultivated agricultural environment included a model of a Nordic
environment, with different soil types, land use and crops. When considering countermeasure
strategies for animals, both transfer and production rates have to be compared, as the transfer of
radiocaesium to animals in cultivated areas is low compared to the transfer in unimproved areas or
to wild animals. The countermeasures considered for freshwater were: use of alternative water
supply, and ion exchange method, and for freshwater fish: limiting consumption, brining in
households, and wet land and lake liming. In urban environments knowledge on the source strengths,
relative dose rate at different locations (indoor, outdoor) due to the deposition on different urban
surfaces (roofs, walls, paved areas, trees, bushes etc.) is important.
For all environments costs and averted doses were estimated for a fallout scenario giving 1 MBq m'2
of 137Cs. The effectiveness of the different countermeasures was then compared and reclamation
strategies suggested.

There are several methods available for assessing the net benefits to man in the process of
deciding the type of countermeasures to implement after a radioactive contamination of
different environments. These methods may range from simple cost benefits analyses to
sophisticated decision making systems. As part of the Nordic Nuclear Safety Research
Programme, several countermeasures have been assessed with the aim of making a basis for
the development of a strategy on reclamation of contaminated land. However, one has to bear
in mind that a long list of considerations, such as social implications and a sound
environmental management approach should be addressed in addition to the costeffectiveness. In the following presentation the long-lived radionuclides 137Cs and 90Sr have
received special attention. Consideration of these radionuclides is of importance when
planning the reclamation of land following the initial phase after fallout.
CULTIVATED AGRICULTURAL ENVIRONMENTS
After a radioactive fallout, crops can easily be rendered unsuitable for food and animal feed.
The time of the year that radioactive fallout occurs will influence the consequences in the
short to mid-term.
A crucial issue is the contamination level of the different soil types. Priority should be given
to peaty and sandy soils, especially fields used for temporary or permanent grasslands; our
study has indicated that in an agricultural environment with different soil and crop types, these
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soil types deliver disproportionally large fractions of radiocaesium and radiostrontium,
respectively, to food and feed from acreage's with complex soil environments.
Available soil/or crop treatment countermeasures are:
(a) Removal of crops.
(b)Removal of a slice of the top soil layer.
(c)Replacement of the uppermost soil layer by skim and burial ploughing.
(d)Additional fertilisation with potassium,
(e) Additional liming.
In a model for the Nordic agricultural environment, the cost effectiveness for different
countermeasures was compared. The study showed that exclusion of land from feed
production can be advisable for reducing radiocaesium transfer. Excluding the natural pastures
on peaty soils (making up about 3% of the acreage) will reduce radiocaesium transfer by 60%.
Excluding all peaty soils (about 15% of the acreage) from crop production give about 90%
reduction in radiocaesium transfer in the long term. For agricultural fields where
countermeasures are applied, several methods are possible. Table 1 compares the cost
effectiveness of different soil based countermeasures.
TABLE 1. THE COST EFFECTIVENESS OF DIFFERENT SOIL BASED
COUNTERMEASURES STUDIED IN ENVIRONMENTS OF THE NORDIC COUNTRIES
ASSUMING A I37CS DEPOSITION OF 1 mBq m"2
Soil based countermeasure

Product

Removal of soil layer,
0-5 cm

Bread grain
Potatoes
Milk
Bread grain
Potatoes
Milk
Bread grain
Potatoes
Milk

Skim and burial ploughing

Annual additional Kfertilisation

% reduction in Cost
manSv
(EUR/manSv)
95
40000
95
2100
95
4100
90
7300
90
400
90
760
39
94000
50
4000
67
2200

Pasture
Action is required when pasture is expected to produce grass with unacceptably high
radionuclide contents. For this situation, the grass sward has to be incorporated into the soil
either by normal ploughing or by skim and burial ploughing with a higher efficiency. If
removal of a slice of the top soil or replacement of the uppermost soil layer are thought
necessary on some fields, these fields should be removed from production until the required
countermeasures can be implemented.
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Arable crops
Other actions may be needed when radionuclide transfer is unacceptably high to arable crops.
Removal of a slice of the top soil or replacement of the uppermost soil layer is needed for
highly contaminated soils. For less contaminated arable fields, complementary application of
potassium fertilizers can reduce the transfer of radiocaesium to crops by 30-60% for soils
deficient in potassium. Similarly, complementary liming can reduce the transfer of
radiostrontium for soils poor in calcium.
2. ANIMALS
The transfer of radioactivity to animals and animal products is greatly dependent on
management practices. In cultivated areas, the transfer of radiocaesium to animals is low
compared to the transfer in unimproved areas or to wild animals. However, the rate of food
production is higher in cultivated areas. Thus, both transfer and production rates have to be
compared. Nevertheless, it is clear that to avoid the highest doses to critical groups and to
achieve the greatest reduction in activity concentrations it is essential to consider animal
products from unimproved areas (including game) in countermeasure strategies. A summary
of recommended countermeasures and their cost effectiveness (for one specific deposition
level) is given in Table 2.

TABLE 2. RECOMMENDED COUNTERMEASURES FOR DIFFERENT ANIMAL PRODUCTS,
AND THEIR COST EFFECTIVENESS ASSUMING A 137Cs DEPOSITION OF 1 mBq irf2

Product

Countermeasure

Cattle milk

Bentonite as powder or in concentrate
AFCF1-1 as powder or in concentrate
Bentonite as powder or in concentrate
AFCF as powder or in concentrate
Special feeding
AFCF in boli
AFCF in salt lick
AFCF in boli
Bentonite as powder or in concentrate
AFCF as powder or in concentrate
AFCF in salt licks
AFCF in boli
Change slaughter time

Cattle meat

Sheep meat
Goat milk
Reindeer meat

1

% reduction Cost
in manSv
(EUR/manSv)
140
50
470
90
170
45
553
80
740
50
1020
70
230
50
1670
50
50
19
64
90
50
15
50
95
82
70

AFCF is a derivative of hexacyanoferrate.

The most cost effective countermeasure for reducing radiocaesium transfer to beef and cows
milk, is the use of bentonite (a clay mineral) mixed with concentrates or given directly to
animals. This method requires daily management by man and gives about 50% reduction in
radiocaesium activity concentrations in both milk and meat. More expensive, but also more
effective, is AFCF (a hexacyanoferrate derivative) administered in the same way. This gives a
80-90% reduction in the contamination levels. Both bentonite and AFCF strongly bind the Cs
ions so that they cannot be taken up in the animal's gut.
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If domesticated animals (e.g. goat, cattle, sheep) or semi-domesticated reindeer are grazing on
unimproved areas without daily contact with man, AFCF can be administrated either in a salt
lick or boli. The salt lick is most cost-effective, but results in larger variability in activity
concentrations in animal products because individual animals use the salt lick to different
extents. On average, the reduction for radiocaesium would be about 50% for both methods.
Highly effective radiostrontium binders are not yet available. Moderately effective zeolites
(clay minerals) may reduce transfer of radiostrontium to milk by up to a factor of two.
Alginates can also be used as a Sr binder but is currently too expensive. For radiostrontium,
the best currently available additive for animals is to increase the calcium content of the diet.
The effectiveness of this approach will depend on the Ca intake and milk yield of the
ruminant, but may give a 50% reduction.
If the above mentioned countermeasures are not possible or do not give the necessary
reduction, the use of special feeding should be considered. By giving the animals
uncontaminated or only slightly contaminated fodder over a period of time, activity levels in
meat and milk will be reduced according to the original activity concentration levels and the
biological half-lives of the isotopes in the animals. If uncontaminated fodder cannot be
produced in the area or cannot be imported, the animals can be transported to an
uncontaminated area. These countermeasures are useful for all relevant radionuclides,
including both radiocaesium and radiostrontium.
When using contaminated pastures for grazing, one should also bear in mind that the smaller
animals such as sheep and goats will have higher activity concentrations in meat and milk
than larger animals like cattle if they are grazing on the same pastures. This is also valid for
wild animals (e.g. roe deer and moose from the same area). Changing the production from
small to large farm animals can thus be considered , to reduce the transfer from fodder to
animals. For 137Cs, a change from meat to milk production will give less contaminated
products since the the radiocaesium transfer is higher from fodder to meat than to milk. For
9
Sr, the reverse is true; the transfer is highest from fodder to milk while meat is not
significantly contaminated.
A high amount of mushrooms on the pastures in the autumn may considerably increase the
radiocaesium content in grazing animals. When mushrooms are abundant, up to 70-80% of the
radiocaesium intake can be due to mushroom consumption for certain animals grazing on
unimproved pastures. A possible countermeasure is then to bring the animals back to the farm
early in the summer to limit the mushroom consumption.
For wild animals, AFCF might be made available in contaminated areas in salt licks.
However, for population dose reduction, an important possible countermeasure is to change
the hunting season. This may reduce radiocaesium intake from game meat such as roe deer
and moose, which have a seasonal variation in activity levels and for which the hunting season
does not coincide with the minimum levels in the animals.
Dietary and food processing advice may be important for special population groups which
have a high consumption rate of wild animal meat such as hunters or reindeer breeders.
Next to restriction of food production from an area, banning of food products is the most
drastic countermeasure available. This is very expensive and in addition socially disruptive,
but may be necessary in extreme cases.
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3. FORESTS
Forests have the capacity to trap and retain radionuclides for a substantial period of time. The
rotation period of a forest stand in the Nordic countries is about 100 years. The time of
decomposition of organic material in a forest environment can be several hundred years. The
retention of radionuclides in the forest environment is thus considerably longer compared to
other environments.
Countermeasures in forest areas outside the urban environment are generally not worth
implementing due to high costs compared to the reduction in dose. For a populated forested
area, clear felling can, however, be considered as a countermeasure in the first year after
deposition. To minimise contaminated timber products the surface part of the trees can be
removed before processing. Some forest-based industries like paper manufacturing may upconcentrate radionuclides 200 times.
For natural food stuffs such as mushrooms and wild berries the major countermeasures are
restrictions on food gathering, dietary advice's and the use of food preparation methods that
reduce the levels of contamination.
FRESHWATER AND FISH
In some Nordic countries more than half of the drinking water is surface water, which can be
readily contaminated with fallout radionuclides. The season and nuclide composition of the
fallout, together with environmental factors, determine the duration of and temporal changes
in radionuclide activity concentrations in water. Therefore, the possible actions for decreasing
radiation doses must be estimated separately in every case.
Strontium-90 will remain in the aqueous phase after a fallout event. I37Cs will soon be sorbed
to particulate material that will eventually sink to the bottom of the lake or river.
Radiocaesium can be recycled from the sediment to the food chain by various benthic
organisms, and will eventually contaminate the freshwater fish.
If serious contamination of drinking water with radiocaesium occurs, the highest dose
reduction is achieved by actions carried out during the first months after deposition. In case of
radiostrontium, long-term countermeasures may be needed. If countermeasures are needed,
decreasing intake of household water to a minimum will be the first action. After this short
term action, the use of uncontaminated ground water should be considered or drinking water
should be imported from an uncontaminated area. Water treatment plants are recommended to
make plans for these actions which take into account the situation for their specific area. One
should bare in mind though that about 50% of the 137Cs is removed by normal operations in
water treatment plants (co-precipitation with aluminium sulphate and particles removed by
filtration processes), while 90Sr is not removed in the normal operations. The most expensive
measure for removing radiocaesium and radiostrontium is the use of ion exchange filters.
In Table 3 a summary of different countermeasure's cost effectiveness is given. To reduce
radiation doses from fish consumption, the most effective and less expensive method is brine
treatment of fish at home. Liming of the lakes gives only a small decrease in 137Cs contents of
fish over a longer time period. Transfer of radiostrontium to fish is low and will rarely cause
problems since 90Sr only accumulates in fish bone and not in fish meat.
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TABLE 3. A SUMMARY OF EFFECTIVENESS OF DIFFERENT COUNTERMEASURES FOR
REDUCING RADIATION DOSES VIA FISH AND DRINKING WATER
Countermeasure

Fish
Brine treatment in households
Wet land liming
Lake liming
Limitations in consumption
Drinking water
Use of an uncontaminated source or
ground water
Ion exchange

Effectiveness,
% reduction

Cost

60
<5
<5
up to 100

cheap
6*109EUR/Sva)
109EUR/Sva)
not estimated

up to 100

not estimated

>90

not estimated

(a) for a lake of 100 km2 and average depth 6 m, and fish consumption of 4 kg y"1 for 10 years.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF A. LILAND
J.G. Barnes (USA): How willing were people to limit or otherwise modify their
consumption in the light of your advice?
A. Liland (Norway): After the Chernobyl accident, the radioactivity levels in reindeer meat
were very high in many parts of Norway, so we ran information campaigns directed towards
the people living in those areas. As a result of the information campaigns, people reduced
their consumption of reindeer meat or bought their reindeer meat in areas known not to have
been affected by Chernobyl fallout. Of course, there were a few who, seeing that their reindeer
meat looked quite normal, decided to eat it despite our warnings.
J.E. Kenigsberg (Belarus): What annual internal doses are people in Norway now receiving
as a result of Chernobyl fallout?
A. Liland (Norway): The doses being received by people in Norway today are generally well
below lmSv/year.
In the case of reindeer breeders, every three years we measure their body contamination levels
and the contamination levels in the reindeer meat which they are consuming, since some
reindeer breeders are still receiving doses of more than lmSv/year-in a few cases perhaps
more than 2mSv/year.
J.E. Kenigsberg (Belarus): What maximum permissible contamination levels have been set
for milk and meat in Norway, Sweden and Finland?
A. Liland (Norway): In Norway, the maximum permissible contamination level for milk and
milk products-and also for baby food-is 370 Bq/kg; for reindeer meat, game and freshwater
fish it is 3000 Bq/kg; for all other foodstuffs it is 600 Bq/kg.
In Sweden and Finland, the maximum permissible contamination level for reindeer meat,
game and freshwater fish is 1500 Bq/kg-the European Union standard. Norway's maximum
level is higher because we had very high levels of reindeer meat contamination (up to 50 000
Bq/kg) after the Chernobyl accident and, in order to avoid too much meat being condemned,
we set a maximum permissible level of 6000 Bq/kg, which was reduced to 3000 Bq/kg in
1994.
Despite Norway's higher maximum permissible level, this year we had to delay the
slaughtering of some reindeer because they were contaminated in excess of 3000Bq/kg; the
animals were provided with clean fodder in order to reduce their contamination levels. We
have had similar problems also with sheep.
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REHABILITATION OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATED FORESTS
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Abstract
As a result of radiation accidents and nuclear-weapon tests at the territory of the former USSR apart
of the Forest Fund of 23 subjects of the Russian Federation has been contaminated by radionuclides.
The contaminated forests, which are included in a structure of more than 130 forest management
units (leskhozes) and more then 330 local forest management units, as a rule, are located in highly
inhabited regions with traditionally intensive forestry management and high level of forest resources
use.To provide radiologically safe forest management in the contaminated areas, the Federal Forest
Service has developed and validated a special system of countermeasures. Use of this system makes it
possible to diminish significantly the dose to personnel, to exclude the use of forest products with
contamination exceeding radiological standards and to provide protection of the forest as a
biogeochemical barrier to radionuclide migration from contaminated areas to human habitat.

More than 30 percents of the territory of Russia contaminated by radionuclides (in some
regions-up to 50 percents) are covered by forests. Different countermeasures are to be applied
at the territory of more than 330 forestries included in 133 forest management units in 23
subjects (regions, lands, republics) of Russian Federation.
The scale of radioactive contamination of the forest fund is essentially different in terms of
area, density of soil contamination and composition of radionuclides. The most significant
countermeasures were needed after the Chernobyl and East Ural accidents.
The area of forests managed by the Federal Forestry Service, contaminated 137Cs with soil
deposition above 37 GBq/km2 (1 Ci/km2) as a result of the Chernobyl accident is estimated at
about 1 million hectares at the territory of 15 subjects of the Russian Federation (data for
January 1, 1999). The main part of this territory is covered with forests. A total growing stock
is about 145 million m3 (Table 1).

TABLE 1. DATA ON THE FOREST FUND CONTAMINATED BY RADIONUCLIDES DUE TO
THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT (JANUARY 1, 1999)
137

Cs soil
deposition,
Ci/km2
1-5
5-15
15-40
above 40
Total
contaminated

Federal Forest
Fund lands,
thous. ha
856,3
96,6
27,5
2,2
982,6

Forest lands,
thous. ha

Forested area,
thous. ha

Growing stock,
million m3

835,2
91,9
27,5
2,0
956,6

816,9
89,6
27,1
2,0
935,6

128,4
14,1
1,7
0,3
144,5
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The total area of contaminated forests in the Ural region is about 647 thous. ha, including 424
thous. ha-in the Chelyabinsk region, 184 thous. ha - in the Sverdlovsk region and 39 thous. ha
- in the Kurgan region, that makes about 35% of all contaminated territory. In the separate
regions a part of forest lands comprise from 27% to 60% of contaminated territory. The
radioactive forest contamination is registered at the territory of 15 forest management units in
these three regions.
The territory of the forest fund within the East-Ural Radioactive Track (further EURT) is
mostly contaminated by I37Cs and 90Sr, and the latter obviously dominates on the vast bulk of
lands managed by Rosleshoz. Only in the Kasly forest management unit 57,4 thousands
hectares contaminated by 90Sr were revealed during mapping in 1995-1999. The soil
deposition of 90Sr in separate quarters reaches 35 Ci/km2, but the main part of forests is
contaminated much less (with 137Cs soil deposition up to 2 Ci/km2 and 90Sr soil deposition up
to 3 Ci/km2).
The radioactive contaminated forests are mostly located in densely inhabited regions with
traditionally intensive forestry management and high level of forest resources use. At the same
time, an application of technical, agricultural and biological measures in most conditions is
economically unreasonable.
TABLE 2. VOLUME OF FINAL FELLING IN 1998 FOR THE ENTITIES OF THE RUSSIAN
FEDERATION, CONTAMINATED BY RADIONUCLIDES DUE TO THE CHERNOBYL
ACCIDENT (THOUS. m3)

Entity of the Russian
Federation

Leningrad Forest
Management Body
(FMB)
Bryansk FMB
Kaluga FMB
Orel FMB
Ryazan' FMB
Smolensk FMB
Tula FMB
Republic Mordovia
FMB
Belgorod FMB
Voronezh FMB
Kursk FMB
Lipetsk FMB
Tambov FMB
Penza FMB
Ulyanovsk FMB
Total:
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Allowable
cut
Conifero Total
us
3523.4
7702.1

Actual harvested
volume
Conifero Total
us
1987.2
3312.8

323.2
204.3
0.0
411.3
408.8
0.0
76.7

1348.1
1700.5
28.2
1333.0
1912.4
0.0
715.5

185.4
121.0
0.0
309.0
157.2
0.0
57.6

388.5
258.9
1.6
441.5
325.5
0.0
188.4

57
59
0.0
75
38
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
26.0
212.8
312.6
5499.1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
116.9
1131.8
1422.4
17410.9

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
24.9
190.5
253.8
3286.6

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
48.5
435.1
670.9
6071.7

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
96

Using of allowable
cut (%)
Conifero Total
us
40
57

75

90

81

29
15
6
33
17
0.0
26
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
41
38
47

The studies of the Chernobyl accident consequences conducted by Russian, Ukrainian and
Belorussian scientists have revealed, that the forestry workers directly working in the forest
receive doses by a factor of 2-2.5 higher, than general population, and belong to the group of
elevated radiation risk. The role of forests in forming of the population dose increases with
time elapsed from the moment of the accident. For example, according to the Nuclear Safety
Institute data [1], contribution of mushrooms and berries in the internal dose in rural
inhabitants of the Chernobyl accident area changed from 10-15% in 1987 to 40-50% in 1996.
More than 6 million m3 of timber were harvested (in the process of final harvesting) only in
the "Chernobyl regions" of Russia in 1998 (Table 2). Up to 30% of timber is harvested by way
of intermediate use. Not less than 10 million m3 of timber (more than a half of which is
coniferous) are earmarked to be harvested in 2000 in forests contaminated by radionuclides
due to Chernobyl accident.
In total, approximatelyl2-15% of annually harvested timber is produced in the subjects of the
Russian Federation contaminated by radionuclides in different years. In most cases this timber
corresponds to the established standards. But in some special conditions of the forest growing,
a part of timber is contaminated by radionuclides over the permissible standards even at the
rather low radionuclide soil deposition and cannot be used for house constructions (Table 3).

TABLE 3. LIMITING LEVELS OF 137Cs SOIL DEPOSITION IN DIFFERENT FOREST TYPES,
UNDER WHICH SALE OF STANDING TIMBER FOR HOUSE CONSTRUCTION IS
ALLOWABLE
137

Cs soil dep Dsition, Ci/km2

Soil

Tree species

Poorest -A

humidity
Very dry-0

Soil enrichment (humuficatkm)

pine

Rather poor Rather rich-C
-B
74

not assessed

birch
Dry-1

pine

Wet-3

24

not assessed

not assessed

12

pine

8

10

18

37

birch

4

5

9

18

pine

not assessed

8

not assessed

birch
Rather wet-4

not assessed

74

birch
Fresh -2

Rich oak
forest -D

pine

4
not assessed

birch
Very wet-5

pine

(bog)

birch

7

not assessed

3
not assessed

6

not assessed

2
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According to published data and observations results, from 10-15% to 30-35% of
radionuclides have migrated in the mineral soil layer by the present time. The main fraction of
radionuclides is accumulated in the upper 5 cm layer (Fig. 1).
The total content of mobile forms of radionuclides in soil does not exceed 4-5%, therefore
even at the most unfavorable conditions, 90-95% of radionuclides are captured in the forest
litter and soil. It is established that about 4-6% of the total reserve of radionuclides in the
forest biogeocenoses have been transferred in different organs and tissues of vegetation,
mushrooms and animals by 1999. The root pathway of radionuclides migration to vegetation
began to dominate comparing to the atmospheric one approximately in 2-3 years after the
Chernobyl accident.
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FIG.l. Contents of 137Cs in the forest litter and soil in accordance with the density of soil
contamination (average data for 1994-1999).
At the relative stabilization of migration processes in the contaminated forest ecosystems, the
concentration of radionuclides will change according to the law of radioactive decay per the
proximate 15-20 years.
To sum up the results of studying radionuclides migration in the forest ecosystems at the
remedial stage of the Chernobyl accident, it should be noted, that increasing humidity and
reducing soil humus contents results in increasing transition of 137Cs both in grassy, shrubs
and wood plants.
Results of the key plots observations expressed in the standardized transfer factors relating to
the forest growing conditions allow to conclude, that at the root uptake of radionuclides the
barked wood is the least contaminated part of the tree, further the concentration increases in
the small branches, leaves (needles), bark and bast respectively. The bast tissues are most
contaminated by 137Cs due to the root uptake, but accounting the atmosphere pathway, bark
(especially outer bark) frequently contains more radionuclides, than bust (Fig. 2).
Among the wood species growing under identical conditions and density of soil
contamination, the greatest transfer ofI37Cs into organs and tissues is observed for birch and
aspen. Coniferous species (pine and fur-tree) are characterized by the lowest uptake of137Cs
from soil.
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The main principles of radioecological classification of forest types were developed in Russia
[2]. The classification is stipulated by the following attributes: type of forest growing
conditions, structure of plantings, distinction of wood species in intensity of radionuclide
absorption from soil and their accumulation by organs and tissues, radiosensitivity of wood
species and their ability to detain and keep radionuclides from the atmosphere. The
radioecological classification of forest types is a component of the forestry counter-measures
system application at the early, intermediate and recovering stages of the radiation accident.

cfensity Of
Needes

Small
branches

Balked
wood

Organs and tissues

FIG. 2. Concentration of
1999).

137,

Bast

Baiked
wood

Unbarf<ed

VWOd

Cs in different organs and tissues of pine (average data for 1994-

To provide radiologically safe forest management in the contaminated areas, the Federal
Forest Service has developed and validated a special system of countermeasures to govern the
state forest resources accounting for a factor of radioactive contamination.
The term "protective measures in forest management" or "forest countermeasures" implies a
range of administrative-structural, technological, sanitary, and other measures and activities
intended to reduce or exclude additional irradiation doses (above the background and
technogenic radiation level for the given territory) to the forestry personnel and population in
the areas exposed to radioactive contamination due to nuclear accidents [3-5].
Organizational and technical countermeasures include regulation of forestry activity according
to zones of radioactive contamination, system of radiation monitoring, system of timber
certification in terms of radionuclides content, setting of standards for the forest products and
working conditions. These measures are mandatory during long period of time and require
essential financial expenditures comparing to the forest in the non-contaminated areas. The
efficiency of these measures is rather high.
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Technological countermeasures are applied to forests located in all the zones of radioactive
contamination. They include: (1) Regulation of the forest use in different zones of radioactive
contamination; (2) Development and use of technologies demanding minimum personnel; (3)
Radiation monitoring and introduction of special measures to provide safe working
conditions; (4) Radiation monitoring and special measures for forest-fire prevention under
conditions of radioactive contamination [6] and others. The efficiency of the technological
countermeasures is determined by the reduction of collective and individual dose burdens to
the forest service personnel and the local population. Also, it is important to maintain
biological sustainability of the forests and the overall ecological situation. This group of
countermeasures is helpful for restoration of the agricultural and industrial activities in the
region. It saves jobs and provides conditions for normal forest industrial activity.
The application of technological countermeasures requires the most significant additional
financial expenses.
The limiting countermeasures (ban of forest use for industrial and recreation purposes, for
collection of mushrooms and berries, for hunting, etc.) are used during different stages of the
nuclear accident and could be used on a short or long term basis. They are used most often, do
not require large additional expense, and are rather effective in terms of reduction of the dose
of the local population. However, limiting measures cause significant economical damage to
the forest industry due to stopping the forestry activity.
Informational countermeasures include scientific research; professional education and
personnel training; information service to the forest managing bodies and local population in
terms of radiological situation in the forests. These countermeasures should be used during all
the stages of the accidental situation and complement forest management. Unfortunately, it is
difficult to estimate the overall efficiency of informational countermeasures.
Social and economic countermeasures include improvement of working and living conditions
and medical service for the forest personnel.
Preventive countermeasures are used in the vicinity of the nuclear installations during their
routine exploitation to protect the environment in case of the hypothetical nuclear accident.
The basic requirement to forestry activity in these forests is formation of plantings capable to
sustain a sharp change of radiation situation in case of possible accident, to prevent
degradation of the forest environment, to soften ecological consequences of the accident in the
given region, and also to ensure performance of necessary protective measures and probably
fast rehabilitation of the contaminated territory in accordance with the requirements of
radiation safety.
Taking into account limited financial and material resources and application of strict dose
limits for the population exposure and standards of the radionuclides content in the forest
products, the radiation monitoring is of special importance. Providing the effective radiation
monitoring becomes the basic and determining protective measure. To solve this task a
service of radiation monitoring has been created by the state bodies of forestry management.
The radiation monitoring of living standing timber, secondary forest resources and forest food
90

137

products in terms of correspondence to permissible levels of Sr and Cs concentrations is
an integral part of the radiation control. The development of such standards for timber and
secondary forest resources was executed under the initiative of the Federal Forestry Service of
Russia (Sanitary rules SP 2.6.1.759-99 [7] and their previous editions).
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The long-term experience has shown, that the forestry activity should not be completely
stopped in the contaminated forest ecosystems irrespective of the level of irradiation. Even in
the most contaminated zones from which the population was removed an optimum complex
of forestry measures is necessary to be carried out. First of all, these are measures for fires
prevention and forest protection implemented according to the rules of radiation safety [8].
From several hundred up to several thousand wood fires annually occur only in four areas of
Belorussia, Russia and Ukraine most contaminated by radionuclides. The radionuclides
concentration in ash and incombustible materials can reach n*10 -6 -n*10-4 Ci/kg [3]. The
consequences of such forest fires can worsen both environmental conditions in wide regions
and living conditions for some hundred thousand people. A specific radioactivity and volume
of burning products of forest combustible materials is to be considered while carrying out
preventive measures, detection and extinguishing of forest fires in the contaminated forests.
A basis for practical application of the countermeasures in contaminated forests are principles
modern radiation protection in case of intervention recommended by IAEA: substantiation
and optimization. Thus, development of optimal strategy of the countermeasures at the
regional level is supposed to be necessary. Providing the principles of sustainable forest
management and keeping forestry functions, the strategy will allow to considerably decrease
the levels of irradiation of the population and persons professionally connected to the forest.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF A.V. PANFILOV
K. Muck (Austria): According to calculations performed by me for a deposition level of
about 500 kBq/m2, the inhaling of aerosols from a large forest fire by people living in nearby
villages would result in an excess dose of only a few microsieverts. In my view, therefore, the
radiation hazards associated with forest fires may be exaggerated.
A.V. Panfilov (Russian Federation): Opinions differ about this in Ukraine, Russia and
Belarus. It is an open question.
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Abstract
To continue the decontamination work in the Republic of Belarus, which was carried out by the
military troops, the state specialized enterprises were formed in Gomel and Mogilev in 1991. The
organization and regulations were developed inside the country: instructions, rules, radiological and
hygienic criteria and norms. The enterprises concentrated on decontamination of the most socially
significant facilities: kindergartens, schools, medical institutions and industrial enterprises. During 9
years Gomel State Specialized Enterprise "Polessje" decontaminated 130 kindergartens, schools and
hospitals. The total decontaminated area was 450 000 m2. The ventilation systems and equipment at
27 industrial enterprises in Gomel were decontaminated. The practical decontamination methods for
areas, buildings, roofs, industrial equipment, ventilation systems were developed and tested. The
special rules for handling wastes contaminated with Cs were elaborated. The paper analyzes and
sums up the acquired experience which is important for implementation of rehabilitation programs
and improvement of decontamination methods.

During first months and years after the accident at the Chernobyl NPP decontamination of
populated areas and industrial enterprises in the Soviet Union was carried out by the Military
Troops, Civil Defence and Government Services. Later this work was ceased due to different
reasons. In 1991 two State Specialized Enterprises were formed in Gomel and Mogilev with
the aim to continue decontamination in the Republic of Belarus. As the Republican
Government was seriously anxious about the situation in the country the State Program for
Overcoming the Consequences of the Chernobyl Catastrophe was adopted. One of its sections
was dedicated to decontamination. Certain funds were assigned for research work, elaboration
of regulations, development of production facilities and decontamination. Main attention was
focused on decontamination of socially important establishments like children's, medical and
public institutions. At that time the highest radiological effect, i.e. reduction of dose, was
achieved for organized groups of children.
Along with inhabited and public areas the industrial enterprises were decontaminated,
including premises and mainly ventilation systems, where gamma dose rate often exceeded
1000 uR/h (7.10"2 nA/kg) while surface contamination was about 10,000 betaparticles/(cm2min). The following figure shows that 574 ventilation systems were
decontaminated at various enterprises in Gomel after 1991.
Package of regulating documents was prepared by 1993, including: Regulations on
decontamination and handling radioactive wastes [1], Reference levels for decontamination
[2], Methods for inspection of populated areas, public and industrial facilities [3],
Decontamination procedures [4] and some others [5,6]. Later, following practical demands,
Radiological and Sanitary Norms [7] were elaborated, specifying control level of
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contamination of soil, intended for replacement of the removed soil and for recultivation of
decontaminated areas (400 Bq/kg). In 1998 "Provisional sanitary rules for handling
decontamination wastes resulting from overcoming the consequences of the Chernobyl
Catastrophe" [8] were introduced.
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YeaFig. 1. Decontamination of venyilation equipment at enterprises in Gomel (Belarus).

As the result of implementation of state program the Gomel State Specialized Enterprise
"Polessje" decontaminated during 9 years more than 130 kindergartens, schools, hospitals,
ventilation systems and equipment at 27 enterprises in Gomel. Total decontaminated area
made up 450 000 m2 while surface area of decontaminated ventilation equipment was 120,000
m2. During decontamination of industrial enterprises in Belarus the main problem concerned
proper selection of special methods and techniques, because all the facilities differed in
materials, surface configurations and specific character of contamination. Major experience
was accumulated during decontamination of ventilation equipment (Table 1).
Resulting liquid radioactive wastes are processed at the special plant, which was designed and
installed by Belarussian specialists. With support of European Union, IAEA, foreign experts
and national research institutions special equipment was tested and employed, methods of
decontamination and management of big amounts of Cs-contaminated wastes were finished.
Cs-contaminated wastes mainly do not belong to radioactive wastes but their handling
requires observation of certain rules [8]. These wastes can be either solid or liquid. For liquid
wastes the acting radiological safety norms NRS-76/87 [9] and SPORO-85 [10] were applied.
Solid wastes are those "decontamination wastes" with specific activity 0,96 kBq/kg and
higher or with surface contamination levels being 20 beta-particles/(cm2.min) or higher.
Depending on their specific activity they must be buried at special places with different levels
of engineering shielding.
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TABLE 1. DECONTAMINATION OF VENTILATION EQUIPMENT
Decontaminated
equipment
Scroll

Decontamination method

Equipment, devices, materials

Immersion in decontaminating
solutions

Bath, decontaminating solutions, KEW
304HA, KEW 6500 high pressure
washing machines.
Bath, decontaminating solutions, KEW
304HA, KEW 6500 high pressure
washing machines.
NORCLEAN vacuum cleaner, brushes,
hand grinders (pneumatic, electric) with
FUJI abrasive wheels.

Impeller

Immersion in decontaminating
solutions

Electric motor

Vacuum cleaning, brushing with
decontaminating solutions,
removal of the upper corroded
layer in case of deep
contamination.
Immersion in decontaminating
solutions

Detachable air ducts

Undetachable air
ducts ( 0 200-350
mm)
Motor bed

Air heater

Ventilation chamber

Soft spacer

Bath, decontaminating solutions, KEW
304HA, KEW 6500 high pressure
washing machines.
Mechanical cleaning, vacuum Electric spiral brushes, NORCLEAN
industrial vacuum cleaner.
cleaning
Brushing with decontaminating
solutions, removal of the upper
corroded layer in case of deep
contamination.
Vacuum cleaning, steamejection cleaning with
decontaminating solutions
Vacuum cleaning, application of
decontaminating solution,
washing with pressurized water.
Cleaning with abrasive
materials in case of deep
contamination.
Disposal for burial

Decontaminating solution, brushes,
electric and pneumatic hand grinders with
FUJI abrasive wheels. Dust suppression
plant.
NORCLEAN industrial vacuum cleaner,
KEW 304HA high pressure washing
machine. Solutions with surface active
particles.
NORCLEAN industrial vacuum cleaner,
sprayers, cleaning cloth, KEW 304HA
high pressure washing machine.
WADU plant. Abrasive materials. Dust
suppression plant.
Plastic bags.

There are three types of burial places for decontamination wastes: BPDW-1, BPDW-2 and
BPDW-3. Additionally, the Norms include classification of "burial places for building
wastes", which are usually arranged near demolished buildings and structures in former
populated areas intended for immediate and subsequent resettlement. Burial places BPDW-1
are designed for wastes with relatively high activity exceeding 0,96 kBq/kg; BPDW-2 for
wastes with specific activity in the range between 0,96 kBq/kg and 96 kBq/kg. Burial places
BPDW-3 are those, which were formed in Gomel region in the first period after the Chernobyl
catastrophe (1986-1989) for on-surface bulk storage of decontamination wastes. Usually, they
were arranged without any design projects and disregarding hydrogeological restrictions,
which required implementation of additional engineering shielding, as well as monitoring of
their condition and influence on the environment. The "burial places for building wastes" are
used only for burial of wastes with specific activity up to 9,6 kBq/kg and with surface
contamination levels not exceeding 50 (5 -particles/(cm2.min).
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In recent time more attention in the Republic of Belarus has been paid to decontamination of
individual farmsteads. This gives considerable, several times reduction of external dose
influence on inhabitants. Investigations and practical analyses proved that priority in
decontamination is to be given to soil around houses and in the yards as well as to roofs of
low-storey buildings, especially of garret type. Contribution to dose of contaminated soil in
the longer period after catastrophe makes up at least 70%. Removal of 10 m wide
contaminated upper layer of soil around one-storey house gives 3-4 times reduction of dose
rate indoors. Fractional contribution to dose of outer and inner wall surfaces, floors,
neighboring trees and other objects is insignificant (1-5%). Decontamination of farmsteads
revealed some problems because of restricted area, structures, plantations, etc. Besides,
different surfaces and materials are to be decontaminated without deterioration of their
consumer properties. Different decontamination methods used in the inhabited areas are
represented in Table 2.
TABLE 2. METHODS OF DECONTAMINATION OF CHILDREN'S, EDUCATIONAL AND
MEDICAL INSTITUTIONS AS WELL AS OF PRIVATE HOMESTEADS
Object
of
decontamination
Sports grounds

Walks,
pavements, hard
coverings
Flower beds,
school gardens,
cultivated lawns
Abnormal local
spots
Narrow strips
along pavements
Roof

Small
architectural
structures
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Method of decontamination

Boundary conditions

Removal of soil layer, 5cm, 10 cm, up
to 30 cm [11].

Dose rate P, from 35 to 60

Ploughing to depth of 30 cm, discing
[12].

Exponential law of contamination
distribution in depth.

Triple digging [13].

P, < 100 uR/h. Contamination in top
layer. Non-sandy soils.

Deep ploughing (up to 90 cm),
ploughing and deeping of top layer
into sub-ploughing horizon [12,13,14].
Replacement of coverings with
concrete slabs, coating with asphalt,
overturning of slabs [11,12,13].
Turfing with clean layer 10-15 cm[12].
Laying of hard covering without soil
removal [12].
Ploughing to depth of 30 cm [12].
Replacement of surface soil layer (up
to 50 cm).
Replacement of top layer (up to 20
cm), extension of hard pavement
[11,12].
Mechanical removal of moss, leaves
etc.
Cleaning with pressurized water (clean
water, detergents).
Replacement of roof.
Mechanical removal of top layer or
with the help of detergents, subsequent
painting.

If there is no considerable radiation
from other sources (soil, lawns, flower
beds, external territory).
Up to 40 p,R/h.

Exclude (consider) the influence of
surrounding objects for assessment of
radiation situation.
Same.
More than 40 beta particles/(cm2.min).

More than 20 beta particles/(cm2.min).

Object
of
decontamination
Field
Garden

Yard

Method of decontamination

Boundary conditions

Triple ploughing. Special skim and
burial plough.
Triple digging.
Hand tools.
Turfing with clean layer.
Hand tools.
Usual digging. Hand tools.
Ploughing to depth of 30 cm.
Plough.

Minimum dose rate from 60 to 200 (J.
R/h.
Minimum dose rate from 60 to 200 ]X
R/h. Labour-intensive work.
Up to 40 fxR/h.

Removal of top soil layer.

Mini-bulldozer "Amkodor", hand
tools.
Usual digging.
Hand tools.
Removal of top soil layer, possibly
with subsequent sand refilling.
Mini-bulldozer "Amkodor", load
carrying-and lifting machinery.
Garret
Removal of warmth-keeping materials
and wastes.
Hand tools, containers to collect
wastes.
Vacuum-cleaning.
Vacuum-cleaner "Norclean".
House
inside Vacuum-cleaning.
Vacuum-cleaner "Norclean".
walls
The same
Ceilings
Floors inside the The same. Removal of the upper layer.
house
Parquet planing machine, container for
chips.
Outer walls

Removal of the upper layer. Electric
plane.
Cleaning with pressurized water.

Foundation

Aquila TD302 mobile trailer.
Cleaning. Metal brushes.
Cleaning.
Metal brushes.

Minimum dose rate is close to control
level.
Up to 80 uR/h.
When minimum dose rate is up to 400
uR/h.
When minimum dose rate is up to 60-80
At high values of minimum dose rate up to 400

Exclude influence of these
contaminants for assessment of
radiation situation.

The same.
The same
The same
The same. Danger of machine failure
because of nails in the floor.
The same. Danger of machine failure
because of nails in the walls.
Some materials may loose their quality
(surface structure).
At surface contamination up to 60 betaparticles/(cm2min).
The same

In recent time there are a lot of discussions concerning feasibility of decontamination of areas
and installations, including individual homesteads and children's institutions. We tried to
evaluate radiological efficiency of decontamination and estimated cost of averted exposure
dose for a man. For children it is 0.1 mSv/year while relative reduction of external dose due to
decontamination makes up 40% (for settlements with density of contamination 10 Ci/km
(370 kBq/m2). Relative dose reduction for kindergarten children in Dzerzhinsk village,
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Narovlya district, Gomel region was 40% and for schoolchildren 20%. These practical results
agree with theoretical estimates.
During research and practical work carried out in 1999 in Masany and Svetilovichi villages
there was an opportunity to evaluate economic efficiency of homestead decontamination.
Evaluation was based on calculations of expenditures of State Specialized Enterprise
"Polessje" which carried out decontamination of homesteads. Decontamination of one house
with surrounding area costs $US 800-1500.
Let us compare expenditures required for decontamination and resettlement. The main criteria
is the amount of compensation for the left dwelling which is about $US 3000-4000. Building
of dwelling for settlers costs about $US 140/m2. So, the two-room flat will cost about $US
4000. The expenditures are very comparable. Naturally, decontamination must not be
restricted only by homesteads. Certain work is to be performed in public sector as well, like
for example, repair of water supply system, provision of gas supply, housing maintenance, etc.
So, before making a decision about rehabilitation of contaminated areas the authorities must
carry out thorough cost analysis. Though, it must be noted that routine work expenses can be
considerably reduced.
It is quite difficult to make any comparison between cost and benefit in our country because
there is no reference value of damage inflicted by irradiation of people. Let us analyze
possible averted dose for Svetilovichi village. Average individual dose at the time of
evacuation in 1986 could be 80 mSv for a family consisting of 6 persons; collective dose about 0,5 man-Sv. Hence, the minimum price at that time could be 1700 $/man-Sv. But if
decontamination was carried out in 1999, when with the same expenditures the averted dose
was significantly lower, about 10 mSv a man in 50 years, or collective 0,06 mSv for 6
persons, the amount of expenses would be about 14000 $/man-Sv.
The obtained price values prove that decontamination is more effective at the earlier stage
when the averted dose is cheaper, though, even now, 14 years after the accident, its price is
still within the acceptable range. So, partial or large-scale decontamination may appear
relevant with participation of inhabitants and certain support from the government and from
the international community. Though, individual calculations are required in each particular
case for evaluation of absolute and relative reduction of radiation dose with the account of
external and internal components.
Measurements which were carried out during some years show that even 9 years after
decontamination the radiation situation does not change to worse. Hence, decontamination of
inhabited areas is a long-term measure and we believe, that experience of our Republic in
implementation of decontamination programs may be useful also for other countries and
especially for Russia and the Ukraine.
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Abstract
Experience on restoration of contaminated areas in the past ten years reveals a specific problem in
the general problem of solid radioactive waste management as a result of decontamination of the
settlements. That specific problem concerns conventionally radioactive waste (CRW), which might be
to some extent dangerous for human being.In the documents of IAEA and ICRP the approaches aimed
at exemption or exclusion insignificant amount of radioactive wastes from regulatory control are
actively being developed. In turn, Russia does not have so far either methodic or regulatory
documents on management of very low level radioactive waste.Two approaches are considered in the
paper under development of derived levels for CRW in case of restoration of contaminated areas. The
first one is based on restriction of individual risk at level about 10'6 per year (negligible level). The
second one accounts for global man-made background and uses acceptable factor of excess of that
background as a criterion. Under the first approach (restriction of individual risk) the lowest
boundary of CRW is estimated to be equal to 3 Bq kg' for 239Pu; 30 Bq kg' for 90Sr; and 300 Bq kg'1
for l37Cs, respectively. Those levels of specific activity approximately correspond to the areas contaminated
by the above mentioned radionuclides 0.3 kBq m2, 3 kBq m2, and 30 kBq m'2, respectively.Under the
second approach if one accepts factor of 3 of excess of global man-made background, than the levels
of specific activity will be 0.05 kBq m2 for mPu; 2.5 kBq m2 for 90Sr, and 7.2 kBq m2 for l37Cs.
Comparison of the levels obtained according to the second approach shows that they will be several times
lower than that according to the first approach.

In 1997 at the session of the ICRP it was stressed that the main efforts should be aimed at
development of the approaches regarding protection of the public in situations of prolonged
radiation exposure. In Academician L. A. Ilyin's opinion, that type of exposure encompasses
different situations, but the creation, of strategy to provide radiation protection for the
territories with radioactive man-made residues resulting from the radiation accidents and the
past nuclear activities is the most important for Russia.
Also the problem of rehabilitation of the areas released and their further use can be arisen as a
result of ceasing of exploitation of radiation-dangerous facilities or of possible shortening of
size of sanitary-defense zone of a given facility under compliance with the requirements
OSPORB-99 [2]. In that connection, the consistent system of criteria and hygienic standards
in order to provide socially acceptable guarantees for radiation protection needs to be
developed.
Social justification for the restoration criteria can schematically be considered for some
important scenarios of population activities on the contaminated areas:
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(l)Providing commercial agricultural industry;
(2)Construction of dwellings in areas considered;
(3)Management of radioactive
improvement of a settlement.

residues

resulting

from

decontamination

and

The restoration criteria under providing commercial agricultural industry by the population. In
that case the compliance with standards on permissible levels of specific activity of
radionuclides in foods and in raw food materials produced in contaminated areas should be
considered to be the main socially acceptable hygienic criterion of normality [3]. We would
like to stress that those standards are spread expanded to commodities. Those standards have
been established on the basis of the intervention exemption levels for foodstuffs of 1 mSv a"1,
that corresponds to the recent ICRP recommendations [4]. Table 1 presents the reference limit
values of surface and specific activity of 90 Sr and 137Cs in soil of agricultural land, for which
agricultural production with radionuclide content corresponding to the limit levels can be
obtained without applying remedial actions.
TABLE 1. THE REFERENCE LIMIT VALUES OF SURFACE AND SPECIFIC ACTIVITY OF 90Sr
AND 137Cs IN SOIL OF AGRICULTURAL LAND CORRESPONDING TO PERMISSIBLE
LEVELS OF RADIONUCLIDES IN FOODS AND RAW FOOD MATERIALS (ROUNDED)
Food

Radionuclide

Grain

yu

Sr
Cs
yo
Sr
137
Cs
90
Sr
137
Cs
m

Potatoes
Milk

Transfer coefficient,
10" 3 m 2 kg"'[5-8]
Soddypodzoli
c sand
3.0
0.3
0.5
0.1
1.0
0.2

Chernoze
m
powerful
0.2
0.02
0.04
0.01
0.08
0.03

Limit values of
surface activity,
kBqm" 2
Chernoze
Soddypodzolic m
powerful
sand
50
700
4000
300
1500
120
3200
3200
25
300
250
1700

Limit values of
specific activity,
kBq kg-1 *}
SoddyChernoze
podzolic m
powerful
sand
0.11
1.5
0.7
9.0
0.3
3.0
7.0
70.0
0.12
1.5
1.2
8.0

*) Under production of grain and potatoes the depth of arable layer is accepted to be equal to 25 cm,
for natural pastures-10 cm.
From Table 1 it follows that the direction of dairy animals is critical in the problem of
returning to normality according to the agricultural scenario. Specific activity of radionuclides
in soil (surface activity) in areas, which can be accepted for unrestrained land use is as
follows:
— for 90 Sr about 120 Bq kg"1 (25 kBq m"2) under soddy-podzolic sand soil and about
1500 Bq kg"1 (300 kBq mf2) under chernozem;
— for 137Cs about 1200 Bq kg"1 (250 kBq m"2) under soddy-podzolic sand soil and about
8000 Bq kg"1 (1700 kBq m"2) under chernozem;
The restoration criteria under construction of dwellings in areas considered, hi this case the
two following situations should be considered:
• construction of dwellings in areas contaminated as a result of radiation accidents;
• construction of dwellings in areas released near normal working facilities.
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In the first situation it is unlikely to be socially justified to address more strong requirements
to construction sites comparing with the available radiation conditions in the living part of the
settlement considered. From the other side it is not reasonable to construct buildings in the
more contaminated areas because it is necessary to avoid creating the situation when the
residents of new houses are a critical group of the population. For example, for the territories
contaminated by the releases of the Chernobyl accident the intervention exemption level of
1 mSv a"1 was accepted for effective dose in a settlement resulting from all the exposure
routes from the accidental fallout. It would be reasonable in those settlements where such
level is reached to exclude exceeding that level in case of construction of new dwellings.
In the second situation, not exceeding the effective dose of 10 uSv a"1 from the past man-made
radioactive residues would definitely be acceptable variant to use land released from the
jurisdiction of radiation-dangerous object. The upper limit of dose, which can be perceived as
social acceptable is likely to be of 100 uSv a"1. Because the ICRP recommends the
intervention exemption level of 1 mSv a"1 under trade of building materials [4], possible 10%
add to it due to the past normal use of radiation source does not seem to be extraordinary.
Management of radioactive residues resulting from decontamination and improvement of a
settlement. In the general problem of restoration of the territories the specific problem how to
manage of large amount of very low level radioactive residues is inevitably arisen. The
experience of restoration of contaminated areas in Russia after the Chernobyl accident shows
that by the present time a significant amount of residues as a result of decontamination has
been accumulated and that process goes on. According to available classification those
residues can not be considered as radioactive residues. In the problem of management of those
residues there is a specific problem because they can be dangerous to some extant for a human
being. In the context of this report those residues are called conventionally radioactive waste
(CRW).
CRW can be raw material, material, soil, residues of decontamination, and commodities with
specific activity for:
• beta-emitting radionuclides less than 100 kBq kg"1;
• alfa-emitting radionuclides (excluding transuranium radionuclides) less than 10 kBq
kg 1 ;
• transuranium radionuclides less than 10 kBq kg"1.
Distinguished from radioactive residues, CRW can be restricted use on the basis of hygienic
conclusion of the bodies of state sanitary-epidemiology inspection. Radiation-hygiene
peculiarities of management of CRW comparing with management of radioactive residues can
be formulates as follows:
• It is necessary to take into account that CRW, as a rule, are created in large areas as a
result of intervention. They distinguish from radioactive residues, which, as a rule,
are created under the normal practice within the framework of industrial site of the
source used.
• In case of impossibility or inexpediency to use CRW, they are moved to special sites
for temporary storage or to the places for burying of social (non-radioactive) residues.
Those materials should not have take off radioactive contamination. Order,
conditions, and ways to bury such residues are set by local authorities in case of
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availability of the conclusion prepared by the bodies of state sanitary-epidemiology
inspection.
• The places where CRW are' kept can be used in distant future (accounting for
radioactive decay).
• CRW can be managed, recycled, or utilized without any technical or technological
requirements applied to radioactive residues. No defense requires to the workers
(who provide decontamination) from ionizing radiation. It means management of
CRW is allowed for personnel and for population.
Because members of the population are allowed to manage CRW it is reasonable to settle the
low level of CRW on the basis of the condition that exposure dose for them during the period
of management of CRW will be negligible, i.e. about 10 |aSv a"1.
The calculations show that in case of typical scenario of management of decontamination
residues in a settlement (accumulation, loading, transportation, burying) the derived low levels
of specific activity of the radionuclides in soil are as follows: 3 Bq kg"1 for 239Pu; 30 Bq kg"1
for 90Sr; and 300 Bq kg"1 for 137' Cs. Those levels of specific activity approximately correspond to
-2
the areas contaminated by the above mentioned radionuclides 0.3 kBq m" , 3 kBq m"-2 , and 30 kBq
-2
m" , respectively (see Table 2).
TABLE 2. REFERENCE LOW LEVELS OF SPECIFIC AND SURFACE ACTIVITY OF CRW
Radionuclide

The main exposure
pathway

23y

Inhalation
Distant and
exposure to skin
External

yo

Pu
Sr

137

Cs

Specific activity in
surface layer of soil,
Bq kg"1
3
contact 30
300

Average soil
contamination,
kBqm" 2
0.3
3.0
30.0

It is necessary to stress that differentiated hygienic approach, based on analysis of risk, doses,
exposure routes is difficult for public perception. The simplest perception of radiation
prosperity is directly connected with the value of exceeding factor of the average global
contamination of environment by man-made radionuclides. Factor of three likely to be
perceptible as a normal accounting for local fluctuations of global man-made radiation
background. In that case the low level of CRW will be as follows: 0.05 kBq m"2 for 239Pu; 2.5
kBq m"2 for 90Sr, and 7.2 kBq m"2 for 137Cs. Taking into account the estimates by UNSCEAR [9]
those levels result to annual effective dose in 1999 about 10 u.Sv a"1, i.e. about 200 times lower
than that from natural background dose. It is obvious that such radical approach to
interpretation of normality of radiological situation is enough absurd.
This research was partially supported by the ISTC project #1224.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF M.N. SAVKIN
A.M. MATUSHENKO (Russian Federation): To what extent do the upper limits for the
concentrations of radionuclides in foodstuffs mentioned by you agree with the Codex
Alimentarius upper limits applicable in international trade?
M.N. SAVKIN (Russian Federation): The Codex Alimentarius upper limits-and also the
European Union's upper limits-were set in the light of the Chernobyl accident. In our work,
we have used ICRP's exemption approach, which is based on the 1 mSv/year dose criterion.
In point of fact, the proposed strict upper limits for the concentration of caesium-137 in the
soil are not observed at only 17 farms in the Bryansk region. They do not hamper agricultural
activity in Russia.
V.I. ZEMLIANUKHIN (Russian Federation): You referred to concentrations of caesium,
strontium and plutonium radionuclides in "conventionally" (very slightly) radioactive waste.
Can one use those concentrations as clean-up criteria?
M.N. SAVKIN (Russian Federation): They are a lower limit for decision-making below
which the soil may be considered to be uncontaminated. The upper level corresponds to a
radionuclide concentration of about 10% of the concentration in low-level waste.
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Abstract
Decommissioning of nuclear submarines, disposal of highly enriched uranium and defense plutonium
as well as processing of high-level wastes are among the most challenging issues of addressing
radiation legacy of the 20lh century. USA and Russia are the two primary countries that have to deal
with the challenge and where most of the fissile materials to be processed are concentrated, nuclear
fuel and high-level radioactive waste are stored, and multiple industrial sites and nuclear weapons
production facilities are located. In the US, CH2M HILL is managing two of the most important
nuclear projects being conducted by the US Department of Energy at the Rocky Flats Environmental
Technology Site and at the DOE Hanford Site (177 underground tanks at this site contain 60 percent
of the United States' high-level radioactive wastes). Within the framework of the Russian Federal
special program "Radioactive Waste and Spent Nuclear Materials Management, Utilization and
Disposal for 1996-2005" works were carried out on the Karachai lake covering with soil, highlyactive radwaste vitrification and fractionation at the "Mayak" combine.Currently there is a
discussion of launching joint Russian-American initiatives including comparative studies of
environmental and public health impacts from high-level waste vitrificaiton and plutonium
stabilization processes in Russia and high-level waste removal from tanks in the USA and of
continuing comprehensive research with the RADSITE project (USA, European Union, Japan, China
and India) using coordinated approaches in 2000-2003. This paper presents comparative studies,
technical approaches, and regulatory strategies to address the challenges of managing and closing
highly enriched uranium, plutonium, and high level waste sites.
1. INTRODUCTION
The decommissioning of nuclear submarines, disposal of highly-enriched uranium and
weapons-grade plutonium, and processing of high-level radioactive wastes represent the most
challenging issues facing the cleanup of 20th century radiation legacy wastes and facilities.
The United States and Russia are the two primary countries dealing with these challenges,
because most of the world's fissile inventory is being processed and stored at multiple
industrial sites and nuclear weapons production facilities in these countries.
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As part of the Russian Federation, Federal Target Program-Radioactive Wastes and Nuclear
Materials Handling, Recycling, and Disposal in 1996-2005, an effort was undertaken to
backfill Lake Karachai and to vitrify and grade high-level wastes at the Mayak Industrial
Association.
ARRICT
ARRICT (All-Russian Research Institute for Chemical Technologies) is the Russian Nuclear
Energy Ministry's leading institute to design technological processes and equipment for
comprehensive management of radioactive, rare, dispersed and noble metals. The work ranges
from mineral exploration, production of ore concentrate and hydrometallurgical processing to
production of pure substances in the form of metals or oxides.
The primary areas of expertise include the development of:
• Methodologies to explore deposits and analyze uranium geostructural elements of the
earth crust; and mineralogical surveys of the uranium deposits;
• Scientific guidelines and technologies to process rare-earth/rare-metal composites;
• Chemical and technological characterization of fluorine, uranium fluorides and
radionuclides in the nuclear fuel cycle;
• Production of high-purity metal oxides and ceramics for nuclear technologies
(including the development of environmentally safe technologies to produce ceramic
fuels for nuclear power stations) and microelectronics.
• Technological principles of environmental protection, including the development of
environmentally sound technologies for radiochemical processing of those raw
materials and wastes that contain natural or artificial radionuclides; technological,
technical, scientific and informational support to environmental activities at the
nuclear facilities.
CH2MHILL Companies, Ltd.
CH2M HILL is a global project delivery firm providing integrated services to public and
private clients in the fields of energy and nuclear management, water, environmental
management and site restoration, transportation, industrial facilities, and related infrastructure.
CH2M HILL's services encompass all phases of project development and delivery, from
planning and financing through design, construction, operations and maintenance, and longterm sustainable development. Through a global network of 153 offices and more than 10,000
professional staff world-wide, CH2M HILL provides local resources to clients wherever they
operate.
CH2M HILL is currently managing two of the most important nuclear projects being
conducted by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). At the Rocky Flats Environmental
Technology Site, CH2M HILL is directing the first environmental cleanup and closure of a
former U.S. DOE nuclear weapons production site. At the DOE Hanford Site, CH2M HILL is
implementing a strategy to eliminate the hazards and public health risks associated with
storing millions of gallons of high-level radioactive liquid waste.
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2. TECHNICAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS
2.1 Lake Karachai Remediation
Since 1951, Lake Karachai, a natural drainless reservoir in Russia, was used to stockpile
liquid mid-level wastes. During the period of active use, a total of 120 million curies were
discharged into the lake. In 1988, a phased project to eliminate the reservoir began with
confining radioactive bottom sediments into box-shaped reinforced concrete blocks. The lake
was then filled with porous material capable of absorbing inflow of groundwater during the
periods of high water-level. The final phase of the project involved filling the lake with rock.
This remediation work resulted in a reduction of the average surface area of the lake from
360,000 square meters in 1991 to 100,000 square meters in 1999, thereby substantially
decreasing aeolation of radioactive aerosols from the surface and water front. Over 85% of
radioactive wastes have been immobilized in the backfilled part of the lake. Currently, the
work is approaching its completion stage.
Since 1992, an investigation has been underway to determine patterns of contaminated water
migration originating in Lake Karachai. This investigation involved a detailed survey of the
geological structure of the Mayak site and determination of the lithosphere structure. Based on
the results of the survey, short-and long-term forecasts of pollution migration were made, and
sites for underground laboratory and future repositories for radioactive wastes are being
selected.
2.2 Mayak Vitrification Project
Personnel at the Mayak Industrial Association have implemented a technology to vitrify highlevel liquid wastes in EP-500 ceramic kilns. The aggregate radioactivity of the processed
wastes has reached 300 million curies. Borophosphate glass has been developed and tested for
further use in vitrification of high-level wastes. A scheme has been designed to prepare highlevel wastes for inclusion in borophosphate glass. An additional industrial facility has been
proposed to enable the processing of different types of high-level wastes as borosilicate and
quasi-mineral compositions. Within the next ten to twelve years, Mayak personnel are
planning to implement a technology to grade high-level wastes and to extract caesium,
strontium, transuranium, and rare-earth elements to process all nitric acid solutions produced
by the facility. I In addition, the plant will be processing and vitrifying the entire range of
high-and mid-level wastes generated at Russia's radiochemical and radioisotope plants.
2.3 Hanford River Protection Project
CH2M HILL is managing 200 million litre's of highly radioactive and hazardous waste stored
in 177 underground tanks at the U.S. DOE Hanford Site. This liquid waste represents 60
percent of the United States' high-level radioactive waste inventory. The ultimate goal of this
project is to vitrify the waste into glass logs to be stored in a long-term underground
repository. CH2M HILL is removing liquid waste from older single-shell tanks some of which
have previously leaked, minimizing the risks associated with flammable gas build-up in
certain tanks, and resolving significant safety issues to remove nearly 20 tanks from the U.S.
Congressional watch list of dangerous tanks. These risk reduction activities involve rotary
core sampling of hard-caked waste deposits, tank sluicing and sludge removal for high heat
tanks, a comprehensive upgrade of existing tank farm infrastructure, and technology
deployment and new equipment installation for retrieval and transfer of the liquid waste to a
vitrification facility.
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H2M HILL is addressing the nation's legacy of nuclear wastes by creating first-of-a-kind
approaches to deal with the challenges. For instance, the C-106 tank at the Hanford tank farm
is a single-shell tank that has been a safety concern for several years because of its high heat
content. The physical characteristics of the waste in this tank result in both liquid and solid
wastes. There was sufficient heat content in the tank that if left alone, the temperature would
rise, which had the potential to cause a catastrophic failure of the tank. CH2M HILL managed
the temperature by adding water to the single-shell tank for evaporative cooling and installing
a sluicing system in the tank. The waste was sluiced to a safer double-shell tank, eliminating
the risk the tank once posed.
CH2M HILL also resolved the issues of the SY-101 double-shell tank, once considered the
most dangerous tank in the DOE complex. This tank generated and retained significant
quantities of flammable gas made up of hydrogen and ammonia, which presented the potential
for explosion. To remedy the situation, a mixer pump was installed in 1993 to stir the tank
waste, which resulted in the safe and gradual release of the built up flammable gases.
Recently, the tank began retaining additional quantities of flammable gas, demonstrating that
another solution was needed. Having studied the tank's physical properties, CH2M HILL
understood them well enough to suggest that diluting the waste with water and transferring it
to other tanks would resolve the issue. Now that this work is complete, the tank is no longer
considered the most dangerous tank in the DOE complex.
2.4 Rocky Flats Closure Project
CH2M HILL is deactivating, decommissioning, decontaminating, and demolishing more than
700 facilities totalling 325,150 square meters of former nuclear weapons production facilities
at the U.S. DOE Rocky Flats Site. For this ten-year project scheduled to be completed by
December 15, 2006, CH2M HILL is applying plasma arc equipment dismantlement
techniques, pipe-and-go contaminated waste packaging, and inner tent worker protection
technologies. In addition, several methods have been developed to process and package more
than 115,000 kilograms of plutonium residue waste. Over the course of the project, CH2M
HILL will dispose of more than 200,000 cubic meters of transuranic and low-level waste and
will remediate more than 130 individual areas of soil and water contamination at the site.
Rocky Flats stores more than 115,000 kilograms of plutonium by-products of past nuclear
weapons production operations. Called residues, these wastes must be stabilized and/or
repackaged prior to offsite shipment. Most of the Rocky Flats residues will be disposed at the
DOE Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in Carlsbad, New Mexico, a long-term radioactive waste
repository. Residues are in the form of salt, ash, and wet and dry combustibles. One device
that had an incredible effect on the residues program was the development and use of the pipe
overpack component. Designed at Rocky Flats, the pipe overpack component is a .635millimeter thick stainless steel pipe that holds two waste containers. The pipe is packed into a
208.197-liter drum and shipped for disposal. Because of the shielding the pipe overpack
component provides within the waste dram, many residues do not require the stabilization
once necessary. This technology has reduced worker exposure, increased safety, and saved
valuable time and cost. To date, CH2M HILL has processed and packaged more than 60,000
kilograms of Rocky Flats residues.
CH2M HILL applies the latest and most effective technologies for decontaminating nuclear
facilities and reducing the hazardous waste volume generated by decommissioning activities.
Many nuclear buildings consist of reinforced-concrete walls that are several feet thick. These
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thick walls add a layer of complexity to the deactivation and decommissioning process, hi late
1999, CH2M HILL directed the deactivation and decommissioning of a large plutonium
building at Rocky Flats. The building cluster included Building 779, a former nuclear
weapons research and development facility, and its surrounding support structures. In all,
nearly 1 hectare of building space was deactivated, decontaminated, and demolished. CH2M
HILL used innovative techniques including a high-pressure water spray called hydrolysing to
remove surface contamination from concrete and a special survey machine that can assess
1.829-meter-wide stretches of wall or floor at a time. To determine that the building was ready
for demolition, CH2M HILL performed more than 2 million separate radiation measurements.
3. TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
3.1 Technology Challenges
For the Hanford River Protection Project, many technology hurdles must be overcome to
achieve the safe, compliant, and cost-effective retrieval, vitrification, and long-term storage of
the high-level radioactive waste in the massive Hanford tank farm. CH2M HILL is continually
collaborating with several United States technology vendors to identify and deploy
technology. Through participation in the October, International Conference and other
initiatives, CH2M HILL hopes to exchange technology information and foster a working
relationship with the Russian Federation to further the technological development required to
deal with the radiation legacy of the 20th century.
The Hanford River Protection Project requires technology or technical process development
for the areas presented below.
Large-scale Vitrification Systems
Vitrification systems are being successfully demonstrated at DOE sites in the United States
and commercially in Europe. The unique challenges at Hanford relate to designing scaled-up
units that can handle Hanford's large volume of radioactive wastes. Pre-treatment technologies
involve ion exchange systems to remove ceasium-90 and technetium-99, precipitation systems
to remove strontium-90 and transuranic, and ultra-filtration systems to separate solids from
aqueous wastes.
Curie Count
Currently, techniques to assess the amount of residuals left in a tank exist. However,
techniques must be developed to determine the amount of curies left in a tank. CH2M HILL
will need this capability within a few years.
Sludge Mobilization Methods
An enhanced sludge mobilization method is needed to retrieve sludge that is beyond the
effective cleaning radius of a baseline pair of long-shaft mixer pumps. The objective for this
method development is a small system that can be installed in a tank along with a mixer, when
mobilization is required to retrieve remaining sludge in a tank.
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Variable Level Suction Transfer Pump
A variable level suction transfer pump is needed to draw waste from pre-selected levels that
range from the surface of the waste to within 25.4 centimeters of the bottom of a tank, because
of stratified waste layers. Currently, transfer pumps achieve variable suction levels by using a
flexible hose controlled by a tether cable. This design cannot be operated simultaneously with
mixer pumps because of hose instability.
Pressure and Velocity Determination
Inter-area transport lines for particulate slurries have become plugged in the past due to
particle settling, phase changes, or reactions accompanied by precipitation or gel formation
that occurred during transport. Information to predict pressure drop and critical transport
velocity of wastes with known properties is required to ensure that wastes can be safely
transported without risk of plugging. To minimize the dilution required to modify waste
properties, methods to predict the effect of dilution, washing, or leaching on the slurry
properties is also required. Dilution both increases the volume of the waste and has negative
implications for tank waste management both from a space perspective and for settling and
separation of solids. Waste compatibility is also an issue in the case of blending of wastes
from several simultaneous or sequential retrievals.
Waste Solubility
Information is needed on the solubility of various components in the complex solid and liquid
matrices of the Hanford tank wastes, especially those associated with sludge's. CH2M HILL
needs to predict when solids will precipitate or when gels will form in retrieval, wash, and
leach solutions. Empirical water wash and caustic leach data from enhanced sludge wash
testing of tank sludge samples and other data from dissolution testing of saltcake samples
must be supplemented.
Precipitation Model
Predicting the precipitation of solids in a complex, concentrated brine requires a suitable
model and a well-designed set of data from which model parameters can be obtained.
Although the identity and approximate quantities of major and minor chemical components in
the Hanford tanks are fairly well defined, there are inadequate fundamental experimental data
to support an adequate predictive model, and there has been inadequate use of existing data.
The solubilities of solid phases in high-ionic strength brines that approximate subsets of the
actual Hanford chemical systems need to be measured to include: 1) determine equilibrium
constants and 2) extract electrolyte model parameters describing the behaviour of sparingly
soluble compounds.
Contaminant Release Compliance
In order to meet the contaminant release specifications for the disposal of low-activity tank
waste, radiocontaminants are physically trapped in glass. However, only a few of these
radioelements drive the performance assessment. If key radioelements could be chemically
trapped after release from glass, the performance of the waste disposal system could be
significantly improved. Hydraulic properties of getter materials (original, loaded, and
discharged) need to be measured to fully understand waste disposal performance in the
presence of getters. The use of getter materials in the DOE Savannah River Site's disposal of
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the saltstone waste was an important consideration in the approval of that site's tank waste
disposal strategy.
Sluicing Systems
Improvements in sluicing technology have been made since past practice sluicing was
performed at Hanford for tank waste retrieval. A better understanding of these improvements
and how they compare to past practice sluicing is needed to optimize waste retrieval
operations. A direct comparison between past practice sluice nozzles and current industrial
nozzles needs to be performed to provide the most effective design to support high-level
waste feed to the vitrification plant. A comparison between past practice pumping systems and
current improved pumping systems should also be completed. The comparisons must provide
a clear quantitative analysis of the ability of each nozzle and pump type configuration and the
ability to move different waste types.
Leakage Detection Systems
The use of past-practice sluicing for single-shell tank waste removal involves the addition of
liquid to tanks and, therefore, increases the potential for waste leakage to the environment.
Leak detection methods are needed that can signal and quantify a leak from a tank when only
a small amount of waste has been released.
CH2M HILL must develop leak detection methods that will work in dry soils, be robust
enough to handle a range of contamination levels, and will provide real time monitoring to
support corrective actions during operations activities.
Vadose Zone Characterization
Alternative technologies to conventional core drilling for characterization of the vadose zone
that are fast, economical, and minimize intrusion to the vadose zone are needed. These
technologies should: 1) qualitatively and semi-quantitatively screen the soil column for
contaminants of potential concern and in so doing identify zones of contamination in the tank
backfill material and vadose zone in tank farm and 2) obtain soil samples at selected depths
for confirmatory laboratory analysis. The technology must be capable to detect metal pipes
and obstructions and selectively seal any borings introduced into the soil column to eliminate
any potential pathway for contaminant leakage to the aquifer. Technology to verify the
quantity and extent of contaminants leaked to the vadose zone in the tank farm will reduce the
uncertainty associated with estimates of the radionuclide and hazardous chemical inventory in
the tank farm soils. This information is key input to the performance assessment model and
the assessment of alternatives for retrieval and tank farm closure.
Contaminant Containment
Although no tanks are currently leaking, 67 of the 149 single-shell tanks at Hanford are
known or suspected leakers. Retrieval of waste from these tanks will incur additional risk
from leakage. In addition, waste that has been retrieved will be processed, vitrified, and
disposed in solid form. Based on past analyses, this waste may add radionuclides to the soil
column. For example, the performance assessment activities supporting the disposal of
vitrified low-activity waste identified technetium-99 and selenium-79 as the radionuclides that
contributed most significantly to long-term risk. If these key radioactive elements could be
trapped or immobilized in the waste matrix, disposal facility, closed tanks, and/or the soil
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column, the risk to human health and the environment could be significantly reduced. It is
proposed that sequestering agents be deployed as a permeable flow-through (reactive) barrier
to attenuate the migration of these contaminants and reduce the risk. In the case of
contaminated soil, the reactive barrier will be placed using conventional emplacement
technology, e.g., slant drilling, etc. For the vitrified waste and for tank closure, it is proposed
that the getter could be placed inside the facility.
3.2 Regulatory Challenges
Russian and United States environmental programs are governed by regulatory agencies that
oversee the work performed to cleanup the radioactive legacy of the 20th century. Both
countries' programs are briefly described below.
Russian Federation
The Russian Federation Nuclear Ministry's environmental and sustainable development
programs and action plans are targeted to preserve fresh water quality, implement safe and
environmentally sound practices for handling toxic and radioactive wastes, eliminate
radioactive contamination, and foster sustainable development of Russian regions. These
programs and plans are implemented on the basis of the most advanced technologies and
reliable baseline environmental information collected and accumulated in various information
systems.
In the Russian Federation, radiation legacy research included the development of information
systems to collect and analyze reliable data that is important to assessing public health and
environmental impacts of radioactive wastes. The Russian Federal Nuclear Ministry, Russian
Academy of Sciences, Russian Federal Defence Ministry, Russian Public Health Ministry,
Russian Federation Ministry for Natural Resources, Russian Federation Committee for
Meteorology, and Russian Scientific Center - Kurchatov Institute worked together (ARRICT
coordinated the effort) to develop the Radleg Information System. From 1995 to 2000, these
organizations performed a comprehensive analysis of Russia's radiation legacy and created
the system with a geoinformation center as part of International Science and Technical Center
Project No. 245. A panel of Russian experts representing 25 organizations will use the Radleg
Information System to evaluate environmental hazards and public health risks associated with
the following:
• nuclear submarine decommissioning (unloading, transportation, and storage of
irradiated fuel; dismantlement and removal of nuclear submarine parts; and handling
of radioactive wastes)
• high-level uranium processing (processing into low-level uranium [to be used as fuel
at nuclear power stations], transportation, and storage)
• weapons-grade plutonium processing (irradiation in light-water and fast reactors;
production of MOX fuel; processing, transportation, and storage of MOX fuel; and
waste handling, transportation, and storage).
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United States
Throughout much of the industrial production history of the United States there were few laws
regulating waste management and environmental protection. In the 1970s and 1980s new
environmental laws governed waste management, storage, and disposal and environmental
emissions. Public awareness and concern for the potential impact of cleanup activities on the
quality of life in the Pacific Northwest have lead to significant opportunities for the United
States government, the States of Washington and Oregon, and the Indian tribes to discuss and
influence the cleanup actions taken.
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires United States agencies to analyze
proposed actions for environmental impacts as part of the decision process. The State of
Washington has a similar law governing agencies overseeing cleanup efforts. In addition, the
Clean Water Act; Clean Air Act; Resource Conservation and Recovery Act; Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act; Atomic Energy Act; Nuclear
Waste Policy Act; and the Washington State Hazardous Waste Management Act all affect the
management, treatment, and disposal of the Hanford tank waste.
In 1986, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington State Department of
Ecology, and DOE began examining how to bring the Hanford site into compliance with the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act and the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act. The Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order
(commonly referred to as the Tri-Party Agreement) was signed by the three agencies in 1989
yielding a single compliance agreement that set agreed-upon milestones for cleaning up
releases of hazardous substances.
While the Tri-Party agreement is the foundation from which the clean up work is conducted, a
variety of permits and approvals are required to conduct day to day work performance
associated with the cleanup mission. This includes obtaining nuclear safety reviews for any
modifications or new work associated with the tank farm system, performing antiquities
reviews to ensure that any facilities affected are not considered national treasures, evaluating
excavations for evidence of historical cultural significance, and obtaining air and water
permits. These varied reviews, permits, and approvals present significant challenges in
addressing radiation legacies from the 20th century but are more importantly directed at
ensuring that natural resources and the quality of life in the Pacific Northwest are preserved
during the clean up mission.
Environmental stewardship is a key element in the closure of the Rocky Flats site which in
itself is one of the most important environmental projects in the entire United States. CH2M
HILL strives to go beyond compliance to achieve environmental stewardship excellence that
encompasses a broad spectrum of activities at Rocky Flats that includes: environmental
monitoring; ecology and natural resource protection; natural resource conservation; recycling
and waste reduction; environmental compliance; and soil, waste, and building remediation.
A unique regulatory strategy has been developed for Rocky Flats that focuses regulator
attention on public protection and worker safety excellence, reducing the site's highest risks
first, and removing the entire special nuclear material inventory from the site. CH2M HILL is
working in partnership with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the Colorado
Department Public Health and Environment, and the U.S. Defence Nuclear Facilities Safety
Board to completely eliminate all hazards at the site, demolish all facilities, and return the
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property to a natural open prairie indigenous to the Colorado area. Soil, water, and building
remediation activities at Rocky Flats support the site's accelerated closure goal and are
governed by the Rocky Flats Cleanup Agreement. This agreement, signed by DOE, the
Environmental Protection Agency, and the Colorado Department of Public Health and
Environment in July 1996, provides the regulatory framework for closure with priority given
to addressing the most urgent risks first.
4. RUSSIAN / UNITED STATES KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
Discussions are underway to launch joint Russian-American initiatives to share lessons
learned from nuclear programs in Russia and the United States. These collaborative efforts
may include comparative studies of environmental and public health impacts from high-level
waste vitrification and grading processes in both countries. Comprehensive research will
continue between the years 2000 and 2003 on the RADSITE project, which involves a
coordinated approach among the Russian Federation; European Union; and the countries of
Japan, China, India, and the United States.

DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF M.J. RENGEL
A.V. BOYTSOV (Russian Federation): Could you comment regarding the use of plutonium
in the production of MOX fuel?
M.J. RENGEL (USA): In the United States, a facility for converting plutonium stockpiles
into MOX fuel is being designed. Because of its experience at Rocky Flats, CH2M Hill has
been involved in the movement of much of the existing plutonium to storage at the Savannah
River site, where the facility is to be built.
The Russian Federation will be embarking on a MOX fuel production programme at some
time, and CH2M Hill stands ready to assist Minatom in that connection when the time comes.
B.N. GOLUBOV (Russian Federation): What are the prospects for the use of Yucca
Mountain as a permanent repository for highly radioactive waste?
M.J. RENGEL (USA): It has not yet been decided that Yucca Mountain will be used as a
permanent repository for spent nuclear fuel and other highly radioactive material. We are
planning on the basis of the design criteria in place today for the Yucca Mountain facility, to
which the material now at Hanford will be moved if the facility is approved.
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ELIMINATION OF THE CONSEQUENCES OF RADIATION ACCIDENTS
AT THE MA YAK PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION IN THE 1950s AND 1960s
E.G. DROZHKO, G.N. ROMANOV
PA MAYAK, Ozersk, Russian Federation
Abstract
The paper describes the consequences of radiation accidents happened at Mayak production
association located in Chelyabinsk region, Urals, Russia, and countermeasures applied for reduction
of radiation exposure of local population. The assessment of the efficiency of countermeasures based
on the averted dose criterion is presented. It is stated that the most efficient measures on prevention
of the population exposure were relocation of the population and construction of the Techa Reservoir
Cascade.

1. CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSEQUENCES OF RADIATION ACCIDENTS
Mayak Production Association (PA) activity during initial operation period (1948-1967) was
accompanied with three radiation accidents characterized by significant radioactive
contamination of some parts of three regions: Chelyabinsk, Kurgan and Sverdlovsk. We do
not take into consideration the Tumen region due to much lower level of radioactive
contamination of its territory.
All three situations occurred as the results of mostly design and technology flaws in last units
of total chain of nuclear chemical technology accepted for operation on Mayak PA, namely in
technologic processes of reprocessing, removing and storing of generated liquid wastes of
radiochemical production. Those wastes contained mainly medium and long lived nuclear
fission products: radionuclides 137Cs and 90Sr. Therefore, the above-mentioned radiation
accidents were characterized by long term radioactive contamination of territory and
environment as well as long term radiation effect on people happened or forced to live on
contaminated territory.
Radiation situations occurred in the region of Mayak PA during its initial operation period are:
• Radioactive contamination of the Techa-Iset river system in the boundaries of
Chelyabinsk, Kurgan , Sverdlovsk and Tumen regions as the result of approved dump
of liquid radioactive wastes (mostly medium active) into the upper reaches of Techa
river in 1949-1956; about 76 millions m3 of such wastes were dumped with total
activity of 2.8 mln Ci where 96% of activity was discharged in 1949-1951;
percentage of 90Sr and 137Cs in overall dumped activity was 11-12% for each of these
radionuclide.
• Radioactive contamination of parts of Chelyabinsk, Sverdlovsk and Tumen regions
in 1957 as the result of thermal chemical explosion of technological tank with highly
radioactive wastes stored inside resulted in scattering in atmosphere and following
fallout of explosion products on the ground; formed East Urals radioactive track had
approximate area of 20 thousand km2 with accumulated activity of 2 mln Ci
including 54 kCi of 90Sr and 7 kCu of 137Cs;
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• Radioactive contamination of the part of territory adjoining Mayak PA site as the
result of wind scattering of contaminated silt sediments from dried banks of Karachai
Lake which is so far the storage pond of medium level radioactive wastes during
spring of 1967; area of 1800 km2 was contaminated with total activity of 600 Cu
(ratio of 137Cs:90Sr=2.8); contamination levels were lower compared to consequences
of 1957 accident and had maximum 7 Ci/km2 by 90Sr; in the boundaries of specific
contamination of 2 Ci/km2 by 90Sr the track area did not exceed 30-35 km2.
From three mentioned radiation accidents the first two were most serious and required
implementation of remediation activities. Necessity of those activities was due to the
following conditions:
(1) Initial levels of radioactive contamination of main part of contaminated area along
Techa river (length of 240 km and square of 80 km 2 ) and East Urals Radioactive
Trace (square of 1000 km2) were high and exceeded background values of soil
contamination by total beta activity by several orders of magnitude and namely by
some tens to some thousands curies per square kilometer. Almost proportionally to
soil contamination of the territory, high levels of external radiation dose rate and
radionuclides content were observed in environment, biological objects, agricultural
and other products consumed by local population. Presence of long-lived
radionuclides in radioactive contamination did not provide rapid decrease of
radiation levels and determined long-term consequences of the accidents. Occurred
radiation situations are unique by the severity of radiation consequences and spatial
scale.
(2) In both situations several dozens of thousand local people were involved into
affected area; recent estimation is 29 thousand people along Techa river and 13
thousand people on the territory of East Urals Radioactive Trace who lived at initial
90
Sr soil deposition above two Ci/km2. Even despite absence of sufficient
information on nature and level of radiation danger as well as approved official
regulations for radiation exposure for local people, realization of high radiation
danger for great number of local people became evident to officials who decided for
the further actions because of considerable radionuclide content in environmental
objects and consumed agricultural products.
In the radiation situation occurred on Techa river this opinion was confirmed by the real facts
of worsening of exposed people' health as well as cases of chronic radiation sickness.
Therefore the main actions to minimize consequences of two cases of radioactive substances
release into environment as the result of Mayak PA activities in addition to direct actions on
elimination of 1957 accident consequences on the site in order to provide its further industrial
operation along with safe technology of liquid radioactive wastes treatment were:
• Reduction and absolute termination of liquid radioactive wastes (LRW) discharge
into Techa river;
• Complex of actions for decrease of current exposure of public and/or complete stop
of its further exposure;
• Medical and social rehabilitation of population and economic rehabilitation of
territories exposed to radioactive contamination.
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2. MINIMIZING OF CONSEQUENCES FOR THE LOCAL POPULATION OF LIQUID
RADIOACTIVE WASTES DISCHARGE INTO TECHA RIVER
The implemented complex of practical actions for minimizing of LRW discharge
consequences into Techa river consisted from three following main parts:
• Technical (technological) actions for decrease and stop of LRW activity dump into
the Techa river;
• Organizational and technical actions regarding interference in vital activity of
population and aimed for decrease and stop of further population exposure;
• Actions for medical and social economic rehabilitation of exposed population.
2.1 Technological operations
Right after start of dumping of medium and low active LRW of radiochemical production in
1949 enterprise ran into formation and necessity of great volumes of high activity LRW dump
significantly exceeded those planned before. This was explained by design technological
incompleteness, hardware malfunctions and accidents during starting period necessity of
conducting actions for equipment and production area decontamination. In order to decrease
volume of LRW discharge and associated activity, the number of practical actions (Table. 1)
was carried out in 1949-1951 including waste treatment technology upgrade and preliminary
purification of dumped LRW on the way from the point of LRW discharge from technological
lines up to the point of actual discharge of purified wastes into the Techa river at the place of
former village Metlino location (discharge through limiting dam of the pond '4). The most
effective action was aging of LRW for several days in ponds '3 and l 4 created instead of small
former industrial ponds upstream of Metlino.
By estimations done on Mayak PA in 1956 those ponds accumulated about 86% of activity
contained in LRW discharged upstream of pond X3 due to precipitation of suspensions and
radionuclide sorption by suspensions and bottom sediments. It can be assumed on this basis
that real total intake of beta activity in the Techa river beginning at that time in Metlino was
about 400 kCi not 2.8 MCu as it is estimated presently.
However, in 1949 administration of Mayak PA officially stated the necessity of significant
reduction of LRW discharge into Techa river which came from existence of highly intense
contamination of Techa river upper reaches around Metlino village location. During next
years (1950-1951) by Mayak PA and Ministry of Health of USSR this opinion was toughen
due to radiation contamination of environment along the river's length including villages right
up to necessity of termination of medium level LRW discharge.
Decision to terminate medium level LRW discharge into Techa river and transfer of this
discharge into inland pond Karachi Lake was made by Ministry of Medium Industry of USSR
in august 1951; on October 28 this decision was executed. After this time only low level LRW
were discharged into Techa river. Activity influx into pond '3 decreased by 20 times and into
Techa river-150 times due to this action in 1952 and by 1100 times in 1956 compared with
1951.
In order to terminate radioactivity input into Techa river with low level LRW pond ' 10 was
created in 1956 (the dam is 4 km downstream of Metlino village) with the area of 18 km2 and
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water volume of 73.5 mln m3. This action allowed to terminate absolutely radionuclide
discharge into Techa river. Nevertheless Mayak PA and Ministry of Medium Industry of the
USSR were forced, due to increase of production and volumes of generated low level LRW,
to create another accumulation pond 4 1 with area of 44 km2 and water volume of 230 mln m
below pond 4 0 in 1963 (14 km away from the dam of pond '10). Creation of ponds n 10 and
11 and flood of intensively contaminated upper reaches of the river significantly decreased
radionuclide wash-out from bottom sediments and flood lands. In 1965 specific activity of
river water around Muslumovo village was 200 times lower compared with 1951.
TABLE 1. TECHNOLOGICAL OPERATIONS FOR REDUCTION AND TERMINATION OF LRW
DISCHARGE INTO THE TECHA RIVER

Action

Period of conducting

Results and efficiency

1. LRW aging in
precipitation ponds U 3
and 4 during 8-36 days
before discharge into
Techa river

1949-1950
1952-1954 (dam
reconstruction)

2. Dilution of discharged
LRW by pure water

1949-1950

Precipitation of suspensions containing
40% of activity of LRW. Seven times
decrease of specific water activity of
Techa river below dam X4 compared
with the water of pond '3.
Precipitation of activity in Techa river
system (downstream of Metlino)-Iset
river system-14% of activity came along
with LRW («400 kCi)
-

3. Chromate
precipitation of
radionuclides and using
of filtering soil pits
before LRW discharge
4. Switching of low level
LRW discharge into
inland hollow "old
marsh"
5. Upgrading of LRW
treatment technology.

1949-1950

6. Switching of medium
level LRW discharge
into Karachi Lake
Creation of
accumulation ponds of
low level LRW 4 0 and
41
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1949-1950

Reducing of volumes discharged into
Techa river low level radioactive wastes

1950-1951

Reducing of volumes and decreasing of
specific activity of arising low level and
medium level LRW

28.10.1951

Full elimination of medium level LRW
discharge into Techa river. Decrease of
activity income in 1952 comparing with
1951 150 times, and in 1956-1100 times
Full stop of low level LRW discharge
straight into Techa river. Decrease of
specific water activity in Techa river in
Muslumovo area in 1956-60 times
compared to 1951, and in 1965-200
times.

2.2 Actions for decrease and prevention of further population exposure involving
interference in population life
Exceptionally serious and dangerous for people radiation situation existing on Techa river, big
territory and great number of people exposed to radiation, significant content of outstanding
work on decontamination and also heavy outstanding expenses for those actions needed
federal management of those works.
Since 1952 Council of Ministers of USSR (CM of USSR) leaded works on radiation
protection of population along Techa and Iset rivers; on this occasion during 1953-1957
several resolutions and regulations of CM of USSR were issued. Ministry of Medium Industry
of USSR, Ministry of Health of USSR, Ministry of Internal Affairs of USSR, Ministry of
Finances of USSR, Ministry of Agricultural Industry of USSR, Ministry of Urban and Country
Construction of Russian Federation, Ministry of Water Resources of Russian Federation,
executive committees of the Chelyabinsk, Kurgan and Tumen regions and local organizations
took part in realization of mentioned federal decisions. Necessary building and assembling
jobs and other practical works were done by enterprises situated in Techa-Iset region; major
works were accomplished by enterprises and organizations of Ministry of Medium Industry of
USSR, Ministry of Internal Affairs of USSR, Ministry of Water Resources of Russian
Federation, Ministry of Urban and Country Construction of Russian Federation.
Entire complex of actions for providing national safety and prevention of further radiation
exposure of local population consisted of mainly three major parts pursued following objects
(Table 2) such as:
• Elimination of current exposure as the result of contaminated river water consuming
by local population for practical everyday use and for drinking by banning use of this
water and providing pure water for people from created extra water sources;
• Elimination of current exposure as the result of people living on contaminated river's
flood lands and using river and flood lands for practical everyday use by establishing
of banning regime of sanitary zone in the boundaries of contaminated flood lands;
• Elimination of current people exposure by partially resettlement of people within
village as well as full resettlement.
It should be noted that major part of those actions as it is seen from today's point of view was
performed with significant delay-almost one or more years after stopping of intensive
discharge of medium level LRW in 1951. Namely this delay was the reason of high radiation
exposure doses of population along Techa river and those doses mainly formed during 19491951 period of discharge.
The reasons of delay for conducting of such remediation activities were above all absence of
sufficient information about sources, ways, current and predictable radiation exposure doses,
absence of practice and recommendations on selection of actions for people protection from
radiation and their efficiency in radiation exposure dose decrease; from the other hand making
decisions by government departments traditionally took time and was connected with the
economic difficulties.
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TABLE 2. ACTIONS FOR DECREASE AND PREVENTION OF FURTHER POPULATION
EXPOSURE AND MEDICAL REHABILITATION WITH INTERFERENCE INTO VITAL
ACTIVITY OF PEOPLE

Operation
1. Elimination of living and
drinking use of Techa ana Iset
river's water

Period of
conducting
1951
1954
1955

2. Reorganization of drinking
water supply of people along
Techa and Iset rivers by
reconstruction of existed and
creation of new mine and
artesian wells
3. Sanitary zone creation
along Techa and Iset rivers
with restriction of living use
of those rivers and their flood
lands.

1952-1961

4. Full and partial (within
village) resettlement of people
of riverside zone

1955-1957

1951
1954
1956

1957-1959

5. Medical inspection and
treatment of irradiated people
lived along Techa and Iset
rivers

1956-1957

Range and action's results
Metlino village.
All villages along Techa river.
Villages along Iset river within Kurgan and
Tumen regions.
It was planned to create 455 mine wells
and 83 artesian wells within Chelyabinsk
region. It was accomplished not in full,
sometimes after deadline

Metlino village.
All current of Techa river within
Chelyabinsk and Tumen regions.
Iset current within Kurgan and Tument
regions
Full resettlement of people of 10 villages
in the upper reaches of Techa river
(Chelyabinsk region)
Full resettlement of people of 14 villages
and partial resettlement of people of 10
villages in middle and lower reaches of
Techa river withing Chelyabinsk and
Kurgan regions. Total as the result of two
resettlement stages people of 24 out of 39
villages existed on Techa river were fully
resettled with number of 8.3 thousands of
people out of 29.7 thousands of people
lived there before.
Health centers were created in Shadrinsk
(Kurgan region) and Chelyabinsk cities.

The earliest decisions regarding prohibition of practical and drinking everyday use of river's
water were applied in 1951. Such prohibition of using water for the total Techa river area was
introduced only in 1954, for Iset river-in 1955 after publishing of proper Government
Resolutions. During this period conserved sanitary zone was created first for Techa river and
then for Iset river.
Great content of planned and mostly executed practical actions was related to normalizing of
water supply of people on Techa and Iset rivers. Several government Resolutions emphasized
necessity of those actions, the last resolution was accepted in 1956. Taking all resolutions into
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consideration 455 mine wells and 83 artesian wells had to be built within Chelyabinsk,
Kurgan and Tumen regions. Started as early as in 1952, when Mayak PA and Ministry of
Internal Affairs of USSR put in commission first 90 wells on Techa river before Resolution of
CM of USSR of 1953, and kept on working after Resolution of CM of USSR of 1954 until
1962. Main part of new water resources was put in commission but some of them after
deadline and some of them were not built at all (on the Iset river coast within Tumen region).
First government resolution of people resettlement from first 10 villages in upper reaches of
Techa river was accepted in June 1954; resettlement was done in 1955-1956. Main reasons for
this decision were data accumulated on serious radiation situation, high radiation exposure for
people and low efficiency of just started and slow actions for normalizing water supply and
creation of restriction order in flood lands of river. On the basis of this resolution in 19561957 full resettlement was done of all people living in Metlino and up to Isaevo villages.
Due to same reasons in March of 1957 one more Resolution of CM of USSR was accepted
calling for full resettlement of people of 14 villages and partial resettlement within their
village of people of 10 villages on medium and lower stream of Techa river (within
Chelyabinsk and Kurgan regions). Those actions were performed until 1959. As the result of
both phases 8.3 thousands of people out of total 29.7 thousands of people (24 villages out of
39) were resettled for new places. Full resettlement of the rest 15 villages was not considered
rational due to lower radiation levels (in those villages resettlement of people lived close to
river to distant streets was considered) and also due to economic reasons when big villages
such as Muslumovo and Brodokalmak were discussed.
Significant part of resettled people was stationed in state farms of Ministry of Medium
Industry of USSR (Burino, state farm l2 in Metlino village (new one)) and other places at their
choice. All resettled people including these moved within a village had received government
compensation of their material and financial expenses.
Actions on decreasing and eliminating of further radiation exposure of people associated with
interference into people' vital activity were expensive. In addition to direct costs of actual
works on normalizing of water supply and creation and functioning of restriction order of
sanitary zone as well as costs for people' resettlement great expenses were required for
creation of economic and life conditions infrastructure in places accepted resettled people,
transfer of agricultural farms, compensation of land loss, organization and regulation of vital
functions in riverside villages where resettlement was not done.
By partial and approximate estimates (in existed prices) costs only for normalizing of water
supply and people resettlement on Techa river came to 21.7 mln. rubles during 1953-1957. By
other estimates total loss from LRW discharge into Techa river for all the time of Mayak PA
operation without technological and water supply normalizing actions came to 1-1.5 billions
of rubles (150-250 millions of US dollars) in prices of 1998.
2.3 Efficiency of technological and protection actions in decrease of exposure doses for
population
Present data on dynamics of decrease of annual equivalent doses including internal and
external exposure of separate organs (in this case lower large intestine) for the period of 19501999 in comparison with terms of some actions performance (both technological and
population protection actions) allow in the meantime to estimate significance of every major
action for decrease of exposure dose for population.
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Estimations were done in the form of hypothetical dose which could be formed during 19501999 without change of 1950-1951 discharge rate before stopping of medium level LRW
discharge in 1951. Calculations were performed regarding three population groups of resettled
and stayed people lived correspondingly in upper, medium and lower reaches of Techa river,
on Iset river lower confluence of Techa and Iset rivers.
Obtained estimations of averted doses are not quite precise but indicate significance of factors,
weighted mean by number of population groups, considering resettled and stayed people and
show (Table 3) that the most effective action among all of them was stopping of medium lever
LRW discharge in 1951: this action prevented 53% of hypothetical dose for all people and
75%-for resettled people. Of course, those figures would be higher if there were no intense
discharge during first two years. Resettlement occurred important also for group of resettled
people for whom averted dose was 20% from hypothetical. Normalizing of water supply,
restriction actions for use of river water and sanitary zone order as well as creation of pond *
10 averted in total 1% for resettled and 14% for stayed people from hypothetical dose (13%
for all population). Any actions were low effective for stayed people: averted dose was
estimated as 4-5% from hypothetical dose for every action.
TABLE 3. EFFICIENCY OF THE COMPLEX OF ACTIONS FOR LIMITATION OF
PEOPLE EXPOSURE ON TECHA AND ISET RIVERS (MEAN AVERTED DOSES
WEIGHTED BY NUMBER OF PEOPLE, % FROM HYPOTHETICAL DOSE FOR THE
PERIOD OF 1950-1999)
Operation

Stayed people

Stopping of medium level LRW
discharge into Techa river
Actions prior to pond ' 11
construction including:
-normalizing of water supply
-sanitary zone order introduction
-pond ' 10 creation
-resettlement
Construction of Pond 111
Total

49,7

5,0
4,0
5,3
31,5
95,5

Resettled
people
75,0

Entire population
(including Iset
river people)
53,3

0,3
0,1
0,7
20,2
96,3

4,4
3,5
4,7
2,7
27,2
95,7

1

Given increased estimates of efficiency for pond ' 11 construction should not be taken lawful
because they reflect big time of pond 1 11 existence when annual dose has decreased due to of
radioactive decay and other factors. Most likely net efficiency of pond '11 creation should be lower
than efficiency of pond 40 creation, i.e. lower than 3-4%.
Except for stopping of LRW discharge and resettlement, restriction of water use, normalizing
of water supply and sanitary zone order introduction required great costs, especially
normalizing of water supply. The cost of averted dose (in rubles per 1 rem) for people lived in
lower reaches of Techa river and along Iset river was especially high.
3. MINIMIZATION OF THE 1957 RADIATION ACCIDENT CONSEQUENCES
By the time of 1957 accident great practical experience was accumulated for minimization of
territories' radioactive contamination as the result of LRW discharge into Techa river,
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sufficient information was available for prediction of population' exposure doses and for
selection of strategy and protective actions content. However having this experience and also
knowing the emergency level of contamination with maximum radiation impact on people
immediately after accident required urgent and fast actions, decisions of which must not be
delayed more than several days or one-two weeks. That was the main difference from
situation existed on Techa river and also that was the main difficulty.
From the practical point of view other differences were:
• Sufficiently fast radiation monitoring of contaminated territory which provided main
estimations of radioactive contamination levels of the territories and human dose
assessment within several days;
• Fast establishing of the limit of territory contamination where people living was
prohibited;
• Prompt setting of radionuclides' standards for agricultural products (raw food
material and fodder);
• Readiness for quick realization of some protective actions and steps, particularly
people evacuation, monitoring conduction etc.
However, as it was before in the country and on Mayak PA, there was no recommendations,
administrative documentation and regulations for radiation protection of people and selection
of correcting actions in case of radiation accident. Therefore supervisors for radiation
protection of people were assigned the most competent in this area experts from Ministry of
Medium Industry of USSR (Mayak PA) and Ministry of Health of'USSR (Institute of
Biophysics and its branches).
• In chronological order there were three periods of taking actions:
• initial-first several weeks;
• intermediate-first two years;
• long term period-next time, up to now.
3.1 Initial actions
The most high initial levels of external exposure were observed in the part of East Urals
Radioactive Trace closest to the release point where dose rate of gamma radiation in close
villages was 100-400 m R/s. Hence it could be expected that for the first month after the
accident population of those villages could receive external exposure dose up to 100 rem (1
Sv). Decision of immediate evacuation for 4 villages (Berdenish, Satlikova, Galikaeva,
Kirpichiki) situated 12-22 km away from Mayak PA was taken by Ministry of Medium
Industry of USSR. Evacuation was finished in 7-10 days after the accident. Total 1383 people
were brought to clean territory and temporarily accommodated in special quarters. -Personal
belongings of citizens, cattle and collective farms things including agricultural products
supplies were destroyed.
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3.2 Intermediate period actions
By the end of 1957 Ministry of Medium Industry of USSR and Ministry of Health of USSR
came to the conclusion (wrong-as it was found out later) that there is no need in further people
evacuation because in other villages external dose is less than the dose limit for long term
living of people.
It was considered that the main factor will be internal exposure of people from consuming
contaminated products; therefore decision was taken on radiation monitoring of agricultural
products and fodder, rejection and withdrawal of products contaminated above standards
established on January 1, 1958 and their possible replacement by clean ones. Seven specially
created radiological laboratories began their work in total power only in one year.
Obvious insufficiency of this action was the reason of CM of USSR and CM of Russian
Federation to accept next resolutions (Resolutions of CM of USSR of 27.02.1958 and
26.03.1958, Resolution of CM of Russian Federation of 26.07.1958 and 13.02.1959) about
further systematic resettlement of people from other 20 villages located on the territory with
initial contamination above 2 Ci/km2 by Sr90. This resettlement of people was done in three
stages respectively in 250, 330 and 670 days after the accident (Table 4). Total 12763 people
were resettled including urgently resettled people.
All resettled people had received state compensation for the losses of resettlement. State has
also provided financing of improving living and social cultural conditions of significant part
of people orderly resettled into several state farms, creating and developing of in those farms
of material and production resources for agricultural enterprises. By estimation in prices of
1959, expenses for resettlement of people in 1957-1959 came to 52 millions of rubles.
During this intermediate period actions aimed for prevention of high radiation exposure of
stayed people while practically using territory with specific contamination no more than 2
Ci/km2 (74 kBq/m2) with Sr90 (in the far part of the trace-4 Ci/km2 by Sr90) by local people,
agricultural farms and other organizations. Therefore on the basis of proper resolutions of
Chelyabinsk and Sverdlovsk executive committees restricted sanitary zone was established
within boundary of specific contamination of 2 (4) Ci/km2 (74 (150) kBq/m2) with the area of
700 km2 after resettlement of people from mentioned villages.
TABLE 4. PEOPLE RESETTLEMENT FROM VILLAGES ON THE TERRITORY OF EAST
URALS RADIOACTIVE TRACE
Number of
villages

Distance from
Mayak PA

Initial period, urgent resettlement
12-22
4

Soil
Number of people Average time of
contamination by
completed
Sr90, Ci/km2
resettlement

1383

Beginning of
October 1957 .

Intermediate period, systematic resettlement
24-57
5-65
6
7
69-80
2-18

6007
3367

7
Total

2006
12763

May 1958
NovemberDecember 1958
October 1959
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20; 89-98

4; 400-650

2-4

3.3 Long term (recovery) period actions
The main goal of actions performed after people resettlement was radiation protection of
stayed people during their long term living. During this period the main radionuclide
contributing to internal exposure doses was Sr90 with half-life of 29 years. Thus, the protective
actions had to consider its long term influence at minimal interference into people' vital
activity. Therefore the main objective was to prevent higher level and to reduce existing
contamination of food products consumed by local people. This contamination was due to
economy use of East Urals Radioactive Trace territory, including part of sanitary zone, for
which was caused by the lack of maintaining of restricted zone order. The sanitary zone was
widely used as a source of forage for the personal cattle.
The main actions, still currently in force, have been:
• Systematic radiation monitoring of vegetable and animal food products produced in private
and agricultural farms;
• Correcting actions (rejection, change of land use) when detecting products with level of
contamination above provisional limits (those constantly decreased during all period);
• Recovery of agricultural production (in public sector) on formerly abandoned lands.
Last action was to expel wish and practice of sanitary zone use by local people, to compensate
economic loss done to the region by radioactive contamination, to allow to produce
agricultural products with level of Sr90 content much lower than in usual agricultural use of
land and usual systems of agricultural production.
3.4 Recovery of agricultural production
Abilities of practical recovery of agricultural production on contaminated territory were
scientifically proved to 1960 as the result of investigations performed by Pilot scientific
research station and Branch lA of Institute of Biophysics of Ministry of Health of USSR.
Besides main parameters of Sr90 transfer by root uptake into different types of vegetable and
animal food products (Table 5) it was determined that there was a discrimination for Sr90 at its
transfer into animal products, especially meat, compared with its transfer into vegetative
products. On this basis meat production was more profitable from the view point of obtaining
less contaminated products.
There was additional possibility of using existing differences in soil contamination levels to
create independent crop rotation systems considering also differences in root transfer of Sr90
to different of crops.
New specialized state farms (5 in Chelyabinsk region at first, then reorganized into 7, and 2 in
Sverdlovsk region), created in 1961 and sufficiently well managed and functioned according
with developed recommendations, were managed aimed for meat production and exception of
using by state farms of natural lands as the source of most contaminated forage.
As the result of recovery of agricultural production started in 1961 according to Resolution of
CM of Russian Federation of 1960 there were put back to use 41 thousands of hectares out of
57 thousands hectares of former restricted agricultural lands (16 thousands ha in Chelyabinsk
region and 25 thousands ha in Sverdlovsk region). In total all lands were involved into use
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including forests of total area of 87 thousands ha out of 106 thousands ha of former restricted
lands(or 82%).
In Chelyabinsk region mean weighted soil contamination of lands of specialized farms was
0.9 Ci/km2 at maximum 37 Ci/km2 by Sr90. Percentage of lands with contamination density
more than 5 Ci/km2 was 1.9% (maximum 5.4%). Percentage of lands from the sanitary zone
was 4.3-20.3% (average 13.6%).
-90

TABLE 5. RELATIVE AVERAGE CONTENT OF Sr™ IN DIFFERENT PRODUCTS (AT EQUAL
SOIL CONTAMINATION OF THE TERRITORY)
Product
Grain crops
Legumes
Potatoes
Edible roots
Other vegetables
Milk
Meat:
- beef
- pork
- mutton
Fresh forage:
- sowed crops
- natural crops
Stored forage:
- straw
- hay of sowed crops
- hay of natural crops

Content (per unit mass)
1
1,3
0,7
1,1
2,0
0,8
0,2
0,01
0,8
1,6-3,2
15-25
12-20
8
50-100

For the time of specialized farms operation in Chelyabinsk region they produced by 1990 1.5
millions tons of grain, 200 thousands tons of potatoes, 340 thousands tons of milk, 40
thousands tons of beef and 20 thousands tons of pork. Sr90 content in products of specialized
farms during all period except small exclusions did not exceed established regulation values.
For entire period from 1970 to 1990 significant decrease of Sr90 content in farms products
occurred: in grains-by 20 times, in milk-by 5-10 times, in meat-by 2-5 times. By estimations
from 1990s, products of specialized farms contain Sr9 much less than products from private
farms relating to state farms which do not use territories of sanitary zone: by 4-8 times less in
milk and by 4-14 times less in beef.
Rehabilitation of forests on abandoned contaminated territory was also based on the
specialized farms activity according to resolutions of Chelyabinsk and Sverdlovsk executive
committees in 1960-1961. Special farms act using specific recommendations. Three special
forestry's with total area of 22 thousand hectares act in Chelyabinsk region, percentage of
forests with soil contamination more than 5 Ci/km2 is 28% of forest's square.
In modern practice of those forestry's the objectives of preservation and increasing forest's
properties as biogeochemical barriers on the way of radionuclide migration, maintenance of
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good sanitary and fire prevention condition of the forest, required radiation monitoring of
forest products are pursued.
3.5 Efficiency of countermeasures in reduction of people exposure dose
Among all performed actions the most effective were those done during initial period after the
accident when the level of people exposure was maximal. From these the most effective was
urgent people resettlement (Table 6) which prevented 95% of the forecasted effective dose.
The least efficient (prevention of few, at most 10% of potential dose) was radiation sanitary
monitoring with rejection of food products because of its late introduction and small scale of
performing. Measures including regulating of land use and people vital activity were also of
low efficiency for the same reason as were recovery of agricultural production (due to late
introduction of action).
Estimations of sanitary zone creation efficiency are unknown but prevented dose regarding
long term period seem to be several percents for stayed people lived in head part of the trace.
4. MINIMIZATION OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF RADIATION
ACCIDENTS
As the result of two serious radiation situations, population and territories of three regionsChelyabinsk, Kurgan and Sverdlovsk-have been severely affected as well as 15 other
administrative districts (833 villages and 5 cities) with a total number of 350 thousands of
people. The Chelyabinsk region had suffered the most where some districts and population
sustained both liquid radioactive wastes discharge into Techa river and 1957 accident.

TABLE 6. EFFICIENCY OF CORRECTING ACTIONS FOR DECREASE OF PEOPLE
EXPOSURE DOSES AFTER 1957 RADIATION ACCIDENT
Action
1. Urgent resettlement
2. Systematic resettlement:
-in 250-330 days
-in 670 days
3. Radiation sanitary control and rejection
of contaminated products
4. Creation of sanitary zone order

5. Regulating of land use, organization of
people vital activity and recovery of
agricultural production

Efficiency (averted dose,% of potential
effective dose for entire period)
95 (for resettled)
20-30 (for resettled)
5-10 (for resettled)
Up to 10 (for small part of stayed)
Effect is significant for long term period for
stayed but there are no estimates done. Absence
of sanitary zone could increase received dose
several times especially in head area of trace. On
the whole period efficiency is no more than 10%
Maximum up to 10% of potential dose received
during long term period
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The major raised social economic problems were:
• Necessity of full economic compensation to "victim" administrative regions of losses
made by deduction from practical use more than 1 thousand of square kilometers of
lands with corresponding losses of part of natural resources, material and technical
basis and products; this compensation should not be given only by state funding but
also by industry intensification and production increase of agricultural farms situated
in the region including administrative regions which accepted resettled people;
• Necessity of creation of optimal living conditions in the places of resettled people
staying;
• Necessity of providing of proper medical service, medical precautions and treatment
of people in the way of priority decrease:" radiation sickness-irradiated-resettled-the
rest people of suffered regions";
• Necessity of compensation of moral losses due to loss of home, usual way of life,
employment, living conditions for resettled people.
It should be noted that all mentioned problems became clear only in the meantime. During
initial periods of elimination of social and economic consequences of both accidents
according to government resolutions official attention was paid to mostly accomplishing of
accepted plans of resettlement and construction as well as to state financing of losses caused
by construction for resettlement and creation of material and technical basis in the state farms
accepted resettled people, compensation of land losses, supply of food products and loss of
harvest, material and technical basis of eliminated farms. Being financed on the state scale,
those problems were not top priority for local budgets and actually local authorities paid them
small attention. Omitting quantitative data we should point out that the level of such
compensation was substantially insufficient.
One of objective reasons of insufficiency of applied actions for social and economic
rehabilitation of "victim" regions and people despite substantial state financing was unfair and
low social and economical development of the region and living conditions existed at that
time. It is unlikely to expect that the result of all those actions could be highly productive and
economically profitable to exceed similar parameters in other, non-affected, regions. Based on
regulations for country side existed at that time and on using of least expensive ways, methods
and resources of social improvement could not be considered even in the past time as full
compensation for social and economical damage caused by the accidents.
There has been significant total lack of:
• financial compensation for resettled people which could not cover costs for new
housing construction for persons who had left the area on their own;
• living space and short duration of panel assembled houses given to orderly resettled
people;
• practically all living conditions and level of proper social services;
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• medical service for people, precautions and treatment which did not actually change
up to the present, so far medical service and treatment is not always available in the
countryside;
• social and economic development of almost every "victim" countryside regions; same
for created specialized state farms situated on East Urals Radioactive Trace territory.
After actual completion in sixties of works on accomplishing of government resolutions
regarding elimination of consequences of radiation accidents, further social and economic
rehabilitation was carried inertly with insufficient financing from local budgets. New impulses
for its development were given by accepted in 1993 State Program of Russian Federation "On
radiation rehabilitation of Urals region and assistance for suffered people for the period up to
1995" and Federal Special Program "Social and radiation rehabilitation of people and
territories of Urals region suffered due to production activity of Mayak Production
Association for the period up to 2000" in 1996. Eventually those Federal government
programs have given some definite changes in social and economical fields despite the lack of
financing.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF E.G. DROZHKO

J.G. BARNES (USA): What were the health effects on the people living in the region?
E.G. DROZHKO (Russian Federation): The effects were very substantial following the first
discharge into the Techa; 930 cases of chronic radiation sickness were officially recorded.
And now, after the construction of reservoirs so as to create a cascade, the radiation conditions
in the village of Muslyumovo, located 30 km from the last dam, are quite normal for people
who do not collect forage grass from the contaminated flood-lands. But in the case of children
who consume milk from cows which graze on those flood-lands, the annual dose limit of
1 mSv may well be exceeded.
As regards the area affected by the Eastern Urals plume, the maximum dose received by
people living in the four nearest villages was greater than 50 rem, but no cases of chronic
radiation sickness have been recorded. People living at the boundary of the area affected by
the Eastern Urals plume have since 1957 received doses of 3 rem at the most.
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Abstract
The discharge of radionuclides to the Yenisei Rivjsr has substantially reduced after shutdown of direct
cycle reactors at the Mining&Chemical Combine; currently exposure dose rate above water surface
and radionuclide concentration in sewage water flows do not exceed the levels set by existing
sanitary rules. The results of other protection measures connected with decommissioning ofnuclearand radiation-dangerous facilities and environment restoration activity are considered in the
paper.Recently, the workers of the Mining & Chemical Combine, together with specialists from other
Russian institutions and with international participation, made significant progress in investigation
and monitoring of the radiological impact, primarily in the Yenisei River floodplain and around the
"Severnyi" radwaste disposal site. The inventory of man-made radionuclides in flood-plain deposits
of the Yenisei River was assessed and long-term radionuclide transport into the Kara Sea forecasted.
New local information on radionuclide pathways to man and environment was the basis for the
development of an original dosimetric model. The models of radionuclide migration in the
underground liquid radwaste disposal sites have been created and associated human doses predicted.
A GIS project has been developed for Yenisei River floodplain contamination.Future work will
include development ofM&CC ecological geoinformation cadastre and assessments of the impact of
radionuclide exposure on the environment, agriculture, fishing, and water quality, as well as
identification of necessary rehabilitation measures.
1. SOURCES OF RADIATION IMPACT
Two single-pass reactors were decommissioned at the Mining and Chemical Combine (MCC)
in 1992. The third reactor utilizing closed-loop core cooling continues to operate providing
heat and electricity to the City of Zheleznogorsk. After the replacement of power sources the
third reactor will also be decommissioned.
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Since 1964, a Radiochemical Plants (RCP) has been processing irradiated fuel from the
production reactors. The RCP will be involved in processing of liquid radioactive waste
(LRW) accumulated at the MCC and disposing of weapons-grade plutonium by fabricating
mixed uranium-plutonium fuel.
A significant amount of radioactive waste has been arisen from the reactor and radiochemical
productions. These wastes include some thousands of pieces of "contaminated" equipment,
including a unique large-sized one (production reactors), hundreds of kilometers of pipelines
and the production rooms of various kinds.
Storage-tanks and ponds have accumulated a large quantity of liquid radioactive waste which
total activity exceeds 110 million Ci. These wastes are to be processed and converted into
non-hazardous forms.
The industrial site and sanitary and protective zone (SPZ) of the MCC cover the area of
approximately 5500 hectares (55 sq. km) which is partially "contaminated" with
radionuclides.
For more than 30-year operation of the single-pass production reactors, the process departures
occurred at the early phase while developing safe and optimal modes of operation for both the
reactors and entire weapons-grade plutonium production complex have brought about a
certain radiation impact on the environment around the MCC site and in particular on the
ecosystem of the Yenisey River, the consequences of which more or less are traceable all
along down to Kara Sea.
2. RADIATION ENVIRONMENT WITHIN SPZ AND MONITORING AREA
The system to monitor discharges, releases and the environment within the SPZ and MCC
monitoring area provides necessary data on the effect of the facility on the environment. With
the single-pass reactors shutdown in 1992, the main sources of radionuclides releases into the
Yenisey River were eliminated. At the moment, the volumetric activity of water downstream
the MCC discharge point is less than 1% of the water permissible specific activity for the
population per NPB-99, and naturally occurring gamma background dose is 13 to 15 \xRJhr
(0.13 to 0.15 uSv/hr). Releases to the atmosphere have gone down 40-fold and in 1999 they
were 18% of specified norms.
Among artificial radionuclides basically
atmosphere within the SPZ.

137

Cs is detected in the near-surface layer of the

Inhaling airborne radioactivity, the inhabitants living within 30 km downstream the MCC
discharges may get an internal exposure dose rate of not greater than 0.1 uSv/yr that is 10 000
times below the permissible level for population per NRB-99.
The density of soil contamination with 137Cs within the monitoring area within 15 km
downstream the discharge points ranges from 1900 Bq/m2 to 5000 Bq/m2 (50 to 130
mCi/km2). The specific activity of plutonium radionuclides in soil is less than 5 Bq/kg that
corresponds to in-soil average contents of these technogenic radionuclides at the territory of
Russian Federation. Radiation dose rate on the contaminated areas within the SPZ range from
0.2 to 3 u.Sv/hr (20 to 300 uR/hr). There are small local areas of some square meters
contamination on which reaches up to some thousands of micro R per hour (up to 10 mSv/hr).
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The MCC monitoring zone covers 1500 km along the Yenisey River beginning from the
discharge points. Studies of radionuclide contamination of water in Yenisey River, soil, grass
and food being conducted on the river floodplain show that the radioecological situation in the
river basin is satisfactory.
The exposure rate in the inhabited areas along the river bank within 15-500 km downstream the
MCC discharge point does not exceed 10 to 30 uR/hr (0.1-0.3 uSv/hr). However, on particular
islands and some fioodplain areas within 15 to 250 km downstream the discharge point, there are
"spots" where exposure rate ranges from 30 to 200 [iR/hr (0.3 to 2.0 uSv/hr) and the soil
contamination there reaches 20 Ci/km2 (740 kBq/m2) of gamma-emitting radionuclides. All along
the Yenisey River the specific activity of plutonium-239 and-240 does not exceed 20 Bq/kg.
This is the consequence of radionuclides release into the Yenisey River with single-pass reactors
cooling water and its subsequent migration due to changes in hydro-geological conditions of the
river. The shutdown of the single-pass reactors has practically put to an end the source of the
radionuclides.
Since 1996 we have been working to the implementation of an automated system for
monitoring radiation environment within 30 km around the MCC. At present, 10 gammaradiation monitoring stations are in pre-operational use. In the year 2000 we plan to expand
the monitoring system by establishing 10 advanced extra stations: 3 alpha and beta
radiometers, 1 gamma-spectrometer and the remaining are for monitoring exposure rate.
3. REHABILITATION OF WASTE STORAGE FACILITIES AND CONTAMINATED
TERRITORIES
At present, in order to normalize the radiation environment within SPZ and Yenisey River
floodplain according to NRB-99 and OSPORB-99 requirements, it is necessary to complete
the R&D and design and exploratory activities for contaminated areas. We plan to accomplish
these activities by 2005, and associated financing is equal to 12.6 million RUR. After
developing the design documents we will define rehabilitation measures to be taken for
particular contamination places.
Further studies have to provide for implementing an ecological geo-information cadastre at
the MCC, assess radioecological consequences of radionuclides release in the environment
(ecological, agricultural, fishery, water supply and other aspects) and work out rehabilitation
measures to be taken.
According to the Federal Program (FP) "Radioactive Waste and Nuclear Spent Fuel Handling,
Utilization and Disposal for 1996-2005" (paragraph 5.2) approved by Russian Federation
Government Decree No. 1030 dated October 23, 1995 and FP "Russian Nuclear and Radiation
Safety", the assessments of contamination within the sanitary and protective zone are to be
made and associated rehabilitation is to be made.
In addition, for the purpose of normalizing radiation environment within SPA according to
NRB-99 and OSPORB-99 it is required that storage ponds, solid radioactive waste burial sites
and liquid radioactive storage tanks be eliminated and laid up. A total of approximately 700
m3 of sludge which activity exceeds 1 million Ci (3.8-1016 Bq) has been accumulated in eight
(8) storage tanks of 8000 m3 capacity each. This sludge must be retrieved and processed.
Moreover, other tanks contain about 500 m3 of used ion-exchange and filtering materials that
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are also to be removed, solidified and disposed. Now, we are conducting R&D activities for
developing techniques of utilizing these wastes.
Open storage ponds with a total capacity of about 1 million m3, that are storing liquid low
level waste, contain approximately 50,000 m3 of sediments which total activity is about
40,000 Ci.
In order to have the aboveground radioactive sludge storage eliminated or laid up, the hydrogeological studies for predicting radionuclide migration after the ponds liquidation are being
conducted. We are studying the composition of the sediments and techniques for handling
them. According to the project developed, one of the ponds has been at 80% filled up with the
local ground. We are planning to decommission the "Severny" liquid radioactive waste
(LRW) disposal site after disposing of all liquors arising from the decommissioning of reactor
and radiochemical plants.
The nearest activities for laying up the "Severny" LRW deep injection site are to:
• observe a radionuclides spreading contour with respect to reference points within the
rock massif;
• specify geological boundaries in collaboration with scientific institutes;
• have the results of the storage-stratums operation analyzed by R&D institutes.
The decommissioning of MCC's facilities will give rise to a significant amount of solid
radioactive waste (SRW) with different activity levels. The capacity of the existing SRW
storage has practically been used up and a new storage facility is to be constructed for waste
disposal. A task order for the design of such a storage facility was approved by Minatom and
submitted to a design institute to start the work.
4. DECOMMISSIONING OF PRODUCTION FACILITIES
We began decommissioning the reactor plant in 1992 when two single-pass reactors were
shutdown. The activities have been carrying out in accordance with local projects developed
by VNIPIET. At the moment, the reactors are in nuclear safe condition, some metal structures
have been dismantled, reactor units are being isolated an laid up on-site.
It will be feasible to decommission the radiochemical plant (RCP) after processing all the fuel
rods irradiated in the reactors and treating and disposing of all LRW arisen from the weaponsgrade plutonium production. The first phase of the RCP decommissioning is to retrieve sludge
accumulated in 300 m3 reservoirs and 3000 m3 storage tanks. A total amount of accumulated
sludge is estimated at approximately 7000 m3 the total activity of which is about 100 million
Ci.
At the end of 1980s, a concept of handling radiochemical production waste was developed.
The concept provides for the following:
• sludge agitation in and retrieval from tanks;
• processing of the sludge retrieved thus extracting basic quantity of uranium,
plutonium and other long-lived nuclides;
• processing of liquors to extract uranium, plutonium with subsequent removal of the
raffinates produced;
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• solidification of insoluble residues;
• temporary storage of solidified waste.
Since no equipment is practically available for handling sludge under effect of strong radiation
fields, the MCC, on its own, is developing, testing and implementing the equipment for sludge
agitation in and retrieval from the big tanks with subsequent feeding the sludge retrieved to the
processing facility. At present, we have developed design projects for and built on sludge retrieval
and processing facilities for one of 3000 m3 tanks.
Having been accumulated for 35 years and subjected to complex physical and chemical
processes, the in-tank sludge is highly compacted, very viscous (clay-like) and of small
fluidity, and make the retrieval activities difficult. A sufficient financing of R&D studies and
sludge processing may speed up the activities.
5. RADIATION MONITORING
We would like to give emphasis to the adaptation of new Radiation Safety Code (NRB-99).
hi decommissioning hazardous productions at the MCC, the personnel doing the most
difficult and radiation hazardous works will get an annual dose of external radiation exceeding
20 mSv. For example, such works are reactor dismantlement, mounting of sludge retrieval
equipment, etc. In 1999, 49 people received the external radiation dose exceeding 15 mSv and
30 people of them got more than 20 mSv (reactor plant data). The maximum individual dose
received was equal to 35 mSv.
Both the production technology and equipment status do not allow the external radiation dose
to be brought down. The higher qualification the personnel have the higher radiation dose they
receive, and safety requirements do not allow a less qualified personnel to be involved.
The NRB-99 requirements can be met by increasing operational staff or appropriate
surveillance. Regulatory bodies have to temporarily mark up the dose limit for this kind of
personnel until the reactor and radiochemical productions are decommissioned.
Before taking effect, the NRB-99 must be supported with a whole lot of regulatory
documents, ministry codes and manuals on radiation safety and monitoring, and appropriate
hardware and software. At present, the dosimeters and radiometers available at the MCC have
become obsolescent and require replacement. Moreover, new devices must be in compliance
with certified measurement techniques. The purchase of the control devices for measuring all
parameters specified in NRB-99 will cost about 37 million RUR.
To make final decision on the contaminated areas rehabilitation, a comprehensive assessment
of a possible impact on the environment is to be carried out. The MCC Radioecological
Center is studying the affected environment. Annually, since 1987, a team of Russian and
foreign specialists goes on an river-boat expedition down the Yenisey River to study the
floodplain within the compass of 1500 km downstream the MCC. The purpose of the
expeditions was and still is to comprehensively study the selected floodplain areas to obtain
data for:
• studying radionuclides spreading profile along the Yenisey River and assessing the
accumulation of radionuclides in the floodplains to specify monitoring areas;
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• studying the way of radionuclides intake into the human body via food chains;
• studying the formation of external radiation doses;
• developing criteria for rehabilitation of areas contaminated with radionuclides within
the river floodplain.
6. HEALTH OF PERSONNEL AND POPULATION
The effect of the MCC operation on the health of personnel and population can be assessed
based on radiation doses and demographic data characterizing the peoples health. The
technogenic impact of MCC involves two time periods:
• prior to decommissioning two single-pass reactors in 1992;
• subsequent to 1992, when only the closed-loop core cooling reactor has been in use.
Prior to 1992, radiation doses to population were basically due to internal exposure (fishermen
were members of critical group) and to external radiation from radionuclides contained in
Yenisey River water and floodplain ("spots" of increased contamination).
The results [1] have shown that the maximum annual radiation dose to the population living
on Yenisey River floodplain prior to decommissioning single-pass reactors did not exceed
limits specified in then NRB. Data provided by so-called ecological movements [2, 3] and
data available at the Federal Administration "Medbioextrem" [4, 5] confirm this fact.
Therefore, it is not practicable to single out the radiation impact on the population health even
during he MCC full-mission operation. However, the analysis of demographic data indicates
that the health properties are getting worse that is characteristic for both the entire
Krasnoyarsk Territory and the Russia as a whole.
After decommissioning the single-pass reactors, the discharges and releases of radionuclides
have decreased many times and annual radiation doses do not exceed norms set forth in NRB99. Such basic properties as mortality and cancers of the inhabitants in the most contaminated
regions (Sukhobuzimsky and Zheleznogorsk) do not depart from those averaged on the
territory and the Russia.
As to MCC personnel, it should be noted as follows. After the start-up period was finished
and sanitary and hygienic conditions at the MCC were improved, the radiation impact on the
personnel decreased to a level below the regulation requirements [6].
At the same time, there are negative demographic trends. The sickness rate among the MCC
personnel regarding some illnesses (nervous system, osseous and muscular system, stomach
ulcer, etc.) gets to surpass the same rate in the city. The case is caused not only by hazardous
impacts but also by social and economic status of the personnel, decrease in rendering
preventive treatments and lack of valuable nutrition.
As indicated in references [4, 6], for the MCC entire operation there have been no overdosing
to the personnel. According to data on doses incurred in 1999, 30 people received more than
20 mSv and the maximum dose was 35 mSv.
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7. INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS FOR ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECT OF MCC ON
POPULATION HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT
With participation of Russian specialists including specialists from the MCC, some
international projects for the assessment of the MCC ecological impact have been completed
or still are being conducted. The following projects are worth of being pointed out:
• The project of Russian and Swiss Red Cross for the assessment of radiation
environment around the MCC (completed);
• The project of International Institute for Applied System Analysis (IIASA)
"Biosphere Radiation Safety" including two studies (published in English):
(l)Releases of Radionuclides to Surface Waters at Krasnoyarsk-26 and Tomsk-7.
(Report IIASA RR-99-3, May 1999);
(2)Deep Well Injection of Liquid Radioactive Waste at Krasnoyarsk-26 (Vol. 1. Report
IIASA RR-00-1, February 2000).
• The ISTC Project No. 245 RADLEG (Former USSR Radiation Legacy). This project
has been conducted from June 1995. So far, a computerized information system
RADLEG has been developed. The basis of this system is a database (DB), available
to general use, containing data on radiation sources of primary military and civil
sectors of the nuclear fuel cycle of former USSR.
The information system developed is not a final product and will be subject to expansion. A
new information obtained as a results of archive data processing comes not only from Russian
entities but also from Kazakhstan, Ukraine and other CIS countries. Now it is evident that
keeping the DB's common unified structure unchanged will make it difficult to enter new data
into and work with the DB. If is wise to develop a database of distributed (relative to CIS
territory) meta-data that will provide only brief information from local databases and links
allowing users to refer local DBs for more detailed information.
The meta-database will contain information not only on radiation sources but also on
radionuclides transport that makes it able to assess impacts on one or two prioritized regions
and come up with recommendations for countermeasures to be taken. It is the experts opinion
that the Mining and Chemical Combine is a site of the highest priority (the runner-up is
North-West Region of Russia).
A pilot GIS-project for describing the MCC region radionuclide contamination including the
Yenisey river-bed has been brought about as a part of the RADLEG information system. The
geo-information system (GIS) is a friendly interface for users since it provides a clear picture
of a radionuclide contamination of the territory. We will continue developing the GIS in order
to have it included new layers reflecting the radiation impact assessment results.
Since 1998, the ISTC RADLEG project has been in close cooperation with an international
project SCOPE-RADSITE. The RADSITE studies cover four regions of the globe: the USA,
Europe, CIS countries and Asia, and provides for the following phases: radiation sources
description, pathways (pathways database), dose assessment and impact on health,
environmental impact and countermeasures. For the two last years there have been five
international workshops on these two projects. The fifth workshop entitled "Assessment of
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Mining and Chemical Combine Impact on Population's Health and The Environment" was
arranged by Minatom in August, 2000 and held in Zheleznogorsk and Moscow. The
participants were 15 Russian entities involved in RADLEG project and three representatives
of the RADSITE project.
In particular, the participants have pointed out that:
• the MCC in collaboration with Russian and foreign specialists has conducted a lot of
activities for studying and monitoring the radiation environment within the target
areas, including Yenisey floodplain and Severny geologic waste disposal site. A
"stock" of radionuclides in the floodplain and a long-term forecast of the intake of
radionuclides into Kara Sea (NPO RI and MCC) are under assessment. The
radionuclide migration within the LRW geological disposal site was simulated and
expected doses have been estimated.
• RF Minatom, Federal Administration "Medbioextrem", Institute of Biophysics have
completed the justification of a project for developing a medical and Dosimetric
register for the personnel of nuclear sites and a database for the affected population.
The project will require intensive support by nuclear sites with involvement of
independent Russian and foreign experts representing RADLEG and SCOPERADSITE projects.
As planned, the next workshop will be held in Zheleznogorsk in 2001.
CONCLUSION
The MCC was designed and put into operation based on the technological experience gained
at the MAYAK PA and therefore, the radioecological factors around the MCC are more
favorable. It was also due to the location of the main facilities inside the rock massif.
The decommissioning of the reactor plant was began in 1992. According to local project
developed, the two single-pass reactor were put into a nuclear safe mode and reactor units are
being laid up and isolated on site.
It is feasible to decommission the radiochemical plant only after processing all the irradiated
fuel from the reactors, treating and disposing of all LRW arisen from the weapons-grade
plutonium production. We will have to put radioactive waste of the activity of 110 million Ci
into non-hazardous forms.
As provided for in Federal mission programs, the SPZ will be rehabilitated.
In closing, it should be noted that in villages located along the Yenisey River bank the
radiation environment does not differ from that outside the affected area and is not subject to
extraordinary rehabilitation. It is not practicable to single out the effect of radiation on the
population's health within areas under investigation. Such a conclusion was made based on
the results of works done by some ecological commissions in cooperation with specialists
from environment surveillance entities and entities of the Ministry of Health.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF I.R. ZYAPAROV

J.L. Smith-Briggs (United Kingdom - Session Vice-Chair): Did I understand you to say
that the current contamination of the Yenisey was of no environmental significance?
I.R. Zyaparov (Russian Federation): It is of no significance as far as the health of the local
population is concerned. Apart from the island, we did not find any excessively high doses. As
to the island, the dose rate is 26 TR/hour, and there are individual hot spots with dose rates of
up to 100 TR/hour.
J.L. Smith-Briggs (United Kingdom - Session Vice-Chair): Do you consider the presence
of hot particles to be a matter for concern?
I.R. Zyaparov (Russian Federation): Yes I do.
J.G. Barnes (USA): Is there in Russia a standard dose limit considered to be a safe limit for
the population?
V.A. Rusanov (Russian Federation): Yes, 1 mSv/year.
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All-Russian Designing and Research Institute of Production Engineering,
Moscow, Russian Federation
Abstract
The basic principles of shutting down of site injection for liquid radioactive wastes and used
technologies for wells are considered.

The deep injection disposal of liquid radioactive wastes has been practiced for 30 years. Some
46 million cubic meters of wastes, containing over half the radioactive nuclides generated as
waste in Russia's atomic industry, have been placed in deep reservoir formations. The main
outcome of deep injection disposal of liquid radioactive wastes can be summarized as follows:
The wastes are prevented from impacting on persons living near three large enterprises of the
Russian nuclear industry: Mining and Chemical Combine (MCC, Krasnoyarsk-26), Siberian
Chemical Combine (SCC, Tomsk-7), Research Institute of Nuclear Reactors (NIIAR,
Dmitrovograd). Hundreds and perhaps thousands of people in the generations of the 1960s to
2000s, as well as later generations, have not been exposed to additional doses of radiation,
with beneficial effects on the health and longevity of these people [1].
Shutdown is an obligatory stage in the operation of deep injection disposal sites for
radioactive wastes, whether liquid or solid. Shutdown and post-shutdown operations must
prevent detrimental impacts of radwastes on human beings and the sphere of human
habitation after the wastes have been emplaced.
The main aim in shutting down radwaste disposal systems is to create conditions for
habitation and economic activity that are identical, or as close as possible, to normal
conditions prevailing in areas where there has been no waste disposal. Succeeding generations
must not experience any kind of inconvenience, let alone direct effects, stemming from
previously buried wastes. To achieve this goal it is necessary to comply with all the
requirements: waste must be localized within the defined boundaries of the subsurface
exclusion zone. This term refers to the region inside which all uses of the subsurface space are
restricted: The drilling of wells and the driving of mine workings that would expose the zones
of waste localization are forbidden.
Similar approaches are used to shut down other facilities of economic activity having to do
with the utilization of subsurface resources, including the extraction of minerals. The
requirement is not that subsurface conditions be restored to original conditions-this is not
practically feasible in any case. At the same time, the surface must be put in a condition such
that a variety of activities can be carried out there.
Planning for the post-shutdown phase of liquid radwaste disposal sites includes three groups
of structures and natural objects involved in the disposal system; these groups differ in the
nature of the post-shutdown actions requjred:
• The wastes themselves and the reservoir formations that contain them, together with
the relatively impermeable and buffer horizons overlying and underlying these.
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• The wells drilled at the disposal site.
• The surface equipment.
Under the fundamental principles that apply to the deep injection disposal of liquid radwastes,
no special post-shutdown actions are required to be carried out in the reservoir formation. The
selection of a geologic formation meeting certain requirements and the identification of
disposal schemes and operating modes is such as to insure localization of the wastes within
the subsurface exclusion zone for a specified period of time. During the stage of preparation
for shutdown, however, it is also necessary to demonstrate that this is so; this is done by
adducing monitoring and research data and site operating records that bear on waste disposal
processes and the behavior of wastes in the subsurface.
When operation of the site and injection of wastes come to a close, there is a change in the
picture of the subsurface processes. The speeds of movement of waste components in porous
space of formation are reduced, that promotes transition of radionuclide and other components
of wastes in mineral skeleton of rocks, delay radionuclide by rocks. Downhole pressure and
the levels of formation liquids at the MCC and SCC are close to the natural conditions; that is,
they are established below the Earth's surface. At the NIIAR site, where the density of the
wastes placed in disposal is lower than the density of the formation brines, special measures
are needed to reduce the pressure head in the injection wells during the final stage of site
operations: saline solutions of increased density are injected. Subsurface waters from distant
observation wells or the buffer horizon can be used for this purpose.
The conditions for waste localization in the reservoir formation improve after site operations
are ended. Even so, the planned shutdown actions must include measures to limit the dispersal
of wastes in the most dangerous directions. These requirements grow out of several
circumstances, including l)doubts arising among specialists and community leaders, who are
not familiar with the behavior of radwastes under subsurface conditions, about the needed
isolating qualities of geologic formations and 2) fears that recent geologic processes
associated with the natural development of the Earth's crust may speed up.
In this connection, work has begun on the creation of a method for setting up antimigration
curtains or barriers; these can also be considered under the class of accident responses.
An analysis of the geologic conditions at the liquid radwaste burial sites and experience in the
implementation of such measures has shown that the most effective response is to create
physical and chemical (or geochemical, sorptional) curtains or barriers enabling the rocks to
delay the migration of contaminants without appreciably upsetting the natural flow of
subsurface waters or waste filtrate. The construction of a barrier to block the flow or
drastically change its direction will not be effective, because of the large contaminant
volumes and the width of the flow and the relatively great depth of the reservoir formation.
One way to create a physico-chemical antimigration barrier is to activate the natural retentive
properties of the geologic medium by treating the reservoir rocks with solutions and gas
mixtures injected through existing or specially constructed wells. Reagents can also be
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introduced directly into the waste contour, causing precipitation in the pore space so as to trap
and co-precipitate the nuclides. A number of reagents and gas mixtures have been tested in
the laboratory with positive results [2].
Wells drilled at disposal sites are the most critical structures of all. Their technical condition
largely governs the reliability of subsurface waste localization, both during site operation and
after shutdown. Wells must be left in such a condition as to insure reliable isolation of all
horizons that they expose. This task is extremely difficult and vital, because wells are
engineered systems whose structural elements are made of materials that are virtually never
present under natural conditions in geologic formations because they are not stable enough to
survive over long (geologic) spans of time. This statement applies most of all to casing
strings, which are made of various alloys.
In order to restore the natural conditions at a well site and insure the reliable isolation of
wastes, it is necessary to use materials whose composition and properties match natural
formations as closely as possible. Such materials include a range of cements and concrete,
bentonite, zeolites and the like. Plugging-back materials based on portland (hydraulic)
cements are made up chiefly of substances similar to minerals. Portland cements are widely
used in well construction.
The Moscow Engineering and Construction Institute studied the corrosion resistance of
cement made from Portland cement under the conditions prevailing in sandy-clay horizons
containing low-mineral-content hydrocarbonate waters. These conditions are typical of
relatively impermeable confining beds, buffer horizons, and shallower horizons found at the
SCC and MCC disposal sites. The isolation of these horizons in intervals above the reservoir
formation must be sufficiently reliable.
One outcome of this work was a prediction of the depth to which hardened cement will
fracture under the action of subsurface hydrocarbonate waters. Over 100 years, the depth is
7.7 10~3 cm. Corrosion processes are found to be significantly damped over time. Corrosion
processes in subsurface waters having the stated composition are slower than in distilled
water. Microporometric studies have shown that the cement contains virtually no pores of
dangerous size after testing. Diffusion processes are hindered as a result.
A mineralogical phase analysis shows that the grains of cement clinker continue to be
hydrated over time and that calcium hydrosilicates and hydroaluminates go on crystallizing.
As a result of these processes, cement specimens grow in compressive strength under the
action of hydrocarbonate media. There are two reasons for that: 1) The porosity of the
hardened cement decreases as the pores become plugged with calcium carbonate; 2) calcium
hydrosulfate aluminates are converted to calcium hydrocarbonate aluminates by substitution
in an unchanging microstructure, and in this way the development of internal stresses leading
to strains in the hardened cement is prevented.
The stability of cement under the stated conditions is aided by the constant temperature and
moisture in the deep horizons lying above the reservoir formation and in contact with the
cement; these formations survive for centuries or millennia.
The shutdown of deep wells, including oil and gas wells and those used for other purposes, is
a widespread operation usually called "liquidation." There are standards issued by
Gosgortekhnadzor and setting forth methods; these state requirements for the shutdown of
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various wells, including special-purpose ones used for waste disposal [3]. But the great hazard
potential of radioactive wastes means that special technologies have to be devised.
The shutdown of wells at a site where injection disposal of liquid radwastes has been carried
on must be preceded by an inspection to determine the degree of plugging (colmatage) of the
reservoir formation, the condition of hardened cement in the borehole-casing annulus, the
integrity of the string, and other points. A broad palette of geophysical and hydrogeologic
methods is used: temperature measurement, acoustic cementometry, radioactive logging,
location of subsurface water levels, determination of changes in geophysical characteristics in
the reservoir formation and shallower horizons due to the injection of wastes and tracer
solutions, sampling and analysis of formation liquids, and so forth. In complicated cases, a
special monitoring well may be drilled at the same time as the site well is being shut down.
The results of this examination make it possible to justify an appropriate shutdown
technology.
One of the first steps in shutting down a well is the injection of plugging-back solutions into
the waste-containing reservoir formation. These solutions form a practically impermeable
zone in the reservoir a few meters away from the well. As a result, the wastes or the waste
filtrate will not come in contact with the well and plugging-back materials later.
The technology for plugging back a well is governed by the well design and condition. At the
Siberian Chemical Combine, scheduled preventive maintenance was accompanied by the
experimental shutdown of some wells at the disposal site.
The wells to be shut down can be divided into two groups: wells in which the cement in the
borehole-casing annulus is in good condition and the reservoir formation is well isolated from
shallower horizons, and wells that need additional isolation of the borehole-casing annulus in
the course of shutdown. No special difficulties were encountered in shutting down wells of
the first group. In the second group, the special technology illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 had to
be employed.
In wells giving access to downhole instruments, the casing string was perforated by a shapedcharge method in previously identified intervals of relatively impermeable rocks. The
plugging-back mix was then injected so as to effect hydro fracturing of the formation (see
Fig.l).The cement thus penetrated into the borehole-casing annulus and into the relatively
impermeable rocks, forming horizontal circular barriers in them. The distribution of the
hardened cement was checked on the basis of the volume of cement injected and by a set of
geophysical and hydrodynamic methods. A monolithic cement body including the casing
strings was formed around the well. The interior of the well was also filled with cement. The
horizontal cement barriers provide further isolation of the reservoir formation from shallower
horizons.
For wells where access to the interior is hindered, for example because of severe
contamination, a plugging-back method involving injection wells was tested. The injection
wells were created 10-15 m from the well to be shut down; they penetrated the shallower
horizons. Cement was injected under hydrofracturing conditions in intervals of relatively
impermeable rocks (see Fig.2). According to monitoring observations, the circular barriers
formed extended to the borehole of the well being shut down and filled parts of its boreholecasing annulus.
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FIG. 1. Shutdown of Wells of Site Injection for liquid radioactive wastes.
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FIG. 2. Shutdown of Wells of Site Injection for liquid radioactive wastes using special wells.
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Obviously, shutting down the surface installations at a disposal site is an easier task than, say,
moth-balling nuclear power plant facilities or radiochemical plants. The technology for
shutting down these systems is also being developed at present.
The final step in shutting down a disposal site for liquid radwastes is rehabilitation of the
land. Again, there will be no appreciable difficulties here, because there is very little or no
contamination of the soil associated with operation of the site.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF A.I. RYBALCHENKO

B.N. Golubov (Russian Federation): You spoke in detail about cementing the well itself and
the annulus of the well casing by means of hydraulic fracturing of the strata. This undoubtedly
increases the extent to which the reservoirs and the casings are fractured. On the other hand,
geologists know that there are no ideal casings. How do you monitor the behaviour of the
liquid radioactive waste in the annulus of the well casing, and with what results?
A.I. Rybalchenko (Russian Federation): We are developing the necessary technology for
use in the Tomsk and Krasnoyarsk regions, where there are sandy-clay strata. The insulating
layers are fairly plastic clays, and in them hydraulic fracturing of the strata does not increase
the extent to which the reservoirs and the casings are fractured. The latter do not develop
cracks which remain open; the cracks become filled in. In other words, in the course of well
drilling an initial perforation is made; water is injected; a horizontal zone is formed; cement is
injected; and a screen is formed - but cracks in the clays through which filtration could take
place do not develop.
We have closed off wells and carried out radiation and heat measurements in them, and we
have noted how the cement is distributed. If we were to do the same in granites, the picture
would be quite different.
The annulus of the well casing is lined with cement, and radioactive waste does not penetrate.
In order to detect emergency situations, we monitor the pressure fields both directly in the
reservoir and beside the horizontal buffer layers. In the Tomsk region, there is an observation
well near each injection well, in the top layer. If such a phenomenon occurs, we shall
immediately see a sharp rise in the level.
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G. Linsley (IAEA - Session Chair): For how long into the future must the technology ensure
isolation?
A.I. Rybalchenko (Russian Federation): The waste which we are disposing of contains
microquantities of non-removable long-lived radionuclides. Before disposal there is additional
removal of residual traces of plutonium, neptunium and other nuclides. Their activity
concentration must not exceed 10~3-10"4 of a percent of that of all the fission products. Of
course, there are long-lived fission products such as caesium-137 and selenium-75, but they
are present in even smaller amounts.
Predictive calculations of plutonium, neptunium and caesium-137 migration have been made
by IIASA and others with account taken of retention by rock formations. It is estimated that
the nuclides will enter the biosphere in about 5000 years' time and that the doses will be 10"710"9 Sv/year. Those are conservative calculations.
K. Muck (Austria): If you have multiple barriers, have you done a PSA analysis on barrier
failure?
A.I. Rybalchenko (Russian Federation): There are geological barriers consisting of four
clay layers with a filtration rate of 10"5-10"4 m/year. In order to reach the surface, the nuclides
must overcome these barriers, and the time needed in order to do that is estimated to be tens
of thousands of years. Moreover, the flows tend to be downwards rather than upwards. There
is a further barrier, the concrete well plug, and when we begin to close down the disposal sites
finally we may propose additional barriers.
W.E. Falck (IAEA): Most of the flow would be lateral - not across the clay layers, but
following the drainage of the regional hydraulic system. Consequently, the river to which you
referred in your presentation would probably take much of the discharge at some time in the
future. What do you think?
A.I. Rybalchenko (Russian Federation): The natural movement of the underground waters
is from the disposal point towards the river, and they indeed ultimately find their way into the
river. That leads to a radiation dose of about 10"9 Sv/year.
Vertical migration takes place mainly beneath the river. The rate of horizontal migration in
water is of the order of 3-5 m/year. For the nuclides retained within the rocks, the migration
rate is hundreds of times slower. We observe this at the experimental site; we injected waste
into one well and then, in a well 50 m away, studied the strontium movement. The retention
was very great.
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Abstract
The problems of ensuring the safety of nuclear facilities and other facilities representing a radiation
hazard (hereinafter referred to as "nuclear facilities") which are located in large cities are
considered in the light of the experience with the "Kurchatov Institute" Russian Research Centre.The
accumulation of substantial quantities of spent nuclear fuel and radwaste at the Centre was an
inevitable consequence of the military and civilian nuclear research programmes which started there
in 1943.A comprehensive programme has been developed for reducing the impact of ionizing
radiation on the Centre's personnel, the population living near the Centre and the local environment.
The authors describe the basic elements of a programme for decommissioning reactor facilities and
eliminating spent fuel and radwaste storage sites and also describe how the programme is
progressing.

The problems of ensuring the safety of nuclear facilities located in large cities like Moscow
may be illustrated by the example of what has been done at the "Kurchatov Institute" Russian
Research Centre.
The Centre, established 57 years ago, is the largest research centre in Russia. It houses a
number of unique facilities, including research reactors which constitute the experimental
platform for work in fields such as nuclear and neutron physics, solid-state physics,
superconductivity and nuclear power generation.
It was there, in December 1946, that I.V.Kurchatov started up the Soviet Union's first
research reactor and that a uranium fission-based chain reaction took place for the first time
on the Eurasian continent.
The Centre was established at the outer edge of Moscow, but in the course of its dynamic
development it expanded to within the city limits. At the Centre there are now nine research
reactors (some of them shut down), 17 critical assemblies, a "hot" materials science
laboratory, and a number of nuclear materials and radwaste storage sites. [1] The total area of
the Centre is about 100 hectares, which includes the approximately 4-hectare site with the
VVR-2 and OR reactors (see Fig. 1).
This situation, which has evolved over the years, is typical for large research centres which
find themselves within the limits of major cities. The health protection zone of the Centre is
restricted by a perimeter fence within a few hundred metres of which there are normal
residential buildings. It is by no means a unique situation.
An inevitable result of the Centre's activities over the years from 1943 to 2000 was the
accumulation of substantial quantities of spent nuclear fuel and radwaste.
The total activity of the spent nuclear fuel accumulated at the Centre is more than 1017 Bq.
There are about 900 spent fuel assemblies, weighing altogether some 6 tons, at the spent fuel
storage sites.
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FIG. 1. The Centre with its 19 gamma radiation monitoring points.

The total activity of the radwaste at the Centre's temporary storage sites is estimated to be
about 4 x 1015 Bq. The volume of the radwaste (not counting the contaminated soil) is about
1200 m3, and the weight is estimated to be about 2000 tons.
The operational nuclear, radiation and ecological safety of the Centre's facilities, together
with their safety in the event of a design-base accident, is ensured by observance of the
technical standards and regulations currently in force. Estimates indicate that, in the event of a
design-base accident, the activity release would be limited by the reactor buildings.
The environment and the nearby population could suffer from the consequences of a
hypothetical beyond-design-base accident with possible local releases of radioactive
pollutants - an accident caused, for example, by an aircraft crashing on a reactor or by a
terrorist attack.
Although the probability of the aircraft crash scenario was estimated to be only of the order of
10"9per year per reactor, it was further reduced by a prohibition of aircraft overflights over the
area where the Centre is located.
The probability of an accident due to terrorists is being reduced by organizational and
technical measures designed to secure the Centre's facilities and preclude terrorist attacks. In
order to reduce the vulnerability of those facilities to such actions, a special exercise is under
way to enhance their safety and improve their physical protection:
• by the constant upgrading of operating and safety systems;
• by the installation of physical protection systems at all Centre facilities;
• by the removal of accumulated spent fuel and radwaste from the Centre, and
• by the decommissioning of reactor facilities which have reached the end of their
service life and have been shut down.
The problem of removing the accumulated spent fuel from the Centre and dismantling the
temporary storage facilities is exacerbated by the fact that about 70% of the spent fuel consists
of experimental fuel assemblies with different fuel compositions which are not accepted for
reprocessing by the Mayak combine and for which special radiochemical processing
technologies must be developed.
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TABLE 1. COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAMME FOR RESOLVING THE PROBLEMS OF NUCLEAR AND
RADIATION SAFETY AT THE "KURCHATOV INSTITUTE" RUSSIAN RESEARCH CENTRE
Purpose of the programme
To reduce the risk of radiation effects on humans and the human habitat (personnel, the nearby population and
the City of Moscow) due to the use of atomic energy and of ionizing radiation sources at the Centre.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Principal aims
Safe operation of the operating research facilities.
Dismantling of the temporary radwaste and spent nuclear fuel storage facilities located at the Centre.
Rehabilitation of the storage sites to a state where limited use is possible.
Removal of the spent nuclear fuel to the Mayak combine (Chelyabinsk) for radio-chemical reprocessing.
Decommissioning of the MR, VVR-2 and "Romashka" research reactors.
Elimination of sources involving particular nuclear and radiation hazards.

Main practical measures
1. Ensuring the safe operation of research reactor facilities (licensing; modernization of physical protection
systems).
2. Assessing the state and the quantities of spent nuclear fuel and radwaste accumulated since 1946 and
issuing of appropriate certificate.
3. Assessing the state of the radwaste storage facilities and sites (hydrogeological investigations of soil and
groundwater).
4. Fabricating equipment for cutting up and compacting radwaste and removing it from reactor and
provisional storage facilities; fabricating transport assemblies for the transfer of radwaste to burial sites
(Radon).
5. Extracting contaminated soil and removing it from radwaste storage sites.
6. Fabricating equipment for decontamination, dismantling, sorting and handling prior to the transportation
of radwaste to Radon's premises.
7. Ensuring the safe transfer of all spent nuclear fuel (about 6 tons) and radwaste (> 3.7 PBq or 100 OOOCi)
from the Centre to the final treatment and burial sites.
8. Ensuring the safety of facilities while they are being decommissioned.
9. Performing comprehensive radiation studies, including measurements of the radiation emitted by
equipment and the MR, VVR-2 and "Romashka" reactor facilities and determinations of the isotopes
involved.

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Work already completed
All operating reactor facilities have been licensed by the Russian Federation's regulatory body
Gosatomnadzor.
The physical protection of facilities and buildings has been modernized.
A programme and timetable have been drawn up for decommissioning the MR, VVR-2 and "Romashka"
reactors and eliminating the temporary radwaste storage sites. The programme has been approved by the
Moscow City Government.
The MR, VVR-2 and "Romashka" reactors have been made "nuclear-safe" and are subject to constant
radiation monitoring. The nuclear fuel has been removed from the reactor cores, packed in hermetic
containers and transferred to monitored radwaste storage sites.
Measurements of the radiation levels in the reactor buildings and from equipment, which are subject to
constant radiation monitoring.
An external examination has been carried out of the state of all the temporary radwaste storage sites, and
estimates have been made of the total radioactivity

Ultimate objective of the programme
Elimination of the radiological and ecological consequences of the military and civilian programmes in the
field of atomic energy carried out at the "Kurchatov Institute" Russian Research Centre during the period
1943-2000.
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At present, the radiological safety situation at the Centre may in general be regarded as
perfectly satisfactory. This is borne out by data obtained by monitoring, over many years, the
radioactivity reaching the environment through ventilation systems and, during the past
decade, the state of various components of the environment. In this connection, it may be
noted that throughout the Centre's existence the radionuclide releases into the atmosphere
have been within - usually well within - the maxima specified on public health grounds [2].
Moreover, for a number of years there has been systematic monitoring of the external gamma
background (the gamma radiation dose rate) around the perimeter of the Centre, with regular
publication of the data obtained. The mean external background value does not differ from the
corresponding values for other parts of Moscow.
The Centre's ten temporary radwaste storage sites have a total area of more than two hectares.
The storage of waste at these sites started at the beginning of the 1950s. Since the
establishment, in 1965, of the Radon radioactive waste management enterprise, low-level
waste has been sent to its storage facilities, and since the construction, in 1974, of a high-level
waste storage facility at Radon's premises, high-level waste has regularly been sent there for
burial.
The soil surface of the Centre's temporary radwaste storage sites is radioactively
contaminated. The following radionuclides have been found in soil samples: 60Co, 90Sr, 134Cs
and 137 Cs, 152 Euand 241 Am.
Evacuation of the contents of the temporary radwaste storage sites is one of the main tasks for
the near future in improving the radiological situation and protecting the natural environment
at the Centre. However, the job of removing the waste and rehabilitating the Centre's
temporary storage sites is complicated by the large volume of accumulated radwaste and by
the impossibility of burying the waste at Radon's premises as they are at present. For
complete rehabilitation of the storage sites it will be necessary to remove an additional
40 000 m3 or so of contaminated soil.
Decommissioning the Centre's waste storage facilities is a fairly complex task which will
require a great deal of planning, time and financial, material and human resources.
Accordingly, a comprehensive programme has been drawn up at the Centre for enhancing the
nuclear and radiation safety of its waste storage facilities and reducing their potential radiation
impact on the Centre's personnel, the nearby population and the environment (Table 1).
The programme is to be implemented as part of the Russian Federation's 1996-2005
programme for the processing, recycling and burial of radwaste and spent nuclear fuel. The
timetable for the principal measures has been approved by the Moscow City Government.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF E.P. RYAZANTSEV
G. Linsley (IAEA - Session Chair): Could you say something about the problem of public
concern?
E.P. Ryazantsev (Russian Federation): About 13 000 people used to work at the Kurchatov
Institute, and about 6000 are still working there. They live with their families all around the
Institute and have demonstrated by their example that one can live near such an establishment
without fear, despite the fact that according to the Greens they are sitting on a powder keg.
I.S. Serebriakov (Russian Federation): What will be the total cost of decommissioning and
dismantling the assemblies and of compacting the waste and transporting it to a storage site?
E.P. Ryazantsev (Russian Federation): Preliminary estimates put the total cost at about US
$120 million.
I.S. Serebriakov (Russian Federation): What about the safety of the reactors remaining in
operation?
E.P. Ryazantsev (Russian Federation): Those reactors, which are being used in activities
such as reactor fuel testing and physics experiments, are very safe; if something were to
happen, the effects would be confined to the immediate vicinity.
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Abstract
The radioecological consequences of the Russian program of decommissioning of nuclear submarines
(NS) are caused by present difficult economic conditions and specific technologies applied. The
temporary scheme of the NS-utilization is accepted because of the absence of required industrial
structure. This measure does not provide for the final solution of the problem for a long-term
perspective, but it is going to be used for a period of at least 20 years.
The NS storage with unloaded nuclear fuel presents potential nuclear, radiation and radioecological
hazard. This hazard increases with time because of the long-term operation ofNS, which reaches 30
years and more, and unsatisfactory technical conditions of some NS. Under existing circumstances, it
is very difficult to predict all radioecological consequences of the NS decommissioning, though some
regularities are already being observed from the analysis of the long-term experience of the NS
operation and a decennial period of their decommissioning.
The mass removing from operation of nuclear submarines (NS) fell at the years of an
economic crisis in Russia, when the country was not capable to carry out even the minimal
financing of measures on their decommission. The dynamics of a removing of Russian NS's
from a military stock is presented in Fig. 1.

Ns Removing from operation in Russia
•

N o t h e r n

Fleet
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By the present time none of NS's removed from operation is utilized completely. Because of
unavailability of the proper infrastructure of a long -term storage of a reactor block, the
decommissioning of NS's comes under the provisional plan by a carving of the module
consisting of a reactor block with two (or several) adjacent bays, that ensures an opportunity
of their storage afloat.
Considering a large total amount of NS's liable to decommissioning, their extremely
unsatisfactory technical state and high radioactive potential, and also the state of radiationdangerous objects of a servicing infrastructure, the decommissioning of nuclear submarines,
undoubtedly, may be considered as one of the largest modern ecological problems attracting
permanently growing attention of a number of states and of the international community.
The following data indicate the scale of the NS decommissioning problems in Russia:
• The total activity of the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) of NS's makes more than 20 EBq
(6xl0 8 Ci), and about half of this activity is related to the nuclear fuel left in reactors
of NS's removed from operation. For comparison we point out that activity of the
radioactive waste accumulated as a result of activity of the total nuclear industry of
USSR and Russia makes about 150 EBq (4x 109 Ci) [1]
• The total weight of radioactive structural materials of NS liable to decommissioning
exceeds 150, 000 tons.
• The total weight of metal of NS liable to cutting makes about 1.5 million tons.
The problem of the decommissioning of nuclear submarines becomes urgent and sharp from
the standpoint of their potential environmental effect because of the following circumstances:
• the prompt growth of the number of NS's removed from operation and discordance
to it of rates of discharging of the spent fuel and decommissioning of submarines in
North-West and Far- East regions of Russia;
• the inevitability of a long-term storage of NS's afloat including the spent fuel aboard
in view of their worsening technical state;
• the large amount of the liquid and solid radioactive waste as well as spent fuel due to
planned recharge of reactor core, accumulated for years. This has practically
exhausted the opportunities of buoyant and coastal bases of maintenance service of
nuclear fleet on reception of spent fuel and liquid (LRW) and solid radioactive waste
(SRW);
• a poor technical state of a number of coastal and buoyant storage of spent fuel, of
radioactive waste, and also other provisions of nuclear fleet.
Undoubtedly, the greatest potential ecological hazard is connected with NS's removed from
operation and maintained in lingering holdout. The danger is determined, first of all, by the
not unloaded fissile materials remaining aboard of NS's and also by unsatisfactory technical
state of submarines.
The especially difficult state here has formed with the multi-purpose NS's of the 1-st and 2-nd
generations. The corrosion of an light hull reached dangerous level, there are transgressions of
leak proofness of tanks of a main ballast. For the specified reasons the tow of NS's of the first
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generation from the places of holdout to a place of the decommissioning in some years can
appear impossible without usage of transport docks. In a problem of providing of a safe
storage of these NS's the critical circumstance is that more than 60% of the submarines
removed from operation have nuclear fuel not unloaded.
The basic contamination sources bounded with the decommission of NS are shown in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2.
The subject of special concern is safety control of the long-term being afloat of NS's having
emergency nuclear steam outputting plants (NSOP). Aboard of these submarines there is a
fissile material which is impossible to discharge because of vast potential exposure of
personnel accompanying execution of appropriate operations, and by absence of effective safe
technologies of the spent fuel treatment of emergency NSOP of submarines.
Radiation-dangerous objects and potential sources of contamination of the environment are
also ships of special technological service of nuclear fleet connected with radioactive waste
and nuclear fuel management. Most of these ships has served its target life of operation.
The repair of mentioned ships of technological service is extremely impeded because of high
levels of radiation and radioactive contamination which considerably exceed the permissible
values established by the normative documents. The problem of the decommissioning of ships
of technological service of nuclear fleet is a separate peculiar problem.
The special radioecological danger is presented by a technical state of storage of the spent
fuel, solid and liquid radioactive waste located on coastal technical bases. The coastal
technical bases (CTB) in general has now buildings constructed in 1962-65 with morally
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obsolete equipment and tools for physical and radiation monitoring. The most part of them is
in an emergency condition. As a consequence of it there is a constant leakage of radionuclides
in the environment with different intensity.
The actual scale of the potential nuclear and radiation hazards is to a large extent determined
by the amount of spent fuel, in which more than 90% of total activity of all components of the
decommissioning is focused. Now on objects of the Russian Navy more than 300 cores with
more than 80 000 fuel rod assemblies are stored up [2]; at the same time in reactors of NS's
removed from operation there are more than 200 non-unloaded cores.
Under present circumstances it is extremely difficult to consider all aspects of the ecological
part of the problem and to forecast the development of events, connected with radioecological consequences of the NS decommissioning. However, several regularities are
already traced according to the analysis of experience of long-term operation and ten years'
period of the NS decommissioning.
The results of examinations allow to conclude that the industrial activity associated with
repair of reactors and decommissioning of NS's results in a marine contamination with manmade radionuclides:
•

90

•

I37

Cs is well sorbed by soil and feebly contaminates sea water (by a factor of 3 above
background). In insignificant amounts 137Cs is immersed by pecten and algae
(accumulation coefficient of 0,l±0,l) and it does not contaminates mussels;

•

60

Sr is accumulated in bottom sediments insignificantly, however its concentration in
sea water is by a factor of 3-5 higher than the background level. In pecten and
mussels Sr-90 content is comparable to background; in seaweed it concentrates with
accumulation coefficient of l,2±0,7;

Co is strongly connected with the bottom sediments, feebly transferred in sea water
(by a factor of 3,5 less than 137Cs and by a factor of 2500 less than 90Sr). It does not
contaminate pectin and mussels, but its concentration in algae is by a factor of 2
above background (accumulation coefficient of 0,4±0,2) [3].

The analysis of the radio-ecological situation appearing during the repair of non-emergency
reactors and the decommissioning of NS's indicates an opportunity of formation of local
zones, of man-made radioactive contamination which are easily detected and decontaminated
in coastal conditions, but remain for a long time in interior marine water areas. The holdout of
removed and utilized NS's in the form of three-bay modules does not lead to radioactive
contamination of the environment and does not present radiological hazard.
At insignificant malfunctions in systems of nuclear installations the radioactive contamination
of air is practically absent but man-made radionuclides can enter in sea water. In one of such
cases apart 5 m from NS the specific activity of sea water has significantly increased and
made 40 kBq/m3 (permissible level is 0,37 kBq/m3 [4]) above background level caused by a
natural radionuclide K-40 of 11±1 kBq/m3 and by global fallout's of 0,2±0,l kBq/m3 .The
contamination of bottom sediments was not detected.
The results of long-term examinations allow to make the extending conclusion about
inessential influence of an accident-free operation and decommissioning of NS's on
radioecological situation in adjacent marine water areas (less than 1% from global fallout's).
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As to emergency NS's, as our examinations have shown, the consequences of nuclear and
radiation accidents are expressed as local zones of radioactive contamination of bottom
sediments adjoined to radiation sources, and these may persist for tens of years in
administrative borders of naval bases of plants where NS's are decommissioned.
Thus, it is possible to make a conclusion that NS's with emergency reactors on which there
was a radioactive contamination of solid and light hull, from the moment of collapse of a core
and until start of their decommissioning remain a permanent source of man-made radioactive
contamination of a marine environment. Such ecological consequences are classified as a
local type since the man-made radionuclides do not create outside borders of naval bases
concentrations in marine water exceeding permissible levels. The scales of such phenomena
as a rule do not exceed 100-200 m from an object intended for a decommissioning. At the
same time the bottom sediments are exposed to the greatest radioactive contamination
exceeding permissible level in tens-hundreds times. The marine water is usually contaminated
to a lesser degree and local fauna and floor is contaminated below permissible levels.
Thus, long-term accident-free storage, holdout and decommissioning of nuclear submarines
do not significantly influence on radio-ecological situation in locations of their arrangement
on adjoining territories and marine water areas. However, the scopes of ecological
consequences can appear considerably larger at potentially possible emergency situations
which within the framework of this problem should be considered separately both in
deterministic and in probabilistic aspects.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF V.A. DANILYAN
V. Novikov (International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis): According to the data
presented by you, the total accumulated radioactivity associated with Russia's Northern Fleet
is about a hundred times less than that associated with its Pacific Fleet although the
distribution of naval vessels is approximately 60% in Northern waters to 40% in Far Eastern
waters. How do you explain the apparent discrepancy?
V.A. Danilyan (Russian Federation): The information relating to liquid and solid waste
which I presented was obtained by me personally from the two fleets. It did not take into
account - for the Pacific Fleet - the radioactive waste at the "Zvezda" factory or - for the
Northern Fleet- the radioactive waste at the "Sevmash" and "Zvezdochka" enterprises. It
should be borne in mind that there is water with very high radioactivity at the floating repair
shop PM-32 (some 47 tons of water with a total activity of 5500 Ci). The information about
the coastal engineering bases, such as the Far East base in Sysoevo Bay, is correct; it differs
by two orders of magnitude from the data for the base located in Andreev Bay, in the North.
Of course, one cannot help having serious doubts about such a difference regarding the
presence of solid waste in the North and the Far East, especially as there are more nuclearpowered submarines in the North. The "Zvezda" and "Sevmash" enterprises near
Severodvinsk must also be borne in mind; all damaged submarines have gone to them for
repair, and most of the waste was not reflected in the table presented by me. A further
important point is the fact that six damaged submarines were sunk off Novaya Zemlya. They
were not included in my summary.
I.I. Kryshev (Russian Federation): Could you say a few words about the radioactive
contamination of aquatic organisms?
V.A. Danilyan (Russian Federation): The concentration of "technogenic" radionuclides in
trepangs in Andreev Bay and Tavaiz Bay is about the same as the background concentration.
Cobalt is readily absorbed in the sea bed and tends not to be transferred to the sea water.
Scallops live mainly on the sea bed and accumulate radionuclides.
The concentration of "technogenic" radionuclides in the sea (in periphyton, algae, benthic
organisms) around the point where a nuclear-powered submarine has been for some time is
two orders of magnitude higher.
E.D. Stukin (Russian Federation): Are there cases where, when a nuclear-powered
submarine has been taken out of service, the reactor can be used elsewhere after being
refuelled?
V.A. Danilyan (Russian Federation): There have been cases where it was possible to make
use elsewhere of the reactors of third-generation nuclear-powered submarines taken out of
service pursuant to START-2 as the submarines have been in service for only about ten years
at the most. We have not made use elsewhere of the reactors of first-generation nuclearpowered submarines as these have been in service for over 25 years.
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Abstract
The practice of radioactive waste treatment in the former USSR was that prior to at~sea dumping of
objects with spent nuclear fuel (SNF) a set of design and technological measures was undertaken with
a view to form packings with additional barriers to prevent radionuclide release in the
environment.Based upon the results of most conservative evaluations of the protective barrier
corrosion resistance it was concluded, that till Year 2300 there will be no grounds to worry about a
possibility of the loss of tightness of the majority of packings. However, should unfavourable external
natural factors combine, the loss of sealing of the packing with the screening assembly of the nuclear
icebreaker "Lenin " can occur at any moment.

INTRODUCTION
The International Science and Technology Centre (ISTC) in 1995 funded project #101
"Development of Scientific and Methodological Basis for Diagnostics and Forecast of the
State of Nuclear Wastes at the Bottom of the Barents and Kara Seas and the Sea of Japan.
Identification of Ways to Prevent Dangerous Ecological After-effects" (The code name of the
theme is KURGAN).
The objective of the Project is to perform an assessment of the influence of radioactive wastes
and materials dumped at sea as well as those located at decommissioned nuclear submarines
and storage of spent nuclear fuel on the actual and potential radioecological situation in seas
adjacent to the territory of Russia and to issue recommendations on rehabilitation of
dangerous objects.
The work has been performed in several phases by a team of scientists and experts from the
LAZURIT Central Design Bureau (CDB LAZURIT), RRC KURCHATOV INSTITUTE,
TYPHOON Scientific & Production Association, Experimental Machine-building Design
Bureau (OKBM ), Power Engineering Research & Design Institute (NIKIET), Experimental
Design Bureau HYDROPRESS (OKB HYDROPRESS ) with engagement of experts from the
operating and supervising agencies of the Navy, nuclear icebreaking fleet and industry.
During the Project execution a computer database on decommissioned nuclear submarines
and ice-breakers, floating storage of solid and liquid radioactive wastes (SRW and LRW),
coastal sites for temporary storage of SNF, SRW and LRW, as well as radioactive wastes
dumped in the seas surrounding the territory of Russia has been collected and continues to be
updated. Calculations-assessments of actual and potential release of radionuclides from the
sources dumped in the Kara Sea in the marine environment have also been executed.
Currently the real and potential radiation risk from the above-stated sources is being assessed.
The task completion term is July, 2000. More in-depth information can be found in the
Internet site: www.lazurit.nnov.ru.
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Within this Project an assessment of reliability of design and technology applied for
formation of SNF packings and necessity to undertake rehabilitation measures has been
completed, a pontoon with the screening assembly of reactor # 02 of the OK-150 plant of the
nuclear ice-breaker "Lenin" being taken as an example.
Methods to pack SRW
If SRW were subject to dumping and if their structures contained 25% of non-metallic wastes
(overalls, footwear, cloth, tissue etc.), and metal wastes (equipment, fixtures and
instrumentation of reactor primary, secondary and third circuits, etc.), which made 40% of all
formed SRW, they were placed, as a rule, in containers made of steel and the free container
space was filled with concrete or asphalt.
The Navy mainly used containers of lxlxl meter size. The wall thickness was 3 to 4 mm, the
Murmansk Marine Shipping Company used containers of 15161.43 m size with 4 to 5 mm
wall thickness.
The rest of SRW, 35% of all formed SRW, is made by large-size equipment and
constructions, which have been dumped non-containerised, but have been sealed hermetically
or their internal spaces contacting reactor primary, secondary and third circuits have been
decontaminated. Dumping of containerised and non-containerised SRW took place after their
temporary storage on coastal sites or in the ships (lichters, barges etc.), not subject to further
operation, or individually.
Besides the indicated types of SRW, several nuclear submarine reactor compartments both
with SNF and without it, as well as one nuclear sub with SNF, a reactor compartment of the
ice-breaker "Lenin", a reactor with SNF of a nuclear submarine, screening assembly with SNF
of the ice-breaker "Lenin" and nuclear submarine reactor casings have also been dumped.
The reactor compartments before dumping have been subjected to conservation with
application of hardening mixtures (based on furfurol, bitumen or concrete), that ensured
establishment of additional protective barriers on the way of radionuclide release in the
environment.
The radionuclide release in the marine environment during SRW dumping was excluded
before the moment when corrosion started as it corrupted the container casings and plugs, i.e.
within 30 to 50 years, and the availability of a concrete or asphalt filling material considerably
hinders release of radionuclides contained in the corrosion products of SRW materials.
As for dumped objects with SNF, their conservation has reliably exclude radionuclide release
from them into marine environment, which have been confirmed by measurements taken by
the joint Russian- Norwegian cruises to the Kara Sea [1].
Description of the pontoon with the screening assembly of the ice-breaker "Lenin"
In February, 1965 an accident with the reactor plant IE-150 of the nuclear ice-breaker "Lenin"
took place. It was accompanied by overheating of a part of the core of reactor #02, that made
unloading of a part of heat-generating assemblies (OAN) of the reactor core impossible. Nonremovable HEAs (125 pieces or about 60%) were removed from the reactor together with the
screening assembly (assembly # 2) and placed in a caisson made of stainless steel, in-welded
to the central part of a cylindrical pontoon made of carbon steel (see Fig. 1).
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Pontoon Top View
2.

A-A

/

Positions:
1 Pontoon. Material-10mm carbon steel.
2 In-welded pontoon, material- 14mm stainless steel 08X18H10T
3 Assembly lowered into the caisson is filled in with furfurol
4 Caisson cover is welded to the caisson along the perimeter. Material -steel 08X18H10T.
5 Pontoon space around the caisson with the assembly is filled in with cerpentinite concrete
6 Pontoon is equipped with necks, leer rails and flooding system
7 Towing yokes
8 Bow cone for towing

Fig. 1. Scheme of pontoon assembly 02.

The caisson free spaces were filled in with a hardening mixture based on furfurol and a cover
was welded to the caisson. In order to ensure allowable radiation conditions near the pontoon,
the free space of the pontoon central part was filled in with concrete. The screening assembly
activity made 11.3 thousand OBq at the moment of dumping, and now it is estimated about
1.4ths.TBq.
About the dumping site of the pontoon with assembly 02
According to the information produced by the Yablokov Commission [2] and confirmed by
the Murmansk Marine Shipping Company [3], the pontoon with the assembly 02 has been
dumped in the Tsivolki Bay at 50 m depth. However, according to the data of CDB "Iceberg"
which had designed the ice-breaker "Lenin" [4], the pontoon was dumped in the Kara Sea
between the southern extremity of the Novaya Zemlya Archipelago and the Tsivolky Bay.
The Medical Service of the Navy [5] specifies that the pontoon was dumped in the coastal
area of the Litke Bay of the Novaya Zemlya Archipelago .
Taking into account the stated above, as well as the fact that the pontoon was not discovered
in the Tsivolky bay during the joint Russian-Norwegian Cruise in 1993 [1], the location of the
pontoon with assembly 02 should be considered non-identified.
Assessment of a possible status of the pontoon with assembly 02 after dumping
The assessment was conducted for Year 2000 [6] based on the conservative assumption about
the pontoon location on a rocky ground at 10 to 30 m depth on an even keel under the impact
of waves of 1% provision for a period of 100 years, tidal currents, ice formations (ice ridges,
hummocks) and corrosive wear of material of the in-welded caisson.
The estimated calculations have shown, that at up to 20 m dumping the pontoon under the
action of waves and currents will turn over from one extreme position to other and will driftdrag forward in the extreme positions (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Dynamics of pontoon motion at 10 to 20m depth, under the action of loads from
currents and seaways.

The assessment calculations of the ice impact on the pontoon have shown that during the
pontoon presence at 20m depth the ice during contact with the pontoon will try to displace it
by dragging along the bottom. Partial breaking-off of the pontoon cover, its bend and
subsequent full destruction of the weld, by which the cover was welded to the pontoon is
possible.
When dumped at depths more than 20 m, the ice impact on the pontoon is excluded and the
loss of sealing can occur only due to ulcerative or crevice corrosion. The assessment
calculations of the caisson destruction under the impact of these corrosion processes have
shown, that it can take place not before Year 2300.
Taking into account a principle possibility of the loss of sealing of the caisson with the
screening assembly of the ice-breaker "Lenin" under the influence of waves, currents and ice,
it is necessary to conduct a cruise for search of the pontoon and to inspect its status, and then
to define the scope of required rehabilitation measures.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF S.A. LAVKOVSKY
G. Linsley (IAEA - Session Chair): One of the things which the IAEA does on behalf of the
London Convention (formerly known as the London Dumping Convention) is to maintain a
database on the controlled disposal of radioactive waste at sea and one on accidents at sea
involving radioactive materials. I am pleased to say that the fact - just reported by you - that
the reactor of the "Lenin" icebreaker is located in a place different from the original coordinates given in the Russian White Book is recorded in our accident database. An IAEA
report on the content of the [controlled disposal] database(s) has been approved by the
London Convention and will be published early next year.
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SESSION 7
APPLICATION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES TO
ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION

XA0201592
CREATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL
INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR RADIATION LEGACY OF THE USSR "RADLEG"
A.A. ISKRA
All-Russian Research Institute of Chemical Technology,
Moscow, Russian Federation
Abstract
The stating of radiological problem of the radiation legacy of the Soviet and Russian military and
civil programs of the nuclear fuel cycle have became possible after "cold war" termination. The
objective of the "RADLEG" project is "Development of a sophisticated computer based data system
for evaluation of the radiation legacy of the former USSR and setting priorities on remediation and
prevention policy ". The goal of the "RADLEG " Project Phase 1 was creation of a simple operational
database to be linked to GIS, describing currently available information on radiation legacy of the
former USSR. During the Project Phase 2 the public accessible database linked to GIS has been
developed. This GIS data system containing comprehensive information on the radiation legacy of the
former Soviet Union has been developed in order to aid policy makers in two principle areas: to
identify and set priorities on radiation safety problems, and to provide guidance for the development
of technically, economically and socially sound policies to reduce health and environmental impact of
radioactively contaminated sites.

1. INTRODUCTION
During the last 50 years some countries have accumulated a vast amount of radioactive waste
(RW) and, as a result of this, areas of radioactive contamination due to the nuclear weapons
fabrication and peaceful use of atomic energy have occurred. Though various organizations
have already made efforts to assess the level of contamination of such areas and to clean them
up, the systematical, comprehensive and interdisciplinary activities directed at exchanging of
information and coordinating of efforts in the creation of efficient technology of RW
treatment and removal have not yet been made.
Objectives of the RADLEG Project are clear from its title: "The development of a
sophisticated computer based data system for the evaluation of the radiation legacy of the
former USSR and setting priorities on remediation and prevention policy" [1,2].
The implementation of the RADLEG Project was divided into two phases; the first phase was
completed in October 1996, and the second one, divided into two stages: B and C, started in
February 1998 and finished in July 2001. The goal of the first phase was the creation of a
simple operational database linked to GIS and describing available information on radiation
legacy of the former USSR. The goal of the second phase is the development of a public
accessible database linked to GIS.
The data system supplied with geographical information system (GIS) describing available
information on the radiation legacy of the former Soviet Union (FSU) is being developed with
the view to assist the policy makers in two major areas: (1) to identify and prioritize radiation
safety problems, and (2) to provide guidance for the development of technically,
economically, publicly, and institutionally sound policies to reduce the impact of radioactively
contaminated sites.
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2. ORGANIZATION OF WORKS AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT
In the project RADLEG around 220 individual participants from more than 20 institutions and
agencies of the Russian Federation have been engaged. Most of these institutions are under
the Ministry on Atomic Energy of Russian Federation (MINATOM), the Russian Academy of
Sciences (RAS), the Russian Ministry of Defense (MD).
The scheme of the RADLEG Project management is given in Figs. 1 and 2. Management and
coordination are carried out by the central group consisting of scientific leader, project
manager and system support group manager. The System Support Group includes the
representatives from participating organizations and technical personnel. This Group is
responsible for the development of database software, data integration and methodological
assistance and technical support.
The Group has consultations with the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis
(IIASA) on matters related to the development of computerized data system. The
Interdepartmental Council consisting of the Project participants assists the Central Group in
coordinating the interdepartmental aspects and problems. The Network of Experts formed of
the Project participants assesses the materials obtained and renders methodological assistance.

3. COMPOSITION OF A SIMPLE OPERATIONAL AND PUBLIC ACCESSIBLE
DATABASES
The goal of the Project RADLEG is to collect the data and to create a public accessible
database on radiation legacy of the former USSR. The most of the data is spatially defined, i.e.
nuclear fuel cycle facilities and contaminated areas have geographic coordinates. The
participants of the "RADLEG" Project have generated geoinformation system associated with
the database that allows to clearly present the problem of radiation legacy. A prototype of a
simple operational database has been made on the basis of DBMS Access developed by
Microsoft. The information was loaded into the database by way of import from files in DBF
format provided by organizations-participants. Access allows creating screen forms, reports
and queries on the basis of the information loaded into the database.
Within the structure of tables comprising the database the necessary classifiers were created,
the glossaries of key words were compiled, the examination of data collected was made,
unified logical and physical structure of the database consisting of nine information blocks
and 411 entries was generated:
• general information
• physical, chemical and technical characteristics of radioactive materials isolated from
environment
• physical, chemical and technical characteristics of radionuclides in environment
• geological characteristics (media of transfer)
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• institutional data
• social aspects
• radioecological data
• doses and radiation risk
• data source
These blocks describe all the main sectors of radiation legacy:
• nuclear power plants
• coastal waste storage facilities of ministry of defense, sunken and dumped objects
• r & d institutes, nuclear research reactors and nuclear research centers
• military nuclear explosions
• peaceful nuclear explosions
• storage and processing of non-reactor radwaste and spent sources of ionizing
radiation
• nuclear fuel cycle
• uranium ore mining, dressing and processing
• hexafluoride production and isotope enrichment of uranium
• nuclear fuel fabrication
• radiochemical processing of spent nuclear fuel
• nuclear weapons fabrication
• accidents
• reactor power installations
The structural unit of the database is an object. All the objects were grouped in nine classes
with regard of environmental radioactive contamination:
• underground leaching sites
• subsurface storage facilities of radwaste
• sites of disposal of liquid radwaste
• nuclear reactors and critical assemblies
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• nuclear explosions
• releases into the air
• discharges into the water
• contaminated lands
• radioactive dumping
The database was formatted as an aggregation of 39 tables, where the file name provided by
an organization became the name of the relevant database table and the title of radiation
legacy part has turned into the table name. Research performed by the expert Group and the
database design by the Group allowed to systematize and put the information into 15 tables
(databanks) describing all sectors and objects. The generation of new structures of tables and
links/relations among them, development of the interface allowing to select the enterprises,
objects, events (dumping, releases, discharges, nuclear explosions, etc.), typical queries and
standard reports were made for the local version of the public accessible database in DBMS
Access and Oracle format [2]. The detailed information on methodology of the database
generation, selection of sites/objects and sectors of investigations are given in respective
papers [4-6].
Composition of the local version of the database and its characteristics are given in Table 1.
TABLE 1. DATABASE (LOCAL VERSION) CHARACTERISTICS ACCORDING TO IAEA
CLASSIFICATION
Database name

Type
Category
Status
1-st year operation...
Updating....
Location
DBMS
Availability
Available
documentation
Media

Simple operating computer database/Public accessible database able
to be linked to GIS and describes currently available information on
radiation legacy of the former USSR
Numerical
Data on radiation legacy
Simple operational/Public accessible
1998
Annually
VNIICHT, RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia
ACCESS, ORACLE
ISTC, organizations-participants of the project, collaborators
User's manual
Diskettes

A network version of the Radleg data base is designed as a World Wide Web database or
Radleg Website. The Radleg Website consists of:
• Textual Data Base (Hypertext Version of the Sectors Overview);
• Numerical Data Base (Network version of local database RADLEG);
• Navigation Pages and links to related Website in the Internet.
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There was only one part of the Radleg Data Base installed freely in the Internet-Hypertext
version of the Sectors Overviews. It was tested using the URL (http://paul.polyn.kiae.su).
Taking into account a vast amount of data and great variety of presentation forms, it seems
feasible to apply a concept of a meta-database at further stages of the RADLEG information
system development and RADINFO Project [3].
This can be realized as a computerized catalog of databases and GIS with different logical
data structures where a logical structure existing in other data systems linked to the RADLEG
Project could be also used together with the RADLEG unified data structure. By now a public
accessible database on the former USSR radiation legacy has been created.
The follow-up work will be dedicated to the creation of a meta-database section on radiation
hazard sources in special nuclear and science cities (Zheleznogorsk, Seversk, Ozersk,
Dimitrovgrag, Sarov, Snezhinsk, etc) in the new Project "Development of a Sophisticated
Information System Including a Meta-Database and Regional Radioecological Cadastres for
Assessment of the Radiation Impact on the Environment and Population. Evaluation Study of
the North-West of Russia and Krasnoyarsk Region." Short Title: Radioecological Information
System (Radlnfo).
The meta-database will embrace both data sets and GIS on source terms and problem-oriented
data sets on pathways to man, doses estimates and health impacts, environmental impacts, and
countermeasures. Published and archive data have been collected, analyzed and stored in the
Radioecological Information System (Radlnfo) by following blocks:
• general information on an enterprise/organization: name, its subordination, postal
address, telephone, fax, e-mail, etc.;
• characteristics of an enterprise as a source of the radioactive and chemical impact on
the environment and health;
• migration of released radioactive and chemical substances in the atmosphere,
hydrosphere and biosphere;
• level of contamination of land, water bodies, biota, etc.;
• irradiation doses of biota and a man, an assessment of the radiation risk, health
consequences and a sickness rate;
• comprehensive assessment, short-and long-term forecasting;
• organizational, technological, agricultural, agrochemical, veterinary countermeasures
and their results;
• system of decision-making and responsibility;
• legal, normative and methodological documents.
The meta-database and GIS will be maintained and up-graded at the computer center
established in VNIICHT and equipped by workstations TD-225 assembled by Intergraph Co.
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4. GIS-TECHNOLOGIES AND RADIOECOLOGICAL CADASTRES FOR ASSESSMENT
OF THE RADIATION IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND POPULATION
The results of the development of radiation legacy GIS of the former USSR are given in the
papers [9 - 13]. There are some examples of application of the results obtained within
RADLEG for the creation of maps at various scales aimed at the evaluation and forecasting of
radiological situation in other regions with nuclear industry facilities. The Department of
Cartography and Geoinformatics of the Moscow State University has prepared the maps of
contaminated lands of the Tula Oblast and a map "Nuclear installations, sites of storage and
disposal, and radiation hazardous areas/sites on the territory of the former USSR". The
Russian Research Center "Kurchatov Institute" has developed examples of reference GIS. The
first one contains the information on NFC facilities of the former USSR. The second one
contains the information on peaceful nuclear explosions and nuclear tests in the atmosphere.
Besides, a map of the greatest accumulation of 137Cs, 90Sr and Pu isotopes.
SPA "Radon" has developed a program complex aimed at the collection, storage and analysis
of information related to radiation and ecological monitoring in Moscow and the Moscow
region. This complex contains a specialized cartographic module.
The State Institute for Applied Ecology studied problems related to discharges of radioactive
wastes into the seas surrounding Russia and peaceful nuclear explosions. The results of
studies were presented in the form of maps prepared with the use of Maplnfo software [9 12].
The Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry (GEOCHI) has developed a GIS on
the areas of the Bryansk region contaminated as a result of the Chernobyl accident. The
territory of Bryansk region was chosen as the most representative subject for the creation of
GIS since it was the most contaminated area after the Chernobyl accident. This territory now
includes areas with different radiation and landscape situation resulted in differences in dose
impact. The objectives of GIS been created is to make a database of radioecological
information and software to evaluate and forecast radioecological information for decisionmaking on the rehabilitation of contaminated by radionuclides territories and their safe use.
GIS Information block includes: digitized topographic maps of a scale of 1:200,000, aerial
gamma maps of a scale of 1:250,000, landscapes maps (1:200,000), land-use maps
(1:100,000), a fragment of the Association "Typhoon" database (DBF-files) on a
contaminated part of the Bryansk region, a database on the transfer coefficients for a module
block. Possible users-specialists in agriculture, ministries, local administration [13].
The All-Russian Research Institute of Chemical Technology (VNIICHT) has prepared a map
of storage and disposal sites of nuclear wastes of atomic industry on the territory of the former
USSR, GIS Project Illustrated the Radioactive Contamination of the Yenisei River in the Zone
Affected by the Mining & Chemical Combine (Fig 3), GIS-Project of radiation-hazardous
facilities (Fig. 4) [2].
It is clear that remediation actions and prevention from further releases of radioactivity into
the biosphere will be connected with very large expenditures which can be made only if most
necessary. This means that very difficult and responsible choices must be made on setting
priorities for remediation and prevention policy. The experts interrogation made within the
RADLEG project framework showed that the North-West of Russia and Krasnoyarsk region
are of the most priority [2,7].
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In the North West of Russia there are two big nuclear power plants (Leningrad and Kola
NPPs) and several naval bases on Kola Peninsula which serve for operations of civil and
military nuclear-powered vessels, and, in particular, for decommissioning of nuclear
submarines. These facilities have accumulated vast amounts of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and
radioactive materials. On Kola Peninsula it is planned to build a repository of radioactive
waste to be located in geological formations. In the Republic of Karelia there is a uranium ore
deposit.
Neighborhoods of Krasnoyarsk are characterized by presence of radionuclide contamination
of the Yenisei flood-plain resulting from many-year operations of the Mining & Chemical
Combine (MCC). The Combine itself comprises three reactors (one of them is still operating)
built to produce weapon-grade plutonium, and a radiochemical plant for chemical separation
of produced plutonium. There is an underground disposal site intended for deep-well injection
of liquid radioactive waste. At present, an operating storage facility of the RT-2 plant with
design capacity of 6,000 tones is filled-up with 2,000 tones of SNF that comes from operating
Russian and Ukrainian NPPs.
To provide for effective information service of the remediation activities in these two regions
we have prepared the new ISTC Project Proposal #2097 "Development of a Sophisticated
Information System Including a Meta-Database and Regional Radioecological Cadastres for
Assessment of the Radiation Impact on the Environment and Population. Evaluation Study of
the North-West of Russia, and Krasnoyarsk Region." Short Title: Radioecological Information
System (Radlnfo) [3].
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FIG. 3. The Map Fragments of the GIS Project Illustrated the Radioactive Contamination of
the Yenisei River in the Zone Affected by the Mining & Chemical Combine.
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Maplnfo Professional

FIG 4. GIS-Project of radiation-hazardous facilities (Nuclear fuel cycle enterprises, Nuclear
power plants, Nuclear explosion sites, etc.).
The following investigation tools will be created and/or applied for evaluation study on the
two regions:
• information data-files (local databases, publications etc.) on radiation source terms,
radioactive waste, and contaminated areas, as well as on the environment
characteristics in the regions of interest;
• radionuclide migration pathways models;
• sets of local geo-information systems (GIS-cadastres), embracing (scanning) the
areas of two regions of interest and allowing to assess the dynamics of the real and
probable radionuclide migration.

Geo-referenced information systems comprise the necessary tool for the target analysis and
assessment of the status of contaminated areas and radionuclide transfer pathways. The
development of local GIS which have to give a descriptive picture (not only static, but
dynamic as well) of the status of contaminated areas and radiation source-terms and probable
radionuclide migration pathways in the regions, will make in the "Radlnfo" project more than
a half of the total project efforts.
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The regional cadastre "Krasnoyarsk" is assumed to consist of 15 "plane-tables"(digital multilayer maps) at a scale of 1:200 000. The regional cadastre "North-West" will consist of up to
20 "plane-tables" at a scale of 1:200 000. The GIS input information, according to activities
and tasks of the investigation, will be taken from the project's database, modeling results,
reference literature, published materials. It may be linked to a map both in the form of graphic
images and attribute tables. A series of applied computer codes, realizing "friendly" graphic
interfaces, should be developed in order to provide optimal user interaction with the
information system [3, 14]. A meta-database and modeling of the radionuclide migration
processes will permit to start an assessment of the impact on the environment and population
and development of the recommendations on the countermeasures (this is virtually the
ultimate goal of the radiation legacy study).
CONCLUSIONS
The ISTC # 245 RADLEG project has involved practically all Russia's institutions and
agencies, involved into research of the environmental aspects of the Soviet nuclear complex,
for the purpose of the data integration and creation of a database. In such a way representative
choice of specialists and credibility of the data are ensured. The project efforts was carried out
in the total course of five years. More than 20 Russian institutes and agencies have
participated in the project for the periods 1995-1996 (phase 1) and 1998-2001 (phase 2), a
number of individual participants-experts exceeded 200.
The activities under RADLEG project within above-mentioned period resulted in the
following outcome:
• The analytical overview of existing and currently available data on the main military
and civilian sectors of the FSU nuclear fuel cycle has been prepared. The overview is
published in 2000 (jointly with IIASA) as a monograph titled "The Radiation Legacy
of the Soviet Nuclear Complex", EARTHSCAN Publications Ltd., London.
• Information system including the public accessible database with user's interface
(Access/Oracle) in Russian and English and geoinformation systems have been
created.
• An expert evaluation of more than 100 radiation hazardous objects and territories is
carried out to set priorities for further study.
• A pilot GIS-project describing the radionuclide contamination of the floodplain of
the Enisey river is in the stage of completion.
The future efforts within frame of radioecological information system RADLEG-RADINFO
will be directed on the following activities:
(l)Development of a meta-database of the radiation legacy of the Soviet nuclear
complex;
(2)Evaluation study of the North-West of Russia and Krasnoyarsk region:
• Modeling of radionuclide migration from radiation sources to the environment;
• Development of regional and topical radioecological cadastres to compile
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characteristics of radiation source terms and results of modeling of radionuclide
migration pathways;
• Implementation of a pilot
countermeasures.

subproject

on the impact assessment

and

(3)Preparation and publishing of an analytical overview of the main civilian and military
sectors of atomic energy use in Russia on the basis of data of radioactive materials
(RM) and radioactive wastes (RW) inventorying (2000);
(4)Coordination and participation in development of new ISTC project proposals:
• "Ecological geoinformation cadastres of the nuclear power plants of the CIS and
Baltija" (EcoNPP),
• "Analysis of consequences of peaceful nuclear explosions and creation of
ecological geoinformation cadastre of peaceful nuclear explosions" (EcoTest),
• "Development of a regional radioecological geoinformation cadastre of radiation
sources of the Ulyanov region (including RIAR and Dimitrovgrad city)",
• "Development of an ecological geoinformation cadastre of Obninsk city"
(EcoCity),
(5)Arrangement of international meetings on the topics: environmental problems of
decommissioning of nuclear-and radiation-hazardous objects, radioactive waste and
irradiated nuclear fuel management, reprocessing and disposal of weapon-grade and
reactor-grade plutonium.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF A.A. ISKRA
LA. SOBOLEV (Russian Federation): How much information is there in the "Radleg"
system?
A.A. ISKRA (Russian Federation): There are four megabytes of attribute information, plus
reference information which is still being processed.
The "Radleg" system contains aggregated information; more detailed information is held by
participating organizations such as "Radon" or by-for example-the Ministry of Health.
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Abstract
In the last decade geographical information systems have been increasingly used to incorporate
spatial data into radioecological analysis. This has allowed the development of models with spatially
variable outputs. Two main approaches have been adopted in the development of spatial models.
Empirical Tag based models applied across a range of spatial scales utilize underlying soil type maps
and readily available radioecological data. Soil processes can also be modelled to allow the dynamic
prediction of radionuclide soil to plant transfer. We discuss a dynamic semi-mechanistic
radiocaesium soil to plant-transfer model, which utilizes readily available spatially variable soil
parameters. Both approaches allow the identification of areas that may be vulnerable to radionuclide
deposition, therefore enabling the targeting of intervention measures. Improved estimates of
radionuclide fluxes and ingestion doses can be achieved by incorporating spatially varying inputs
such as agricultural production and dietary habits in to these models. In this paper, aspects of such
models, including data requirements, implementation and outputs are discussed and critically
evaluated. The relative merits and disadvantages of the two spatial model approaches adopted within
radioecology are discussed. We consider the usefulness of such models to aid decision-makers and
access the requirements and potential of further application within radiological protection.

1. INTRODUCTION
Computer based Geographical Information Systems (GIS) have been developed since the
1960's and are used to organize, manipulate and integrate spatially variable information. In
recent years they have been increasingly applied within radioecological assessments [e.g. 1-7].
By accounting for the spatial variation in the transfer of radionuclides to different
environmental compartments, improved estimates of doses received by humans should be
possible. A further advantage of incorporating spatial variability into radioecological
assessments is that it allows areas which are vulnerable to radionuclide contamination (e.g.
those which have a high transfer to a given food product) to be identified. In theory, GIS can
also be applied to the development of optimized countermeasure and remediation strategies.
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Within this paper we will largely consider the usefulness of GIS to aid decision-makers in
post accident management. Data requirements, implementation and outputs will be discussed
and critically evaluated. However, although not discussed here, GIS also have other
potentially useful applications within radiological assessment especially with regard to data
interpretation [1] and to aid the design of sampling programmes.
2. CURRENT STATE OF THE ART
The development of decision support system GIS has, to date, largely focused on
radiocaesium partially as a consequence of the Chernobyl accident. Current GIS based
radiocaesium models largely utilize one of two modelling approaches: (i) empirical ratio
based transfer models predicting radiocaesium transfer on the basis of soil types or group [e.g.
2-5]; (ii) semi-mechanistic models utilizing readily available soil parameters [e.g. 6].
2.1 Empirical models
The most common empirical modelling approach used has been the aggregated transfer
coefficient (Tag), where:
_, / 2 i -i\ Activity concentration in product \Bq kg~l I
y
Tag (m kg ) =
— r - ^ — 2 \ X H }
Deposition [Bq m j

This has the advantage over concentration ratio models in that available contamination data is
usually expressed as deposition per unit area (Bq m"2) and in the event of an accident this is
the form in which information would be most rapidly available.
Tag based GIS models for agricultural systems have largely been developed and implemented
in two ways. At smaller scales, for large areas (i.e. countries/continents), soils have been
classified into broad categories according to their texture (i.e. clay, loam, sand or peat)
reflecting differences in radiocaesium transfer [e.g. 2,5]. At larger scales, for small areas (e.g.
a region), Tag values measured for specific soil types have been utilised [e.g. 3]. Temporal
variation can be included in Tag based models by utilising observed effective ecological halflives for given product/soil category combinations. The effectiveness of soil based
countermeasures can be described within Tag based GIS models using reported reduction
factors, most usefully those given on the basis of soil type [8,9]. For semi-natural products
single Tag values have generally been employed for each foodstuff with no dependence on
soil type being incorporated [4,10].
The advantage of the Tag based approach is that it is simple in concept and easily
implemented within GIS utilising reported radioecological data. Over large areas it provides a
useful technique for the identification of areas that may be vulnerable to radioactive
contamination, thereby identifying areas where emergency responses may need to be focused.
For instance, the utilization of such an approach following the Chernobyl accident would have
usefully indicated those areas of Great Britain where sheep meat exceeded the intervention
level of 1000 Bq kg"1 fresh weight (FW) (Fig 1).
Although Tag based models utilise simple radioecological measurements, representative Tag
values for the chosen soil classification scheme have to be available over the area of interest.
These values also have to be adjustable to a given point in time following deposition (i.e.
effective ecological half-lives may also be required).
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Predicted restricted
area

FIG. 1. Areas in Great Britain where sheep meat is predicted to have exceeded the
intervention limit of 1000 Bq kg"1 FW following the Chernobyl accident in 1986 (prediction is
for 60 days after deposition); predicted areas compare favourably to where restrictions were
actually placed (i.e. west Cumbria, north Wales and areas of Scotland). Soil-to-grass Tag
values derived by Ref. [5] for four soil groups, and the 137Cs transfer coefficient to sheep meat
derived by Ref. [11] are assumed.
It is questionable whether Tag based models derived utilising site specific data for small areas
should be applied to other areas at the same or smaller scales. For instance, it is likely that the
applicability of models derived at a field level to any other areas is limited, as estimated Tag
values will be influenced by local agricultural practices. However, when considering the
management of small areas, modelling at a field level is justifiable [e.g. 3], after all this is the
scale at which food is produced.
A further disadvantage of Tag based models, especially those utilising broad soil categories, is
that by grouping soils, variation between specific soil types is removed from the prediction.
Variability in collated Tag values can be considerable. For instance, Ref. [5] categorised
radiocaesium Tag values for pasture grass according to soil texture, the variation in Tag
within any of the subsequent generalised soil groups varied over 2 to 3 orders of magnitude.
There was also considerable overlap between reported values allocated to each soil category,
although differences between categories were statistically significant. Consequently, the
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usefulness of the broad soil category approach diminishes as the size of area considered
reduces. A number of Tag based models have been derived utilising post Chernobyl data from
the former Soviet Union [e.g. 2,3]. The wider applicability of these may be compromised as a
result of countermeasure application and/or the form of deposit [7].
As mentioned, most GIS models predicting radiocaesium concentrations in semi-natural food
products utilise a single Tag value for any given product. For instance, Ref. [4] predicted the
radiocaesium activity concentrations in a number of semi-natural foodstuffs within the Arctic
using single Tag values; spatial variation in prediction is therefore simply a reflection of
variation in deposition. It is questionable whether this approach will always be valid and
indeed Tag values for some semi-natural products do demonstrate spatial variability [4].
However, a lack of appropriate data generally constrains more robust model development.
Ref. [12] acknowledged that spatial variation in the bioavailability of radiocaesium from soil
may influence transfer to semi-natural foodstuffs and incorporated this within an assessment
of the transfer of radiocaesium to grouse (Lagopus lagopus) in Great Britain.
Reported data sets of the radiocaesium activity concentration in foodstuffs can, if georeferenced, be used to increase the number of available Tag values [4]. By using GIS to
integrate activity concentrations in foodstuffs with estimated radiocaesium deposition, Tag
values can be generated and could, by further spatial analyses, be allocated to soil groups.
However, uncertainty in the location of production introduces potential errors into estimates
derived by this technique. Often estimates of deposition are presented as contour maps [13]
and it is necessary to interpolate between contour intervals to estimate deposition values for
the calculation of Tags.
Whilst it can be difficult to obtain appropriate Tag values to parameterise models, it is perhaps
even more difficult to critically evaluate and select reliable effective ecological half-lives. Few
data sets cover a sufficient time span to allow estimation of effective ecological half-lives.
Therefore, available values tend to be site specific values. Furthermore, effective ecological
half-lives for radiocaesium in many semi-natural products are of the order of 15-25 years [14].
Consequently, some workers [4] have utilised data from the nuclear weapons testing era in an
effort to obtain information collected over sufficiently long time periods; the potential
contribution of continuing deposition to such data should not be ignored.
2.2 Semi-mechanistic models
Ref. [6] report a semi-mechanistic radiocaesium model for western Europe which is
parameterised using readily available spatially varying soil characteristics embedded within a
user friendly software system. The underlying dynamic soil to plant transfer model was
parameterised utilising the results of bespoke experiments [15-18]. Spatially varying input
parameters, in addition to radiocaesium deposition, are soil percentage organic matter,
percentage clay, pH and exchangeable potassium. All these variables are important in
determining radiocaesium transfer and represent the minimum number of parameters which
can be used to accurately predict the dynamic behaviour of radiocaesium in soil-plant systems
across a range of soil types without over parameterisation. All required input soil properties
are readily available for most countries [19-22]; there would be little point in parameterising
models to be implemented within GIS for which important spatial variables are not readily
available. The transfer from vegetation to animals within this model is described by using
transfer coefficients (equilibrium radiocaesium activity concentration (Bq kg"') : daily
radiocaesium intake (Bq d"1)) and appropriate estimates of dietary intake.
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For application in the short-term after deposition, this model predicts interception based upon
plant biomass, and uses a weathering half-life to describe the rate of loss from vegetation
surfaces. The ability to be applied in the short-term is an advantage over Tag based models
which should not be used in the period when surface contamination dominates plant activity
concentrations.
Because this model is parameterised using soil properties and processes, it is capable of
predicting the effect of potassium fertilization and liming when used as soil based
countermeasures rather than relying on the use of empirical reduction factors. For instance, in
the case of potassium fertilization the addition of potassium to the soil is modelled as a pulse
of potassium to the soil solution. However, currently the model is not able to optimise soil
based countermeasure strategies.
10000

•

Observed
GEOCHEM atlas

1000

— • SGDBE

FIG. 2. A comparison of predicted and observed 137Cs activity concentration in lamb meat in
Gwynedd [24] following the Chernobyl accident. Results of predictions using soils data
derived from the European scale SGDBE [21] and the national Geochemical Atlas of England
and Wales [22] are shown. 10th and 90th percentiles are shown as dashed lines (note 10th
percentile for the Geochemical Atlas prediction is 0).
This modelling approach has the advantage over Tag based models in that it should be
applicable to any area for which the appropriate input parameters are available. The potential
generic nature of the model was demonstrated by application to areas of the former Soviet
Union [7,23]. However, the level of resolution of available soil input parameters varies
considerably between countries. The original model described by Ref. [6] was implemented
using the Soils Geographic Data Base of Europe (SGDBE) with a resolution of 1:1 million
[21]. This database presents input parameters on the basis of 219 soil types; before the data
could be used in the semi-mechanistic model it was necessary to integrate soil properties with
the soil type spatial data to generate a raster spatial database at a resolution of 5 x 5 km. For
England and Wales it was also possible to apply the model using unique measured values of
all four input parameters available for each 5 x 5 km pixel [22]. The utilization of such
databases, having more detailed attribute information, may be more effective in identifying
areas which are vulnerable to radiocaesium deposition since they incorporate greater potential
spatial variability as demonstrated in Fig 2.
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For predictions over large areas, the semi-mechanistic model discussed uses a raster data
structure which is easily implemented and ensures that processing times are not excessive. For
smaller areas it may be more appropriate to use a vector data structure. For instance, this
would enable predictions to be made on a field basis. The underlying soil-plant transfer model
is readily transferable to a vector data structure. The choice of data structure adopted should
be carefully considered both in terms of the scale of application and the required outputs prior
to implementation of models within GIS.
A disadvantage of the semi-mechanistic modelling approach discussed is that it's development
is both data and labour intensive, and the spatial resolution at which the required soil
parameters are available varies between countries with implications for the resolution of
predictions. However, the approach is not limited by the availability and applicability of Tag
values and ecological half-lives.
3. DISCUSSION
Both Tag and semi-mechanistic based GIS models have been demonstrated to be useful for
predicting radiocaesium activity concentrations in food products. Either approach can also be
used to determine internal doses to populations and radiocaesium flux (Bq y"1) from a given
area in specific food products, as long as the required dietary intake and agricultural
production values are available [3,6].
Spatial models provide a potential tool for emergency preparedness by determining the level
of deposition necessary to produce food products with radionuclide activity concentrations in
excess of intervention limits. Such an approach, referred to as critical loads, originated in the
field of atmospheric pollution to protect sensitive parts of the environment from the
deposition of acidifying pollutants [25]. Ref. [5] estimated critical loads for radiocaesium
levels in cow milk in western Europe. However, for food products in ecosystems having long
effective ecological half-lives, critical loads derived for future nuclear accidents should take
into account existing levels of deposition [26].
The implementation of external dosimetry models within GIS systems is relatively
straightforward enabling a more complete assessment of spatial variation in exposure of
populations. For instance, Ref. [23] implemented the model of Ref. [27] within the semimechanistic model of Ref. [6] to estimate combined internal and external doses to people
living within the Ukrainian 30 km exclusion zone around the Chernobyl nuclear power plant
(NPP).
3.1 Limitations of current approaches
All GIS based models are limited by the availability and resolution of the required input
parameters. For example the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
Digital Soil Map of the World (DSMW) [19] provides a source of spatially variable soils
property data enabling the semi-mechanistic model suggested by Ref. [6] to be implemented
world-wide. However, because of the low spatial resolution (1:5 million) of this data,
potential variability in predictions would be restricted, consequently limiting the reliability of
estimates. The implementation of this model for the Semipalatinsk Test Site (STS) in
Kazakhstan [7] using soil property data derived from the FAO DSMW and the International
Soil Profile Data Set [20] illustrates this problem. The model was implemented at a resolution
of 1 x l km covering an area of circa 18 000 km2, but, due to the coarse nature of the FAO
DSMW, only three soil types fall within the area of the STS. Model predictions were therefore
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extremely limited and could be greatly improved if soil property data at a suitable resolution
were available.
In the absence of specific input datasets at suitable resolutions, it may be possible to use other
data as a surrogate. For example, to quantify the mobility of radiocaesium in upland
catchments Ref. [28] used land cover data derived from a classification of remotely sensed
images [29] to estimate proportions of organic soils. Soil data was only available at a
resolution of 1 x 1 km, a scale smaller than some of the catchments. However, the
juxtaposition of specific land cover types and organic soils enabled the higher resolution (25 x
25 m) land cover data to be used. Land cover can also be used in the absence of agricultural
production data to identify areas where certain food products are likely to be produced [30].
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FIG. 3. A comparison of predicted I37Cs activity concentrations in cow milk for the Ukrainian
30 km Chernobyl exclusion zone with observed values for privately owned cattle (the 373
observed values are from 22 individual settlements). Predictions are for each of 12 000, 400 x
400 m pixels.
It is extremely difficult to obtain sufficient geo-referenced data sets whereby the predictions of
spatial models can be verified. For instance, post-Chernobyl monitoring datasets are often
only referenced by region. Within a given region there was also a tendency, understandably,
for data to become biased towards those areas where radiocaesium activity concentrations in
food products persisted. This effect is demonstrated in Fig 2 which compares the predictions
of the semi-mechanistic model with monitoring data for the county of Gwynedd (north Wales,
UK) [24] following the Chernobyl accident. Initially there is an acceptable level of agreement
between predictions and observations; however, predictions for the summer/autumn of 1987
are considerably lower than the measurements. This is likely to be because, in 1987
measurements were targeted towards those areas where sheep had radiocaesium tissue levels
in excess of the national intervention limit (1000 Bq kg"1). When the same semi-mechanistic
model was implemented within the Ukrainian 30 km exclusion zone around the Chernobyl
NPP, predictions of the 137Cs activity concentrations in cow milk could be compared with a
large available data set (n=373) (Fig 3). However, whilst each data point was allocated to a
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given geo-referenced settlement the actual location of grazing was unknown. Therefore,
validation is limited to the comments that: (i) the general trend in the mean predicted value is
consistent with that observed; and (ii) all observed measurements fall within the limits of
model prediction.
Currently available spatial models do not include distribution in input parameters within any
spatial unit, such as soil properties, radioecological transfer, dietary intake or deposition.
Therefore, they tend to predict mean values.
This is an obvious limitation of the current models, since critical groups and areas requiring
the implementation of countermeasures may be overlooked. Future development of spatial
models should incorporate variation in input parameters.
Therefore, as with any modelling approach, the quality of the prediction is highly dependent
upon the quality of input data and model parameterisation. However, the tools available
within GIS allow outputs from spatial models to appear very convincing, especially as there
tend to be no errors associated with the predictions. There is a requirement, therefore, for
those of us developing GIS based models to ensure that decision-makers are aware of these
potential shortfalls.
3.2 Future requirements
Although most development of GIS within radioecology to date has focused on radiocaesium,
application to other radionuclides should be considered. There is a clear requirement in the
case of radiostrontium, a radionuclide with a comparatively high rate of transfer to some food
products, a long half-life, the potential to be released in significant quantities, and which
exhibits spatially varying transfer. Limited development of both Tag and semi-mechanistic
radiostrontium models has begun. We are currently developing Tag based models for
radiostrontium to access the impact of an accident at the Kola NPP within arctic Norway and
Russia. However, suitable Tag and effective ecological half-life values are sparse. A semimechanistic approach for radiostrontium similar to that discussed for radiocaesium [6] has
been suggested [7]. In addition to radiostrontium deposition, the model input parameters are
soil texture, soil pH and soil exchangeable calcium which are readily available from the soil
databases discussed above. The underlying soil-plant model has had limited validation and a
prototype spatial model has been implemented for the Ukrainian 30 km Chernobyl exclusion
zone. However, predictions have not been compared with measured values and the dissolution
and uptake of 90Sr from fuel particles, which is known to be of importance within the
exclusion zone [31], was not considered.
Because of its short physical half-life it is unlikely that spatial variation in soil-plant transfer
will be important in determining the activity concentration of 131I in food products. However,
the potential importance of 131I in the event of an accident, especially with regard to transfer to
milk, warrants the consideration of the development of spatial models. Input parameters
would include deposition (or at least activity concentrations in air) and agricultural production
statistics, especially milk production. Such a model would identify those areas likely to
produce contaminated food products and assist in their management.
Although the soil to plant transfer of other radionuclides may vary spatially, the low
probability of significant releases and/or their low transfer to food products negates the effort
required to develop spatial models for implementation within accident management systems.
For instance, whilst radiosilver can be released during nuclear accidents and its transfer from
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soil to plants is influenced by soil properties [32], it is only transferred in any significant
degree to the liver of grazing animals [33]. Consequently the development of spatial models is
likely to be unwarranted. Similarly, whilst plutonium isotopes can be a cause of concern, they
have a very low transfer to food products and their deposition is likely to be localised
following an accident.
Current radioecological spatial models considering the transfer in terrestrial ecosystems have
the potential for the inclusion of freshwater pathways. Processes which control the availability
of radionuclides for uptake by vegetation are likely to be those which determine the rate of
run-off to water bodies. The reported common rate of decline in 137Cs concentrations in lake
water, fish and vegetation suggests that this hypothesis is true for radiocaesium at least [34]. It
may be more appropriate to develop spatial models at the catchment level if consideration of
terrestrial-freshwater interactions is to be included.
As demonstrated in this paper the potential usefulness of GIS within the design of
countermeasure and restoration strategies is without doubt, although this has not been
exploited to the full. For instance, on the basis of current radiocaesium model input
parameters, it should be possible not only to identify areas where countermeasures are
required, but also to determine optimal application rates of potassium or other soil based
countermeasures. With continued development of spatial radiostrontium models the same
would be possible for this radionuclide. Furthermore, GIS could play a significant role in the
design of optimal long-term management strategies for contaminated areas taking into account
factors such as practicability, economics and the identification of areas where public
acceptance of certain countermeasures would impinge on their use. Development of such
capabilities is ongoing.
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Abstract
The Applied Geographic Information System (GIS) PRANA (1998), is a Decision Support System
(DSS) for countermeasure analysis in agriculture in the long-term period of mitigation the
consequences of a nuclear accident. This system has been introduced at the Chernobyl Department
(Ministry of Agriculture) and at the Bryansk Centre of Agrochemical Radiology for practical needs as
GIS-system for monitoring network support and analysis of countermeasure scenarios. Developed
electronic maps, databases of attributive information, the main tasks of PRANA implementation for
assessing contamination of agricultural production, doses to the local population, results and
effectiveness of countermeasure implementation along with examples of model assessments are
pointed out. The tasks on local and regional analysis of various aspects under consideration within the
PRANA and methods of their realisation are considerable different from other works/systems in this
field of R&D. This work has been carried out by a group of Russian scientists and EU/Norway
collaborators within the ISTCproject #1224.

1. INTRODUCTION
Geoinformation (GIS) decision support system (DSS) PRANA (Protection and Rehabilitation
of environment after Nuclear Accident) is a computer system for countermeasure (CMs)
analysis in the long-term period after a nuclear accident. PRANA DSS comprises all the main
aspects of estimating consequences (from contamination of agricultural production up to dose
and risk assessing) and evaluating CMs effectiveness on the basis of radiological and
economic parameters with the use of cost-benefit analysis. Different versions of PRANA are
used for practical needs (GIS-DSS for rehabilitation of contaminated territory of Bryansk
region), for research, as well as for training and education.
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
PRANA GIS-DSS is an applied site-specific DSS for countermeasure analysis and decisionmaking support on rehabilitation of radioactive contaminated territories in the long-term
period of liquidating the consequences of a nuclear accident [1]. The PRANA DSS is
considerable different from all the DSSs intended for analysis of the consequences of an
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accident due to, first of all, implementation of local level when assessing consequences and
making decision on rehabilitation of contaminated territories.
The PRANA DSS is intended for solving the following main tasks:
— estimation of agricultural produce contamination;
— assessment of the structure of internal and external doses to the local population;
—radiological risk analysis;
— estimation of the results of countermeasure implementation;
— evaluation of countermeasure effectiveness with the use of radiological and
economic methods;
— comparison of different protective strategies;
— decision-making support on management of contaminated territories.
The PRANA DSS consists of the system core and the set of applications (modules). The core
is responsible for loading initial data, electronic maps, mathematical models and libraries of
presentation and data access. Applications are intended for solving specific tasks, including
analysis and presentation of source data, estimation of the consequences of land
contamination, assessments of the results of CMs implementation and comparison of different
intervention strategies.
The features of the PRANA DSS are the following characteristics:
—use of GIS-technologies; vector map of landuse and associated databases are key
components of the system (see Fig. 1);
— different levels of investigation and information detailing when estimating the
consequences of land contamination, implementation of protective measures and
evaluation of their effectiveness (district-farm-/settlements~arable lands-natural
lands); at that the special attention is paid to the local level analysis of monitoring
data and model estimates (for each field, settlement);
— particular attention is given to countermeasure analysis;
— evaluations of countermeasure effectiveness are based on the use of economic and
radiological methods, including CBA-analysis.
3. DATABASES
Database is one of the components of the PRANA DSS. Input information is divided into
several types.
Geographical data (GIS layers) include vector electronic maps of surface contamination
density of territory by radionuclides (137C), maps of landuse (settlements, arable lands,
pastures, hayfields, forests, water systems, etc.), soil types, boundaries of the administrative
division (farms, districts, regions).
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"Tabular" information includes data on radiological parameters as well as agroecological,
economic, demographic and other ones, including various transfer factors (for plant-growing
and animal husbandry production) and countermeasure characteristics.
Databases associated with vector electronic maps (attributive information) comprise all the
main information for each polygon and administrative/economic division, including:
— monitoring data (radiological, agrochemical, etc.) for each element of land use
(fields, forests, etc.):
— the basic radiological, and demographic data for each settlement;
— agroeconomic and other data for each administrative district and for all farms of the
given district;
— (available) data on countermeasures implemented earlier (for agricultural areas,
settlements).

Cs-137 contamination (Ci/sq.km)

• m <i
• • • from 1to6
1 from 5 to 15
• • • from 16 to 40

• • • >40
no data

FIG.l. Map of surface density contamination (137Cs, 1993) on the polygons of landuse map
for Novozybkov, Klintsy and Gordeevsky districts, Bryansk region.
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4. COUNTERMEASURES
A wide range of countermeasures which can be divided conditionally into agricultural,
administrative and indirect ones has been implemented in the (specific application of) PRANA
DSSs. Agricultural CMs include various measures for natural and arable lands, CMs in animal
husbandry and management in agrosphere [2]. Administrative CMs comprise restriction/ban
of local foodstuffs and restrictions of population activities (among them there is a possibility
of intervention levels alteration that can change significantly the structure and scale of
intervention measures and lead to the change of the structure of population doses).For
estimations of agricultural production contamination the models of contamination of plantgrowing and animal husbandry products are used. The feature of the dose models [3,4] is a
significant use of cartographic data for connecting (rural) settlements with .object of landuse
(pastures and hayfields, arable lands, forests) and subsequent calculation of contamination of
local diets, internal and external doses. Doses for the chosen year and dynamics of doses for
each settlement are estimated. Using the dynamics of mean individual effective dose the risk
analysis (radiogenic cancers) can be carried out [5].
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FIG. 2. Model estimates (example): the structure of dose to the local population before and
after countermeasure implementation.
Evaluations of countermeasure effectiveness are based on the use of algorithms of estimating
avertable collective and/or individual doses, algorithms of assessing countermeasure cost with
implementation of cost-benefit analysis [2]. For the analysis of CMs or countermeasure
combination the results of their application (contamination of production, population dose, the
effectiveness of CMs) are presented as maps, tables, diagrams and graphs for the chosen
levelThe interface of the PRANA DSS allows using possibilities of modules developed for
visualisation of source data, carrying out different assessments and their analysis (zoning and
ranking of lands, settlements and farms according to a chosen criterion), formation of various
scenarios for analysis, the estimation of different CMs and subsequent decision making.
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Presentation of output information comprises all the results on estimations of production
contamination, structure of population doses (Fig.2) and countermeasure effectiveness as well
as integration of estimates from initial areas (field, settlement) up to the farm or group of
chosen farms and district/region as a whole (Fig.3). Operation in the regime of "local level"
(at the level of separate farm) provides a more flexible use of PRANA possibilities on
implementation and assessment of countermeasure scenarios and presentation of output
information.
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FIG.3. Model estimates: analysis of countemaeasure effectiveness.

5. FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
The first version of PRANA {PRANA-X) was developed in 1997-1998. This system is used at
the Chernobyl Department (Ministry of Agriculture) and at the Bryansk Centre of
Agrochemical Radiology for practical needs. Practical use comprises monitoring network
support, preparing different maps (contamination of fields and production, crop rotation, type
of soil, etc.), as well as address recommendations on CMs implementation and corresponding
estimates of cost, amount of substances (fertilisers), CMs effectiveness, etc.). However, its
possibilities are limited by the questions of agriculture [1,2].
Conceptual requirements to GIS-DSSs, which are some considerable extension of the
PRANA-l, were elaborated in contacts with interested parties in Russia. Realisation of the
planned requirements and tasks are achieved through creating several GIS-DSSs (family of
PRANA systems; each of them is intended for analysis of specific range of problems):
— GIS-DSS for practical use in Bryansk region (for introduction at appropriate local
Centres, Authorities and Ministries);
— GIS-DSS for research and for scientific and practical estimations (including
estimation of radionuclide fluxes, uncertainty analysis and optimisation of
countermeasure structure);
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— GIS-DSS for training and education;
— elements of distributed systems and remote access to components of GIS-DSS (for
practical use, training and education).
This work is carried out by a group of Russian scientists (RRC KI, OINPE, RRC IB, IRH and
BCAHR) within the ISTC project #1224.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF B.I. YATSALO
Y.V. PUTYATIN (Belarus): With regard to the penultimate table shown by you, were those
just calculated values for the effectiveness of countermeasures or did a validation process take
place, with agreement between the calculations and practical results?
B.I. YATSALO (Russian Federation): In that case they were calculated values for a given
day.
In November, a joint study will be carried out with the Chernobyl Department of the Ministry
of Agriculture using real data relating to each contaminated farm in the Bryansk region. We
expect the study to be finished late in November or early December.
Y.V. PUTYATIN (Belarus): We have carried out such countermeasure studies, but so far
without success, despite the very low cost of fertilizer in Belarus.
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Abstract
The complex analysis of the radioecological situation on the polluted agricultural territories of
Ukrainian Polissya was carried out on the data of the Radiation Monitoring System during 1996-1999
using GIS technologies. The critical territories for implementation of countermeasures and
conservative measures for reduction of product level contamination by radionuclides are selected. The
results of the statistical and spatial analysis of the data on product contamination have allowed to
elaborate the schedule of the products monitoring.

1. THE COMPLEX ANALYSIS OF THE RADIOECOLOGICAL SITUATION
The monitoring of the agricultural territories of the Ukrainian Polissya polluted with
radionuclides due to the Chernobyl accident was carried out till 2000 at the level of the
agricultural enterprises according to the National Program of the minimisation of the
Chernobyl accident consequences. The complex geostatistical analysis was carried out on the
data of the monitoring agricultural products:
• The cartographic data in scale 1:200 000-digitaI farm's maps, soil maps and
topographical maps of the 37 polluted districts in five regions;
• The annual average data by per farm (near 400) on level of radioactive contamination
of products (14-16 kinds) for the period 1996-1999;
• The original primary data (sample data) by 40 critical farms in five regions for the
period 1997-1999.
The complex analysis was performed using the geoinformation systems Arc/Info, Map/Info
and statistical package SPSS for Windows by the following algorithm:
(l)Analysis of the dynamics of the product contamination of the basic products: milk,
meat and potatoes.
(2) Statistical analysis of average levels of radionuclide concentrations in milk and meat.
(3)The multicriterial estimation and classification of the polluted territory with selection
of regions for monitoring and critical areas for implementation countermeasures and
recovery measures.
(4)Estimation of the tendency of development of the radioecological situation for the
next 4 to 5 years.
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1.1 The food products contamination analysis
The radioecological situation on the agricultural territories of Ukraine of the late years has
changed essentially: the areas of the territories polluted with radionuclides have decreased, the
levels of the food product pollution have stabilised. In 1997 the new permissible levels of the
radionuclides contents in the food products were approved for the control system of the food
product quality. The levels of milk contamination in the collective sector have decreased
noticeably in consequence of implementation of countermeasures. In the Chernigov, Volyn
and Kiev regions in 95% of samples average levels of the milk contamination with 137Cs do
not exceed 50 Bq/1. The most contaminated milk has been produced in the Rovno and
Zhitomir regions, where only in 80% of samples the farms have produced milk with 137Cs
contamination below 100 Bq/1. In private sector the levels of the milk and meat contamination
have also decreased but they continue to remain higher than in collective sector. In some
villages the contamination level of milk reaches 800 Bq/1.
For the study period the number of farms under monitoring was approximately 400, and kinds
of surveyed food products (14-16) are practically has not changed to 2000. But the volume of
monitoring has been changed. As a whole, it had decreased in comparison with 1997 by 45%.
Mainly the milk (35%) and green grass (20%) were monitored. It was set up the control for
the migration of radionuclides in the system "soil - plant - product". The value of the mean
annual tendency of the contamination change fluctuated in borders of 20 Bq/1 (Bq/kg) per
year. The analysis of the dynamics of the product contamination with I37Cs in the most critical
farms of the Chernigov and Volyn regions demonstrated the steady reduction of pollution and
can be approximated by an exponential function (Figure 1). Is shown that by 2005 the average
levels of milk contamination in these areas will be close to the minimal detectable activity of
the used devices.
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FIG 2. Variability of the average data of contamination products (1997-1999) by the regions.
The statistical data received as a result of monitoring data processing on the critical farms
were generalised. The spatial and temporary variability of average means of contamination for
separate kinds of products was investigated (Figure 2).
Figure 2 shows large variability of 137Cs contamination level for foodstuff in comparison with
the data of milk and meat pollution. The average variability of the concentration of 137Cs in
products has changed from 1.2 in 1991 up to 0.30-0.40 in 1994-1997. Such fluctuations of
variability in time are determined by volumes of countermeasures and areas of their
implementation in agriculture. The spatial distribution of average variability depends on the
contamination homogeneity of the territory, on the agricultural technology of crop cultivation,
kind of production, soil type and climatic conditions.
The seasonal course of 137Cs milk contamination on critical farms in five Ukrainian regions
was determined by statistical methods. These data can be used for an estimation of the
radioecological situation for next 4-5 years and for calculation the optimised number samples
for the milk quality control with using the contribution weight factors for each month in the
total level of products contamination (Table 1).
TABLE 1. THE WEIGHT COEFFICIENTS OF THE CONTRIBUTION OF MONTHLY MEAN
MILK CONTAMINATION WITH 137Cs IN THE ANNUAL MEAN
1
3
Month
2
Weight 0,078 0,086 0,076
coefficient

4
0,077

5
0,076

6
0,089

7
0,098

8
0,1

9
0,097

10
0,082

11
0,072

12
0,069

Probabilistic analysis of product contamination levels of milk and meat for 1998-1999 shows
that the levels of milk and meat contamination are lower than the national permissible levels
in 80-90% of milk samples and in 70-80% of meat samples. Thus, approximately 70-80% of
the farms on the average give food products below permissible levels. The data of the
statistical analysis of annual average concentration of 137Cs in milk and meat by per farm for
1998 as the curve of probability are submitted on Figure 3 and Figure 4.
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The probabilistic curves for milk and meat contamination level let to estimate probability of
not exceeding permissible levels of food product contamination within the territory, which
was estimate using control data.
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1.2 Classification of territories
The classification of farm's territories was carried out based on the data of radioecological
monitoring of agricultural territories and the populated places with using of multicriterial
estimation methodology and GIS1. The following parameters were used: vegetables, milk &
meat 137Cs contamination levels (the agricultural enterprises and private farms), soil
contamination and human doses.
The critical farms were chosen by the following algorithm:
(l)Calculation of the average contamination data for the basic kinds of products (milk,
meat, vegetables, feed stuffs) by farm and village for each region and for concrete
year.
(2)Comparison of the received means with permissible levels of i37Cs in food products
approved in Ukraine in 1997 and selection of evaluation criteria for comparison with
the monitoring data for each region.
(3)The matrix of criteria with critical attributes was prepared on the basis of the
calculation for each region. If the average data of product contamination is higher
than chosen criteria the farm is classified as critical and it gets the criterion, equal to
1 for the chosen kind of products. Otherwise it gets the criterion, equal to 0. The
settlements where human doses exceed 1.0 mSv per year are considered separately.
The following parameters are used in the criticality analyses: milk contamination by
137
Cs, meat contamination by 137Cs, vegetables contamination by I37Cs, soil
contamination by 90Sr and 137Cs, human doses.
(4)The selection of the critical farms was tested using comparison results of monitoring
data and evaluation criteria for each region.
The criteria for chosen farms were inserted in the joint matrixes table in the form of (n;*mj),
where n; is the name of critical farm or farm with critical village and nij is the criterion value
which is equal to 0 for non-critical given parameter or 1 for critical on the given parameter.
The thematic map of critical territories grouped on separate parameters or on a compound
code of the territory criticality has been developed on the generated matrix. The spatial
distribution of critical farms with critical villages on the map and typical soil types for
particular territory allows to plan conservation and maintenance works taking into account
basic natural and ecological features of the territory under consideration.
2. SCHEDULE OF PRODUCTS MONITORING
The representative analysis of the data of radioecological monitoring was carried out in order
to estimate adequacy of the sampling volume of the agricultural products to the calculated
average of product contamination levels [1]. The dependence of the relative uncertainty of
calculated average levels of contamination for different products on the number of monitored
samples and on the variability of average values was estimated with using of the primary
monitoring data collected on critical farms during three years (1997-1999). The example of
the comparative estimation of variability, amount of samples and milk contamination level is
given in Table 2.

1

GIS - geographical information system.
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The results presented in Table 2 show the minimal error of the average value can be received
when extensive sampling is performed (not less than 100 samples) or products are uniformly
contaminated both in time and in space.
TABLE 2. COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISATION FOR CALCULATED AVERAGE MILK
CONTAMINATION LEVEL BY DATA MONITORING
Region
Rivnenska
Volynska
Zhitomirska.
Chernigivska

Average number of
samples per year
100
70
45
20

Variability of average
data, rel. un.
0.50
0.71
0.26
0.77

Relative error of the
average value,%
5
10
10
26

2.1 Rules of agricultural products monitoring
The results of the statistical analysis of the monitoring data were used for formalization of the
monitoring schedule which includes definition of monitoring territory, objects of supervision,
the monitoring parameters, periodicity and frequency of the monitoring [2]. In the rules the
requirements for the selection of the territory, objects of supervision, the monitoring
parameters and the amount of samples were formulated. Taking into account the seasonal
course of food contamination level (see Table 1 for the weight factors), given relative error of
the average values and average variability in time and space the common formulas were
developed to calculate number of samples for the basic kinds of agricultural products. The
results of calculations are placed in Table 3.
TABLE 3. PERIOD AND FREQUENCY OF MONITORING FOR BASIC AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTS
Product

Period of monitoring

Milk, meat
Vegetable, potatoes
Green grassing
Hay, straw
Forage beet
Crop, crop forage

During the year
After harvest
05-10 month
07-09 month
09-10 month
07-08 month c.

Number of samples corresponding to
variability 0,3 to 1,1
5-70
10-120
5-100
7-200
10-100
5-80

The territories for monitoring have been selected for each region with identification of critical
and "conditionally clean" farms for product contamination monitoring. The territories with
selected farms have been mapped in scale 1: 200 000 and reports with maps, diagrams and
data tables prepared for different administrative levels: region, district and separate farm.
REFERENCES
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF T.D. LEV
V.G. LINNIK (Russian Federation): With regard to the optimization of sampling, I do not
understand how your criteria were obtained. To what variability indicator does the particular
number of samples which has to be collected in a given place correspond? Does it mean that,
if you have to collect ten samples on a farm pursuant to your criteria, all points on that farm
are of equal value as far as sampling is concerned?
T.D. LEV (Ukraine): I was not talking about numbers of samples. I was talking about the
monitoring of agricultural produce and about average contamination values.
L.M. VOROBIEV (Russian Federation): At what rate does the milk contamination
decrease?
T.D. LEV (Ukraine): At a rate of 10-20 Bq/year.
L.M. VOROBIEV (Russian Federation): I get the impression from your presentation that
the contamination of fodder plants had increased in recent years. Was that impression correct?
T.D. LEV (Ukraine): No, what I showed was simply the seasonal variation of the
contamination. The highest seasonal level for fodder plant contamination occurs from July to
October, which correlates with the time of highest milk contamination.
Y.V. PUTYATIN (Belarus): You said that the aim of your programme was the optimization
of land use and not the planning of countermeasures. What are the optimization parameters?
T.D. LEV (Ukraine): Parameters such as the natural level of contamination of the soil, the
level of contamination of the produce, the types of soil and the transfer of radionuclides from
the soil to plants, and various economic parameters.
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Abstract
Management of the decommissioning of nuclear vessels includes information collection, accumulation,
systematisation and analysis on the complex utilization of nuclear submarines and surface ships with
nuclear power installations and on treatment of spent nuclear fuel and radioactive wastes. The
relevant data on radiation and ecology, science and technology, law and economy, administration and
management should be properly processed. The general objective of the analytical information system
(AIS) development, described in the present paper, is the efficiency upgrading for nuclear submarine
utilization management and decision making. The report considers information provision and
functioning principles as well as software/hardware solutions associated with the AIS creation.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Russian Federation Government 28 May 1998 adopted Decree #518 "On measures to
facilitate the utilization of nuclear submarines and surface ships with nuclear power
installations removed from the Navy, and ecological rehabilitation of radiation hazardous
facilities of the Navy".
The management of implementation measures in the NSM complex decommissioning and
utilization program (information collection, accumulation, systematization, analysis and
processing on NSM and SS with NPI complex decommissioning issues and problems of spent
nuclear fuel (SNF) and radioactive wastes (RAW) treatment) is at present lacking
methodological support because decommissioning and utilization of a particular NSM is a
task requiring a great volume of various information reflecting its radiation and ecological,
scientific and technical, law, economic and administrative aspects.
The analysis of national and international experience shows that such big projects and
programs need advanced information technologies based on the use of data base management
systems, data communication networks of Internet/intranet type, information consulting and
analytical systems.
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In the report basic conceptual provisions are presented on creating the analytical information
system (AIS) to provide for production process management in connection with the complex
decommissioning and utilization of nuclear submarines (NSM) and surface ships (SS) with
NPI.
2. AIS OBJECTIVES
The main target of AIS development is the enhancement of management and decision making
on NSM decommissioning and utilization issues. The AIS must provide for verification of
measures in the framework of the Federal Program on NSM complex utilization in the
following aspects:
Technological aspect including:
• status of NSM and SS with NPI, formed reactor sections (RS) units;
• conduct of unloading SNF from utilized NSM and SS with NPI;
• forming transport trains with SNF and its delivery for reprocessing;
• RS cutting out, the unit forming and preparation for its disposal to long-term storage
(LTS);
• utilization of NSM end parts.
Financial and economic aspect including:
• project investment control covering all sources of funds;
• control of regulation works resource provision and expenditures accordingly;
• control of general expenditures for regulation works implementation;
• control over realization of scrap metal, equipment, instruments and gears from
utilized NSM.
Management aspect including:
• control over the schedule and quality of regulation works at NSM utilization stages;
• verification of investment spending efficiency;
• control over the use of resources.
Radiation and ecological aspect including:
• data accounting and analysis in regard to the radiation situation at the utilized
submarine and the job site;
• accounting and analysis of SNF and RAW activity and volumes at shore and floating
technical bases and sites of buffer storage;
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• accounting and analysis of numerical values for occupational irradiation doses of
workers and specialists at executive enterprises during potentially hazardous works
(PHW);
• accounting and analysis of ecological rehabilitation data from temporary storage sites
for SNF and RAW from utilized NSMs;
• presentation of geographic information data: electronic charts and schemes of NSM
anchorage sites, locations of executive enterprises, SNF and RAW storage and
reprocessing facilities.
3. AIS STRUCTURE SCHEME AND PRINCIPLES OF FUNCTIONING
The AIS organization, general system, software and hardware should be oriented at the longterm implementation management support of the complex decommissioning and utilization
program (approximately up to 2010). The basic centralized principle was selected first of all
in connection with long-term implementation of the NSM complex decommissioning and
utilization program.
The supreme linear supervisor is the Deputy Minister of the RF Minatom who is responsible
for the formulation of purposes and makes decisions on decommissioning and utilization
issues for NSM and other nuclear facilities.
The enterprises executing utilization have to submit their information about work progress at
utilization stages to AWPs (automatic working places, data collection centers of appropriate
regions). The primary information is delivered to AWPs at computing centers (or
communication offices) of North and Far East regions using existing means and channels of
communication.
The primary information on conduct of decommissioning and utilization stages in regions has
to be delivered to AWPs of Moscow institutions CNIIATOMINFORM, SUE "NIKIET",
VIMI, (as appropriate according to information nature) for data systematization and analysis
and then to the central server and the Department of ecology of the RF Minatom and nuclear
facilities decommissioning for further clarification of ways to achieve a sub-target of the each
utilization stage.
From SUE "NIKIET" AWP to CNIIATOMINFORM data collection center the information
should be transmitted on the evaluation of such key parameters as for example occupational
irradiation dose during conduct of potentially hazardous works (PHW), activity volumes and
levels of the SNF unloaded from utilized NSMs and RAW, radiation monitoring results for
utilized NSM sections and job sites and others.
The CNIIATOMINFORM transmits the systematized and analyzed information on NSM
utilization and SNF and RAW management to the AWP of the RF Minatom Department of
ecology and nuclear facilities decommissioning as well as to AWPs of NIKIET and VIMI.
The frequency of information delivery on work progress at utilization stages will depend upon
the degree of nuclear and radiation hazards and environmental situation at NSM dismantling
sites.
For example, not less than once in 7 calendar days it would be necessary to transmit from
enterprises the information on SNF unloading from utilized NSMs, on the reactor section
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cutting out, remote control module preparation and other PHW to regional AWPs
(information collection centers), in case of radiation incidents - immediately. The information
on unloaded SNF and RAW management should be delivered not less than once in 15
calendar days, in case of emergency-immediately. The information on NSM end parts
utilization and scrap metal realization - once in 30 calendar days.
The information on occupational irradiation doses preferably should be delivered after PHW
or an utilization stage has been completed. The access to central and local data bases is carried
out in accordance with the adopted regulation.
4. INFORMATION PROVISION FOR AIS
Information provision consists of:
• Data bases of indicators for conducting regulation works to provide for
environmentally safe utilization of NSMs and SSs with NPI
• Topical data bases containing information on the entire process of NSM utilization
functionally interrelated
• Reference data bases
• Data base of cartographic information.
The information on utilized NSMs should be integrated in a single data base reflecting
technological, financial, economic, management, law, administration, ecological aspects and
other issues. Data bases at the second level should include the series of functionally
interrelated data bases targeted at main stages of NSM utilization. The third level - topical
data bases on specific issues (sub-stages) of utilization: information on SNF unloading, its
safe disposal to temporary storage, transportation to reprocessing facilities and so on. Data
bases on standards must contain effective standards and legislation, provisions and terms on
ecology issues, environmental protection, nuclear, radiation and other kinds of safety.
Reference data bases must contain the following data:
• design and assembly documentation (charts), plans, cut-away view of apparatus
premises and sections with radioactive equipment located therein and indication of
potential contamination levels;
• the list of NSM sections, their classification and zoning;
• composition, quantity and mass of materials and engineering equipment;
• chemical composition of protection materials and structures for appropriate premises
and sections;
• general information.
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Within the framework of the ISTC Project #245 "Development of a sophisticated computer
based data system for evaluation of the radiation legacy of the former USSR and setting
priorities on remediation and prevention policy" (Project "RADLEG") the "first order" data1
on nuclear and radiation hazardous facilities located on the territory of the former Soviet
Union was collected. The information provided by institutions participating in the project was
validated and data completeness was evaluated.
At the initial stage of the project a unified logical structure of the database "RADLEG" was
developed, directories of enterprises and 'objects' types were compiled, unique codes
(numbers) were assigned to each enterprise. As a whole, the information collected and the
database "RADLEG" implemented on its basis encompass the thirteen sectors of
investigations of the Soviet nuclear complex. These are:
• Nuclear power plants;
• Sunken and dumped objects, ship propulsion reactors, service ships, naval bases;
• Science and research institutes, pilot industries, nuclear research reactors and nuclear
research centers;
• Nuclear weapons tests;
• Peaceful nuclear explosions;
• Storage and treatment of non-reactor waste and spent sources of ionizing radiation;
• Mining, dressing and processing of uranium ores;
• Hexafluoride production and isotope enrichment of uranium;
• Nuclear fuel fabrication;
• Radiochemical reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel;
• Nuclear ammunition production;
• Chernobyl 30-km zone;
• Power reactor installations.

The information that comprises the "RADLEG" database may serve as a starting point when
implementing the AIS concerning inventory and analysis of volumes and activity levels of
spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and radwaste stored at the naval bases and service ships. The project
efforts made jointly with NIKIET call for providing the information on the naval bases and
service ships located in the North-West and Far East Russia. This information comprises the
following characteristics:
1

"First order" data describe physical, chemical, technical and general characteristics of an 'object'. The data
about enterprises is based on information currently available in institutions participating in the project. This is
stored in special archives, publications and local databases. Declassified archives, additional calculations and
verification of the models used for quantitative estimations can also serve as the additional information.
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(l)Object name/number, its location, history of operation and current conditions;
(2)List of basic buildings and facilities, including:
•

Building name/number;

•

Building purpose, current use (i.e. design characteristics and technical
specifications);

•

Data on radiation situation inside and outside the buildings;

•

Existing radwaste, its characteristics, storage method;

•

Existing SNF, its characteristics, solidified fuel assembly number and their
conditions;

•

Availability of radionuclide migration from buildings into the environment.

(3)List of nuclear and radiation hazardous facilities;
(4)Data on radiation situation and radio-nuclide contamination at the naval bases;
(5)Amount and activity of SNF stored at the naval bases;
(6)Amount of solid radwaste, its composition, activity and storage method;
(7)Amount of liquid radwaste, its chemical composition and radioactivity;
(8)Measures and proposals on the naval bases rehabilitation.
The fragment of user interface to the "RADLEG" database that was implemented for the
category "OBJECTS" and enterprise type "Sunken and dumped objects, ship propulsion
reactors, service ships, naval bases" which describes properties of selected 'objects' at a
particular enterprise is given in Fig. 1. For a specific 'object' located at a particular enterprise
one can view both general characteristics of that 'object' (see Fig. 2) and characteristics of
waste being stored (see Fig. 3).
The user-friendly interfaces to the "RADLEG" database, that was implemented for the
category "OBJECTS" and enterprise type "Sunken and dumped objects, ship propulsion
reactors, service ships, naval bases", which describes properties of selected 'objects' at a
particular enterprise have been developed. For a specific 'object' located at a particular
enterprise one can view both general characteristics of that 'object' and characteristics of
waste being stored.
Activities needed to implement the AIS should include:
• Collection of additional data;
• Compilation/purchase of digital maps covering areas affected by the nuclear
facilities;
• Development of relevant software
Maplnfo/Intergraph environment;

intended

for

database management in
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GIS-technology on the Web;
Working out of a meta-data base "RADLEG" concept;
Development of relevant software necessary for data processing and transfer,
modeling of activity spreading in the environment, assessment of dose loads on
personnel and population;
Creation of a demo system prototype using "client-server" technology.

| SfM

FIG 1. User interface implemented for category "OBJECTS" of the "RADLEG" database.
During the AIS implementation it is planned to create a thematic geoinformation cadastre
covering the issues mentioned above, which will be a part of the Minatom Environmental
Geoinformation Cadastre.
5. AIS SOFTWARE/HARDWARE
AIS software/hardware base must provide for solving functional tasks of the system. The
system hardware should be based on PCs of various capacity and LANs. Such configuration
allows to provide for:
« Needed efficiency and its possible increase;
» Integration of existing (being in use) hardware;
® Minimal costs for the system operation.
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FIG 2. Example of user interface to the "RADLEG" database, which describes general
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Software development should provide for the unification of selecting maintenance systems for
data bases and applications taking into account the need of the AIS integration with existing
systems and those in process of developing. For analyzing and deriving results by NSM
utilization technological stages specialized software systems should be used for creating
geographical information systems (GIS).
Application development should provide for the implementation of economical and
mathematical models for economic efficiency analysis of NSM utilization options and
conditions (single or three sections utilization engineering scheme: in the dry dock, on the
stocks, in the transport transfer dock, in the slip; dismantling and stripping of the reactor
installation equipment).
The information maintained in the AIS central part is confidential. For processing of
confidential information a sub-system for its protection should be created. Such sub-system
should provide for:
• user identification
• delimitation of access to information according to the industry security policy
• audit, i.e. recording users work with the system
• AIS information protection from unauthorized access from external global networks;
• automation of the administrative security service.
Composition of hardware needed for the system operation
Organization

Hardware

DEDNF

Work stations (Pentium III - 600)
Laser printer LaserJet 1100
Network equipment: HUB, accessories, cable
Work stations (Pentium III - 800)
Laser printer LaserJet 1100
Server for development and debugging (Pentium 800, Xeon, 0.5 Gb RAM,
18 Gb HDD)
Server for operation on an industrial scale (2 x Pentium 800 Xeon, 1 Gb RAM,
90 Gb HDD)
Work stations (Pentium III - 800)
Work stations (Pentium III - 800)
Work stations (Pentium III - 800)
Work stations (Pentium III - 800)

CNIIATOMINFORM

NIKIET
VIMI
Navy, GTA
Sudprom

Composition of general purpose software
#

Name of the product

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

SILVERRUN BPM, RDM
Open Plan Professional + Open Plan Desktop
ARIS Toolset
ARIS Easy Design
ARIS ABC
Microsoft Visual Studio
Oracle Express (server/client) for Windows NT
Oracle Internet Application Server
Oracle Internet developer Suite
GeoMedia Professional
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6. AIS CREATION AND PUTTING IN OPERATION
For the AIS development cycle design principles are used including a pilot AIS version and
further enhancement during experimental operation. Successive AIS development stages
include:
• AIS concept and structure development - general plan of actions required for the
system development and definition of principles for building and operating an
analytical information system
• AIS pilot project development
• AIS engineering design
• Working design development
• Main phases of AIS creation for accompanying the implementation of the NSM
complex utilization program
• AIS pilot operation. Approbation of the AIS pilot version and determination of
directions for its enhancement and coverage
• Industrial operation of the system in a real time scale
CONCLUSIONS
The analytical information system (AIS) creation will allow to provide for:
• information support of decision making for RF Minatom management and specialists
on the implementation of NSM and SS with NPI complex decommissioning and
utilization;
• collection, analysis and presentation of analytical information featuring processes of
NSM and SS with NPI utilization and SNF/RAW management;
• creation of an effective mechanism for financial resources management targeted at
NSM and SS with NPI utilization tasks solution, control over the fulfillment of plans
and contracts.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF V.E. TERENTIEV
S.N. BRYKIN (Russian Federation): Two accountancy and control systems are being
established in Russia - one for fissile materials and one for radioactive materials (including
radioactive waste); Minatom is responsible for both systems, but they do not appear to be
connected with the system which you describe. Would you care to comment?
V.E. TERENTIEV (Russian Federation): The two systems being established are - by lawnot interconnected. However, they are being established by the same organizations, including
our institute-TsNIIAtominform (Central Scientific and Research Institute for Information and
Techno-Economic Studies in the Field of Atomic Science and Technology). The development
work going into the regulatory reference base is drawn upon to the extent that it is necessary
for resolving problems within the framework of the system described by me.
N. LUCKYANOV (USA): You said that information is transmitted once a week, once every
two weeks or once a month. Would it not be better to transmit information when the situation
regarding the material of interest to you changes?
V.E. TERENTIEV (Russian Federation): I was talking about the routine transmission of
information. If an incident occurs, the related information is transmitted immediately.
M. GOLDMAN (USA): Does the database include a summary of personnel exposures as
well as environmental data?
V.E. TERENTIEV (Russian Federation): The central database, which covers the
decommissioning process as a whole, does not yet contain data on individual occupationally
exposed persons - only on collective doses. However, individual data relating to
occupationally exposed persons are kept in a database at each enterprise.
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Abstract
The main task of the Geographical Information System of the Chernobyl exclusion zone is to estimate
the applicability and perform the analysis of the body of radioecological information on the basis of
which the administrative decisions about the use of territories can be made. This system is rather
virtual and has several logical levels: storage of the primary radioecological and landuse
information; the analysis of possible ways for rehabilitation of contaminated lands; the economic
evaluations based primarily on the cost-benefit comparison of scenarios with use of different
countermeasures and those implementing usual technologies. This includes GIS - analysis and
evaluation of risks as the basis for the decision-making. The paper presents the results of application
of sophisticated GIS to the practice of radioecological research and land rehabilitation.

1. INTRODUCTION
The main task of the Geographical Information System of the Chernobyl exclusion zone
(ChEZ) is to estimate the applicability and perform the analysis of the body of radioecological
information on the basis of which the administrative decisions about the use of territories can
be made. That is real base to make rehabilitation assessment and develop methodology of care
with territories contaminated with radionuclides in and out of Chernobyl Exclusion Zone.
This system is rather virtual and shared among any organisation of the Zone under
responsibility of the Chernobyl Zone Administration and has following logical levels:
(l)The storage of the primary information and its analysis. That includes databases,
integration of results by GIS, estimation of the processes of radionuclides migration
through the ecosystems, radiobiological and total environmental consequences on
ecosystems and the study of systems of land use.
(2)The analysis of the possible way for rehabilitation of contaminated lands and the
ways to do it. Different scenarios are considered (according with legal regulations) zone as reservoir, agricultural use of lands, forestry, use of territory as a site for
scientific research and tests of the specialised engineering, use of special plants for
phytoremediation of the territory (by reducing the amount of radioactive substances
in soil). The indicated scenarios are of course not exclusive but complementary.
(3)The economic valuations are based primarily on the cost comparison of scenarios
with use of protective countermeasures and those implementing usual technologies;
GIS - analysis and evaluation of risks, are the basis for acceptance of the decisions.
In the presentation the results of use GIS in the practice of radioecological researches and
rehabilitation decision are submitted.
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2. THE CHERNOBYL EXCLUSION ZONE, ITS LOCATION AND LEGISLATION
The presented data concern the Ukrainian part of the so-called Chernobyl Exclusion Zone.
According to the Ukrainian legislation [2] the contaminated territories of Ukraine are
classified into four different zones (Table 1).
The information from the observation territory presented in this report corresponds to the first
and second zones. Currently both zones are combined under the administrative responsibility
of the State Department - Administration of the Exclusion Zone. The specific characteristic of
the administrative work in ChEZ is as follows: before the accident the combined territories
known as the 'Exclusion Zone' belonged to different administrative regions of Ukraine, but
after the accident ChEZ became a separate territorial unit, where all former and modern
services are subordinated to the 'Zone Central Administration'. Because of that, activity of the
presented unit to manage the Zone, covers a large complex of different tasks, which are under
the responsibility of various departments usually: starting with radiological monitoring and
research and encompassing administrative-municipal services, preservation of regime and
others. Taking into account that the objects under control are located in large territory GIS is
one of the key methods which are used to govern the territory.

TABLE 1. CLASSIFICATION OF THE UKRAINE TERRITORY ACCORDING TO THE
RADIOLOGICAL LIMIT [1]
1. Exclusion zone
2. The zone of unconditional (obligatory)
resettlement
3. The zone of guaranteed voluntary
resettlement
4. The zone of enhanced radioecological
monitoring

The areas from which the population was evacuated in 1986
13/
Cs >555 kBq/m2 or yuSr >111 kBq/m2 or Pu >3.7 kBq/m2,
where Deff > 5 mSv/yr.
185< u/ Cs <555 kBq/m2 or 5.5 <yoSr <111 kBq/m2 or 0.37 <Pu
<3.7 kBq/m2, where Deff >1 mSv/yr.
37 < IJ/ Cs <185 kBq/m2 or 0.74 <yuSr <5.5 kBq/m2 or 0.185 <Pu
<0.037 kBq/m2, where Deff>0.5 mSv/yr.

The situation map presented below (Fig. 1) reflects the modern state of territories, borders of
zone confine about 2500 km2, where all the systems aimed to control current radiological
situation and prevent potential risk of radionuclides out-flux are located.
3. REVIEW OF GIS DATA BANK
The strategy for support of the databank for digital maps and airspace images has been
defined for ChEZ. This bank contains systematised data, which were created in the Zone or
were received from different organisations with copyright protection. Today our bank
contains dozens of different maps of Ukraine, FSU, Europe, and especially of the ChEZ.
There is a small set of satellite images (SPOT, ERS, IRS, and RADARS AT) in the bank, too.
Despite of the general availability of the uniform databank, there remains question of the
satisfaction of requests of its thematic materials and delivery to their ultimate users. For this
purposes the description of contents of the federal databank, or metabase is conducted. With
the help of the metabase each user can search for his specific topics in the bank. To deliver
rather small volumes of data, the Internet network is used as practically all enterprises in the
ChEZ are connected to it. The transfer of large volumes of data is solved by traditional
methods — use of external carriers of large capacity.
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FIG. 1. Situation map of the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone and Zone of unconditional (obligatory) resettlement.
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FIG. 3. Soil map of ChEZ classified according with radiological danger.
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The maps contain information on the condition of radioactive pollution of land (Fig.2), types
of soil, its properties, forestry condition, ground and surface waters, landscapes,
administrative division, arrangement offerees and means of police, anti-fire stations and civil
defence. All cartographic materials are executed in standard systems co-ordinates, on
topographical bases of various scales (1:10000, 1:25000, and 1:200000) and are provided in
Arc/Info, Arc/View and Map Info formats.
Based on the digital bank the process of GIS introduction to the system of decision making is
leading to following direction: to support bank of digital map and airspace images to joint
utilisation; to refresh by remote control methods base digital layers; to organise system of
quick preparation and copying of thematical and special maps, according to administrative
requests; to install modelling GIS systems and analyses of spatial distribution of radionuclides
and emergency situations on the territory of the ChEZ; to provide methodological support to
other organisations which use GIS.
4. APPROACH TO POSSIBLE TERRITORY REHABILITATION
A primary consideration of development of the rehabilitation strategy was the evaluation of
irradiation and the internal exposure (basically through the food chains). To assess the
radionuclide transfer to food it is necessary to collect factual information, and perform a
division into districts according to the degree of the radionuclide biological availability and
considering the soil properties and landscape peculiarities. That implies: soil-landscape
division of the Zone territory, grouping of soils and landscapes with regard to the ecological
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criteria as well as the radiological ones; generalisation of data on transfer factors of
radionuclides into plants and as a result subdividing the soils for distinct landscapes into
groups distinguished by their degree of radionuclides biological availability [3].
To make the spatial analysis, we have created a digital map of soil-landscape cover of the
ChEZ (Fig. 3) with a database of basic agrochemical indexes. As a result of design work on
territory of the exclusion zone the morphological description of soil profiles, information on
the granulometric composition of soil, on the degree of proximity of ground waters to the
surface and on the degree of humification of soil were obtained. That has allowed us to
conduct a quantitative evaluation of the biological danger of the radioactive fallout for which
calculation of the space distribution of radionuclides, the properties of soils and landscape
peculiarities are taken into account.
Therefore we can carry out an evaluation of the biological danger of the radioactive fallout
with allowance for soil-landscape peculiarities. Overlapping of data on the soil-landscape
cover of the exclusion zone territory and the data of radioactive contamination was
performed. It allowed us to make a prediction evaluation of radioactive contamination of
vegetation (meadow, forest) with gives a possibility to calculate probability of obtaining pure
milk on the zone territory (for instance).
Other way to use this soil map is to forecast the radionuclide stock in underground plant
biomass (Fig. 4). GIS calculation, which made on the base of this map, gives us unpredictable
result. The radionuclide out-flux in the Pripyat River system of the ChEZ is relatively smaller
than the amount cycled through the biotic system. But we know that out-fulx with water is
about 95% of the total out-flux. That shows role of a plant ecosystem in the stabilisation of
the radiological situation.
5. DEFINITION OF THE REHABILITATION STRATEGIES
The restoration of a normal condition of territory should be assessed using combination of the
defined characteristics:
• Radiation condition of territory (possible doses for human and possibility to obtain of
radioactively clean production). The most acceptable and effective tool to reach this
goal is mapping of the territory by current and prospective effective doses for
population, and also complex of agricultural and radiological indexes.
• Economic potential of territory (expediency and effectiveness of economic activity).
This performance includes economic calculations of the scenarios of rehabilitation
measures.
• The legal status (lack of additional legal restrictions of activity and legal security of
economic tools of rehabilitation).
Using of GIS methods for overlapping of map layers which reflect ecological condition of
zone land (type of ecosystem, affect by vermin, type of water-proof measures, level of
forestry measures, environment protection measures (Fig. 5) and etc.) has been done. The
superposition has given the following preliminary picture (Fig 6.).
The largest part of the zone is the territory where it is expedient to conduct forest restoration about 800 km2. On the territory of about 300 km2 it is necessary to conduct water-proof
measures, including restoring of ameliorative systems. The special place considered for the
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prime rehabilitation is the territory where it is possible to curry out economic activity without
restrictions (agricultural - 27 km2, forestry - 183 km2).
Recently, on significant areas of woods, gardens and fields centers of the vermin and illnesses
(about 150 km ) were formed. This situation requires quick response with the purpose of a
quantitative evaluation of danger and development of measures on their suppression.

Description
Endromidiade
Porthetria monacha
Secondary (trunk) vermins
Fomitosis annosan (Fr.) Karst.

f
a

Environment preserved objects
0

reserve
recommended environment territory

FIG. 5. Environment protective measures and phito state of the zone territory.
Of course, due to these estimations not all criterions and indexes were involved, which
determine not only possibility but also expediency of realization of various aspects of activity
(like autorehabilitation processes, arrangement on territory of Zone of industrial plants, items
of a burial place and temporal localization of radioactive waste, evaluation of economic
correctness of measures realization). At the same time, even the tentative estimations show by
an obvious image overstated "optimism" of conclusions about the possibility of fast returning
of a southern part of the Zone in economic use and return of the population. Besides, in many
cases on the same sites of territory there is a necessity of various additional measures, for
example waterproof and fighting against the vermin.
6. GIS ANALYSIS OF FLOOD CONSEQUENCES FOR THE CHERNOBYL
EXCLUSION ZONE
A really serious problem of the ChEZ is that of spring flood. This is especially important
because of the river Pripyat flows through the highly contaminated parts of the zone, and
provides for outgoing flux of radionuclides. During 1990-1996 the average annual
radionuclides outflow with the river Pripyat waters into the Kiev reservoir was 90-400 Ci of
90 Sr and 30-120 Ci of 137Cs. During the ten years from 1986 to 1996, 3060 Ci of 137Cs and
-90

3500 Ci of - Sr left the Zone carried by water. [1, 8, 12]. In 1997 by the main waterway of the
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Zone, river Pripyat, about 40 Ci of 137Cs and about 70 Ci of 90Sr flew out. Nowadays, the
contamination of water occurs basically on the account of radionuclides washout of the
contaminated territories.
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FIG. 6. The main direction of rehabilitation measures in Chernobyl Exclusion Zone.
The cooling pond of the CheNPP is the reservoir of 22.9 km2 area; the stock of water in it is
137,
160 million nv\ In 1989-1993, the average annual value of the Cs specific activity in the
-10
c
cooling pond water fluctuated within the range of (1.4 to 3.3)-10" CM" . For. 90Sr
the specific
10
1
137
activity ranged between 1.2 and 2.3 10" CM" . The total activity of Cs in the bottom
sediments reached 3,500 Ci, 800 Ci of 90Sr and up to 3 Ci of 238'239Pu. The contribution of the
cooling pond to the total radionuclide out-flux is approximately 6%.
The intensity of radionuclide transfer by the waterway out of the Zone boundaries can
markedly increase in case of high waters (Fig. 7.). So, in the case of high water occurrences
having a 25% frequency per year it can be expected that on account of the washout of the
flood-lands (the worst scenario), an activity outflow beyond the Zone limits of up to 500 Ci
per year may occur. That is why modelling of spring flood is so impoitant.
As the first stage the most effective result of the GIS simulation application had become the
forecast of the areas of freshet flooding of flood-lands of Pripyat river which was expected in
spring 1999. On the basis of the toolkit of the block GRID Arc/Info and Spatial Analyst
Arc/View the opportunities of spatial analysis in comparison of three-dimensional model of
the relief and model freshet slope of the river were realised. The verification of the model was
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conducted on recent data of the flooding contours, obtained by remote control on the basis of
satellite images SPOT 1990, 1994, 1997 and 1999.

FIG. 7. The total view of flood territory of river Pripyat, close to CheNPP.
On the basis of the verified forecast, preventive measures against the flood have been applied.
The adequacy of the forecast for the 1999 spring have been evaluated after reception and
processing of the ERS snapshot made by the order of the Zone Administration during the
maximum rising of water on April 5, 1999. This confirmed the accuracy of the measures and
showed the economical role of GIS.
As a result of forecasting, the degree of flood, the danger of severely polluted plots of floodlands, radioactive waste burial places, occupied items, roads etc., important objects and the
effectiveness of existing water barrier structures with allowance for their present condition
were evaluated.

CONCLUSIONS
At present the GIS of the Chernobyl exclusion zone, with respect to its capabilities as decision
making system to solve some radiological, ecological or administrative problems, is still in
development. However, it is necessary to continue improving this system, especially in
collaboration with other leading institutes of Europe.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF A.N. ARKHIPOV
V. KVASNIKOVA (Russian Federation): In order to make forecasts, especially forecasts of
floods, one needs detailed topographical information of the kind one finds on very large-scale
maps. In Russia, such information is classified. What is the situation in Ukraine?
A.N. ARKHIPOV (Ukraine): Such information is classified in Ukraine as well. Some maps
with scales of 50 000:1 and 100 000:1 covering the exclusion zone have been declassified, but
they are not sufficiently detailed for the forecasting of floods. We have therefore created
electronic relief maps using isolines from declassified maps and stereopairs of satellite
photographs.
E.D. STUKIN (Russian Federation): Could you tell us exactly what is now meant in
Ukraine by "exclusion zone"?
A.N. ARKHIPOV (Ukraine): Under present Ukrainian law there are four exclusion zones in
Ukraine. The first one is the exclusion zone in the strict sense (what people often called the
"30-km zone") and is the area from which the population was evacuated in 1986.
E. GARGER (Ukraine - Vice-Chair): Why is the 4th district of the town of Pripyat in a
worse environmental state than other districts? What decontamination work was done there?
A.N. ARKHIPOV (Ukraine): Comprehensive decontamination was carried out there in
1986: the roofs and walls of buildings were washed; all asphalt surfaces were washed; and the
entire top soil and plant cover were removed. What was left was virtually a desert. The plant
cover was not quickly restored, so that the environmental situation in the 4th district is worse
than in other districts - and the contamination has returned.
E.GARGER (Ukraine - Vice-Chair): We have noted radioactive aerosol flows with a high
aerosol concentration during winter, when there is a snow cover. As a biologist, how do you
explain that?
A.N. ARKHIPOV (Ukraine): I can only suggest that there are areas without a snow cover or
that dust has been carried from the forest. It is an interesting question which should be looked
into.
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Nuclear Safety Institute, Moscow, Russian Federation
B.K. BLINOV, T.A. MARCHENKO
Ministry for Emergencies of the Russian Federation, Moscow, Russian Federation
Abstract
Since 1992, by a number of paragraphs of the federal programs on overcoming consequences of
accident on Chernobyl NPP, the measures on informational -analytic support of the federal programs
were provided. Within the framework of this activity for the solution of various aspects of Chernobyl's
problem central bank of generalized data and numerous information systems were created. In the
report the brief description of some of them is presented. In particular the databank on radioactive
situation includes the information on 12 thousand settlements of Russia which have been exposed to
radioactive contamination as a result of the accident.The medico-demographic section of a databank
includes information on death rate for the reasons for all subjects of Russian Federation since 1982
till the present time. The developed information systems are available to all participants of work on
overcoming of consequences of the accident. There are given the examples of integral estimates in
short- and long-term forecasts of development of a situation in territories suffered by the accident at
the Chernobyl NPP.

INFORMATION SUPPORT OF THE FEDERAL PROGRAMS
Since 1991 the work on making administrative information system (AIS) "Chernobyl" has
been conducted. Initially the works were carried out by the ordering of Committee on
liquidation of consequences of accident at the Chernobyl NPP at the Commission on
Extraordinary situations of the Council of Ministers of USSR, and further-within the
framework of the federal programs of Russia. In 1992-1993 the job was carried out by the
ordering of Goscomchernobyl of the Russian Federation, and from 1994 until the present
time -by the ordering of Ministry for Emergencies (EMERCOM) of the Russian Federation.
The creation of AIS "Chernobyl" has allowed in essence to change a level of informationanalytical support of the federal programs and to put on a uniform methodological and
methodical basis, to unify an information basis used, to ensure a coherence of the
administrative resolutions of federal and regional levels, to consolidate information spaces of
federal and regional levels, and also to increase efficiency of introduction of new computer
technologies in practice of the stuffs and experts of EMERCOM of Russia [1]. The work on
the creation, development and application of AIS "Chernobyl" was conducted on the
following directions:
(l)Creating of a central bank of generalized data (CBGD) on consequences of radiation
catastrophes as source of the systematized information for authority and system
analysis of problems [2];
(2)Development, application and support of computer information systems AIS
"Chernobyl" for federal authorities on overcoming of consequences of radiation
catastrophes [3].
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(3)Integration of experience of liquidation of consequences of radiation accidents in
computer systems including research of problems of decision making on protection
of the population and on the rehabilitation of territories as well as adjustment of
methods of training of experts and specialists of local administrations.
The complexity of problems appearing during the liquidation of consequences of the
Chernobyl accident has demanded considering not only radiation-hygienic aspects of
consequences of accident but also solving of a social and economic problem of rehabilitation
of territories, health protection and social protection of the population, softening of socialpsychological and other consequences. At the same time it was required to overcome the
interdepartmental dissociation of specialized databases that were created by then.
The major tasks solved within the framework of creation of the Central Bank of Generalized
Data on support of the federal programs were stated as follows:
• assembly and systematization of the information on all aspects of liquidation of
consequences of the Chernobyl and other radiation accidents;
• interdepartmental integration within the framework of a unified system including the
join of specialized databases, verification and mutual coordination of the
information;
• processing and analysis of the incoming information with the purpose of obtaining of
integrated complex post accidental estimations of consequences.
The forming of sections of Central Bank of Generalized Data and filling of databases was
carried on during 1992-1995. The collected and classified information has allowed realizing
an effective and on-line information service of federal authorities, of administrations of
regions, ministries, departments and their subdivisions in regions, scientific institutions and
population. To the present time the Central Bank of Generalized Data includes more than 20
sections including such as:
• data bank on radiation-hygienic
contaminated with radionuclides;

situation

(conditions)

in the

settlements

• data bank on a demography (age/sex structures and age death rate caused by different
reasons since 1982 till the current time on the majority of areas of Russia and other
parameters);
• data bank on population migration in zones of radioactive contamination;
• data bank of the legislative acts, directive and regulatory documents connected with
the problem of overcoming of consequences of radiation accidents and catastrophes;
• data bank of electronic maps;
• data bank on the personified registration of persons injured as a result of the
Chernobyl and other radiation catastrophes.
Briefly we shall describe a number of sections of Central Bank of Generalized Data.
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The data bank on radiation-hygienic situation contains information on all settlements included
in the "List of the settlements relating to the territories of radiocontamination" approved by
the Government of the Russian Federation and on neighboring to them 23 regions of Russia.
To the present time the information on more than 12 thousand settlements of Russia since
1986 till the current time is included in it. For the most contaminated settlements the data base
contains up to 250 parameters.
The data bank on demographic situation contains the information about age/sex structure of
the urban and rural population of all regions of Russia, and also of cities of Moscow and St.
Petersburg for 1982-1999. The data bank contains also information on death rate caused by
different reasons for regions of Russia that has suffered by radioactive contamination after the
accident at the Chernobyl NPP, and also on Russia as a whole for 1982-1999. The
information on number of the people died of miscellaneous reasons with 5-year's layout on
years of life is brought into databases.
In the Central Bank of Generalized Data the information collected by tens of organizations
participating in operations on liquidation of consequences of the accident at the Chernobyl
NPP is contained. The created Central Bank of Generalized Data has original significance and
is opened for wide usage by the experts of organizations participating in works on the
Chernobyl problem.
The wide number of computer software of miscellaneous types created in frameworks of the
"Chernobyl" Administrative Information System (AIS) including I&R and geographic
information systems allows to support decision making at federal and local levels of
administration. AIS "Chernobyl" includes the following program shells and subsystems:
• information storage and retrieval system;
• administrative-organizing systems;
• I&R and bibliographic systems;
• stock of algorithms and programs including the programs of calculation of radiation
doses, relative and absolute radiation risks, migrations and transfer of radionuclides;
• specialized geographic information system and databases (practically for all areas of
Russia) on regions of elevated ecological risk (Fig. 1);
• systems on informing of the population.
Briefly we shall describe a number of subsystems.
The information storage and retrieval systems (ISRS) are based on factographic section of the
Central Bank of Generalized Data and ensure data access on radiation-hygienic situation in
the settlements, on radiation and chemical contamination of agricultural lands and
manufactured production, on population migration on the contaminated territories etc.
Program shells and the databases AIS "Chernobyl" are widely distributed and are adapted for
usage in regional organization of EMERCOM of Russia and in administrations of regions.
The components of AIS "Chernobyl" were repeatedly utilized for obtaining of integral
estimates of short- and long-term forecasting of development of situation on territories
affected by Chernobyl accident.
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FIG 1. The computer map of radioactive contamination of the Western part of the Bryansk
region, Russia.

As a result of research conducted on the basis of accumulated data the number of the
documents was prepared. In these documents a modem situation in territories affected by the
accident is reflected, and also totals and perspectives of realization of the state programs on
overcoming of the consequences of the accident on Chernobyl NPP were observed. The basic
outcomes of these researches are concentrated in the national reports of EMERCOM of
Russia in 1996-1999, brochures for local authorities and population. In them the retrospective
analysis of the conducted protective measures, strategy of after wreck works within the
framework of the state programs is conducted. At the assessment of a modern situation on the
contaminated territories the radiation-hygienic, radioecological, demographic, socialpsychological and socio-economic aspects of consequences of accident are considered. The
special attention is given to forecast of radiation-hygienic situation in the settlements related
to zones of radiocontamination. The forecasts are carried out taking into account a current
situation in terms of different variants of realization of the federal programs. Below as an
example one of variants of the forecast of doses of external irradiation of the population is
cited.
In the Table 1 the outcomes of the forecast of an effective external dose of the population of 7
regions of Bryansk region with the settlements placed to zones with the miscellaneous socioeconomic status are cited. The estimations were conducted for all districts of Bryansk region
in consideration of the settlements in each district with this or that privileged zone, a value of
an average density of a land contamination by caesium, soil-climatic features of districts and
vertical migration of caesium in soil [4].
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Table 1. The forecast of effective external dose of the population of 7 districts of the
Bryansk region divided by zones according to current Russian legislation
Districts and
Zones for social protection
GORDEEVSKY
Right to resettlement
Resettlement

External dose, mSv/year
2005
2000

2010

0.97
2.24

0.76
1.76

0.60
1.39

ZLYNKOVSKY
Privileged status
Right to resettlement
Resettlement

0.18
1.02
2.10

0.13
0.75
1.55

0.10
0.56
1.16

KLIMOVSKY
Privileged status
Right to resettlement
Resettlement

0.32
0.62
1.39

0.23
0.45
1.02

0.17
0.34
0.77

KLINTZOVSKY
Privileged status
Right to resettlement
Resettlement

0.17
0.71
1.61

0.12
0.52
1.18

0.09
0.39
0.89

KRASNOGORSKY
Right to resettlement
Resettlement

1.06
4.01

0.92
3.49

0.80
3.05

NOVOZYVKOVSKY
Right to resettlement
Resettlement

0.81
2.04

0.59
1.50

0.44
1.12

0.31

0.27

0.23

STARODUBSKY
Privileged status
Right to resettlement

The estimations and forecasts conducted within the framework of information-analytical
support of the federal programs were utilized as founding and reference materials at preparing
the projects of the laws, government documents and implemented federal programs relevant
to the Chernobyl problem.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF I.I. LINGE
Y.S. STEPANOV (Russian Federation): In your comparisons, how did you take into
account the medical support (for example, free medicine) being received by the liquidators?
I.I. LINGE (Russian Federation): We did not work in detail with primary data relating to
the liquidators since the "Russian medical-Dosimetric register" in Obninsk follows up on the
liquidators on the basis of individual medical records. For arriving at our conclusions, we
used final data indicating that there has been no increase in mortality among the liquidators.
Y.S. STEPANOV (Russian Federation): Does your database contain primary data in
addition to evaluated data?
LI. LINGE (Russian Federation): At the IBRAE (Nuclear Safety Institute of the Russian
Academy of Sciences) we collected primary data in cases where they were necessary for
understanding the correlated data. Thus, we have a large set of primary data relating to
foodstuff samples. We use it in performing our own correlation's.
V.I. KHOLOSHA (Ukraine): I have several times heard from representatives of the IBRAE
that no increase in mortality has been observed among the liquidators as compared with a
control group. What is the control group?
LI. LINGE (Russian Federation): It is a cohort of males aged 30 to 60 years.
There have been other - still more impressive - studies indicating that the mortality among
Minatom employees who worked as liquidators is well below that of the control group.
Epidemiologists have certified it, and we think that we can believe them.
V.A. KUTKOV (Russian Federation): Were the data relating to mortality among the rural
population in the Bryansk region standardized or not?
I.I. LINGE (Russian Federation): The data, obtained from Goskomstat (the State statistical
office), were standardized on the basis of a European standard.
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SESSION 8
PANEL DISCUSSION,
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

PANEL DISCUSSION
1. Are present international and national criteria for restoration of areas contaminated
with radionuclides from unplanned events or poorly controlled past practices
satisfactory?
G. Linsley (IAEA): The issue of criteria for restoration has come up on several occasions
during this conference. It was also a feature of the discussions at the IAEA's International
Symposium on Restoration of Environments with Radioactive Residues held at Arlington,
United States, last year. We concluded at Arlington that there is something of a conflict
between what is done nationally and what is now being recommended internationally.
We have seen from several presentations that the dose criterion of 1 mSv/year is being used as
a target or a criterion for site restoration activities. Why is that? I suggest that it is because it
is a well-established value in regulations — everybody knows it — and, because of that, the
public will often accept it.
However, this criterion was designed for different purposes: 1 mSv/year is the dose limit for
members of the public. It applies to the control of planned practices which are expected to
deliver a benefit to society or some parts of it. However, it is often mistakenly seen as a
dividing line between what is an acceptable and a non-acceptable risk. Its use as a target for
restoration activities may in some circumstances be appropriate, but levels of dose in this
region can often be shown not to be cost-beneficial. If the contaminated area is very
extensive, it may be extremely costly to remediate to a 1 mSv/year target.
What does our knowledge of existing radiation levels in the natural environment tell us about
what is reasonable as a restoration target? The range of annual natural background radiation in
the world is about 1 mSv to 10 mSv, depending on where you are on the Earth's surface. For
example, there are some parts of Europe where the natural radiation dose approaches
10 mSv/year, and there are some regions in the world where it approaches 100 mSv/year. I
think this provides a perspective for our 1 mSv/year. The worldwide average dose due to
natural radiation is, as you know, 2.4 mSv/year. A further perspective can be gained from
recommended international criteria for other types of intervention situation. The IAEA and
the ICRP give an action level for radon in dwellings (i.e. the level at which you should
consider doing something to remedy the situation) in the range 3-10 mSv/year.
I think I have said enough to indicate that the action level for guiding restoration decisions
should not automatically be set at 1 mSv/year. Of course, we have to recognize the sensitivity
of such decisions and the concerns of people who will be affected. However, the advice of
radiation protection experts should be based on good science and on an informed view of the
attendant risks.
2. How to achieve public, governmental, and scientific consensus on restoration criteria?
M. Goldman (United States of America): I shall address the question of how we can
achieve public, governmental and scientific consensus on restoration criteria.
The gap between us scientists and the public continues to be very great. One of the reasons is
our inability to communicate in a way that conveys the importance of the technical
information and puts it into the correct perspective. It must be recognized that all doses are
important, but it must also be recognized that there is a need for control only above certain
levels, as Mr. Linsley just indicated. The public seems to think that all doses are equally
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important. This is a quantitative issue that we have not yet been successful in discussing. One
way of discussing it might be to relate a given dose to natural background radiation without
the use of numbers, by saying that the dose is half of background or twice background, rather
than some multiple of— say— 2.4 mSv/year. However, we do not often have an opportunity
for such a discussion, as our discussions usually take place in a closed room, among scientists
from different countries, and the public feels that we are not being transparent.
There must be a way to make the debate about the criteria and the philosophy more open, with
members of the interested public invited to participate, for they have important concerns that
must be heeded. Moreover, we must concede the fact that, although we know a lot, we do not
know everything. We frequently seem to be saying that, because we have issued regulations
or made recommendations, we really do know everything. There is a continuing need for
research. However, the fact that we do not have all the answers does not mean that we are
uncertain or insecure in our support for the regulations and recommendations.
It is essential that we continue to foster international co-operation in radiation safety and that
we more closely harmonize our policies for radiation sources delivering low doses. We
frequently omit economic considerations from our discussions of scientific, environmental,
ethical and psychological factors, and we frequently discuss the different factors in isolation.
I shall finish by saying that what we are doing with regard to radiation may be a prelude to
what might be done with regard to other things in our environment — things about which
there is probably less information available. We could create a kind of model of how such
discussions should be conducted.
3. What are the prospects for the re-establishment of normal life in Chernobyl-affected
areas?
V.I. Kholosha (Ukraine): In my view, the re-establishment of normal life in Chernobylaffected areas where people are living now or which are to be resettled depends on three
things: the additional radiological burden on the population must not exceed 1 mSv/year; the
State must provide adequate medical (including psychiatric), social and legal services; and the
conditions necessary for meaningful economic activity must exist.
With existing technologies it is possible to clean up any contaminated areas, but the
expenditure on clean-up operations must be commensurate with the country's economic
situation and must promise sufficient economic benefits.
In Ukraine there are some 400 inhabited localities where the additional radiological burden
exceeds 1 mSv/year, with the internal dose significantly greater than the external dose in
regions such as the Polesye. The situation is critical in areas where people consume milk and
meat from privately farmed land, and there is a strong focus on such areas — with, for
example, the extensive use of Prussian blue.
In Belarus and Russia, where the external dose is more significant relative to the internal dose
than in Ukraine, a great deal has been done to reduce the radioactivity levels in major
population centres.
With regard to areas from which the population has been evacuated and which will not be
resettled, areas such as the exclusion zone, perhaps one cannot speak about 'the reestablishment of normal life", but one can speak about "a return to economic utilization". In
Ukraine, this is being achieved through measures such as the use of decontaminated land for
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the storage of radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel; a 150-hectare area has been assigned
to an organization called 'Vektor" for radioactive waste storage, and a 60-hectare area is to be
used for spent fuel storage. In some cases, we are establishing nature reserves — also a valid
form of economic utilization.
4. Is it necessary and feasible to restore natural ecosystems contaminated with
radionuclides and to protect biota along with humans?
C. Vandecasteele (Belgium): When we speak of "natural ecosystems", we tend to have in
mind sparsely populated ecosystems where very little economic activity is taking place. Such
ecosystems can be very important, however, because — for example — they contain
substantial fresh water resources, or extensive forests capable of yielding valuable timber
grow there, or they are a potential source of numerous medical plants. At the same time, such
ecosystems may be very fragile, so that when we act to restore them we must take care not to
upset the equilibrium.
In some ecosystems there is a high availability of radionuclides, and hence a high transfer
rate, so that any population there will constitute a critical group.
As to the feasibility of restoration, you may have very large areas needing to be restored, and
large areas mean high costs. So perhaps we should ask not whether it is feasible but whether it
is reasonable to act — although restoration may not be feasible at any cost simply because of
the fragility of the ecosystem. As to the necessity of restoration, you may have to act in order
— for example — to protect a critical group or a valuable resource or to maintain
biodiversity.
What about protecting biota along with humans? When we think of protecting humans, we
tend to consider individuals; when we think of protecting biota, we tend to think in terms of
populations. You will probably all agree with me that we should give priority to the protection
of humans, but we should sometimes remember that there are endangered species and rare
ecosystems which very much deserve to be protected.
So, when considering the question which I am trying to answer, we can perhaps conclude that
the answer will differ from case to case. We must first decide what we wish to protect. Then
we must assess the radiological risk and determine what countermeasures are possible. Then
we must carry out a cost/benefit analysis, taking into account "externalities" like public
welfare and social dislocation which cannot be directly expressed in money terms.
Finally, the decision taken may well differ from country to country as a function of national
priorities.
5. What are the environmental considerations in decommissioning potentially
dangerous nuclear facilities and utilizing weapons-grade uranium and plutonium for
peaceful purposes?
N.N. Ponomariev-Stepnoy (Russian Federation): We have very little experience of
decommissioning nuclear facilities, and there are no strict rules to which decommissioning
operations must conform. That is especially so in the case of nuclear facilities which have
operated without any radioactive waste safety standards or in accordance with outdated ones.
When decommissioning a nuclear facility, therefore, it is necessary to treat the job as a highly
individual project.
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Let me give you an example. The oldest nuclear facility in Russia is the "Kurchatov Institute"
site in Moscow. Work began there, with nuclear materials and the risks which they entail, in
1943. The radioactive waste was disposed of in unlined trenches. Later, shafts lined with
concrete were used, but even they do not meet today's radioactive waste safety standards. The
total amount of radioactivity at the site, in the middle of Moscow, is of the order of several
hundred thousand curies.
What can be done? The first thing to do is to prevent the situation from getting worse — to
control the situation so that at least no radioactive substances escape from the site. Then we
shall have to launch a highly individual project, starting with a detailed investigation of the
site so as to determine what radioactive substances are present and where. After that, we shall
either have to deal with those substances at the site or remove them to somewhere where they
can be dealt with more carefully.
Very conscious of the fact that I have not answered the question which I was supposed to
answer, I appeal to all of you here to help us with this project.
6. How can we make provisions for the protection of future generations from the risks
of highly contaminated areas?
V.F. Demin (Russian Federation): It should be obvious that "the protection of future
generations" must mean not just radiation protection, but also social protection — through,
for example, the provision of compensation and appropriate medical services.
I need not remind you that the failure of the policy for responding to the Chernobyl situation
— which was a good policy — and the adoption of an inappropriate law were due not only to
the political situation at the time but also to the half-measures taken by us. A sound radiation
protection concept was worked out, but the social aspects were left to the politicians. And we
all know what social anxiety resulted.
How can we avoid such social anxiety in the future, caused by the adoption of some other law
which prevents optimum, rational implementation of our radiation protection concept? We
need to consider the situation regarding the methodology for assessing radiation risks and
other risks to health and the related documents regulating the taking of decisions.
In this connection, I should like to draw your attention to a concept, recently adopted by
Russia's National Radiation Protection Commission, whereby social aspects are dealt with at
the decision-making level but are based on the dose approach — and to ask "Is that enough?"
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
E.D. Stukin (Russian Federation): With regard to what Mr. Linsley just said, in my view
most radioactively contaminated areas do not need to be cleaned up to the point where the 1
mSv annual dose level is not exceeded as they are industrial areas.
Another point I should like to make is that, if it were now decided in Russia that people living
in areas with contamination levels of 1-5 Ci/km2 should not receive special allowances, there
would be a minor revolution. Accordingly, I suggest that such allowances continue to be paid,
but not to persons who are idle and likely to spend them on drink. The recipients should be
required to work on public projects such as road-building.
With regard to areas with contamination levels of over 40 Ci/km2, one useful activity would
be the planting of fast-growing trees such as aspens for use in paper-making.
B. Golubov (Russian Federation): When talking about the radiation legacy of the 20th
century and environmental restoration, we should realize that when the nuclear reactor
assembled at the Chicago sports stadium went critical the planet entered a qualitively new era;
the nuclear chain reaction which took place at Oklo some two billion years ago cannot be
compared with the nuclear chain reactions which have been triggered by man, and which have
resulted in — for example — anomalously high concentrations of tritium and plutonium in
various places. The problem is not so much one of environmental restoration as of adaptation
to a new situation in the evolution of our planet.
I.I. Linge (Russian Federation): In my view, we must avoid providing support for the myth
that mankind started to have a negative impact on the environment only when the first manmade nuclear reactor went critical. Agriculture and the chemical industry — to take just two
examples — were polluting the environment long before that, and their voluminous waste
products are not handled with nearly as much care as the waste products from nuclear power
generation. The risks from ionizing radiation are small compared with the risks from, say, the
production and use of chemical compounds such DDT.
Y.S. Stepanov (Russian Federation): I should like to endorse what Mr. Linge just said. At
the same time, however, I should like to comment on something which Mr. Linge said in
Session 7, during his presentation. He said that the general state of health of the Chernobyl
liquidators is pretty much the same as that of various control groups. I would point out that
the liquidators get free annual health checks, free medicine and free spa treatment. What
would their general state of health be like if they did not?
V. Novikov (International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis): The costs of
environmental restoration in Russia are going to be prohibitive. Consequently, it will be
necessary to list the country's radioactively contaminated areas in an order of priority — to
determine which areas need to be rehabilitated first and which can be left until later. That will
be a three-stage process: establishment of an inventory, modelling and risk assessment.
Unfortunately, the organizations which engage in the establishment of inventories of
radioactively contaminated areas tend not to maintain close contact with those which engage
in modelling and risk assessment. It will be important to ensure that there is always close
contact between the organizations dealing with environmental rehabilitation in Russia.
G. Souchkevitch (WHO): We have heard about the idea of raising the intervention level to
10 mSv/year, which would undoubtedly have an economic impact and might have a positive
psycho-social impact. The idea has derived basically from comparisons of the situation of
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people living in areas with similarly high radioactivity levels due to — for example — nuclear
accidents. In the former situation, the main element of interest is radon, with its potential
effect on the lungs; in the latter situation, the main elements of interest are caesium and
strontium, with their potential effect on bone marrow. Before the idea is implemented, a
number of medical questions need to be clarified. For example, we know from the Hiroshima
and Nagasaki survivors and the Chernobyl liquidators that ionizing radiation could give rise
to tumours, but there are now indications that it can give rise to cardiovascular diseases. Also,
we need to look farther into the question of genome instability under the influence of ionizing
radiation.
Another aspect of raising the intervention level to 10 mSv/year is that some people would lose
the special allowances which they have been receiving and might contract various stressinduced complaints.
WHO has not yet taken a final position in this matter, about which I was speaking in a
personal capacity.
V.A. Kutkov (Russian Federation): I should like to say a few words about the balance
between radiation protection on one hand and generally protecting society on the other.
In Russia's radioactively contaminated areas — as in Russia as a whole — cancer accounts
for 10-15% of deaths, and radiation protection measures are being directed mainly to ensuring
that that percentage does not increase. With the doses of the order of a few millisierverts
which are serving as criteria for decision-making, the potential increase in that percentage if
we raise the intervention level from 1 mSv to 10 mSv will be vanishingly small. A given
effort can help to avert far greater effects if devoted to the broader task of generally protecting
society than if devoted just to radiation protection.
I agree with Mr. Linsley that the use of 1 mSv as the basis for decision-making with regard to
interventions in radioactively contaminated areas, as a level below which one does not
intervene, derives from a misunderstanding; that number is taken from the criteria applied in
the control of dangerous practices such as the operation of nuclear power plants. The purpose
of those criteria is to force designers, manufacturers and operators to ensure that the
equipment is safe.
When we talk about decision-making criteria, however, we are talking not about danger but
about harm; the harm attributable to radiation depends on our ability to exert an influence —
the danger is something quite different, and the 1 mSv figure taken from normal radiation
protection is not the right figure when one is deciding whether to restrict the activities of
people living in areas with constantly high radioactivity levels which fluctuate only very
slightly.
Yu. A. Izrael (Russian Federation - Facilitator): What is the right figure?
V.A. Kutkov (Russian Federation): Something close to the background radioactivity level
— 10 mSv or more. A very low exemption level means that very many people find
themselves in a post-accident situation — with serious social consequences.
S.L. Simon (USA): The question addressed by Mr. Linsley and Mr. Goldman ("Are the
present international and national criteria for the restoration of areas contaminated with
radionuclides from unplanned events or poorly controlled past practices satisfactory?" and
"How to achieve public, governmental and scientific consensus on restoration criteria?") are
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difficult for us to answer because we have a credibility problem; many of us here belong to
the generations which were involved in the development of the atomic bomb and the nuclear
power reactor. There is a need for younger people who, besides knowing nuclear science,
understand its public policy aspects better than we do. Only when there are enough such
people will public, governmental and scientific consensus on restoration criteria be achieved.
At the same time, I would emphasize that what we advise now will be crucial to the world
view of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy; we must recommend levels which are deemed to
be sufficiently protective but will not involve a squandering of public resources.
J.E. Kenigsberg (Belarus): In my presentation I tried to show how difficult the decisionmaking process is. There are differences of views among the specialists, even those involved
in the formulation of international recommendations within the framework of organizations
like the IAEA.
The most important factors are social ones, but no one here has pointed out how much has
been achieved in this respect. The intervention level with regard to the population at large (not
with regard to occupationally exposed persons) is now so low that the introduction of even
just a slightly higher one for decision-making purposes would have disastrous results. We
must therefore relate international recommendations such as the 10 mSv threshold one to what
is found in real life after a nuclear accident; we must relate our objective to what already
exists.
Lastly, whatever dose we have decided on as our criterion for rehabilitation, intervention, etc.,
we must bear in mind the doses which the population has already received; they must be
factored into the risk assessment.
J.N. Brykin (Russian Federation): I should like to say a few words about two things —
money and risk.
Many people are nowadays demanding that the production costs in many fields include the
full cost of waste disposal. That is a reasonable demand, and in the nuclear field it is our job
to assist with the taking of the necessary political decisions.
As regards risk, people should be informed of the risk associated both with ionizing radiation
and with other phenomena. They can then decide whether — for example — to remain where
they are, perhaps in return for some financial compensation, or move elsewhere.
The money collected from producers obliged to include the full cost of waste disposal in their
production costs should be used for ensuring that waste disposal is carried out safely and that
the associated risk is thereby minimized.
Yu. A. Izrael (Russian Federation - Facilitator): A large number of questions have been
considered during our discussions and in the presentations made this week, and I should like
to comment on some of them.
It is clear from what has been said this week that we already have substantial experience of
the restoration of radioactively contaminated areas.
Although little was said about it this week, dose is the key factor in the formulation of
national and international criteria — and it was undoubtedly at the back of our minds during
our discussions. As regards the question of choosing between 1 mSv and higher doses, in
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which connection I would mention that in Russia — in our legislation — there are criteria for
setting the special allowances payable on the basis of the density of contamination with
caesium-137, the 1 mSv dose can be measured with fairly good accuracy, whereas dose
burdens are quite difficult to determine and may vary among areas with the same
contamination density. Consequently, as stated by me earlier this week, we must continue
studying the behaviour of radionuclides — their fractionation, their mobility, their biological
accessibility — so as to be able to construct maps showing not only densities of
contamination by different radionuclides, but also doses and radionuclide mobility. In my
view, this is absolutely essential for decision-making, in which — with the transition from 1
mSv to higher doses — biologists and medical specialists must be involved. We can say that 1
mSv is reasonable for the assessments which we are performing, but we must also consider
higher levels if background concentrations are to be taken into account.
With regard to what Mr. Golubov said just now, the amounts of tritium and plutonium now
present on our planet are indeed incomparably greater than the amounts which used to exist in
nature, so it is fair to ask whether we should be using 1 mSv at all. In that connection, I agree
with those who say that we should consider not only radioactive contamination, but also
contamination by the hundreds of compounds foreign to our planet which the chemical
industry has produced.
There was talk about people moving away from where they had been living. After the
Chernobyl accident, a large number of people voluntarily moved out of radioactively
contaminated areas, although it was nothing like the mass flight of people during the Second
World War from zones in the Soviet Union where fighting took place. They were offered the
opportunity to move out after the Chernobyl accident, but in my view they should never have
been placed in a situation where they felt the need to move.
We spoke about ecological systems being automatically protected if humans are protected, but
there remains the question of exclusion zones. Although — or because — people are not
going to be living in such zones, we shall have to study the ecological systems which develop
there.
I should have welcomed a greater focus during this conference on matters such as the
economics of environmental restoration, the restoration of agricultural land (a matter to which
Academician Aleksakhin, who is ill and could not be here, attaches great importance in a
letter which I have just received from him) and international co-operation; and when I say
"international co-operation", I don't mean just harmonization, exchanges of information and
agreement on scientific questions, but also the issue of shifting agricultural production from
one region to another. These are all matters which will have to be considered at future
conferences.
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CONCLUSIONS
On all continents there are areas affected by radioactive residues due to nuclear explosions
conducted for military and peaceful purposes, to industrial activities and to nuclear and
radiation accidents. The rehabilitation of such radioactively contaminated areas is a major
problem for a number of countries, involving the expenditure of significant effort and
resources.
In many countries, the small-scale rehabilitation has been carried out of areas affected by
uranium mining and milling and by poor practices in early non-nuclear industries — for
example, radium luminizing. Larger scale rehabilitation has also been carried out in some
parts of the world — for example, in the areas affected by the 1957 Kyshtim accident in the
South Urals, Russia, and by the 1986 Chernobyl accident in Belarus, Russia and Ukraine. In
some countries such activities are only at the planning stage. However, on a world scale a
considerable amount of experience has already been accumulated. That being so, the
international harmonization of rehabilitation policies, approaches and methods could be useful
both from a practical point of view and in helping the people affected by clean-up operations
to have greater confidence in what is being proposed and planned.
These were the reasons for holding the International Symposium on "Restoration of
Environments with Radioactive Residues" in Arlington, USA, from 29 November to
3 December 1999 and the International Conference on "Radiation Legacy of the 20th Century:
Environmental Restoration" in Moscow from 30 October to 2 November 2000 — two major
international events supported by national bodies such as the US Department of Energy, the
US Environmental Protection Agency, the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Russian
Federation's Ministry for Atomic Energy, the Russian Academy of Sciences and by the IAEA
and the European Commission.
The following issues relevant to the restoration of areas affected by radioactive residues were
considered at the International Conference held in Moscow:
• extent and nature of contamination situations potentially requiring restoration in
different countries;
• international and national criteria relating to the rehabilitation of areas contaminated by
radionuclides;
• monitoring and radiological assessments of areas previously contaminated by
radionuclides;
• international experience of rehabilitating areas contaminated by radionuclides;
• decommissioning nuclear facilities and remediating waste storage facilities which
pose a threat of radioactive contamination of the environment;
• application of information technologies in environmental restoration;
• economic, cultural and social factors that should be considered in taking decisions
related to the remediation of contaminated lands.
Having considered those issues, the International Conference in Moscow came to the
following conclusions:
1.

The Conference has provided evidence of the wide variety of situations characterized
by residual radioactive contamination in many countries. Examples have been provided
of contamination situations arising not only from the civilian nuclear industry — for
example, uranium mining and milling, nuclear fuel fabrication and processing and
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nuclear power plant decommissioning — but also from the military sector — for
example, nuclear weapons production and testing and the operation of nuclear
submarines — and also from nuclear and radiation accidents. Further scientific inquiry
is needed to identify such situations and to objectively document the degree and
geographic extent of the contamination and to assess its impact on man and the
environment.
2.

Radioactive contamination of the environment has caused the undesirable additional
irradiation of populations and biota and has hindered regular economic activity. With
the significant reduction in the production of nuclear materials, the discontinuation of
nuclear weapons tests and the decommissioning of more and more nuclear reactors and
other nuclear facilities, there is an opportunity to rehabilitate major areas and make
them available for general use — a moral obligation of the present generation vis-a-vis
future ones.

3.

Studies of the characteristics of residual radioactive and chemical contamination must
be carried out in advance of environmental restoration activities with a view to
assessing the effectiveness of the various possible restoration strategies in reducing the
associated risk to human health and to biota.

4.

The evidence presented at the Conference and at the Arlington Symposium indicates
that for planned and controlled practices, such as the decommissioning of nuclear
facilities, the radiological protection guidance provided internationally, in particular by
the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), is generally
acceptable as a basis for restoration actions. Essentially, this is that restoration actions
should be guided by the well-established principle of optimization of radiological
protection constrained by an appropriate fraction of the dose limit for the public.

5.

In the case of the restoration of residual contamination resulting from unplanned events
such as nuclear and radiation accidents and from poorly controlled past practices, it is
becoming evident that the international guidance on the subject provided by ICRP and
IAEA is controversial. The controversy has arisen because of the difficulty, in some
cases, of distinguishing between practice situations and intervention situations, but also
because of the evidence that decisions on restoration actions are strongly influenced by
local factors such as public opinion and legal and political constraints.

6.

It is thus necessary to distinguish between scientifically based environmental
restoration decision-aiding by radiation protection experts and politically and socially
influenced decision-making by governmental and local authorities. Decision-making
has to take account of the views of stakeholders and the general public.

7.

The aim of the rehabilitation of inhabited areas should be to make them suitable for
normal economic and social life under safe conditions, with no commercial
discrimination against local commodities (for example, foodstuffs and wood) due to
long-lived radionuclides contained in them.

8.

The rehabilitation of agricultural land contaminated with radionuclides should include
the following long-term countermeasures:
• agrotechnical (radical amelioration of pastures, soil liming, etc.);
• in plant breeding (breeding of plants with low accumulation of radionuclides);
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• in animal breeding (change from milk production to meat production, etc.);
• in product processing (production of cheese and butter from contaminated milk, etc.).
The experience of agricultural rehabilitation in areas affected by the Kyshtym and
Chernobyl accidents and on the Marshall Islands has demonstrated the possibility of
producting food which meets radiological criteria and subsequently restricts the internal
exposure of the population.
9.

In planning the rehabilitation of contaminated areas, account should be taken of the
potentially useful effects of natural auto-rehabilitation processes such as radionuclide
decay, migration and binding by ecosystem components, which result in a reduction of
external and internal population exposures.

10.

Acceleration of the process of self-clearance in forests contaminated with radionuclides
is inadvisable from both the ecological and the economical points of view. Forests,
classified according to radiation level, should be specially managed in order to remedy
radiological consequences and gradually return the forest resources to economic use.

11.

In the decommissioning of potentially hazardous nuclear facilities and the maintenance
of radioactive waste storage facilities constructed when safety requirements were less
strict than today, special care may have to be taken to protect the public and the
environment.

12.

When the resources available for the rehabilitation of contaminated areas are limited the
priorities for rehabilitation should be based on achieving the maximum reduction of risk
to human health attainable with those resources.

13.

With a view to promoting good practices in environmental restoration, there should be
regular exchanges of information about the positive experience being accumulated in
the decommissioning of nuclear facilities and in the rehabilitation of radioactively
contaminated areas and about the innovative technologies being employed for those
purposes.

14.

Among the important issues not covered at the International Conference held in
Moscow or at the International Symposium held in Arlington, USA, were the
following:
• achieving public, governmental and scientific consensus on restoration criteria;
• environmental restoration in the vicinity of sites where peaceful underground nuclear
explosions took place;
• environmental implications of the utilization of weapons-grade uranium and
plutonium for peaceful purposes;
• mechanisms for funding the environmental restoration of areas contaminated by
radionuclides; and
• the impact of policies for protecting species other than humans on the criteria for
restoration decision-aiding.

15.

Future international efforts are necessary on the issue of environmental restoration in
order to resolve policy issues such as those relating to:
•
•

criteria for the restoration of areas affected by radioactive residues, and
the trade in commodities from areas affected by radioactive residues.
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